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44 Vic. c. 1, sec. 18-Power of Canadian Pacific Railway Company to
take and use foreshore-49 Vic. c. 32, (B. C.)-City of Vancouver-
Right to extend streets to deep water-rossing of railway-Jus publi-
cum-Implied extinction by statute-Injunction.

By 44 Vic. c. 1, section 18, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
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1893 The act of incorporation of the City of Vancouver, 49 Vic. c. 32,
- sec. 213 (B.C.) vests in the city all streets, highways, &c., and in
THE

CITY OF 1892 the city began the construction of works extending from the
VANCOUVER foot of Gore Avenue, with the avowed object to cross the railroad

V. track at a level and obtain access to the harbour at deep water.
THE

CANADIAN On an application by the Railway Company for an injunction to
PACIFIC restrain the city corporation from proceeding with their work of

RAILWAY construction and crossing the railway:
COMPANY.

Held, affirming the judgment of the court below, that as the foreshore
forms part of the land required by the railway company, as
shown on the plan deposited in the office of the Minister of
Railways, the jus yublicum to get access to and from the water
at the foot of Gore Avenue is subordinate to the rights given to
the railroad company by the statute (44 Vic. c. 1, sec. 18 a) on the
said foreshore, and therefore the injunction was properly granted.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia (1), overruling the judgment of
McCreight J. which had dissolved an injunction and
dismissed the plaintiffs' action.

This was an action brought by the plaintiffs praying
that the defendants should be ordered to remove an
embankment that had been erected by them on the fore-
shore of Burrard Inlet, the said embankment having
been erected to enable the defendants to have access
to the waters of Burrard Inlet from a street of the city
known as G-ore Avenue, and further to restrain the
defendants, their servants, agents or employees, from
repeating the said offence, and that the defendants,
the city, should pay damages for having erected the
said embankment.

This action came on to be heard before His Lordship
Mr. Justice Mcreight, at the city of New Westrdinster,
on the 6th and 12th days of July, 1892, and judgment
was given by the said Mr. Justice McCreight on the
19th day of July, 1892, in favour of the defendants.
From this judgment the plaintiffs appealed to the-full
court of British Columbia, which pronounced judg-

(1) 2 B.C.R. 306.
R

2
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ment on the 12th day of December, 1892, allowing the 1893
appeal, with costs of both courts, and granting a man- T

datory injunction ordering that the defendants be CIrY OF
VANCOUVER

restrained from permitting the said embankment to v.
THEremain and to remove the same, and perpetually res- CANADIAN

training the defendants from committing any trespass PACIFIC
.: RAILWAYupon the said portion of the foreshore of the beach of COMPANY.

Burrard Inlet, described in the pleadings in the said
action, and that the defendants pay the plaintiffs one
dollar as nominal damages.

The material facts and pleadings are fully stated in
the report of the case in the second volume of the
British Columbia Reports, p. 306, and in the judgments
hereinafter given.

Dalton McCarthy Q.C., and Hammersley, for the appel-
lants.

The language of section 18a of the schedule A. 42
Vic. cap. 14, Stat. of Canada, does not warrant the
construction the plaintiffs seek to place upon it that it
grants a title in fee simple or an exclusive right to
use the foreshore, but on the other hand the section, as
the defendants contend, only gives a right of way or
right to use the foreshore to such an extent as may be
absolutely required by the Railway Company and
"in so far as the same is vested in the crown," that is
subject always to the jus publicum of navigation and
access to the water of the sea, and the proper use of
the foreshore at the ends of the streets of the defendant
city, otherwise it would be ultra vires.

The true meaning of an act of the legislature is to
be found not only from the words of the act, but from
the cause and necessity of its being made, from a com-
parison of the several parts and from extraneous cir-
cumstances.
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1893 Maxwell on Statutes (1); Walst v. Trevanion (2)
TH Holliday v. Overton (3).

CITY OF We would also call attention to the fact that where
VANCOUVER

V. specific grants by way of aid are made to the plaintiffs

CANADIAN in other clauses of the act provision is made for the
PACIFIC granting of title deeds to the plaintiffs therefor, but

RAILWAY
COMPANY. there is no such provision here, which goes to prove

that the intention of the legislature was merely to
grant to the plaintiffs a right of way over the foreshore
for their line of railway, not a fee simple or exclusive
right.

The test of the plaintiffs' ownership lies in the
question whether they have the right to convey or
alienate any portion of the foreshore if they should so
desire, and it is submitted that the said subsection 18a
of their act has not granted them such property in the
said lands, for on the authority of Bewlins v. Shippam
(4), a freehold interest cannot be created or passed
other than by deed, and there is no language in the act
which can justify any interference with the jus
publicum.

By the act of 1881 incorporating the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company and authorizing the construction
thereof and of which act the schedule A, clause 18,
is a part under which the plaintiffs base their claim
in this action, authority was only given to the com-
pany to construct their line as far as Port Moody in
the province of British Columbia and not further.
The company took the foreshore of Burrard Inlet as
shewn by the plaintiffs under the powers of the said
18th section, but as to any portion of the line of railway
authorized to be constructed by the act containing
said section it is submitted that the powers contained

(1) 2 ed. pp. 23, 95, 230, 346, 359 (2) 19 L. J. (Q. B.) 458.
and cases there cited. (3) 15 Beav. 480.

(4) 5 B. & C. 221.

4
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in the 18th section must be limited, at all events, to 1893

the line of railway authorized by that act to be con- TE

structed and not to any branch line or lines that might CT Or
0VANCOUVER

be constructed by the company at any subsequent V.
period and not contemplated by the legislature when CATDIAN

the act was passed and the powers conferred. PACIFIC
RAILWAY

Clause 5 of the Canadian Pacific Railway company CoiPAY.

Act, 1887, does not grant the company any further -

powers beyond confirming the location of the branch
line from Port Moody to the City of Vancouver.

We also contend that the map deposited by the com-
pany under section 18 subsection A of the company's
incorporation act, stewing the foreshore of Burrard
Inlet as taken by the company, was deposited in 1886
and was not contemplated or sanctioned by the legis-
lature when the said act became law.

The wording of the subsection A itself shows that
the right granted to the Railway Company is not an
exclusive right, but only to such an extent as shall be
required by the company for its railways and the evi-
dence shows that is now held by the Railway Company
to the extent it is required and the user by the de-
fendants would not interfere with the use by the
Railway Company.

Moreover the defendants by erecting the embank-
ment in no way interfered with the using of the fore-
shore by the Railway Company, and the use of the fore-
shore over the embankment by the defendants was
quite consistent with the use of the foreshore by the
Railway Company under the act in the same manner as
the use by the defendants of any street crossing the
railway is consistent with the use by the plaintiffs of
the railway crossing the street.

If it is held that the Dominion Government granted
the Canadian Pacific Railway Co. such an exclusive
right, as held by the full court of British Columbia in

5
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1893 the judgment of the chief justice, is it such a grant as
THE the Dominion Government could make and is it a valid

CITY O exercise of legislative power consistent with the trust
VANCOUVER

TV. to the public upon which the foreshore is held by
CANADIAN the Government ?
PACIFIC See Illinois Central Railway Co. v. State of Illinois
RAILWAY

COMPANY. (1); Moore's Law of Foreshore (2).
If the crown had intended to grant to the company

the exclusive right to use the foreshore and hold it as
against all other rights that might exist at common
law the language of the section granting that right
would have been more explicit. See judgment in
Arthur v. Bokenhan (3).

The general rule is, that in all doubtful matters and
where the expression is in general terms, the words are
to receive such a construction as may be agreeable to
the rules of common law.

See Hardcastle on Statutes (4) ; The Queen v. Scott
(5) ; The Queen v. Morris (6) ; Galloway v. Mayor of
London (7).

The rights of the public to approach and use the fore-
shore by the street so established is clearly sustained
by the following authorities: Pion v. The North Shore
Railway (8); The Queen v. Buffalo 4 Lake Huron Rail-
way Co. (9); Lyon v. Fishnmonger's Co. (10); and the
authorities collected and discussed in these cases.

See also Wood v. Esson (11); Warin v. London
Canadian Loan Co. (12)

The rights of the public were vested in the appel-
lant corporation and could be enforced by them;

(1) 13 S. Ct. 110; 146 U. S. R. (7) L.R.1H.L.34.
387. (8) 14 Can. S. C. R. 677, affirmed

(2) 3 ed., pp. 444-445. 14 App. Cas. 612.
(3) 11 Mod. 150. (9) 23 U. C. Q. B. 20S.
(4) 2 ed. pp. 292, 294, 322. (10) 1 App. Gas. 662.
(5) 25 L. J. (M. C.) 133. (11) 9 Can. S. R. C. 239.
(6) L. R. 1 C. C. R. 90, 95. (12) 7 0. R. 706.

6
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Fenclon Falls v. Victoria Railway Co. (1) ; but as they are 1893

not here as plaintiffs the absence of the Attorney General '~

to the record cannot be set up by the respondents. COU Or
VANCOUVER

The learned counsel also cited and referred to Standly V.
v. Perry. (2) ; Yarmouth v. Simmons (3) ; Orr Ewingv. CA IAN
Colquhoun (4) ; Badger v. The South Yorkshire Rail- PACIFIC

RAILWAY
way, &c., Navigation Co. (5) ; Gann v. Freefishers of ComPANY.

Whitestable (6) ; St. Mary, Newington v. Jacobs (7) ; and
Moore's Law of Foreshore (8).

See also argument of counsel in court below as to
dedication of the land to appellants (9).

Christopher Robinson Q.C. for respondents:
The respondents contend that the judgment of the

full court is right and should be supported.
The respondents under their charter had the right

to extend their line from Port Moody to English Bay.
Canadian Pacific Railway Company v. Major (10).

The location of the branch lines of the respondents
between Port Moody and the city of New Westminster
and between Port Moody and the city of Vancouver
was ratified and confirmed by the Parliament of Canada.
(50 & 51 Vic., ch. 56, sec. 55.).

The foreshore of the harbour was, previous to 1881,
vested in the Dominion Government. Holman v. Green
(14) The Queddy River Driving Boom Co., v. Davidson
(12) ; followed on the 10th day of November, 1891, by
Hon. Mr. Justice Drake in Canadian Pacific Railway
Company v. Vernon.

cSee Sydney c Louisburg Coal c Railway Company v.
Sword (13).

(1) 29 Grant 4. (7) L. R. 7 Q. B. 47.
(2) 3 Can. S. C. R. 356.- (8) Pp. 669, 770.
(3) 10 Ch. D. 51S. (9) 2 B. C. R. 315.
(4) 2 App. Cas. 839. (10) 13 Can. S. C. R. 233.
(5) 28 L. J. (Q. B.) 118. (11) 6 Can. S. C. R. 707.
(6) 35 L. J. (C. P.) 29. (12) 10 Can. S. C. R. 222.

(13) 21 Can. S. C. R. 152.
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1893 By subsection (a) of section 18 of the act of incor-

THE poration (44 Vic. ch 1 Dominion Statutes) " The com-
CITY OF pany shall have the right to take, use and hold the

VANCOUVER
V. beach and land below high water mark, in any stream,

CANADIAN lake, navigable water, gulf or sea, in so far as the same
PACIFIC shall be vested in the crown and shall not be required

RAILWAY
COMPANY. by the crown, to such extent as shall be required by

the company for its railway and other works, and as
shall be exhibited by a map or plan thereof deposited
in the office of the Minister of Railways."

Under this clause the respondents submit they are
entitled to the exclusive right to the foreshore of the
whole of Coal Harbour including that portion in front
of Gore Avenue.

"'Take' may mean actual taking, that is taking
possession of, or it may mean acquiring a title. In the
Land Clauses act it is generally used in the latter sense
of acquiring title, that is a complete title, though it is
occasionally there used in the former sense;" per Jessel
M. R., in Spencer v. Metropolitan Board of Works (1)

and also remarks of Lord Justice Bowen (2).
Coal Harbour was a public harbour within the mean-

ing of the words " public harbour " in the third schedule
of the British North America Act.

The land in question is not required by the crown.
The assent of the crown is presumed from user.
Attorney-General v. Midland Railway Company (3).

Registration of a plan does not constitute a dedica-
tion of the lands thereon to the public. In re Morton
and the Corporation of the City of St. Thomas (4).

The learned judge at the trial was in error in assum-
ing that the deposit of the railway plan without any

(1) 22 Cb. D. 163. (3) 3 0. R. 511.
(2) Pp. 172 173. (4) 6 Ont. App. R. 323.

8
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evidence as to the act of dedication operated as a dedi- 1893

cation.
Dedication is a question of fact, and in order to CITY OF

VANCOUVER
dedicate the fee must be vested in the owner of the soil. V.

See Dovaston v. Payne, (1) ; Woolrych on Waters (2); CANEIAN

Wood v. Veal (3) ; Angell on Highways (4) ; Harrison PACIFIC
RAILWAY

v. Duke of Rutland (5); Moubray Rowan 4- Hicks v. COMPANY.

Drew (6) ; Poole v. Huskinson (7) ; Spedding v. Fitz-

patrick (8).
The respondents have no power to alienate the fore-

shore inasmuch as they have the right to take, use and
hold the beach and land to such extent as shall be
required by the company for its proposed railway and
other works, and for no other purpose.

A railway cannot grant a right of way over land
required by the company. Mulliner v. Midland Rail-
way Company (9); Pratt v. Grand 'lunk Railway (10) ;
Corporation of Welland v. Buffalo 4- Lake Huron Rail-
way Company (11).

The common law right of the inhabitants of the city
of Vancouver to pass over the foreshore was of a very
limited nature. Blundell v. Catterall (12).

Under any circumstances the respondents submit
that the appellants have no right to place an embank-
ment on the foreshore, which is a superstructure. Per
Bayley, J. in Blundell v. Catterall (12).

Places where the public can go on the beach can
only be established by the crown; per Abbott, C.J., in
Blundell v. Catterall (12).

No right to cross the railway -with a street can be
obtained without application to the Railway Committee

(1) 2 Sm. L. C. 9 ed. 154. (7) 11 M. & W. 827.
(2) 2 ed. p. 15. (8) 38 Ch. D. 410.
(3) 5 B. & Ald. 454. (9) 11 Cb. D. 611.
(4) 2 ed. ss. 132-134. (10) 8 0. R. 499.
(5) 9 Times L. R. 115. (11) 31 U. C. Q. B. 539.
(6) [1893] A. C. 301. (12) 5 B. & Ald. 268.

9
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1893 of the Privy Council of Canada; 51 Vic. cap. 29, sec. 11
T E (Dom). By sec. 14 the company have the option of

CIT OR making the street authorized by the committee.
VANCOUVER C

. The appellants have not applied to the Minister of

CANADIAN Public Works nor obtained the approval of the Gov-
PACIFIC ernor General in Council under Dominion Act, cap. 92,

RAILWAY
COMPANY. R.S.C. sec. 5, to construct their works in the harbour.

See also sec. 57.

McCarthy Q.C. in reply referred to Mulliner v. Midland
Railway Co.(1); Rankinv. Great Western Railway Co.(2).

The CHIEF JUSTICE,-I am of opinion that this appeal
should be dismissed with costs for the reasons given
in the judgment of Mr. Justice Gwynne.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should
be dismissed with costs for the reasons given in the
judgment of Mr. Justice King.

TASCKEREAU J.-1 think that Chief Justice Sir M.
Begbie's reasoning in the court below is unanswerable.
I would dismiss the appeal.

GWYNNE J.-The question in controversy in this
appeal is whether or not the appellants have the right
of extending a street in the city of Vancouver over a
portion of the sea beach lying between the extreme
limit of the said street and the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way which has been constructed on the beach below
high water mark opposite to the said street, and so of
obtaining access to the waters of the harbour of Van-
couver in Burrard's inlet, a portion of the sea there,
which access between the said street and Burrard's
inlet has been cut off by the Canadian Pacific Railway
as there constructed. The appellants' contention is that

(1) 11 Ob. D. 611. (2) 4 U.C.C.P. 463.

10
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the railway as constructed there is a public nuisance, 1894

and that being so the appellants, as being seized of the TE

soil and freehold of the said street, have, in the interest CrY OR
VANCOUVER

of the public, a right to abate such nuisance by con- V.
structing an embankment from the terminus of the CTHEIAN
street to and over the railway and to construct a way PACIFIC

RAILWAY
from the other side of the railway. down to the waters COMPANY.

of Burrard's inlet and to construct a landing stage there. owynne J.
This contention raises two questions. 1st. Is the rail- -

way as constructed a public nuisance? And 2nd. As-
suming it to be so, have the appellants the right con-
tended for by them, and which they have asserted by
proceeding to make as and for a public highway the
structure necessary io provide access from the street
across the railway to the sea,, and so to extend the said
street ?

By sec. 17 of the Canadian Pacific Railway Act, 44
Vic. ch. 1, it is enacted that :-

17. The Consolidated Railway Act of 1879 in so far as the provisions
of the same are applicable to the undertaking authorized by the char-
ter, in so far as they are not inconsistent with, or contrary to, the pro-

visions hereof, and save and except as hereinafter provided is hereby

incorporated herewith.

And by sec. 18 it is among other things enacted
that

18. As respects the said railway the seventh section of the Consoli-

dated Railway Act 1879 relating to powers and the eighth section

thereof relating to plans and surveys shall be subject to the following
provisions

a. The company shall have the right to take, use and hold the beach

and land below high water mark in any stream, lake, navigable water

gulf or sea in so far as the same shall be vested in the Crown, and
shall not be required by the Crown, to such extent as shall be required

by the company for the railway and other works and as shall be ex-

hibited by a map or plan thereof deposited in the office of the Minister
of Railways ; but the provisions of this section shall not apply to any
beach or land lying east of Lake Nipissing except with the approval

of the Governor in Council.

11
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1894 The object of this section plainly was, as it appears
TH to me, to give to the company incorporated for the con-

CITY OF struction of this great public national work extending
VANCOUVER

V. over the continent, and which for iine-tenths of the
Map

CANADIAN length of the proposed work was as yet wholly unset-
PACIFIC itled, much greater powers and privileges than were

RAILWAY
COMPANY. given to the railway companies of purely commer-

Gwynne j. cial character constructed under the provisions of
- the Railway Act of 1879, which, enlarged as it was by

the provisions of 44 Vic. ch. 1, was made applicable to
the Canadian Pacific Railway.

By the Railway Act of 1879, sec. 7, subsec. 3, railway
companies with whose act of incorporation the said act
was incorporated were only empowered, with the con-
sent of the Governor in Council, but not without such
consent, to take, use and appropriate for the use of their
railway and works so much of the public beach, or of
land covered with the waters of any lake, river, stream
or canal, or of their respective beds, as might be neces-
sary for completing and using their railway, subject to
certain exceptions therein contained. And by sec. 9,
subsec. 2, they were restrained from taking any greater
extent of any public beach or of land covered with the
waters of any lake, etc., etc., than thirty-three yards in
width, except in places where the railway is raised
more than five feet higher, or cut more than five feet
deeper, than the surface of the line, or where offsets are
established, or where stations, depots or fixtures are
intended to be erected, or goods to be delivered, and
there not more than two hundred and fifty yards
in length by one hundred and fifty yards in breadth.
Whereas, as we have seen, the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company are empowered, without the consent of
the Governor in Council, to take, use and hold any
beach or land below high water mark in any stream,
lake, navigable water, gulf or sea west of Lake Nipis-

12
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sing, in so far as the same is vested in, and not required 1894

by, the crown, to such extent as shall be required by T,

the company for their railway and other works, and as CITY OF
VANCOUVER

shall be exhibited on a map or plan thereof deposited v.
TE

in the office of the Minister of Railways. By these CANADIAN

words in sec. 18 of 44 Vic., ch. 1, " in so far as the same PACIFIC
RAILWAY

shall be vested in the crown, and shall not be required COMPANY.

by the crown," it has been argued on behalf of the Gwynne J.
appellants that all which the statute effected was to -

vest in the railway company only such estate and in-
terest in the public beach or land covered with the
waters of the sea as the crown could grant to a subject,
that is to say, subject to the public right of navigation
on the sea, and to free access to the public from the
land to the sea for that purpose, and that therefore it
was incumbent upon the railway company so to con-
struct their railway on the beach in front of the street
in question as to leave free access to the public from
the street to the sea, under the railway. Such a con-
struction would make the powers conferred on the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company more restricted
instead of more extensive than those conferred on other
railway companies by the act of 1879, which, when
the consent of the Governor in Council is obtained to
the companies acquiring the public property required
by them, reserves no right of the public therein; more-
over, such a construction would not only be more
restricted than is the act of 1879, as affects the
public beach, but would render the Canadian Pacific
Railway act almost wholly inoperative in so far
as relates to the construction -of the railway upon
any beach or land below high water mark in any
stream, lake, navigable water, gulf or sea, for if the
railway could only be so constructed as not to interfere
with the free access for the public from the street in
question, under the railway, to the sea it must needs be

13
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1894 so constructed in like manner opposite all lands front.
THE ing on the beach or sea shore. The true construction,

CITY OF however, of the section appears to me to be that the
VANCOUVER

. railway company may take, use and hold to such extent

CANADIAN as may be required by them, and as shall be exhibited
PACIFIC on a map or plan by them deposited in the office.of the

RAILWAY
COMPANY. Minister of RailWays, any beach and any land below

Gwynne J. bighwater mark in any stream, lake, navigable water,
gulf or sea, west of Lake Nipissing, which is vested in
and not required by the crown, the object of the
section being to provide for the company's acquiring to
their own absolute use so much of such lands as should
be required by the company for their railway and other
works as are still vested in, and not required by, the
crown, excluding in this manner from the operation of
the section all such land of the description stated as
having been vested in the crown had been granted
already by the crown, and leaving the company as to
such land or land covered with water, &c, to deal with
the grantees thereof, as to their property therein, under
the provisions of the act as to the taking possession of,
and holding to their own use, property vested in others
than the crown.

Now, in or prior to the year 1885, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company acquired a large tract of land
consisting of parts of lots nos. 181 and 196 in group
no. one of the Westminster District of the Province of
British Columbia, with a view of laying out a town
site thereon which should form the terminus of their
railway on the coast of the Pacific Ocean, and in 1885
they caused the site of-a town to be surveyed and laid
down thereon, which they designed to call Vancouver,
and upon the 30th day of November, in that year, they
deposited pursuant to the provisions of a statute of
British Columbia a map and plan of the said town site,
in the district land Registry Office, upon which map
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and plan was delineated a certain street called Gore 1894

avenue, terminating on the edge of the beach or sea TE

shore, at or above the highwater mark of the Harbour CIrrY OF
VANCOUVER

of Vancouver, in Burrard's Inlet, an arm of the Pacific V.
THE

Ocean. Upon the 6th of April, 1886, an act was passed CANADIAN
by the legislature of British Columbia, intituled: " An PACIFIC

RAILWAY
Act to incorporate the City of Vancouver ", whereby COMFANY.

the inhabitants of the land therein described as the Gwne J.
City of Vancouver were incorporated as a municipal -

corporation. The land so described as and for the City of
Vancouver included within its boundaries the land
surveyed, laid out and registered by the Railway Com-
pany as the said town site. By the 213th section of
the above act it is enacted that every public street, road,
square, lane, bridge or other highway in the city
should be vested in the city (that is in the city corpora-
tion), subject to any right in the soil which the indivi-
duals who laid out such road, street, bridge or highway
should reserve, and that such road, street, bridge or
highway should not be interfered with in any manner
whatever by excavation or otherwise by any company
or by any person whomsoever, except upon application
to, and permission given by, the city engineer in
writing.

No right was reserved by the railway company over
Gore avenue or in the soil thereof or over or in any
other of the streets laid down on the town site, the map
and plan of which was so registered as aforesaid, and
so it is contended by the appellants and not disputed
by the company that the municipal corporation of the
city of Vancouver are seized in fee of the soil of the said
street called Gore avenue subject to the trust of using
and suffering to be used and maintaining the same as
and for a public street in the said city of Vancouver.

Upon the 12th of May, 1886, the company deposited
in the office of the Minister of Railways, as required by

115
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1894 the said 18th section of their act of incorporation, a plan
R which showed the location of their railway as pro-

COroR posed to be constructed by them on the beach and fore-
VANCOUVERPoe

T. shore of Burrard's inlet in front of the said city of Van-
THE

CANADIAN couver, and they subsequently constructed their railway
PACIFIC upon the said beach and foreshore by a continuous solid

RAILWAY
COMPANY. embankment of about 50 feet in width at the base and

Gwyune j. about 20 feet in width on the top, which is about 12 or
- 14 feet in perpendicular height above the beach. Be-

tween this embankment and the extreme limit of Gore
avenue there is a space of 41 feet and 6 inches. This
space the company have ever since the construction of
their railway there kept enclosed by a fence running
along the extreme limit of Gore avenue and for some
distance on either side of Gore avenue, and such space
was so enclosed as part of the beach and foreshore
taken and required by the company for their railway
there.

After the construction of their said railway in man-
ner aforesaid and after the establishment of their
terminus upon the coast of the Pacific Ocean at the
said city of Vancouver, an act was passed by the Cana-
dian Parliament on the 23rd of June, 1887, intituled
" An act further to amend the act respecting the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company " whereby, after reciting
that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company had by
petition represented among other things

That under the powers already possessed by the company.it has con-
structed branch lines to the city of Vancouver and to the city of New
Westminster, and desires to have the location thereof confirmed, and
that it is expedient to grant the prayer of the said petition

it was among other things enacted that:-
The location of the branch lines of the company between Port

Moody and the city of New Westminster and between Port Moody
and the city of Vancouver is hereby ratified and confirmed, and the
lien and charge created by the mortgage bo-nds of the company and by
the deed of mortgage securing the same under the provisions of the

16
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act passed in the session held in the forty-eighth and forty-ninth years 1894
of Her Majesty's reign ch. 57 shall extend to and attach upon the said
last mentioned branch of the company's railway. OTY or

It was contended for the appellants that the object VANCOUVER

of this enactment was merely to make the said branch THE

railway subject, like the main railway, to the recited C AmIA

mortgage bonds and mortgage; but, granting that this RAILWAY
CoMrANY.

may have been the motive for enacting the clause in
question, it cannot be doubted that the location of the owynne J.

railway, so made subject to the mortgage, is expressly
ratified and confirmed as constructed, so that if there
had been any doubt as to the legality of the mode of
construction on the beach opposite Gore Avenue such
doubt is effectually removed. It is admitted that the
appellants are not entitled, in virtue of their seisin
of the soil of the street, to claim compensation as for
lands injuriously affected by the construction of the
railway; doubtless they are not. The cases of Rose v.
Groves (1) ; Eastern Counties Railway Co. v. Dorling.

(2) ; Attorney-General v. Conservators of the Thames (3) ;
Lyon v. Fishmongers' Co. (4) ; Attorney-General of
Straits Settlements v. Wemyss (5) ; and North Shore
Railway Co. v. Pion (6) ; conclusively show such a
right to be a private right of the proprietors of
land abutting on tidal or navigable rivers and the sea
shore, and as the corporation of the city of Vancouver
only claim to be seised of the soil of the street upon
trust to use it, and to permit it to be used, by the pub-
lic as a street or highway, which right is unaffected
by the construction of the railway on the beach, they
have no private right affected which can give them
any claim for compensation as for lands injuriously
affected, and if they had, such claim could only be
asserted in the manner provided by the statute. The
corporation of the city of Vancouver, that is to say, the

(1) 5 M. & G. 613. (4) 1 App. Cas. 662.
(2) 5 C.B.N.S. 821. (5) 13 App. Cas. 192.
(3) 1 H. & M. 1. (6) 14 App. Cas. 612.
.2
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1894 inhabitants of the city, have no more right to complain
TH of their access with the sea from Gore Avenue having

CITY OF been cut off by the railway as constructed on theVANCOUVER
. beach there, than any other member of the public de-

CANADIAN sirous of having such access.
PACIFIC It was further contended for the appellants that an act

RAILWAY
COMPANY. of parliament could not take away a public right of

Gwynne j. access from the shore to the sea unless by suitable
- express words. This point was raised in Corporation of

Yarmouth v. Simmons (1) and was held not to be main-
tainable.

It was likewise contended that the public had a right
of access from Gore Avenue across the beach to the sea;
that point was also raised in the same case, where it was
contended on the one side, and denied on the other, that
the right of the public to get from the end of a street
on to the shingle on the sea shore was a right apper-
taining to Her Majesty in right of her crown, and that
the crown could not deprive the public of such right.
The point, however, was not decided in that case, be-
cause it was agreed that another question should be
first argued and determined, and it having been deter-
mined concluded the case. However, it may be here
observed that in Blundell v. Catterall (2), Holroyd J.
says:-

The public common law rights with respect to the sea, &c., inde-
pendently of usage, are rights upon the water, not upon the land, of
passage and fishing on the sea, and on the sea shore when
covered with water ; and though, as incident thereto, the public
must have the means of getting to the water for those purposes, yet
it will appear that it is by and from such places only as necessity or
usage have appropriated to those purposes, and not a general right of
lading, unlading, landing, or embarking where they please upon the
sea shore or the land adjoining thereto except in case of peril or
necessity.

And Abbott C. J. at p. 311, says

(2) 5 B. & Ald. 301.

18s

(1) 10 ChL D. 518-
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As the waters of the sea are open to the use of all persons for all 1894
lawful purposes it has been contended, as a general proposition, that
there must be an equally universal right of access to them for all such CITY OF
purposes over land like the present. If this could be established the VANCOUVER
defendant must undoubtedly prevail. But in my opinion there is no T.

THE
sufficient ground either in authority or in reason to support this general CADIN
proposition. PACIFIC

RAILWAY
And then he proceeds to give his reason for his con- COMPANY.

clusion that such proposition cannot be maintained. Gwynne J.
It cannot, however, be disputed that Parliament can -

extinguish such right of the public, if any such existed,
and that Parliament has done so in the present case
cannot in my opinion admit of a doubt. But assum-
ing the public to have the right contended for, no
authority has been cited which warrants the corpora-
tion of the city of Vancouver in assuming to represent
the public and to redress the public injury complained
of by erecting the structure at the beach and across the
railway which the corporation have proceeded to con-
struct; the case of Fenelon Falls v. Victoria Railway

Company (1) was cited for the purpose, but that was a
wholly different case from the present, and is not at all
an authority in support of the contention of the appel-
lants; it was a case of wrongful acts committed by a
railway company upon the soil of a street vested in the
corporation, in short the common case of trespass upon
the soil of the street of which the corporation were
seised.

For the above reasons I am of opinion that the
appeal must be dismissed with costs.

SEDGEWICK J.-Concurred.

KING J.-This is an appeal from a judgment of the
Supreme Court of British Columbia restraining the
city of Vancouver from interfering with land held
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

(1) 29 Gr. 4.
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1894 The line of the Canadian Pacific Railway runs east
TH and west along the foreshore in front of the city of

CITY OF Vancouver at or near the foot of Gore Avenue. The
VANCOUVER

v. track is carried upon a soli'd embankment about 12

CANADIAN feet in height, and the site of it is about half way
PACIFIC between high and low water mark.

RAILWAY
COMPANY. The city corporation began the construction of a

King j. stone and earth embankment extending in a line from
- the foot of Gore Avenue across the intervening piece

of foreshore to the railroad track, the outer end of such
embankment resting upon the slope of the railroad
embankment. The avowed object of the city corpora-
tion was to cross the railroad track at a level and
obtain access to the harbour at deep water, and with
this view they proposed to raise the embankment to
the level of the railroad track and then continue it
down the foreshore to low water mark.

The waters in front of Vancouver were part of
Burrard Inlet, and the part directly in front was known
as Coal Harbour. This harbour was accustomed to be
frequented by vessels before the incorporation of the
railroad company or of the city of Vancouver. Being
a public harbour the foreshore vested in the Queen in
right of the Dominion. Holman v. Green (1).

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company was incor-
porated by 44 Vic. ch. 1, 1881. By section 18a it was en-
acted that the company should have the right to take,
use and hold the beach and land below highwater mark
in any stream, lake, navigable water, gulf or sea, in so
far as the same shall be vested in the crown and shall
not be required by the crown, to such extent as shall be
required by the company for its railway and other
works and as shall be exhibited by a map or plan
thereof deposited in the office of the Minister of Rail-
ways.

(1) 6 Can. S. C. R. 707.
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The act of incorporation provided for the construction 1894

of the line to Port Moody, B. C., as a terminus, but it T

also, as was held in Canadian Pacific Railway Co. v. CITY or
VANCOUVER

Major, (1) empowered the company to extend their V.
line from Port Moody to Coal Harbour and English CANADIAN
Bay. PACIFIC

RAILWAY
In March, 1886, the company deposited in the office COMPANY.

of the Minister of Railways a map or plan certified as King J.
showing the " lands required for right of way, Burrard -

Inlet, B. C." On this was exhibited the mainland and
the foreshore at the foot of Gore Avenue and for some
distance east and west of it. A portion of the main-
land fronting on the water, both to the east and west
of Gore Avenue (but not including Gore Avenue itself),
was tinted yellow on the plan, as indicating that it was
vested in the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. A
tract coloured pink was shown extending along the
harbour front and including all the foreshore out to
deep water, but this is not now material. A red line
running along and upon the foreshore indicated the
centre of the railroad track. Although there is no note
explanatory of it the part coloured pink evidently
represents lands held by the crown, which the com-
pany proposed to take, use and hold for the purposes of
its railroad and other works, and covers the land in
question.

By 51 Vic. ch. 6 sec. 5 the location of the branch be-
tween Port Moody and Vancouver was ratified and
confirmed; this, at least, went to confirm to the com-
pany the right to take, use and hold the land then in
fact taken, held and used, in the sense in which sub-
section a of section 18 of the act of incorporation
authorized a taking, using and holding.

What then is the meaning of such subsection ? The
appellant contends that the words " in so far as the

(1) 13 Can. S. C. R. 233.
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1894 same shall be vested in the crown " excludes the right
THE of interference with the jus publicum; that the crown
InY OFR having no right, of itself, to grant to a subject the fore-

V. shore freed from the public right of navigation there
CANADIAN is a saving of such right. I think, however, that these

PACIFIC words refer to the title of the crown in the lands as
RAILWAY
COMPANY. such. The term " vested " denotes title. If the lands

King J. remained in the crown and were not required by the
- crown the company were empowered to take them

" to such extent as shall be required by the company
for its railway and other work," the company exhibit-
ing the extent of their requirements by a map or plan
thereof deposited in the office of the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals. If the contention of the appellant
as to this is correct the company could not build on
the foreshore at all, because this would necessarily take
away public rights of fishing there.

At the same time I think that whether or not the
public right is extinguished is a matter of construction,
even though it may not be intended to be saved by the
clause already referred to.

The public right is not to be taken away to a greater
extent than is rendered necessary by what the act
authorizes. In Yarmouth v. Simmons (1), and Standly
v. Perry (2), it was held that a public right of
way may be extinguished by statute by implication
if the implication is a necessary one. These were both
cases of the interruption of travel from the foot of a
public highway to the shore of navigable waters
through the construction of a pier. In the latter case
the present Chief Justice of Canada says:-

It is argued that the act did not confer power to erect the harbour
works so as to intercept the passage from the end of a public high-
way to the waters of the lake. The answer to this is to be found in
the original statute which authorizes the selection of any site at

(2) 3 Can. S. C. R. 356.(1) 10 Ob. D. 518.
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Cobourg, without exception of streets, for works which are to be the 1894
private property of the company.

In the former case Fry J. says (1) CITY OF
VACOUVER

The result of the construction of the pier was this, that, whereas per- v.
sons had been in the habit of getting from the sea-wall at the end of THE

CANADIAN
Bank Street on to the shingle, there was now to be placed, on the very PACIFIC
space through which every person so doing had to pass, a permanent RAILWAY
structure of planks through which persons could not pass. There was COMPANY.

a physical impossibility in persons who had exercised the alleged right King J.
continuing to exercise it in the manner in which they had previously
done. The exercise of the right and the existence of the pier were
absolutely inconsistent.

There was a clause in the General Harbours Act that
nothing in the act should abrogate or prejudice any
estate, right, title, interest, prerogative, royalty, juris-
diction or authority of or pertaining to Her Majesty in
right of her crown. Assuming the statute to be
applicable it was held that the rights referred to in
that section were rights of property, or rights in the
nature of property, belonging to the crown as crown
property. It is true that the act authorized the pier
owners to take toll from every one, but this was relied
on only to rebut the contention that the act had given
a substituted right of way.

The principle of the judgment (as also the principle
of Standly v. Perry) (2) is that:

Where the legislature clearly and distinctly authorizes the doing of
a thing which is physically inconsistent with the continuance of an
existing right the right is gone, because the thing cannot be done with-
out abrogating the right.

And that is the principle that I conceive is to be
applied here. The jus publicum is to be subordinated
to the rights given to the railroad company by statute,
so far, and only so far, as there is a physical incon-
sistency between the maintenance of the jus publicum
and the doing of the thing which the legislature has
authorized to be done. Now, what was being authorized

(1) P. 526. (2) 3 Can. S. C. R. 356.
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1894 was the construction of a line of railway with its in-
THE cidental works. A line of railway upon low level (as

CITY OF the sea shore) is ordinarily built by solid embankment.VANCOUVER shr) odiaiy b
V. The company was authorized to take and hold the

THE

CANADIAN foreshore, for the purpose of making their railway, and
PACIFIC the natural and ordinary result of this would be to

RAILWAY
COMPANY. interfere with, and to some extent to extinguish, the

King J. public right of navigation. How could navigation be
- carried on where a line of railway was authorized to

be constructed and operated ? If it be said that the
road might be built on trestles this would not save
the right of navigation; and, besides, in a grant of
power to be exercised over such great areas it is
not reasonable to conclude that the company were to
be bound to unusual modes of building. The conten-
tion of the appellant requires that no rod of foreshore
shall be taken without the company being subject to
the same obligation.

In saying this much I do not mean to say that the
public rights of navigation are destroyed entirely.
The public right of navigation involves the right to
land and ship goods at places which law or usage
points out for such purpose. This is a right which I
think need not by necessary implication be deemed in-
consistent with the rights given by statute to the railway
company. It would, indeed, be wholly impracticable
for the company usefully and beneficially to exercise
their statutory privileges if the right of every riparian
owner to get access to and from the water at his land
is to be preserved. This would not be properly the
exercise of public right of navigation as such, but
rather something incidental to the exercise of the
property right to get access to and from the property.

But the public right involved in the right of naviga-
tion of loading and unloading at recognized public
places is a different matter, and I wish to guard against

24
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saying anything against the right of the public to 1894

protect such right even in the face of the powers given THE

by this act. That, however, is not the right attempted CrY oF
VANCOUVER

to be set up here. It does not sufficiently appear, V.
that this was a public or necessary place of lading and CANADIAN

unlading waterborne goods or of the embarking or dis- PACIFIC
RAILWAY

embarking of persons, and of thus carrying on naviga- ComPANY.

ation through or by means of it. King J.
From the evidence it would appear as though it were -

proposed to make a new landing for the benefit of the
city of Vancouver, and not to maintain the right to an
accustomed public landing place established as such
before the railroad company built their line. As ex-
pressed by the learned Chief Justice of British
Columbia, the claim of the city of Vancouver involves
the equal right of every owner on the foreshore to
cross the line of the railroad at will and place em-
bankments and other structures upon the soil which
the legislature has authorized the railroad company to
take, use and hold for the purpose of the railroad and
its works. I think also that, except in cases of ne-
cessity, the public right is to be maintained and
defended and protected by the Attorney-General for
the crown. Therefore I think that the appeal should
be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellants: A. St. G. Hamersley.

Solicitor for respondents: R. E. Jackson.
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1893 SAMUEL NIXON (PLAINTIFF)..............APPELLANT;

*Nov. 21. AND

1894 THE QUEEN INSURANCE COM- RESPONDENT.

*Fe 20. PANY (DEFENDANT) .................... E

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Fire Insurance-Condition in policy-Particular account of loss-Failure
to furnish-Finding of jury-vidence.

A policy of insurance against fire required-that in case of loss the in-
sured should, within fourteen days, furnish as particular an account
of the property destroyed, etc., as the nature and circumstances of
the case would admit of. The property of N., insured by this
policy, was destroyed by fire and in lieu of the required account
he delivered to the agent of the insurers an affidavit in which,
after stating the general charagter of the property insured, he
swore that his invoice book had been burned and he had no ade-
quate means of estimating the exact amount of his loss, but that he
had made as careful an estimate as the nature and circumstances
of the case would admit of and found the loss to be between
$3,000 and $4,000.

An action on the policy was defended on the ground of non-compli-
ance with said condition. On the trial the jury answered all the
questions submitted to them, except two, in favour of N. These
two questions, whether or not N. could have made a tolerably
complete list of the contents of his store immediately before the
fire, and whether or not he delivered as particular an account,
etc. (as in the conditions) were not answered. The trial judge gave
judgment in favour of N. which the court en banc reversed and
ordered judgment to be entered for the company.

Held, affirming the decision of the court en banc, that as the evidence
conclusively showed that N., with the assistance of his clerk, could
have made a tolerably correct list of the goods lost the condition
was not complied with.

Held further, that as under the evidence the jury could not have
answered the questions they refused to answer in favour of N. a
new trial was unnecessary and judgment was properly entered for
the company.

*PREBENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gywnne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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APPEAL from the decision of the Supreme Court of 1893

Nova Scotia (1) setting aside a verdict for the plaintiff NixoN

and ordering judgment to be entered in favour of TE

the defendants. QUEEN
TNSURANCE:

The following statement of the material facts of the COMPANY.

case is taken from the judgment of the court delivered
by Mr. Justice Sedgewick:-

On the 10th December, 1889, the defendant company
issued to the appellant a policy of insurance upon his
stock of general merchandise contained in his store at
Middleton, Annapolis County, Nova Scotia. The goods
insured were burned on the 29th of May, 1891, and this
action is brought to recover the amount of the insur-
ance. One of the conditions indorsed upon the policy
was the following :-

XII. Persons insured sustaining any loss or damage by fire are forth-
with to giv8 notice thereof to the Company, or to the agent through
whom the insurance was effected, and within fourteen days thereafter
deliver in as particular an account of their loss or damage, and of the
value of the property destroyed or damaged immediately before the
happening of the fire, as the nature and circumstances of the case will
admit of, and make proof of the same by declaration or affirmation,
and by their books of accounts, or such other reasonable evidence as
the Company or its agent may require; and until such evidence is pro-
duced the amount of such loss, or any part thereof, shall not be
payable or recoverable ; and if there appear any fraud or false state-
ment, or that the fire shall have happened by the procurement, wilful
act, or means or connivance of the insured or claimants, he, she, or
they shall be excluded from all benefit under this policy. No profit of
any kind is to be included in such claim. And in the event of no
claim being made within three calendar months after the occurrence of
the fire the insured shall forfeit and be barred of every right to re-
stitution or payment by virtue of this policy, and time shall be the
essence of the contract.

It was proved at the trial that the assured did not.

within fourteen days after the fire or subsequently

deliver to the company any particular account of his

loss. The only document delivered was an affidavit of

w hch the following is a copy :-
(1) 25 N. S. Rep 317.

2 7
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1893 I, SAMUEL NIXoN, of Nictaux Falls, make oath and say as follows:-
1. That I am the party who was owner of property which was de-

NixoN
V. stroyed by fire, which occurred at Nictaux Falls, in the county of

THE Annapolis, on the morning of May 29th, 1891.
QUEEN 2. A part of the said property consisted of general merchandise,

INSURANCE
COMPANY. and said merchandise consisted principally of dry goods, boots, shoes,

- and groceries and hardware, contained in a l storey wooden build-
ing, said building being situate on the south side of the road leading
to Bridgewater, at the said Nictaux Falls.

3. Said property was, at the time the fire occurred, insured in the
Queen Insurance Company, 'under policy no. 1253409, which policy I
hold.

4. That my invoice book was burned in said fire and I therefore
have no adequate means of estimating the exact value of the property
-covered by said insurance policy at the time or immediately before the
fire occurred.

5. That I have made as careful an estimate of the value of property
,covered by said insurance and destroyed by said fire as the nature and
'circumstances of the case will admit of, and find the same to be be-
tween three thousand and four thousand (3,000 and 4,000) dollars.

6. The day after the fire occurred I mailed a notice of said fire to
W. P. King, General Insurance Agent, Truro.

7. I have no knowledge as to how the said fire originated.
8. That I make this affidavit in pursuance of the directions referred

to in said policy and endorsed thereon Section XII.

Sworn to at Bridgetown, in thel
County of Annapolis, this 10th day I
of June, A.D., 1891, before me, I

(Sgd.) JOHN L. Cox, I (Sgd.) SAMUEL NIXON.
A Justice of the Peace for the County

of Annapolis.

The defendants set up as a defence the plaintiff's
failure in this regard. The case was brought on for
trial before the learned Chief Justice and a jury who,
in answer to the questions submitted by the presiding
judge, found that the plaintiff's loss was an honest one;
that he was guilty of no fraud; that the value of the
goods at the time of the fire was about $3,000 ; and that
he gave notice of his loss pursuant to the conditions of
the policy. They declined, however, to answer the
following questions submitted to them by counsel for
the plaintiff and defendant respectively:-
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Could the plaintiff immediately after the fire, with the assistance of 1893
his clerk, Miss Robinson, or otherwise, have made up a tolerably -

NIXON
complete list of the contents of his store immediately before the fire ? No

Did the plaintiff deliver to the defendant company as particular an' THE
account of his loss or damage by the said fire, and of the value of the QUEEN

INSURANCE:
property destroyed immediately before the happening of the fire, as COMPANY,
the nature and circumstances of the case would admit of?

Upon these findings and want of findings the learned
judge gave judgment in favour of the plaintiff for the
amount claimed with costs.

Upon appeal to the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia
this judgment was unanimously reversed and judg-
ment was ordered to be entered for the defendant com-
pany with costs.

The plaintiff then appealed to the Supreme Court of
Canada.

Borden Q.C. for the appellant. The books of the
plaintiff having been burnt his affidavit was sufficient
compliance with the condition. Norton v. Rensselaer
4* Saratoga Ins. Co. (1) ; McLaughlin v. Washington

County Ins. Co. (2). And see also Pim v. Reid (3).

Harrington Q C. and Mellish for the respondents.
The insured was bound to comply strictly with the
condition in the policy. Roper v. Lendon (4); Ripley

v. -/Etna Ins. Co. (5).
As there is no evidence on which the jury could

find for plaintiff a new trial will not be ordered for
their refusal to answer certain questions submitted to
them. Bobbett v. South Eastern Railway Co. (6).

The judgment of the court was delivered by:

SEDGEWIcK J.-(His Lordship recited the facts of
the case as stated above and proceeded as follows.)

(1) 7 Cowen (N.Y.) 645. (4) 1 E. & E. 825.
(2) 23 Wend. 525. (5) 30 N. Y. 136; 86 Am. Dec.
(3) 6 M. & G. 1. 362.

(6) 9 Q. B. D. 430.
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1894 I entirely concur in the judgment of the court below.
xION The plaintiff did not deliver as particular an account of

TE his loss as the nature and circumstances of the case
QUEEN admitted of; the evidence is conclusive on this point.

,INSURANCE
COMPANy. Although the plaintiff may not himself have been per-

S sonally aware in detail of the goods destroyed by fire
.Sedgewick

J. yet his clerk and book-keeper, one Ella Robinson, who
was in charge of the store at the time of the fire, stated
that she could, with plenty of time immediately after
the fire, have made up a tolerably correct list, and the
plaintiff himself tendered in evidence an affidavit made
by her on the 24th June which describes with the
most minute particularity the goods in the store at the
time of the fire. The plaintiff himself, in his evidence,
describes with much greater particularity than in the
affidavit which he submitted immediately after the fire
the goods in the store, and it is absolutely out of the
question for him to say, in fact he never has said, that
it was impossible for him to have given a more full or
particular statement than he did. The only question
in the case, it appears to me, is not as to whether the
judgment of the learned judge below was erroneous,
but whether, under the circumstances, a new trial
should not have been ordered. We are of opinion that
the court was right in the present case in ordering
judgment for the defendant.

It would seem that the court, under the judicature
rules, cannot enter a judgment inconsistent with the
findings of the jury. In this case there is no finding;
the jury expressly declined to find upon the sole ques-
tion now in controversy. It was, I think, a question

-of fact whether the plaintiff delivered as particular an
account of his loss as the nature of the case admitted

*of. I can conceive of cases in which it might be abso-
lutely impossible for a claimant upon an insurance
-company to deliver any account whatever, but the
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existence of that impossibility would be a question for 1894

the jury, but in the present case it is clear that if the N-ZN
jury had answered this question in the affirgiative the TE

finding would have been set aside, not only as against QUEEN0 INSURANCE
the weight of evidence but because the evidence is COMPANY.

conclusively the other way.
It being apparent from the evidence that under the J.

facts in this case it is impossible for the plaintiff to
recover, and there being no findings of a jury to pre-
vent the court from exercising its powers in this
respect it was a proper exercise of the court's jurisdic-
tion to dismiss the plaintiff's action as they did.

I think the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: J. T. Ritchie.

Solicitor for respondents: T. F. Tobin.
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1893 JAMES W. SALTERIO (PLAINTIFF)......APPELLANT;

*Nov. 28. AND

1894 THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE
*F'b.20. INSURANCE COMPANY (DE- RESPONDENTS.

- FENDANTS).................................

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Fire insurance-Condition against assigning policy-Breach of condition.

A condition in a policy of insurance against fire provided that if the
policy or any interest therein should be assigned, parted with or in
any way encumbered the insurance should be absolutely void
unless the consent of the company thereto was obtained and
indorsed on the policy. S. the insured under said policy assigned,
by way of chattel mortgage, all the property insured and all
policies of insurance thereon and all renewals thereof to a creditor.
At the time of such assignment S. had other insurance on said
property the policies of which did not prohibit their assignment.
The consent of the company to the transfer was not obtained and
indorsed on the policy.

Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, that
the mortgage of the policy by S. without such consent made it
void and he could not recover the amount insured in case of loss.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia affirming the judgment for defendants at the
trial.

The action in this case was bn a policy of insurance
against fire on plaintiff's stock, dated April 1st, 1890.
One of the conditions of the policy was as follows

" Condition no. 5.-If, during this assurance, any
change takes place in the title to or possession of the
property described in the policy, or in the event of any
change affecting the interest of the assured therein,
whether by sale, legal process, judicial decree, volun-
tary transfer or conveyance of any kind, or if the assured

* PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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is not the sole and unconditional owner of the property 1893

insured, or of the premises in or upon which the same SA'^T"zo
may be situate, or has not such more limited interest T.

THE
in the property insured or in the premises in or upon CITY OF

LONDON
which the same may be situate, as may be described in FIRE

the application for the policy and approved by the INSURANCE

company, or if the policy or any interest therein be -

assigned, parted with, or in any way encumbered, or if
possession of the premises becomes vacant by removal
of the owner or occupants, then and in every such case
this insurance shall be absolutely void, unless the con-
sent thereto of the company in writing shall have been
obtained and indorsed hereon."

On September 6, 1890, the plaintiff executed a chattel
mortgage of all his said stock so insured " and all poli-
cies of insurance on the said stock and premises and
all renewals thereof" to Gault, Bros. & Co., of Mont-
real. At the time the said mortgage was given plaintiff
held policies of insurance on said stock in other com-
panies which contained no such condition as the one
set out above.

Plaintiff's stock having been destroyed by fire the
solicitors of Gault, Bros. & Co. notified the local agent
of the defendant company that their clients held the
policies and were the persons entitled to the insurance.
The company having refused payment an action was
brought on the policy which resulted in favour of the
company. The decision of the trial judgment having
been affirmed by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia,
sitting in banc the plaintiff appealed to this court.

Harrington Q.C. for the appellant. The mortgage of
policies must be held to apply to those which Salterio
could assign and not to this as to which an assignment is
prohibited. Lazarus v. Conmonwealth Insurance Co. (1)

(1) 19 Pick. 81.
3
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1894 Newcombe Q.O. for the respondents referred to Cred-
SALTERIo land v. Potter. (1)

TE The judgment of the court was delivered by:
CITY or
LONDON

FIRE KING J.-The condition relied upon by defendant
INSURANCE as a defence to the action declares (inter alia) that if
ComPANY.

- the assured shall assign, part with, or in any way en-
King J cumber the policy or any interest therein, without the

consent of the company indorsed on the policy, the
policy shall be void. Prior to the loss the assured
made a chattel mortgage to Messrs. Gault Bros. assign-
ing and transferring all his stock in trade (the property
covered by the insurance in question) and " also all
policies of insurance on the said stock and premises."
He held at the time several policies of insurance in one
or more of which there was no condition against assign-
ing or encumbering such policy or policies.

Mr. Harrington argued, upon the authority of Lazarus
v. Commonwealth Ins. Co. (2), that the assignment should
be limited to such of the policies as contained no re-
straint upon assignment, upon the ground that it
would be insensible for the mortgagor to destroy his
security under the policy, as neither he nor the mort-
gagee could derive any advantage from it. He also
contended that the assured could not be said to have
assigned or encumbered the policy when the policy
did not admit of such assignment or encumbrance being
made effectual except upon a condition that was not
performed. But I conceive that what is meant by the
condition is that the policy shall be voidable by the
insurance company upon breach of the condition, and
the Messrs. Gault had, by the assignment and encum-
brance, the legal possibility of advantage through the
chance of the company's consent being given. The
encumbrance was effectual so far as Salterio was con-

(1) 10 Oh. App. 8. (2) 19 Pick 81.
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cerned, and might be entirely an effectual security by 1894

the company electing not to avoid the policy. Unless SALT.RmO

the clause of the policy operates to render voidable V.
Toi

what but for it would be a valid assignment or encum- CITY or
0 LONDONbrance it is difficult to see what it can mean. Here FIRE

there was the transfer of the insured property by way INSURANCE
CoxP~aNy.of mortgage, and the transfer by way of mortgage of C

the assured's interest in the policy and the policy itself, King J.

and this seems to me to be an encumbrance of the
policy or of an interest therein within the meaning of
the condition.

The assigning or encumbering clause " also all poli-
cies of insurance on the said stock and premises," in
its natural meaning embraces this policy, and there is
nothing to show that the intent was otherwise; on the
contrary the -attorneys of Messrs. Gault, the virtual
plaintiffs, a few days after the loss wrote the following
letter to the agent of the company, clearly implying
that, in Messrs. Gault's view at least, this policy had
been transferred under the chattel mortgage and re-
questing that consent be then given.

January 2nd, 1891.
DEAR SIR,-We beg to inform you that all policies of insurance

which James W. Salterio holds on the stock-in-trade owned by him
and consumed by fire in the Globe Hotel building on Wednesday
night, were assigned by him to Gault Bros. & Company of Montreal,
by chattel mortgage dated 18tb day of October, 1890. The mortgage
contained a covenant to insure the goods for our client's benefit. It
is true that we did not get the policies assigned by indorsement thereon
made with your assent, but if that is necessary it can be done now
after the loss. At present we simply wish to notify you of our client's
rights and that they are the persons entitled to the insurance, their in-
terest being upwards of nine thousand dollars.

Yours truly,

(Sgd. HARRINGTON & CHISHOLM,
Attorneys of Gault Bros. & Co.

To ALFRED SHORTT, Esq.,
Agent of City of London Insurance Company.
3%
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1894 In Iay on Insurance (1), it is said that:-

SALTERIO An assignment of a policy as collateral security avoids a policy
V. which stipulates against an assignment in whole or of any interest in

THE
CITY OF it under penalty of forfeiture.
LoNDON In such case the words " or of any interest in it"

FIRE
INSURANCE have been held in the courts of the United States to
COMPANY.

O N extend to the transfer of the policy by way of security.
King J. The words of this policy go further and extend in

terms to encumbrances. There are the following
general observations of the experienced writer just
quoted with reference to the reason for the insertion of
such clause:-

Incumbrances are objectionable, and are usually inquired after ; for,
as they increase, the interest of the owner of the property in its pre-
servation diminishes * * * If the privilege of transferring the policy
as collateral security for goods purchased or money borrowed tends to
the increase of incumbrances the Company has a motive to prohibit
it. That it does so tend is a matter of common experience.

In my opinion the appeal should be 'dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Harrington Chisholm.

Solicitors for the respondents: Drysdale McInnes.

(1) 2 ed. sec. 380.
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ALEXANDER BAPTIST............APPELLANT; 1893

AND *Oct. 7.

DAME MARGARET BAPTIST............RESPONDENT. 1894

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR *Feb. 20.

LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Will-Testamentary capacity--Art. 831, C. C.-- Weakness of mind-- Undue
influence.

In 1889 an action was brought by G. H. H., in capacity of curator to
Mrs. B., an interdict, against A., in order to have a certain deed of
transfer made to him by Mrs. B., his mother, set aside and can-
celled. Mrs. B. having died before the case was brought on to
trial the respondent M. B. presented a petition fox continuance
of the suit on her behalf as one of thelegatees of her mother under
a will dated the 17th November, 1869. This petition was contested
by A. B., who based his contestation on a will dated the 17th
January, 1885, (the same date as that of the transfer attacked by
the original action), whereby the late Mrs. B. bequeathed the
residue of all of her property, &c., to her two sons. Upon the
merits of the contestation as to the validity of the will of the 17th
January, 1885.

Held, affirming the judgment of the court below, that art. 831, C. C.
which enacts that the testator must be of sound mind, does not
declare null only the will of an insane person, but also the will
of all those whose weakness of mind does not allow them to com-
prehend the effect and consequences of the act which they
perform.

Held further, that upon the facts and evidence in the case, the will of
the 17th January, 1885, was obtained by A. at a time when Mrs. B.
was suffering from senile dementia and weakness of mind, and
was under the undue influence of A. B., and should be set aside.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) (1) rendered on
the 5th day of May, 1892, reversing a judgment render-

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau, Sedge-
wick and King JJ.

(1) Q. R. 1. Q. B. 447.
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1893 ed by the Superior Court in the District of Three

BAPTIST Rivers, (Bourgeois J.), on the 16th January, 1891.

.* The proceedings in this case arose as follows:-
- The original action was taken by G. B. Houliston, in

his quality of curator, to Dame Isabella Cockburn, an
interdict, widow of the late George Baptist, against
Alexander Baptist, John Baptist and various banks and
corporations, to set aside a deed of transfer executed by
Mrs. Baptist on the 17th January, 1885, of all her
property to her son Alexander Baptist, in consideration
of alife rent of $3,000 and on the further cond ition that,
on the death of Mrs. Baptist, Alexander Baptist should
be bound to pay her brother John an annual rent of
two thousand dollars, alleging that Mrs. Baptist was
then in a state of senile dementia, and under the undue
influence of Alexander Baptist.

This action was only contested by the defendant
Alexander Baptist. The pleas, inter alia, denied the
existence of the family arrangement alleged by the
plaintiff, and asserted that Mrs. Baptist was in the full
enjoyment of her mental powers until the end of the
year 1887, and also denied the use of any undue.in-
fluence, constraint, pressure or corrupt practices on the
part of the defendant to induce his mother to sign
the transfer in question.

The answer and replication were general.
On the 28th of September, 1889, before the case was

brought on to trial, Mrs. Baptist died and thereupon the
respondent, Dame Margaret Baptist, widow of the late
William 0. Pentland, presented a petition for conti-
nuance of the suit on her behalf, as one of the legatees
of her mother under the will of 1869.

This petition was contested by the present appellant,
Alexander Baptist, who based his contestation on a will
dated the 17th of January 1885, (the same date as that
of the transfer attacked by the original action), whereby
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the late Mrs. Baptist bequeathed the residue of all pro- 1893

perty movable and immovable to her two sons John BAPTIST

and Alexander Baptist. V*
The petitioner for continuance of suit (now respon- -

dent) answered this contestation by alleging that the
will invoked by the contestant (now appellant) was
invalid and should be set aside for the same reasons as
those urged in support of the principal action, viz., that
Mrs. Baptist was, at the time of the making of this will,
incapable of executing such a document by reason of
the decline of her mental powers, and that this will,
like the transfer, had been obtained from her by her son
Alexander Baptist by suggestion, captation and cor-
rupt practices.

The reply to this answer was general, and thereupon
the parties went to enqu~te, and examined witnesses
in support of their respective pretensions.

When the enqu~te was closed the case was argued
before his Honour Mr. Justice Bourgeois, who, on the
16th of January, 1891, rendered judgment dismissing
the petition for continuance of suit with costs, holding
that the will of the 17th January, 1885, in favour of John
and Alexander B aptist, should be maintained.

The petitioner for continuance of suit then appealed
to the Court of Queen's Bench, appeal side, in Quebec,
and on the 5th day of May, 1892, that court reversed
the judgment of the court below, set aside the will of
Mrs. Baptist, executed on the 17th day of January,
1885, and allowed the present respondent to continue
the suit from the last proceedings taken before the
death of the original plaintiff (1).

The question which arose on this appeal turns solely
upon the validity of the will of the 17th January, 1885.

Stuart Q.C., and Olivier Q.C., for appellant.
The onus probandi that the testator was at the time

of the execution of the will in a state of imbecility or

(1) See also 21 Can. S. C. R. 425.
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1893 dementia, was upon the party contesting the will. Art.
BAPTIsT 831, C. C., Demolombe (1); Dalloz: Supplement an

B . Repertoire (2), and the evidence clearly establishes
- that she had her full intelligence when she made her

will.
As to whether the will of the 17th January, 1885,

was the result of undue influence on. the part of
Alexander Baptist, there is no evidence to support
such a contention on the part of the respondent.
As to what amounts to suggestion and captation I
refer to Marcad6 (3); Demolombe (4); Merlin, Repert,
(5) ; Grenier, Donat. and Test. (6) ; Coin-Delisle, Donat.
and Test. (7) ; Troplong, Don, and Test. (8) ; Wingrove
v. Wingrove (9); Dalloz (10).

Laflamme Q. C., and Lafleur, for respondent.
The Privy Council laid down the rule in the case of

.Harwood v. Baker (11) that " a testator must not only
be able to understand that he is by his will giving the
whole of his property to one object of his regard, but
that he must also have capacity to comprehend the
extent of his property, and the nature of the claims of
others whom by his will he is excluding from all par-
ticipation in that property." Now, in the case under
consideration the evidence establishes that Mrs. Baptist
was in utter ignorance as to the real amount of her
fortune, being under the delusion (encouraged or at
least uncontradicted by her sons) that the boys had
been ill-used and that the daughters had divided the
whole of the estate upon the death of their father. We
find the old lady making these declarations a very short
time after the passing of the deeds, and Alexander

(1) 16 vol. No. 33. (6) ler No. 145.
(2) Vo. Dispositions entre vifs, (7) No. 16.

No. 74. (8) 2 No. 489.
(3) 3 vol. No. 490. (9) 11 P. D. 81.
(4) 18 vol. No. 385, 397. (10) 68, 1, 389.
(5) Vo. Suggestion. (11) 3 Moo. P. 0. 282.
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Baptist admits his mother's delusion about the sup- 1893

posed unfairness in the previous division of the property BAPTIST
as having existed anterior to the making of the last B..

BAPTIsT.
will. Then we find the old lady making a declaration
on the very day on which the deeds were passed to the
effect that she did not know what she had been doing,
and similar declarations were made a few weeks after
to various witnesses. At another time shortly after the
passing of the deeds she declared that she understood
indeed that she had transferred everything to Alexan-
der, but she thought it was merely some notes in cir-
culation. At other times again she would declare that
she had done it all to protect John, and we have evi-
dence both from Alexander himself and from the notary
that this was the purpose of the transfer as explained
to her. It is needless to insist ipon the fact that John's
interests could have been secured without such a trans-
fer and that the transfer has not- helped his insolvent
estate one whit. Under these circumstances can it be
pretended that Mrs. Baptist was capable of understand-
ing the respective claims of her relatives upon her
regard and bounty, and of deliberately forming an
intelligent purpose of excluding them from any share
in her property?

The burden of proof in a case of this kind may be
shifted from one party to the other according to the pre-
sumptions created by circumstances. The leading case
of Waring v. Waring, (1) decided by the Privy Council,
is closely analogous to the case now under considera-
tion. In that case, as in this, the testatrix had undoubt-
edly died insane, her mental incapacity having been
established by an inquisition held shortly before her
death. Delusions had also been proved to have existed
at an early date and to have gone on increasing after
the will was made. Under these circumstances the

(1) 6 Moo. P. C. 341.
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1893 Privy Council held that the burden of proof was wholly

BAPTIST on the party defending the will to prove very satisfac-
BA. torily the sanity of the testatrix at the time of the fac-

BAPTIST.

- 'tum. Has the appellant in this case satisfactorily
proved the existence of a lucid interval between the
aberrations proved by Mrs. Bucknell, by Kate Gahan
and by Sarah Armstrong in 1882, and by Miss Kiddy
and Mary Ann Simmons in 1883 and 1884 ? We have
(1) also seen that this return to reason, in the words of
Chardon, is not sufficiently established by proving that
at the time of the factum the: testatrix was in a calmer
and more satisfactory condition than before, but there
must be clear proof of absolute lucidity of mind at the
time of the factum when the burden of proof is thus.
shifted from the impugner of the will to the person
propounding it. Now, so far from having been able to.
establish- such a lucid interval, the defendant has been
unable to rebut the very positive and uncontradicted
testimony of the witnesses who established that on the
very day on which the deeds were passed, and on
various occasions shortly thereafter, the testatrix was
in a condition of mind clearly showing that she did
not comprehend the meaning and purport of the deeds
in question, and the testimony of a medical man further
establishes that in June, 1885, a very short time after
the factum, she was in a state of second childhood.

It seems also superfluous to discuss the vexed ques-
tion of the effects of partial insanity upon the mind of
a testator when, as in the present case, most of the
delusions referred precisely to the extent of the means.
and property of the testatrix and the claims of those
entitled to her bounty. Whatever may have been the
effect of such delusions as have been noticed above,
when the old lady imagined herself to be away from
home or to be sailing in a boat, there can be no possible

(1) Dol et Fraude vol. 1 no. 159.
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doubt as to the effect of her persistent delusion that she 1893

had no property, that the girls had divided everything BAPTIST

at the time of their father's death and that the boys had 9.
BAPTIST-

been ill-used. No delusions could go more clearly to -

the very root of the subject, and exercise a more dis-
turbing influence upon the old lady's mind, so as to
prevent her from forming an intelligent or deliberate
purpose with regard to the disposition of her property.

The learned counsel also cited and relied on as being
applicable to the evidence the following authorities
inter alia. Marcad6 and Pont, sur. art 901, section 485;.
Laurent (1); Russell v. Lefranpois (2); Demolombe (3) ;
Banks v. Goodfellow (4); Smee v. Smee (5) ; Chardon,
Dol et Fraude (6) ; Rousseau de Lacombe (7) ; Ayotte v.
Boucher (8).

The CHIEF JUSTICE-I am of opinion that this-appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

FOURNIER J.-L'action en cette cause a t6 intente
le 28 mai 1889, par G. B. Houliston, curateur A Mar-
garet Baptist, pour d6mence sinile, contre l'appelant,
Alexandre Baptist et contre John Baptist, son frdre,
pour faire d6clarer nul un transport fait par ide
Baptist A l'appelant en consid6ration d'une rente viag6re
de $3,000, et a la charge d'une rente constitude de
$2,000, payable 6, John Baptist, son fils, apris la mort
de la d6funte.

L'action allegue qu'& l'6poque de ce transport, la
testatrice n'6tait pas saine d'esprit et que son consente-
ment A cet acte n'a t obtenu que par la suggestion et
la captation, et aussi par le dol et la fraude pratiqu&s

(1) 11 vol. p. 133. (5) 5 P. D. 84.
(2) 8 Can. S. C. R. 335. (6) 1 vol. no. 159.
(3) Vol. 18 no. 336. * (7) Vo. Testament no. 4.
(4) L. R. 5 Q. B. 549. (8) 9 Can. S. C. R. 460.
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1894 par le dit Alexandre Baptist pour amener sa m~re A
BAPTIST consentir & cet acte.

B . Alexandre Baptist a seul contest6 1'action. Mde
BAPTIST.

- Baptist est morte pendant l'instance. Sa fille DameJFournier J Margaret Baptist a produit, le 7 d6cembre 1889, une
demande en reprise d'instance, comme l'une des
16gataires universelles de sa m~re qui 1'avait ainsi
nomm6e par son testament du 17 novembre 1869.

L'appelant a r6pondu que le testament de 1869 a 6t6
revoque et annul6 par un autre testament du 17
janvier 1885, fait, par cons6quent, le m~me jour que le
transport.

L'intim6e a r~pliqu6 en demandant la nullit6 du
testament de 1885 et a invoqu6 contre ce dernier testa-
ment les inmes moyens que contre le transport.

Le transport comprend l'universalit6 des biens de la
testatrice, moins la moiti6 d'une maison et le m~nage.
Le testament donne cette moiti6 de maison h John et
nomme les deux fils 16gataires universels. L'appelant
dit dans son t6moignage: " the will was made to cover
everything she owned " et qui n'avait pas 6t6 trans-
port6.

Les m~mes moyens 6tant invoquis contre ces deux
actes, il n'est gubre possible de les s6parer l'un de
l'autre dans 1'examen de cette cause. Ces deux actes
faits dans le m~me moment, dans les m~mes circon-
-stances, ne forment qu'un seul et mame raglement
concernant la fortune de Mde Baptist, le testament
.n'est que le compl6ment du transport.

Si Mde Baptist n'6tait pas dans un 6tat mental lui
permettant de faire le transport, elle n'4tait pas non
,plus dans un 6tat A pouvoir faire le testament; et si le
testament est le resultat de la suggestion et de la
captation, on ne peut en conclure qu'il soit la libre
expression de la volont6 de.1a testatrice.
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Dans sa contestation du testament de 1885, l'intimbe 1894

alligue ei substance que par un arrangement de famille BATsT
fait en 1869, Mr et Mme Baptist ont r6gl6 la part de BAPVIST.
chacun de leurs enfants dans leur fortune, que M. -
Baptist a pris ses fils en socit6 et a donn6 i chacun Fournier J.-

d'eux un quart de son entreprise qui comprenait pour
ainsi dire tous ses biens et qui 6taient 6valu6s A
$400,000, ce qui faisait pour chacun d'eux $100,000;
que le phre et. la mare, qui 6taient en communaut6, ont
fait en mime temps leur testament en faveur de leurs
filles, donnant A chacune d'elles environ une somme
de $40,000. L'intime .all&gue encore que George
Baptist est mort en 1875, que 1'intelligence de Mme
Baptist est all6e en d~clinant depuis le d6chs de son
mari et surtout depuis 1883; qu'en 1884 son 6tat mental
s'est aggrav6 par la faiblesse physique et la c6cit6, et
qu'elle devint compltement incapable d'administrer
ses affaires, que depuis le d~chs de son pare, I'appelant
avait acquis une grande influence sur sa mire, surtout
A raison de sa c6cit6 et de sa faiblesse d'esprit, qu'il
avait contr6l6 les affaires, collect6 ses revenus, et que
profitant de son ascendant, il lui avait fait consentir le-
transport et le testament du 17 janvier 1885; que la
testatrice ne pouvait pas alors comprendre la port6e de
ses actes et qgu'elle ne connaissait pas 1'6tat et 1'6tendue-
de sa fortune; que 1'appelant a cach6 & la famille
1'existence de ces actes, que l'intim6e et ses sceurs ayant:
appris l'existence du transport ne purent obtenir de leur
mire des renseignements satisfaisants, qu'alors elles
s'adress~rent & l'appelant qui refusa de parler, qu'en--
suite elles demand~rent an notaire une copie de l'acte-de
transport que ce dernier refusa d'aprbs les instructions de
de l'appelant, qu'elles requirent un compulsoire, que
1'appelant est intervenu, a contest6 leur demande, et que-
meme il r6ussit en Cour Sup6rieure, mais perdit en la
Cour de R6vision, que le testament n'a t6 connu que-
par sa production en cour.
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1894 L'appelant a r6pliqu6 g6n6ralement.

BAPTIST Il est clairement prouv6 que l'appelant avait fait

'. tous ses efforts pour cacher l'existence du transport i
- ses scours. Il savait que Mde Macdougall, qui lui de-

Fournier J. mandait des renseignements, avait une r6clamation per-
sonnelle contre la faillite de John, et qu'elle 6tait
int~ress~e A connaltre la position de ses affaires. Le
transport n'ayant t6 enregistr6 que par extrait, ii
n'6tait gubre possible d'en connaltre la nature. Toutes
les precautions avaient 6t prises pour tenir ces actes
secrets.

II donne des raisons futiles pour expliquer son refus
de r~pondre i une lettre de Mde Macdougall. II dit
-d'abord qu'il 6tait malade, et dans un autre endroit, il
attribue i son ent~tement le refus de donner des ren-
seignements, et aussi parce qu'on lui avait envoy6 un
avopat au lieu de s'adresser A lui comme A un parent.
11 pretend que sa mere lui avait demand6 le secret, et
pour dernibre excuse il pr6tend que la connaissance du
transport aurait nui au reglement de la faillite de John.

L'excuse de sa malidie ne pouvait durer toujours,
et il devait avoir quelqu'un pendant ce temps charg6
-du soin de ses affaires.

Puis comment concilier la demande de secret faite
par la testatrice, quand elle-mime, aussit6t que les actes
-ont td faits, en a parl6 & sa dame de compagnie, Mile
Kiddy, et plus tard A sa fille Mde Macdougall ?
Cachait-il 1'existence du transport pour obtenir de ses
sceurs, une meilleure composition, surtout de Mde
Macdougall, en laissant croire que leur m~re 6tait encore
int6ress~e dans la faillite. Ce motif, pen honorable, fait
voir le manque de sinc6rit6 de toutes ses excuses, et d6-
-montre qu'il n'agissait ainsi que par la crainte d'une
contestation du transport et dans le but de retarder
autant que possible les proc6dures que ses scours en-
tendaient prendre. C'est ce qui explique sa contesta-
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tion vexatoire faite A la demande d'un compulsoire. 1894

Ces incidents sont de nature A prouver les intentions BAPTIST

de fraude qu'animaient l'appelant dans ses d6marches VIsT.
pour obtenir 1'acte de transport et le testament. -

Les moyens de *contestation sont I'insanit6 d'esprit Fourmer J.
chez la testatrice, suggestion et captation de la part de
1'appelant.

La d~mence s~nile a certainement exist6 chez la tes-
tatrice, puisqu'elle a t interdite pour cette cause en
1889; mais le point important qu'il faut constater,
C'est de savoir si la faiblesse d'esprit de la testatrice
4tait de nature, au 17 janvier 1885, A rendre la testatrice
incapable de faire valablement son tesiament i cette
epoque.

Comme l'observe avec tant de raison, Sir Alexandre
Lacoste :

" Cette maladie ne vient pas subitement, son progrbs est parfois
rapide, mais elle prend souvent des annies h se d6velopper, au fur et &
mesure que les forces physiques s'en vont, la m6moire s'affaiblit et la
volont6 s'6mousse. Les efforts intelectuels deviennent pnibles, puis
impossibles. Pendant longtemps 1'ame contrdle les actes ordinaires et
simples de ]a vie sans qu'elle puisse cependant saisir et comprendre les
actes complexes qui exigent de la mdmoire et du raisonnement. Le
caracthre de cette maladie c'est d'8tre sans merci, elle peut s'arr~ter
dans sa marche, mais la gu6rison n'est pas possible. Il est toujours
difficile de d~terminer le commencement de la folie proprement dite.
Heureusement nous ne sommes pas appelds h d6terminer ce point."

L'art. 831 du code civil exige que le testateur soit sain
d'esprit. Cette disposition ne s'applique pas seulement
a celui qui est frapp6 de folie, mais aussi & tous ceux
dont la faiblesse d'esprit les rend incapables d'appr~cier
la port6e et les cons6quences de leurs actes.

Les circonstances dans lesquelles se trouvait Mde
Baptist, sont correctement 6nonc~es par l'honorablejuge
en chef. Mde Baptist, dit-il, "a subi dans sa vieillesse
des 6preuves dures et cruelles." En 1875, elle. a perdu
son mari. En 1882, elle a eu 1'op6ration de la cataracte,
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1894 puis elle a souffert du glaucome et enfin, en 1884, elle

BAPTIST est devenue compl~tement aveugle, en 1885, lors de
I. 1'ex6cution des actes de transport et du testament, elle

BAPTIST.
- 6tait Agee de 78 ans. 11 est incontestable que durant

Founier J cette periode de temps de 1875 A 1885, l'Age, l'afflic-
tion, la douleur et la c6cit6 ont consid6rablement
diminu6 ses for*ces physiques et intellectuelles, mais il
est toujours difficile de constater l'6tat mental d'une
personne par des t~moignages cinq ans apris les 6v~ne-
ments alors que les faits ne sont plus frais dans la
memoire.

En lisant la preuve apparemment contradictoire, qui
a 6t0 apport6e dans la cause par des t6moins parents,
alli~s et amis, on serait tenth de croire A un grand
nombre de parjures. D'aucuns font remonter la perte
de la m6moire et les sympt6mes pr~curseurs de la
d~mence A 1882, les autres ne constatent les premiers
signes de l'affaiblissement mental qu'A la fin de 1886
on m~me en 1887. Est-ce A dire que aricun de ces
t6moins ait voulu tromper? Je ne le crois pas, chacun
a dit ce qu'il a constat6. Sa m6moire a pu lui faire
d6faut dans les d6tails, mais 1'ensemble de son
t6moignage doit 6tre conforme aux faits, j'en suis con-
vaincu. Dans cette appr6ciation des t~moignages, je
laisse 6videmment de c6t6 le t6moignage de 1'appelant
et celui de son frdre, tons deux int~ress6s et d6fendeurs
dans la cause. La loi m'avertit de n'accepter qu'avec
r~serves les dires des parties.

Les t~moins de l'appelant, ses trois filles, Houliston,
et son 6pouse, le Dr Blair, son beau-frbre et son 6pouse
qui ne voyait la testatrice que de temps i autre,
Joseph Reynar, qui la voyait une fois par semaine,
Denis Aubuchon, homme de cour chez la testatrice, qui
n'ajamais eu de conversation avec elle, Alex. McKelvie,
qui la voyait tons les dimanches et qui causait avec
elle du bon vieux temps, semblent n'avoir constat6 chez
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elM que la faiblesse due au vieil age avant 1886-7. 1894

Mais aucun d'eux n'a v~cu dans son intimit6. BAPTIST
Le r6v. Ameron, qui a demeur6 plusieurs ann6es, de B '

1879 A 1884, A Trois-Rivibres, comme ministre de -

1'Eglise de la testatrice, et qui 1'a revu en 1885-6-7, dit Fournier J.

qu'elle a eu sa raison jusqu'en 1887, cependant, il dit
qu'il a trouv6 sa raison affaiblie; son opinion est
r6sumbe dans la r6ponse a la question suivante:-

" Q. From your knowledge, do you believe that she
could at any time that you were acquainted with her
comprehend the effect or bearing of a transaction trans-
ferring the largest portion of her estate and fixing the
condition thereof ?

" R. If I had been interested in the matter, I should
not have wished to have entrusted anything of the
kind to her."

Le r6v. Currie, successeur du r6v. Ameron, dit
qu'il la croyait saine d'esprit en 1887. Mr McDougall,
son gendre, qui la voyait une fois on deux par ann6e,
ne pent dire qu'elle 6tait insane avant 1886; mais il
ajoute qu'elle 6tait trop faible d'esprit pour pouvoir
accomplir aucun acte s&rieux d'affaire, qu'elle ne
connaissait ni la nature ni la valeur de ses biens.

Lorsqu'il est all6 Ia voir en 1886, elle avait oubli6
qu'il 6tait mari6 A sa fille.

L'opinion de ces personnes qui ne vivaient pas avec
elle s'explique assez facilement. Avant qu'elle fut
complktement en d6mence, elle pouvait faire les actes
ordinaires de la vie. La visite de ces personnes
produisait, momentandment sur la testatrice, un effet
qui r6veillait son intelligence assoupie, et elle pouvait
alors tenir une conversation banale sur les choses
ordinaires de la vie. Les sympt6mes graves n'apparais-
saient qu'& certains moments et devant les intimes, de
sorte que plusieurs out pu de bonne foi la croire dans

son bon sens. G'est ainsi que le Dr Gervais qui l'a
4
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1894 visit6 deux fois en 1882, dit l'avoir trouv6 avec sa pleine
BrTIsT intelligence, cependant, les trois servantes qui 6taient li

Is. dans ce temps, ou vers ce temps, Emma Collins, Mary
- Ann Simmons, Kate Gaban, ont remarqu6 chez elle une

Founier J conduite etrange, une humeur maussade, et beaucoup
d'irritabilit6. Elle donnait des ordres contradictoires,
sa conduite leur faisait croire que son esprit d6clinait
et elles se disaient entre elles que la testatrice n'6tait
pas " all there."

Une amie intime, Mde Bucknall, qui la connaissait
depuis longtemps, est allke la voir pour la dernibre fois
en 1882. Parfois la testatrice ne la reconnaissait pas,
et mime ne reconnaissait pas toujours sa fille Mde
Macdougall, qui 6tait alors chez elle.

Plusieurs t6moins disent qu'ils n'ont trouv6 rien
d'6trange chez la testatrice, avant 1887. Cependant
son fils, John Baptist, dont le t6moignage ne saurait
tre suspect6 rapporte un 6cart de raison bien caract6-

rise, arrive au printemps de 1886. La testatrice s'ima-
ginait alors qu'elle n'6tait pas chez elle, et qu'elle
semait des patates. Son fils lui fit remarquer qu'elle
aurait beaucoup de peine h les semer dans la neige, et
il ajoute: " On some subjects she conversed as ration-
ally as possible."

Ces faits expliquent pourquoi un si grand nombre de
t6moins out pu jurer qu'elle 6tait saine d'esprit a une
6poque tandis que d'autres, qui ont 6t6 presents lors de
ses excentricit6s, out pu constater sa faiblesse d'esprit A
une 6poque mime ant~rieure.

Comme le dit l'honorable juge en chef, la personne la
plus en 6tat de nous renseigner sur l'tat mental de la
testatrice " est Mlle Kiddy, sa dame de compagnie, qui
a vecu chez la testatrice de 1871 'jusqu'd son d~ces, qui
en a eu continuellement soin, particulierement la nuit.
Cette Mlle Kiddy, est parfaitement d6sint6ress6e. Il
lui a 6t6 14gu6 une rente viagare de $200 par le testa-
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ment attaqu6, et l'annulation de ce testament la prive- 1894

rait de sa rente, elle a vu Ia m6moire de la testatrice B'^~sr
saffaiblir de 1882 A 1884. Durant 1'6th de cette dernibre B S

BAPTIST.
ann6e, la testatrice fit une chute grave dans laquelle -
elle se blessa A la tote. Cette chute aurait aggrave son ouiJ
6tat mental et das lors les hallucinations seraient de-
venues plus rarqu~es. La testatrice se figurait, parfois,
qu'on avait chang6 son lit de place, elle se disait pauvre,
voulait entreprendre de la couture, garder des pension-
naires, s'imaginait 4tre ailleurs que chez elle, et allait
jusqu'A croire son mari vivant. Toutes ces hallucina-
tions ne sont pas venues A la fois, elles out t remar-
qubes, d'apris le t6moin, de 1884 & 1887. L'opinion de
Mlle Kiddy est, qu'en 1885, la testatrice n'6tait pas
dans un 6tat d'esprit qui lui permettait de consentir un
transport ou de faire un testament."

Ce t6moignage est corrobor6 par celui des deux ser-
vantes, Bridget Purtell et Ellen O'Shaughnessy, qui se
trouvaient au service de la testatrice dans ce temps-1A.
Ces trois t~moins 6taient parfaitement d6sint6ress6s;
leur caractbre n'est nullement attaqu6 et aucune cir-
constance ne fait voir qu'elles se sont concert6es pour
ne pas dire la v6rit6.

John reconnait qu'il a essay6 d'infiuencer sa mere
pour lui faire faire un testament en sa faveur. Dans
une circonstance, dit-il, sa mre lui aurait offert tout ce
qu'elle avait, dans une autre elle aurait resiste A sa de-
mande, en lui disant que ses deux fils John et Alex.
6taient " both alike to her." Elle lui avait dit que ses
filles " had got plenty."

Il est certain qu'en 1884-86, la testatrice 6tait sous
1'impression que ses filles avaient eu plus que leur part,
et avaient th favoris6es an d~triment des gargons;
mais cette id6e 6tait fausse et injuste. 11 est vrai
qu'elles avaient t nommbes ses l6gataires universelles
A 1'exclusion de ses fils. mais ce testament avait 6 fait

4%
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1894 en 1869, apris qu'il eut associ6 ses fils dans son com-
BAPTIST merce qui comprenait toute sa fortune 6value A

t $400,000, et il donnait un quart A chacun de ses fils,
BATIT soit $100,000. L'appelant a vendu sa part A John,

Fournier J. $150,000. 11 n'6tait que juste que la balance, $200,000,
fut distribu6e entre ses filles, au nombre de cinq. C'est
sans doute la raison pour laquelle le phre et la mare
ont fait leur testament en faveur de leurs filles. Les
gargons out done requ chacun une somme de $100,000,
et les filles n'auraient requ, si elles eussent herit6 de
leur mare comme de leur phre, chacune, une somme
d'environ $40,000. Mais elles n'ont r6ellement h6rit6
h la mort de leur phre que d'une somme de $20,000. A
1'6poque de ce testament ils 6taient tous deux en bonne
sant6, jouissant de toutes leurs facult6s, et sans doute
qu'ils avaient fait une distribution juste et 6quitable
de leur fortune entre leurs enfants. Dans leur inten-
tion ce partage devait 6tre final et n'a 6t6 chang6 qu'en
consequence de la faiblesse mentale de la testatrice,
survenue plus de seize aus apris.

La raison donn~e par les gargons est que cette somme
de $100,000 n'6tait pas un don, mais la reconnaissance
des services rendus A leur phre on travaillant avec lui.
II u'y a aucune preuve constatant la longueur et la
valeur des services rendus, et de plus pendant, tout ce
temps, leur pare a tonjours pourvu A leurs besoins et A
ceux de leur famille. Us se seraient montr6s plus justes
et plus reconnaissants, en disant ce qui, d'ailleurs, est la
v6rit6, que dans la distribution des biens de leur pare,
ius ont requ leur just6 part, sinon plus.

Dans un autre testament fait en 1879, la testatrice
n'a pas eu l'id6e d'exclure ses filles de sa succession.
Sa m6moire 6tait cependant & cette 6poque plus fratche
qu'en 1884, et elle devait mieux se rappeler les circon-
stances du testament de 1869, n'ayant pas encore
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ressenti les atteintes de la faiblesse mentale dont elle 1894

a souffert plus tard. BAPTIST

Sans doute 1'interpr6tation erron6e qu'elle donnait B .

an testament de son mari, en ce qui concernait les Borne J.

filles, venait de ce qu'elle avait oubli6 et de cc qu'elle Fournier J.

ignorait 1'6tat de ses affaires actuelles. Ml1e Kiddy
dit qu'elle ne connaissait pas ce qu'elle avait et lors-
qu'elle lui mentionnait le stock de la Banque de Mon-
tr6al, elle niait qu'elle en cut et disait: " No, the girls
got it all when their father died." Dans le mame temps
elle disait par une contradiction, que la perte de la
m6moire peut seule expliquer, que son mari avait laiss6
A chacune de ses filles $100,000 et toutes les propriet&s A
son fils, John.

S'il n'est pas prouv6 que les fils aient donn6 6, leur
mere 1'ide que leurs scurs avaient td injustement
pr6fer~es, il est bien clair que 1'opinion de la mere
n'6tait que le reflet de celle de John, telle qu'il 'a ex-
primbe dans son timoignage. John a avou6 avoir
sollicit6 un testament de sa mere, et l'appelant a laiss6
sa mare sous 1'impression de cette prtendue injustice,
et en a profit6 pour obtenir un testament.

Ils sont tous deux d'accord que leurs sCeurs ne de-
vaient pas hiriter, mais entre eux ils ne s'entendaient
pas. John pr6tend tout avoir, et l'appelaut veut aussi
avoir sa part. La testatrice qui avait t6 affect~e par
la faillite de John, d~sirait le prot~ger, d'un autre c6t6
elle se croyait pauvre. L'appelant profite de ces deux
circonstances pour se faire consentir un transport an
d6triment de John, dans lequel ses scours ne sont pas
comprises. L'appelant admet avoir suggerb le trans-
port h sa mre et il en donne les motifs suivants:

The transfer was made with the intention to settle up the old estate
that was in bankruptcy.........I wanted these means to be able to put
value in the estate.........It put me in a position of being able to make
a better offer to the creditors outside than I could have done otherwise.
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1894 Ces motifs pouvaient 6tre une des raisons de de-
BAPTIST mander un transport A titre de garantie collat6rale pour

V' faciliter le reclement de la faillite de John, mais ils ne
BAPTIST.o

- sont donnes que comme des faux pr~textes pour se
faire un transport 4 lui personnellement en pleine pro-
pri&th, qu'il a le soin de faire accompagner d'un testa-
ment. Ce sont ces motifs frauduleux et mensongers
qui ont amend la testatrice a faire ces deux actes.

L'appelant qui grait les affaires de la testatrice,
admet lui avoir dit que ses revenus qui ne rapportaient
que $1,800 taient insuffisants, et lui avoir offert en
retour une rente viag-re de $3,000. Cette offre a sans
doute d~cid6 sa mare A accepter. 11 dit dans son
t~moignage qu'il ne croyait pas que sa more put d6-
penser cette rente.

C'6tait apparemment pour prot~ger John et sa
mare que l'appelant semblait agir, mais en r~alit6
c'6tait A son seul profit. Sa mere est rest~e tellement
impressioun6e des motifs d6sint6ress6s de 1'appelant
qu'elle dit h sa fille Mde McDougall qu'elle a tout
donu6 t l'appelant, pensant lui avoir trbs peu don n,
pour qu'il la fit vivre toute sa vie; A Ml1e Kiddy et A
d'autres, elle dclare qu'elle avait tout fait " For Jack's
sake." Evidemment, elle n'avait pas compris ce qu'elle
avait fait. C'est ce qui ressort clairement du t6moinage
du notaire Hubert, qui a pass6 le transport et fait le
testament. Voici, ce qu'il en dit :

R. Monsieur Baptist lorsqu'il m'a fait demander, sept (7) on buit (8)
jours avant, m'adit que Madame Baptist voulait faire quelques change-
ments h son testament et qu'elle d4sirait faire le transport de certains
droits, que ga faisait plusieurs fois qu'elle lui en parlait, qu'il avait
toujours diffr6, mais qu'elle insistait. De sorte qu'il m'a donnb les
notes, de faire le transport de telles et telles parts de banque donnies
en detail dans 1'acte. Ensuite, son testament, si je me rappelle bien, il
avait une copie du testament it m'a dit qu'elle d4sirait faire tels et tels
changements que j'ai fait, et aprbs avoir prdpar6 les actes...
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Lors de la passation des actes, c'est l'appelant, d'aprbs 1894

le notaire Hubert, qui a fait toute la conversation BAPTIST

avec sa mare bien qu'il ait dit le contraire et pr6tendu B .
BAPTIST.

au contraire que c'tait le notaire. O'est pour cacher -

1'exercice de son influence jusqu'au dernier moment e
qu'il parle ainsi contre la v6rit6. Je crois devoir citer
A ce propos les observations suivantes de l'honorable

juge en chef:-
Ajoutons h cela que c'est Fintim6 qui a donn6 1es instructions et a

tout fait priparer, qui a reca les actes des mains du notaire plusieurs

jours avant qu'ils eussent i signs, qui a accompagn6 le notaire cbez

la testatrice qui a discut6 avec elle les diffirentes clauses de l'acte. Le

juge en premiere instance commet une erreur de fait, quand il dit que

la testatrice avertit Mle Kiddy, le jeudi pric6dent, que le notaire
viendrait le samedi. C'est 1'intim6 qui a dit cela h la testatrice en
la prisence de Mlle Kiddy.

N'est-ce pas 6trange que Pintimb ait pu discuter avec sa mire, et

donner d'aussi longues explications puisque d'apris lui, c'6tait une

affaire entendue ? c'est le notaire Hubert qui nous fait part de la dis-

cussion qu'il y a eue, et des longues explications donndes par le fils,
car l'intim6, dans son timoignage, pr6tend qu'il n'a pas parl6 et que

c'est le notaire qui a fait tout l'ouvrage.

Les paroles que le notaire met dans la bouche de la testatrice

"qu'elle 6tait contente qu'il y avait beaucoup trop de monde qui

paraissait vouloir vivre au mime tas," me paraissent inexplicables

d'apris ]a preuve faite. Evidemment elle faisait allusion h ses filles;

cependant, il n'appert pas qu'aucune d'elles ait sollicit6 des secours de

sa nre on ait nianifest6 le ddsir de partager la succession, en un mot

qu'elles aient voulu vivre " an mime tas."

Ajoutons h cela que toute cette affaire a 6ti faite dans l'ombre. La
mire avone & Mime. Macdougall que son fils lui a recommand6 le

secret. Le fils dit que la mire lui a recommand6 le secret. L'acte

6tait fait pour protiger John et cependant on le cache N John. La

raison que Pintim6 donne pour justifier le secret c'est que sa mire ne

voulait pas itre importunle. Cependant, c'est elle-mme qui divulgue

la transaction h sa dame de compagnie d'abord et ensuite N Alme

Macdougall, sa fille.

En r~sume dit 1'honorable juge on chef
Le r6sultat de toute cette affaire, c'est que les filles n'ont recu tout

an plus qu'une somme de 820,000 chacune et les fils une part du

vivant de leur phre, valant $100,000. L'intim6 a retird de sa part
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1894 $150,000, John, plus malbeureux, a continu6 les affaires et est arriv6 b6
la banqueroute. En outre, 'intim6 s'est trouve h recevoir par le

BAPT
transport, en actions de banque, de $32,000 a $36,000, en d6bentures de

BAPTIST. la ville de Trois-Rivibres, $2,000, par remise de son reliquat de compte
i Jde son administration, $6,000. De plus une r4clamation contre la

F faillite de son frbre de $143,000 que lui-meme 6value h $40,000, soit en
tout $80,000 et si 1'on ajoute les $100,000 de 1869, $180,000. Sur cela
il faut dduire le constitut de $2,000 payable h son frbre, soit $33,000,
il lui reste une balance de $14,500 qu'il se trouve avoir retirie des
successions de ses phre et mbre.

John a retir6 en 1869 ]a somme de $100,000, plus un constitut de
$2,000, soit $133,000 et la moiti6 d'une maison dont je ne connais pas
la valeur, et les filles n'ont regu au plus que la somme de $20,000.
Voilh une injustice que rien ne justifie. Si Mme Baptist avait eu
conscience de ses actes, elle n'aurait pas agi ainsi. Elle a 6t6 entretenue
dans des iddes fausses et, dans mon opinion, on a profiti de ces erreurs
pour lui faire consentir et le transport et le testament. Comme je Pai
dit, en 1885, Mnme Baptist n'6tait pas en d6mence compl6te ; elle pou-
vait tenir une conversation avec bon sens. Elle a pu comprendre son
fils John, lorsqu'il lui a demand6 de faire un testament en sa favour.
Elle devait se rendre compte jusqu'd un certain point de la faillite et
concevoir le ddsir legitime de protiger John. Elle 6tait susceptible de
concevoir une donation ou transport afin d'assurer sa vie, mais elle
6tait trop faible d'esprit pour connaitre Pltendue de sa fortune, appr6-
cier la ncessit4 d'une telle donation, se rappeler les avantages respec-
tifs que ces enfants avaient regus dans le pass6 et se rendre compte de
la position relative de chacun d'eux vis-a-vis de sa succession et de
celle de son mari.

" Dans toute cette affaire elle a subi Pinfluence indue de ses fils, et
particulibrement celle de Pintimi. Elle n'a pas compris la port6e de
ce qu'elle a fait et ses d6clarations Pattestent."

Elle a pu paraltre comprendre, comme l'a dit le notaire
Hubert; cependant, quelques minutes aprs le depart
du notaire, et de 1'intim6, elle alla trouver Mile Kiddy,
sa dame de compagnie, et lui a demand6 pourquoi elle
s'6tait absente: "You might have been in the room,
and you would have known as much as I do, for it was
all in French." Le notaire affirme que tout a t dit
en anglais, les actes son redig6s en anglais. Elle
6tait s~rieuse lorsqu'elle parlait ainsi. Elle a bien pu
repondre machinalement aux questions du notaire, lui
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laisser croire qu'elle comprenait, en presence de son fils, 1894

en qui elle avait une grande confiance, et qui l'avait BArrIST
pr~parde pour la circonstance. Mais d6gage de Pin- BAr IST.
fluence de la pr6sence de son fils, elle a exprime ses -

v6ritables impressions. Elle parlait le broad Scotch, Fournier J.

peu le francais, et le notaire pen 1'anglais, et il est fort
possible qu'elle ait pris son langage pour du frangais,
comme elle 1'a dit.

La testatrice est revenue sur le sujet quelque temps
apras. Sa conscience ]a tourmentait, bien qu'elle ne
put se rendre compte de ce qui s'6tait pass6. Comme
elle disait qu'il avait eu tout, Mlle Kiddy, lui de-
manda " What have you done? " et elle repondit " I
do not know myself." Une autre fois, elle dit: " I
cannot tell you what it is for, I do not know myself,
but I did it for Jack's sake." Mlle Kiddy ajoute que
dans chaque circonstance la testatrice lui a exprim6 le
regret de ce qu'elle avait fait. On voit par cette persis-
tance A dire qu'elle avait agi" for Jack's sake " que son
intention n'avait 6t6 que de secourir John, et cependant
le transport et le testament 6taient tout au b6n6fice de
l'appelant, au lieu de celui de John, comme elle le
d6sirait. Cela fait bien voir que ces actes ne sont que
le r~sultat des faux pr6textes employds par 1'appelant
pour obtenir le transport et le testament en sa faveur.

Quelque temps apras, en janvier 1885, Mile Kiddy a
mentionn6 le fait du transport et du testament a Mde
Macdougall qui lui dit qu'elle en avait t6 informbe par
sa mhre. Que celle-ci parlait de sa pauvret6 et disait
"I am afraid I did something wrong; Alex. asked me
to give all I had and said he would keep me all the
time I was living," Mde Macdougall lui ayant r6pondu:
"Why mother, you have enough of Montreal Bank
stock to keep you all your life," sa mare reprit. " No, I
have no bank stock." Mde Macdougall ayant fait la

remarque qu'il n'6tait pas n6cessaire d'avoir fait cela, sa
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1894 mare lui rTpondit: " I was afraid I was going to be left
BAPTIST without anything at all and the best thing was to do

B S this." Mde Macdougall lui ayant demande: " Did
- Alex. ask you to do this ?'! elle r6pondit " Yes; " lui

Fourier J ayant de plus demand6 " Was there any notary there?"
Elle r~pondit " There was no notary in the house since
your father died," en ajoutant que Alex. lui avait
recommand6 le secret.

Ce r~cit se trouve en quelque sorte confirm6 par Mde
Macdougall, car dans sa conversation avec Mlle Kiddy,
elle fit la remarque qu'il n'y avait pas eu de notaire
present; mais elle fut informbe par Mle Kiddy que
les notaires 6taient venus lors du transport.

Une autre conversation analys6e par l'honorable juge
en chef fait voir jusqu'h quel point la testatrice ignorait
la question de sa fortune et la maniere dont elle en
avait dispos6.

Quelques mois apr~s cette conversation de Mde
Macdougall avec sa mere, la testatrice eut une autre
conversation avec sa fille en presence du r6v. M.
Currie. Voici comment ce monsieur rapporte cette
conversation. Mine Macdougall s'adressant A lui, lui
aurait dit: "Did you think it strange that mother
should have disinherited the girls ? " puis se tournant
du c6t6 de Mine Baptist: "Now mother, tell Mr. Currie
what happened between you and Alex." M. Currie
reprit de suite. " No, Madame Baptist, I don't want to
hear anything about.the matter, I don't want to be in-
volved in it at all." Et Mine Baptist de lui faire
remarquer : " I don't want to get M. Currie into trouble
in regard to this affair " mais elle ajouta. " Alex. did
very wrong I think, it was a great hardship to me."
M. Currie lui demand6: " Did you know that you gave
everything to Alex. when you signed that document ?"
"Yes," rdpondit la testatrice " but I did not think there
was so much, I thought it was some notes or papers in
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circulation " et le t6moin ajoute: " I am not sure of the 1894

words but it was notes or bank shares, it struck me as BAPTIST

being insignificant." Le timoin croit se rappeler que v'
Mine Macdougall a mentionn6 A sa mare: " How un- -
kindly her mother treated her," ajoutant qu'elle ne Fournier J.

savait pas cc qu'elle avait fait et que si elle croyait que
sa mare le sut, qu'elle ne retournerait plus la voir. Le
t6moin ne se rappelle pas ce qu'a r~pondu Madame
Baptist, mais il ajoute qu'elle 6tait " in full sympathy
with that sentiment." Mine Macdougall faisant sans
doute allusion h cette conversation affirme qu'elle
s'adressa A sa mire et lui dit: " If I thought that you
would disinherit your daughters I do not see what
reason I would have to come near your house again."
Et la testatrice lui aurait r~pondu: " I have no inten-
tion to do that."

Un autre jour la testatrice s'adressant A une des
servantes lui dit John n'est pas content de l'arrange-
ment mais que tout avait 6t6 fait pour lui. " I don't
remember, but it was all for his good."

Toutes ces d6clarations prouvent que la testatrice
n'avait rien compris aux actes qu'elle avait fait. On
voit seulement que les faux motifs donn~s par i'appelant
pour obtenir son consentement sont rest6s dans sa
m6noire; l'id6e de prot6ger John qui lui avait 6t6
inculqube par i'appelant, et 6x-iter la misbre pour elle-
mame; tandis qu'elle a tout donn6 il'appelant et croit
n'avoir cependant pas donn6 grand'chose.

Les filles de, la testatrice ayant fait, sans succs,
aupris de leur mare et de leur frdre des d6marches pour
obtenir des rensoignements, s'adresserent an notaire
Hubert pour avoir des copies des actes qu'il avait faits,
mais celi-ci les leur refusa d'apris 1ordre qu'il en
avait recu de 1'appelant. Elles furent oblig6es de
demander un compulsoire pour obliger le notaire A
leur fournir des copies. L'appelant a produit an
soutien ae sa contestation de leur demande un affidavit
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1894 dans lequel la testatrice se d~clare satisfaite de ce
BAPTIST qu'elle a fait. Cet affidavit a 6t4 donn6 le 5 novembre

. 1886, peu de temps avant qu'elle ait dit ii John
BAPTIST.

qu'elle voulait semer des patates sur la neige et plu-
Fournier J. sieurs mois apres la chute qui a t6 le commencement

d'6carts fr6quents de sa raison. Au sujet de cet affidavit
1'honorable juge en chef, fait la remarque suivante:

Aussi ja pr~fire comme Pexpression de sa pens6e la d~claration
spontanee qu'elle a faite aux personnes de son entourage, h cet
affidavit pi6par6 d'avance et consenti peut-tre par un signe det&te en
pr4sence de Pappelant.

En 1886 Mde John Baptist lui ayant reproch6 d'a-
voir oubli6 son mari dans le transport, elle lui r6pond
qu'elle lui a laiss6 la maison et la moiti6 de ce qu'elle
avait. La r6ponse manque de sincrit6, parce que si la
testatrice se rappelait les faits, elle n'a pu dire hon-
nitement qu'elle donnait & John la moiti6 de sa fortune.
Elle ne pouvait dire, 6tant questionnue sur le transport,
que la maison 6tait donnee par cet acte qui n'en fait
aucune mention. Mais comme le dit l'honorable juge
en chef :-

La rdponse est pleine d'astuce parce qu'elle est faite de manibre h
calmer les inquidtudes de Mlme John Baptist. Dans mon opinion elle
n'est pas de la testatrice. Si elle Pa faite elle a dat lui avoir ti sug-
g6re comme celle faite 4 John dais une circonstance arrivie & peu
pris dans le mime temps. Vers le milieu de 'annde 1886 John se
plaignait du transport. Sa inre lui dit que tout avait 6t fait pour
le prot~ger. Sur cela John lui fit remarquer que ce n'6tait pas le
meilleur moyen de le protiger. La testatrice ne lui r6pondit pas,
mais le leidemain elle ]ui dit qu'elle avait consult6 1intni: "That it
was all right, as she wanted it." N'dtait-ce pas 14, ]a rdponse de
Fintinm6 mime ?

L'analyse de la preuve si complete et si judicieuse
faite par 1'honorable juge en chef, 6tablit clairement
par l'ensemble de la conduite de la testatrice et les nom-
breuses d6clarations qu'elle a faites, qu'elle n'a pas eu
une conscience suffisante des actes qu'elle a fait et
qu'elle 6tait Iors de ces actes dans une 6tat mental qui
la rendait incapable de donner un consentement 16gal.

En cons~quence 1'appeLest renvoy6 avec d6pens.
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TASCHEREAU J.-The statement of this case appears 1894

in the 21st volume of the reports of this court, p. 425, B1TIST

where our judgment upon a motion to quash the appeal B mS
is reported. Taschereau

We have now to adjudicate upon the merit of the J.

controversy between the parties, that is to say, to de- -

termine whether or not the late Isabella Cockburn was,
on the 17th January, 1885, of sound intellect so as to
be capable to make a will; or, to put the case in an-
other shape, whether, under the facts in evidence, the
will made by her on that date is to be set aside as ob-
tained by Alexander Baptist by captation and undue
influence, when the testatrix was suffering from senile
dementia or weakness of mind ? The case raises a
pure question of fact, or rather, of inferences from facts
which I would uselessly detail here. After full con-
sideration of the evidence in the record I have unhesi-
tatingly come to the conclusion, notwithstanding the
elaborate judgments to the contrary of Mr. Justice
Bourgeois, in the Superior Court, and of Mr. Justice
Blanchet, in the Court of Queen's Bench, that the
reasoning of the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench is
unanswerable, and that the will in question of January,
1885, must be set aside. I have nothing to add to the
remarks of the learned judge, whose commentaries on
the evidence are so full that any attempt on my
part to go over the same ground would be mere repe-
tition. I would dismiss the appeal with costs, distraits
to E. Lafleur, Esq.

SEDGEWICK and KING JJ.-concurred.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for the appellant : Arthur Olivier.

Solicitor for the respondent: E. Lafleur.
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1893 HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN (RE- APPELLANT;
SPONDENT).............................*Oct 3.

1894 AND

*Mar 13. S. X. CIMON et al (SUPPLIANTS)......(RESPONDENTs).

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Petition of Right-46 Vic. c. 27 (P.Q.)-Gontract-Final certificate of
enginer-Extras-Practice as to plea in bar not set up.

A contract entered into between Her Majesty the Queen in right of the
province of Quebec and S. X. Cimon, for the construction
of three of the departmental buildings at Quebec, contained the
usual clauses that the balance of the contract price was not payable
until a final certificate by the engineer in charge was delivered,
showing the total amount of work done, and materials furnished,
and the cost of extras and the reduction in the contract price
upon any alterations. There was a clause providing for the final
decision by the Commissioner of Public Works in matters in
dispute upon the taking over or settling for the works. The Com-
missioner of Public Works, after hearing the parties, gave his deci-
sion that nothing was due ti the contractors, and the engineer in
charge, by his final certificate, declared that a balance of $3 i.36 was
due upon the contract price and $42.84 on extras.

The suppliants by their petition of right claimed inter alia. $70,000 due
on extras. The crown pleaded general denial and payment.

The Superior Court granted the suppliants $74.20, the amount declared
to be due under the final certificate of the engineer. On appeal
the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada (Appeal side)
increased the amount to $13,198.77, interest and costs.

Held, reversing the judgment of the court below, and restoring the
judgment of the Superior Court, that the suppliants were bound
by the final certificate given by the engineer under the terms of
the contract.

Per Fournier and Taschereau JJ., dissenting, that as the final certi-
ficate had not been set up in the pleadings as a bar to the action,

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong, C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau, Sedge-
wick and King JJ.
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and there was an admission qf record by the crown that the 1893
contractor was entitled to 20 per cent commission on extras ordered -

and received, the evidence fully justified the finding of the Court QUEEN
of Queen's Bench that the commission of 20 per cent wag still due V.
and unpaid on $65,837.09 of said extra work. CIMoN.

APPEAL AND CROSS APPEAL from a judgment
rendered by the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower
Canada, adjudging the respondents to be entitled to
$13,198.77 with interest from the 1st May, 1884.

The proceedings originated by a petition of right (46
Vic. c. 27, P.Q.), filed by the respondents, the heirs of
the late Simon X. Cimon, claiming from the Govern-
ment of the province of Quebec, the sum of $76,170, and
interest.

The respondents are the heirs and successors in title
of the firm of Piton & Cimon, contractors for the depart-
mental buildings, at Quebec.

The respondents claim payment by their petition of
right: the balance of the contract price amounting to
$8,000 and $1,0t,0 for interest paid upon letters of credit
given by the Government in lieu of cash, to which the
contractors were, according to their contention, entitled
under the contract.

$40,000 amount paid to the workmen in additional
wages at an increase of 20 cents per diem after a strike
and a riot, upon the alleged express undertaking by the
Government to repay such amount. ,

$70,000 balance of price of extras and amount paya-
ble as compensation for the labour and responsibility
of the contractors, being 20 per cent. profit upon the
cost of such extras, which amounted to a sum exceed-
ing $150,000.

$25,000 damages suffered by reason of the Govern-
ment having signified a protest to the contractors
annulling the contract.

The crowi4 met this demand by a plea of payment
and the general issue. There was also an incidental
demand for $50,000.
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1893 Some witnesses were examined and an immen'se

mass of accounts, reports and papers of all kinds were
QUEEN put into the record.

V.

CUIoN. The defendant, towards the closing of the enqudte
filed a final report of Mr. Gauvreau the engineer
in charge of the works about the main contract. An
objection was taken to the filing of that document, and
the objection was reserved.

The Superior Court adopting the final certificate
given by the architect under the terms of the contract
adjudged the suppliant to be entitled to the amount
shown by such certificate as to balance of contract
price, viz.: $31.36 and the amountthereon by this cer-
tificate to be due for extras-$42.84, making a total of
$74.20 for which judgment was given.

In the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada
(appeal side) the case was decided upon the claim for
20 per cent. commishion upon the cost of the extras, and
after discussion of accounts.

Stuart Q.C., for appellant and respondent on cross-
appeal.

As a preliminary question we contend that the
appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench was too late and
that the judgment of the Superior Court had become
final and conclusive by lapse of time. The final cer-
tificate of the engineer in charge is dated August, 1882,
and establishes a balance in their favour of $31.36, upon
the contract price and a balance upon the extra work
of $42.84. This certificate was the basis of the judg-
ment of the Superior Court and we are at a loss to
understand why the Court of Queen's Bench disre-
garded it. That this certificate is conclusive upon the
points in dispute appears to us to be an almost incon-
trovertible proposition. The petition of right does not
in any way attack the engineer, nor impute to him
incompetency, error or fraud; it simply overlooks the
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certificate, overlooking at the same time that the certi- 1893

ficate was a condition precedent to the right of action, T
and that the parties were bound by its terms, unless it QgoE

were set aside by the courts for a lawful reason. CIMOu.
This point has been so often decided by this court

that it is almost futile to again recite the authorities
Peters v. The Quebec Harbour Commissioners (1)
Jones v. The Queen (2) ; Goodyear v. The Mayor of
Wey mouth (3) ; Sharpe v. The San Paulo Railway Co.
(4); O*Brien v. The Queen (5) ; Guilbault v. McGreevy
(6).

The contract further provided by the 8th clause
that in the events of dispute upon the taking over or
settling for the works, etc., the commissioner should
alone decide all matters in dispute. The whole matter
which forms the subject of the present cause having
been referred to the commissioner he, on the 10th
January, 1885, wrote to the late S. X. Cimon, commu-
nicating his decision and that of the Executive Council
of the province, and refusing to entertain any of Mr.
Cimon's claims.

We submit that we have in the final certificate, and in
the decision of the Commissioner of Public Works, the
answers contemplated by the contract to the sup-
pliants' claim This also applies to the cross appeal.

Now, as to the merits of the claim for the commis-
sion alleged not to have been paid. A reference to the
accounts for labour, at pages 349 and following, will
show the court that the contractors were charging not
the real cost of the work, the actual wages paid and
the true cost price of the material, but were'supplying
accounts in which they charged a large profit upon
their outlay, amounting, according to thd recorded

(1) 19 Can. S. C. R. 685. (4) 8 Ch. App. 597.
(2) 7 Can. S. C. R. 570. (5) 4 Can. S. C. R. 529.
(3) 35 L. J. (C. P.) 12. (6) 18 Can. S. C. R. 609.
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1893 opinion of the engineer to 100 or 200 per cent. Yet the
'iiF court is now asked to give to the representatives of

QUEEN these same people 20 per cent additional upon the face
V.

CrMON. value of these already exaggerated accounts.

Amyot Q. C. for respondent, and appellant on cross
appeal:

The following admission by the crown at page 39 of
the case, viz. : That the amount of the extra works
given by Mr. Lesage in his evidence represents the
costs of the same, and cost price (valeur brute) as ac-
cepted and reduced by Her Majesty, the defendant,
viz.: $74,015.65, conclusively proves that the extras were
made for and accepted by the Government, and the
only question which remains is: What was the remu-
neration or price to which the suppliants are entitled
on these extras ? Upon this I rely also upon the
admission of record, page 38 "The parties in this cause
admit......... that the price agreed to between Her
Majesty and the said Piton & Cimon for the execution
of the extra works, not included in the contract, was
to be twenty per cent over and above the value of those
works, making, materials and cost, which twenty per
cent the government had promised to pay them so as
to indemnify them for their time, work and responsi-
bility."

* This, with the calculation made by the appeal court
which has relied on Mr. Lesage's evidence and on the
vouchers of the crown, should settle the point and put
an end to the litigation, unless the defendant wants
this Honourable Court of Appeal and Error to act as a
jury, accountant and tribunal of first instance.

The only ground of defence is that the final report of
the engineer in charge which was put in at the end of
trial settles the case. I submit that the crown should
have pleaded the same specially so as to allow the sup-
pliants to controvert How could we allege and prove
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fraud or gross injustice when that was not referred to 1893

in the written pleadings ? Moreover it is not a final E

report; even Mr. Lesage admits this in his evidence QUEEN
when he says:- CIMoN.

There is no final settlement between the contractors and the Gov-
ernment. The Department, it is true, has prepared a statement of what
it pre:ended to be the accounts between the parties, but the contrac-
tors have never assented to it as the balance accruing to them, and the
account is still there (est encore l).

The cases relied on by the appellant have no appli-
cation to this part of the case as there is a special admis-
sion by the crown that a fixed sum was to be paid and
the evidence clearly shows that the engineer did not
include it in his report or even had anything to do
with it.

As to the preliminary objection relied on by appel-
lant in this appeal, it was not taken in the Court of
Queen's Bench and it is too late now. Sirez. Table
Gen. Vo. appel. nos. 149-154. On the cross appeal
we contend that the contract specially provides that
we are not bound by the certificate of the engineer
but by the decision of the " commissioner alone ", and
therefore, I contend that the contract as admitted, must
be held to have been completely executed, and there
being no special plea in bar, the crown is not entitled
to any reduction.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: I am of opinion that this
appeal should be allowed and judgment of Superior
Court restored with costs to the crown.

FOURNIER J.-Cette cause a commenc6 par une
p6tition de droit adress~e A la Cour Sup6rieure, A Qu6-
bec, en vertu de la province de Qu6bec, qui a 6tendu
la juridiction de cette Cour i ces matieres.

Le gouvernement de Qubbec avait fait un contrat en
forme authentique avec Piton et Cimon, pour la con-
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1894 struction de trois des quatre bitisses d6partementales,
TH dans la cit6 de Qu6bec. Le contrat contient des con-

QUEEN ditions pourvoyant au cas d'ouvrages extras.* Le prix
V.Cimox. total 6tait de $325,000. Piton et Cimon exbcutbrent

Fournier Jleur contrat; pendant la construction des ouvrages,
- Piton transporta A Cimon ses int6rits dans le contrat.

Apris l'ex6cution des travaux, en 1885, Cimon fit
application pour une p6tition de droit r6clamant la
balance qui lui 6tait due. Il mourut avant d'avoir
obtenu le flat, et sa veuve comme l6gataire universelle,
renouvela la demande d'une p6tition de droit; elle
mourut aussi, avant d'avoir obtenu la permission de
proc6der. Enfin ses h6ritiers pr6sentirent la p6tition
en cette cause qui fut allou6e par le Lieut.-Gouverneur
le 28 Janvier 1888.

Les qualit~s des parties sont admises.
La gouvernement plaida paiement et une defense au

fonds en fait.
Les diff6rents items de la demande sont au nombre

de cinq, mais la Cour du Banc de la Reine, ayant rejet6
tous les items, A l'exception du 4me, le pr6sent appel
repose entibrement sur cet item; il est tout A fait
inutile de s'occuper des autres. Il s'agit dans cet item
de la commission de 20 p.c. r~clam6e sur les travaux
extras.

La premiAre chose A consid6rer est de savoir s'il y a
preuve que des ouvrages extras out t6 faits, et qn'une
commission de 20 p. c. sur ces ouvrages devait 6tre
accord6e an contracteur. M. Lesage, deput6 ministre
des Travaux Publics, dit que tous les ouvrages extras
dont il parle dans son timoignage ont tA r6gulibre-
ment ordonnis par le commissaire des Travaux Publics,
on faits sous sa responsabilit6. II ajoute que dans
tous les cas le Dpartement admet que tons les
ouvrages extras ont tA r~gulibrement ordonnds, faits et
accept6s. Aprs rectification d'une erreur qu'il avait
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commise dans son premier t6moignage, dans lequel il 1894

avait attribu6 au contracteur, comme extras, des
ouvrages faits par d'autres contracteurs, en vertu de QUEEN

contrats sp~ciaux, apras 1'6tude des faits par les officiers CimoN.

du Dbpartement, par M. Lesage, M. Berlinguet, archi- Fournier J.
tecte et expert, et comptable, il a t6 constat6 d'une -

mani6re positive qu'il a t6 fait des ouvrages extras
pour la somme de $74,015.65. Ce fait est parfaitement
prouv6, et la Cour du Banc de la Reine l'a admis comme
la base de son jugement.

La preuve du montant de la commission est non
moins positive et parfaite. A l'interrogatoire, 12me,
article des articulations de faits

Is it not true that the defendant has promised to pay (20 p.c.)
twenty per cent upon the cost and value of the said (extra) works to
indemnify them as alleged in the action?

La Reine, par. son procureur, duement autoris6, a
T6pondu affirmativement. Il y a en outre, A la page
38, ler Vol. du dossier, 1'admission suivante:

Que le prix convenu entre Sa Majest et les dits Piton et Cimon,
pour la confection des ouvrages extras et autres, a6 part du contrat, par
eux faits, 6tait A part le cosit des mat6riaux et de la main-d'ceuvre de
vingt par cent en sus de la valeur de ces ouvrages, main-d'oruvre,
matiriaux et leur coat, lesquels le gouvernement susdit avait promis
leur payer pour les indemniser de leur temps, travail et responeabilit6.

Cette admission forme une preuve compl~te du mon-
taut de la commission. Elle est sign6e non pas seule-
ment par le procureur de record, mais par " Chs.
Langelier d-ftment autoris6." La force probante de
cette pi6ce n'aurait pu 6tre an6antie que dans le cas oi
le procureur qui 1'a sign 6, n'aurait pas 6t0 autoris6 A le
faire. Mais il y 6tait 6videmment autoris6 puisque la
piice le comporte et qu'il n'a pas t6 d6savou6. D'apr6s
le code de proc6dure, pour d6truire la preuve faite par
cette admission, il n'y avait d'autre moyen que celui
du d6saveu; comme la d6fense n'y a pas eu recours, la
preuve faite par cette admission conserve toute sa force
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1894 16gale. Aussi la Cour du Bano de la Reine l'a-t-elle
TH admise et prise comme base de la commission qu'elle

QUEEN a accord6 (20 p.c.) vingt par cent sur les comptes
CImoN. d'ouvrages extras dans lesquels cette commission n'avait

Fournier j. pas th charg~e. Oe n'6tait plus alors qu'une affaire
- de calcul pour en arriver au montant qu'elle a fix6 de

$13,198.77, intr~t du ler mai, 1884, et le montant n'a
t6 d6termin6 par l'hon. Juge Boss6 qu'apr~s une 6tude

sp6ciale des nombreuses pikces du dossier qu'il a com-
puls6es , cet effet. Je me suis aussi convaincu par
1'examen des preuves, qu'il a fait une juste estimation
du montant de la commission. Ce jugement, sur la
contestation telle que li6e entre les parties, 6tant cor-
recte, le litige aurait d-h 6tre termin6 par cette d6cision.
Mais les prochs ne sont pas faits pour durer si peu, et
A mesure qu'ils se prolongent, les parties d6couvrent
de nouveaux moyens pour les faire durer davantage.
C'est ce qui a lieu dans le pr6sent appel, ofi l'appelante
invoque pour la premibre fois des moyens qu'elle n'a
ni plaid6 ni fait valoir en cour de premiere instance,
non plus qu'en appel devant la Cour du Banc de la
Reine. C'est devant cette cour seulement que l'ap-
pelante oppose h l'intim6 une fin de non recevoir fond6e
sur ce que l'appelante n'a pas produit un certificat final
de l'ing6nieur en charge des travaux, constatant que
les dits ouvrages sont bien et duement ex6cut6s et cer-
tifi6s. VoilA la premibre objection soulev6e par I'ap-
pelante. La seconde est que 1'appel a t& pris A la Cour
du Banc de la Reine apr~s le d6lai fix6 pour l'appel.

L'appelante peut-elle Atre admise A faire valoir ces
moyens pour la premiere fois devant une cour d'appel,
pour ainsi dire de dernier ressort ? En cour de pre-
miere instance il n'a t6 nullement question de ce certi-
ficat qui aurait pu Atre prbliminairement oppos6 comme
fin de non recevoir A 1'action. Au lieu d'exiger par une
d6fense sp6ciale la production de ce certificat pour
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prouver l'ex~cution des tra-vaux, l'appelante a plaid6 18194
paiement de tons les item de la demande, accompagn6, ,
il est vrai, d'une d~fense an fond en fait dont les effets QUEEN

sont limit6s par l'admission que comporte le plaidoyer CiroN.

de paiement. A la preuve en cour Sup6rieure toute la Fournier J.
contestation et les preuves se sont faites sur l'ex~cution -

des ouvrages. Ce n'est qu'd la fin de 1'enqu~te que la
defense a produit, malgr6 l'opposition du demandeur,
un pr~tendu certificat final de M. P. Gauvreau, 1'archi-
tecte en charge des travaux. C'6tait un fait sp6cial
qui aurait dfi 4tre plaid6 pr6liminairement, afin de
fournir an demandeur l'occasion soit de l'attaquer, soit
de 1'admettre. II a m~me fait motion pour le faire re-
jeter hors du dossier, et bien que cette motion n'ait pas
6t sp6cialement d6cid~e, elle se trouve 1'avoir 6t6 de
fait, parce que les deux cours n'out attach6 aucune im-
portance A ce certificat. Quelle valeur d'ailleurs pou-
vaient-elles donner A un prtendu certificat final, fait
en 1882, pour des ouvrages livr6s en 1884 ? Ce cer-
tificat est, de plus, contredit par 1'admission de 'ap-
pelante contenue la page 34, 1. 33, savoir que:

Si aucun montant est d- aux p6titionnaires, ce n'est que depuis le
premier mai 1884.

M. Lesage, dans son t6moignage, ne pr6tend pas qu'il
ya en un certificat final. A la page 85, il dit

II n'y a pas eu de rbglement final entre les contracteurs et le gou-
vernement. Le d~partement a bien pr6par6 un 6tat de ce qu'il pr6-
tendait ftre les comptes entre les parties, mais les contracteurs n'ont
jamais voula l'accepter comme la balance qui leur revenait et le compte
est encore li.

Il est 6vident que c'est une admission qu'il n'y a pas
eu de certificat final et que puisque les parties 6taient
en difficult6 gur le riglement, ce n'6tait pas la clause
du contrat au sujet du certificat qui devait s'appliquer,
mais la clause 8me, qui dit:-

Qua le commissaire aura seul le droit de dbcider an cas qu'il s'&1ve
quelque difficult6 entre les parties au sujet de la r6ception, on du

7 1
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1894 rkglement des travaux on sur 1'interpr6tation h donner au present
march, aux dits plans et devis ; et que les dits entrepreneurs se sont

THE
QUEEN tenus de s'en rapporter h la d6cision du dit commissaire qui sera final

V. et obligatoire pour toutes les parties.
CIMoN.

F e ~ Puisque les parties ne pouvaient s'entendre, le seul
- moyen d'en finir 6tait d'en r6f6rer & la d6cision du com-

missaire; mais il n'y a pas eu plus de d6cision du com-
missaire que de certificat final. Mais quoi qu'il en soit,
ni 'un ni 1'autre de ces faits n'ayant t6 plaid6, l'ap-
pelante ne peut maintenant les invoquer, et 1'intim6 a
droit d'opposer avec succ~s le d~faut de les avoir plaid6s
on d'avoir amender ses plaidoyers.

L'appelante a cit6 dans son factum A pen pris toutes
les causes oil il a t6 d6cid6 que le certificat final de
l'ing6nieur 6tait indispensable an contracteur, pour
lui permettre de poursuivre le recouvrement de ce qui
lui 6tait dO.; mais aucune de ces d6cisions ne s'applique
A la cause actuelle. En y rf6rant, on voit que dans
toutes ces causes l'absence d'un tel certificat a t6 mise
en contestation dans le dbbut de la proc6dure.; tandis
que dans celle-ci, ce d6faut de certificat n'a t nul-
lement plaid6. Il est 6vident par toute la proc6dure
que ce n'6tait pas 1'intention de l'appelante de s'en pr6-
valoir, puisque ce certificat n'a 6 produit qu'& la fin
de 1'enqute; et d'ailleurs ce certificat ne couvre nul-
lement la question de la commission de 20 p.c. qui a
t6 omise et est reste pendante, attendant la decision

du commissaire, pendant plus de deux ans. Mais il
est inutile de s'occuper davantage de ce certificat et
d'entrer dans le d6tail de toutes les erreurs et omissions
qui s'y trouvent. Elles out t6 exposees par l'intim6
dans son factum; il n'y a qu'une r6ponse p6remptoire
A faire, c'est qu'il n'a pas t plaid6, et que la cour ne
doit pas s'en occuper.

La deuxibme des objections soulev6es seulement
devant cette cour est celle que 1'appel u'a pas 6t pris
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dans le d6lai fix6 par le statut. L'appelante dit dans 1894
son factum:-

The fact that the right of appeal had been lost by lapse of time does QUEEN
V.not seem to have been argued before the Court of Appeals. CIMON.

Le jugement de la cour Sup6rieure a t6 rendu le 4 Fouier .
juin 1890, et 1'appel a th pris le 23 avril 1891, par o
consequent longtemps apr~s le d6lai fix6.

Est-il encore temps d'opposer cette objection i
1'appelante? N'aurait-elle pas di Atre faite devant la
cour du Bano de la Reine in limine ? Toute la pro-
c6dure a eu lieu sans qu'on y ait song6, et ce n'est que
longtemps apr~s le jugement final et devant cette cour
que l'on a song6 A en prendre avantage.

D'aprs les decisions de nos cours, les objections
fond6es sur des irr~gulariths de procedure, lorsqu'elles
n'ont 6t6 ni all6gudes ni invoqubes au prochs ne
peuvent Atre en appel. Bain v. The City of Montreal (1),
au meme vol. p. 361, l'objection du d6faut de mise en
cause d'une des parties doit 6tre prise in limnine; la
m~me question a 6t6 dcid6e dans la cause de L' Union
de St. Joseph v. Lapierre (2), que le d6faut d'avis de
poursuite n'ayant pas 6t6 plaid6, ni oppos6 dans la cour
infrieure, ne pouvait 4tre invoqu6 en appel. D6cid6
aussi qu'un document produit au proces, mais invoqu6
pour la premiere fois devant la cour du Bano de la
Reine ne peut faire partie du dossier en appel devant
cette cour (3). Il est de principe dans le droit anglais,
comme dans le droit francais, que les irr6gularit6s de
procedures, dans le cours du procks, sont couvertes par
l'acquiescement resultant des proc6d6s subs~quents
A moins qu'il n'en ait 6t0 pris avantage avant de passer
A d'autres proc6d6s. Dans la cause de Jones v. Van Patten
(4) cit~e dans la note sur Graham and Waterman on
New Trials (5), le juge Perkins d6clara que:-

(1) 8 Can. S. C. R. 252. 17 Can. S. C. R. 108.
(2) 4 Can. S. C. R. 164. (4) 3 Ind. 107.
(3) See Exchange Bank v. Gilman, (5) 2 Vol. p. 662.
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1894 It is a well established rule that erroneous steps in the progress of a
- cause are waived, unless excepted to before additional steps are taken.
THE

QUEEN Dans le droit frangais les nullit6s de procedure

CIMoN. doivent tre oppos6es i une certaine epoque de l'ins-

Fourner J tance. L'intim6 dans son factum a cit6 un grand
nombre d'atitorit~s sur cette question. Voir entre
autres: Carr6 et Chauveau (1).

Table g6n6tale, Journal du Palais, Vo. Cassation,
nos 350, 998-9, 1001-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9, 1065-6, 1134.

Devilleneuve et Gilbert, Table de 1851-1860, Y.
Cassation, par. 40 :-

Un moyen qui n'a pas t6 propos6 devant les juges au fond ne peut
6tre propos6 comme moyen de cassation.

Cass. 2 juillet 1850 (Bouilland) S.V. 51, 1, 54. P. 50,
2-649.

Id. Cass. 16 nov. 1853 (Coudere.) S.V. 54, 1, 771. P.
55, 2-260.

Id. Cass. 30juillet 1856 (1Rigal) S.Y. 57, 1, 193. P. 58, 93.
Id. Cass. ler juillet 1857 (Delsaux) S.V. 58, 1, 206.

P. 58, 951.
Id. Cass. 29 juin 1859 (Daulchez) S.V. 59, 1, 851. T.

G.N. 252.
Do. 49

L'exception de la chose jug~e ne peut non plus 6tre pos~e pour la
premibre fois devant la cour de Cassation.

Do. 53:-
Ainsi on ne peut proposer pour la premibre fois devant la Cour de

Cassation le moyen tird de la d4chiance d'un appel apres lexpiration
du d61ai 14gal.

La cour avait juridiction. C'est la loi en force
lorsque la proc6dure a commenc6 qui r~gle le droit
d'appel et non celle en force lorsque le jugement a 6td
prononce.

La Cie. du Chemin de Fer de 'Atlantique au Nord-
Onest v. Pominville (2) ; Hurtubise v. Desmadreau (3).

(1) 5 ed. 2 Vol. Q. 739, bis. art. (2) 34 L. C. Jur. 241.
173. (3) 19 Can. S. C. R. 562.
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Le mime principe a t6 adopt6 quant A la juridiction 1894

de la cour Supreme, voir Taylor v. La Reine (1). MaE

Le dd1ai pour opposer la d6ch~ance du droit d'appel QUEEN
est fix6 par le Code de Proc6dure, art. 1128 (maintenant CiMoN.

1130). Fournier J.
La r6ponse g6ndrale aux griefs d'appel ne constitue -

pas un plaidoyer de d6ch6ance. Code Proc6dure Art.
140. Treizibme r~gle de pratique de la cour d'Appel.
R6gle de pratique de la cour d'Appel du 21 juin 1879.
16re rgle:-

The case in appeal shall contain a summary statement of the plead-
ings and of the questions of fact and of law on which the party filing
it relies.

Le procureur ad litem est le Dominus litis. Ses pro-
c6d&s judiciaires ne peuvent Atre attaqubs que par la
voie solennelle d'un d6saveu formel par la partie inte-
ress6e, entrainant une grande responsabilit6.

On a vu par les autorit6s cit6es plus haut, que la
d6chbance d'appel est couverte par la defense au fond.
Dans cette cause 1'appelante n'en a nullement pris
avantage; elle a conduit sa contestation absolument
comme si l'appel avait t pris dans les d6lais ordi-
naires. Cependant, elle va m~me jusqu'd pr6tendre que
les juges doivent prononcer cette d6ch6auce d'office,
lors m~me qu'elle n'est pas oppos6e. Mais l'autorit6
de Carr6 repousse cette doctrine; c'est, dit-il, dans
1'intkrt de celui qui a gagn6 son proces que cette d6-
ch~ance est prononc6e, c'est un fin de non-recevoir qu'il
peut opposer comme la prescription; ne 1'ayant pas
invoqube et la cour ayant juridiction dans la matibre
du prochs elle a pu valablement proc6der a jugement.
Il est certainemont trop tard sur un deuxi~me appel
pour en prendre avantage, et l'on doit ici faire appli-
cation du principe suivi par la cour de Cassation qui

(1) 1 Can. S. C. R. 65.
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1894 ne permet pas d'invoquer, pour la premiere fois, la
TE d6ch6ance d'appel devant cette cour. O'est en vain

QUEEN que l'appelante invoque la chose jug6e pour maintenir
CIMoN. sa pr6tention de d~ch~ance, car on a vu par les arrits

Fournier j. de 1827 et 1834, cites plus haut, que la jurisprudence
- tend A ne pas donner A 1'exception de la chose jug~e le

caractere d'une exception d'ordre public.
Pour les raisons ci-dessus donnbes, les deux prin-

cipales objections de l'appelante fond~es sur le d6faut
de certificat, et la dich6ance de l'appel, doivent Atre
renvoy~es, et le jugement de la cour du Banc de la
iReine confirm6 avec depens.

Le contre-appel de l'intim6 doit aussi Atre renvoye.

TASCHEREAU J.-If this case was to be concluded by
the rule that on a contract of this nature and under the
conditions to be found therein, no action lies without
the final certificate of the engineer, or other officer
named, except in cases of fraud or sometimes error, the
appellant would have not much to fight against.
The cases to that effect in this court itself are numerous.
In England, a recent case of De Morgan and Rio de
Janeiro Flour Mills, in re (1), supports that view

which when applicable cannot, I take it, be con-
troverted. But does the rule apply here, or can it
be given effect to? I think it does not apply, for
the simple reason that the only amount granted to
the respondents by the judgment appealed from is
for the balance due them, not on the contract, nor
any part thereof, but on a subsequent promise made
by the Government to them to pay them 20 p. c. over
the extras. That promise is admitted in aspecial
admission of fact, page 38, and by the answer to the
respondent's articulation of facts, page 501, " Is it
not true that the Government has promised to pay to
the contractors 20 p. c. over the cost and value of the

(1) 8 Times L. R. 292.
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said works (extras) to indemnify them as alleged in the 1894

action? " To which the defendant answers " Yes." TH

See also evidence, Ex. 5, No. 279 of plaintiffs, that QUEEN
V.

this promise was made on the 5th December, 1879. Ciuo.

And the contention that this 20 p. c. is included in Taschereau
the engineer's certificate is in plain contradiction to -.
the appellant's admission, page 39, that Lesage's, the
crown's own officer's, estimates cover only the actual
cost of these extras, without this 20 p. c. St. Michel,
their own witness (page 142) also proves the same
thing. Now, I do not see how the engineer could
include in his certificate anything of this 20 p. c., so
as to bind any one. And I do not see that he did; in
fact it is admitted that he did not.

Mr. Justice Boss6's careful review of the evidence on
this point seems to me.unanswerable. If he erred, it
is against the respondents, not against the appellant.

I also agree with my brother Fournier that it would
be most unjust to allow the appellants in this court
to rely upon the want of a final certificate, even if it
was necessary or if it covered this 20 p. c., when they
have not pleaded it. Had they pleaded it the
respondents might have attacked it for fraud or error,
or have invoked waiver by the crown, or estoppel. The
late case of Connecticut Fire Insurance Co. v. Kavanagh

in the Privy Council (1), is an authority against the
appellants' right to now avail themselves of a point of
this nature which they have not put in issue on the
record. In this case by the admissions on record it
is conceded that this 20 per cent ought to have been
allowed by the engineer.

The other cases I may refer to on this point are
Gray v. Richford (2) ; L' Union St. Joseph v. Lapierre (3) ;
Fuller v. Ames (4); Bain v. The City of Montreal (5);

(1) [1892] A. C. 473. (3) 4 Can. S. C. R. 164.
(2) 2 Can. S. C. R. 431. (4) Cassels's Dig. 2 ed. 140.

(5) 8 Can. S. C. R. 252.
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1894 Oakes v. The City of Halifax (1); Russell v. Lefrancois

E (2), and cases there cited; Lash v. Meriden Britannia Co.
QUEEN (3); The Tasmania (4); Bank of Bengal v. Macleod

.V.
CnmoN. (5) ; Scott v. The Phnix Assurance Co. (6) ; Redfield v.

Tasreau Wickham (7); Cooper v. Cooper (8) ; Luke v. Magistrates
J. of Edinburgh (9); Heyneman v. Smith (10); Kay v.

Marshall (11); Livingstone v. Rawyards Coal Co. (12)

Lyall v. Jardine (13); Martin v. Mackonochie (14)

Head v. Sanders (15) ; The Council of the Borough of

. Randwick v. The Australian 4-c. Coporation (16).
The judgment for interest from 1st May, 1884, is

correct. There is an admission that any sum due was
due from that date. This admission also renders the
appellants' contention as to prescription unfounded.
These admissions are by the Attorney-General for the
crown, and bind the crown. I am surprised to see
the contrary urged on behalf of the crown without a
formal disavowal according to the Code of Procedure.

As to the cross-appeal, the majority of the court
being of opinion that the crown's appeal should be
allowed the cross-appeal must stand dismissed.

S EDGEWICK and KING JJ. concurred with THE
CHIEF JUSTICE.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: Caron, Pentland 8r Stuart.

Solicitor for respondent: G. Amyot.

(1) 4 Can. S. C. R. 640. (9) 6 W. & S. Sc. 241.
(2) 8 Can. S. C. R. 335. (10) 21 L. C. Jur. 298.
(3). 8 Ont. App. R. 680. (11) 8 C1. & F. 245.
(4) 15 App. Cas. 223. (12) 5 App. Cas. 25.
(5) 7 Moo. P. C. 35. (13) L. R. 3 P. C. 318.
(6) Stuart's L.C.R. 354. (14) 7 P. D. 94.
(7) 13 App. Cas. 467. (15) 4 Moo. P. C. 186.
(8) 13 App. Cas. 88. (16) [1893] A. C. 322. See also I

Vol. Pigeau p. 501 et seq.
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CHARLES F. FRASER (THIRD PARTY)..APPELLANT; 1893

AND *Nov. 27.28.

LEWIS P. FAIRBANKS (DEFENDANT)....RESPONDENT; 1894
Feb. 20.

AND

WILLIAMS G-. COOMBS ..... ....... PLAINTIFF.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA
SCOTIA.

Sale of land-Sale subject to mortgage-Indemnity of vendor-Special
agreement-Purchaser trustee for third party.

L. F. agreed in writing to sell land to C. F. and others subject to
mortgages thereon, C. F. to hold same in trust to pay half the
proceeds to L. F. and the other half to himself and associates.
When the agreement was made it was understood that a company
was to be formed to take the property, and before the transaction
was completed such company was incorporated and L. F. became
a member receiving stock as part of the consideration for his
transfer. C. F. filed a declaration that he held the property in
trust for the company but gave no formal conveyance. An
action having been brought against L. F. to recover interest
due on a mortgage against the property C. F. was brought in
as third party to indemnify L. F., his vendor, against, a judg-
ment in said action.

Held, reversing the dcision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia,
Taschereau and King JJ. dissenting; that the evidence showed
that the sale was not to C. F. as a purchaser on his own behalf
but for the company and the company and not C. F. was liable to
indemnify the vendor.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia affirming the judgment at the trial in
favour of defendant against the third party.

The material facts of the case are stated by Mr.
Justice Sedgewick in his judgment as follows:

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King
JJ.
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1893 On the 1st December, 1882, the defendant L. P.

FRASER Fairbanks mortgaged certain property known as the

* Shubenacadie Canal property to the plaintiff William
- G. Coombs for the sum of four thousand dollars ($4,000)

and on the 30th March, 1892, the mortgagee commenced
an action in the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia to re-
cover the interest then due. After the mortgagor was
served with a writ he gave notice under the Judicature
Act to Messrs. C. F. Fraser (the appellant), B. F. Pear-
son and A. M. Fraser, claiming that as they were then
the owners of the equity of redemption, and the lands
in question were conveyed to them subject to the mort-
gage, they were under obligation to indemnify the de-
fendant against all claims under the mortgage. This
liability was disputed and the claim came on for hear-
ing before Mr Justice Ritchie who gave judgment in
favour of the defendant Fairbanks against C. F. Fraser
(the appellant) for the amount of interest claimed, but
dismissed the claim as against A. M. Fraser and B. F.
Pearson-the formal judgment as respects Fraser being
as follows :-

" It is ordered that judgment be entered herein for
the said Lewis P. Fairbanks against the said Charles F.
Fraser for the amount of the judgment debt and costs
recovered in this suit against said Fairbanks by said
John M. Chisholm, together with his costs of defence
herein against the plaintiff, John M. Chisholm, and
of the proceedings against said third parties."

The circumstances under which the appellant
Fraser's liability has arisen would appear to be as
follows:-On the 17th April, 1889, an act of the Nova
Scotia Legislature was passed incorporating R. L. Bor-
den, B. F. Pearson and Alfred Whitman, and their
associates, a body corporate under the name of the
Halifax Land Improvement Company for the purpose
generally of dealing in real estate, the capital to be one
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hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), the company 1893
being at liberty to issue paid-up stock in exchange for FBER
or in payment of the price of any property, real or per- FAIR"ANKS.
sonal, which it might acquire or hold, and having the -

right to commence active operations whenever twenty-
five per cent of the capital stock was subscribed and
twenty per cent paid up.

The company was organized and a general meeting
held in August following. Previous, however, to the
organization of the company, and before the 26th of
July, the appellant, C. F. Fraser, and L. P. Fairbanks
had several conversations relating to the transfer of the
Shubenacadie Canal property to the company Fair-
banks having first made himself acquainted with the
provisions of the charter, the company not then being
organized. The following agreement was thereafter
entered into between Fairbanks and the third parties
sought to be made liable in the case.

" Memorandum of agreement made and entered into
this twenty-sixth day of July, A.D. 1889, between
Lewis P. Fairbanks, of Dartmouth, in the county of
Halifax, and province of Nova Scotia, merchant, the
party hereto of the first part, and C. F. Fraser, of Halifax,
in the county of Halifax, publisher, B. F. Pearson, of
Halifax aforesaid, barrister-at-law, and A. Milne Fraser,
of Halifax aforesaid, publisher, the parties hereto of the
second part."

" Witnesseth, that the party hereto of the first part, for
and in consideration of the sum of one dollar paid to
him, and divers other consideration, agrees to give a
good and sufficient deed with the usual full covenants
of the canal property, waters, water-courses and privi-
leges appertaining thereto, from himself and his son
within thirty days to C. F. Fraser aforesaid, subject to.
mortgages amounting to not more than $15,000."

6
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1893 "2. He agrees to assign all options and interests in the
FRASER said property held by him from W. J. Fraser and others

F V KS. to said property or any part thereof ; also, all interest
- of himself or son or the canal company in all claims for

damages, or for use of water privilege, or for mines and
mining rights against any and all persons whomsoever,
unto 0. F. Fraser."

" 3. Parties of the second part agree to pay $2,500 in
3, 6 and 9 months, to be secured by joint notes in three
equal instalments-proceeds of notes to go towards pay-
ment of certain judgments against property to be con-
'veyed-and all taxes thereon, as far as necessary to pay
the same."

"4. C. F. Fraser agrees to hold said property in trust
in the following proportions : One-half of all proceeds
of property and damages to be paid to L. P. Fairbanks,
and one-half to A. M. Fraser, C. F. Fraser and B. F.
Pearson in equal proportions, after payment of all
encumbrances on said property."

" In witness whereof the said parties hereto have
hereunto set and subscribed their seals and hands this
26th day of July, A. D. 1889."

"(Signed), LEWIS P. FAIRBANKS, [L S.]
C. F. FRASER, [L S.]
B. F. PEARSON, [L.S.]
A. MILNE FRASER, [L.S.]

Signed, sealed and delivered in
the presence of

(Signed), F. G. FORBES." )
B. F. Pearson, one of the parties to this agreement,

was one of the corporators named in the company's act
-of incorporation, and the appellant A. M. Fraser had in
the meantime also become interested in the company.
In accordance with and in part performance of this
agreement the notes for two thousand five hundred
.dollars were given to Fairbanks and were paid at ma-
turity, and on the 26th of August following Fairbanks
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conveyed to C. F. Fraser the lands and rights referred 1893

to in the agreement by an absolute deed in fee simple, FRASER

subject, however, to the mortgage sued on in this case. FR S

By this time the company had been organized and on -

the 23rd of November, the appellant, Fraser, executed
and registered a declaration of trust declaring in effect
that he held the lands conveyed to him by Fairbanks,
in trust for and on behalf of the company. On Novem-
ber 21st, the defendant, Fairbanks, gave the following
order to the company:-

" HALIFAX, November 21, 1889.

To the Halifax Land Improvement Company, Limited.

SmR,-Please pay and deliver to C. F. Fraser or order
$25,000 cash and 1,500 fully paid up and non-assessable
shares and stock of a par value of ten dollars each of
the capital stock in the said Halifax Land Improve-
ment Company, Limited, which said sum of $25,000
and said shares are payable to me as the consideration
or purchase price of the lands and privileges known as
the " Shubenacadie Canal Company," sold by me to
the said Halifax Land Improvement Company, Limited,
by deeds to C. F. Fraser as the president and trustee of
the said company for that purpose.

Yours truly,
(Sgd) LEWIS P. FAIRBANKS.

Witness,
L. FAIRBANKS."

The stock in this order referred to was transferred
and the following receipts were taken from Fraser and
Fairbanks:

" HALIFAX, N.S., November 21, 1889.

Received of the Halifax Land Improvement Com-
pany, (Limited), the sum of twenty-five thousand
dollars cash, and fifteen hundred shares, fully paid up
and non-assessable, of the capital stock of said company,

6%
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1893 payable to me under an order of this date from Lew i
FRASER P. Fairbanks, Esq., to said Halifax Land Improvement

* Company, (Limited) in satisfaction of said order.
Yours truly,

(Sgd) C. F. FRASER.
Witness,

C. FAIRBANKS."

" HALIFAX, N.S., November 21st, 1889.

Received of C. F. Fraser, Esq., the sum of twenty-
five thousand dollars cash, and also fifteen hundred
shares of fully paid-up and non-assessable stock of the
Halifax Land Improvement Company, Limited, in full
consideration, satisfaction and payment of the sale by
me to the said Halifax Land Improvement Company,
per C. F. Fraser, trustee, of all the property, real and
personal, waters, water-courses, rights, privileges and
easements, of the property known as the "Shubenacadie
Canal Company," and in full satisfaction and discharge
of all demands and claims against said C. F. Fraser
and the Halifax Land Improvement Company, Limited,
to date.

Yours truly,
(Sgd) LEWIS P. FAIRBANKS.

Witness,
(Sgd.) C. FAIRBANKS."

Fairbanks at the same time gave another receipt for
the moneys referred to in the agreement of the 26th
July, as follows:-

" HALIFAX, N.S., November 21, 1889.

Received of C. F. Fraser, B. F. Pearson and A. Milne
Fraser, all of Halifax, the sum of two thousand five
hundred dollars in full satisfaction of the transfer and
sale by me to them of the lands and privileges men-
tioned in the memorandum of agreement between said
parties and myself, and dated the 26th day of July,
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A.D. 1889, and I acknowledge full satisfaction of the 1893
conditions named in said agreement on their part to be FRASER
performed. And I do hereby covenant and agree on V

FAIRBANKS.
my part to fully carry out and execute all conditions -

in said agreement to be by me performed when and
wherever required so to do by said parties or by the
Halifax Land Improvement (Limited), or its assigns,
and to execute all documents, deeds and assurances at
my own cost, in accordance with the terms of said
agreement of the 26th day of July, A.D. 1889.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) LEWIS P. FAIRBANKS.

To 0. F. FRASER, Esq., Halifax, N.S.
Witness:

(Sgd.) C. FAIRBANKS."

Upon the foregoing facts the trial judge found that
under the agreement of the 26th July, C. F. Fraser was
legally liable to indemnify Fairbanks against the mort-
gage upon the property.

His judgment was affirmed by the full court, from
whose decision the defendant, Fraser, appealed.

Borden Q.C. for the appellant, cite'd Wolveridge v.
Stewcard (1).

Harris Q.C. for the respondent, referred on the
merits to Jones v. Kearney (2) ; Re Cozier (3); and
claimed that a new trial should be ordered if the judg-
ment was not sustained, citing British Canadian Loan
Co. v. Tear (4).

Borden Q.C. in reply, argued that a new trial could
not be granted, not having been asked for in the court
below and being inconsistent with the relief claimed
by the action.

(1) 1 C. & M. 644. (3) 24 Gr. 537.
(2) 1 Dr. & War: 134. (4) 23 O.R. 664.
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1894 FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should

FRASER be allowed.

FAIRBANKS.
- TASCHEREAU J.-I would dismiss this appeal. I

Tase.reau adopt the findings of Ritchie J. at the trial, and the
- reasoning of Meagher J. in the court below.

GWYNNE J.-The plain conclusion from the evidence
is that the intention of all the parties to the agreement
of the 26th of July, 188,1, was that the appellant C. F.
Fraser should hold the lands and premises mentioned
therein when conveyed by Fairbanks to him subject
to the mortgages for $15,000 which was the only estate
Fairbanks had it in his power to convey, upon trust
for sale and upon sale upon trust to pay to Fairbanks
himself one-half of the money to accrue from such sale
over and above all incumbrances, and the other half
in three equal proportions to himself and to A. M. Fraser
and B. F. Pearson respectively.

Upon the transfer by Fairbanks to the appellant
under that agreement the latter became no more liable
to pay off the mortgage or to indemnify Fairbanks
therefrom than did A. M. Fraser or Pearson or Fair-
banks himself. The appellant was not an actual vendor
of the property at a price agreed upon of which the
mortgage itself constituted a part so as to subject him
to the equitable obligation to pay off the mortgage and
to indemnify his vendor therefrom. He held the pro-
perty so transferred to him solely as a trustee to sell
and upon effecting a sale to divide the purchase money
as above stated. There was no sale of the property
whatever until the sale to the Halifax Land Improve-
ment Company which sale, and the consideration there-
for given by the company for the property, Fairbanks
himself most unequivocally concurred in by becoming,
as part of the terms of the sale, a member of the com-
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pany and the owner of paid up shares therein as con- 1894

stituting part of the purchase money agreed upon. FRASER

Until that sale was effected there was no person who F *
FAIRBANKS.

could have been called upon by Fairbanks to indemnify -
him against the mortgage and the only persons who Gwynne J.

could be so called upon were the company who were
the actual bond fide vendors of the property subject to
the $15,000 mortgages. The fact that the transfer of the
property was effected by C. F. Fraser executing a de-
claration of trust to hold the land for the company
who paid the consideration could not have the effect
of imposing upon Fraser personally an equitable obli-
gation incurred only by the, company as the actual
vendees of the property and sole beneficiaries therein.
The appeal must, therefore, be allowed with costs.

SEDGEWICK J.-It may, I suppose, be taken for
granted upon the authority of Waring v. Ward (1),
Joice v. Duffy (2), and Williston v. Lawson (3), that in the
ordinary case of a sale of an equity of redemption, or

in other words, a sale of land in mortgage upon the

,promise that the purchaser is to take a conveyance of
the mere equity of redemption paying the vendor the
specified price for that, a court of equity assumes,
unless there is some agreement to the contrary, that
the purchaser is to indemnify the vendor against the
mortgage if there is any personal liability on his part
in respect of it. This liability, however, does not arise
from any contractual relationship bet ween the original
mortgagee and the purchaser, or between the vendor

and the purchaser. Independently of an agreement
between himself and the purchaser the mortgagee can-
not recover at law or in equity against the purchaser.
The right of indemnity which the vendor of the

(1) 7 Ves. 332. (2) 5 U. C. L. J. (O.S.) 141.
(3) 19 Can. S. C. R. 673.
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1894 equity of redemption has is a mere equity against the
FRASER purchaser arising in his favour when he has paid or

FAIRVKS. has been called upon to pay the amount of the mort.

gage debt for which he is responsible under his original
jS covenant. The question now is: How far is this

principle applicable to the present case ? I have come
to the conclusion that it does not apply at all as against
the appellant, Fraser, much less does it apply to the
full extent stated in the judgment of the trial judge
and of the majority of the court below. Fairbanks
being the owner of the property in question, subject to
the mortgages, entered into the agreement of the 26th
of July above set out. As regards the parties now
before the court the effect of that agreement, coupled
with the conveyance following upon it, viewed apart
from the general intention of all the parties, was to
transfer to the appellant, Fraser, one-half only of Fair-
banks' interest, and to create Fraser in respect to the
remaining half interest a trustee for Fairbanks, or in
other words, Fraser became the owner of a moiety of
the property and the agent of Fairbanks for the pur-
pose of selling the other moiety. I do not understand
upon what principle Fraser has been found liable to
indemnify Fairbanks in respect of that moiety. It is
not pretended that he violated the conditions under
which he held the property or that he in any way
acted in excess of his authority as Fairbanks' agent and
trustee. There is nothing whatever in the agreement
to justify the contention that Fraser was precluded
from selling the property until he had first paid off the
mortgage. It was agreed that any profits derived from
the disposal of the property after the incumbrances
were paid off were to be divided equally between
Fairbanks and the other parties to the agreement, but
that stipulation in no way necessitated the getting in
of the incumbrances before the sale. The order upon
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the Improvement Company given by Fairbanks and 1894
his receipt for the stock and his share of the purchase FRASER

money show an absolute acquiescence and ratification t".
on his part of Fraser's conduct. in dealing with the -

property. The trial judge seeks to destroy altogether Sedgwick

the effect of these documents upon the ground that -

they were signed by Fairbanks at the request of
Fraser. I am not aware of any principle by which
a person may seek to relieve himself from the effect of
instruments which he has signed by stating merely
that they were signed at the request of other parties
interested in them., The whole evidence which these
documents confirm points, I think unmistakably, to the
conclusion that the dealings between Fairbanks on the
one part, and Fraser and his associates on the other, in
reference to the mortgaged premises had relation to an
eventual transfer to the Land Improvement Company,
and that the appellant, Fraser, was a mere conduit pipe
by which that end was to be attained. It was not, I
think, ever contemplated that Fraser should assume
any obligation whatever beyond that expressly stated
in the agreement, nor was it contemplated, even at the
commencement of the negotiations, that Fraser him-
self, either on his own behalf or on behalf of himself
and those associated with him, should be the actual
purchaser of the property. He undoubtedly was de-
sirous of securing the property, just as Fairbanks was
desirous of transferring it to him, the lands, as Fair-
banks himself says, being of no use to him as he could
not operate them. At the time of the agreement the
company, though incorporated, had not been organized;
it had no officers to make contracts or take titles on its
behalf. All transactions, therefore, the benefit of which
was to be for the eventual interest of the company,
had necessarily to be entered into in the name of the
promoters, corporators or'other persons controlling it;
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1894 besides, it was evidently necessary that the corporators
RER should have control of this very land in order that the

FAIRBAKS. company might organize, having reference to the special

Sedgewick provision in the charter in relation to the purchase of
jS property in exchange for an issue of paid-up stock. It
-- was not explained to us at the argument why the ap-

pellant Fraser did not make an absolute conveyance to
the company of the lands in question but simply de-
clared himself a trustee for the property in respect of
them. This fact, however, does not, I think, make any
difference either in regard to Fraser's liability or to that
of the company. The right to indemnify, which as a
general rule a mortgagor who has sold his equity of
redemption has against the purchaser, is an equity
only; it is in no sense a legal liability ; if enforceable
at all it cannot be enforced except against one who
in equity is a real purchaser. Fraser, in my view,
never was, and Fairbanks knew he never intended to
be, a purchaser on his own behalf; he was dealing
from first to last on behalf of the company, and his
declaration of trust in favour of the company, accepted
as it was by the company through its recognized
officers, created the company in equity its absolute
owner he being a bare trustee only. In my judgment,
under the special circumstances of this case, the com-
pany, and the company alone, can be called upon by
Fairbanks to indemnify him in respect of this mort-
gage ; the land is still there ; it is under the control of
the company; they receive all rents and profits from
it; besides, Fairbanks knew from the very first that
the company held it; in his letter to the company of
the 21st November, 1891, he refers to the property " as
property sold by him to the said Halifax Land Im-
provement Company (Limited), by deeds to C. F. Fraser
as president and trustee of said company, for that pur-
pose ;" he therefore cannot set up that the transfers in
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question were behind his back or that he had no know- 1894

ledge of them. FRASER

For these reasons I am of opinion that the appeal FAR NKS.

should be allowed, and that all proceedings in this suit -
against the appellant should be dismissed, and that he SJ
is entitled to his costs of all proceedings in the court -

below and of this appeal.

KING J.-I am of opinion that this appeal should be
dismissed.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: F. G. Forbes.

Solicitor for respondent: W. A. Henry.
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1893 ALLAN PARKS (DEFENDANT)...............APPELLANT;

*Nov. 30 AND

1894
9 WAITY CAHOON (PLAINTIFF).............RESPONDENT.

WFeb. 20.
- ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Title to land-Disseisin-Adverse possession-Paper title-Joint possession
-Statute of limitations.

A deed executed in 1856 purported to convey land partly in Lunen-
burg and partly in Queen's County, N.S., of which the grantor
had been in possession up to 1850, when C. entered upon the por-
tion in Lunenburg Co., which he occupied until his death in 1888.
The grantee under the deed never entered upon any part of the
land and in 1866 he conveyed the whole to a son of C., then about
24 years old who bad resided with C. from the time he took pos-
session. Both deeds were registered in Queen's. The son shortly
after married and went to live on the Queen's Co. portion. He
died in 1872, and his widow, after living with C. for a time, married
P. and went back to Queen's Co. P. worked on the Lunenburg
land with C. for a few years when a dispute arose and he left. C.
afterwards, by an intermediate deed, conveyed the land in
Lunenburg Co. to his wife.

-On one occasion P. sent a cow upon the land in Lunenburg Co. which
was driven off and no other act of ownership on that portion of the
land was attempted until 1890, after C. had died, when P. entered
upon the land and cut and carried away hay. In an action of tres-
pass by C.'s widow for such entry the title to the land was not
traced back beyond the deed executed in 1856.

Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, that
C.'s son not having a clear documentary title his possession of the
land was limited to such part as was proved to be in his actual pos-
session and in that of those claiming through him; that neither he
nor his successors in title ever had actual possession of the land
in Lunenburg Co. ; that the possession of C. was never interfered
with by the deeds executed ; and having continued in possession
for more than twenty years C. had a title to the land in Lunen-
burg Co. by prescription.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of 19
Nova Scotia (1) affirming the judgment at the trial in PARKS

favour of the plaintiff. CAHOON.

The material facts of the case are stated by the trial -

judge as follows:-
" This action is brought to recover damages for tres-

passes committed on a lot of about five acres in the
occupation of the plaintiff, which lot is in the county
of Lunenburg and to the north-east of and adjoining
the county line between that county and Queen's
County."

" It was proved that one John Ryan occupied the
locus and also the property adjoining in Queen's
County about forty years ago. Between thirty-five
and forty years ago Benjamin Cahoon moved into the
house and lived there and occupied the locus until his.
death in 188S, and the plaintiff, who Was his second
wife, has occupied it ever since."

" When Benjamin Cahoon moved on to the locus his.
son Leander, who was then a boy, went with him and-
continued to live with him, and worked with him on
the place until his marriage in 1868. Before his
marriage he commenced a new house on the Queen's.
County side of the line, and when it was finished he
and his wife, who up to that time had lived with his
father and mother, went to the new house and con-
tinued to live there until his death in 1872."

"His wife who, before her marriage, had lived with
Benjamin Cahoon and his wife, returned to this house-
on the locus, and lived there with them until she mar-
ried the defendant about 1875, when she and her hus-
band returned to the house in Queen's County, which
her first husband had built, and have lived there ever-
since."

(1) 25 N. S. Rep. 1.
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1893 " Benjamin Cahoon and the defendant, after his mar-

PARxs riage, worked on the property together until about

CAHON eight years ago, when they had some dispute, and
- Benjamin after that worked on the locus and the de-

fendant on the property in Queen's County."
" On the 14th October, 1856, John Ryan gave a deed

of all his interest in the property at East Port Medway,
containing a hundred and twenty-six acres, to Stephen
Mack. It was contended that this deed did not cover
the locus but only the property in Queen's County, but
I am of opinion that it was intended to cover and did
cover the locus. In January, 1866, when Benjamin
Cahoon was in possession of the locus, Stephen Mack,
who is not proved to have been in possession at any
time, conveyed all his interest in the property to
Leander Cahoon, son of Benjamin, using the same de-
scription as in the deed from John Ryan to him,
excepting a part sold to Edward Ryan."

" And in April, 1871, Leander Cahoon conveyed to
Jerusha Cahoon an undivided right in two-thirds of
the lot conveyed to him by Stephen Mack, reserving
the new house he had built and then lived in. Jerusha
Cahoon was his mother, Benjamin's first wife; she left
four children surviving her, one of whom died without
issue before his father. Leander Cahoon left two
children who are still living, and defendant and his
wife, their mother, are their guardians duly appointed.
None of the deeds above mentioned are recorded in the
county in which the locus is situated, but in the
county of Queen's only."

"On the 7th October, 1881, Benjamin Cahoon conveyed
the locus by deed to William Smith (the father of the
plaintiff), who by deed dated the 29th September, 1882,
conveyed the same to the plaintiff, the consideration
being natural love and affection, and $50, which
amount the plaintiff proves that she paid in cash out
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.of her own money. These deeds were recorded shortly 1893

.after their respective dates in the county of Lunenburg, PARKS

in which the land in question is situated. The trespass CAV'
of cutting and removing the hay is admitted, the de- -

fendant alleging that he did it in exercise of his
-authority as guardian of Leander's children, who are
under age and who are entitled to an undivided in-
terest in the property, as tenants in common with other
owners."

Upon these facts judgment was given at the trial in
favour of the plaintiff and was affirmed by the court
en banc. The defendant appealed.

McInnes for the appellant. Leander Cahoon, having
the documentary title, and being on the locus while
living with his father, the latter could not acquire
title by possession. Doe d Tkomson v. Barnes (1); Det-

trick v. Dettrick (2) ; Washburn on Real Property (3).

Borden Q.O. for the respondent, referred to Philipps
v. Halliday (4) ; Boston, etc., Railroad Co v. Sparhawk

(5) ; Bradstreet v. Huntington (6).

FouRNIER J.-I am of opinion that this appeal
.should be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-The only question for argument
in this case is whether the respondent and her late
husband, Benjamin Cahoon, had been in exclusive
possession of the property described in respondent's
.statement of claim for upwards of twenty years at the
time when the acts of the appellant, which respondent
claims to be trespasses, were committed.

On this question of fact Mr. Justice Ritchie, who
tried the case, has found in favour of respondent, and

(1) Stockton's Bert. [N.B.] Rep. (3) 4 ed. vol. 3 p. 128.
1633. (4) [1891] A.C. 228.

(2) 2 U.C.Q.B. 153. (5) 5 Met. 469.
(6) 5 Peters 402.
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1894 his decision was supported on appeal by the Supreme

pARS Court of Nova Scotia in banco.

V' Mr. Justice Ritchie says:-
CAnooN.

- Between 35 and 40 years ago Benjamin Cahoon moved into the
Tasereau house, and lived there and occupied the locus until his death in 1888,

and the plaintiff, who was his second wife, has occupied it ever since.

This is not a case in which we should disturb the
findings of the trial judge.

McCall v. McDonald (1); Arpin v. The Queen (2);
Warner v. Alurray (3) ; Schwersenski v. Vineberg (4) ;
Lambkin v. South Eastern Railway Co. (5) ; Kershaw v.
Kirkpatrick (6) , North German Steamship Co. v. Elder
(7) ; Ghoolam Moortoozah Khan Bahadoor v. The Govern-
ment (8).

GWYNNE and SEDGEWICK JJ. concurred in the
dismissal of the appeal.

KING J.-This is an action of trespass to land
brought by the respondent. The land in question con-
sists of about five acres in the county of Lunenburg,
N.S., and is part of a larger tract lying principally in
the county of Queen's. The facts are succinctly stated
by Ritchie J., the trial judge.

It appears that one John Ryan was in occupation of
the entire lot in or about 1850, living in a house then
and now on the locus in quo. He occupied it for some
years, and when he moved out of the house Benjamin
Cahoon, the now deceased husband of the plaintiff,
moved in. The exact time of this does not appear but
it was found by the learned judge to have been be-
tween 35 and 40 years before, i.e., between 1851 and
1856.

(1) 13 Can. S.C.R. 247 pp. 256-7. (5) 5 App. Cas. 352.
(2) 14 Can. S.C.R. 736. (6) 3 App. Cas. 345.
(3) 16 Can. S.C.R. 720. (7) 14 Moo. P.C. 241.
(4) 19 Can. S.C.R. 243. (8) 9 Moo. Ind. App. 456.
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Benjamin Cahoon continued to live in the house 1894

with his family and to do work upon the land in ques- PARKS

tion until his death in 1888, and the plaintiff (who CA.
was his second wife) continued-the occupation after- -

wards.
At the time that Benjamin Cahoon went into occu-

pation his son Leander (through whom appellant
claims) was a young child, and was brought up by and
continued to live with his father, working with him
upon the place until his marriage in 1868, when he
and his wife, who up to that time had also lived with
Benjamin Cahoon, moved into a new house which he,
Leander, had built on the Queen's county part of the
lot, and continued to live there until his loss at sea in
1872 or 1873. After that the widow went back to live
with her father-in-law, and remained there until she
married Parks, the appellant, when they went to the
house on the Queen's county part and have lived there
since, Cahoon and Parks working on the property to-
gether until about 1882 or 1883, when a dispute arose,
and Cahoon afterwards worked upon that part of the
lot in Lunenburg county (the land in question), and
Parks on the part in Queen's county.

In 1882 Parks put a cow upon the land in question
and Cahoon turned it off, and Parks did not further
interfere until the act of trespass complained of which
was entering, cutting hay and carrying it away. This
was in 1890, after Cahoon's death.

The claim of Parks (as guardian of the infant chil-
dren of Leander) is based upon an alleged possession
under the conveyances to be now referred to. I again
follow substantially the statement of Mr. Justice
Ritchie.

On the 14th October, 1856, John Ryan gave a deed
of the entire lot to one Stephen Mack. It is not clear
whether Ryan was then in possession or not, but Mack

7
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1894 never went into nor had possession. This deed was
PRs recorded in Queen's County, but not in Lunenburg

C',< on. County.
- Ten years afterwards, viz.: In January, 1866, Cahoon

King J. being still in possession, Mack conveyed all his interest
in the property to Leander Cahoon, then, as before
stated, living with his father. This deed also was
recorded in Queen's County but not in Lunenburg.

In April, 1871, Leander conveyed to his mother
Jerusha Cahoon what is expressed by the learned judge
to be " an undivided right in two thirds of the lot con-
veyed to him by Mack, reserving the new house he had
built and then lived in."

(Was it this or an undivided two thirds interest ?)
This deed, like the others, was recorded in Queen's

County only.
On 7th October, 1881, Benjamin Cahoon conveyed

the locus in quo by deed to the plaintiff, his second wife,
through an intermediate conveyance. These deeds
were registered in the County of Lunenburg.

There are well reasoned judgments of the learned
judges, Townshend, Graham and Meagher JJ., (the
latter dissenting) resulting in affirmance ofa judgment
given by Ritchie J. for plaintiff.

All the parties to the above conveyances are dead
and it is not possible to be very positive as to the real
facts.

If one might surmise it might be supposed that the
conveyance from Ryan to Mack, which was, I should
judge, about contemporaneous with Cahoon's first pos-
session, was made in Cahoon's interest, and that Mack's
conveyance after the lapse of nearly ten years to
Cahoon's son Leander, then living with his father, was
in pursuance of a desire to avoid holding the legal title.

But the matter has to be determined apart from sur-
mises.
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If Leander had had a clear documentary title there 1894

could be no question that he would, under the circum- P
stances, have been in constructive possession of the V*
whole lot included in his deed, but, not having clear -

documentary title, his possession is limited to such King J.
part as is proved to be in his actual possession (by
himself or others) and in that of those succeeding
to him.

Benjamin Cahoon was in undoubted possession of
the whole lot from the time he went upon the land,
until 1886. The value of possession is stated anew
by Lord Herschell, in Philipps v. Halliday (1).

Then how was his possession affected by what after-
wards took place?

There may be much reasonableness in the conclusion
of Meagher J. that Cahoon knew in 1866 of the deed
from Mack to his son, and of the deed in 1871 from the
son to his mother, but it is only an inference, and to
affect Cahoon's possession it requires another inference,
-viz., that Benjamin Cahoon recognized these convey-
ances as passing title and subordinated his own pos-
session to them, holding thereafter under his son. All
the circumstances are to be regarded in determining
whether the character of Cahoon's possession changed.
The deeds referred to did not of themselves give right
of possession; and the actual possession under them,
what was really done under them, has to be regarded,
for looking at them as explanatory of the facts of pos-
session it is not immaterial that all the parties receiv-
ing these conveyances treated them as applying to the
land in the county of Queen's and not to that in the
county of Lunenburg for they were recorded in the
former but not in the latter county. Then, Leander's
house was built in Queen's. I fail to see upon the
whole evidence that it sufficiently appears that Benja-

(1) [1891] A.C. 231; 234.
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1894 min Cahoon's possession of the locus in quo was inter-

PAs fered with or intended to be interfered with; I do not

o* see that the son manifested any intention of taking
Kn possession of the whole lot, or that the father manifested

any intention to treat his own possession as a posses-
sion under his son. In 1882 Parks put his cow in upon
the land in question and Benjamin Cahoon turned it
off, and the possession of Benjamin Cahoon was not
again disturbed during his life, nor (after his death)
until 1890. Leander's possession, if such it was, had
begun only in 1866, and therefore, in 1882, his heirs
had acquired no title by possession, and their posses-
sion of the locus in quo was terminated by the above act
of Benjamin Cahoon, who thereafter continued in ex-
clusive possession (in right of his wife) until his death.
The separate possession of Benjamin Cahoon was
apparently recognized by Parks himself after 1882.

In my opinion the proper conclusion is that Cahoon's
possession of the locus in quo was never otherwise than
in him in his own right (or that of his preseat wife
since the transfer to her) and on his own and her
account, and that, at any rate, he had an exclusive
possession thereof after 1882 and up to the time of the
trespass complained of.

I agree, therefore, with the learned judges Town-
shend and Graham JJ. and think that the appeal
should be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: F. B. Wade.

Solicitor for respondent: Arthur Roberts.
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THE RIGHT REVEREND ALEX-)
ANDER MACDONELL AND
OTHERS (DEFENDANTS)...,..........)

AND

MICHAEL PURCELL ANI) OTHERS
(PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS).....

THE RIGHT REVEREND JAMES
VINCENT CLEARY AND.OTHERS
(DEFENDANTS) ...........................

AND

MICHAEL PURCELL AND OTHERS
(PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS).....

APPELLANTS

RESPONDENT

1893

*Oct 24, 25,
26, 27, 28,

30, 31.

1894

. *Feb. 20.

APPELLANTS;

RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO

Will-Revocation-Revival-Codicil-Intention, to revive-Reference to
date-Removal of Executor-Statute of Mortmain-Will executed
under mistake-Ontario Wills Act R. S. 0. (1887) c. 109-9 Geo. 2
c. 36 (Imy.)

A will which has been revoked cannot, since the passing of the Ontario
Wills Act (R. S. 0. [1887] c. 109) be revived by a codicil unless
the intention to revive it appears on the face of the codicil either
by express words referring to the will as revoked and importing
such intention, or by a disposition of the testator's property incon-
sistent with any other intention, or by other expressions conveying
to the mind of the court, with reasonable certainty, the existence
of the intention in question. A reference in the codicil to a date
of the revoked will, and the removal of an executor named therein
and substitution of another in his place, will not revive it.

Held, per King J. dissenting, that a codicil referring to the revoked
will by date and removing an executor named therein is sufficient
indication of an intention to revive such will more especially
when the several instruments are executed under circumstances
showing such intention.

Held, per Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ., that the Imperial Statute, 9
Geo. 2 c. 36 (the Mortmain Act) is in force in the province of

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1893 Ontario, the courts of that province having so held (Doe d. Ander-

- son v. Todd, 2 U. C. Q. B. 82 ; Corporation of Whitby v. Liscombe 23

M Gr. 1), and the legislature having recognized it as in force by
PURCELL. excluding its operation from acts authorizing corporations to hold

lands.

CLR Held, per Gwynne J., that a will is not invalid because it was executed
PURCELL. in pursuance of a solicitor's opinion on a matter of law which

proved to be unsound.

APPEAL and cross-appeal from a decision of the Court
of Appeal for Ontario (1) affirming, but varying, the
judgment at the trial which held the will of Patrick
Purcell made in May, 1890, and revoked by another will
in January, 1891, to be revived by a subsequent codicil.

In May, 1890, Purcell made a will by which he
devised a large portion of his property to religious
corporations to be used for charitable purposes. Some
time afterwards he consulted a solicitor who advised
him that the Imperial statute 9 Geo. 2, ch. 36, the
statute of mortmain, was in force in Ontario and by
reason of its provisions these bequests might fail and a
great deal of his property be left undevised. After
receiving this advice Purcell executed a new will dis-
posing of his property in a different manner and after
doing so he took other advice as to the statute of mort-
main being in force and its effect upon the first will,
which was expressly revoked by the later instrument,
and in March, 1891, he executed the following codicil
prepared by another solicitor who knew nothing of the
will of January, 1891, or the revocation of that of May,
1890.

I will and devise that the following be taken as a codicil to my
will of the 14th day of May, 1890, A.D.:

I hereby revoke the appointment of Jas. A. Stuart, my late book-
keeper, to be one of the executors of this my will, and in his place and
stead I appoint John Bergin, of the town of Cornwall, barrister-at-law,
with all the powers and duties heretofore conferred upon the said Jas.
A. Stuart, as in my said will declared.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 536 sub. nom. Purcell v. Bergin.
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In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this 16th day of 1893
March, 1891, A.D.

P. PURCELL. W
Signed, sealed and pubiished and delivered) PURCELL.

by Patrick Purcell as a codicil to his
last will and testament, who in his CLEARY
presence, at his request, and in the V.
presence of each other, have hereunto PURCELL.
affixed our names as witnesses. J

GEORGE MILDEN,

R. FLANNIGAN,

Not long after executing this codicil Purcell died
and proceedings were taken to have it declared that
the will of May, 1890, was revived by said codicil and
was the last will of the testator. The court of first
instance held that it was so revived and should take
effect from its date. On appeal to the Court of Appeal,
that court affirmed the decision but varied it by
declaring that the revived will only took effect from
the date of the codicil. From that decision an appeal
was taken to this court by the religious corporations
affected by the decision as to the date from which the
revived will would operate, such date being less
than six months before the testator's death which
would cause the devises to lapse under the Mortmain
Act. The next of kin took a cross appeal from that
part of the decision which held the will of May, 1890,
revived.

The facts of the case are set out more fully in the
judgments of Mr. Justice Gwynne and Mr. Justice
Sedgewick in this court.

The argument proceeded as if there had been but one
appeal before the court.

S. H. Blake Q.C. and Anglin for the appellants on
the main appeal, the religious corporations affected by
the date as to which the revived will took effect. The
argument on that point is omitted as it was not dealt
with by the court in giving judgment. The learned
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1893 counsel then argued the question raised by the cross-
MACDONELL appeal.

P E The codicil sufficiently indicated the intention of

- the testator to revive the will of May, 1890. In the
Goods of Turner (1) ; In the Goods of Reynolds (2)

PURCELL. McLeod v. McNab (3).
A will may be revived by implication; Newton v.

Newton (4); in the Goods of Atkinson (5).
The statute of Mortmain is not in force in Ontario;

Ray v. Annual Conference of New Brunswick (6) ; In re
Robson (7). The doctrine of stare decisis will not pre-
vent this court from holding it not in force, notwith-
standing the decisions of the Ontario courts to the
contrary. Hart v. Frame (8) ; in re Nathan (9).

Latchford for the respondent, the St. Patrick's Orphan
Asylum, and Mac Tavish Q.C. for the respondents, the
Good Shepherd Nuns, argued that the will of May,
1890, was revived by the codicil.

Robinson Q.G. and Moss QC. for the testator's next
of kin, respondents in the main appeal and appellants
in the cross-appeal. It cannot be well contended that
the will of January, 1891, was void for having been
executed on erroneous advice on matters of law. To
effect such a result the error must appear on the face
of the will. Jarman on Wills (10) ; Newton v. Newton
(4); Attorney General v. Lloyd (11).

since the passing of The Wills Act a revoked will
cannot be revived by a codicil in this form. In the
Goods of Steele (12) ; McLeod v. McNab (3) ; Marshov.
Marsh (13).

(1) 64 L. T. 805. (7) 19 Ch. D. 156.
(2) 3 P. & D. 35. (8) 601. &F. 199.
(3) [1891] A. C. 471. (9) 12 Q.B.D. 475.
(4) 12 Ir. Ch. 127. (10) 5 ed. vol. 1 p. 147.
(5) 8 P.D. 165. (11) 3 Atk. 551.
(6) 6 Can. S.C.R. 303. (12) 1 P. & D. 578.

(13) 1 Sw. & TD. 533.
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Leitch Q.O. for the executors of John Purcell one of 1893
the next of kin, referred to Dudley v. Champion (1) ; MACDONELL

Brown v. McNab (2). .
PURCELL.

Blake Q.C. and Anglin were heard in reply.
Z) OLEARY

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should PURCELL.
be dismissed and the cross-appeal allowed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I would allow cross-appeal and
dismiss principal appeal. I adopt Chief Justice
Hagarty's view, and the reasons given by his lordship,
that the will of January, 1891, is Purcell's last will,
and that the will of 1890 was not revived by the
codicil.

GWYNNE J.-The question before us is, which of
two instruments, the one bearing date the 14th day of
May, 1890, and the other the 10th day of January,
1891, was the true last will and testament of Patrick
Purcell, deceased, and as such entitled to be admitted to
probate. In determining this question the rule to be
applied is, that the court should proceed upon such
evidence of the surrounding circumstances as, by
placing it in the position of the testator, will the better
enable it to read the true sense of the words used in a
codicil bearing date the 16th day of March, 1891, and
to determine whether the testator has upon it shown
his intention to be to revoke the instrument of January,
1891, and to revive that of May, 1890, which had been
absolutely and expressly revoked by that of January,
1891; accordingly evidence of these surrounding cir-
cumstances was largely entered into and some evi-
dence was also received by the court below which, as
I think, was not admissible.

Upon the 14th May, 1890, Patrick Purcell, since
deceased, made his last will and testament in writing

(1) [1893] 1 Ob. 101. (2) 20 Gr. 179.
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1894 and thereby appointed Alexander Leclair, Angus
MACDONELLMcDonald and James Stuart the executors of the

PURCE said will. To them he devised all his property, real

and personal, of every nature and kind whatsoever
V and wherever of which he should die possessed or

PURCELL. entitled unto upon certain trusts therein declared. It
Gwynne J. may be here said that the personalty consisted of about

one-tenth in value of the realty, the whole consisting
in round numbers of about $600,000. He then, in clauses
numbered from 1 to 39 inclusive, made devises in
favour of his family and near relations and friends. To
a few only is it necessary to refer. The first three
clauses contained devises in favour of his wife. By
the fourth he also devised to her five thousand dollars
in cash. By the tenth he devised to his niece,
Catherine Forrestal, wife of Alexander Leclair, two
thousand dollars, if alive at his death, and if not the
same to go to her children then alive, share and share
alike. By the eleventh to his niece Isabella Forrestal,.
five thousand dollars. By the thirteenth to his sister
Bridget McDonald, two thousand dollars. By the
fourteenth to Miss Ada Fisette, two thousand dollars.
By the eighteenth he devised that his executors should
have power, should they deem it advisable, to expend
the sum of one thousand dollars in ornamenting his
family burying ground at Flanagan Point; and also
the sum of one thousand dollars for a monument over
his grave unless he should have done so himself before
his death.

By the twenty-first clause he devised to Emily Nash,.
wife of Donald A. Cameron, of the township of Char-
lottenburgh, for her own separate use and benefit, the
mortgage money which her husband might owe the-
testator at the time of his death.

By the twenty-eighth clause he devised to his niece,.
Mary Forrestal, the sum of one thousand dollars.
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By the thirty-second clause he devised to his adopted 1894

child, A. P. Tally, the sum of two hundred dollars. x1A ELL

By the thirty-eighth clause he devised to Miss PURCELL.
Victoria McVicar, of Port Arthur, the sum of two -

hundred dollars. V'
He then devised to his executors, for their travelling PURCELL.

expenses and in lieu of all commissions for administer- Gwynne A.
ing his estate, the sum of' five hundred dollars each.

He then devised and directed that all the residue of
all his property, of every nature and kind whatsoever,
should be divided by his executors into twenty-seven
parts, which they should dispose of as follows:-

By the forty-first clause he devised and directed that
six of the said twenty-seven parts of the said residue
should be paid to the Roman Catholic Bishop of the
diocese of Alexandria, in the province of Ontario, at
the time of his death, for distribution among the de-
serving poor of all denominations in the county of
Glengarry, and the education of boys belonging to the
said county as he might decide, according to his own
discretion, and not otherwise; and in the event of
there being no bishop of the diocese at the time of his
death, then that the said six parts should be paid to the
next bishop of the said diocese appointed after his.
death.

By the forty-second clause he devised three other
parts of the said residue to be paid in equal shares to the
superioresses of the convents in the said county of
Glengarry, to be expended by them in the education,
support and clothing of poor children, and the support
and clothing of indigent men and women in the said
county of Glengarry.

By the forty-third clause he devised to the said Roman
Catholic Bishop of the diocese of Alexandria four other
parts of the said residue for distribution amongst the
deserving poor of the town of. Cornwall and county of

lot;
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_'g 1894 Stormont, and for the education and clothing of boys

MACDONELL belonging to the said town and county, as he might

L* decide and according to his own discretion, and not
-- a otherwise; and in the event of there being no bishop

CLEARY of the said diocese alive at the time of his death, then
PURCELL. that the said four parts should be paid to the next

.Gwynne J.:bishop of the said diocese appointed after his death.
By the forty-fourth clause he devised two other parts

of the said residue to be paid in equal shares to the
superioresses of the convents in the town of Cornwall
and county of Stormont, to be expended by them in the
education, support and clothing of indigent men and
women in the said town of Cornwall and county of
Stormont as they might respectively decide.

By the forty-fifth clause he devised that four other

parts of the said residue should be paid to the Roman
Catholic Archbishop of the archdiocese of Kingston, in
the province of Ontario, at the time of his death, for dis-
tribution amongst the deserving poor of the said arch-
diocese, and the education and clothing of boys belong-
ing to the said archdiocese, as he might decide according
to his own discretion; and in the event of there being
no archbishop of the said archdiocese alive at the time
of his death, then that the said four parts should be paid
to the next archbishop of the said archdiocese, to be
expended as aforesaid.

By the forty-sixth clause he devised two other parts of
the residue to be paid in equal shares amongst the super-
ioresses of the convents in the said archdiocese of King-
ston to be expended by them in the education, support
and clothing of poor children and the support and
clothing of indigent men and women in the said diocese
as they might respectively decide.

By the forty-seventh clause he devised four other
parts of the said residue to be paid to the Roman Catholic
Archbishop of the archdiocese of Ottawa at the time of
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his death for distribution among the deserving poor of 1894

the said archdiocese as he might decide according to his IACDONELL.

own discretion, and in the event of there being no arch- PU .
PRCELL.

bishop of the said archdiocese alive at the time of his -

death, then that the said four parts should be paid to CLEARY

the next archbishop to be appointed for the said arch- PURCELL.

diocese to be expended as aforesaid. Gwynne J.-
By the forty-eighth clause he devised one other part

of the said residue to the trustees of St. Patrick's
Orphan Asylum at Ottawa for the benefit of that
institution, and he devised one other part of the said
residue to be paid to the Good Shepherd Nuns of the
city of Ottawa.

He then revoked all former wills by him theretofore
made.
- Upon this will being executed the testator deposited

it for safe keeping in the surrogate court in the town
of Cornwall and he kept a copy of it in his own pos-
session.

Prior to and in the month of November, 1890, he
evidently contemplated making considerable alterations
in the bequests devised by the will, for he had in his
own handwriting entered upon the copy retained by
him certain alterations, as follows:-

1. Instead of the five thousand dollars in cash devised
to his wife by clause four he inserted two thousand.

2. Instead of the two thousand dollars devised to his-
niece Catherine Forrestal by clause ten he inserted one
thousand.

3. Instead of the five thousand dollars devised to his,
niece Isabella Forrestal by clause eleven he inserted one
thousand.

4. Instead of the two thousand dollars devised to his
sister Bridget McDonald by clause thirteen he inserted
one thousand.
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1894 5. He erased from clause eighteen the devise of one

MAcDONELLthousand dollars which his executors were empowered

PUR. to expend in ornamenting his family burying ground
- at Flannigan Point.

CLEAY 6. Instead of the devise to Emily Nash in the twenty-
PURCELL. first clause of the mortgage monies which might be

,Gywane J. due to testator at the time of his death by her husband,
he inserted the sum of five hundred dollars.

7. Instead of the devise in the twenty-eighth clause
to his niece Mary Forrestal of one thousand dollars he
inserted five hundred.

8. Instead of the devise of two hundred dollars to
A. P. Tully in the thirty-second clause he inserted " his
choice of the horses;" this was inserted in the hand-
writing of Weldon the testator's clerk by the testator's
directions and was the only alteration not made in
testator's own handwriting.

9. Instead of the six of the twenty-seven parts of
residue devised to the Roman Catholic bishop of the
diocese of Alexandria for distribution amongst the de-
serving poor of all denominations, he inserted the words

two thousand for deserving poor of all denominations."
10. Instead of the devise of three parts of said

residue to the superioresses of the convents in the
county of Glengarry he inserted the words one
thousand. And instead of the devise of other four parts
of the said residue to the Roman Catholic bishop of
the diocese of Alexandria he inserted the figures
"1,500." Here he appears by the evidence to have

.stopped; although crosses in red pencil are drawn across
the subsequent clauses of the will it does not appear
when they were so drawn.

Sometime in the month of November, 1890, the
testator went into the office of Mr. D. B. Maclennan, a
.solicitor of thirty years, standing practising in Corn-
wall, and asked him if he would have any objection to
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act as executor under his will to which Mr. Maclennan 1894

having assented he left the office. Then we find that M 'ELL
the testator gave to his confidential clerk the copy of PURCELL.
the will in which he had made the alterations aforesaid,
and directed him to copy it out clean as altered up to a.
the end of the thirty-ninth clause. In the copy so handed PURCELL.

to the clerk to copy the name of James Stuart was Gwynne J.

erased and in his stead were inserted the words D. B.
Maclennan, Barrister, Cornwall; and at the end of the
clauses devising five hundred dollars to each of his
executors, were added the words "and to D. B.
Maclennan in full for his professional and law expenses
$1,000 extra," and this additional clause which was
not in the will of May, 1890.

"I devise to James Meagher the most southerly house
and lot situate in Gladstone, East Cornwall, lately
owned by D. H. McKenzie, and on his death to my
adopted son A. P. Tully, absolutely forever should
he be alive at the time of his death." The testator's
clerk having copied out clean the copy of will as so
altered, the copy so prepared up to the devise of the
residence, that is to say, to the end of the thirty-ninth
clause, remained in the testator's possession until the
10th day of January, 1891, when the testator having
been ill for some days caused the following letter to be
written by his clerk and sent to Mr. Maclennan.

" SUMMERSTOWN, JANUARY 10, 1891.

"D. B. MACLENNAN, Esq., Cornwall.
"DEAR SiBR,-I wish you to come here immediately

and bring my will, now in the Probate Court in Corn-
wall, with you. This will be your authority for getting
said instrument.

"P. PURCELL.
"Wire me if they do not give you my will.

" P. P.,,
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1894 Upon receipt of this letter Mr. Maclennan went to

MACDONELLthe Surrogate Court, got the will he was directed to get

PU and taking it with him went to Mr. Purcell's house.
- He there, in Mr. Purcell's presence and at his request,

CLEARY opened the sealed packet in which the will was and
PURCELL. read it. After having read it Mr. Purcell asked him

Gwynne J. what he thought of the provisions made in it for the

- bishops and other charitable bequests; thereupon Mr.
Maclennan informed him that in his opinion the be-
quests would fail or prevail according to the proportion
which his personal estate should bear to his lands and
mortgages, and that under a will, drawn as it was, if
he was correct in his opinion about the charitable
bequests, a large portion of his estate would pass as
undevised to his widow and next of kin. About this
time the clean copy made by Mr. Purcell himself up to
clause forty of the will of 1890 was produced, and Mr.
Purcell asked Mr. Maclennan to write down what he
wished to be done in regard to the charitable bequests
in order to have the will so begun completed. Mr.
Maclennan accordingly took down Mr. Purcell's in-
structions and therefrom made a draft will from clause
forty to the last clause inclusive which is as follows :-

I direct that the bequests made in the five next preceding paragraphs

of this my will be paid out of my personal estate, other than such as

may be secured by mortgage on real estate, and I hereby revoke and

annul all former wills made by me.

He thereupon procured the clauses so drafted to be
added by Mr. Purcell's clerk to that which had already
been written over by him up to clause forty, which
being done the will so prepared was on the same 10th
day of January duly executed by Mr. Purcell as and
for his last will and testament. When Mr. Maclennan,
in taking instructions for drafting the clauses from
clause forty inclusive, had reached the end of the chari-
table bequests he asked the testator what he wished
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to do with the residue, to which he replied, " I will 1894

do nothing with it." MACDONELL

I have dealt at large with this evidence for the pur- PURCELL.

pose of showing that this will was executed after the -

greatest deliberation on the part of the testator, and VLEARY
that the will of May, 1890, was in the most express PURCELL.

terms revoked and annulled by it. A couple of days Gwynne J.

afterwards, viz., on the 12th January, 1891, Mr. Pur-
cell's clerk by Mr. Purcell's direction addressed and
sent to Mr. Maclennan a letter saying:

Mr. Purcell wishes you to change the bequest to Bishop Macdonell
of Alexandria from ten thousand to five thousand dollars and to insert
a clause that upon his demise his will shall be inserted in the leading
local newspapers. You know how to act in regard to this clause.

Yours truly,
GEORGE MELDEN,

For P: P.

Upon receipt of this letter Mr. Maclennan had a new
will written out with this alteration made in it and
sent it enclosed addressed to Mr. Purcell. It does not
however appear to have been ever executed by Mr.
Purcell.

Now here we have been asked to say, first, that the
will of May, 1890, was only revoked in consequence of
the advice of Mr. Maclennan (and indeed of others also)
which was to the effect that the provisions of the Im-
perial statute, 9 Geo. 2, c. 36, were in force in Ontario;
secondly, that such advice was erroneous; thirdly,
that being erroneous the will of the 10th January, 1891,
should be held to have been executed under mistake; and
fourthly, that it should therefore be regarded as never
having had any effect. For this contention there does
not seem to be any foundation in law or in fact. In
answer to it however, it may be said: first, the sugges-
tion that the testator proceeded solely upon the advice
given him as to the provisions of the statute of Geo.
2 being in force in Ontario, is altogether an assumption

8
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1894 which we are not warranted in making; secondly, that
MACDONELLthe testator acted upon the belief that the advice given

PUtELL. him was sound may be admitted, but there is no
- authority for holding that the advice upon which the

Cn. testator proceeded turning out to be unsound would
PURCELL. avoid the will executed upon that advice.

Gwynne J. Thirdly, the judgment in Doe Anderson v. Todd (1),
delivered in 1845, which held that the provisions of
the statute of 9 Geo. 2 were in force in Upper Canada,
was followed by several decisions in the courts of
Upper Canada and Ontario until 1875, when Fer-
guson v. Gibson (2), and Whitby v. Liscombe (3), were
decided. This latter case having been carried to the
Court of Appeal the law as laid down in Doe Anderson
v. Todd (1) was there affirmed. That judgment has ever
since been not only undoubtingly followed by the courts
of Ontario, but may be said to have been recognized
by the legislature as sound law by the insertion, in
acts authorizing corporations to hold lands, of the non-
obstanle clause used in 3 & 4Wm. 4 ch. 78, referred to in
Doe Anderson v. Todd (1), and WIitby v. Liscombe (3) :-

The acts of Parliament commonly called the statutes of mortmain
or other acts, laws or usages to the contrary notwithstanding.

The act of the Ontario Legislature, 55 Vic. ch. 20,
although passed after the decease of the testator, shows
clearly that the provisions of 9 Geo. 2, ch. 36 were
regarded by the legislature as having been always in
force in that province as they had been held by the
courts to be. That act is entitled, " An Act to amend
the law relating to mortmain and charitable uses,' and
by the 8th section it is enacted that :

Money charged or secured on land or other personal estate arising
from or in connection with land, shall not be deemed to be subject to the
provisions of the statutes known as " the statutes of mortmain or

(1) 2 U. C. Q. B. 82. (2) 22 Gr. 36.
(3) 22 Gr. 203.
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charitable uses," as respects the will of a person dying after the passing 1894
of this act.

MACDONELL
If, therefore, it had been relevant to the question V.

before us, and I think it is not, to inquire whether the PURCELL.

advice given by Mr. Maclennan was sound or not, it CLEARY

could not, I think, be doubted that it was quite sound. PURCELL.

Then evidence was given of a conversation which Gwynne J.
his medical attendant, Dr. Bergin, had with the tes- -

tator on the 12th January, 1891, and the following day,
and of what Dr. Bergin had done in consequence of
such conversations, under which John Bergin, Dr.
Bergin's brother, came to be employed to draw the
codicil of the 16th March, 1891. This evidence was
tendered with the view of establishing that from the
12th or 13th January, 1891, the testator entertained the
intention of appointing Mr. John Bergin, who drew the
codicil, to be an executor of his will.

All that that evidence appears to me to show, and
this it shows very clearly, is that for some reason or
other the testator kept Dr. Bergin in ignorance of the
fact of his having executed the will of January, 1891.
Except in so far as showing the circumstances attend-
ing the preparation of the codicil by John Bergin the
evidence has no bearing upon the question before us,
which is, simply: Does or does not the codicil so pre-
pared, and which was executed by the testator, show
by its terms that the testator's intention was to revoke
the will of January, 1891, and to revive in its place
that of May, 1890 ? In so far as a case like the present,
wherein a question arises the determination of which
must be arrived at by the light of the surrounding
circumstances, can be governed by a .judgment in a
case where a like question arises to be determined also
by the light of its surrounding circumstances, I think
that the judgments in the cases of In the Goods of Steele
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1894 (1), and In the Goods of Turner (2), the latter being de-

MACONELLided in 1891,'are the nearest to the present case, and
* which we should follow.

PURCELL.
- Placing ourselves then in the position in which the

CLEAR testator was when he executed the codicil in question
PURCELL. it is to my mind inconceivable that the testator could

Gwynne J. have contemplated by that codicil and the language
used therein that he was expressing an intention to re-
voke the will of Jan. 7th 1891, which he had had pre-
pared with so much deliberation, and revive in the
stead that of May 1890, which with like deliberation
he had expressly revoked and annulled; utterly incon-
ceivable, if his intention had been to revoke the one
and revive the other, that no words expressing such
intention should have been inserted. John Bergin who
drew the codicil had no knowledge of the existence of
the will of January 1891, or of any will but that of May
1890. He had no instructions to prepare a codicil
which should have the effect of revoking the will of
Jan. 7th 1891, and of reviving that of May 1890. When
he drew the codicil he believed, although erroneously,
the will of May, 1890, to be in full force and, effect as
the testator's last will and testament and that Stuart
was still one of the executors of such will. He, there-
fore, when preparing the codicil never intended to pre-
pare one which should have the effect of reviving a
will which he believed to be in full force and effect in
law and in fact. The language which he used in the
codicil is, therefore, naturally quite in accord with his
belief as to then continuing and existing validity in
law and in fact of the will to which he was preparing
a codicil. The only thing which the language used
by him in the codicil professes to do is to revoke what
he believed to be an existing valid appointment then
n force of Stuart as one of the executors of an instru-
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ment then existing in full force and effect as the last 1894

will and testament of the testator, and if that beliefMACDELL
had been well founded the codicil would have had its R.

PURCELL.
intended and expressed effect. The language used is: C

" I hereby revoke the appointment of James A. Stuart, CLARY

" &c., to be one of the executors of this my will and in PURCELL.

" his place and stead I appoint John Bergin, &c., &c." Gwynne J.
Now the appointment of Stuart as an executor of -

that will had already been revoked and annulled by
the will of January 1891, so that the codicil so worded
could have no effect as it could not revoke an appoint-
ment which had already been revoked; failing to have
the effect intended, namely, of revoking a valid instru-
ment in full force and effect as the testator's will, I
cannot see upon what principle the language so used,
which was perfectly applicable if the will of May 1890,
had then been in full force and effect as the person
using the language believed it to be, can be construed
as showing an intention to revoke the will of January,
1891, by which Stuart's appointment as an executor
should be annulled and that of John Bergin substituted
in his place; it would be necessary to construe it as
first revoking the will of January 1891, which is not
expressed in it and thereby of reviving in its integrity
the will of 1890, including the appointment of Stuart
and then revoking the appointment of Stuart as an
executor of such revived will. In other words the will
of May, 1890, must be revived before the codicil revok-
ing the appointment thereof can take effect.

In the judgment of Sir J. P. Wilde, in In the Goods of
Steele (1), he says:-

I therefore infer that the legislature meant that the intention of
which it speaks should appear on the face of the codicil either by ex-
press words referring to a will as revoked and importing an intention
to revive the same or by a disposition of the testator's property incon-
sistent with any other intention or by some other expressions convey-

(1) 1 P. & D. 575.
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1894 ing to the mind of the court with reasonable certainty the existence of
the intention in question. In other words I conceive that it was de-MACDONELL

V. signed by the statute to do away with the revival of wills by mere
PURCELL. implication.

CLEARY And he refers to the judgment of Sir C. Creswell, in

PURCELL. Marsh v. Marsh (1), wherein that learned judge expresses
--- himself of opinion that the intention of the legislature

Gwynne J.
was to put an end equally to implied revocations and
implied revivals.

Placing myself, therefore, in view of the surrounding
circumstances, as well as I can in the position of the
testator when, upon the 16th March, 1891, he executed
the codicil of that date, it fails by its language to
convey to my mind with any degree of certainty, or
indeed I may say at all, that there existed in the mind
of the testator the intention of revoking thereby the
will of January, 1891, which he had executed after
the utmost apparent deliberation, or of reviving the
will of May, 1890, which with like deliberation he had
revoked and annulled by the will of January, 1891.
The only intention shown by the codicil is an intention
to revoke an appointment assumed to be still valid and
subsisting in a will also assumed to be then in full force
as the last will of the testator, and as the will to which
the codicil is professed to be made a codicil and the
appointment professed to be revoked had then no such
existence the codicil fails to have any effect. I am of
opinion, therefore, that the will of January, 1891, was
not revoked thereby, and that upon the decease of the
testator that instrument constituted his sole last will
and as such is entitled to be admitted to probate. It
would serve no useful purpose to attempt to offer any
affirmative explanation of what the testator's real object
in executing that codicil may have been any more than
of his object in designedly, as it would seem, keeping

(1) 1 Sw. and Tr. 534 ; 6 Jur. N. S. 380.
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his medical attendant, Dr. Bergin, in ignorance of the 1894

fact of his having executed the will of January, 1891.MALCDNELL
It is sufficient to say that the codicil does not upon PURCELL.

its face show.an intention to revoke the will of January, -

1891, and to revive that of May, 1890. C ar

The appeal of the plaintiff below will be allowed and PURCELL.

that of all the other parties disallowed and an order Gwynne J.

will go to the effeit that the will of January, 1891, is
alone entitled to be admitted to probate. The costs of
the plaintiffs' appeal to be allowed to them out of the
estate. The other appeals to be dismissed without costs.

SEDGEWICK J.-In this appeal there are three testa-
mentary instruments tobe considered, the will of the
14th May, 1890, (the O'Gara will), the will of the 10th
of January, 1891 (the Maclennan will), and the codicil
of the 16th of March, 1891 ; and the main question is
whether that codicil, purporting to be a codicil to the
O'Gara will, revives that will, and, as a consequence,
revokes the Maclennan will. The answer to this ques-
tion depends largely upon the effect that is to be given
to the 24th section of the act respecting Wills (1), which
is as follows:-

No will or codicil, or any part thereof, which has been in any
measure revoked, shall be revived otherwise than by the re-execution
thereof or by a codicil executed in the manner hereinbefore required,
and showing an intention to revive the same, etc.

this section being an exact transcript of the corre-
sponding section in the Imperial Wills Act (2). The
Maclennan will had revoked the O'Gara will, and the
subsequent codicil is in the words following:-

I will and devise that the following be taken as a codicil to my will
of the 14th day of May, 1890, A.D :-

I hereby revoke the appointment of Jas. A. Stuart, my late book-
keeper, to be one of the executors of this my will, and in his place and
stead I appoint John Bergin, of the town of Cornwall, barrister-at-law,

(1) R.S.O. ch. 109. (2) 1 Vic. c. 26, s. 22.
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1894 with all the powers and duties heretofore conferred upon the said Jas.
- A. Stuart, as in my said will declared.Af1ACDONELL

NE In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this 16th day of
PURCELL. March, 1891, A.D.

P. PURCELL.
CLEARY Signed, sealed and published and delivered byl

v.* Patrick Purcell as a codicil to his last will
PURCELL. and testament,in the presence of us who in

his presence, at his request, and in the pre-
Sedgewick sence of each other, have hereunto affixed

J. our names as witnesses.
GEORGE MILDEN,

R. FLANNAGAN.

The Ontario Court of Appeal has held (Hagarty C.J.
dissenting) that the effect of this codicil, read in con-
nection.with the surrounding circumstances, is to re-
vive the revoked will to which it expressly refers, and
also to revoke the 'Maclennan will, the revival to take
effect, however, only from the date of the codicil.

Prior to the passing of the English Wills Act, above
referred to, the law was that if a testator made a
codicil to a revoked will (it being perfectly clear that
the codicil related to that will), the revoked will was
thereby revived, and the revoking instrument thereby
revoked..

The object of the statute was to do away with the
revival of wills by mere implication, and to make it
clear that in the codicil itself there must be some un-
equivocal expression of an intent on the testator's part
to restore to life the revoked instrument.

It has been decided, over and over again (1), that a
referenc.e in a codicil to a revoked will, by its date only,
is not of itself a sufficient indication of an intent to
revive that will, and these decisions have been, in
effect, approved of by the Privy Council in McLeod
v. McNab (2).

All we have in the present case is a codicil referring
to a revoked will by its date, and changing one of the

(1) In re Steele 1 P. & D. 575, (2) 11891] A.C. 471.
and cases there cited.
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three executors and trustees therein named, nothing 1894

more. And the question comes down to this: Does MAcDONELL
such a codicil, within the meaning of the statute, show P E

an intention to revive the will to which it purports to
relate ? Or, in other words, does a codicil which merely
changes the name of one of three executors named in PURCELL.

a revoked will revive it? Sedgewick
Now a codicil to a will whether in force or revoked .

must make some change in its dispositions It must
do something. Leave out of the present codicil the
appointment of Mr. Bergin in place of Stuart and it
would be a mere piece of useless paper. The law is,
as I have said, that the reference by date to the O'Gara
will does not, of itself, show an intention to revive it.
Does the substitution of one executor for another, and
nothing more, show that intention ? If it does, then
I can conceive of no codicil to a revoked will which
would not show that intention. A codicil must make
some alteration in the testament to which it relates.
If that alteration, by reason of its being an alteration,
shows the reviving intention then the statute is mean-
ingless. No change in the old law has been effected
by it.

It seems to me (I say it with deference) that in the
courts below the distinction has been lost sight of be-
tween an intention to make a codicil to a revoked will
and an intention to revive a revoked will. I think it
probably clear from the evidence that in the present
case there was an intention to make a codicil to the re-
voked will. The document on its face so purports.
The evidence does not lead to the conclusion that the
testator made a mistake as to the particular will he
was dealing with, but if he intended to revive that
will and to revoke the later instrument the statute re-
quired that he should say so, either in express terms,
or in words that would convey to ordinary minds with
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1894 reasonable certainty the existence of both intentions,
MACDONELL the one as well as the other. The expression of the re-

PR L. viving intention, as distinguished from the other inten-
- tion, was as necessary as the performance of any other

CLEARY statutory requirement; its execution in the presence of
PURCELL. two witnesses, for example, and the absence of such
Sedgewick expression, it seems to me, brings the codicil within

'. the statute and prevents it from having the effect con-
tended for.

To return, however, to the particular terms of the
codicil. One cannot well pass judgment upon the rela-
tive importance of the different provisions which a
testator may make by his will, but it seems to me that
in ordinary cases the change by codicil of one of three
executors named in a will is a matter of little account.
At law an executor takes nothing beneficially under a
will. He is a mere machine. His duty, his sole duty,
is to realize the estate and distribute it as by the will
provided. Apart from recent statutes as executor he
received no pay. He is an officer of the court only,
strictly accountable for the discharge of duty but en-
titled to no emoluments; even if he is sole executor it
is a barren honour, but when he is but one of three it
amounts to less. I should say that, in ordinary cases,
a bequest or devise is a matter of much more import-
ance than the appointment to an executorship. A
beneficiary gets something. And suppose that in the
present case the only provision was that out of the re-
sidue of the estate one John Smith was to be paid by
the executors ten shillings. Would that indicate an
intention to revive the will ? Observe how far reach-
ing is the bequest. It is a recognition of the executors
as named in the will. It is a direction to them to alter
the original distribution of the estate. It is a taking
away from the residuary beneficiaries of perhaps to
them a large sum of money, and it might with equal
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force, it seems to me, be contended that such codicil 1694

showed upon its face an intention to revive. If that MAC'^~ELL.
be so then any codicil must show a like intention, and P0.

PURCELL.

the statute is words and nothing more.
In this view, so far, I understand that three of the c.

four learned judges of the appeal court agree with me; PURCELL.

but Mr. Justice Maclennan, (and with him Mr. Justice Sedgewick

Osler,) have come to a different conclusion, having refer- __.

ence to "the surrounding circumstances." Let us look
at these "circumstances." The O'Gara will had been
executed on the 14th of May, 1890, and had been depo-
sited on file with the registrar of the Surrogate Court
at Cornwall. It was a most elaborate document con-
taining more than forty gifts and devises of different
kinds, and purported to dispose of all the property of
the testator, about nine tenths (speaking roughly) being
set apart for what may be called charitable purposes.
Out of the three executors therein named was one
James Stuart. During the year 1890 the testator for
some reason (not clear from the evidence) had lost con-
fidence in Stuart, and in the month of November he
called upon Mr. D. B. Maclennan, a solicitor practising
in Cornwall, and one of the leading members of the
Ontario bar, and obtained his consent to act as one of
the executors of his will. In the mean time he (the
testator) had before him a copy of the O'Gara will.
There was a question in his mind as to the possible
legality of the charitable dispositions therein contained,
the money for the purpose of satisfying them having to
be raised from the proceeds of the sale of impure per-
sonalty as well as real estate, and we find that he went
carefully over all the provisions of this will with his
own hand, striking out this provision and changing
that, with a view of executing a new will based upon
his changed intentions. On the 10th of January follow-
ing his man of business by his directions, and in his.
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1894 name, wrote to Mr. Maclennan requesting him to get

MACDONELLthe O'Gara will from the court and come to him. Mr.
V. Maclennan on the same day went to him with the

PURCELL.
- O'Gara will and under his instructions prepared and

CLEARY had executed another will substantially of the purport
PURCELL. which the testator had in his own hand made out upon

Sedgewick the copy of the O'Gara will, previously in his posses-
sion. By this will the O'Gara will was revoked. Mr.

Maclennan was substituted as an executor instead of
Stuart, the charitable bequests were enormously reduced
and the residue was intentionally left undisposed of.
It is admitted on all sides that this will was perfectly
valid as a testamentary instrument, it being claimed
however that having been executed as alleged under
mistaken advice as to the effect of the mortmain acts (to
which I will refer hereafter), the O'Gara will which it
purported to revoke was not in law revoked and that
they both should be admitted to probate.

This will (the Maclennan will) was taken by the
solicitor to Cornwall to be placed on file and the revoked
40'Gara will was left with Mr. Purcell.

All this happened on the 10th of January. On the
following day,(the 11th), Dr. Bergin visited the testator.
Dr. Bergin,who is member of Parliament for the County
-of Stormont and a man of eminence in his profession,
had for years been Purcell's medical adviser. Purcell
had likewise been in the habit of conversing with him
on business matters and he (Dr. Bergin) was more or
aess conversant with his affairs, knowing of the
existence and contents of the O'Gara will. In fact,
shortly prior to the execution of the Maclennan will a
conversation had taken place between them respect-
ing the validity of the charitable bequests in the
first will. At this visit on the 11th Dr. Bergin saw
-the O'Gara will left the day before by Mr. Maclennan,
.and Purcell and he began conversing about it. Several
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things are certain in regard to what happened at this 1894

conversation. First Purcell asked the Doctor to take MACDONELL.

this will to his brother Mr. John Bergin, a practising PUR ELL.

barrister and solicitor at Cornwall, and get a written CLEARY

opinion from him as fo the validity of the charitable LA

bequests therein made. Secondly, Dr. Bergin called PURCELL..

the testator's attention to the fact that Stuart was one Sedgewick

of the executors and suggested a change to which he '
agreed. There was a suggestion (it is not absolutely
certain that it was the J)r.'s suggestion) that John
Bergin should be appointed in his place and (accord-
ing to Dr. Bergin's account of Purcell's statement) he,
Dr. Bergin, was instructed to get his brother, John
Bergin, to draw up a codicil appointing John Bergin
executor in lieu of Stuart. Thirdly, Purcell concealed
from the Doctor the facts that the day before he
had executed the Maclennan will, that Stuart was no,
longer an executor and that the O'Gara will had been
revoked. There is, I think, only one explanation for
this concealment, for it is impossible that on tbis.
matter Purcell's memory was in fault. He was then
in a very weak state physically, trying to recover from
an illness brought on by excess in the matter of stimu-
lants to the inordinate use of which he was addicted.
He was afraid to tell the Doctor of the contents of the
Maclennan will and particularly of the fact that Mr.
Maclennan had been made an executor. He foolishly
imagined that his Doctor, the medical man on whose
skill and attention he relied for the prolongation of his.
life, would be annoyed were he to know that his own
brother had been overlooked and another solicitor in.
the same town appointed, and he deliberately resolved
to deceive him as to the exact condition of affairs, which
resolve he kept, for neither the Doctor nor his brother
ever knew of the existence of the Maclennan will until
after Purcell's death, several months afterwards. . He-
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1894 knew too that the O'Gara will then before them had been

CDONELL revoked, that it was a mere piece of waste paper, and

PuaCL he thought that the appointment of John Bergin as
- an executor of that instrument would have no valid

CLEARY effect, the will of the day before being the only testa-
PURCELL. ment then in force.

Sedgewick It seems to me absolutely out of the question to
suppose that, by this time at least, his request as to the
drafting of a codicil for the simple purpose of chang-
ing an executor indicated an intention to absolutely
revoke and nullify the solemn instrument of the
previous day and to restore all the numerous bequests
in the O'Gara will which the later instrument had
either reduced or eliminated altogether.

It was perfectly reasonable and natural that he
should be concerned about his charities and should be
anxious for legal certitude as to the extent to which he
might go in that direction, for the Maclennan will,
as stated, had not disposed of the residue. There was
perhaps half a million of dollars to be dealt with and
it is extremely probable that be did contemplate either
the making of a fresh testamentary disposition in
respect to that or the spending of it in his life time in
the erection and endowment of a hospital at Cornwall.
At all events he is still uncertain. He is seeking
light. There is no manifestation of any wish in the
meantime to undo the work of yesterday.

We come now to the following day, the 12th of
January. Purcell is still thinking over his affairs.
The Maclennan will had given $10,000.to the Bishop
of Alexandria, and the O'Gara will had contained a
clause that it should be published in the local news-
papers, which clause had been left out of the later
will. Purcell now desires to reduce this bequest to
$5,000 and to restore the provision as to publication,
.and his man of business, upon his instructions, writes
to Mr. Maclennan the following letter:-
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SUMMERSTOWN, January 12th 1891. 1894

D. B. MACLENNAN, Esq., Cornwall. MACDOXELL
In re will. v.

DEAR SIR,-Mr. Purcell wishes you to change the bequest to bishop PURCELL.

Macdonell of Alexandria from ten thousand to five thousand dollars, CLEARY

and to insert a clause that upon his demise his will shall be inserted PURCELL.
in the leading newspapers. You know how to act in regard to this

clause. Sedgewick

Your truly, J.

GEO. MILDEN,
for P. P.

This codicil was prepared and sent to Purcell but it
would seem that he died without his attention being
again called to it.

Does not this letter, however, afford conclusive evi-
dence that up to this time at least he had no intention
of revoking the existing will, his instructions of the
previous day in respect to Stuart and John Bergin,
to the contrary, notwithstanding ?

It does not seem clear that when Dr. Bergin returned
home from his visit of the 11th that he asked his brother
to draw the codicil then referred to. He did, however,
leave with him the O'Gara will and obtained from him
a few days afterwards a written opinion as to the
validity of the charitable bequests. This opinion the
doctor handed to Purcell at the same time giving him
a message that he should get the best legal advice that
be could get in the province. Finally it was arranged
that Dr. Bergin should take the will with him to
Toronto with a view of obtaining the opinion of S. H.
Blake Q.C. upon it. Dr. Bergin had a consultation with
Mr. Blake on the 7th of March and on the 9th and 10th
of March he communicated the advice then given to
Purcell.

The following is the evidence of Dr. Bergin as to
what then followed. The same Mr. Blake is examin-
ing him:-
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1894 Q. What passed between you and Purcell at that meeting 1-A. I
told Mr. Purcell that you had said to me that you could not look into

MACDiONELL the cases at such short notice and give an opinion, but that you would
PURCELL. look into it, and your opinion was that he ought to do what he pro-

C R posed to do or as much of it as he could at once in regard to these
CLR charitable bequests; I think I told you that his intention was, so far

PURCELL. as this part of the country was concerned, to build a hospital and
home for aged and indigent men and women, and I urged upon himSedgewick

J. to do that, and that was his idea I believe, and as I think there can be
- no doubt about it, but he had important interests in Nova Scotia con-

nected with a contract, and very much against my will he went there.
Q. He went to Nova Scotia, and at what date was it he went to

Nova Scotia ?-A. He went to Nova Scotia about the 12th or 13th of
April.

Q. What had taken place in the meantime between this 8th or 9th
March, when you returned from Toronto, in regard to will or codicil ?
-A. He sent for me. He was taken ill with a sore hand. He had
injured his hand, been upset, and we were very much alarmed about
blood poisoning, and this was why I did not wish him to go away.
On one of these visits, the 14th or 15th, he said to me : " You have not
brought the codicil yet which I instructed you to have prepared long
ago."

Q. That was the 14th or 15th March he said to you, you haven't
brought me the codicil which he had instructed you to get 7-A. Yes.

Q. What did you say to him, doctor, upon that ?-A. Yes, it must have
been the 15th, because I said I would bring it down to-morrow morn-
ing when I came.

Q. What was this codicil be referred to as being the codicil he had
spoken to you about ?-A. It was the codicil to this will of May, 1890,
that was made in Ottawa, the O'Gara will it was called.

Q. And when was it he had spoken to you about the codicil to this
will ?-A. After I came back from Toronto and told him you thought,
under the circumstances, that he ought to provide for keeping that
will alive.

Q. Then how long after that did you see Mr. John Bergin and in-
struct him about the codicil ?-A. That same day.

Q. And was the codicil prepared ?-A. He gave it to me that night.
Q. And you, having gotten it, what did you do with it ?-A. Well, I

kept possession of it till I went down there.

The doctor went down on the 16th, on which day
the codicil was signed in his presence. At this time
the original O'Gara will was in John Bergin's posses-
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sion, and upon the execution of the codicil the testator 1894

requested the doctor to give it to his brother and toMAC'^ELL
instruct him to attach it to his will (the O'G-ara will), P E

PURCELL.

which he subsequently did.
The testator died on the 1st of May following. CLEARY

It is as well to insert here the further evidence of PURCELL.

Dr. Bergin as to the drawing of the codicil. Sedgewick

Mr. BLAKE.-Q. Was there, or was there not, anything said subse-

quent to the 16th March, anything in the way of recalling that codicil
of that date or interfering with it in these conversations you had ?-
A. Yes ; he asked me whether my brother had sent the will and codicil
to me again, and whether you had approved of it, and I told him I
didn't know; I felt satisfied.

Q. That is not what I am asking you. I am asking whether any-
thing was said as to recalling this codicil of the 16th March, 1891, any-
thing that expressed dissatisfaction with it, or the desire to have it
cancelled, or any matter of that kind ? A. No. The only conversa-
tions I had with him afterwards were more professional than any
other, but they were on almost every occasion coupled with his views
as to the hospital, and the kind of hospital he would build when he
returned from Nova Scotia.

Q. Then there is this allegation that I want you to speak to his
lordship upon in the plaintiff's statement of claim. " The plaintiff
charges that the codicil of the 16th March, 1890, (this is clause 8), was
executed at the instance of the testator's legal adviser, etc." (reads
clause). Is that a fact, did you suggest, or did your brother John
suggest, the execution of this codicil ?-A. The first my brother knew
of it was the instructions I brought him from Mr. Purcell, and the
first conversation that occurred between Mr. Purcell and me on the
question of this codicil was on the 12th January, 1890, after having
read the will and finding that Stuart's name was still on it. I asked
Mr. Purcell when I went down there the nextday whether it was wise
for him to retain Stuart as one of his executors, and he said, "No, I
intended to relieve him " ; and he said, " Who am I to put in his
place 7 " I said, " You ought to have a good man, a business man, a
man who knows something of managing estates, a prudent man and a
man who will see that his brother executors do not fritter away the
estate and divert it from the purposes for which you intend it."

Q. And so it came from Patrick Purcell 7-A. Whether he suggested
or I suggested that John Bergin should be the executor, I am not posi-
tive, because he repeated it over and over again, he is a proper man,
and afterwards when I told him that John would accept it he said that

9
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1894 he was delighted. Then no further conversation occurred between us
r~ after that in regard to the codicil until he gave me the instructions, I

MACDONELL think on the 15th or 14th to have that codicil prepared; he said to me,
PURCELL. "You haven't brought that codicil as I instructed."

CLEARY Now I do not gather from all or any of these facts as

V. detailed by Dr. Bergin the slightest evidence of an

- actual intention to revive the O'Gara will or revoke
Sedgewick the Maclennan will. It was on the 14th or 15th

- March that Purcell said to the Doctor " You have not
brought the codicil yet which I instructed you to pre-
pare long ago." And these instructions must have
been given on the 11th or 12th of January, long before
he had been advised by Mr. Blake that the O'Gara will
should be " kept alive." Besides there is no evidence
that after that advice Purcell ever asked or suggested
that a codicil should be drawn of that character or
having that effect. " It may, I think, be doubted," said
Lord Penzance in Re Steele, " whether any testator,
who bore in mind that he had revoked his will and
substituted another for it, ever really sat down with
the purpose of revoking his last will and reviving the
former one and set about the execution of that purpose
by simply making a codicil referring by date to the
first will, without more. Would any lawyer advise
such a course, or would any unskilled testator imagine
he could achieve the end by such a method? The
leading idea of revoking the one and reviving the
other in its place would surely find expression by some
form of words in a paper designed mainly for that
object " (1).

And so I say in the present case that if Purcell
wanted to revoke the second and revive the first will
he would have said so. He would have used some
form of words having that effect. The fact is that
instead of intending to give effect to the charitable dis-

(1) 1 P. & D. 575.
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positions of the first will his intentions had altogether 1894
changed. le proposed to reduce still further his MACDONELL

bounty to the Bishop of Alexandria, and " to build a t*
hospital and home for aged and indigent men and -

women " at Cornwall. How, in view of all these facts, CLEARY

can it be contended that the surrounding circumstances PURCELL.

show the intention claimed? There may have been, Sedgewick
and I think there was, an idea in his mind of making
at some future time, some further testamentary dis-
position of the undisposed residue of his estate. There
was, however, no idea that, by the mere execution of
the codicil, he was restoring the first will and destroy-
ing the second. In referring to the acts and words of
the testator subsequent to the execution of the Mac-
lennan will I am not to be considered as holding that
all such evidence was admissible-that these were
such surrounding circumstances as might be considered
in construing the different instruments. The evidence
was brought out, however, by those supporting the
O'Gara will and on that ground I have referred to it.

I had intended dealing with Mr. Blake's argument
as to the alleged mistake of the testator to which I have
referred, but I find that so ably dealt with in Mr.
Justice Gwynne's judgment that I find it unnecessary
to add anything in respect to it.

If my view be correct it ends the case, and it should
be declared that the will of the 10th January, 1891, is
the only instrument entitled to probate.

KING J.-I agree with the learned judges of the
Ontario Court of Appeal who have found that the will
of May, 1890, was revived by the codicil of May, 1891,
while appreciating the weight of the judgment to the
contrary of the learned Chief Justice of Ontario.

If express words of revivor are required to revive a
revoked will by a codicil the codicil in question here
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1894 fails of that effect. But no particular form of words is

MACDONELLnecessary. All that is required is that the codicil upon

'L its face, and giving to the words the sense in which

- the testator is to be taken to have used them, shall
CLEARY show the intention to revive. This may be shown

PURCELL. " either by express words referring to a will as revoked,
King J. and imputing an intention to revive the same, or by a

disposition of the testator's property inconsistent with

any other intention, or by expressions conveying to the
mind of the court with reasonable certainty the exist-
ence of the intention in question" (1). In so construing
the language of the codicil " the court ought always
to receive such evidence of the surrounding circum-
stances as, by placing it in the position of the testator,
will the better enable it to read the true sense of the

words he has used " (1). One can see how a codicil
referring to a previously revoked will by date might

contain in its substantive provisions nothing that would

be any more consistent with the revival of that will

ihan with the confirmation of the revoking will. In
such case it might well be a question whether the
testator had not mistaken the dates, and really hod in
mind the real last will. An instance of this might be

where the codicil referring to a will of the date of the

revoked will simply made a bequest to a person not

named in either will, or of an additional sum to a per-

son named in both, as, for instance, if the testator here

had by the codicil given a further sum to his wife.

Such a provision would not add anything to the weight

to be given to the mere date as indicative of an inten-

tion to revive the revoked will, for it would be as con-

sistent with one view as the other. But the codicil

here goes beyond that. First it purports to be a codicil

to the will of May 14, 1890; it then makes a testa-

mentary provision for the more effectual carrying out

(1) la re goods of Steele, 1 P. & D. 575.
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of that will by the revoking of so much of it as ap- 1894

pointed Stuart as executor, and by the appointment MACDONELL

in his place of Bergin, conferring upon him in terms R.

all the powers and duties conferred and imposed upon -

Stuart as in the said will declared; and, as pointed CLEARY

out by Mr. Justice Maclennan, declares that the will PURCELL.

in which he is making this change is " this, my will." King J.
There can be no question as to which will is meant.
Upon the face of the codicil it is rendered certain by
the reference to the date of the first will, and by the
reference to a person who was an executor of the first
will and not of the second. " Among pertinent cir-
cumstances that may be looked to " [as Lord Hannen
says in McLeod v. McNab (1),] in order to get the true
sense of the words the testator has used, must be in-
cluded the known contents of the revoking will of
January 10, 1891. Similar circumstances as to the
change of an executor named in the first instrument,
but not in the second, were there held to lead inevit-
ably to the conclusion that the first instrument was the
one referred to. Here independent surrounding cir-
cumstances, not necessary to be detailed, justify the
like conclusion.

The will of May 14th, 1890, being indisputably in-
tended and being known to be a revoked will (unless
the revocation were per incuriam) what is the proper
conclusion to be drawn from a codicil calling it " this
my will " and cancelling the appointment of one of
the executors named in it and appointing another in
his place, with the powers and duties conferred by it?
How could Bergin become an executor of such revoked
will unless it were intended thereby to be revived ?
How could he have the same powers and duties as
were conferred upon Stuart by that will unless it were
to be a living will? I think that some sensible mean-

(1) [1891] A. C. 473.
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1894 ing is to be given to a deliberate and authentic act, and

MACDONELLagree with the learned judges Burton, Osler, Maclennan

PU-E. and Robertson, that the expressions used in the codicil
- show with reasonable certainty the existence of an in-

CLEAY tention to revive. It is said that no unskilled testator
PURCELL. would imagine he could thus revive a will; but, before
King J. the present act, testators, skilled and unskilled, were

accustomed to do it by much less-by simply making
it plain that the codicil referred to the previously re-
voked will.

It is not possible to explain all of Purcell's conduct.
It presents difficulties to any view, the least, perhaps,
if we could think that the revocatory clause was exe-
cuted per incuriam. I think, however, that he ought
to be credited with some sense and some honesty. The
making of a will was a serious thing with him, and
his main concern lay in making provision out of his
large means for various charities. By his first will
the great bulk of his property was so devoted. It was
only upon his being told that these charitable gifts
might largely fail that he conceived the idea of recast-
ing certain devises and bequests, and making such
provision for charity as might be conveniently made
out of his personal estate, other than such as might be
secured by mortgage on real estate. This latter scheme
he gave effect to by his will of January 10th, 1891,
upon an off-hand opinion received from Mr. Maclennan
in a brief interview. This will dealt with only about
one-tevth of his property. If Mr. Maclennan's opinion
had been otherwise there is no reason for supposing
that the charitable bequests, and indeed the whole will.
would not have substantially remained as they were.
The day after making the second will he continued
the inquiry into the validity of the charitable bequests,
introducing the subject to Dr. Bergin (whom he had
telegraphed to two days before, desiring to see him on
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business), showing to Dr. Bergin the first will, and 1894

asking him to get the opinion of his brother (a solicitor) MAi' NELL
upon it. The next day he suggested to Mr. Maclennan .

PURCELL.
alterations in the second will, a fact which shows, per- CLEARY
haps, merely that he was still acting on the advice C R

that he had received from Mr. Maclennan. PURCELL.

He did not tell Dr. Bergin of the tentative will that King J.
he had made following upon Mr. Maclennan's advice.
Seeking further advice he perhaps concluded to keep
to himself the fact of having asked other advice. But
whatever the reason he did not tell Dr. Bergin. Dr.
Bergin advised the taking of the opinion of Mr. S.
Blake Q.O., formerly a vice-chancellor of Ontario, and
Dr. Bergin was authorized to consult Mr. Blake. Dr.
Bergin says that Purcell said to him: "Take that to
Mr. Blake and if he thinks it requires a new will let
him make it, or do whatever he thinks necessary, and
after that bring it back." Purcell was informed that
Mr. Blake said that the will ought to be kept alive,
which, as explained, meant that in Purcell's then state
of health a new will might not turn out to be execu-
ted long enough before the testator's death to make
good charitable devises or bequests payable out of
moneys charged on lands. Purcell then requested that
a codicil providing for the appointment of Mr. John
Bergin as executor instead of Stuart, which had been
spoken of before, should be sent to him for execution
and it was so sent and is the codicil in question.
Stuart had been book-keeper for Purcell, but in the
autumn previous differences had arisen between them
and Stuart then ceased to be Purcell's book-keeper
and went to the United States. John Bergin was sub-
stituted for him as an executor of the original will and
was clothed with all the powers and duties by such
will conferred on Stuart.
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1894 I cannot believe that (as suggested) this was all a
MACDONELLcontrivance to mislead the Bergins. There is no assign-

V. able motive for such a piece of duplicity. The reason-
- able view is that his mind had got back to its first

LA state and that he desired to revive the first will as his
PURCELL. will, and to provide effectually for the carrying of it out.
King J. Having the misfortune to differ upon this point from

my learned brethren it is not at all useful to express an
opinion upon the numerous and weighty matters that
have been so very ably discussed by the several learned
counsel.

Appeal dismissed and cross-appeal
allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: J. A. Macdonell, Anglin &
Minty.

Solicitors for appellants Archishop of Kingston and
others: O'Sullivan 4- Anglin.

Solicitors for respondents, next of kin: Maclennan,
Liddell 4 Cline.

Solicitors for respondents Bergin and others : Leitch,
Pringle 4 Hackness.

Solicitors for respondents, St. Patrick's Asylum:
Latchford 8 Murphy.

Solicitors for respondlents, Good Shepherd Nuns:
O'Gara, MacTavish 4 Gem-

mill.

Solicitor for respondent, Tully: John Bergin.

Solicitors for respondents McVicar: Creasor, Smith
4- Notter.

Solicitor for respondent Isabella Stuart: R. Smith.

Guardian of Infant defendants: John Hoskin.
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THE NOVA SCOTIA MARINE IN- 1893
SURANCE COMPANY, (LIMITED), APPELLANTS; *i4 27
(DEFENDANTS)..............................

1894
AND

*Mar. 13.
ROBERT STEVENSON, (Plaintiff)........RESPONDENT. -

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Marine insurance-Misrepresentation-Vessel "when built "-Repairs to old
vessel-Change of name-Register.

Where payment of an insurance risk is resisted on the ground of misre-
presentation it ought to be made very clear that such misrepresen-
tation was made.

Misrepresentation made with intent to deceive vitiates a policy how-
ever trivial or immaterial to the risk it may be; if honestly made
it only vitiates when material and substantially incorrect.

Representation in a marine policy that the vessel insured was built
in 1890, when te fact was that it was an old vessel, extensively
repaired and given a new name and register but containing the
original engine, boiler and machinery with some of the old mate-
rial, is a misrepresentation and avoids the policy whether made
with intent to deceive or not. Taschereau J. dissenting.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia (1), affirming the judgment in favour of plaintiff
at the trial.

The plaintiff bought the steamer " Effort," built in
1868, and repaired her extensively, almost rebuilding
but using some of the old materials and the engine,
boiler and machinery that had been in the " Effort."
She was then given the name of "The Clansman "
and received a new register. The plaintiff effected
insurance of " The Clansman " and in answer to the
question "when built," in the application replied " in
1890 " the year in which the repairs were effected. A

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 25 N. S. R. 210.
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1893 loss having occurred payment was resisted on the

THENOVA grOuhd that this answer was a misrepresentation.
SCOTIA Plaintiff obtained a verdict on the trial which was

MARINE
INSURANCE affirmed by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia from
COMrANY whose decision the defendant company appealed.

STEVENSON. Harris Q.C. for the appellant referred to lonides v.
Pacific Insurance Company (1); and Rickards v. Murdoch

(2); in support of the contention that plaintiff had
concealed a material fact.

Borden Q.C. for the respondent. The appeal depends
on a question of fact, and the finding at the trial affir-
med by the full court, will not be interfered with.
Allen v. Quebec Warehouse Company (3) ; Arpin v. The

Queen (4).

On the merits the learned Counsel cited Lyon v.
Stadacona Insurance Co. (5) ; Connecticut Insurance Co.

v. Luchs (6); DeWolf v. New York Firemen Insurance

Co. (7); Gandy v. Adelaide Marine Insurance Co. (8).
The judgment of the majority of the court was

delivered by:

KING J.-This is an appeal by defendants in an
action on a policy of marine insurance upon the
steamer " Clansman." The policy was a time policy
and contained an express warranty of seaworthiness.
The defence relied upon was misrepresentation as to
the age of the vessel. Application for insurance was
on forms used by the insurers, requiring answers to
certain questions. Two of the questions were: When
built ? " and " present condition ?" To the first the
answer was "1890." The second was not answered.
It appeared upon the trial that in the fall of 1889 a

(1) L. R. 6 Q. B. 674. (5) 44 U. C. Q. B. 472.
(2) 10 B. & C. 527. (6) 108 U. S. R. 498.
(3) 12 App. Cas. 101. (7) 20 Johns (N.Y.) 214.
(4) 14 Can. S. C. R. 736. (8) 25 L. T. N. S. 742.
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steamer called the "Effort" that had been built in 1894

1868, was put on the marine slip at Port Hawkes- THENOVA

bury, in order to be retopped. Finding that she needed SCOTIA
MARINE

large repairs the planks were taken off, new floor tim- INSURANCE
.COMPANY

bers put in where necessary, also new top timbers, CP

stanchions, rails, deck beams and deck, new ceiling to STEVENSON.

the extent of a half or two-thirds, and she was newly King J.
planked. The shape of stern and bow above water
were altered. The work cost about $600 or $700, and
was completed in the spring of 1890. The engine and
boiler were not disturbed during the progress of the
work. A new register was somehow obtained for the
vessel under the name of the " Clansman "; and soon
afterwards she was sold to the plaintiff who knew of
the facts above stated.

It was found by Mr. Justice Ritchie that the repre-
sentation that the vessel was built in 1890 was correct
in point of fact, and this was upheld by the Supreme
Court, McDonald C. J. and Weatherbe J., dissenting.

Where payment of a risk is resisted on the ground
of misrepresentation it ought indeed to be made very
clear that there has been such a misrepresentation.
Davies v. National Insurance Company of New Zealand

(1). With unfeigned respect for the opinion of the
learned judges forming the majority, it is difficult to
resist the reasoning and conclusions of the learned
Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Weatherbe, that in this
case there was such misrepresentation.

A representation is to be construed according to the
fair and obvious import of words, and is equivalent to
an express statement of all the inferences naturally and
necessarily arising from it (2). It comprehends what-
ever would reasonably and necessarily be inferred by
mercantile men from the language under the circum-

(1) [1891] A. C. 485. (2) 1 Phillips on Insurance see.
550.
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1894 stances in which it was employed (1). What was pro-

THE NOVA posed to be insured and what was being inquired about
SCOTIA was a thing and not a name, the thing or vessel called

MARINE I

INSURANCE the " Clansman." It was immaterial that she did not
COMPANY become the " Clansman " until 1890. The question

STEVENSON. was as to when she was built. Now vessels are
King J. ordinarily deemed to be built but once, and the ques-

tion and answer in their fair and obvious import relate
to the time when the vessel in question was first com-
pleted as a vessel; and the representation that she was
built in 1890 is equivalent to an express statement that
she was then a new vessel.

When the work on the " Effort " was begun she
was a vessel, and there was no time in the progressive
substitution of new for old when she ceased to be a
vessel in course of repair and alteration. This follows
upon a consideration both of what was made new and
of what was left in place, and is further evidenced by
the fact that the work was carried on with the engine
and boiler in position. The result was something very
different from a new vessel. Most important and vital
parts of the structure were old, both in material and
construction. Such were the keel, keelson stringers,
waterways, stem, stern post and aprons. These were not
only weakened in material and fastening by time, wear
and working, but were also less fit to receive the new
fastening that the new work would call for. Manifestly,
too, portions of the new work could not be as effectu-
ally fastened as if the like work were done in the
ordinary course of building. Doubtless the owner did
the best he could, but he could not turn a twenty year
old vessel into a new one. Repairing or restoration
with minor alteration is the proper term to express
what was done.

(1) Arnould on Marine Insurance p. 539.
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One of the learned judges gave much weight to the 1894

statement of the new register that the "Clansman" THENOVA
was built in 1890, but that learned judge would proba- SCOTIA

MAR INE

bly be among the first to a'dmit that the age of the INSURANCE

vessel is to be decided upon the evidence at large, and COMPANY

that the opinion of those who were concerned in affect- STEVENSON.

ing such registration cannot avail against the proved King J.

facts.
The proper conclusion upon the facts is that the

Clansman " was not a new vessel in the ordinary or
indeed in any sense, nor a vessel built in 1890 in the
ordinary or in any sense, but an old vessel with a new
name, extensively repaired with minor alterations, and
carrying about with her most considerable and essen-
tial portions of old material and construction. If the
old name had been retained it would scarcely have
occurred to any one to claim that it was anything else
but the old vessel in a repaired state, and equally
whether he knew or not, the underwriters were enti-
tled to the facts in answer to their question.

Then as to the effect of the misrepresentation. If
made with intent to deceive the misrepresentation
vitiates the policy however trivial or immaterial to the
nature of the risk. If honestly made it vitiates only
if material and if substantially incorrect. The test of
materiality is the probable effect which the statement
might naturally and reasonably be expected to produce
on the mind of the underwriter in weighing the risk
and considering the premium.

The age of a vessel is a point material to the risk.
Ionides v. Pacific Ins. Co. (1). And although many
particulars respecting the age, condition or structure of
the vessel which might reasonably affect the mind of
the underwriter need not be disclosed unless asked

(1) L.R. 6 Q.B. 683.
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1894 about, at least where they are included in a warranty

THENOVA of seaworthiness express or implied, if the underwriter
SCOTIA asks questions about them the answers must be sub-MARINE

INSURANCE stantially true or the effect is to avoid the policy.
CoMPANY.

CO N A question respecting the age of a vessel would
STEVENSON.prima facie be taken to imply that the underwriter con-

King J. siders the answer material, and in such case the answer
may be presumed to have influenced his mind.

In the case before us there is nothing to rebut this
primdfacie presumption, and the representation is to be
taken as material to the nature of the risk.

It is, however, a representation and not a warranty
and, in the absence of intent to deceive, is satisfied by
substantial compliance with fact. But a difference of
twenty years is a very substantial difference in the age
of a vessel and with the primd facie presumption
against him arising from the asking of the question,
and the absence of anything tending (as in Alexander
v. Campbell (1),) to rebut the presumption, the reason-
able conclusion upon the facts in evidence is that had
the truth been known the underwriter would not
have underwritten the policy upon the same terms.

It is further the opinion of the majority of the court
that the representation was made with intent to deceive.

The result is that the appeal is to be allowed and
judgment to be entered for the defendants below.

TASCHEREAU J.-I would dismiss this appeal. The
trial judge found, as a matter of fact, that the answer
"1890 " to the question " when built," was substan-
tially correct. That finding is concurred in by the
court en banc. Under these circumstances we cannot,
in my opinion, entertain this appeal. I would go fur-
ther and say that, as I read the evidence, coupled with
the registry of the ship, the respondent would not have

(1) 41 L.J. (Cb.) 478.
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given a true answer if he had said that the ship was 1894

built in 1868. It was not all new; old materials were THE NOVA

certainly used, but she was nevertheless built, and "I1
came to life as " The Clansman " in 1890. I adopt the INSURANCE

reasoning of Ritchie, Graham and Meagher JJ. in the COMPANY

court below. STEVENSON.

Appeal allowed with costs. Tascereau
J.

Solicitors for the appellants: Harris 4 Henry.

Solicitors for the respondent: Borden, Ritchie, Parker

c Chisholm.

MERCHANTS BANK OF CANADA v. McLACHLAN. 1893

MERCHANTS BANK OF CANADA v. McLAREN.*Oct.10,11.
1894

Partnershiy-Dissolution-Married Woman-Benefit conferred on wife
during marriage-Contestation-Priority of claims. 'April 2.

APPEALS from the decisions of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (Q. R. 2 Q. B. 431) reversing
the judgments of the Superior Court which had main-
tained the contestations of the respondent's claims in
each action.

On the 10th April, 1886, John S. McLachlan, a re-
tired partner from the firm of McLachlan & Bros.,
composed of the said John S. McLachlan and William
McLachlan, his brother, agreed to leave his capital, for
which he was to be paid interest, in a new firm to be
constituted by the said William McLachlan and one
William Radford, an employee of the former firm,
and that such capital should rank after the creditors
of the old firm had been paid in full. The new firm

PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1894 undertook to carry on business under the same firms

I1ERCHANTsIame up to 31st December, 1889. John S. McLachlan
BANK OF died on the 18th November, 1886. Mrs. Annie Mc-
CANADA

V. Laren, the wife, separate as to property of John S. Mc-
McLACHLALachlan, had an account in the books of both firms.

IERCHANTSOn the 16th April, 1890, an agreement was entered
BANK OF into between the new firm of McLachlan Bros. and theCANADA

v. estate of John S. McLachlan and Mrs. McLachlan, by
McLAn. which a large balance was admitted to be due by them

to the estate of John S. McLachlan and to Mrs. John
S. McLachlan. The new firm was declared insolvent
in January, 1891. Claims having been filed
respectively by Mrs. John S. McLachlan and the
executors of the estate of John S. McLachlan against
the insolvent firm, the Merchants Bank of Canada con-
tested the claims on the following grounds, inter alia :
1st, that they had been creditors of the firm and con-
tinued to advance to the new firm on the faith of the
agreement of April, 1886 ; 2nd, that Mrs. John S. Mc-
Lachlan's moneys formed part of John S. McLachlan's
capital, and 3rd, that the dissolution was simulated.
(See also report Q. R. 2 Q. B. 431).

The Supreme Court reversed the judgment of the
Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada (appeal
side) restoring the judgment of the Superior Court,
Fournier and King, JJ., dissenting, and held, that the
dissolution of the partnership was simulated ; that
the moneys which appeared to be owing to Mrs.
John S. McLachlan after having credited her with her
own separate moneys were in reality moneys deposited
by her husband, in order to confer upon her during
marriage, benefits contrary to law, and that the bank
had a sufficient interest to contest these claims, the
transaction being in fraud of their rights as creditors.

Appeals dismissed with costs.

Laflamme Q.C. and Greenshields Q. C., for the appellants.

Hall Q.C. and Geoffrion Q.C., for the respondent.
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S. S. " SANTANDARINO " v. " VANVERT." 1893

*Nov. 20.21.
Collision at sea-Negligence-Defective steering gear-Question of fact- *Mar. 13.

Interference with, decision on.

APPEAL from a decision of the local judge in Ad-
.miralty for the District of Nova Scotia, (1) finding the
Santandarino to blame for a collision with respondent's
ship.

In an action against the owners of the " Santandarino"
for damages incurred by a collision with the respond-
ent's barque, the " Juno," through the breaking down of
the steering apparatus, the local judge in Admiralty,
who was assisted on the trial by a nautical assessor,
found that the steering gear was constructed on an
approved patent and was in good order when the " San-
tandarino " started on her voyage but that the collision
was due to want of prompt action by the master and
officers when the wheel refused to work.

On appeal from that decision the Supreme Court held,
Sedgewick and King JJ. dissenting, that only a ques-
tion of fact was involved and though it was doubtful
if the evidence was sufficient to warrant the finding
the decision was not so clearly wrong as to justify an
appellate court in reversing it.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Newcombe and McInnes for the appellants.

Borden Q.C. for the respondent.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 3 Ex. C. R. 378.
10
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1893 MACK v. MACK.

*Nov. 29,30. Trustee-Administrator of Estate-Release to, by next of kin-Rescission of
- release-Laches.
1894

*Mar. 13. APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia, reversing the judgment at the trial for
the defendants.

Edward Mack died in 1871, and his brother and
partner, Henry Mack, obtained from his widow and his
father, as next of kin, a release of their respective inter-
ests in all real and personal property of the deceased.
In getting this release he represented that the estate
would be sacrificed if sold at auction, and the most
could be made of it by letting him have full control of
the property. He then took out letters of adminis-
tration to Edward Mack's estate, but took no further
proceedings in the Probate Court and managed the
property as his own until he died in 1888. During
that time he wrote several letters to the widow of
Edward Mack, in most of which he stated that he was
dealing with the property for her benefit, and would
see that she lost nothing by giving him control of it.
After his death the widow brought an action against
his executors, asking for an account of the partner-
ship between her husband and Henry Mack, and of
his dealings with the property since her husband's
death and payment of her share; she also asked to
have the release set aside. The defendants relied on
the release as valid, and also pleaded that plaintiff
by delay in pressing her claims was precluded from
maintaining her action.

The Supreme Court held, Gwynne J. dissenting,
that the release should be set aside; that it was given
in ignorance of the state of the partnership business
and Edward Mack's affairs, and the plaintiff was
dominated by the stronger will of Henry Mack ; that

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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the latter had divested himself of his legal title by 1894

admitting in his letters a liability to the plaintiff, and K

must be treated as a trustee ; that as a trustee lapse V.

of time would not bar plaintiff from proceeding -

against him for breach of trust; and that the delay in
pressing plaintiffs claim was due to Henry Mack
himself, who postponed from time to time the giving
of a statement of the business wh'en demanded by the
plaintiff.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Borden Q.C. for appellant.

Newcome and McInnes for respondent.

ARCHIBALD v. THE QUEEN. 1893

Crown-Construction of public work- Interference with public rights- *Dec. 2.

Injury to private owner. 1894

APPEAL'from a decision of the Exchequer Court (1), *Mar. 13.
refusing compensation to the suppliant for injury to
his property by the construction of a public work.

The suppliant owns a saw-mill in Cape Breton, and
claims that he was prevented from rafting his lumber
to a shipping point as formerly by the construction of a
bridge across a pond some distance from the mill, in
connection with the building of the Cape Breton
Railway. The Exchequer Court held that the right
alleged to be interfered with was a right common to
the public, and that an individual affected by the in-
terference was not entitled to compensation.

The Supreme Court dismissed with costs an appeal
from this decision.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
Code for appellant.

Borden Q.O. for respondent.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
xwynne and King JJ.

(1) 3 Ex. C. R. 251.
Io%
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1893 EMMA JANE McGEACHIE (PLAINTIFF) APPELLANT;

*Mar. 29. AND

THE NORTH AMERICAN LIFE'
INSURANCE COMPANY (DEFEND- RESPONDENT.
AN T) ...........................................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Life insurance-Condition in policy-Note given for premium-Non-pay-
ment-Demand of payment after maturity- Waiver.

A condition in a policy of life insurance provided that if any pre-
mium, or note, etc., given therefor, was not paid when due the
policy should be void.

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, that where a note
given for a premium under said policy was partly paid when due
and renewed, and the renewal was overdue and unpaid at the
death of the assured, the policy was void.

Held further, that a demand for payment after the maturity of the
renewal was not a waiver of the breach of the condition so as to
keep the policy in force.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1), reversing the judgment of the Divisional
Court (2) and restoring that of Street J. at the trial
by which the plaintiff's action was dismissed.

The plaintiff was the widow of one Robert McGea-
chie who was insured with the defendant company in
the sum of $1000. The action was brought to recover
that amount and interest.

The facts of the case are not in dispute. The policy
of insurance upon the life of Robert McGeachie was
issued by the defendants on the 6th day of December,
1889, and he died on the 6th day of November follow-
ing (1890). The amount of the insurance premium

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King
JJ.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 187. (2) 22 0. R. 151.
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was $31.10 annually. This amount was not paid to 1894

the defendants in cash upon the issuing of their policy McHIE

but by agreement with the plaintiff the defendants THE
accepted instead the promissory note of Robert AMERICAN

FIRE
McGeachie, at six months, for $31.10, with interest INSURANCE
thereon at seven per cent per annum. This note became COMPArY.

due on the 7th day of June, 1890. It was not then
paid by the maker, but by agreement between him and
the defendants a renewal note was taken instead, at
thirty days, for the amount of the first note with inte-
rest added, $32.20, the second note itself bearing inte-
rest also at the rate of seven per cent per annum.

At the maturity of the second note (10th July 1890),
$10 cash was paid by Robert McGeachie upon account
and a third note at two months given for the balance
($22.40), this third note also bearing interest at seven
per cent per annum.

The third note fell due on the 13th September, 1890,
when it was renewed at one month by a fourth note,
in which the interest was added to the previous amount
thus making $22.80.

This fourth note became due on the 16th October,
1890, and remained in defendants' possession overdue
and unpaid up to the death of Robert McGeachie,
three weeks after the maturity of the note. Upon the
death taking place defendants refused to receive pay-
ment of the note.

The acceptance of the note in the first place, and of
the different renewal notes, was in each case a matter
of arrangement and agreement between the parties.
During the currency of the second note Robert McGea-
chie wrote (2nd July, 1890,) to the defendants, asking
to have the policy cancelled, but was answered that
such a request was unreasonable and could not be
entertained.
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1894 After maturity of the last note defendants, on 5th
Mc CHIE November, 1890, wrote the maker demanding payment

"* ofit.THE NORTH
AMERICAN This letter reached St. Catharines on the day on

FIR
INSURANCE which Robert McGeachie died and was delivered to
COMPANY. his brother on the same day. The local agent of the

company was at once communicated with and asked if
he would accept the money, but refused to do so. On
the following Monday, four days later, the amount was
formally tendered to the defendants at their head office
but was refused.

At the trial of the action at St. Catharines in May,
1891, before the Honourable Mr. Justice Street without
a jury, judgment was reserved, and afterwards judg-
ment was given in the defendants' favour. From this
decision the plaintiff appealed to the Queen's Bench
Divisional Court, and by the judgment of that court,
pronounced on the 27th February, 1892, the plaintiff
recovered the amount of her claim in this action.
Thereupon the defendants appealed to the Court of
Appeal for Ontario, and by the judgmentof that court
pronounced on the 17th January, 1893, the action was
dismissed. The plaintiff appealed from that decision
to the Supreme Court of Canada.

The defendant company relied on the following con-
dition in the policy.

" If any premium, note, cheque, or other obligation
given on account of a premium be not paid when due
* * * * this policy shall be void, and all payments
made upon it shall be forfeited to the Company."

Aylesioorth Q.C. for the appellant. Credit was intend-
ed to be given for the premium and under the circum-
stances the non-payment of the note did not avoid the
policy. Miller v. Brooklyn Life Insurance Company (1)

(1) 12 Wall. 285
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The condition is one of which performance could be 1894

waived and waiver will be inferred by the court. McG'ACHIE

Universal Fire Insurance Company v. Block. (1) T NTHiE NORTH
The policy, at all events, was only voidable and the AMERICAN

FiRE
company never elected to avoid it. McCrae v. Water- INSURACE

loo County Mutual Insurance Company. (2) Mutual COMPANY.

Benefit Life Insurance Company v. French. (3)

Kerr Q.C. for the respondents was not called on.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that it is not neces-
sary to hear counsel for respondents, and that the
appeal should be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I am of the same opinion. After
hearing the able argumeikt advanced on behalf of the
appellant I am not convinced that the policy existed
at the death of the assured, if it ever existed. The
appeal should be dismissed.

GWYNNE J.-The first condition of the policy was
quite sufficient to entitle the company to claim that
the policy was void for non-payment of the premium.
It was paid by a promissory note which enabled the
policy to issue, but it was agreed that if the note was
not paid the policy was to be void, or, if not void,
voidable and I do not think it would aid the appellant
to hold that it was only voidable. I agree with the
judgment of the Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal
and would dismiss this appeal with costs.

SEDGEWICK J.-I am also of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed.

KING J.-The note was taken as conditional payment
of the premium and until it matured the policy was

(1) 109 Penn. 535 (2) 1 Ont. App. R. 218.
(3) 2 Cinn. (S.C.) 321.
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1894 valid, but when it matured and was not paid it came

McG Em within the first condition and made the policy void. I
'V think the term void in that condition means voidable.

THE NORTH
AMERICAN The stipulation was for the benefit of the company

FIRE
INSURANCE who had a right to elect whether it should be void or
courANr. not. Then, was anything done to show an intention
King J. on the part of the company that the policy should con-

tinue notwithstanding the breach of the condition ?
I cannot see that what was done was equivalent to an
expression of any such intention. The insured had
had eleven months of protection under the policy and
I cannot see that the request for payment of the note
would operate as a waiver of the forfeiture.

I agree in the appeal being dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.*

Solicitors for appellant : Rykert & Marquis.

Solicitors for respondents: Kerr, Macdonald, David-
son Jr Paterson.

*On May 22d, 1894, an appeal in the case of Frank v. The Sun Lsfe
Assurance Company was argued before the Supreme Court. In that
case the policy contained no provision that it was to be void if the
premiums were not paid. The first premium was paid by two agree-
ments in the form of promissory notes maturing at different dates and
each providing that the policy was to be void if it was not paid at
maturity, when the assured died the first agreement was overdue and
unpaid and the second had not matured. The court, without reserving
judgment, dismissed an appeal from the decision of the Court of Ap-
peal [20 Ont. App. R. 564] holding the policy void.
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GEORGE W. STUART.....(PLAINTIFF).....APPELLANT; 1893

AND *Dec. 1, 2,

CHARLES F. MOTT......(DEFENDANT)....RESPONDENT. 1894

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA. *May 1.

Res judicata-Different causes of action.

S. brought a suit for performance of an alleged verbal agreement by
M. to give him one-eighth of an interest of his,M.'s interestin a gold
mine but failed to recover as the court held the alleged agreement
to be within the Statute of Frauds. On the hearing M. swore
that he had agreed to give S. one-eighth of his interest in the pro-
ceeds of the mine when sold, and after the sale S. brought another
action for payment of such share of the proceeds.

Held, reversing the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia,
Fournier and Taschereau JJ. dissenting, that S. was not estopped
by the first judgment against him from bringing another action.

APPRAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia (1) reversing the judgment at the trial for the
plaintiff.

The facts of the case are sufficiently set out in the
above head-note.

Osler Q.C. and Newcombe for the appellant.

Borden Q.C. and Mellish for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The majority of the court are
of opinion that the appeal should be allowed and the
judgment of Mr. Justice Townshend restored.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should
be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I think that the plaintiffs action
was rightly dismissed. He is estopped from taking

*PRESENT.-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 24 N. S. Rep. 526.
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1894 the position he would now take. I would dismiss the

STUART appeal.
V.

MOTT.
- GWYNNE J.-I am of opinion that this appeal should

Gwynne allowed with costs and that the judgment of the
court of first instance in favour of the plaintiff should
be restored. The only real defence to the action urged
before us was that the plaintiff's cause of action was
estopped and barred by ajudgment rendered in favour
of the defendant in a former action at suit of the plain
tiff which, as was contended, operated as resjudicata
upon the matter of the present action; but concurring
herein with the learned judge of first instance, I am
of opinion that there is nothing in the former action
which operates as a bar or estoppel in the present.

KING J.-I concur in the allowance of this appeal

Appeal allowed with cost

Solicitors for appellant: Henry, Harris 4 Henry.

Solicitors for respondent: Lyons 4- Lyons.
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THE CITIZENS' INSURANCE COM- 1894

PANY OF CANADA, (DEFENDANTS). *Feb
*Feb. 20.

AND *May 1.

JAMES W. SALTERIO (PLAINTIFF)......RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Fire Insurance-Condition in policy-Change of title in property insured-
Chattel mortgage.

A policy of insurance against fire provided that in the event of any
sale, transfer or change of title in the property insured the
liability of the company should thenceforth cease ; and that the
policy should not be assignable without the consent of the com-
pany indorsed thereon, and all incumbrances effected by the
assured must be notified within fifteen days therefrom.

Held, reversing the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia,
that giving a chattel mortgage on the property insured was not
a sale or transfer within the meaning of this condition, but it
was a " change of title" which avoided the policy. Sovereign Ins.
Co. v. Peters (12 Can. S. C. R. 33) distinguished.

Held further, that it was an incumbrance even if the condition meant
an incumbrance on the policy.

APPEAL from the decision of the Supreme Court of
Nova Scotia. affirming the judgment for defendants at
the trial.

The action in this case was on a policy of insurance
against fire on plaintiff's stock in trade, which policy
cdntained, among others, the following condition :

" Condition no. 2.-Title. If the interest of the
assured in the property be any other than the entire,
unconditional, and sole ownership of the property, for
the use and benefit of the assured, or if the property
insured stands on leased or borrowed ground, it must
be so represented to the company, and so expressed in

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1894 the written part of this policy, otherwise the policy

THE shall be void. Property or goods of any kind held as
CITIZENS' collateral on commission in trust or on storage, or sold,INSURANCE
COMPANY delivered or not delivered, or any other interest than

OF CANADA absolute, are not insured hereunder, as well as lease-
SALTERIO. holds, rents, improvements, unless so designated

and so specifically insured."
" This policy or any interest in it, shall not be assign-

able without the consent of the company expressed by
indorsement made hereon, and all encumbrances
effected by the assured must be notified within fifteen
days therefrom, otherwise this policy shall be void.
In event of any sale, transfer or change of title in the
property insured the liability of the company shall
thenceforth cease."

The insured, during the currency of this policy, gave
to Gault Bros. & Co., of Montreal, to whom he was
indebted, a chattel mortgage on all the property so
insured, and also " all policies of insurance on the said
stock and all renewals thereof," without first obtaining
the consent of the company to be indorsed on the
policy. The defendants claimed that this chattel mort-
gage was a breach of the above condition and rendered
the policy void.

As to the contention of the company that the assign-
ment of the policy was a breach of the condition see Lon-
don Ins. Co. v. Salterio at page 33 of this volume.

Newconbe Q.C. for the appellant was stopped by the
court.

Chisholm for the -respondent. A chattel mortgage is
not a transfer of the property within the condition.
Sovereign Ins. Co. v. Peters (1).

At all events it cannot affect the policy until default.
Hanover Ins. Co. v. Connor (2).

(1) 12 Can. S. C. R. 33.
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Newcombe Q.C. in reply referred to Burlinson v. 1894
Hall (1) ; Tancred v. Delagoa Bay 4c. Railway Co. (2). -

The judgment of the court was delivered by CITIZENS'
INSURANCE
CoMPANY

OF CANADAGWYNNE J.-This is an appeal from the judgment o .
of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, in favour of the sALTERIO.
plaintiff, in an action against the appellants, as defend- Gwynne J_
ants, upon two several policies of fire insurance
executed by the appellants, the one for $1,000, and the
other for $2,000 upon certain stock in trade of the
plaintiff mentioned and described in the policies.
The policies are indentical in every respect except in
the amounts by them respectively insured. Each
policy was subject to the following, among other con-
ditions :-

Condition no. 2.-Title. If the interest of the assured in the pro-
perty be any other than the entire, unconditional and sole ownership
of the property for the use and benefit of the assured, or &c., &c., it
must be so represented to the company and so expressed in the
written part of the policy, otherwise the policy shall be void. This
policy or any interest in it shall not be assignable without the con-
sent of the company expressed by indorsement made hereon and all
incumbrances effected by the assured must be notified within fifteen
days therefrom, otherwise this policy shall be void. In the event of
any sale, transfer or change of title, in the property, the liability of
the company shall thenceforth cease.

By an indenture bearing date the 18th October, 1890,
and while these policies were in force, the plaintiff
granted, bargained, sold, assigned, transferred and set
over all the stock in trade whereon the said insurances
were by the said policies effected, and also all policies
of insurance on the said stock and all renewals there-
of, to Gault Brothers and Company, of Montreal, by
way of security for payment to them of the sum of
nine thousand and seventy-two dollars, to have and to
hold, to them and their assigns upon trust upon breach
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1894 of any of the covenants, provisoes and agreements in
TH the said indenture contained to sell the same either by

CIrSZENS' private sale or public auction, and out of the proceeds
INSURANCE

ComrANY arising from such sale to pay all the expenses con-
OF CANADA

oC nected with the said indenture and the said sale, and
SALTERIO. then to retain and reimburse themselves the said sum
Gwynne J. of nine thousand and seventy-two dollars with interest

thereon at and after the rate of five per centum per
annum, or any balance that may then be due to them,
rendering the balance, if any there be, to the said
plaintiff, his executors, administrators, or assigns, pro-
vided always that if the plaintiff should well and truly
pay or cause to be paid unto the said Gault Brothers
and Company or their assigns the said sum of $9,072
with interest thereon at the rate aforesaid, the whole
to be paid within eighteen months from the first day
of November, 1890, in instalments made payable at
certain days and hours in the said indenture men-
tioned, then that the said indenture should become
void, but otherwise should remain in full force and
effect; and it was by the said indenture agreed, that
until default in payment or other default, it should be
lawful for the plaintiff to retain possession and use of
the said goods, chattels and premises thereby conveyed
or intended so to be, and to sell and dispose of the
same in the ordinary and usual course of trade. Pro-
vided always and it was thereby agreed, by and
between the parties thereto, that if any legal proceed-
ings should be taken or any judgment entered against
the said plaintiff by any persoik or persons, or execu-
tion issued against him or attempted to be levied on
said property thereby conveyed or intended so to be,
or any part thereof be seized, attached or distrained
upon, or in case of any other default in the provisions
of the said indenture, then that it should be lawful for
the said Gault Brothers and Company, &c., &c., to
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take immediate possession of and sell the said 1894

property as thereinbefore provided, before the expira- THE

tion of the said period of eighteen months. CITIZENS'
INSURANCE

Some time in the month of December, 1890, prior to COMPANY

the 18th, certain creditors of the plaintiff entered suit or CANADA

against him and thereby, in the terms of the said inden- 8ALTERIO.

ture, the goods, stock in trade, &c., assured by the said Gwynne J.
policies became absolutely vested in Gault Bros., upon
trust to sell for the purpose in the said indenture of
the 11th October, 1890, mentioned. Gault Bros.
never gave notice to the appellants of the execution of
that indenture, nor of the assignment therein contained
of the said stock and policies, until some time after the
destruction of the said goods, &c., by fire on the 31st
December, 1890. Upon the 2nd January, 1891,they, by
their solicitors, Messrs. Harrington & Chisholm, gave
such notice in a letter of that date addressed to Wm.
Duffus Esq., agent of the appellants, which is as
follows

HALIFAX, January 2nd, 1891.

DEAR SIR,-We beg to inform you that all policies of insurance
which James W. Salterio holds on the stock in trade owned by him,
and consumed by fire in the Globe Hotel building on Wednesday night,
were assigned by him to Gault Bros. & Co., of Montreal, by chattel
mortgage dated the 18th day of October, 1890. The mortgage con-
tained a covenant to insure the goods for our client's benefit. It is
true we did not get the policies assigned by indorsement thereon made
with your assent, but if that is necessary it can be done now after the
loss. At present we wish simply to notify you of our client's rights
and that they are the persons entitled to the insurance, their interests
being upwards of nine thousand dollars.

Yours truly,
Sgd. HARRINGTON & CHISHOLM.

Attorneys of Gault Bros. & Co.

The actions were resisted upon the contention that
the policies were avoided by the execution of the deed
of October 18th, 1890, and the assignment therein con-
tained of the policies without the assent of the appel.
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1894 lants, but the learned trial judge held that as the con-
-E dition indorsed on the policies declared that these

CITIZENS' policies could not be assigned without the consent ofINURANCE P el
COMPAN the appellants indorsed thereon, and as no such assent

O .CAN had been obtained, they were not in fact assigned and

SALTERIO. that no breach of the condition which had the effect pf
Gywnne J. avoiding the policies had taken place and he therefore

rendered judgment for the plaintiff.
The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia maintained this

judgment upon the authority of the judgment of the
Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in the case of Lazarus
v. Commonwealth Insurance Co. (1.) But that case, even
if it were a binding authority, was very different from
the present. The policy of insurance under considera-
tion there was effected upon the 21st October, 1824,
upon a ship of the plaintiff by Smith & Stewardson,
creditors of the plaintiff, for their own security, they
paying the premium, and to them the money, in
case of loss, was made payable, although the policy
was effected in the name of the plaintiff. The policy
contained a clause whereby it was agreed that the
policy should be void in case of its being assigned,
transferred or pledged without the previous consent in
writing of the assurers, and on the 23rd December,
1824, the plaintiff executed an indenture whereby he
assigned to one Street all his interest in certain vessels,
&c., &c., all goods and stock in trade and bonds, &c.,
&c., policies of insurance, debentures, &c, &c,,
belonging to the said Michael Lazarus, or in which he
has any right, title or interest, property, lien or claim
whatever, in trust for sale, and to apply the proceeds
in payment of the plaintiffs creditors and to pay and
apply any surplus balance to the. plaintiff. At the
time this instrument was executed Smith & Steward-
son were in possession of the policy and held it as

(1) 19 Piek. 81.
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security for their claims. That claim was paid off sub- 1894

sequently to the execution of the indenture to Street. T

The jury found that after payment of all the plaintiffs CITIZENS'

debts and a release executed to him by his creditors COMPANY
.or CANADA

there was a surplus of the assigned property reverting C

to the plaintiff, including the policy in question. The SALTERIO.

vessel upon which it had been effected was lost by Gwynne J.
peril insured against. Upon this state of facts the
court said:

At the time when the indenture to Street was made the policy was
in the hands of Smith & Stewardson who were then in advance to the
plaintiff. They procured it to be made and the defendants agreed to
pay the money to them in case of loss. They might have maintained an
action upon this policy in their own names against the defendants.
Now it would seem that the plaintiff could not have deprived them of
the benefits secured to them by this contract without their consent.
It is true that the plaintiff afterwards paid his debt to them, but that
circumstance does not show that the defendants might not have been
liable to them for any loss upon this policy which might have happened
after the assignment and before they received their payment from the
plaintiff. If the policy was made void it was avoided by the act of
assignment ; and if it were so avoided, it would follow that Smith &
Stewardson's rights, which were secured by the policy, would have
been destroyed, without their consent.

In this state of facts, and upon this reasoning, the

court came to the conclusion that the parties to the

indenture to Street had no intention whatever to
assign thereby the policy in question, of which Smith
and Stewardson were so in possession as beneficial
owners, and that as there was no intention that the
policy should pass by that indenture it did not pass,
and was not affected thereby.

Now in the present case there was the clearest in-
tention that the policies in question here should pass
to Gault Bros. & Co., under the indenture of the 18th
October, 1890. There is clear evidence of the express
intention of the parties that they should pass, and by
the above letter of the solicitors of Gault Bros. & Co.,

II
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1894 to the appellants, notifying them of the assignment, it
E is apparent that they relied upon obtaining after-

CITIZENS' wards the assent of the appellants to such assign-INSURANCE
COMPANY ment, and the intention of the plaintiff is further

OF CANADA
o . C placed beyond question by the power of attorney

SALTERIO. bearing date the 19th day of January 1891, executed
Gwynne J. by him to Mr. Chisholm as the agent and attorney of

Gault Bros., wherein he recites the execution of the
indenture of the 18th October, 1890, and that his claim
against the appellants, which claim only existed under
the said policies, had beenequitably assigned by
him to Gault Bros. as further collateral security for the
payment of the debt secured by the said indenture of
October, 1890. There is no suggestion that this
equitable assignment took place otherwise than by the
indenture of 18th October, 1890.

It, then, being the clear intention of the parties to the
indenture of the 18th October, 1890, that the policies
under consideration should pass, this case is quite
distinguishable from Lazarus v. The Commonwea/lh In-
surance Company (1) ; and the language of the in-
denture being sufficient to include these policies we
must hold the policies to have been avoided.

Then, again, it appears by the same condition no. 2
that the policies were effected upon the assurance and
faith that the assured had the entire, unconditional
and sole ownership of the property insured for the use
and benefit of the insured, and it was provided by the
last clause of that condition that " in the event of any
sale, transfer or change of title in the property insured,
the liability of the company should thenceforth cease."
Now although the case of Sovereign Insurance
Co. v. Peters (2), which has also been relied upon
in the courts below, may well be an authority
for holding that the words " sale " and " transfer " in

(1) 19 Pick. 81. (2) 12 Can. S. C. R. 33.
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this sentence must, as the word " assign " in The 1894

Sovereign Ins. Co. v. Peters (1), be construed as mean- T

ing an absolute assignment, sale or transfer, and so CITIZENS'
INSURANCE

that such words would not include a mortgage, still, COMPANY

to the words " change of title," a more extended mean- or CANADA

iug must be attached. They must be construed to SALTERIO.

comprehend any " change " from the entire, uncon- Gwynne J.
ditional and sole ownership of the insured in the
property insured ; and that a chattel mortgage is such
a change of title cannot, I think, be doubted. So
likewise does it, as appears to me, come within the
words of the condition which provides that all
" encumbrances effected by the assured must be
notified within fifteen days therefrom, otherwise the
policy shall be void." This word " encumbrances "
here used refers more naturally to the property insured
than to the policy, but if it is to be understood as
meaning an " encumbrance " or charge upon the
policy itself, the assignment in the indenture of the
policies contained in the indenture of 18th October,
1890, intending to operate as collateral security
to Gault Bros. & Co. for the debt secured by the
indenture, is, I think, such an " encumbrance," which,
by the means of the transfer not being assented
to by the appellants as required by the condition in
the policies, avoids the policies.

The appeal, therefore, must be allowed with costs
and judgment be ordered to be entered in the court
below for the defendants, with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellants Rector McInnes.

Solicitor for respondent John M. Ghisholm.

(1) 12 Can. S.C.R. 33.
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1894 THE SAINT JOHN GAS LIGHT AP

*Feb. 21. COMPANY (DEFENDANTS) ..........

*May 1. AND

JAMES P. HATFIELD (PLAINTIFF)......RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW-
BRUNSWICK.

Master and servant-Common employment-Negliqence-Questions of fact
-Finding of jury on.

A gas company, engaged in laying a main in a public street, procured
from a plumber the services of H., one of his workmen, for
such work and while engaged thereon H. was injured by the negli-
gence of the servants of the company. In an action for damages
for such injury:

Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick,
that by the evidence at the trial negligence against the company
was sufficiently proved.

Held further, that whether or not there was a common employment
between H. and the servant of the company was a question of fact
and it having been negatived by the finding of the jury, and. the
evidence warranting such finding, an appellate court would not
interfere.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick affirming the verdict at the trial for
the plaintiff.

The facts of the case were as follows-
In 1890 the defendant company was engaged in lay-

ing down a new main in Dock Street, in St. John, and
connecting the service pipes to the houses and shops
along the streets. Finding that its own men were
unable to make the connections as fast as was desired,
Davenport, the defendants' manager who was in charge
of the work, applied to one Freeman Wisdom, in whose
employ the plaintiff was, for a man to assist the com-

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.
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pany's own men in making these connections, and 1894

Wisdom sent the plaintiff for the purpose. He worked 'T '
one whole day, and in the early part of the second day SITOHN

GsLGHT
some gas which had been allowed to escape through COMPANY

the main became ignited from fire from a salamander HATFIELD.
being used in carrying on the work; an explosion took -

place and the plaintiff was injured. The valve by
which the gas was shut off from the main was some
six or eight hundred feet from the point where the men
were working when the accident took place. When
work was discontinued each evening the end of the
new main was closed so that the gas could be turned
on for the use of those whose houses or shops had al-
ready been connected. It was turned off again in the
morning before the work was resumed, and as the
service pipes were connected by the plaintiff and
others engaged in doing that part of the work, the con-
nections would be tested for leakage by the gas being
turned on the main and a light applied at the connec-
tion to see if there was any escape. It would then be
shut off again. It seems that the man whose duty it
was to shut off the main did not, on the morning of
the accident, altogether close the valve, which allowed
some pressure and caused an escape of gas through the
main and led, as is alleged, to the explosion which
took place, and by which the plaintiff was injured.
On the trial certain questions were submitted to the
jury which, with their answers thereto, were as
follows:-

1. Was the plaintiff injured by the negligent act or
omission of defendants or their servants ? A. Yes.

2. If so, could the plaintiff by the exercise of ordi-
nary care have avoided the consequence of such negli-
gence ? A. No.

3. Was the plaintiff at the time of the accident ac-
ting as a servant of the defendants, and under their
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1894 direction and control? A. He, the plaintiff, was acting
TH under the direction of the defendants as a 'servant of

SAINT JOHN F. W. Wisdom, and under his, Wisdom's, control.
GAs LIGHT
COMPANY 4. Was the plaintiff at the time of the accident

HATF1ELD. acting as the servant of defendants ? A. No.
- 5. Was the plaintiff at the time of the accident acting

under the control of defendants ? A. No.
6. Did the plaintiff impliedly undertake to become

the servant of defendants ? No.
7. Was the plaintiff at the time of the accident

acting under independent employment or was he acting
for the defendants and as their servant and under their
control in and about their work? A. He was acting
under independent employment.

The Court-You mean by that, Mr. Wisdom, of
course? Foreman-Yes.

8. If the injury was caused by the negligence of the
defendants' servants was the plaintiff a fellow servant
of the company with such servant, and engaged with
him in a common employment? A. No.

On these findings the judge ordered a verdict to be
entered for the plaintiff, the defendants having leave to
move to enter it for them. A motion for that purpose
having been made a rule was refused. The defendants
then appealed to this court.

Hazen for the appellants. Thereis no evidence of a
contract between the company and Wisdom by which
the latter was to be paid for the plaintiff's services.
Therefore plaintiff was not Wisdom's servant when he
was working for the company. See Donovan v. Laing,

c., Construction Syndicate (1), judgment of Bowen

L. .T.
The plaintiff and the person whose act caused the

injury complained of were working for the same master
and were in a common employment for the company.

(1) [1893] 1 Q. B. 629.
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Rourke v. White Moss Colliery Co. (1) ; Johnson v. 1894
Lindsay (2) THE

SAINT JOHN
Currey for the respondent referred to Swainson v. GAs LIGHT

North Eastern Railway Co. (3) ; Warburton v. The Great CoMPANr
V.

Western Railway Co. (4) ; Vose v. The Lancashire and HATFIELD.

Yorkshire Railway Co. (5)

FoURNIFR J-I am of the opinion that this appeal
should be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I would dismiss this appeal. I think
Mr. Justice King's reasoning in the court below un-
answerable, and the answer of the jury to question 8,
for which there is evidence, concludes the case.

GWYNNE J.-This action was brought for injuries
alleged to have been caused by the negligence of the
defendants to the plaintiff when employed as the ser-
vant of one Wisdom, a steamfitter, in connecting amain
gas pipe of the defendants laid by them in a street
called Dock Street in the city of St. John, in New
Brunswick, with certain small pipes leading into the
houses and to the lamps on said street, for the purpose
of lighting the said houses and street lamps with gas.
The defence pleaded is, that at the time of the plaintiff's
suffering the injury complained of he was a servant
of the defendants, and acting as such together with
other servants of the defendant, in one common em-
ployment, and doing one common work for the defend-
ants, and that the said servants so employed were
reasonably fit and competent to be so employed in such
work, and that the grievance of which the plaintiff
complains was occasioned by the carelessness, negli-

(1) 2 C. P. D. 205. (3) 3 Ex. D. 341.
(2) [1891] A. C. 371. (4) L. R. 2 Ex. 30.

(5) 2 H. & N. 728.
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1894 gence and improper conduct of said servants of the
THE defendants, so engaged in one common employment

SAINTJOHN with the plaintiff, doing the common work of theGAs LIGHT
CoMPANY defendants and not from any personal negligence, care-

HATFIELD. lessness or improper conduct of the defendants. The
- .issue joined upon this defence involved mere questions

Gwynne J.
of fact, and the jury who tried the issue found as mat-
ters of fact, in answer to certain questions put to them
by the learned judge, before whom such issue was
tried.

1st. That the plaintiff was injured by the negligent
act or omission of the defendants or their servants.

2nd. That the plaintiff could not, by the exercise of
ordinary care, have avoided the consequence of such
negligence.

3rd. That the plaintiff, at the time of the injury hap-
pening, was acting under the directions of the defend-
ants, as a servant of F. W. Wisdom and under his,
Wisdom's, control.

4th. That the plaintiff was not acting as the servant
of the defendants.

5th. Nor under the control of the defendants.
6th. Nor had the plaintiff impliedly undertaken to

be the servant of the defendants.
7th. But was acting under independent employment,

namely, the employment of Wisdom.
And they rendered a verdict in favour of the plain-

tiff for $1,250.
Upon a motion to set aside ajudgment for the plaintiff

and enter judgment for the defendants pursuant to leave
reserved, or for a new trial, the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick after argument refused a rule, and main-
tained the verdict. From that judgment this appeal
is taken. If the findings of the jury, upon the matters
of fact so found by them, are well found, there can be
no question that the plaintiff is entitled to maintain
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the verdict so rendered in his favour; and the well 1894

established rule of this court is, that upon such pure THE

matters of fact the court cannot interfere unless it be SAINT JOHN
GAs LIGHT

conclusively established that the findings of the jury COMPANY

are so entirely wrong, and so unwarranted by the HATFIELD.

evidence, as to justify the conclusion, either that the G -

jury did not appreciate their duty or acted wilfully in -
violation of it. In the present case the findings of the

jury are open to no such imputation ; indeed they are,
in my judgment, in perfect accord with the evidence.
The plaintiff was a servant of Wisdom, employed by
him in his business of a steamfitter at $7 per week.
The defendants were desirous of employing a com-
petent mechanic to make connections between the new
main pipe they were laying in the street with the
pipes from the houses and the lamps upon the street
in which the main pipe was being laid by the defend-
ants, and for this purpose th'ey applied to Wisdom
who undertook to make the connections, and sent his
servant for that purpose. For the services rendered.
by the plaintiff Wisdom charged the defendants what
he considered a reasonable price as upon a quantum
meruit, and was paid his demand by the defendants.
The plaintiff in doing the work which he did acted
as the servant of Wisdom, and was paid by him as his
hired servant at $7.00 per week. The defendants not
only never hired plaintiff, or agreed to pay him for his
services, but he was in no sense under the control of
the defendants, nor under their directions, save in so far
that they pointed out the places where the connections
were to be made.

All the cases relating to the principle of a defend-
ant's exemption from liability for injuries occasioned
to one servant from the negligence of another servant,
or other servants, of the defendant, employed together
with the plaintiff in one common employment, and
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1894 in one common work for the same master, have been

TH most thoroughly and exhaustively discussed in the
SAINT JOHN court below, and not one of them countenances the
GAS LIGHT
COMPANY conclusion that this plaintiff, under the circumstances

HATFIELD. in evidence, must be held to be a fellow worker with
the other servants of the defendants whose negligence

Gwynne J.
caused the injury which the plaintiff suffered. There
is no countenance for the contention that the plaintiff
was lent by Wisdom to the defendants so as to have
become the servant of the defendants, and under their
control, and so as to make applicable the principle
which exempts a master from liability for an injury
sustained by one of his servants from the negligence
of another. when both are engaged in one common
employment for their master. The persons who caused
the injury to plaintiff were at least two, namely, the
man whose duty it was nightly to turn on the power
into the main in Dock Street, so as to light the houses
and lamps in the street, and to turn it off in the morn-
ing, and who neglected to do so sufficiently on the
morning that the plaintiff received his injury, and
the person who left the salamander, or stoker, as it has
been indifferently called, at the place where it was,
quite close to the place where the plaintiff was work-
ing at an open hole in the main pipe, where he was
making connection with a pipe from a neighbouring
house. The man who neglected to turn off the power
effectually spoke of his duty in that particular as
being his ordinary duty for many years, namely, to
turn on the power every evening and to turn it off
every morning ; and he gave the only evidence that
was given as to how the fire in the salamander or
stoker came to be placed where it was, close to the
hole in the main at which the plaintiff was working,
where it was not at the time at all required. He says
that it was removed from a place where he himself
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had placed it not long before, and where, if it had been 1894

suffered to remain, the plaintiff could not have re-
ceived the injury; that the accident which injured AWTL JOHN

GsLIGHT
him could not have happened, and that it was re- COMPANY

moved from that place and placed where it was by the HATFIELD.

order of the defendants' manager. If this be so, and
0 Gwynne J.

this was the only evidence upon this point, then the
defendants themselves, through their manager, were a
party to the injury which the plaintiff suffered.

But it is quite unnecessary to dwell upon this. It
is sufficient to say that the question whether the
plaintiff was the defendants' servant, and under their
control, and a co-labourer employed in one common
employment with the persons who, being servants of
the defendants, negligently caused the plaintiff the
injury of which he complains, was a mere question of
fact, which it was the office of the jury to determine,
and that their findings cannot be said to be so mani-
manifestly erroneous as to justify a court to set aside
their findings, and either to assume their function,
or to order a new trial.

SEDGEWICK, J.-I concur, but with the greatest
hesitation, in the dismissal of this appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.*

Solicitors for the appellants: Barker 4r Belyea.

Solicitor for the respondent: C. N. Skinner.

* As to a servant being at the same time in the employ of two mas-
ters see Union S.S. Co. v. Claridge [1894] A.C.R185, the report of which
was published after this case was decided.
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1894 CARTER & COMPANY, LIMITED APPELLANTS;

*Afar2021. (PLAINTIFFS) .......................

*May 1. AND

SAMUEL D. HAMILTON AND R
JOHN PHILLIPS (DEFENDANTS). RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA.

Patent of invention-Novelty-Infringement.

C. & Co. were assignees of a patent for a check book used by shop-
keepers in making out duplicate accounts of sales. The alleged
invention consisted of double leaves half being bound together and
the other half folded in as fly-leaves with a carbonized leaf boun6
in next the cover and provided with a tape across the end. What
was claimed as new in this invention was the device, by means of
the tape, for turning over the carbonized leaf without soiling the
fingers or causing it to curl up. H. made and sold a similar check
book with a like device but instead of the tape the end of the car-
bonized leaf, for about half an inch, was left without carbon and
the leaf was turned over by means of this margin. In an action
by C. & Co. against H. for infringsment of their patent:

Held, affirming the decision of the Exehequer Court, that the evidence
at the trial showed the device for turning over the black leaf
without soiling the fingers to have been used before the patent of
C. & Co., was issued and it was therefore not new; that the only
novelty in the said patent was in the use of the tape ; and that
using the margin of the paper instead of the tape was not an in-
fringem ent.

APPEAL from a decision of the Exchequer Court of
Canada (1) dismissing the plaintiffs' action for infringe-
ment of their patent.

The facts of the case are sufficiently set out in the
judgment of the court.

XWE Cassels Q.C., and Edg-ar for the appellants. The
tape was a sufficient novelty to entitle us to a patent.
Harrison v. Andersion Foundry Co. (2); Gould v. Rees (3).

* PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King
J J.

(1) 3 Ex. C. R. 351. (2) 1 App. Cas. 574.
(3) 15 Wall. 187.
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The defendants used a colourable variation from our 1894
patent and infringed the combination; Proctor v. Bennis. CARTER &
(1) ; Machine Co. v. Murphy (2). COMPANY

V.

Johnston Q. C., and Heighington for the respond- HAMILTON.

ents referred to Murray v. Clayton (3) ; Harris v. Roth-

well (4) in support of their argument that defendant's
book was merely an improvement on that of the plain-
tiffs and not an infringement.

The judgment of the court was delivered by-

KING J.-This action was brought to restrain defend-
ants from making, using or selling counter check books
alleged by the plaintiffs to be an infringement of a
patent of which they were the assignees granted Feb-
ruary 15th, 1882, to one Carter. Upon the trial, before
Mr. Justice Burbidge, the action was dismissed.

The subject of plaintiffs patent is called " The Para-
gon Black leaf check book," and was before the Court
in The Grip Printing and Publishing Co. v. Butterfield
(5) It is a book for use in shops for the making of
duplicate entries by means of carbonized paper. In
his specification the patentee said:

I am aware that black leaves are used in other forms of books
used in transferring writing from one page to another, but they are
either loose in the book and are therefore easily lost, and are dirty to
handle, or are placed in the centre of the book and the leaf numbered
on either side of it, which latter arrangement is faulty from the fact
that the space left on each side of the black leaf when the leaves are
torn out causes the black leaf to curl up and become unsatisfactory in
its operation.

As a matter of fact the Muma & MacKay book, which
was prior to the Carter patent, had the black leaf, with
the composition on but one side, bound into the book
next to the cover; and it had these in combination
with the perforated fly-leaf which is also an element
in the Carter combination.

(1) 36 Ch. D. 740. (3) 7 Ch. App. 570.
(2) 97 U. S. R. 120. (4) 35 Ch. D. 416.

(5) 11 Can. S. C. R. 291.
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1894 The object of the Carter invention is thus stated in

CATE & the specifications:
COMPANY The object of the invention is to provide a check book in which

V. the black leaf used in transferring writing from one page to another
HAMILTON.

need not be handled and will not have a tendency to curl up after a
King J. number of leaves have been torn out, and it consists essentially of a

black leaf check book composed of double leaves, one half of which
are bound together, while the other half are folded in as fly leaves,
both being perforated across so that they can readily be torn out, the
black leaf being bound into the book next to the cover and provided
with a tape bound across its end, the said black leaf having the trans-
ferring composition on one of its sides only. What I claim as my
invention is :In a black leaf check book composed of double leaves
one-half of which are bound together, while the other half folds in as
fly leaves both being perforated across so that they can readily be torn
out, the combination of the black leaf bound into the book next the
cover and provided with the tape bound across its end, the said black
leaf having the transferring composition on one of its sides only.

When the book is opened for use the black leaf is
found lying on top of the double foleted leaf. The first
thing to be done is to disengage the free, or fly leaf
part of the double leaf and place it on the top of the
black leaf; this done the black leaf lies between the
two parts of the folded double leaf, and is ready for use'
The purpose of the tape was to enable the salesman to
throw back or raise the black leaf, and so disengage
the fly leaf without soiling the fingers, and also to raise
it again when tearing out the under leaf from the stub
without soiling the fingers, a matter of some import-
ance when certain goods were to be handled. It
appears, however, to have been very soon found in
practice that there was no practical advantage in the
use of the tape, and at an early period the patentee
and his assignees discarded it and manufactured and
put upon the market as the patented article, " The
Paragon Black leaf Counter Check book" without the
tape, discontinuing the manufacture of the patented
article. The books so manufactured and put upon the
market are found by the learned judge to be substan-
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tially similar to the Muma & MacKay book of 1871, 1894

which was in use in Canada from that time down to CA n &
the granting of the plaintiffs' patent. In neither of COMPANY

these books is there tape, but in either of them the HAMILTON.

black leaf may be raised for the several purposes for King J.
which it is required to be raised without touching the -

carbon and therefore without soiling the fingers
This may be effected either by bending back the
flexible book at the point of binding, and so causing
the free ends of the leaves to fall apart, or by making
use of the upper or clean side of the black leaf to move
it away from the margin sufficiently to get at the leaf
lying under it, or, as stated in the evidence, by the aid
of the fly leaf if it is extended. A very slight use of
the book would accustom one to these movements.
In the cross examination of Mr. Ridout, a patent solici-
tor called by the appellant, he said in reply to the
learned judge that if the patentee had had the experi-
ence when he patented it that he had subsequently
he need not have put in the tape at all as he would
have seen that the fly leaf accomplished the same
result. This witness also stated that the tape was un-
necessary and that the combination was essentially one
of only two elements viz.: the carbon leaf bound in
next to the cover and the perforated fly leaf, one of
which (i.e., the perforated fly leaf) performs a double
function.

The effect of this might be to show that the patent,
in that which was distinctive of it as a combination
or otherwise, had no utility beyond what was found
in the anterior combination, and so was without con-
sideration. Mr. Cassels as to this says, first that the
fly-leaf answers the purpose of the tape only under
certain conditions ; and secondly, that the defendants
upon the trial admitted the utility of the plaintiffs'
patent. Such an admission was indeed formally
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1894 made, and is referred to by the learned judge in giving

CARTER & judgment.
COMPANY Apart, however, from any question of utility, the

HAMILTON. fact of the practical discarding of the tape, and of its

King J. apparently superfluous character, are not without im-
- portance in another point of view presently to be

adverted to.
The plaintiffs' combination is therefore to be taken

as useful and (so far as these books are concerned) the
method of raising the carbon leaf by a tape attached
to it may be taken to be a new method. Then the
question is : Have the defendants infringed the plain-
tiffs' patent ? It is claimed that they have ; that they
have made substantially the same combination and
have varied from it only colourably. In the defend-
ants' book there is a contrivance for turning the car-
bonized leaf (which in their book forms part of the
flexible cover) without soiling the fingers. Their
method consists in leaving a margin of about half an
inch free from carbon.

The question on this is : Has the plaintiffs' combina-
tion in substance been taken ? In Proctor v. Bennis,
(1), Cotton L. J. stated the question thus :

Has the defendant, though not exactly taking the whole combina-
tion which has been patented, taken, by slight variations or by
mechanical equivalents, the substance of it so as to produce the same
result by practically the same means?

The answer to that depends to some extent on the
nature and object of the invention.

In Curtis v. Plait (2), Wood V. C. says:
Where the thing is wholly novel and one which has never been

achieved before, the machine itself which is invented necessaily con-
tains a great amount of novelty in all its parts, and one looks very
narrowly and very jealously upon any other machines for effecting
the same object to see whether or not they are merely colourable con-
trivances for evading that which has been done before. When the
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object itself is one which is not new, but the means only are new, one 1894
is not inclined to say that a person who invents a particular means of '

doing something that has been known to all the world long before COMPANY
has a right to extend very largely the interpretation of those means v.
which he has adopted for carrying it into effect. -HAMILTON.

This was affirmed by Lord Westbury L.C., on ap- Kg 3.

peal (1).
In Proctor v. Bennis, (2) the Court of Appeal com-

mented upon Curtis v. Platt (1) and dwelt .upon the
distinction between cases of combination for an old
object and cases of combination for a new object.

Cotton L. J. says :

In applying the words used by the judges in that case (Curtis v.
Platt (1)) we must consider the nature of the case before them, (viz.
" an improvement in a machine which had been long in use for pro-
ducing a certain result," and I come to the conclusion that what
they meant was that where there is no novelty in the result, and
where the machine is not a new one, but the claim is only for im-
provements in a known machine for producing a known result, the
patentee must be tied down strictly to the invention which he claims,
and the mode which he points out for effecting the improvement.

And see also per Bowen L. J., p. 764, and Fry L. J.,
at pp. 767, 768.

Now the case before us is that of a combination for
an old object rather than for a new object. In sub-
stance, although not in terms, it is for an improvement
in a known contrivance for producing an old result.
Check books with carbon leaf carbonized on but one
side and bound in next to the cover and with double
perforated leaves were known contrivances with a
known object prior to plaintiffs' patent. In the use of
such book by salesmen they would know that, without
the exercise of care, the fingers might become soiled,
and any one whose business might lead to the handling
of delicate fabrics at the same time would naturally
use the books in a way to avoid soiling the fingers,

(1) 3 Ch. D, 138, note.
12
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1894 and in doing so would make use of the mechanical aids

CARTE & which the book afforded. The Muma & MacKay book
CoMPANY did afford fairly adequate means of doing this by the

V.
HAMILTON. carbon leaf being free of carbon on one side and by

King J. the perforated fly leaf, and what is of some importance
- is that the practical discarding by the plaintiffs of the

tape (their special device for avoiding the soiling of the
fingers) and their putting upon the market " The Para-
gon Black leaf Counter Check book ", without the tape
as their patented article, with no substantial variation
from the prior book of Muma & MacKay, in preference
to, and in substitution for, their patented combination,
goes to show that the results they sought to attain by
their patented article were adequately attained by the
old means, and that their patent was, in reality, not the
case of a combination productive of entirely new result
but a supposed improvement in the means of affecting
an old ob.ject. This is also the proper conclusion upon
the evidence at large. It is clear that all the results
attained by the patented book are attainable (although
perhaps not with equal facility) by the book which
plaintiffs are manufacturing and putting on the market;
and that the same results could have been effected and
no doubt in practice must have been frequently effected
(although perhaps with still less facility) by the persons
who, prior to plaintiffs' patent, had occasion to use the
Muma & MacKay book, the fly leaf (as expressed by
Ridout and as found by the learned judge) performing
a double function. The case therefore is not like that of
Proctor v. Bennis (1) where the combination was a new
invention with a novel result; but rather comes within
the class of cases dealt with in Curtis v. Plait (2) where
there was no novelty in the results, but where the only
novelty which could be claimed was that of improve-
ment in the application and use of certain mechanical
means in order to produce in a known article the same

(1) 36 Ch. D. 740. (2) 3 Ch. D. 136 note.
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result which in it had been produced by other mecha- 1894

nical means. The turning over of a carbon leaf in CARa &
these books without touching the carbon cannot be con- COMPANY

sidered novel. The novelty introduced by plaintiffs HAMILTON.

lies in turning it over by means of an attached tape. King J.
We are not therefore to extend very largely the in- -

terpretation of those means which the plaintiffs have
adopted for carrying their object into effect, although
they are to be protected against merely colourable
variations. There must necessarily be considerable
similarity in the different ways of turning a leaf, and
where one seeks to establish a right in respect of a
mode of doing such a simple thing and for a well
known purpose it seems only reasonable to confine him
with some strictness to the particular means or methods
which he adopts. The two ways of turning back a
leaf as shown in the two check books are as diverse as
one could expect considering the nature of the thing
to be done. The one is not a mere colourable .variation
from the other, but an essentially different means for
producing what appears to have been the common and
well-known object.

It would be an extraordinary result if the plaintiffs
could hold the field with their disused device and pre-
vent others from trying other, and perhaps less sterile,
means of effecting the same far from novel object or
result. The conclusion therefore is that there has been
no infringement of the plaintiffs' patent, and the appeal
must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Edgar 4- Malone.

Solicitors for respondents: Heighington, Reade &
Johnston.

12 Y
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1894 ALEX ANDER MoINTOSH.................APPELLANT
*April 2. VS.

THE QUEEN.................. .. RESPONDENT;

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Criminal appeal-Criminal Code 1892, sec. 742-Undividel property of
co-heire-Fraudulent misapproriation-Unlawfully receiving-R.S. C.
ch. 164, sees. 85, 83, 65.

Where on a criminal trial, a motion for a reserved case made on two
grounds is refused and on appeal to the Court of Queen's
Bench (appeal side) that court is unanimous in affirming the
decision of the trial judge as to one of such grounds, but not as to
the other, an appeal to the Supreme Court can only be based on
the one as to which there was a dissent.

A conviction under sec. 85 of the Larceny Act R. S. C. ch. 164, for
unlawfully obtaining property, is good, though the prisoner,
according to the evidence, might have been convicted of a
criminal breach of trust under sec. 65.

A fraudulent appropriation by the principal, and a fraudulent
receiving by the accessory may take place at the same time and
by the same act.

Two bills of indictment were presented against A. and B. under secs.
85 and 83 of the Larceny Act.

By the first count each was charged with having unlawfully and with
intent to defraud, taken and appropriated to his own use 87,000
belonging to the heirs of C., so as to deprive them of their
beneficiary interest in the same.

The second count charged B. (the appellant) with having unlawfully
received the 87,000, the property of the heirs which had before
then been unlawfully obtained and taken and appropriated by
said A., the taking and receiving being a misdemeanour under
sec. 85, ch. 164 R. S. C. at the time when he so received the
money. A. who was the executor of C.'s estate, and was the
custodian of the money, pleaded guilty to the charge on the first
count. B. pleaded not guilty, was acquitted of the charge on the
first count, but was found guilty of unlawfully receiving.

* PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau. Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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On the question submitted, in a reserved case, whether B. could be 1894
found guilty of unlawfully receiving money from A., who -
was custodian of the money as executor, the Court of Queen's V
Bench for Lower Canada (on appeal), Sir A. Lacoste C.J., dis- THE

senting, held the conviction good. QUEEN.

At the trial it was proved that A. and B. agreed to appropriate the
money and that when A. drew the money he purchased his railway
ticket for the United States, made a parcel of the money, took it
to B.'s store, and handed it to him saying : " Here is the boodle ;
take good care of it." On the same evening, he absconded to
New York.

On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada
Held, affirming the judgmeit of the court below, that whether A. be a

bailee or trustee, and whether the unlawful appropriation by A.
took place by the handing over of the money to B. or previously,
B. was properly convicted under sec. 85 ch. 164, R. S. C. of
receiving it, knowing it to have been unlawfully obtained.
Gwynne J. dissenting.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) on an appeal
from the decision of the trial judge refusing a motion
for a " reserved case" after verdict (1).

The " Reserved case" submitted to the Court of
Queen's Bench by Mr. Justice Wurtele, the trial judge,
was as follows :

"The prisoner Alexander McIntosh was tried before
me on two counts; by the first, for having unlawfully
and with intent to defraud, taken and appropriated to
his own use $7,000 belonging to the heirs Dalrymple, so
as to deprive them of their beneficiary interest in such
sum; and, by the second, for having received such
sum from one James Dalrymple, who had so unlaw-
fully and with intent to defraud the heirs Dalrymple,
taken and appropriated the same to his own use, so as
to deprive them of their beneficiary interest therein,
knowing the same to have been so unlawfully taken
and on the 14th September last (1893) he was acquitted
on the first count and was found guilty on the second.

(1) Q. R. 2 Q. B. 357.
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1894 After the rendering of the verdict, on the 20th Sep-
MCINTOsH tember, 1893, Mr. St. Pierre Q. C., of counsel for the

TE prisoner, moved:
QUEEN. "That inasmuch as, according to the evidence

adduced on behalf of the crown, the money referred
to was appropriated by one James Dalrymple, who
was the proper keeper of that money, in his capacity
of testamentary executor of the late James Dalrymple,
and inasmuch as the act of appropriation by the
said James Dalrymple only took place at the time
when the money was handed over to the accused
McIntosh, which act, to wit, that of handing over
by Dalrymple and that of receiving by McIntosh
formed but one single undivided act

" the following point be therefore reserved for the
decision of the Court of Queen's Bench, appeal side ; "

" whether McIntosh could be rightfully convicted
of the crime of feloniously receiving a certain sum of
money, knowing it to have been stolen."

"And that inasmuch as according to the same
evidence the money referred to is alleged to be the
undivided property of several heirs, who have never
apportioned their respective shares ;"

" the following point be reserved for the said Court
of Queen's Bench, appeal side;"

" whether the accused could be found guilty of
feloniously receiving money, of which he was part
owner, for an undivided and indefinite share."

" In my opinion, the evidence showed that one
Arthur Brennan owed $5,375.00 to the heirs Dalrymple;
that James Dalrymple, and the prisoner as the legatee
of his wife, had each a certain share of this money;
that all the interested parties gave Mr. Brennan an
acquittance, and agreed that James Dalrymple should
receive the money from Mr. Brennan and divide it
among them; that he did receive the amount on the
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the 19th November, 1887, but that instead of dividing 1894
it, he handed it over to the prisoner on the evening of Mo oss
the day on which he had received it, together with TE

other moneys coming fron payments of interest QUEEN.
belonging to the heirs, which he had previously
received as executor, and which formed together a
total sum of $7,000.00 ; that after receiving the
$5,375.00 from Mr. Brennan the prisoner went to the
Windsor Hotel and bought a railway ticket for New
York, taking for that purpose some of the money
which he had received from Mr. Brennan and thereby
breaking its bulk; that the prisoner had previously,
on the 10th November, 1887, drawn from the Savings
Bank, where he had deposited the moneys coming
from interest, the sum which he added to the money
received from Mr. Brennan and which formed with
it the sum of $7,000.00 ; that it had been previously
agreed between James Dalrymple and the prisoner
that the former would fraudulently appropriate the
money due by Mr. Brennan when it should be paid
to him, and that he would abscond immediately after-
wards, and that he drew the money from the Savings
Bank with the intention of appropriating it and of
absconding; that when he handed the money over to
the prisoner he told him that it was the " boodle" and
that, on the evening of the 19th November, 1887,
James Dalrymple fled to the United States, and the
prisoner went to the railway station to see him off."

" I was of opinion, as James Dalrymple, when he
received the money from Mr. Brennan, as a bailee,
intended to misappropriate it and to defraud his co-
heirs of their shares and had carried out that intent
with the previous knowledge and connivance of the
prisoner, that he had appropriated it to his own use,
so as to deprive them of their beneficiary interest in
it, before he had. handed it to the prisoner ; that the
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1894 fact of breaking the bulk and taking some of the money

MCINTOSH to buy the railway ticket constituted a fraudulent ap-

TE propriation of the money and ended his relation to his
QUEEN. co-heirs of bailee; that moreover the fact of drawing

the money of the heirs which he had deposited in the
Savings Bank, with the intention of appropriating it
to himself and fleeing to the United States, also ended
his relation to his co-heirs of bailee of that money and
rendered him guilty of fraudulent appropriation; and
that the prisoner knew, when the $7,000.00 were re-
ceived by him, that they had been previously
fraudulently taken and misappropriated ; and I there-
fore declared that the first point was not well taken."

" I was also of opinion that under section 85 of the
Larceny Act (ch. 164 of the Revised Statutes of
Canada) James Dalrymple was rightfully indicted and
convicted of having unlawfully taken the $7,000.00 as
under that section any one, being one of several bene-
ficiary owners of any money, who steals or unlaw-
fully converts the same to his own use or to that of
any other person, is liable to be dealt with as if he had
not been one of such beneficiary owners, and that as a
consequence the prisoner was rightfully indicted and
found guilty under section 83 of the same act for
having received this money knowing it to have been
unlawfully taken and misappropriated ; and I there-
fore also declared that the second point was wrongly
taken."

" I had no doubts on the two points, and on the 23rd
September last, (1893), I consequently refused to
reserve the two questions which the prisoner's counsel
asked me to submit for the opinion of the Court of
Appeal. The prisoner thereupon applied for leave to
appeal from my ruling or decision, and on the 25th
November last, (1893,) leave to appeal was granted."
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In conformity with paragraph 3 of section 744 of 1894

the Criminal Code, 1892, the present case is now stated MCINTOSH

by me; and I now submit for the opinion of the Court T.E

of Appeal, the two following questions, viz.:" QUEEN.

" 1st. Whether, under the circumstances, the prisoner
has been rightfully convicted of the crime of unlaw-
fully receiving the sum of $7,000.00 from James
Dalrymple, knowing it to have been previously un-
lawfully taken and misappropriated, inasmuch as
James Dalrymple was the bailee of such money and
only parted with it when he handed to him."

2nd. Whether the prisoner could be found guilty of
unlawfully receiving money of which he was part
owner for an undivided share, inasmuch as the money
was the undivided property of the heirs Dalrymple,
of whom he represented one."

H. Saint Pierre Q. C. for appellant relied on and
cited: The Queen v. Warner (1) ; The Queen v. Perkins

(2) ; The Queen v. Smith (3); Russell on Crimes, by
Greaves (4); Roscoe's Criminal Evidence (5) ; The
Queen v. Berthiaume (6) ; The Queen v. St. Louis (7);
Mooney v. The Queen (8).

M. . F. Quinn Q. C., for the respondent: Queen v.
Ashwell (9) ; Queen v. Craddock (10) ; The People v.

Smith (11). Crankshaw on The Criminal Code, art. 742.
The judgment of the majority of the court was deli-

vered by

TASCHEREAU J.-Two questions were submitted to
the Court of Appeal in Montreal in this case.

1st. " Whether the accused could be found guilty of
feloniously receiving money from a person who had a

(1) 7 Rev. Leg. 116. (6) N. L. R. 3 Q. B. 143.
(2) 2 Den. C. C. 459. (7) 10 L. C. R. 34.
(3) 11 Cox C. C. 511. (8) Stephen's Dig. vol 3 p. 423.
(4) 4 ed. 2 vol. p. 236. (9) 16 Q. B. D. 190.
(5) 4 ed. 1874, p. 638. (10) 20 L. J. 1. C. 31.

(11) 23 Cal, Rep. 280.; R. S. C. ch. 164, secs. 85, 65.
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1894 legal right to the custody of that money but who had
MCINTOsH a felonious intent to the knowledge of the accused in

THE intrusting the latter with said money;"
QUEEN. 2nd " Whether the accused could be found guilty of

Taschereau feloniously receiving money of which he was part
* owner for an undivided and indefinite share."

Upon the second question, the learned judges were
unanimous in the opinion that under sec. 85 of the
Larceny Act, applicable to this case, there was no doubt
that the objection taken by the accused on the point
therein mentioned was unfounded, and consequently,
there being no dissent on that question, no appeal
thereon lies to this court, and it has been abandoned
at the hearing. Sec. 742 Criminal Code of 1892; Reg.
v. Gunningham (1) The first question, therefore, one of
the learned judges having dissented from the judgment
against the accused, is the only one before us. It is
loosely drawn; the terms " feloniously and felonious
intent " are not felicitous expressions in relation to a
misdemeanour. However, we understand what the
question means.

The facts of the case are as follows:
During the November term of the year 1892, two

bills of indictment were presented by the Grand Jury
one against James Dalrymple and the other against
McIntosh, both under sections 85 and 83 of the Larceny
Act, then in force. Both bills were drafted in exact-
ly the same terms. By the first count each was char-
ged with having unlawfully and with intent to defraud
taken and appropriated to his own use, seven thousand
dollars belonging to the heirs Dalrymple, so as to deprive
them of their beneficiary interest in the same.

The second count was worded as follows: " And
the Jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid, do fur-
ther present: that the said Alexander McIntosh, o be

(1) Cassels's Dig. 2 ed 107.
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nineteenth day of November, in the year of Our Lord, 1894

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, at the MCINTosH
City of Montreal in the District of Montreal, unlawfully V.

THE
did receive a certain sum of money, to wit, the sum of QUEEN.

seven thousand dollars, the properly of Mary Dalrymple, Tascereau
Ellen. Dalrymple, . Caroline Dalrymple and George -.
Dalrymple which said sum of money, to wit, said sum
of seven thousand dollars had before then been unlawfully
obtained and taken and appropriated by one James
Dalrymple, the obtaining and the taking of which sum
of money, to wit, of said sum of seven thousand dol-
lars, by the said James Dalrymple, as aforesaid, is made
a misdemeanour in and by a virtue of section eighty-
five, chapter one hundred and sixty-four of the Revi-
sed Statute of Canada, he (said Alexander McIntosh) at
the time when he so received the said sum of money to wit,
the said sum of seven thousand dollars, as aforesaid, well
knowing the same to have been so unlawfully appropriated,
obtained and taken by the said James Dalrymple as afore-
said."

James Dalrymple pleaded guilty to the charge on
the first count, and McIntosh was acquitted of the
charge contained in the first count of the indictment,
but was found guilty on the second, to wit, on the
charge of receiving.

The prisoner's counsel thereupon moved for a er-
ved case, which subsequently was heard before the
Court of Appeal on the two question above mentioned.

Mr. Justice Wurtele who presided at the trial, stated
the case as follows: (His Lordship then read from the
reserved case as already published and proceeded as
follows) -

The fact that Dalrymple bought his railway ticket
out of that money, were it material, cannot be denied
by the appellant here as he has attempted to do.
The facts must be taken as stated by the learned judge
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1894 who presided at the trial and cannot in any way be

MCIoS contradicted.

TE The majority of the judges of the Court of Appeal
QUEEN. held that Dalrymple was not a bailee but a trustee;

Taschereau that as a trustee he was properly indicted under sec.
. 85; that Dalrymple's appropriation took place before

he handed the money to appellant ; that appellant
was properly convicted of receiving ; and that there
was a fraudulent appropriation.

The learned Chief Justice, in a dissenting opinion,
agrees that Dalrymple was guilty of fraudulent appro-
priation as a trustee, but that he ought to have been
indicted under section 65 ; that he was not liable
under section 85 ; that because he was not liable
under section 85 the appellant could not be found
guilty of the offence described in the indictment i. e.
receiving money previously unlawfully obtained,
taken and appropriated by the said James Dalrymple
under circumstances which made such taking a mis-
demeanour under section 85 ; that consequently the
offence has not been proved as charged.

Section 85 of ch. 164 R. S. C. is in the following
terms

Every one who unlawfully and with intent to defraud by taking, by
embezzling, by obtaining by false pretenses, or in any other manner
whatsoever, appropriates to his own use, or to the use of any other person, any
property whatsoever, so as to deprive any other person temporarily or
absolutely, of the advantage, use or enjoyment of any beneficial interest in such
property in law or in equity, which such other person has therein, is guilty
of a misdemeanour and liable to be punished as in the case of simple
larceny, and if the value of such property exceeds two hundred dollars,
the offender shal be liable to fourteen years imprisonment.

Section 83 of the same act provides that :
Any one who receives any money, valuable security, or other pro-

perty whatsoever, the stealing, taking, obtaining, converting, or dis-
posing whereof, is made a misdemeanour, by this act, if he knows the
same to have been unlawfully stolen, taken, obtained, converted and dis-
posed of, is guilty of a misdemeanour, and liable to seven years impri-
sonment.
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Were it not for the dissent of the learned Chief Jus- 1894

tice of the Court of Queen's Bench, and of my brother MCfINTOSH
Gwynne in this court, I would say that the appellant's *E
contestations are altogether unfounded. He would QUEEN.

argue, I understand, that because Dalrymple might Taschereau
have been indicted under sec. 65 of the statute he J.
could not be indicted under sec. 85. But why not, if
the facts proved constitute an offence under the latter
section ?

We have an express statutory enactment that if any
one is punishable under two or more statutes, or two
or more sections of the same statute, he may be indicted
under any of them. Sec. 933 Code (a re-enactmeilt).
The question arises then, whether under the facts pro-
ved in the case, Dalrymple was guilty of the misde-
meanour created by sec 85.

There is no doubt but that McIntosh was not pre-
cluded by Dalrymple's conviction from proving that
Dalrymple was not guilty under sec. 85.

When the principal has been previously convicted
then the conviction is presumptive evidence that every-
thin~g in the former proceeding was rightly and. pro-
perly transacted, yet it is competent to the receiver to
controvert the guilt of the principal. (1) But the
fraudulent appropriation by Dalrymple is clearly esta-
blished, and the facts proved fully support the finding
of the jury against McIntosh. Whether Dalrymple
was a bailee, or a trustee, or neither one nor the other
is immaterial. Every one, says this clause, never mind
who he is, whether he has a right to the possession or
not, or to legally hold or not, who unlawfully and with
intent to defraud, etc. Now, here, the intent to defraud
cannot be questioned: therefore, the possession of this
money by McIntosh, however lawful it might have
been, became unlawful by this preconceived plan of

(1) 2 Russell on Crimes 4 ed. 571.
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1894 criminally appropriating it. And whether he might
MCINTOsH be said to have taken it, or embezzled it, or stolen it, or

VE obtained it by false pretenses, is immaterial. All ofTHE
QUEEN. these fraudulent conversions are covered by this sec. 85

Taschereau with the addition of "in any other manner whatso-
ever." The fraudulent appropriation of the money so as
to deprive the heirs Dalrymple of their beneficiary inte-
rest in it, cannot be, and is not denied by the appellant,
but he bases on the facts proved a second objection to
the conviction. He arguels that even if Dalrymple
were guilty of fraudulent appropriation, it was only
when he handed the $7,000 to the appellant that he
was guilty of any crime; that consequently the appel-
lant, if guilty at all, was also guilty of fraudulent
appropriation and cannot be indicted as a receiver;
that he ought to have been found guilty of the fraudu-
lent appropriation, or acquitted, and that the jury had
no right to bring a verdict of guilty on the second
count of the indictment for receiving. On that point
the judges in the court below were unanimous in hold-
ing the appellant's contention unfounded.

The facts that bear on this point, though appearing
in the reserved case, may perhaps be recapitulated
here.

Dalrymple was appointed trustee or executor of two
estates ; one his father's the other his mother's.

As such trustee he had in his possession a sum of
$1,812.82 which up to the month of November,
1887, was deposited in one of the banks in his own
name. On 10th November, 1887, he drew this money
out of the bank. On 15th November, 1887, having
collected a certain sum due the estate by one Magnan,
the heirs were called together and each received his
portion of this sum. Dalrymple did not divide the
$1,812.82 which he had drawn from the bank. There
was a sum of $5,375.00 falling due, by one Brennan to
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the heirs, a few days after the division of the Magnan -1894

money, and the heirs granted a notarial discharge to MCINTOSH

Brennan and Dalrymple for this sum and gave a ver- ".
bal authorization to Brennan to pay the money to QUEEN.

Dalrymple, and to Dalrymple to receive the money Taschereau
from Brennan. At the time of the division of the J.
Magnan money, some of the heirs objected to the
appellant receiving as large a share as he did. A
disagreement arose and the appellant and Dalrymple
walked home from the notary's office together. They
then agreed to a scheme by which Dalrymple should
appropriate the money to be paid by Brennan and
defraud the other heirs. Several interviews took
place, between the date of the division of the Magnan
money and the receipt of the Brennan money by
Dalrymple, and it was agreed between them, that
when Dalrymple should receive this money he would
hand it to appellant for safe keeping and abscond to the
United States, This arrangement was fully carried
out. Brennan paid Dalrymple $5,465.00 by check on
19th November. 1887. Dalrymple cashed the check ;
handed the difference between the amount due by
Brennan, $5,375.00, and the amount of the check back
to Brennan ; went to the Windsor Hotel ; purchased
a ticket for New York; went home, took the $1,812.82
and made up a parcel of $7,000.00 out of this and the
balance of $5,375.00 ; took this parcel to appellant's
store, as previously arranged, and handed it to him
saying : " Here is the boodle, take good care of it." On
the same evening he absconded to New York.

Upon this evidence, I am of opinion, with the court
below, that there was a fraudulent appropriation by
Dalrymple previous to his handing over the money to
McIntosh.

Whether the appropriation took place only at the
very last second before he handed the boodle, as he
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1894 termed it, to McIntosh, or by any of his previous acts,
MCI -osH it is immaterial. If it was then and there boodle the

TE fraudulent appropriation had preceded. But, even if
QUEEN. it could be said that the appropriation took place only

Taschereau by the handing over the money, that would be
J. sufficient. The same act then constituted a fraudulent

appropriation by Dalrymple, and a fraudulent receiving
by McIntosh. The case of Reg. v. Roberts (1) would
appear to be an authority for the proposition that
there was no frauduleit conversion by Dalrymple on
the facts proved till he handed over the money to
McIntosh so as to constitute larceny, if the relation
between them had been that of master and servant. But
that case is based on the peculiar requisites of the con-
version necessary at common law to constitute larceny,
the doctrine whereof cannot be extended to the
statutory offence provided for by sec. 85 of the Larceny
Act.

I think the conviction was right.
After verdict the court is bound to resort to any

possible construction which would uphold an indict-
ment against a purely technical objection as was held
in Reg. v. Craddock (2) on a verdict for receiving when
the accused had, as here, been found not guilty on
two first counts for stealing. It is legal by an express
statutory enactment to charge a stealing and a
receiving in the same indictment. There is con-
sequently no such repugnancy in the present case as
was contended for by the appellant. Reg. v. Huntley
(3.) Where a prisoner is charged in two counts with
stealing and receiving, the jury may return a verdict
of guilty on the latter count, if warranted by the
evidence, although the evidence is also consistent
with the prisoner having been a principal in the
second degree in the stealing. Reg. v. Hilton (4).

(1) 3 Cox 74. (3) Bell C. C. 238.
(2) 2 Den. 31. (4) Bell C. C. 20.
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An indictment may charge the prisoner, in two 1894

counts, with being an accessory before the fact and Mc'i'"os8
accessory after the fact. Rex. v. Blackson (1). TE

A person having a joint possession with the thief QUEEN.

may be convicted as a receiver. Reg. v. Smith (2) ; Taschereau
Reg. v. Wiley (3.) And in the same case, a conviction J.
for a receiving is good, although a conviction for
stealing would have been supported by the same
evidence if the jury had so found.

Dalrymple might have been acquitted and yet Mc-
Intosh found guilty. And an accessory before the fact
may also be a receiver. Reg. v. Hughes (4) ; Reg. v.
Pulham (5) ; Reg. v. Burton (6); though a principal
cannot be. Reg. v. Coggins (7) ; except under the
circumstances mentioned in Greave's note to Reg. v.
Perkins (8) in 1st Russ. 53. And here, McIntosh,
though not a principal in the ordinary sense of the
word, was an accessory before the fact, for it is settled
law that, although an act be committed in
pursuance of a previous concerted plan between the
parties, those who are not present, or so near as to be
able to afford aid and assistance at the time when the
offence was committed, are not principals but
accessories before the fact. Reg. v. Soares (9); Beg. v.
Davis (10); Reg. v. Else (11) ; Reg. v. Tuckwell (12). But
as accessory before the fact he was liable to be indicted
and punished as a principal. Reg. v. James (13).

In a note to Reg. v. Langmead (14), where the
prisoner was found guilty of receiving only, though
also charged with the larceny, Greaves says:

(1) 8 C. & P. 43. (7) 12 Cox. 517.
(2) Dears. 494. (8) 2 Den. 459.
(3) 2 Den. 37; sec. 317, Crim. (9) R. & R. 25.

Code. (10) R. & R. 113.
(4) Bell C. C. 242. (11) R. & R. 142.
(5) 9 C. & P. 280. (12) Car. & M. 215.
(6) 13 Cox. 71. (13) 17 Cox. 24 ; sec. 61 Code.

(14) L. & C. 427.
13
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1894 A clearer case of this there never was ; the sheep were proved to
M have been in possession of the son, and the prisoner received them ;

McINTOSH and there was abundant evidence of guilty knowledge, and it was
. V. a

THE perfectly immaterial whether the prisoner had previously stolen
QUEEN. them, for a man may be a thief and a receiver as well. There was

Taschereau also evidence that he either stole, or was an accessory before the fact
J. to the stealing.

Now, here also, there is evidence that McIntosh was
an accessory before the fact to the fraudulent appro-
priation, and therefore a principal, as in misdemeanours
all are principals, and be was rightly charged.as such
in the first count of the indictment. - But why was a
verdict of guilty on the count for receiving not legal
because the jury found him not guilty on the first
count, as it was in Langmead's case, or Hughes' case,
or the other cases above cited ?

He cannot argue that he became a principal only
when he received the money ; he was, in law, a
principal before that.

I would dismiss the appeal.

GWYNNE J.-In the month of September, 1893, the
appellant was convicted in the District of Montreal
upon a count in an indictment which charged him as
follows:

" And the Jurors aforesaid, upon their oath aforesaid
do further present: that the said Alexander McIntosh
on the nineteenth day of November in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty seven at
the City of Montreal in the District of Montreal, unlaw-
fully did receive a certain sum of money, to wit, the
sum of seven thousand dollars, the property of Mary
Dalrymple, Ellen Dalrymple, Caroline Dalrymple and
George Dalrymple, which said sum of money, to wit,
said sum of seven thousand dollars had before then
been unlawfully obtained and taken and appropriated
by one James Dalrymple, the obtaining and the taking
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of which sum ofmoney, to wit, of said sum of seven 1894

thousand dollars by the said James Dalrymple, as afore- M1 osn
said, is made a misdemeanour in and by virtue of section V.
eighty five chapter one hundred and sixty four, of the QUEEN.
Revised Statutes of Canada, he (said Alexander Mc- Gwynne j.
Intosh) at the time when he so received the said sum of -

money, to wit, the said sum of seven thousand dollars, as
aforesaid, well knowing the same to have been so un-
lawfully appropriated, obtained and taken by the said
James Dalrymple as aforesaid."

Upon the verdict of guilty upon the charge contain-
ed in this count being rendered, counsel for appel-
lant applied for a reserved case upon certain points
stated by him. His application was refused by the
learned judge who tried the case, and thereupon appli-
cation was made to the Attorney General, under sec.
744 of 55 & 56 Vic. ch. 29, for leave to appeal, which
having been granted, a case was stated to the Court of
Queen's Bench, appeal side, Montreal, under the pro-
visions of the third subsection of said sec. 744. The
case so stated had appended thereto as part thereof
the evidence upon which the verdict was rendered, and
submitted for the opinion of the Court of Appeal the
two following questions:

" 1st. Whether, under the circumstances, the prisoner
has been rightfully convicted of the crime of unlaw-
fully receiving the sum of $7,000 from James Dalrym-
ple, knowing it to have been previously unlawfully
taken and misappropriated, inasmuch as James Dalrym-
ple was the bailee of such money and only parted
with it when he handed it to him.

2. Whether the prisoner could be found guilty of
unlawfully receiving money of which he was part
owner for an undivided share, inasmuch as the
money was the undivided property of the heirs Dal-
rymple of whom he represented one."

13%
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1894 The majority of the Court of Qtteen's Bench in

MCINToSH appeal, the Chief Justice dissenting, were of opinion
T. that the conviction was good, and therefore affirmod it

THE
QUEEN. and dismissed the appeal. From that judgment the

Gwynne j. present appeal is taken.
- The count upon which the appellant has been found

guilty is plainly framed under sec. 83 of the Dominion
act 49 Vic. ch. 164, namely, that he had received from
James Dalrymple the sum of, to wit, $7,000 which at the
time of receiving it the appellant well knew that the
said James Dalrymple had, previously to the appellant
receiving the money from him, unlawfully appropri-
ated, taken and obtained. Now the moneys handed
by Dalrymple to the appellant were received by
James Dalrymple in his character of testamentary
executor of an estate in which the said James Dal-
rymple and the appellant and others were jointly inter-
ested as part owners. The money was therefore law-
fully obtained by James Dalrymple and so long as it
remained in his possession was there lawfully, what-
ever intention he may have entertained in virtue of a
conspiracy with the appellant or otherwise to misap-
propriate it, for what the law makes criminal is the
act done in pursuance of the criminal intention, not
the mere intention not followed by an act to carry such
intention into effect.

Until, therefore, James Dalrymple parted in some
manner with the money of which he was lawfully in
possession the appellant could not be guilty of the
offence with which he is charged of having receive4I
from Dalrymple money which at the time of his receiv-
ing it he well knew that Dalrymple had previously
unlawfully obtained or appropriated. If the hand-
ing of the money to the appellant constituted the
appropriation which made Dalrymple guilty of the
offence which he is alleged in the count against the
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appellant to have committed, then the count against 1894
the appellant cannot be maintained for the offence com- Alc-oss
mitted by Dalrymple, with the knowledge of the pre- VE
vious committal of which the appellant is charged in QUEEN.

the count, must be one which had been committed Gwynne J.
before ever Dalrymple handed the money to the appel-
lant. However guilty the appellant may be under the
evidence of some offence against the criminal law in
the matter, it is plainly not that charged in the count
upon which he has been found guilty for there is no
evidence of any misappropriation of the money handed
by Dalrymple to the appellant until the money was so
handed. Neither the pre-arranged agreement between
Dalrymple and the appellant as to the appropriation of
the money to which Dalrymple has testified, nor his
misappropriation, if any there was, of other money
belonging to the estate of which he was such testa-
mentary executor, can be of any consequence upon a
count which charges that the appellant received the
money which he did receive from Dalrymple well
knowing that Dalrymple had previously unlawfully
appropriated, obtained or taken it.

I am of opinion, that the evidence fails wholly to
establish such charge, a'nd therefore that this appeal
must be allowed and that the conviction must be
quashed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant : H. C. St. Pierre.

Solicitor for respondent: The Attorney General of
Quebec.
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1894 THE CORPORATION OF THE A
- CITY OF TORONTO (PLAINTIFFS) s PELLANTS;

*Mar. 19, 20.
*May 1. AND.

THE TORONTO STREET RAIL-R
WAY COMPANY (DEFENDANTS).. RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Construction of contract-Street railway-Permanent pavements-Arbitra-
tion and award.

The Toronto Street Railway Company was incorporated in 1861, and its
franchise was to last thirty years, at the expiration of which period
the City corporation could assume the ownership of the railway
and property of the company on payment of the value thereof to
be determined by arbitration. The company was to keep the road-
way between the rails and for eighteen inches outside each rail paved
and macadamised and in good repair using the same material as
that on the remainder of the street, but if a permanent pavement
should be adopted by the corporation the company was not bound
to construct a like pavement between the rails, etc., but was only
to pay the cost price of the same, not to exceed a specified sum per
yard.

The City corporation laid upon certain streets traversed by the com-
pany's railway permanent pavements of cedar blocks, and issued
debentures for the whole cost of such works. A by-law was then
passed, charging the company with its portion of such cost in the
manner and for the period that adjacent owners were assessed under
the Municipal Act for local improvements. The company paid the
several rates assessed up to the year 1886, but refused to pay for subse-
quent years on the ground that the cedar block pavement had proved
to be by no means permanent but defective and wholly insufficient
for streets upon which the railway was operated. An action having
been brought by the city for these rates, it was held that the Com-
pany was only liable to pay for permanent roadways and a refer-
ence was ordered to determine, among other things, whether or
not the pavements laid by the city were permanent. This refer-
ence was not proceeded with but an agreement was entered -into
by which all matters in dispute to the end of the year 1888 were

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Tasehereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ
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settled, and thereafter the company was to pay a specific sum 1894
annually per mile in lieu of all claims on account of debentures T
maturing after that date, and "in lieu of the company's liability CITY or
for construction, renewal, maintenance and repair in respect of all TORONTO

the portions of streets occupied by the company's track so long V.
THE

as the franchise of the company to use the said streets now extends." TORONTO
The agreement provided that it was not to affect the rights of STREET

either party in respect to the arbitration to be had if the city took RAILWAY

over the railway, nor any matters not specifically dealt with COMPANY.

therein, and it was not to have any operation "beyond the period
over which the aforesaid franchise now extends."

This agreement was ratified by an act of the legislature passed in 1890,
which also provided for the holding of the said arbitration which
having been entered upon the city claimed to be paid the rates
imposed upon the company for construction of permanent pave-
ments for which debentures had been issued payable after the
termination of the franchise. The arbitrators having refused to
allow this claim an action was brought by the city to recover the
said amount.

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, that the claim of
the city could not be allowed ; that the said agreement discharged
the company from all liability in respect to construction, renewal,
maintenance and repair of the said streets ; and that the clause
providing that the agreement should not affect the rights of the

parties in respect to the arbitration. etc., must be considered to
have been inserted ex majori cautela and could not do away with
the express contract to relieve the company from liability.

Held further, that by an act passed in 1877, and a by-law made in pur-
suance thereof, the company was only assessed as for local im-
provements which, by the Municipal Act constitute a lien upon the
property assessed but not a personal liability upon owners or
occupiers after they have ceased to be such ; therefore after the
termination of the franchise the company would not be liable for
these rates.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario affirming, by an equal division, the judgment
at the trial for the defendants.

The facts of the case are stated in the judgment of
the court delivered by Mr. Justice Gwynne, as fol-
lows :-

Upon the 26th of March, 1861, the plaintiffs entered
into an agreement with one Alexander Easton, for the
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1894 construction of street railways in the City of Toronto,
TH and for the maintenance and operation thereof for the

CITY OF period of thirty years from the said 26th March, 1861,TORONTO

V. upon certain terms and conditions therein mentioned,
TORONTO the only ones of which necessary to be set out here

STREET are the 3rd, 17th, 18th and 20th.
RAILWAY
COMPANY. It was provided by the 3rd that the roadway

between, and within at least one foot six inches
on each side of the rails should be paved or
macadamised and kept constantly in good repair
by the said Easton, who should also be bound to
construct and keep in good repair crossings of a
similar character to those adopted by tht corporation
at the intersection of every railway track and cross
streets. By the 17th, that should the proprietors
neglect to keep the track or the roadway, or the cross-
ings between and on each side of the rails, in good
condition, or to have the necessary repairs made there-
on, the city surveyor or other proper officer should
give notice thereof requiring such repairs to be made
forthwith, and if not made within a reasonable time
the said surveyor or other officer as aforesaid should
cause the repairs to be made, and the amount so
expended might be recovered in any court of com-
petent jurisdiction.

By the 18th-That the privilege granted by the
agreement should extend over the period of 30 years
from the date of the agreement, but that at the expira-
tion thereof the corporation might, after giving six
months notice prior to the expiration of the said term
of their intention, assume the ownership of the rail-
way and all real and personal property in connection
with the working thereof, on payment of their value,
to be determined by arbitration, and that in case the
Corporation should fail in exercising the right of
assuming the ownership of the said railway at the ex-
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piration of 30 years as aforesaid, they might at the 1894

expiration of every five years to elapse after the first E
30 years, exercise the same right of assuming the CITY OF

TORONTO

ownership of the said railway, and of all real and per- V.
THE

sonal estate thereunto appertaining, after one year's TORONTO

notice to be given within the twelve months imme- STREET
RAILWAY

diately preceding every fifth year as aforesaid, and COMPANY.

payment of their value to be determined by arbitra-
tion. By the 20th-that the agreement should only
have effect after the legislation necessary for legalizing
the same should have been obtained.

By an act of the legislature of the late province of
Canada passed on the 18th May, 1861, 24 Vic. ch. 83, the
said Alexander Easton and others were incorporated as
"The Toronto Street Railway Company," and thereby
the said agreement of the 26th March, 1861, was ratified
and confirmed and held to be valid and binding upon
the said city of Toronto and the Toronto Street Railway
Company. The company having- become insolvent a
new company by the same name and subject to all the
obligations imposed upon the former company by the
said agreement with the city and by the said act, 24
Vic. ch. 83, was incorporated in the.place and stead of
the former company by a statute of the Ontario legis-
lature, 36 Vic. ch. 101, passed on the 29th March, 1873.
By another act of the same legislature passed on the
2nd March, 1877, 40 Vic. ch. 85, it was enacted as fol-
lows, among other things:

1. That the said Toronto Street Railway Company
should be bound to construct, renew, maintain and
keep in good order and repair, the roadway between
the rails, and one foot and six inches outside of each
rail, using for that purpose the same material and
mode of construction as that which should from time
to time be adopted and used for the remaining portion
of the street by the corporation. Provided, that where
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1894 the corporation of the city of Toronto should adopt and
THE use in any street or portion of street traversed by the rail-

CITY way a Permanent pavement of wood, stone, asphalt orTORONTOwaapem
V. other material of the like permanent character, the said

TORONTO Street Railway Company should not in such case be
STREET bound to construct the same or to pay more than the

RAILWAY
COMPANY. cost price of such pavement over the space between

their rails and for one foot six inches outside of each
rail, and as against the said company, that such price
should not, in any case, exceed the sum of two dollars
and fifty cents per square yard.

4. That in every case of construction or renewal of
any kind of permanent pavement upon any of the
streets occupied by the said Street Railway Company,
the said company should have the option of construct-
ing their portion of any such pavement, or at their
request the said corporation of the city of Toronto
should construct the-same and that in every such case
the corporation should assess an annual rate, (covering
interest and sinking fund extending over the like period
as that upon which the assessment upon the adjacent
ratepayers is adjusted) upon the said company for the
cost thereof not exceeding the sum of two dollars and
fifty cents per square yard with full power to the said
corporation to raise such sum by an issue of deben-
tures and to collect the same in the manner provided
under the Municipal Act for the construction of local
improvements.

5. That if the corporation should at any time elect
to assume the said street under the provisions of the
agreement and by-law in that behalf, the arbitrators
appointed to determine the value of the real and per-
sonal property of the said company should also estimate,
as an asset of the Company, the value to the said com-
pany of any permanent pavement thareafter constructed
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or paid for by the said conpany for the balance of the 1894

life of the said pavement.
In the year 1882, and subsequent years up to and T o

inclusive of 1888, the corporation constructed upon V.
THE

some of the streets of the city which were traversed by ToRONTO
the company's railway cedar block pavements or road- STREET

RAiLwAy
ways as and for permanent pavements and, at the request ComveNr.
of the company, constructed their part under the pro-
visions of the above statute, and they issued deben-
tures to cover the cost of the whole of the said respec-
tive works, and passed by-laws whereby they charged
to the company, under the provisions of the said statute
that portion of such respective works, payable by
annual instalments or assessments, covering cost,
interest and sinking fund in the same manner and for
the like period as adjacent ratepayers were charged,
rated and assessed for the said respective works
under the provisions of the Municipal Act for the con-
struction of local improvements ; the rates charged for
their several works were spread over periods varying
from eight to twenty years. In the year 1884, the City
of Toronto procured another act to be passed upon
their petition by the Ontario Legislature. 47 Vic. ch.
59, whereby it was, among other things, enacted that;

"In the case of the Toronto Street Railway Com-
pany or any other body corporate, who may be assess-
able under any general or special act for the payment
of the cost of any portion of any work, improvement
or service otherwise than in respect of real property
fronting or abutting on any street benefitted by such
improvement, work or service the said company or
body corporate, as the case may be, shall be assessable
respectively at their head office, either in one sum for
their share of the costs of the work or improvement,
or in case the cost of the work is payable in instalments,
then for such per annum, for the term of years within
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1894 which the other portions of such debt are made payable
THE as will be sufficient to pay off the amount of the debt

CITY OF created on the security of their assessment, together
TORONTO

v. with interest at the same rate per annum as is char-

TORONTO geable and payable in respect of the other portions of
STREET the debt, and such assessment shall constitute a lien

RAILWAY
COMPANY. and charge upon any real estate owned by or belong-

ing to the said company or body corporate."
On the 7th June, 1886, the corporation of the city

passed a by-law entitled:
" A by-law to provide for an issue of five per cent

ten year local improvement debentures, being the
proportion to be borne by the Toronto Street Railway
Company of the cost of construction of cedar block
roads on certain streets herein named, and for rating
the said Toronto Street Railway Company therefor."

The by-law then recites six several by-laws passed
by the city during 1885, for raising by the - issue of
local improvement debentures, payable at the ex-
piration of ten years from the date of issue of the
same, the amount for which the railway company is
said to be liable amounting in the whole to $24,258.07;
it then recites the above provisions extracted from 40
Vic. ch. 85, and 47 Vic. ch. 59. It then recites that the
corporation of the city had at the request of the Toronto
Street Railway Company constructed their portion of
the said pavements on the several streets mentioned in
the by-law, the aggregate cost of the same amounting to
the sum of $24,258.07, and that it was necessary, pursuant
to the said recited acts in that behalf, to make provision
for the issue of debentures, and for the raising annually,
by a rate to be levied on the Toronto Street Railway
Company, the sum required to be provided for the pay-
ment of the interest on said debentures during their
currency, and for their payment at maturity. The by-
1 aw then enacts :
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1st. That the sum of twenty-four thousand two 1894

hundred and fifty-three dollars and seven cents be E
raised by loan by this corporation at the security of the CITY OF

TORONTO
special rate hereby imposed and that the debt so to be V.
created is further guaranteed by the Municipality at TORONTO

large and that the debentures amounting to the said STREET
RAILWAY

sum be issued by the corporation therefor. COMPANY.

2nd. That during ten years the currency of the
debentures to be issued under the authority of this
by-law the sum of $1,212.05 shall be raised annually
for the payment of interest and the said debentures
and also the sum of $1,940.25, shall be raised annually
for the payment of the debt making in all the sum of
$3,152.90 to be raised annually as aforesaid, and that
an annual rate and assessments therefor is hereby
imposed on the Toronto Street Railway Company over
and above all other rates and assessments which sum
shall be annually inserted on the collectors local im-
provements tax rolls for, and be collected at the head
office of, the said Toronto Street Railway Company in
the ward of St. James or any other ward in which
said office may be from time to time located, in each
year for the next succeeding ten years and shall be
payable to and collected by them in the same way as other
rates on the said rolls.

This by-law was produced for the purpose of show-
ing the manner in-which the Railway Company were
charged, assessed and rated by the City for the several
works constructed by the City and charged to the Rail-
way Company as the party chargeable therefor under
the above statutes. The first of the rates charged by
such by-laws or any of them became due under the
by-laws in that behalf in the year 1883 ; the company
paid the City the amount of rate imposed as payable
in that year, so did they likewise the rates imposed
as payable respectively in the years 1884-5 and 6.
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1894 Upon the ground that, as they contended, as early
THE in the said year 1886 the cedar block roadway adopted

C ITYOF by the corporation proved itself to be wholly defective
V. and by no means permanent and wholly inapplicable

TORONTO to and insufficient for the purposes of streets upon
STREET which the company were operating their lines of

RAILWAY
ComrANY. street railway tracks, and that in addition to such

defect in the material of the roadway the corporation
were guilty of gross negligence in the manner in
which they laid the cedar blocks and constructed the
roadways upon which the company operated the
railways, they contended that they were not only
relieved from all liability purported to be imposed upon
them by the said by-law but that the corporation
were liable to them for damages sustained by reason of
the insufficiency of such cedar blocks as a roadway
and the alleged negligent manner in which they were
laid, and the company refused to pay any further sums
so charged and rated against them or for any repairs the
necessity for which was occasioned by such insuffi-
ciency of the roadway.-In consequence of such refusal
the corporation of the City brought an action against
the company in the month of December, 1886, and in
their statement of claim in such action filed in the
month of January, 1887, they claimed the sum of
$6,000 for monies alleged to have been expended
by them in the years 1882-83-84-85 and 86 in making
repairs on streets traversed by the company's lines
of railway between the rails and for eighteen inches out-
side of each rail in consequence of the alleged neglect
of the company to make such repairs after notice con-
trary, as was contended, to the provisions of the statu-
tes in that behalf, also for damages alleged to have
been paid by the city to persons alleged to have suffered
injury by reason of such alleged neglect of the com-
pany. To this statement of claim the company pleaded
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by way of defence that for the reasons above stated they 1894
were not at all liable to be charged for the construction THE

and repair of roadways which, as they insisted, were not CITY OF
TORONTO

permanent roadways, but on the contrary were wholly T.

defective and inadequate for the purpose for which TORONTO

they were constructed not only by the insufficiency STREET
RAILWAY

and defect of the material used but also by the negli- COMPANY.

gent mode of ' construction; and they denied all
liability under the statutes to the City for the damages
alleged to have been sustained by them by reason of
the alleged neglect of the company or otherwise,
and on the contrary they claimed by way of counter
claim $10,000 as damages sustained by them by reason
of the wholly defective character of the roadway as
adopted and constructed by the City. Judgment was
rendered in this action by the High Court of Justice
for Ontario on the 20th day of December 1888, whereby
the court did declare and adjudge as follows:-

" 1. That the defendant company is bound to keep
in repair such permanent pavements as the plaintiff
corporation may have laid upon the streets used by
the defendants for the purpose of its traffic, over the.
space between the tracks, and for eighteen inches out-
side the same."

" 2. That the defendant company is liable to pay to
the plaintiff such damages as it may have suffered or
paid by reason of the non-repair by the defendant of
such permanent pavements aforesaid over the space
aforesaid."

" 3. That the plaintiffs were and are bound to use
reasonable care, skill and diligence in selecting pavements
to be laid as permanent pavements over the space afore-
said, and over the remainder of the said streets, so far
only as the pavements upon the said space has been
or is affected thereby; and if negligent in such selection,
the defendant is not liable to pay for such construction or
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1894 to repair as for a permanent pavement; and if such

THE reasonable care, skill and diligence in such selection
CITY Or was not exercised by the plaintiff corporation, it is

TORONTO
v. liable to the defendant for any losses caused by such

THE
TORONTO negligence."

STREET " 4. That the plaintiff was and is bound to use
RAILWAY
COMPANY. reasonable care and skill in the construction of such

permanent pavements on the streets aforesaid, and on
the remainder of the said streets, so far only as the
pavement on the space aforsaid has been, or is affected
thereby; AND if such pavements were so negligently con-
structed as not to be permanent, the defendant is not liable
to pay for such construction or to repair, and the plaintiff
was and is liable in such case to the defendant for any

losses caused by such negligbnce."
" 5. And this court doth further order and direct

that it be referred to Edmund John. Senkler, Esquire,
of the City of St. Catharines, under subsection one of
sec. 101 of the Judicature Act to inquire and report."

" (1). Whether the plaintiff corporation has laid per-
mnanent pavements upon the streets occupied by the
defendant company, due regard being had to the occupa-
tion of the streets by the company and otherwise, and
to all and every other matter or cause affecting the said
pavements, and entering into the consideration of the
question of their permanence."

" (2). As to the cost of the repairs made by the
plaintiffs to permanent pavements on the streets occupied
by the defendant company."

" (3). The loss or damage which has been suffered
or paid by the plaintiff for or by reason of the neglect
of the defendants to repair such portions of said
streets."

" (4). Whether the plaintiff has been negligent in
selecting pavements as permanent on streets occupied
by the defendants, and if so, the loss or damage, if
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any, sustained by the defendants from such negli- 1894

gence. THE

(5). Whether the plaintiff has been negligent in CITY OF
TORONTO

constructing the aforesaid pavements, and if so the V.
THE

loss or damage, if any, sustained by the defendants TORONTO

from such negligence." STREET
RAILWAY

"(6). And this court doth further order that on this COMPANY.

motion for judgment, all questions of law or fact
arising upon the pleadings or report of the said referee,
and not determined by the court on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th findings of the court as aforesaid, shall be open
for argument, and that this declaration shall not be
construed as restricting or taking away from the
parties any rights reserved or given to them by sub-
section one of section 101, or the practice thereunder,
but shall be construed as adding to or enlarging such
rights, if those given by this order are not reserved or
given by said subsection."

The plaintiffs neither appealed from this order nor
did they take steps to procure the inquires and report
by the said order directed to be taken and made; but
instead thereof negotiations for a settlement of the
differences between the parties were entered into for
the purpose of settling by arbitration or mutual agree-
ment the several matters of difference in the said
action and in other actions which appear also to have
been pending between the parties, which negotiations
terminated in an agreement by way of compromise
being executed by and between the parties under their
respective common seals upon and bearing date the
19th day of January, 1889, by which it was among
other things mutually covenanted as follows:

" All matters in issue in the several actions which
were pending between the city and the company on
Dec. 31st, 1888, and all claims made therein by the
company upon the city and vice versa up to said date
are hereby settled upon the follosing basis:"

14
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1894 "1. The company is to pay the city forthwith the
THE amount of the company's debenture account for 1887

CTr O ($17,095.36) with interest at five per cent from
TORONTO

v. December 31st, 1887 and for 1888 ($22,378.56) with
THE,

TORONTO interest at five per cent from September 10th, 1888,
STREET to date of payment."

RAILWAY

COMPANY. " 2. From December 31st, 1888, the company is to
pay the city, in lieu of all claims on account of debentures

maturing after that date, and in lieu of the company's

liability for construction - renewal-maintenance-and

repair in respect of all the portions of streets occupied by

the company's tracks at the rate of $600.00 per mile of
single track (or $1,200 per mile of double track), per
annum, so long as the franchise of the company to
use the said streets or any of them now extends, such
sum to be paid quarterly on January 1st, April 1st,
July 1st, and October 1st in each year, in respect of
the three months immediately preceding the said
dates respectively, the first of such quarterly payments
to be made on the first of April, 1889, and if there
be a broken quarter, then at the same rate for such
broken quarter on the last day thereof."

" (4). The said payments shall be accepted by the city
in full satisfaction and discharge of all claims upon the
company in respect of the construction-renewal-main-
tenance-and repair, of all the aforesaid portions of said
streets; and also in respect of all claims by the city
upon the company for damages and costs suffered or
paid by the city by reason of the non-construction or
non-repair thereof by the company; and hereafter the
city shall undertake the construction-renewal-main-
tenance and repair of all the aforesaid portions of said
streets, but not of the company's tracks, ties and
stringers."

" (5). As between the company and the city, the
city shall have the sole right in every case from time
to time to determine the kind of road bed or beds,
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pavement or pavements, if any, to be laid down, con- 1894

structed or maintained upon the said streets or upon THE

the portions thereof occupied or used by the company, CITYOF

and the manner in which the same shall be construct- v.
THE

ed; and the liability of the city to the company in TORONTO
respect of the renewal, rep'air and maintenance of roads STREET

RAILWAY
shall be as defined by sec. 531 of the Municipal Act CouPANY.

save that the city shall be bound to indemnify the
company against any damages or costs which the
company may have to pay to third parties by reason
exclusively of neglect on the part of the city to repair
or to keep in repair the portions of the streets aforesaid."

Section 10 makes provision for the case of the city
authorizing the construction of new lines of track upon
any of the streets already traversed by the railway of
the company. Then:

" (11). This-agreement is not to affect the rights of
either party in respect of any of the matters referred
to in the 18th resolution set out in by-law 353 of the
city of Toronto or of any question arising out of the
same nor in respect of any matter not herein specifically
dealt with, nor shall this agreement have any opera-
tion beyond the period over which the aforesaid
franchise now extends."

"(12). In consideration of the foregoing it is further
agreed that all claims by the city against the company
in respect of construction,-or renewal of roadways-
repairs of roadways-and damages by reason of non-
repair thereof, up to the date of this agreement shall be
abandoned and that all actions pending on the 31st
December, 1888, between the city and company shall
be forthwith dismissed by the respective plaintiffs."

This agreement was ratified and confirmed by an
act of the Ontario Legislature passed on the 7th April,
1890, 53 Vic. ch. 105, and all acts and parts of acts of
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1894 the legislature inconsistent therewith were thereby

TH-E repealed. By that act it was further enacted that:
CITY OF "The corporation of the city of Toronto may at once

TORONTO
V. proceed to arbitrate under the 18th resolution recited

THE
TORONTO in the agreement of the 26th March, 1861, printed

STREET as Schedule "A" hereto and the said city of Toronto
RAILWAY
COMPANY. and the Toronto Street Railway Company shall in

every reasonable way facilitate such arbitration. The
arbitrator or arbitrators to be named shall proceed, so
as if possible to make the award not later than the
13th March, 1891. If from any cause the award shall
not be made by such time, or if either party be dissa-
tisfied with such award, the said corporation of the city
of Toronto shall nevertheless be at liberty to take
possession of the said Toronto Street Railway and all
the property and effects thereof real and personal on
paying into court either the amount of such award if
the award be made, or if not upon paying into court
or to the company such sum of money as upon notice
given to the said Toronto Street Railway Company a
divisional Court of the Chancery Division of the High
Court of Justice may order, and upon and subject and
according to such terms stipulations and conditions as
the said Divisional Court shall in every such order
direct or prescribe; provided always that this section
shall not be construed to affect the rights of the parties
in any way under the said agreement save as herein
provided."

The arbitration was subsequently entered into under
the terms and provisions of the said 18th resolution of the
agreement of the 26th March, 1861. Upon the arbitra-
tion, the city corporation presented a claim by way of
reduction of the amount to be allowed to the company as
and for the value of their real and personal property
being arbitrated upon the sum of $146,000 as the cash
value of the several annual instalments to become pay-
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able in the years ensuing the termination of the com- 1894

pany's franchise, as declared and enacted by the said T^'
several by-laws of the City Council charging, rating, CITY OF

C3 I TORONTO
and assessing the company with their proportion of V.
the cost of the construction of roadways, for which the TORONTO

corporation had issued debentures as aforesaid. STREET
RAILWAY

Against this claim of the city the company produced CoMPANY.

the said agreement of the 19th January, 1889, con-
firmed by the act of the legislature above recited,
insisting that it operated as a release of all right and
claim, if any, the corporation had to enforce payment
of such instalments. The arbitrators were of opinion
that the agreement did operate as such release. They
rejected the claim of the city, and made their award,
whereby they awarded, adjudged and determined the
value of the railways of the said Toronto Street Rail-
way Company, and of all real and personal property
in connection with the working thereof, to be the sum
of one million four hundred and fifty-three thousand
seven hundred and eighty-eight dollars, subject how-
ever to the following incumbrances, amounting in
the whole to the principal sum of six hundred and

0forty thousand two hundred dollars, that is to say :
Debentures issued by the Toronto Street Railway
Company under the authority of the act of the On-
tario legislature, 47 Vic. ch. 77, for the principal sum
of six hundred thousand dollars, payable on the 1st of
July, 1914, bearing interest at six per cent per annum,
also mortgages set out in the award for the principal
sum of forty thousand two hundred dollars with
interest thereon.

In the month of September, 1891, the city corpora-
tion instituted the present action against the defend-
ants for the purpose of asserting their right to
recover, independently of the said award, and notwith-
standing the refusal of the said arbitrators to enter-
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1894 tain the said claim of the plaintiffs to be allowed the
THE said sum of $146,000, the several rates by the said

CITY OF by-law of the city imposed upon and declared to
TORONTO

V. be payable by the defendants in the several years
TORONTO subsequent to the termination of the franchise, until

STREET the payment of the debentures issued to cover the
RAILWAY
COMPANY. amounts so charged upon the defendants should

be fully paid, and in their statement of claim they
allege that although the defendants had duly paid
or accounted to the plaintiff for the rates which
so became due and payable to the plaintiffs, prior to
the year 1891, they refused to pay the sum of
$22,266.30, which they allege had since became due in
respect'of the said rates, and they pray for a declaration
that the defendants are liable to pay the said, rates so
declared to be, and made, payable subsequently to the
termination of the defendant's franchise, and an order
for payment of the said sum of $22,260.30, and interest
from the 26th day of August, 1891. To this action
the defendants have pleaded by way of defence the
said agreement of the 19th January, 1889, and the
judgment rendered in December, 1888, in the action
then pending between the city and the company, and
insisted that the said agreement operated as a release
of all liability of the defendants in respect of all rates
which by the said by-laws were declared to be and
and were made payable subsequently to the 26th
March, 1891. They also pleaded the said arbitra-
tion and the claim thereby of the plaintiffs of the said
sum of $146,000, and the disallowance thereof by the
arbitrators and their award, and insisted that the
award operated as a bar of the plaintiffs' claim in this
action. By way of alternative defence they pleaded
like matters to the matters of fact alleged by them in
their defence to the action instituted by the plaintiffs
against them, which was pending when the said
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agreement of the 19th Jan., 1889, was entered into, upon 1894

which they relied in case they should fail upon their THE

other grounds of defence above stated. Upon the trial CITY o
TORONTO

before Mr. Justice Falconbridge, that learned judge V.
was of opinion that the said agreement of the 19th TORONTO

January, 1889, did operate as such release as was con- STREET
RAILWAY

tended for by the defendants and accordingly the said COMPANY.

action was, by his judgment affirmed by the judgment -

of the High Court of Justice for Ontario, dismissed
with costs. Upon appeal from this judgment to the
Court of Appeal for Ontario the court was divided,
and the appeal was therefore dismissed. The Chief
Justice of the court entirely concurred with the judg-
ment of Mr. Justice Falconbridge, declaring himself to
be of opinion that the agreement of 19th January,
1889, was a final settlement of all matters between the
parties as to pavements, roadway, costs of construction
and repairs, and of everything in dispute relating
thereto, or to money claims for or against each party,
past, present or future, and he proceeded to give his
reasons for entertaining this opinion.

Mr. Justice Osler also concurred in the judgment of
Mr. Justice Falconbrige, and was also of opinion that
the plaintiffs having acquired the ownership of the
defendants' railway, and of all their real and personal
property in connection with the working thereof, in
respect of which ownership alone the local improve-
ment assessments in question were imposed, the de-
fendants' liability in respect of such assessments then
came to an end, and the plaintiffs were not entitled to
recover in respect of any assessments falling due under
the terms of the by-laws after such roadway and pro-
perty were so acquired by them.

Mr. Justice Burton and Mr. Justice Maclennan were
of a contrary opinion. Hence the appeal to this court.
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1894 Robinson Q.C., and S. U. Blake Q.O. for the appellants.
THE McCarthy Q.C. for the respondents.

CITY OF
TORONTO The judgment of the court was delivered by:-

V.
THE

TORONTO G-WYNNE J.-(His Lordship stated the facts as above
STREET

RAILWAY set out and proceeded as follows:-
COMPANY. In the judgment of the Chief Justice of the Court of

Gwynne J. Appeal for Ontario and of Mr. Justice Osler I entirely
concur. It cannot be doubted that the judgment of
Mr. Justice Rose in the action instituted in 1887
by the city against the company was favourable
to the contention of the company as set out in their
statement of defence to that action in so far that,
if the matters of fact directed to be inquired into
should have been found in favour of the company,
would they not only have been freed from liability for
the rates imposed, (and not paid), or to be imposed for the
construction of the streets as constructed by the city,
or for their maintenance and repair as constructed, but
would possibly have recovered the amounts then already
paid by them for such rates, and other damages which
they alleged they had suffered by what they insisted
was the default and neglect of the city corporation.
Instead of the plaintiffs in that action proceeding with
the reference and inquiries directed for the purpose of
determining the facts necessary for the final adjudica-
tion in the action the parties agreed upon terms which
can be regarded in no other light than that of a com-
promise of their respective contentions, but if the con-
tention of the plaintiffs in the present action should
prevail the defendants, instead of agreeing with the
plaintiff upon a ccmpromise of their respective conten-
tions, must be held to have, in substance and effect,
surrendered every point for which they had contended,
and to have submitted to the plaintiffs' contention as
if every fact had been concluded against the defendants
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upon the reference and inquiries directed. Now the 1894

agreement of January, 1889, provides that TEE

All matters in difference between the city and the company onCITY OFonTORONTO
December 31st, 1888, and all claims made therein by the company on v.
the city and vice versd, up to said date, are hereby settled upon the THE

TORONTOfollowing basis STREET
1. The company is to pay the city forthwith the amount of the RAILWAY

company's debenture account for 1887, ($17,095.96), with interest at COMPANY.
five per cent. from December, 31st, 1887, and for 1888, (822,373.56), Gwynne J.
with interest at five per cent from September 10th, 1888, to date of
payment.

2. From December 31st, 1888, the company is to pay the city, in
lieu of all claims on account of debentures maturing after that date, and in

lieu of the company's liability for construction-renewal-maintenance
and repair in respect of all the portions of streets occupied by the
company's tracks at the rate of $600 per mile, single track, or $1200
per mile, double track, per annum, so long as the franchise of the
company to use the said streets or any of them extends.

4 The said payments shall be accepted by the city in full satisfaction
and discharge of all claims upon the company in respect of construction,
renewal, maintenance and repair of all the aforesaid portions of the said
streets; and also in respect of all claims by the city upon the company
for damages and costs suffered or paid by the city by reason of the non-
construction or non-repair thereof by the company, and hereafter the

city shall undertake the construction, renewal, maintenance and repairs
of the aforesaid portionb of the said streets, but not of the company's
tracks, ties and stringers.

Now the company's debenture accounts, above referred
to, the instalment claimed in respect of which by the
city for the years 1887 and 1888 the company agreed
to pay, were the- aggregate amounts of the prin-
cipal sums and interest declared to be charged upon
the company by the city by-laws in that behalf for
which the city had issued debentures to raise the
money expended in construction of the cedar block road-
ways, which the company insisted were by no means
permanent roadways and that therefore they were not
at all liable therefor. By payment of the instalments
of such debenture accounts made payable in the years
1883, '84, '85, '86, '87 and '68, the company satisfied and
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1894 discharged all the liability, if any, there was imposed
upon them in respect of the said " debenture accounts"

CITY OF up to the 31st December 1888. Then the 2nd para-
TORONTOI

TV. graph of the agreement provides that the company
TORONTO shall, after the said 31st December 1888, so long as

STREET their franchise to use the said streets now extends (in the
RAILWAY
COMPANY. very words of this paragraph), pay to the city the an-

Gwynne j. nual sums therein mentioned in lieu of all claims of the
-- city on account of debentures maturing after the 31st

December 1888 and in lieu of the company's liability for
construction, renewal, maintenance and repair, and by the
4th paragraph the city covenants, and their covenant
is ratified by act of Parliament, to accept such annual
sums in full satisfattion and discharge of all claims
upon the company in respect of the constuction-
renewal, maintenance and repair of all the aforesaid
portion of the said streets, &c., &c.

Now the words in the 2nd paragraph " in lieu of all
claims on account of debentures maturing after that
date" (the 31stDecember 1888) and the words " in lieu of
the company's liability for construction " &c., &c., plain-
ly relate to the liability of the company in respect of
all debentures then already issued for streets upon
which the cedar block pavements had been constructed,
and in fact the language according to its natural and
ordinary meaning covers the whole of the company's
liability for construction of cedar block roadways then
already constructed or thereafter to be constructed by
the city. So the acceptance in the 4th paragraph by
the city of the said sums by the said 1st and 2nd para-
graphs agreed to be paid, when paid, in full satisfaction
and discharge of all claims upon the company in respect
of construction &c., plainly relates to the same liability
spoken of in the 2nd paragraph, of the defendants to pay
for the construction of the cedar block pavements then
constructed, that is to say the total debt charged by
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the by-law upon the company for the construction of 1894

such streets and by such by-law made to be a debitun T

in presenti although payable in futuro by annual in- TO

stalments and charged as a lien upon the company's rail- T.

way and other property. The plain and natural con- ToRONTo
struction of these paragraphs, taking them together un- STREET

RAILWAY
affected by any other paragraphs in the agreement, is CoMPANY.

that the company are discharged from all liability in ,
respect of any debentures maturing after the 31st -

December 1888 at any time on account of construction,
renewals, &c., of the roadways in streets traversed by
the company's railway tracks, and from all liability in
respect of such construction in the past, and the city
expressly covenants to undertake and bear in the future
the whole cost of construction-renewal-maintenance
and repair of all the portions of the streets which as
they had contended the company were liable for, ex-
cept the company's tracks, ties and stringers, which alone

the company are themselves to construct, maintain and
repair. So construed the compromise of the conten-
tions of the respectives parties and the reasonableness of
it in the state of the facts as existing when the agreement
was entered into is apparent, namely, the company
abandon their claim of exemption from liability for
cost of construction by reason of the defect of the cedar
block pavement adopted by the city, and of its want
of permanency and of the negligence of the city in
the manner of " construction;" and they agree to pay
and bear the instalments remaining unpaid for the first
six years imposed by the terms of the by-law in that
behalf, and to pay the annual sums mentioned in para-
graph 2, in lieu of all further liability whatever as to
construction, renewal &c., and the city in considera-
tion of such payments agree to accept them in full
satisfaction and discharge of all claims against the
company for construction &c., of cedar block pave-
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1894 ments on the streets wherein they had then already

TE been constructed and they undertake for the future to
CITY OF take upon themselves the burthen of construction

TORONTO
v. renewal &c., &c., which they up to then contended

TOHRO that the company were liable for. Upon these terms
STREET of mutual concession the parties respectively agree to

RAILWAY
comPANY. abandon their respective claims as theretofore asserted.

Gwyne j. The plaintiffs however contend that the 2nd paragraph
- is to be read as if the words.

"so long as the franchise of the company to use the said streets or
any of them now extend," should be read as if inserted after the
words maturing after that date, thus : " From December 31st, 1818, the
company is to pay the city, in lieu of all claims, on account of deben-
tures after that date, so long as the franchise of the company to use
the said streets or any of them now extends, &c., &c."

The paragraphs 2 and 4 read together, apart from all
other paragraphs, leave no room in my opinion for
such a construction, but it is argued upon behalf of
the city, that read in connection with paragraph 11
that is the true construction, but in this contention I
cannot concur. The necessity for the insertion of
paragraph 11 is not ve'y apparent, it seems to have
been unnecessarily introduced, ex majori cauteld of an
over cautious draftsman. It's first sentence appears to
provide against the agreement being construed to
affect the rights of either party under the 18th para-
graph of the agreement of March, 1861, entitling the
city to terminate the company's franchise at the ex-
piration of 30 years from date, and providing in such
case for an arbitration ; but there does not seem to be
anything in the agreement which could have been
construed to affect such rights if the 11th paragraph
had not been inserted.

The second sentence provides that the agreement
shall not be construed to affect the rights of either
party in respect of any matter not therein specially
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dealt with. How it could if the 11th clause had not 1894

been inserted it is difficult to say; moreover upon the T

question whether or not a particular matter has been CITY OF
TORONTO

specifically dealt with must be determined apart from V.
the 11th paragraph, in other words that paragraph TORONTO
cannot unsettle a matter specifically dealt with apart STREET

RAILWAY
from that paragraph. The question here is whether COMPANY.

the liability of the defendants for instalments charged Gwynne J.
by the by laws to mature after the expiration of the
company's franchise has been specifically dealt with
apart from the 11th paragraph; that paragraph there-
fore cannot be appealed to upon that question, and
that such liability has been specifically dealt with and
satisfied, and discharged by the provisions contained
in paragraphs 2 and 4 appears to me to be clear; then
the last sentence of the paragraph appears to have been
inserted for the purpose of placing beyond all doubt,
that the agreement as to the annual payments by the
company, and the undertaking of the company to bear
the burthen of future construction, renewal, 4c., 4c.,
should not extend beyond the 26th March, 1891, in
case the.company should not then terminate the fran-
chise of the company, but should suffer it to continue
for a longer period under the terms of the agreement-
of March, 1861 ; that provision could not possibly
have the effect any more than the previous sentence
to unsettle a matter specifically settled apart from the
11th paragraph.

Then again, as to the question involved in the judg-
litent of Mr. Justice Osler, upon what principle can the
contention of the plaintiffs be entertained apart from
the agreement of January, 1889 ? By the act of 1877,
in virtue of which the several by-laws were passed
charging the company with a share of the cost of con-
struction of the cedar block pavements under which
by-laws the present claim is asserted, the corporation
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1894 is made liable only in the same manner as is provided
S-H under the Municipal Act for the construction of local

CITY OF improvements; now the cost of the construction of
TORONTO

V. local improvements is charged as a lien upon the real

TORONTO property benefited by or charged by the by-laws for
STREET the construction thereof for a portion of the construc-

RAILWAY
COMPANY. tion of such improvement and the annual instalments

Gwynne j. to cover principal, interest and sinking fund to redeem
- the debentures issued for such works as are made char-

geable upon, and payable by the owner and occupant of
the property upon which the cost of construction is
charged as a lien, but, after the persons or person who
were or was owners or owner of the real property charged
with such lien, have or has ceased to be owners or occu-
pants, owner or occupant, such persons or person never
have been held. to be or supposed to be personally liable
for instalments maturing after they ceased to be such
owners or occupants although thelien upon the property
still remains, and the subsequent owners and occupants
for the time being become liable therefor. Now in the
present case the company are no longer owners or occu-
pants of the railways in question; they were transferred
by them to the city after the city terminated their
franchise, and the debentures issued for construction
of the roadways became, in so far as the amount
chargeable and charged upon the company as for
their portion of the cost of the construction, a lien
upon the property so transferred to the company. If
then the company after ceasing to be owners or occu-
pants of the railway and real property which the com-
pany had while its franchise lasted, should be held
liable for the instalments accruzing under the by-laws
in respect of such cost of construction after the com-
pany's franchise had determined, and after they had
ceased to be owners or occupants of the said railways
and real property, they would be liable upon a princi-
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ple not provided by the 1Municipal Act in respect of 1894
the liability of persons charged, rated and assessed in T

respect of local improvements. Then it was argued CITY OFzn TORONTO

that it must be held, that upon the arbitration the T.

defendants were allowed for the value of the roadways TORONTO

to them, to the full amount of the proportion of the STREET
RAILWAY

cost of construction which by the by-laws were charged, CompANY.
rated and assessed upon them by the city, and that, owynne J.
therefore, they must be liable for the rates maturing -

as payable after the termination of their franchise.
But in making such an allowance, if any such was made
to the defendants by the arbitrators, they would have
erred, in my opinion, and such error, if committed,
could not now be rectified by holding the present action
to be maintainable. By the act 40 Vic. ch. 85, the arbi-
trators were bound to estimate as an asset of the com-
pany any permanent pavements or roadways thereafter

constructed by the company only to the value of such per-

manent roadways to the company and for the balance only

of the life of such pavement. In the settlement of Jan-
uary, 1889, the contention of the company was, that
the roadways as they were constructed by the city were
not permanent, and were of no value to the company,
and that, therefore, they were not liable for any part of
the cost of construction thereof, although charged
therewith by the by-laws in that behalf. It was upon
this contention that the company entered into the
compromise contained in the agreement of January,
1889, which the arbitrators construed to be, as it was
contended by the defendants to be, a release and dis-
charge of the company, by the city, from all future
liability under those by-laws, for construction, &c. Upon
the compromise having been executed and payment
by the company of the instalments made payable by
the by-laws in the first six years, the company might
possibly have been regarded on the arbitration as
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1894 entitled to an allowance for any value to the company
T - of such roadways, so far as such outlay was concerned,

CITY OF but the compromise having been entered into by the
TORONTO

V. company, upon the contention that the roadways as
TORONTO constructed by the city were of no value to the com-

STREET pany, it is not likely that the arbitrators, construing
RAILWAY
COMPANY. the agreement of January, 1889, as they did, would

G have allowed anything even for such outlay, but
- however that may be, the question raised now

by the plaintiffs is not, whether they did or did
not make any allowance in respect of such outlay,
but whether they allowed anything to the com-
pany for the value to them of roads which the com-
pany never did construct, but which were constructed
by the city, and the company's liability to pay any
portion of the construction of which the company had
disputed upon the ground that they were not perma-
nent, and were of no value to them, and in support of
their contention of exemption from which liability
accruing subsequently to the date of the compromise
agreement they produced and relied upon that agree-
ment. I can see no ground for the contention that the
arbitrators did make any such allowance. If they did
it could not now make any difference, nor in any manner
alter the construction which in this action we are
bound to put upon the agreement of January, 1889.

The appeal must therefore be dismissed with costs
in all the courts, and the judgment of Mr. Justice Fal-
conbridge affirmed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellants: C. R. W. Biggar.

Solicitors for respondents: Maclaren, Macdonald,
Merritt 4- Shepley.
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THE BELL'S ASBESTOS COM- 1894CO V_ APPELLANTS;PANY (DEFENDANTS) .................. *Feb. 27,28

AND *May 1.

THE JOHNSON'S CO., (PLAINTIFFS)... RESPONDENTS;

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Action en bornage-B. S. Q. arts. 4153, 4154, 4155-Straight line.

Where there is a dispute as to the boundary line between two lots
granted by patents from the crown, and it has been found impos-
sible to identify the original line but two certain points have been
recorded in the Crown Lands Department, the proper course is
to run a straight line between the two certain points. R. S. Q.
art. 4155.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side), confirming the
judgment of the Superior Court.

This was an action en bornage taken in the Superior
Court for the District of Arthabaska, on the 9th day of
February, 1889, to establish the boundary between
that part of the lot 27 in the sixth range in the To wn-
ship of Thetford, which joins the south-east half of the
lot number 27 in the fifth range of the same town-
ship, the defendants, appellants, being the pro-
prietors of the latter lot, and the plaintiffs, respond-
ents, of the former.

The defendants pleaded the general issue.
The material facts of the case are fully stated in the

judgment of the court.
During the trial surveyor experts were appointed

by the parties in the case to visit the locality, but
they did not agree as to the line of the original
survey.

On the 30th November, 1891, the court at Artha-
baska ordered the bornage to be made according to

*PREsENT-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
is
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1894 the pretensions of the respondents, that is to say : by

THE BELLgfOllowing the direct line between the two nearest
ASBESTOB points recognized by both parties, and condemned the
COMPANY

J O. appellants to pay the costs of the action, and the costs

COMPANY. of the bornage to be borne in common by the two
- parties.

The surveyor, Ashe, was appointed by the court to
carry out this judgment and to draw a line of division
between the two lots. This was done, and on the 9th
February, 1892, the court homologated the report of
the surveyor, and condemned the defendants to pay
$7,145 in damages for the value of the 4usbestos which
they had taken from that part of the property which
the court decided to belong to the respondents.

Stuart Q.C. and A. Hurd for appellants.

Irvine Q.C. and J. Lavergne for respondents.

The judgment of the court was delivered by:

TASCHEREAU J.-The litigation in this case originated
by an ordinary action en bornage, with a claim for
damages. The parties are proprietors of contiguous
lots in the township of Thetford, which are divided by
the concession line between the fifth and sixth ranges
of the said township, and the controversy is as to the
situs of that line. The respondents contend that
the said line should be a straight one from the
corner of lots 25 and 26 in the fifth range of Thetford,
to the corner of Coleraine, Thetford and Ireland; this
is the line marked " DB" on the plans in the record.
This contention has prevailed in the two courts below.
The appellants contend that the straight line " DB " is
not correct, but that a line called the Legendre line
should be the boundary between their property and the
respondents'; that whether this Legendre line, as traced
in 1878, was then erroneous or not cannot affect this
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case, as the respondents got their title after that, and 1894
that title is based on that line, whether straight or THE BELL'S

angular. ASBESTOS
COMPANY

The line in question, which is in the range or conces-
sion line between the fifth and sixth ranges of Thetford, COuRNYr.

was originally run in the year 1800 by one Jeremiah Taschereau
McCarthy. His report and field notes have been pro- J.
duced in this case which show the bearings on which -

the line was run, and also show it to be a straight line.
After a lapse of a number of years, during which time
no settlements were made in this part of the township,
the property began to become valuable for the asbes-
tos mines which- were then being discovered. It
became necessary then to arrange the lines in some
satisfactory way. In the particular neighbourhood
where the lots belonging to the parties are situated
fires had passed over the line and destroyed pickets
and other marks indicating the original survey. In
1878 Mr. J. B. 0. Legendre, surveyor, was instructed
to retrace this line. By his report he claims to have
passed over the original line run by McCarthy, and in
consequence the result was a straight line. Upon this
last survey grants were made of lot no. 27 in the sixth
range, and 27 in the fifth range, to the persons from
whom the parties in the case hold title.

In 1882 judgment was rendered ordering a side line
to be run between lots 26 and 27 in the fifth range.
The suit was in the case of King v. Hayden, Hayden
then being proprietor of the lot now belonging to the
appellants. This survey, made under order of the
court, was done by Legendre, the same above men-
tioned, and one Towle. The respondents had no inter-
est whatever in this line and had no notice that a sur-
vey was to be made. In making this survey the sur-
veyors, being unable to find the post dividing the lots
26 and 27 of the fifth range, professed to retrace the
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1894 survey made by Legendre four years before. On the
THE BELL's day following one of the shareholders of the Johnson's

ASBESTOS Co., being on the ground, noticed this retraced line and
COMPANY

O O. perceived that it was not what he considered the origi-
COMPANY. nal line and called the attention of Legendre to it, and

T e he re-measured the line and retraced it, marking the
Taschereau

J. place with iron bolts. This second operation, he says,
indicates, as nearly as he could show it, the line run
by him in 1878. He says that it is the exact line or
very near it.

It is this operation of Towle and Legendre which
has give rise to all the trouble the parties have had in
this case.

A very large amount of evidence has been given
tending to show where the original Legendre line was
run. It has been shown by a number of people that
Legendre has given conflicting statements as to where
this line was and all the evidence which has been
taken on one side or the other has been to show whether
or not the line run by Legendre can now be found
with certainty.

The law regulating these matters is to be found in
the Revised Statutes of Quebec, articles 4153, 4154,
4155 as follows:-

4153. Whenever it happens that the posts or boundary marks be-
tween any lot or range of lots have been effaced, removed or lost, the
Land Surveyor is hereby authorized to administer the oath to witnesses
andto examine them for the purpose of ascertaining the former boun-
daries. 45 V. c. 16, s. 71.

4154. If such former boundaries cannot be ascertained such Land
Surveyor shall measure the true distance between the nearest undisput-
ed posts, limits or boundaries, and divide such distance into such
number of lots as the same space contained in the original survey,
giving to each a breadth proportionate to that intended in the original
survey as shown on the plan and field notes thereof of record in the
office of the Commissioner of Crown Lands. 45 V. c. 16, s. 71.

4155. If any part of any outside line, central line, concession or range
line intended in the original survey to be straight has been obliterated
or lost the Land Surveyor then runs a straight line between the two
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nearest points or places where such line can be clearly and satisfactorily 1894
ascertained and plants such intermediate posts or boundaries as he may -

THE BELL'S
be required to plant in the line so ascertained, and the limits of each ASBESTOS
lot so found are the true limits thereof. 45 V. c. 16, s. 72. COMPANY

The contention of the appellants is that there are Jon oN's

three certain points established on the line drawn by COMPANY.

Legendre in 1878; one is a birch tree between lots 25 Taschereau
and 26, the other is the point "K " were a bolt was .
planted at the time of the survey made by Towle and
Legendre, and the third is the post marking the divi-
sion between the townships of Ireland, Thetford and
Coleraine.

This would make a deviation from a straight line and
an angle at the point " K."

The plaintiffs, respondents, contend that " K " has
not been identified as being a point on Legendre's line
and that the only two certain points are the birch tree
and the Ireland post, and that a straight line should be
run between these two points, which is the view of
the case adopted by the courts below.

It is clearly explained that the idea of placing the bolt
at " K " arose from the fact that there was a tree near
that place upon which there was a blaze. Legendre
in the most positive way swears that the blaze on this
tree was not made by him and in no way indicated his
line.

The witness O'Neil explained that this blaze on
the tree near the point " K " was made whilst he was
going over the line for the purpose of identification
previous to its being patented to Robert G. Ward, and
it was not made by him and was on the line as he
located it.

The whole case as to the exact position of the line
made by Legendre is extremely uncertain and the at-
tempt to identify it with the line claimed by the appel-
lants has entirely failed. The only course to adopt was
to follow the straight line between the two certain
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1894 points as originally drawn by McCarthy in 1800, as

THE BELL'Swas done by both judgments of the courts below.
ASBESTOS Again, the patents of both parties were granted on
COMPANY

V. what was supposed to be a straight line and which
JOHNSON'S tetCOMNY. was recorded as such in the Crown Lands Department,

Tasehereau in the reports and field notes of the surveyors, Mc-
J. Carthy and Legendre.

This gives the respondents a right to have a straight
line, and even if Legendre on his survey through error
deviated from the straight line, they are, nevertheless,
entitled to have one. The point " K " which forms the
corner or angle and is the point in the line claimed by
the appellants which extends furthest into the property
of the respondents is eighteen feet from the straight
line.

Now, whilst there is, it is true, no such law as that
a division line between two properties should be a
straight one, yet, under the circumstances in this case,
the onus probandi was, it seems to me, clearly on the
appellants to establish such an anomaly as they contend
for. And were I to pass on the case, in first instance,
I would say that they have failed to do so. The
Superior Court appointed two surveyors to report on
the contentions of the parties. These gentlemen could
not agree and filed separate reports. The Superior
Court adopted that one of them which supports the
straight line and the respondents' views, Ashe's report.
The Court of Queen's Bench confirmed that judgment.
The appellants would now have us set aside those
judgments and Ashe's report, and adopt the other
expert's conclusions. He has failed to convince me on
what ground we could do this. I would dismiss the
appeal.

Appeal dismissed ivoth costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Hurd & Fraser.

Solicitors for respondents: Laurier, Lavergne A- Cold.
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THE ATLANTIC AND NORTH-WEST 1 1894

RAILWAY COMPANY................ APPELLANTS;

AND *Mar. 1.

FREDERICK THOMAS JUDAH........RESPONDENT. -May1.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Railway Expropriation-Award-Additional interest-Confirmation of
title-Diligence-The Railway Act, 1888, secs. 162, 170, 172.

On a petition to the Superior Court, praying that a railway company
be ordered to pay into the hands of the prothonotary of the
Superior Court a sum equivalent to six per cent on the amount
of an award previously deposited in court under sec. 170 of
the Railway Act, and praying further that the company should
be enjoined and ordered to proceed to confirmation of title
with a view to the distribution of the money, the company
pleaded that the court had no power to grant such an order and
that the delays in proceeding to confirmation of title had been
caused by the petitioner who had unsuccessfully appealed to the
higher courts for an increased amount.

Held, reversing the judgment of the court below, that by the terms
of sec. 172 of the Railway Act, it is only by the judgment of
confirmation that the question of additional interest can be ad-
judicated upon.

Held, further, that assuming the court had jurisdiction, until a
final determination of the controversy as to the amount to be
distributed the railway company could not be said to be guilty
of negligence in not obtaining a judgment in confirmation of
title. Railway Act, see. 172. Fournier J. dissenting.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) confirming a
judgment of the Superior Court, ordering the appel-
lants to pay into court $6,420.75, as interest on a sum
of $30,575.00 deposited by the appellants on the 24th
July, 1888, under section 170 of the Railway Act, 1888.

The material facts in question are as follows :-
The appellants expropriated a piece of property

belonging to the respondent and by award rendered

* PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau,Gwynne, Sedgewick and KingJJ.
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1894 on the 17th July, 1888, the arbitrators appointed under
TH the act awarded to the respondent the sum of $30,575

ATLANTIC as compensation for the land taken and damages. On
AND NORTH-

WEST the 24th July, 1888, appellants tendered this amount,
RL together with a deed of sale of the property, to the

SV. respondent, who refused the tender on the ground that
UDAI. he intended to appeal from the award of the arbitrators.

Thereupon, on the same day, the appellants applied to
the Superior Court, under section 162 of the Railway
Act, for a warrant of possession, depositing the amount
of the award together with six months' interest there-
on, as required by section 170, in all the sum of
$31,492. The respondent appealed from the award,
and the litigation consequent thereon continued until
a judgment was rendered by the Court of Queen's
Bench, at Montreal, on the 24th January, 1891, which
confirmed the award of the arbitrators. The respond-
ent appealed to this court where his appeal w as quashed
for want of jurisdiction; he, however, obtained leave
to appeal to Her Majesty in her Privy Council, but
finally discontinued this appeal on the 16th November,
1891. On the 14th December, 1891, the respondent by
petition to the Superior Court, prayed that the appel-
lants be ordered to pay into the hands of the protho-
notary of the Superior Court a sum equivalent to six
per cent on the capital amount of $30,575, from the
17th January, 1889, until such time as the capital
and interest should have been fully distributed, and,
further, that they should be enjoined and ordered to
proceed to confirmation of title, in order to the distri-
bution of the money. The court by judgment of the
28th January, 1892, ordered the payment of the sum
of $6,420.75, being interest from the 24th January
1889, up to six months from the 24th January.
1892, reserving to the respondent the right to apply
for a further deposit should the moneys not be
distributed within such delay; and further ordered
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appellants to proceed forthwith to the confirmation of 1894
title and distribution of the moneys, but at the cost E
and charges of the respondent, and in default author- ATLANTIC

AND NORTH-
ized the respondent to do so at his own expense. WEST

RAILWAY
H. Abbott Q.C. for appellants contended, 1st, that the COMPANY

court of first instance had jurisdiction to render the V.
JUDAH.

judgment complained of; that the question of additional
interest ould only be dealt with when the judgment
of confirmation was obtained under sec. 172 of the
Railway Act, and

2nd. That it was through no error, fault or neglect
of the appellants that a judgment of confirmation of
title was not obtained within the six months, but it
was entirely due to the acts of the respondent in refu-
sing to accept and appealing from the award of the
arbitrators, the amount of which was tendered to
them. The learned counsel referred to secs. 162, 170
and 172 of The Railway Act.

Branchaud Q.O. for respondent : As to the question of
jurisdiction, there is nothing in the statute regulating
this matter that prevents the Superior Court from grant-
ing such an order as the one that has been made in the
present case. The petition also concluded that the ap-
pellants be ordered to proceed to ihe confirmation of
title in order to effect the distribution t qui de droit of
the moneys deposited; and that, in their default to do
so within the delay fixed by the court, the respondent
be authorized to take the means indicated by the sta-
tute for the distribution of these moneys.

By adopting the mode of payment indicated in sec-
tion 170 of the Railway Act, the appellants became
bound to follow all the requirements of the section, in
order to free themselves from the payment of any fur-
ther interest. The money as thus deposited became
looked up entirely under the control of the appellants,
the respondent being left powerless to take possession
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1894 of this amount awarded to him, while he was dispos-
Mi sessed of his property. The taking possession of the

AAN IC N Texpropriated land subjected the appellants to payment
WEST of interest on the amount of the award until the same

RAILWAY
COMPANY should have been fully paid, just as the purchaser of a

V. property susceptible of producing civil fruits is bound
- to pay interest on the unpaid price from the time of

entering into possession of it.
This section 170 clearly shows that the appellants

were bound to proceed forthwith in the confirmation of
title, in order that the award be paid a qui de droit.

Though it is not stated in the section 170 by whom
the proceedings in confirmation of title should be taken,
yet under the common law a proprietor alone can ex-
ercise that right. The appellants were, in consequence
of the deposit of the amount of compensation and of
the award itself in the hands of the prothonotary,
proprietors of the land expropriated, the award taking
the place of the title; but more than that, section 172
of the same Railway Act imposes beyond doubt upon
the appellants the obligation of taking the necessary
proceedings to obtain the confirmation of title required
by section 170.

H. Abbott Q.C., in reply, cited art. 1162 0.C., and
Ex parte Hart. (1)

FOURNIER J.-The respondent was expropriated by
the appellants under the provisions of the Railway
Act of 1888.

On the 17th July, 1888, the majority of the arbitra-
tors awarded to the respondent, as compensation for
the damages sustained by him in consequence of such
expropriation, the sum of $30,575.

On the 20th July, 18b8, the appellants tendered to
the respondent the amount of the award, but it was

(1) 3 L.C. Jur. 40.
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not acted upon as they never renewed it, nor deposited 1894

the money in court so as to enable the respondent to T
get it when he wished to do so. Art. 1162, C.C. ATLANTIC

. AND NORTH-
In order to avail themselves of this tender the appel- WEST

lants should, with their petition for a warrant of COMPANY
possession, have deposited the amount. They, on the V.
contrary, preferred to adopt the mode indicated in sec. -

170 which concerns matters in expropriation for the Founier J.

province of Quebec, under the Railway Act. On the
24th July, 1888, they deposited with the prothonotary
the sum of $30,575, the amount of the award, together
with the sum of $917.25 for six months' interest in
advance, as required by this section, and obtained a
writ of possession to enable them to take possession of
the expropriated land.

By adopting the mode of payment indicated by this
section the appellants were obliged to conform to all
its requirements, in order to free themselves from the
payment of any interest in the future. The money so
deposited remained entirely under the control of the
appellants, and the respondent was powerless to get
possession of the amount awarded to him, while he
was dispossessed of his property.

Under sec. 170 the appellant company by taking pro-
ceedings in confirmation of title, were the Dominus litis,
and it was upon them to proceed to judgment with
the least possible delay. Moreover they alone, as pro-
prietors, had the right to take those proceedings. And
it is upon the party who makes the deposit that the

obligation rests of taking the proceedings in confirm-
ation of title. After regulating the manner in which
the deposit is to be made, the section goes on " and
proceedings shall thereupon be had for the confirmation
of title." It is not, therefore, upon the respondent, the
ex-proprietor, that this obligation is laid, but upon the
party making the deposit " and proceedings shall there-
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1894 upon be had &c., &c," Moreover, sec. 172 declares
THE that if the judgment of confirmation is obtained in less

ATLANTIC than six months from the date of the payment of the
AND NORTH-

WEST compensation to the prothonotary, the court shall
RAILWAY
COMPANY direct a proportionate part of the interest to be returned

V. to the company. And if, by the fault, negligence or
JDAH.

i Jerror of the company, the judgment is not obtained
Fournier J. until after the expiration of the six months, the court

shall order the company to deposit the interest for such
further period as is right. It is also clear from that
section that it is the party demanding the judgment
in confirmation of title who must take proceedings to
obtain it. If he obtains it within the six months it is
to him that the difference in interest will revert, but
if, on the other hand, by his fault or neglect, it is not
obtained until after the six months have expired then
he will have to pay the surplus interest.

Sec. 172 is as follows .-
That if the judgment of confirmation is obtained in less than six

months from the payment of the compensation to the prothonotary,
the court shall direct a proportionate part of the interest to be returned
to the company, and if, from any error, fault or neglect of the com-
pany it is not obtained until after the six months have expired, the
court shall order the company to pay the prothonotary the interest
for such further period as is right.

The respondent could not take proceedings for con-
firmation of title. The only parties who can be accused
of neglect are the appellants, because upon them rested
the obligation to proceed. They have taken no such
proceedings, and the money which they deposited is
still in the hands of the prothonotary, and the appel-
lants have been ever since in possession of the property
expropriated.

True, the appellants contend the contrary, and say
that there was neither fault, error nor neglect on their
part to justify the order to make a second deposit, and

* that, if they have not taken proceedings to obtain a
judgment in confirmation of title it was the fault of
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the respondent, who refused the offer made to him of 1894

the amount of the award. Now, the respondent did 'T.~
refuse this offer, but gives as a reason that he wished ATLANTIC

AND NORTH-
to appeal from that award, the amount of which he WEST

RAILWAYconsidered quite insufficient. In consequence he ap- COMPANY
pealed to the Superior Court, and obtained a judgment V.
increasing the award to $52,000. On a further appeal -

to the Court of Queen's Bench by the present appel- Fournier J.

lants, the amount of that judgment was reduced again
to $30,575. The appellants now contend that they were
again prevented from proceeding by the respondent's
appeal to this court and to the Privy Council. They
contend that during all these proceedings, and up to
the time of the presentation of the petition for an order
to have a further sum deposited, they were prevented
from proceeding for the confirmation of title, and could
not be considered guilty of negligence.

The question is, therefore, reduced to this: Which
of the two parties was to blame for not proceeding to
the confirmation of title during the proceedings above
mentioned ? I have already said that the obligation
rests upon the prosecuting party. The appellants,
therefore, and not the respondent, must be declared in
fault. Was the respondent to renounce his right of
appeal in order to allow the appellants to proceed ?
His action was sufficiently important that he succeeded
in getting the amount of the award increased from
$30,575 to $52,000. The judgment of the Court of
Queen's Bench subsequently reduced the award to the
original amount. But is be then to blame if he sought
to have this judgment annulled by the Supreme Court ?
Certainly not; he had an indisputable right which he
ought not to sacrifice.

It is to be observed that the confirmation of title
mentioned in sec. 170 was not added in order to give
a greater right to the property expropriated, because
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1894 the deposit of the award and of the amount of com-
pensation made by the appellants gave them a perfect

ATLANTIC title to the property. This confirmation of title is only
AND NORTH-

WEST for the purpose of purging the hypothecs which might
RAILWAY

COMPANY affect the property.
V- The appellants have taken no proceedings for the

JUDAH.

- confirmation of their title. The money is still in the
Foarnier J. hands of the prothonotary, and the property is in the

possession of the appellants, and has been so ever since
they first took possession. They have always had
control over both the price and the property.

Then, again, the appellants seek to excuse their
negligence on the ground that the appeal to the Supe-
rior Court taken by the respondent against the award
prevented their so proceeding. But this ground is
futile, inasmuch as that appeal was entirely inde-
pendent of, and distinct from, the proceedings, taken by
the appellants for the deposit of the amount of the
compensation and interest to enable them to take pos-
session of the expropriated lands. These proceedings
form separate and distinct issues, bearing different
numbers in the records of the court.

The appellants having a perfect title under the award
at no time could have had less to pay than the amount
fixed by it.

Then, being in possession of the property the re-
spondent's appeal could not prevent their proceeding to
the distribution of the money under sec. 170. By adop-
ting this course the appellants (even if the respondent
had succeeded in having the amount increased to $52,-
000) would have been discharged in proportion to the
amount of the award. In that case the appellants
would only have had to pay the difference between
the amount distributed and the amount ordered by
the Court of Queen's Bench if the appeal were main-
tained.
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They have contended that the Superior Court in the 1894

present action had no jurisdiction to order a second E

deposit of interest if the first was exhausted before the ATLANTIC
AND NoRH-

termination of the proceedings in confirmation of title WEST

but that the Court which heard the case in confirmation A

of title alone had such jurisdiction. But the Railway V.
Act does not make this distinction, and the jurisdiction -

is not defined or limited by the incidents which may be Fournier J.

submitted. It is a court specially created by the Rail-
way Act for the purpose of deciding any actions which
may be brought under that act, and this is made very
clear by sections 170, 172 and several others, as well
as by the definition of the word " Court " given in the
2nd section of the act. "The expression 'the
Court' means a Superior Court of the province or
district "; therefore the Superior Court of the Province
of Quebec is clearly designated as the court having
jurisdiction by virtue of this act.

The respondent's appeal to the Superior Court could
not hinder the appellants proceeding in confirmation
of title, as required by section 170, any more than the
procedure on the appeal could delay or prevent a
judgment of confirmation. The two actions were dis-
tinct and separate, and had each a special object in
view. There was no incompatibility between them,
nor any reason which could prevent the two actions
from being brought to judgment.

At the most, the appellants would have been caused
some slight inconvenience; should the judgment of
confirmation be obtained before judgment was given
on the appeal, and the judgment of the Superior Court,
which had increased the award to $52,000, had then
been confirmed, it would only have been necessary to
deposit the amount of the original award and then
proceed to a second distribution. But the appellants
could easily have avoided this inconvenience by
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1894 obtaining an order from the Superior Court suspend-
'HE ing the proceedings in confirmation until judgment on

ATLANTIC the appeal should have been rendered. The courtAND _NORTH-
WEST would probably have granted them a short delay,

RAILWAY
COMPANY while, as it is, several years have passed and no pro-

'* ceedings have been taken. As I have already said, the
- company could easily have proceeded to the confirma-

Fournier J. tion of their title and to the distribution of the amount
deposited. Their position could only have been affected
by an obligation to deposit the amount adjudged in
excess of the award. It is not a rare occurrence in the
Superior Court that several distributions are made of
the monies arising out of a sale of immoveables sold
by the sheriff; often the distribution is only partly
made by the court, and the party to whom the surplus
belongs may appeal. An order of the court is sufficient
to give to a party what is not contested, and admitted
to be due, whilst the party who is forced into a con-
testation retains the right to have the judgment on
appeal rev'ersed. That might have been done in this
case without the least inconvenience.

For all these reasons, I am of opinion that the judg-
ment of the Court of Queen's Bench should be main-
tained, and the appeal dismissed with costs.

TASCHEREAT J.-In my view of this case there is
error in the judgment appealed from by which the
appellants were ordered to pay into court over $6,000
as interest on the amount of an award deposited by
them into court under sec. 170 of the Railway Act
of 1888.

The facts of the case are not in dispute and are not
complicated. The arbitrators appointed under the act
on an expropriation by the company of the respond-
ent's land, awarded him $30,575. Upon tender, the re-
spondent refused that sum, and appealed to the Supe-
rior Court, where he succeeded in getting the award
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increased to $52,000, but on appeal by the company to 1894
the Court of Queen's Bench, the arbitrators' award was THE

restored. Thereupon the respondent took proceedings ATLANTIC
AND NORTH-

for a further appeal, but abandoned them on the 16th WEST

November, 1891. RAILWAY
COMPANY

Previously, immediately upon the refusal by the V.
respondent of the amount tendered, the company had JUDAH.

obtained possession, upon depositing the said amount Tascherean

with six months' interest, under secs. 162 and 170 of J.
the act. Two months after the end of the proceedings
on the appeals above mentioned, the respondent
petitioned the Superior Court for an order upon the
appellant to deposit the interest upon the amount in
court accrued since the expiration of the six months
after the deposit. The Superior Court granted the
prayer of that petition, the Court of Queen's Bench
confirmed that judgment, and the appellants now
complain of that condemnation.

I fail to see that the Superior Court had jurisdiction
to at all entertain that petition. It seems to me
by the terms of sec. 172 of the act that it is only by
the judgment of confirmation that this question of
interest can be adjudicated upon.

But, assuming that the respondent's petition was
before the proper tribunal, where is the error, fault or
neglect of the company that caused this confirmation
of title not to be obtained ? I cannot see any. It
may be that strictly speaking, they might have
initiated the necessary proceedings for that purpose,
notwithstanding the respondent's appeal from the
award. But the court would then certainly have
ordered a suspension of those proceedings till a final
determination of the controversy as to the amount of
that award. The judgment appealed from says that
the company should have proceeded to the dis-
tribution of the money deposited. I cannot see that
such a course could have been pursued before the

16
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1894 amount to be distributed was determined, and that
Ti could not be determined before the appeals on the

ATLANTIC award had themselves been completely determined.
AND NORTH-

WEST The respondent says that the company has the
RAILWAY possession of this property, and consequently should
CoMPANY

v. pay this interest which represents the revenues of the
JuH. property. But that is forgetting that the company

Taschereau has duly paid for that property all what it had to pay.
_ If the respondent loses the interest on that payment

it is his own fault, and not through any error, fault or
neglect of the company that I can see. He must now
be taken to have been wrong in not accepting the
tender made to him, and is the cause, the only cause,
of his loss in the matter. According to his conten-
tions, his moneys were safely deposited at six per
cent interest during all the time he felt inclined to
exercise his litigious inclinations, unfounded though
they have been held to have been. He is in error.
He cannot get interest when it is because he refused
the amount tendered to him that he did not touch his
capital. His refusal lasted during all his proceedings
on appeal. It was a persistent daily refusal of the
sum tendered to him till he dropped his appeal to the
Privy Council; and yet he would now contend that it
is through the neglect of the company that he was all
that time deprived of his moneys.

I would allow the appeal with costs and dismiss his
petition with costs.

As to the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench,
of January, 1891, we have here nothing to do with it.

GWYNNE, SEDGEWICK and KING JJ. concurred with
TASCHEREAU J.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Abbotts, Campbell Meredith.

Solicitors for respondent: Judah, Branchaud 4
Kavanagh.
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J. B. PARR & AL, (DEFENDANTS)......APPPELLANTS; 1894

AND *Mar. 1.

JOSEPH PARR, (PLAINTIFF)...............RESPONDENT , *May 1.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Accounts-Action-Promissory note-Acknowledgment and security by
notarial deed-Novation-Arts. 1169 and 1171 0. C.-Onus pro-
bandi-Art. 1213 0. 0.-Prescription-Arts. 2227, 2260, C. 0.

A prescription of thirty years is substituted for that of five years only
where the admission of the debt from the debtor results from a
new title which changes the commercial obligation to a civil one.

In an action of account instituted in 1887, the plaintiff claimed inter
alia the sum of $2,361.10, being the amount due under a deed
of obligation and constitution d'hypothique, executed in 1866, and
which on its face was given as security for an antecedent unpaid
promissory note dated in 1862. The deed stipulated that the
amount was payable on the terms and conditions and the manner
mentioned in the said promissory note. The defendants pleaded
that the deed did not affect a novation of the debt, and that the
amount due by the promissory note was prescribed by more
than five years. The note was not produced at the trial.

Held, reversing the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench for
Lower Canada (appeal side), that the deed did not effect a nova-
tion. Arts. 1169 and 1171 C. C. At most, it operated as an in-
terruption of the prescription and a renunciation to the benefit
of the time up to then elapsed, so as to prolong it for five years
if the note was then overdue. Art. 2264 C. C. And as the onus
was on the plaintiff to produce the note, and he had not shown
that less than five years had elapsed since the maturity of the
note, the debt was prescribed by five years. Art. 2260 C. C.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side), (1) by which
the appellants in their quality of heirs under benefit
of inventory of the late Louis Par6 were condemned

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) Q. R. 2 Q. B. 489.
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1894 to pay to the respondent nine-twelfths of $3,987.38,
7 p with interest from 2nd May, 1887, and costs.
V. Louis Par6 died on 19th December, 1886, intestate,

PARA.

-. leaving the parties in the cause as his heirs and legal
representatives.

By his action, the respondent claimed : 1st, the
sum of $2,361.10 under a deed of mortgage executed in
his favour by the late Louis Par6 on 9th February,
1866, which contained the following clause:

"Lequel, par ces prbsentes, dit et declare que par et
en vertu d'un certain billet sous seing priv6, en date
du quatre novembre, mil huit cent soixante-trois, qu'il
a consenti a Joseph Par6 et A d~funt Pierre Par6, ses
frares, alors marchands, du mame lieu aux droits,
duquel Pierre Par6, le dit Joseph Par6, marchand de
St. Vincent de Paul, susdit, se trouve subrog6: il doit
au dit Joseph Par6, la somme de cinq cent quatre-
vingt-dix livres, cinq chelins et six deniers du cours
actuel, avec 1'intrit sur le taux de sept par cent par
an, le tout payable comme et de la manibre expliqu6e
an dit billet."

2nd. He claimed $1,532.68, balance of an account for
goods and merchandise sold to, work done for, money
loaned to, board furnished to and rent of tools and
vehicles leased by Louis Par6 and due to respondent,
and 3rd, he claimed the sum of $327.15 for expenses
of last illness and funeral of Louis Par6, board and
lodging for him and care of his horses after his death.

The appellants pleaded.
1. The deed of mortgage conferred no right of action

on respondent as it was given solely as collateral
security for a promissory note of a like amount. That
the deed of mortgage did not effect novation, and that
the original debt was prescribed by the lapse of five
years.
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2. The respondent never advanced any money to 1894
Louis Par6. Louis Par6 always paid for any goods he P A
may have purchased from respondent. No agreement V.
existed between Louis Par6 and respondent, whereby -

he undertook to pay for tools and vehicles, or for board
and lodging. These were furnished, if at all,
gratuitously. Any payment of debts of the succession
were paid by respondent with moneys of the succession
The respondent cannot claim for the care of the horses
after Louis Par6's death, because he made use of them
for his own purposes, and diminished their value by
bad treatment.

For the three years preceding his death, Louis
Pare had a contract with the Federal Government to
furnish stone to the penitentiary at St. Vincent de
Paul. From this contract he received about $5,000
per annum, or a total for the three years of $15,000.

Geoffrion Q.C., for appellant, cited and referred to
arts. 1171, 1169, 2247, 2264 and 2227 0. C. Larocque
v. Andrds (1).

Ouimet Q. C., for respondent cited and relied on-
Guyot Repertoire, (2); Aubry & Rau (3); Siguin v. Ber-

gevin (4); Pigeon v. Dagenais (5) ; arts. 2184, 2185 0.
C. Pothier Obligations (6).

The judgment of the pourt was delivered by:

TASCHEREAU J.-The parties in this cause are the legal
representatives of one Louis Par6, who died intestate,
in 1886.

Joseph, the respondent, plaintiff in the cause, by his
action instituted shortly after Louis' death, claims from
the appellants their shares,. amounting to $3,869, of a
claim, amounting to $4,220.93, which he, the respond-

(1) 2 L. C. R. 335. (4) 15 L. C. R. 438.
(2) Vo. Novation p. 227. (5) 17 L. C. Jur. 21.
(3) P. 365. (6) Bugnet ed. no. 179.
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1894 ent, alleges he had against Louis at his death, composed
PAR of three different sums, as follows

V. 1. $2,361.10, due by the deceased as per a notarial
PAR19.
- deed of obligation and constitution d'hypothdque con-

Tase.reau sented by him to plaintiff, respondent, on the 9th Feb-
ruary, 1866, twenty years before his death.

2. $1,532.68, balance of an account between plaintiff,
respondent, and the deceased, for moneys advanced,
goods sold and delivered, board, rent of tools, etc.

3. $327.15, for last illness and funeral expenses
paid by plaintiff, respondent.

To the first item the appellants have pleaded, besides
the general issue, an exception as follows: They first
deny that the plaintiff has any action on the notarial
deed of 1866, alleged in the declaration, because this
deed, as appears on its face, was only passed to give
him a security for an antecedent unpaid promissory note
of 1863, that Louis had made in his favour; that the
said deed constituted no novation and no new debt,
and can at most, be considered as having interrupted
the prescription of five years against the said promissory
note of 1863, by which interruption, according to (Art,
2264 C.C.) a new five years' prescription began to run
from that date, if the note was then due: that the said
promissory note, dated twenty-four years before this
action was brought, was due and payable more than
five years before the institution of the. present action,
and that consequently it is extinguished by prescrip-
tion. By a special replication (there is no general one)
the plaintiff answers that plea of prescription, not by
denying at all that five years bad elapsed since this
debt was due, as alleged by the defendant, and conse-
quently admitting it, (art. 144 C. P. C.) but by saying
that the deed of 1866 constituted a new debt, which
said new debt was prescribed only by thirty years:
that the old debt on the promissory note of 1863, was
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extinguished by that deed of 1866, and replaced by a 1894

new one, one based on a notarial deed; that any pre- -
scription that might have accrued was interrupted at .
various times by admissions and payments by Louis -
himself in his life time. Tase.reau

On the issue so joined between the parties on this -

part of the action, I am of opinion that the plaintiff's
action as to this first item entirely fails. This deed of
1866 is certainly not a novation of the promissory note
of 1863; it does not purport to be so on its face. It is a
mere security given for it. It reads thus:-

" Lequel par ces pr~sentes, dit et d6clare que par et
en vertu d'un certain billet sous seing priv6, en date
du quatre novembre, mil huit cent soixante-trois, qu'il
a consenti h Joseph Par6 et , d6funt Pierre Par6 ses
freres, alors marchands, du m~me lieu, aux droits
duquels Pierre Par6, le dit Joseph Par6, marchand de
St. Vincent de Paul, susdit, se trouve subrog6: il doit
au dit Joseph Par6, la somme de cinq cent quatre
vingt-dix livres, cinq chelins et six deniers du cours
actuel, avec l'int6rit sur le taux de sept par cent par
an ; le tout payable comme~et de la manidre expliqude au

dit billet.

" Et pour assurer au dit Joseph Pare ici pr6sent et
acceptant le payement de la dite somme de cinq cent
quatre-vingt-dix livres, cinq chelins et six deniers du
dit cours avec les int6rits, le dit Louis Par6 a soumis,
affect6, oblig6 et hypoth~qu6, un emplacement de forme
triangulaire." etc.

That is all that this deed contains. The promissory
note of 1863, was evidently not thereby paid or extin-
guished. So much so that Joseph, the respondent,
kept it, and has it to the present day in his possession,
or what is the same thing, in the possession of his
dttorney ad litem in this case, to whom it was handed
for the purposes of this litigation. If, as he now con-
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1894 tends, this note had become extinguished by that deed,
p A, it would then and there have been given over to Louis.

That deed, it is true, contains an implied promise to
PAnt.

pay, but to pay what? Clearly, the debt on the prom-
JT issory note of 1863, not a new debt at all, not a new

obligation, and purports to merely give security for a
pre-existing debt which was to remain unaltered and
payable on the same terms and conditions. It con-
tains no express promise to pay, but refers to the note
as a subsisting instrument for the terms and conditions
of payment. It simply admits the debt of 1863, and
gives security for it. There is in it no intention to
novate that I can see, in fact, novation is incompatible
with its terms taken in connection with the all import-
ant fact that the respondent retained the note. The
subrogation of the respondent alone as payee to him-
self and Pierre jointly, if that could affect at all the
question, is not done by the deed, but is treated as hav-
ing previously taken place.

And did not the respondent have a right of action
on the note, notwithstanding this deed? The affirma-
tive is not doubtful, it seems .to me. Then if the first
debt was not extinguished, there was no novation. Art.
1169, 1171 C.C.; and if there was no novation, art. 2264
C.C. decrees in express terms that a deed in such a case
is nothing else but an interruption of the prescription,
and a renunciation to the benefit of the time up to then
elapsed, so as to prolong it for five years more, if the
note was then overdue.

This article 2264 of the Quebec Code is not happily
worded. In fact the necessity for it is doubtful, and
it might have been better not to enact it, as has been
done in the French Code; any act, deed or document
which operates as a novation of a debt, evidently an-
not be called an interruption of prescription. It ex-
tinguishes the debt altogether, and thereafter, the only
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prescription that can apply is necessarily the prescrip- 1894
tion provided by law for the new debt. But if there ARj

has been no novation, any act, (fait) deed or document V.
by which the prescription is voluntarily interrupted iTaschereau
nothing but a renunciation of the benefit of the time J
till then elapsed by which the prescription had begun
to run : arts. 2184, 2222, 2227, C.C.; but the debt
remains altogether the same and of the same character
and consequently subject to the same prescription as
before, which prescription then begins to run afresh
from the date of the interruption ; the same debt, the
same prescription, except that the time thus far elapsed
does not count. That is what art. 2264 of the Quebec
Code purports to decree, and that is the law in France
without such an express article. The contrary doctrine
that a prescription of a debt say of five years should
be extended to thirty years by an acknowledgment of it
could not and did not prevail, though seemingly at
various times it found a few supporters. The Court
of Cassation in 1878, in a case of Bourgade v. Bourgade
(1) and the Court of Appeal at Rouen in a recent case of
Duquesnay in 1891, held that a short prescription when
interrupted recommences for the same term, not for
thirty years. A case of Augier (2) and one of Spriafico,
(3) follows the same doctrine. I refer also to Dalloz (4)
and to a case of Carpentier, (5) where one of the consi-
d6rants of the Court of Cassation says on the question
of prescription of promissory notes: " attendu que
la reconnaissance par un acte s6par6 (required in
France by art. 189 of the Code du commerce) devant
avoir pour effet de substituer A la prescription quin-
quennale la prescription de trente ans ne peut r6sulter
que d'un titre nouveau 6manant du d6biteur et operant
novation."

(1) S. V. 78. 1 469. (3) S. V. 59. 2. 357.
(2) S. V. 59. 2. 302. (4) Rep. Vo. Effets de commerce.

(5) S. V. 57. 1. 527.
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1894 In 1855, the Court of Paris had held in the same sense.,
PAE "qu'il faut un acte ayant pour but de faire novation A

. l'obligation primitive pour substituer la presciption de
- trente ans h la prescription quinquennale. Re Philippon

JT (1). A note by Villeneuve to the case re Cabri6 (2) fully
- resumes the discussion on that point. The Dict. du

droit contentieux, par Devilleneuve et Mass6 (3) et
seq. and the recent work of Bravard-Veyribres as an-
notated by Demangeat Droit Commun (4), may also
be usefully referred to on the subject.

If there is no novation the interruption of prescrip-
tion of a promissory note" says B6darride (2 dr. Comm.
No. 749) has no other effect but to render the debt
sub.ject to prescription by five years from the date
of the interruption. I refer also to Alauzet; Com-
ment. Code Commerce, (5); Demolombe (6); Le-
roux (7). If this note became due only after that deed
of 1866, then the five years began to run only from its
maturity, which is admitted to have been more than
five years before the institution of the action. If it
was due before the deed of 1866 was passed, then,
there the prescription runs from the date of that
deed. The interruption has changed the point de depart.

The respondent has cited Troplong (8), in support of
his contention that an interruption under such circum-
stances prolonged the period of prescription, but if he
had read on to the very next article of the same book,
no. 698, he would have seenthat the author admits that
doctrine " qu'autant qu'il y a un contrat expris, expli-
cite, s6par6, op6rant novation dans l'6tat des choses."
And the Court of Cassation held in that sense in
another case reported in Sirey (9), (in a case of Baillel

(1) S. V. 56, 2, 145. (5) Vol. 4 nos. 1555, 1560.
(2) S. V. 53, 2, p. 540. (6) Vol. 28 nos. 275 & 282.
(3) Vo. Lettre de change nos. (7) Nos. 77, 454, 456, 466, 519.

525. (8) Prescription no. 697.
(4) Vol. 13, 2 ed, p. 551. (9) 38, 1, 708.
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v. Lefebvre), though art. 2264 of the Quebec Code is not 1894

to be found in express terms in the Code Napol6on, p7g
that the prescription of thirty years is substituted to V.
that of five years, on promissory notes, only when the Taschereau

admission of the debt by the debtor results from a T r
new title which changes the commercial obligation -

to a civil one. The respondent also cited Aubry &
Rau, (1) but that passage does not support his
case. It simply says that the acknowledgment of a
debt subject to a short prescription puts off the term
to thirty years when it is accompanied by a new
engagement on the part of the debtor, and when the
acknowledgment constitutes a title distinct from the
primitive one and effective by itself. That is what I
cannot see in the deed of 1866, a title distinct from
the promissory note of 1863, and effective by itself.
It leaves the note in full force and vigour. It refers to
it for the terms of payment ; therefore it was not
effective by itself. There was thereafter, not two
debts due by Louis Par6, but the very same debt con-
tracted in 1863, payable on the same terms, and that
is why the respondent kept the note, as proof there-
of.

The Court of Review, though admitting that there is
no novation of the debt, says that there is novation of
title. It seems to me that this is a distinction with-
out a difference, and the respondent has not succeeded
to support it by authorities. On the contrary, I find
in addition to the authorities I have already quoted,
that the Court de Cassation held in 1826, (2)
in re Cardon that :"Une dette originairement com-
merciale ne perd pas ce caractere par cela seul qu'elle
est ulterieurement reconnue par un acte notari6 et
garantie par une hypothique." In that case, a
hypothec by notarial deed had been given as surety

(1) vol. 2 par. 215. (2) S. V. 27, 1, 6.
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1894 for previous promissory notes. And though these
pR notes had been given up to the debtor at the time of

0. the passing of the deed, the court held that the debt
PARP.
- still remained a commercial debt. How clearer is the

Taschereau
JT present case, where the note was retained by the

- respondent.

La dation de billets n6gociables en paiement d'une dette civile

n'ophre pas novation dans la crdance, h moins que de la maniure dont

les billets sont motiv4s, risulte clairement l'intention de nover ;" say

Championniire et Rigaud (1), "rdciproquement, la connaissance par

acte notari6 d'une cr4ance consistant en billets n'opire pas ndcessaire-

ment novation, et n'enleve pas h 1'obligation son caractbre commercial.

La forme des actes n'influe pas en g6ndral sur la nature des obligations

qu'ils contiennent, ainsi rien ne s'oppose & ce qu'un engagement

contract6 par acte notari6 soit commercial; dhs lors le renouvellement

d'une dette de cette nature, constat6 par bes billets n6gociables, pent

avoir lieu par acte notarid sans qu'il y ait novation."

In a case cited by the same authors, (2) of July,
1829, the maker of four promissory notes had by a
notarial deed given a hypothec for the amount. It
was contended that by this deed a novation of the debt
had taken place. But, said the Castel Naudary Court,
in terms that are so applicable to the present case, that
I cite them ipsissimis verbis :

Considdrant 'que ce systbme (c'est-h-dire la pr~tension qu'il y avait

novation) est erron6 . . . . que le titre qui constitue la dette

est toujours la lettre de change ; que le contract d'affectation d'hypo-

tbque n'a fait autre chose qu'assurer le paiement comme on le voit

dans le contract lui-mgme, ce qui prouve bien qu'il n'a pas t dans
1'intention des parties de faire novation puisque le contract est fait

pour assurer de plus fort le paiement de ces lettres de change ; qu'il
est si vrai que c'est toujours dans les lettres de change que se trouve
le titre constitutif de la dette que c'est en vertu des lettres de change
seules que le crdancier pourra obtenir le paiement de sa crdance, tandis
que le contract d'affectation d'hypothbque ne lui suffirait pas; que de
tout ce qui prochde il r6sulte que 1'acte notarid n's pas op6rd de
novation, qu'il a seulement ajout6 une garantie de plus h un acte qui
a conserv4 toute sa force.

(1) Dr. d'enregistrement, vol. 2, (2) Dr. d'enr. vol. 2, no. 1013.
nos. 1011, 1019.
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That judgment, it is true, was set aside by the Court 1894

of Cassation, August 5th, 1833, but that court has pAR
since returned to the doctrine that it had adopted by P .

its arret of 1826, above quoted, and which, in Cham- Taseherea

pionniere & 1Rigaud, loc. cit., is clearly demonstrated J

to be based on- sound principles.
In a case for instance, of Cridit Agricole v. Goddard

(1), a hypothec by notarial deed had been given as
surety of promissory notes. It was contended that the
deed operated novation of the notes. But it was held
by the Court of Cassation that
la novation ne se pr~sumant pas, il ne suffit pas pour 1'oprer d'aug-

menter ou de diminner la dette, de fixer un terme plus long on plus

court, et d'ajouter ou de retrancher une hypothdque, ni mime de changer

l'espace d'obligation, h moins que les parties n'expriment une intention

contraire on que le second engagement ne soit n6cessairement incom-

patible avec le premier.

In a previous case of CostM v. Quiquandon (2)

the same court had held in 1857, that
ne peuvent 6tre consid4r6s comme emportant novation la stipulation

de nouvelles garanties, telles qu'une bypothbque, pour sftret6 de billets

promissoires.

See in same sense Larombibre (3), and in the Court
of Grenoble in a case of Duverney v. Baudet, (4) it
was held that
une dette originairement commerciale ne perd pas ce caractbre par

cela seul qu'elle est ensuite reconnue par un acte notari6 et garantie

par une bypotbque.
Lorsque le titre primitif est express4ment conserv4, says Pardessus

(5), (and here the fact of retaining the promissory note amounts to

an express reservation by the respondent of all rights upon it) " et

que sans renoncer aux droits qu'il lui attribuait, le crdancier a voulu

une nouvelle stret, ii acquiert tons les droits de Pacte nouveau, sans

perdre aucun de ceux que lui donnait le premier."

And at page 262 the same author says, what would
not seem to me questionable, that to stipulate a hy-

(1) Dalloz 76, 1-438 ; S. V. 76, (3) Vol. 5 p. 13.
1, 162. (4) Vol. 5 p. 13.

(2) S. V. 58, 2-90. (5) Dr. Comm. Vol. 1, p. 266.
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1894 pothec for a pre-existing debt does not extinguish the

PAR1 primordial title. And

P. & A plus forte raison, la passation d'un acte autbentique destin6 h
- remplacer un acte sous seing priv6 n'emporte-t-elle pas novation,

Taschereau encore que le dbbiteur ait par cet acte fourni de nouvelles stret~s,J.
- say Aubry & Rau (1).

Masse, Droit Commercial. Page 266, says 286. " Ainsi, une dette
originairement commerciale ne devient pas purement civile par cela
seul qu'elle est ensuite reconnue dans un acte notari6 et garantie par
une hypothbque. Il n'y a pas l substitution d'une obligation ou d'une
dette h une autre : Pobligation change de forme, mais au fond elle
reste la m~me malgr6 les garanties nouvelles dont elle est entour6e
et les voies d'ex~cution qui lui sont ouvertes. L'acte notari6 n'oplre
pas novation de la dette qu'il constate, et dbs lors le payement doit en
6tre poursuivi devant le tribunal de commerce, et non devant le
tribunal civil.

By article 189 of the Code de commerce, promissory
notes are prescribed by five years, if the debt has not
been admitted by a separate deed. In a case of Roux v.

Sompayrac, (2) the Paris Court of Appeal held that a
deed giving a hyphothec for surety of a note did not
constitute the separate deed required by this article.

As to the importance in this case of the fact that the
respondent retained the promissory note see Sriber v.
Hebenstreet (3).

The fact that a hypothee has been given does not
affect the prescription, as the respondent seems to con-
tend by his replication to the appellants' plea. If the
debt is extinguished by five years' prescription, the
hypothee given for that debt is also extinguished by
five years. Art. 2081, part 5 ; Art. 2247 C. C. Trop-
long, Hypoth. Nos. 875, 878.

The Superior Court and the Court of Review rely on
art. 1213 of the Code for the purpose of establishing
the proposition that the plaintiff was not bound to

(1) Vol. 4, par. 218; Laurent, (2) Dalloz 51, 2, 180.
vol. 32, nos. 168, 170, 171, 480; (3) S. V. 48, 2, 518.
Leroux, no. 1363.
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base his action on the promissory note or even to pro- 1894

duce it. With great deference, I cannot adopt that PA
view. Why did he not produce that note? It must .
be assumed against him by uncontroverted principles -

of the rules of evidence that it is because it would Tascereau
have told against his case. I do not think that this -

art. 1213 of the Code can so be taken advantage of by
any one, to allow him to conceal from the tribunal
that the subsisting primordial title which is in his
possession, is prescribed or has lapsed for any cause
whatever (1).

The doctrine that an act of recognition makes proof
of the primordial title has no application where the
primordial title exists, and is available to the parties.
And the act of recognition in such case has no other
effect but to interrupt the prescription.

The learned judge who gave the judgment for the
Court of Appeal, bases his reasoning on the ground
that the appellants have not proved that the note was
due more than five years before the institution of the
action.

Here is a note twenty-four years old when the
action is brought; the respondent has it in his posses-
sion, but does not produce it ; the appellants say that
it is overdue more than five years. The Court of Ap-
peals hold that the onus probandi to prove that it was
so overdue, was on the appellants. I would be dis-
posed to think that the respondent, under these cir-
cumstances had to produce the note, if he desired to
show that it was not overdue as contended by the
appellants. The best evidence of the controverted
fact is in the document itself ; and that document is
in his hands. Was it not incumbent on him to pro-
duce it ? However, assuming that the Court of Ap-
peal was right in holding that the proof of this fact

(1) Demolombe vol. 29, nos. 707 to 713.
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1894 was on the appellants, under the circumstances of this
PARP case, that ground cannot militate against them here,

V. as the fact that it was so overdue for more than five
T a years is not denied, and so is not in issue, and
T r consequently is to be taken as admitted by the

respondent's replication to the appellants's plea as I
have already remarked, a fact which has undoubtedly
escaped the attention of the learned judges. I would
come to the conclusion that on this first item the
plaintiffs' action fails, on the general issue because
the deed of 1866 cannot alone give him a right of
action, when the other one is subsisting, and because
he should have based his action on the promissory
note of 1863. The appellants would then, of course.
have opposed him the prescription of five years, to
which he would have replied the interruption of
prescription by the deed 1866, if the note was due
when that deed was passed. The same question
would then have presented itself, whether, by this
interruption, the debt was prolonged for thirty years
or for only five years ; the answer, it seems clear to
me, would have been that the debt was prolonged
only for five years; a contrary doctrine would read
art. 2264 out of the Code. It is only as I have
attempted to demonstrate if there had been novation
that the prescription of thirty years would have been
the one applicable against the plaintiffs claim. And,
it seems to me unquestionable upon the authorities,
that there was no novation. Moreover, it must not be
forgotten that in such a case, if it were at all doubtful
whether the parties intended to novate or not, the
primordial title must prevail. Boileux (1) ; Larom-
bibre (2). However, assuming that the action could
be brought on the deed of 1866 alone, as it has been,
it must be dismissed on-the plea of prescription.

(1) Vol. 4 p. 514. (2) Vol. 5, p. 12.
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There is another view of this part of the case upon 1894

which, if the respondent had been successful on the PR.

other question, he would have met with a serious V.
difficulty. He simply alleges in his declaration, this Taschereau

deed of 1866, without alleging when the debt became j

due, and produces the deed. The deed refers to the
note for the terms of payment. He does not produce
the note, or otherwise show that it was due when he
brought his action. He contends that it was not neces-
sary for him to do so, because the appellants pleaded
payment and prescription. But is that a sound conten-
tion ? The appellants, it is true, pleaded payment and
prescription but " without admitting any of the allega-
tions of the declaration, but on the contrary, denying
them all formally," and pleaded, besides, the general
issue. Now, had not the plaintiff to prove his case,
before the defendants had to enter upon their defence ?
Did he prove that anything was due to him, when he
sued ? Thayer v. Wi/scam (1) ; Sarault v. Ellice (2)

Leclerc v. Girard (3).
Then, if the note is not prescribed as he would con-

tend, he should by his action, or, at least, before he
could obtain judgment against the appellants, have
tendered it back to them, or deposited it in court to be
handed back to them.

As to the other items of the respondent's claim, I
adopt the Court of Review's reasoning and conclusions,
and without entering.into any other details, but those
necessary to make the ground of my judgment intelli-
gible to the parties themselves, I reach the result that
the respondent's action must be dismissed in toto,
upon the following statement :-

The respondent's claim on these items amounts
to..............................$5,004 29

(1) 9 L. C. Jur. 1. (2) 3 L. C. Jur. 137.
(3) 1 Q. L. R. 382.

17
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1894 I deduct from it:

PAA Care during last illness.. $ 66 00
V. Board of horses. ....... ... 125 00

T e Taking care of effects..... 25 00
Tasehereau

Pension for 12 months... 144 00
- 28 months at black-

smith's shop............ 336 00
38 months rent of der-

ricks ....................... 380 00
38 months' rent of tools.. 76 00
38 months' rent of wag-

ons, &c.................... 16 00
38 months rent of har-

nesses ..................... 44 00
For oats, hay, meal ....... 60 53

t "i " from
farmers..................... 632 90

Timber, Miller & Prevost 59 84
Timber by plaintiff........ 62 00

$2,087 27 $2,087 27

$2,917 02

$2,917.02, which is more than paid by the $3,144.45
to appellant's credit, so that it is unnecessary to con-
sider the other deductions made by the Court of
Review.

The result is that the appeal must be allowed, and
the action dismissed, with costs, in the four courts
against respondent, distraits to Messrs. Geoffrion,
Dorion & Allan, appellants' attorneys.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Geoffrion, Dorion & Allan.

Solicitors for the respondent: Ouimet & Emard.
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THE MONTREAL STREET RAIL- A E N 1894

WAY COMPANY (PLAINTIFFS).... APPELLANTS.; *F 28.

AND *May 1.

THE CITY OF MONTREAL (DE- RESPONDENT;
FENDANT)........... ..................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Street Railway contract with municipal corporation-Taxes.

By a by-law of the City of Montreal, atax of $2.50 was imposed upon
each working horse in the city. By sec. 16 of the appellant's
charter it is stipulated that each car employed by the company
shall be licensed and numbered, etc., for which the company shall
pay " over and aboive all other taxes, the sum of $20 for each
two-horse car, and $10 for each one-horse car."

Held, affirming the judgment of the court below, that the company
are liable for the tax of 1$2.50 on each and every one of its
horses.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (Appeal side) (1) affirming
the judgment of the Superior Court which dismissed
the appellants' action with costs.

This was an action en rdpitition de l'indfi by which
the plaintiffs claim to be refunded the sum of $6,739
paid by them under coercion, to the defendant, for the
annual tax imposed at the rate of $2.50 for each horse,
on the horses employed by the plaintiffs for the service
of their cars in the City of Montreal, during the years
1887, 1888 and 1889.

A clause in the contract entered into between the
City of Montreal and the Montreal Street Railway
Company in 1886, reads as follows :

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) Q. R. 2 Q. B. 391.
17%
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1894 The company shall not use their cars, unless they shall have
obtained a license and number for which the said company shall pay,

MONTREAL over and above all other taxes, the sum of twenty dollars ($20) for each
STREET two-horse car, and ten dollars (810) for each one-borse car."

RAILWAY
COMPANY On the 21st of April, 1876, the corporation passed

THE by-law no. 94, intituled: " By-law concerning taxes
CITY OF and assessments" enacting, in section 26 thereof.

MONTREAL.
- that : " An annual tax is imposed and shall be levied

upon all owners of horses in the said city as follows, viz. :

for every " working-horse," at the rate of $2.50," which
was in force at the time the action was instituted.

The question which arose on this appeal was
Whether the city can claim from the company, over
and above the tax imposed by the contract, another
tax on each of its horses used exclusively to drive the
cars, as is payable by the owners of working horses
under by-law 14.

Branchand Q.C. and Geoffrion Q.C., for appellants.

Eth ier Q.C. for respondent.

FOURNIER J.-Le present jugement port6 en appel
A cette cour a 6t6 rendu par la Cour du Banc de la Reine
A Montreal, confirmant le jugement de la Cour Sup&-
rieure qui avait renvoy6 1'action avec d6pens.

La compagnie demanderesse r~clamait le rembourse-
ment de $6,739 qu'elle avait 6t contrainte de payer
A la cit6 d6fenderesse pour taxe annuelle impos6e A la
dite demanderesse A raison de $2.50 pour chaque cheval
de travail, sur le nombre de chevaux employds par la
dite compagnie comme pouvoir moteur pour ses chars
dans les rues de Montr6al,' pendant les ann~es 1887,
1888, 1889.
. La d~fenderesse r6sista A cette demande sur Ie prin-

cipe qu'elle ne doit A la cit6 que les taxes qui lui sont
impos6es par son contrat avec la dite cit6; que la dite
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taxe de $2.50 payee par 1'appelante n'6tait pas comprise 1894
dans le dit contrat, et que la dite compagnie n'est pas

sujette A 'application des r6glements municipaux impo- MNTREAL

sant des taxes et licences sur les working horses; que RAILWAY
COMPANYles taxes qu'ils doivent sont d6termin6es et fix~es par Cr

leur contrat; que les chevaux employds ne le sont que THE
CITY OF

comme pouvoir moteur des chars et ne sont pas cotisa- MONTREAL.

bles en cons6quence du privilige accord6 & la compa- Fournier J.
gnie par son contrat.

La seule question soulev~e dans cette instance est au
sujet des diffrentes clauses de l'arrangement entre
1'appellante et la corporation de Montr6al, accordant A
la dite compagnie le privil6ge d'exploiter une ligne de
chemin de fer pour le transport des passagers en dedans
des limites de la cit6, et l'application des riglements
municipaux imposant des taxes et licences sur les che-
vaux de travail appartenant A la compagnie ou A tout
autre contribuable.

Le 21 avril 1876, ayant adopt6 le reglement No. 94,
intitul6: " By-law concerning taxes and assessments,"
il est d~clar6 par la section 26 de ce riglement " qu'une
taxe annuelle est impos6e et sera pr6lev6e sur tous pro-
pritaires de chevaux dans la dite cit6 comme suit,
savoir: pour chaque cheval de travail, Araison de $2.50."

Ce r~glement est devenu en force le jour m6me-de sa
sanction et n'a jamais 6t depuis rbvoqu6 ni amend
en ce qui concerne la section 26. Les termes de ce
riglement sont g~n&raux et atteignent la compagnie
demanderesse aussi bien que les particuliers on autres
contribuables, du moment qu'ils sont propri6taires de
chevaux de travail.

Depuis la mise en force de ce riglement A venir jus-
qu'd 1887, 1'appelante n'a fait aucune objection et a
pay6 sans protit la taxe qu'elle devait pour chaque
cheval de travail qu'elle avait. Mais la compagnie
s'est ravis6e, elle a cru qu'en payant sans prot~t, elle
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1894 pourrait ensuite au moyen d'une action en r6p6tition
H de l'ind-h se faire rembourser et se soustraire A cette

MONTREAL taxe. Ils ont ainsi pay6 au tr6sor municipal une somme
STREET

RAILWAY de $6,739 qu'elle essaie de se faire rembourser. II
COMPANY,

Vo. n y a aucune contestation au sujet du mandat.
THE En payant le montant ci-dessus, mime sans protat, la

CITY OF
MONTREAL. compagnie n'a fait que s'acquitter d'une dette 16gitime

Fournier J. et n'a pay6 ni par erreur de fait, ni par erreur de droit.

- Elle 6tait et est encore actuellement une compagnie,
faisant des affaires dans les limite de la cit6 et contri-

buable, sonmise A l'effet de tous les r6glements munici-

paux A moins d'en avoir t exempt6e par une autorit6

comptente. Une telle exemption ne se pr6sume pas et

ne pent pas Atre induite de termes plus on moins
explicites on ambigus mais doit 6tre clairement enonc6e;

telle est la question que nous avons A decider.

En d~cembre 1885, la cit6 passa un riglement en vertu

duquel elle accorda pour vingt-cinq ans A 1'appelante

le privil6ge d'exploiter un chemin de fer urbain; ce

r6glement contient toutes les conditions auxquelles ce

privilige a 6t accord6. Un acte notari6 fond sur ce

r~glement et contenant toutes les conditions a t en-

suite pass6.
Si o'eit t6 1'intention de la corporation d'ex-

empter 1'appel de toute taxe non-mentionn6e dans
ce by-law, les parties int6ress6es en auraient fait certai-
nement une disposition spciale de ce raglement;
tandis qu'au contraire la section 16 dit express~ment :
" The Company shall not use their cars, unless they
shall have obtained a license and number for which
the company shall pay over and above all other taxes,
the sum of twenty dollars for each two-horse car, and

ten dollars for each one-horse car." Les taxes ne sont

pay6es que pour les chars et ne comprennent pas les

chevaux. La distinction de two-horse et de one-horse car

n'avait pas d'autre but que de cr6er deux classes de
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chars, i'une plus grande que l'autre et devant payer 1894
une taxe plus elevee. THE

Les mots over and above all other taxes comprenuent MONTREAL
STREET

n6cessairement les taxes que l'appelante avait payes RAILWAY
COMPANY

comme tous les autres contribuables et en paiement des- ,
quelles ell-e ne peut Ee soustraire A moins d'en avoir THE

CITY OF
fth exempt6e. MONTREAL.

L'appelante ne peut se plaindre d'avoir ete prise par Fournier J.
surprise, ni accuser la cit6 de vouloir changer 1'6tat de -

chose existant depuis bien des annes puisqu'elle a agi
en pleine connaissance des dispositions du r6glement.
Le privilige qu'elle posshde actuellement pour vingt
cinq ans n'est que le renouvellement de celui expir6 il
y a quelques anu6es.

Pendant les vingt-cinq ans de la dnr~e de la premibre
concession de ce privilhge 1'appelante a toujours pay6
les taxes et les licences, sansobjection. Si elle voulait
&viter ces taxes, elle aurait certainement d-h en faire une
condition sphciale lors durenouvellement de son contrat.

Ne 1'ayant point fait, elle est sujette aux paiements
mentionn6s dans les dits r~glements et son contrat
qu'elle a interpr6t6 pendant plus de vingt-cinq ans
comme lui imposant cette obligation. En consequence
je suis d'avis que l'appel doit 6tre renvoy6 avec d6pens.

TASCHEREAU J.-There is nothing in this appeal. In

1886, this railway company obtained from the City of
Montreal, a charter for twenty-five years. By sec. 16
thereof it is stipulated that " each car employed by the
company shall be licensed and numbered, and none
shall be used unless the company shall have obtained
such license and number for which the company
shall pay, over and above all other taxes, the sum of
twenty dollars for each two-horse car, and ten dollars
for each one-horse car; the said license shall be

renewed every year on the first day of May, on pay-
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1894 ment of the said rates and such license and number
shall be posted inside the car for which the same are

MONTREAL issued."
STREET

RAILWAY By a by-law of the city then in force, a tax of $2..50
COMPANY was imposed upon each working horse in the city.

TiE Now, the company contend that they are not liable for
CITY or

MONTREAL. that tax Of $2.50 on each and every one of its horses.

Taschereau The two courts below have held that the words " over
J. and above all other taxes " in their charter cannot so

be read out of it, and that their contention is untenable.
I am of the same opinion.

GWYNNE, SEDGEWICK and KING JJ. concurred.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: .Tudah, Branchaud & Kay-
anagh.

Solicitors for respondent: Roy 4 Ethier.
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JOSEPH B. PORTER (PLAINTIFF)........APPELLANT; 1894

AND *May 5, 7.
*May 31.

FREDERIC H. HALE AND OTHERS *MSONDNTS
-(DEFFRESPONDENTS.DEFENDANTS) ...................

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW BRUNS-
WICK.

Evidence-Foundation for secondary evidence-Execution of agreement-

Laches-Right to relief inconsistent with claim.

On the hearing of an equity suit, secondary evidence of a document
was tendered on proof that its proper custodian was out of the
jurisdiction and supposed to be in Scotland ; that a letter had
been written to him asking for it, and to his sister and other per-
sons connected with him, inquiring as to his whereabouts, but
information was not obtained.

Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick,
that this was not a sufficient foundation for secondary evidence;
that the letters should have stated that this specific paper was
wanted; that an independent person should have been employed
to make inquiries in Scotland for the custodian of the document,
and to ask for it if he had been found; and that a commission
might have been issued to the Court of Session in Scotland, and
a commission appointed by that court to procure the attendance
of the custodian and his examination as a witness.

The suit was for specific performance of an agreement by C., one of
the beneficiaries under a will vesting the testator's estate in trus-
tees for division among her children, to sell lands of the estate
in New Brunswick to the plaintiff P. ; and the document as to
which secondary evidence was offered was an alleged agreement
by the trustees and other beneficiaries to convey the said lands to
C. The evidence was received, but only established the execution
of the alleged agreement by one of the trustees and one of the
beneficiaries, and the proof of the contents was not consistent with
the documentary evidence and the case made out by the bill.

Held, that if the evidence was admissible it would not establish the
plaintiff's case; that the alleged agreement, not being signed by

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau and
Sedgewick JJ.
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1894 both the trustees, could convey no estate, legal or equitable, to
- C. ; and that the proof of its contents was not satisfactory.

PORTER At the hearing P. claimed to be entitled to a decree, in the event of
V,.

HALE. the case made by his bill falling, on the ground that the said will
- was not registered according to the registry laws of New Bruns-

wick, and was therefore void as against him an intending pur-
chaser, and C. had an interest in the land he had agreed to sell to
him as an heir-at-law of the estate.

Held, that on a bill claiming title under the will, P. could not have
relief based on the proposition that the same will was void against
him, and no amendment could be permitted to make a case not
only at variance with, but antagonistic to, that set out in the bill,
especially as such amendment was not asked for until the hearing.

The agreement of sale to P. was executed in 1884, and the suit was not
instituted until four years later. P. was in possession of the land
during the interval.

Held, that as the evidence clearly showed that P. was only in possession
as agent of the trustees and caretaker of the land, and as by the
terms of the agreement time was to be of the essence of the con-
tract, the delay was a sufficient answer to the suit.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick reversing the judgment of the Judge
in Equity in favour of the plaintiff.

The facts of the case are sufficiently stated in the
judgment of the court.

McLeod Q.C. and Palmer Q.C. for the appellant.
That the secondary evidence was properly admitted,
see Slasser v. Gloyop (1).

The plaintiff is entitled to a decree for any interest
that Angus Campbell may be shown to have had in
the estate Graham v. Olliver (2).

The defence of laches was not pleaded and cannot
be set up by the defendant, as the delay was caused
by Angus Campbell, one of their grantors. See Morse
v. Merest (3).

Weldon Q.C. Currey and Vince for the respondents,
referred to Doe d. Richards v. Lewis (4) and Boyle v.
Wiseman (5).

(1) 2 Ex. 409. (3) 6 Mad. 26.
(2) 3 Beav. 128. (4) 11 C. B. 1035.

(5) 10 Ex. 647.
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The judgment of the court was delivered by 1894

PORTER

THE CHIEF .TUSTICE.-This is an appeal from a H.
HALE.

judgment of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick -

sitting in appeal from the Judge in Equity, whereby TheChief

the court, (Mr. Justice Hanington dissenting), reversed
a decree in a suit for specific performance and for an
injunction to restrain proceedings in an action of tres-
pass brought by certain of the defendants. The plaintiff
in the suit has appealed to this court against the latter
judgment which was concurred in by the Chief Justice
and by King and Fraser JJ.

By articles of agreement dated the 7th of August,
1884, signed and sealed by the parties thereto and
made between Angus W. Campbell, a defendant to the
suit, of the first part, and the appellant Joseph B. Por-
ter, of the other part, Angus W. Campbell, who was a
son of Lady Campbell the testatrix hereafter men-
tioned, and oie of the beneficiaries under her will, con-
tracted to sell to the appellant certain lands in New
Brunswick, comprising in all about 3,389 acres, for
the price of $3,000 payable as follows, namely:-
$1,000 when the vendor Angus Campbell should
have prepared and ready to be delivered to the appel-
lant a good and sufficient deed in fee simple of these
lands, which conveyance Angus W. Campbell agreed
to make or cause to be made within three months from
the date of the agreement. And it was further agreed
that the residue of the price should be paid in two
annual instalments of $1,000 each. Further, it was
stipulated that time should be of the essence of the
agreement. The articles also contained a recital that
the lands agreed to be sold were, by the last will and
testament of Sir John Campbell, devised to Helen Lady
Campbell, his wife, and were then held in trust for her,
as the said Angus W. Campbell supposed.
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1894 The appellant besides stating the before mentioned

PORTER agreement by his bill alleged in substance as follows: -
. Helen Lady Campbell, the widow of Major General Sir

HALE.
John Campbell, being under her husband's will seised

Ju~tice. in fee of the lands in question, made her will whereby
she devised the same lands to four trustees upon cer-
tain trusts, the ultimate trusts as regards these New
Brunswick lands being that the trustees should divide
and apportion the same amongst her surviving children,
except Sir Archibald Campbell the eldest son of the
testatrix, and power was given to the trustees in
their discretion to sell and turn into cash the lands in
New Brunswick. The testatrix died on the 3rd May,
1883. The bill further alleged as follows :-That only
two of the trustees, John Myles and James Ogilvie
Holdane, accepted the trusts of the will, and that these
trustees appointed the defendant Angus W. Campbell
their attorney and agent in the Province of New
Brunswick to look after, sell and dispose of the lands
in question; that the agreement referred to was regis-
tered in the proper registry office in New Brunswick
on the 24th November, 1884; that by an agreement of
sale made between the trustees before named and
Helen Elizabeth Barbara Campbell (who was a daugh-
ter of the testatrix and one of the beneficiaries under
her will) and Angus W. Campbell, the lands mentioned
in the agreement were bargained and sold by the first
mentioned parties to Angus W. Campbell. That after
this sale and on or about the 24th November, 1886, the
trustees made a deed bearing date the day and year last
mentioned whereby they purported to convey the same
lands to the defendant Helen Elizabeth Barbara Camp-
bell for the consideration of $2,338.67.

The bill further stated that on or about the 18th
March, 1887, Helen Elizabeth Barbara Campbell sold and
conveyed the same lands for the consideration of $3,400
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to the defendants Irvine and Hale, who afterwards for 1894

valuable consideration sold and conveyed a part in- PORTER

terest therein to the defendant Donald Fraser; that all -
HALE.

the last named defendants had full notice of the appel- L-
The Chief

lant's claim to the lands and of the agreement between Justice.
the appellant and the defendant Angus W. Campbell -

before and at the time they accepted their deed. The
appellant further alleged and charged that the convey-
ances from the trustees to Miss Campbell, and from
Miss Campbell to the defendants Irvine and Hale, were
made and accepted for the sole and only purpose of
defrauding the appellant and to defeat and annul the
sale made to the appellant by Angus W. Campbell, and
that the defendants Hale, Irvine and Fraser had brought
an action of trespass against the appellant for alleged
trespasses committed on the land comprised in the
appellant's agreement with Augus W. Campbell.

The bill prayed for specific performance against the
defendant Angus W. Campbell, and that it should be
decreed that the defendant Angus W. Campbell was
the agent and attorney of the trustees, the defendants
Myles and Holdane, in makipg the agreement. That
it should be decreed and declared that the defendants
Myles and Holdane sold the lands to the defendant
Angus W. Campbell and that he sold the same to the
appellant, and that they might be decreed to convey
the same to the appellant. Further, it was prayed that
the deed from the trustees Myles and Holdane to Miss
Campbell and from Miss Campbell to the defendants
Hale and Irvine and any conveyance from the latter to
the defendant Fraser might be declared fraudulent and
void as against the appellant; that the defendants
Irvine, Hale and Fraser might be restrained from cut-
ting timber on the land in controversy; and that further
proceedings in the action at law might be restrained.
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1894 The bill was taken pro confesso against the defend-
p'^"ER ants Myles and Holdane, and also against the defend-

V. ants Miss Helen Elizabeth Barbara Campbell and
HALE.

- Angus W. Campbell.
The Chief
Justice. The defendants Irvine, Hale and Fraser answered

- denying the appellant's title and putting him to proof
thereof, and insisting on the validity of their own title
and denying all notice of any title in the appellant at
the time of their respective purchases.

The cause coming on to be heard before the judge in
equity, Mr. Justice Palmer, that learned judge made a
decree in favour of the plaintiff for specific performance
and an injunction as prayed. Upon appeal against
this decree to the Supreme Court in banc that court
pronounced judgment reversing the decree made by
the court of first instance, and ordering that a decree
be entered dismissing the bill with costs.

Full written judgments were delivered by Mr. Justice
King and Mr. Justice Fraser, the Chief Justice concur-
ring in the judgment delivered by Mr. Justice King.
The judgment of the court as indicated by Mr. Justice
King and Mr. Justice Fraser proceeded upon the fol-
lowing grounds: It was held that the alleged agree-
ment with the trustees under which Angus W. Camp-
bell claimed title was not sufficiently proved for the
following reasons; the agreement itself not being pro-
duced it was considered by the court that a proper
foundation for the admission of secondary evidence of
that instrument had not been laid, and that even if
secondary evidence was admissible the parol evidence
was insufficient to establish it. Further, it was held
that the delay in instituting the suit had been such
that the defence of laches would by itself have been
fatal to the appellant's claim for relief. Lastly, it was
considered that in the state of the pleadings, and under
the circumstances disclosed by the evidence, the appel-
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lant was not entitled to specific performance to the ex- 1894

tent of Angus W. Campbell's share as one of the co- PORTER

heirs of his mother, this relief having been claimed for HVLE.
the first time at the hearing in the event of the case Theief

made by the bill of a claim under the will failing, upon Justice.
the principle that the will was void as against the -

appellant under the registry laws for want of registra-
tion within three years from the date of the death of
the testator.

I am of opinion that in all these respects the con-
clusions arrived at by the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick were correct and that its judgment should
be affirmed. I do not feel called upon to refer to the
evidence in detail as it has been stated with fulness
and particularity in the judgments of Mr. Justice King
and Mr. Justice Fraser, to which I refer. It appears
to me that no sufficient foundation for the reception of
the secondary evidence of the agreement or other writ-
ten document, whatever it may have been, under
which Angus W. Campbell claimed to have a title from
the trustees and his sister, was laid and that therefore
the parol evidence of the appellant and of -,r. Gallagher,
the conveyancer who prepared the agreement of the
7th of August, 1884, ought to have been rejected.
There can be no doubt that the discretion of the judge
of first instance who admitted this evidence is subject
to be reviewed on appeal. The proper custodian of
the document in question was, of course, Angus W.
Campbell. He had returned to Scotland in the latter
part of 1884. He was undoubtedly without the juris-
diction of the New Brunswick courts, but that was no
reason why proper inquiries should not have been
made of him as to this document, inquiries which it
was incumbent on the appellant to show he made be-
fore he could be in a position to give parol evidence of
its contents. The appellant did, it is true, write letters
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1894 addressed to Angus W. Campbell, but in none of these,

pORTER nor in the letter written to Miss Campbell, does it ap-
V). pear that he ever inquired for this paper. Then in the

- letter written to Myles it does not appear, even from

Justice. Porter's own evidence, that in his inquiry for Angus
- Campbell he made any reference to this agreement or

document on the proof of which his case now depends,
as Mr. Justice Fraser points out; what he did refer to
was his own agreement with Angus, not to the agree-
ment between the trustees and Angus. He did not
intimate to Myles that he wanted to find Angus in
order to procure from him this important paper or in-
formation as to it. Moreover, his letter of the 12th
February, 1886, is not consistent with his making any
inquiries of Myles in the character of a purchaser of
these lands; it would rather appear to Myles that what
the appellant wanted Angus for had reference to the
accounts for he does not in this letter make any pre-
tentions to an interest in the lands. It was natural,
therefore, that Myles in his answer should tell him as he
did that the accounts had to be settled, not with Angus
but with the trustees.

What the appellant should have done was this;
he should have stated in his letters to Angus and
Miss Campbell that he wanted this specific paper, and
in his letters to Myles he should have asked for infor-
mation as to Angus stating that his object in making
the inquiries was to obtain this document. More-
over he might, and I think he ought, to have had in-
quiries made in Scotland by some independent person,
in order first to ascertain where Angus Campbell was
to be found, and then if Angus should have been found
he should have been asked for the paper in question.
Nothing of this kind was done.

Further, a commission might have been issued
addressed to the Court of Session, and under the
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Imperial Statutes (22 Vict. cap. 20 and 48 & 49 Vict. 1894
cap. 74) that court would have appointed a commis- PORTER

sioner to take evidence before whom the attendance of I.
HALE.

Angus W, Campbell and his examination as a witness TheChief
might have been enforced by the appropriate process Justice.
in use in Scotland to compel the attendance and -

examination of witnesses.
I must, therefore, concur with the court below in

holding that no proper effort was made to enforce or
procure the production of the written instrument, the
contents of which it was sought under exceptional
rules of evidence to prove by oral testimony.

Then, assuming the parol evidence to have been
admissible, it was insufficient-to establish that any
document had ever been executed by the trustees
vesting any title to these lands in Angus W. Campbell.
Unless such an instrument as that described in the
evidence of both Porter and Gallagher had been signed
by both trustees it was worthless as an instrument
conferring title, either legal or equitable, on Angus.
Mr. Myles may have signed it but for want of the con-
currence of his co-trustee, Mr. Holdane, it might have
been wholly inoperative. Then neither Porter nor Gal-
lagher pretend to say it was executed by Mr. Holdane.
Further, the description of the contents of the paper
produced by Angus as given by both Porter and
Gallagher was not satisfactory. Porter's statement
does not accord with that contained in his bill which
he swore to. In his letter to Myles of 12th February,
1886, he does not assume the position of a purchaser
but very plainly refers to himself as still the mere
agent for the estate. He says, " I am paying taxes and
having a good share of trouble and work looking after
the lands and getting very little for my trouble."
Surely such a statement as this is entirely inconsistent
with a consciousness of the claim he now advances as
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1894 a purchaser who had acquired a title under his agree-

PO^ERt ment with Angus. Had Angus Campbell really pro-
HV. duced to the appellant such a document as he pretendsHALE.

T e Angus then had in his possession, he must when he

Justice. wrote this letter, have known that he had a title in
equity. Gallagher, as I have said, does not say more
than does Porter himself as to the parties to the paper
which he saw in the possession of Angus.

Then, as Mr. Justice Fraser points out, Gallagher
speaks of a sale by Angus W. Campbell as a person
" authorized by some parties interested in the estate,"
which is quite inconsistent with the case made at the
hearing and on the assumed proof of which the original
decree was made.

On th6 whole I must agree with the court below
that assuming the parol evidence to have been admis-
sible it would have been insufficient to establish the
plaintiff's case.

The probability is that the instrument which
Gallagher saw was some agreement in anticipation
of a title to be acquired by Angus Campbell from
the trustees. The letter from Myles to Angus Camp-
bell of the 1st August, 1884, which was produced
and put in evidence by the appellant himself, does not
refer to any completed contract or arrangement between
the trustees and Angus but rather to some such trans-
action being in contemplation.

The appellant cannot have the relief which he asked
for in the event of his case as made by his bill failing,
namely, a decree for specific performance to the extent
of the share of Angus W. Campbell as one of the co-
heirs of his mother, the testatrix Lady Campbell. The
claim to this relief was based on the ground that the
will had become fraudulent and void as against the
appellant as a purchaser from one of the heirs under
the registry law by reason of its not having been re-
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gistered within three years from the death of the 1894
testatrix, as required by the New Brunswick Registra- PORTER

tion Act. It is impossible that on this bill claiming IE.
title under Lady Campbell's will the appellant could-

The Chief
have a decree founded on the proposition that the same Justice.
will was fraudulent and void against him. Then no -

amendment could be permitted, consistently with the
general and reasonable rules of equitable procedure,
which would make a case not only at svariance with
but actually antagonistic to that stated by the bill, and
that, too, an amendment not asked for until the cause
had reached the stage of the hearing. Lastly, it is not
an unreasonable inference, as Mr. Justice Fraser points
out, that the appellant must have had notice of the will.
Then the agreement of the 7th August, 1884, itself on
its face refers inferentially to Lady Campbell's will
when it refers to her trustees and this would establish
notice.

Lastly, the delay alone is a sufficient answer to the
suit. The agreement was entered into on the 7th Au-
gust, 1884; the first payment of purchase money and
the delivery of the deed was to be in three months
thereafter. By the agreement time was to be of the
'essence of the contract. It is out of the question to say
that the plaintiff was ever in possession otherwise than
as a mere agent and caretaker in the face of his letter
to Myles of the 12th February, 1886. Upon this point
the case of Mills v. Haywood (1), cited in the judgment
of my brother King, is an authority. Then the appel-
laut did not file his bill until October, 1888, nearly four

Teas after Angus Campbell had made default in not
producing a title. This delay must on well established
principles of the law governing relief by way of specific
performance be fatal to the plaintiff even if the trus-
tees were shown to have entered into some executory

(1) 6 Ch. D. 202.
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1894 agreement with Angus preceding in point of time the

PORTER conveyance to Miss Campbell.
V. I should have said that I consider the case of SugdenHALE.

The Chief v. Lord St. Leonards (1), relied on by the judge in equity,
Justice. to have no application to a case like the present. It

- establishes, no doubt, an important principle of the law
of evidence applicable in testamentary causes but is no
authority for extending the doctrine of presumption
for the purpose of general application.

The result is that we dismiss the appeal. This will
still leave the plaintiff's remedy at law intact, and it
will be open to him to pursue it by action against
Angus W. Campbell (or against his estate if he is dead)
for damages for breach of contract.

The dismissal must of course be with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: C. A. Palmer.

Solicitors for respondents: Weldon 4- McLean.

(1) 1 P. D. 154.
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ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW BRUNS-
WICK.

Debtor and creditor-Payment to pretended agent-False representations as

to authority-Ratification by creditor-Indictable offence.

If payment is obtained from a debtor by one who falsely represents
that he is agent of the creditor, upon whom a fraud is thereby
committed, if the creditor ratifies and confirms the payment he
adopts the agency of the person receiving the money and makes
the payment equivalent to one to an authorized agent.

The payment may be ratified and the agency adopted, even though the
person receiving the money has, by his false representations, com-
mitted an indictable offence.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick affirming the verdict at the trial for the
defendant bank.

This case was first tried in 1891, and resulted in a
verdict for the plaintiff, which was set aside and a new
trial ordered (1). The plaintiff appealed from the order
for a new trial to the Supreme Court of Canada, but
his appeal was not entertained (2). The second trial
resulted in a verdict for the defendant, which was
affirmed by the full court, from whose decision the
present appeal is taken.

The facts of the case are fully set down in the judg-
ment of the court.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.

(1) 31 N.B. R. 21. (2) 21 Can. S.C.R. 30.
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1894 McLeod Q.C. and Palmer Q.C. for the appellant, re-
THE ferred to Williams v. The Colonial Bank (1) ; Barton v.

SCOTT London and North-western Railway Co. (2) ; Jones v.
THE BANK Broadhurst (3).
or NEW

BRUNSWICK. Blair, Attorney General of New Brunswick, cited
- lMcKenzie v. The British Linen Co. (4); Stone v. Marsh

(5); Leather Manufacturing Bank v. Morland (6); and
Viele v. Judson (7).

The judgment of the court was delivered by:

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The facts of this case, which
is an action to recover the sum of $1,000 and interest,
may be stated as follows :-The appellant was the
master of a vessel in which he and Charles E. Robinson,
a merchant of St. John, were jointly interested. Robin-
son had managed the appellant's private business affairs
at St. John. On the 29th September, 1863, the appel-
lant deposited with the respondent $1,000, for which
he received a receipt in the words and figures follow-
ing, namely:-

BANK OF NEW BRUNSWICK,

St. John, N.B., 29th Sept., 1883.
Received from Robert Scott the sum of one thousand

dollars, for which we are accountable, with interest at
the rate of four per cent per annum, on receiving thirty
day's notice; interest to cease at the expiration of the
notice, and no interest to be allowed unless the money
remain in the bank three months.

THOMAS GILBERT, President.
W. GIRVAN, Cashier.

The appellant being about to go to sea, and not
wishing to take the receipt with him, handed it to

(1) 38 Ch. D. 298. (4) 6 App. Cas. 82.
(2) 38 Ob. D. 144. (5) 6 B. & C. 555.
(3) 9 C. B. 173. (6) 117 U, S. R. 113.

(7) 82 N. Y. 32.
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Robinson (as he alleges) to place in his " safe" for 1894

secure keeping. SCOTT

The appellant says he gave the receipt to Robinson THE ANK

in the bank at the time he received it in the same con- Or NEW

dition it was in when he received it himself, without BRUNSWICK.

indorsing his name on it; that he never wrote his The Chief
Justice.

name on it, and that the name " Robert Scott " which -

now appears on it is a forgery. Robinson, in his evi-

dence (taken in the United States under a commission),
does not state clearly when he received the receipt,
but he denies getting it from Scott in the bank,
although he admits that when Scott received it he,
(Robinson) was present in the bank. Robinson's account
of the matter is that Scott gave it to him afterwards in
an unsealed envelope, and when he looked at it some
days subsequently the appellant's name was indorsed
on it. The jury, in answer to a specific question, have
found that the appellant's account as regards the
indorsement is the true one, and that his name was
indorsed without his authority after the delivery to
Robinson. They have not, however, explicitly found
that the name of the appellant was forged or even
written by Robinson, although it may be inferred that
such was their opinion.

Robinson subsequently deposited the receipt with
the respondents as a security for an advance, and after
it had remained in the respondents' hands for some
time it was, at the suggestion of the respondents'
manager, exchanged for a new receipt for the sum of
$1,044 (being the $1,000 and interest), made directly in
favour of Robinson, which receipt the bank retained,
and Robinson making default in the payment of the
advance to him the respondents subsequently charged
the amount of the advance (a note which had been
discounted) against the deposit.
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1894 The appellant did not return to New Brunswick until

SCOTT some time in 1887, about July, when he came to St.

THE John to endeavour to get a settlement with Robinson
Or NEW who was indebted to him on an open account, inde-

Bu swwm.pendently of this transaction connected with the receipt,
The Chief to the amount of some $2,650. Being unable to obtain

Justice.
- a satisfactory settlement he demanded the deposit

receipt when, as the appellant swears, Robinson con-
fessed to him that he had used the receipt in the way
mentioned, and had applied the money obtained by
means of it to his own use. The appellant says Robin-
son besought him not to prosecute him, and then gave
him a draft on one George Bell, of Dublin, for £250 and
agreed to give him and did subsequently give him a
mortgage for $2,500 on some interest which, as Robin-
son stated, he had in his father's property. It does not
appear from the evidence and has not been found by
the jury that the appellant ever agreed not to prosecute
Robinson. The jury have specifically found that this
mortgage was taken by the appellant to secure the
amount improperly withdrawn by Robinson from the
bank. They have also found that the giving of this
security by Robinson induced the appellant to leave
St. John without notifying the bank of the fraud which
had been practised upon him. The jury have further
found that the appellant by accepting the mortgage
did not intend to waive his claim against the bank.
The appellant left St. John in 1887, on getting the
mortgage and draft, and did not again go to that city
until 1889, when he informed the bank of Robinson's
fraud and demanded payment which the bank refused.
Robinson had then left the country for some time. In
addition to the findings already mentioned the jury
found that the bank were not prejudiced by the delay
to inform them of the fraud from 1887 to 1889.
Further, that the bank when they originally took
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the receipt, as well as when they changed the receipt, 1894

and also when they finally appropriated the deposit by sC
charging against it the loan to Robinson, had reasonable THETEBANK
grounds to suspect that Robinson was not the owner or NEW

BRUNSWICK.
of the money and had not the right to control it. Lastly, B

the jury have found that the appellant purposely Th Chief

avoided informing the bank of the alleged forgery from
July 1887 to 1889 on a promise by Robinson to pay.

At the trial before Mr. Justice Hanington the jury
having found as before stated in answer to specific
questions left to them by the learned judge a verdict
was entered for the respondents, leave being reserved
for the appellant to move to have the verdict entered
for him. A motion having subsequently been made in
term to enter the verdict for the appellant that motion
was refused, against which decision the present appeal
has been brought.

I am of opinion that the judgment of the court below
was entirely correct and is sustained by the highest
authority. I do not think the doctrine of estoppel has
any application to the case, the decision of which must
be governed by legal principles of a different order.
The receipt was not a negotiable instrument and
although the fabricated indorsement might be by
statute a forgery yet, even if genuine, it would of
itself have constituted no authority to the bank to pay
the money to Robinson as being himself entitled to
the money as the transferee of the appellant, but the
receipt with the appellant's name written on the back
was used by Robinson in such a way as to indicate
to the bank that he had authority from the appellant to
demand payment of the money specified in it; Robin-
son's conduct was therefore equivalent to a distinct
verbal representation of his authority to receive the
money and to deal with the receipt as he did. The case
before us is therefore the case of a pretended agent
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1894 obtaining the payment of money belonging to his
SCOTT assumed principal by false representations and preten-

THE AKses as to his authority made to the debtor of the latter.
or NEW Then I think the law is clear that if the payment of

BRNSI money is obtained from a debtor by one. falsely repre-
The Chief senting to the debtor that he is the agent of his creditor,Justice.

- from whom he in fact has no authority, and thereby a
fraud upon the debtor is committed, yet if the creditor
afterwards ratifies and confirms the payment so made
he thereby adopts the agency of the party who has.

received the money and it becomes equivalent to a pay-
ment made by the debtor to a person having proper
authority to receive it. And it makes no difference in
the application of this principle that by his false pre-
tenses the party receiving the money has committed an
indictable offence.

For the latter proposition I rely on the judgment of
Lord Blackburn in the House of Lords, in the case of
McKenzie v. The British Linen Co. (1), as a conclusive
authority. The difference between the case put by
Lord Blackburn and the present is this, that the
present case is the ratification not of a feigned contract,.

which was in itself a forgery, but of an act, the receiv-
ing of money, the payment of which was evidenced
by fraudulent representations, which amounted to the
offence of obtaining money by false pretenses, whilst
the case put by Lord Blackburn is the ratification of a.
pretended contract the fabrication of which constituted
the crime of forgery. What Lord Blackburn says in
the case cited, is this :-

But even though it was not made out that the signatures were
authorized originally, it still would be enough to make McKenzie
liable if knowing that his name had been signed without his authority
he ratified the unauthorized act. Then the maxim omnis ratihabitio-
retrotrahitur et mandato priori (equiparatur, would apply. I wish to,

(1) 6 App. Cas. 99.
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guard against being supposed to say that if a document with an un- 1894
authorized signature was uttered under such circumstances of intent

SIcoTT
to defraud that it amounted to the crime of forgexy, it is in the power .
of the person whose name was forged to ratify it so as to make a THE BANK

defence for the forger against a criminal charge. I do not think he oF NEW
could. But if the person, whose name was without authority used, BRUNSWICK.

chooses to ratify the act, even though known to be a crime, he makes The Chief
himself civilly responsible just as if he had originally authorized it. Justice.
It is quite.immaterial whether this ratification was made to the person
who seeks to avail himself of it or to another.

This is a fortiori applicable to a case like the present,
where the doctrine of ratification is invoked, not for
the purpose of giving vitality to an assumed contract
which was in truth non-existent and void ab initio, but
for the purpose of fixing a party, by reason of his adop-
tion of it, with the legal consequences of an act which,.
whatever may have been the circumstances which
attended it and brought it about, had a de facto exist-
ence. Upon principfe there does not seem to be any
good reason, upon grounds of public policy or other.
wise, why such an act should not be susceptible of
confirmation by a party whose conduct is free from
any taint of illegality in favour of another party
equally blameless, provided the adoption does not in-
volve any agreement or undertaking on the part of
either to forbear from a criminal prosecution.

The judgment of the Court of Exchequer in the case
of Brook v. Hook (1) does, no doubt, contain observations
to the opposite effect, but that case, so far as it proceeds.
on reasons at variance with Lord Blackburn's deliver-
ance in McKenzie v. The British Linen Co. (2), must be
considered as overruled by the latter case, and the judg-
ment of Martin B., who dissented in Brook v. Hook,
(1) must now be taken to be an accurate statement
of the law. The decision of Brook v. Hook (1) may, how-
ever, be ascribed to a ground which would take it out
of the doctrine enunciated by Lord Blackburn in
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1894 McKenzie v. The British Linen Co. (1), and would also
SCOTT make it inapplicable as an authority to govern the pre-

VH sent case. It was there determined that the agreement
-THE BANK

or NEW for ratification itself was based upon the condition that
BRUNSWICK.the party receiving the benefit of the ratification would
,The Chief not prosecute the forger, a consideration which ren-

Justice.
- 'dered it illegal and void. Martin B., before whom the

action had been tried, reported the evidence to have
been as follows:-

The plaintiff said it must be a forgery of Jones and that he would
consult a lawyer with a view of taking criminal proceedings against
him; that the defendant begged him not to do so and said he would
rather pay the money than that he should do so ; that theplaintiff then
said he must have it in writing and that if the defendant would sign a
memorandum to that effect he would take it ; and that the defendant
then signed the memorandum relied on as a ratification.

Upon this the Chief Baron says that the verdict
could not be sustained:

And this first upon the ground that this was no ratification at all,
but an agreement upon the part of the defendant to treat the note as
his own, and become liable upon it in consideration that the plaintiff
would forbear to prosecute his brother-in-law Jones ; and that this
agreement is against public policy and void as founded upon an illegal
consideration.

And subsequently to this in the same judgment the
Chief Baron adds:

I am of opinion that the true effect of the paper taken together
with the previous conversation is that the defendant declares to the

plaintiff, "if you will forbear to prosecute Jones for the forgery of
my signature, I admit and will be bound by the admission that the
signature is mine." This therefore was not a statement by the
-defendant that the signature was his and which, being believed by the
plaintiff, induced him to take the note or in any way alter his con-
-dition; but on the contrary it amounted to the corrupt and illegal con-
-tract before mentioned.

This places the decision in Brook v. Hook upon
jprinciples so obvious and plain (always assuming that

(1) 6 App. Cas. 99.
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the court took a correct view of the facts) that there is * 1894

no need of resorting to the second ground advanced in SCOTT
its support. THE

TEBANK
That second ground is in the language of Chief Baron or NEW

Kelly as follows :- BRUNSWICK..

The paper in question is no ratification inasmuch as the act done- The Chief
that is the signature to the note-is illegal and void; and that although Justice.
a voidable act may be ratified by matter subsequent it is otherwise
when an act is originally and in its inception void.

'This last ratio decidendi is clearly inconsistent with
Lord Blackburn's enunciation of the law in McKenzie v.
The British Linen Co. (1), and can no longer be considered
authority. Moreover the reasoning on which it proceeds
would be inapplicable here, for granting that the pay-
ment of the money for which the receipt in the pre-
sent case was given was obtained by Robinson by
false and fraudulent pretenses, and that any agreement
so brought about would be illegal and void, there
would still remain the fact that the money was actually
paid over to him by the bank, and it is to this pay-
ment that the respondents seek to have the ratification.
applied. A contract or a pretended contract, like a forged
note, may be void in law ab initio or non-existent so.
that there may be nothing to ratify, but a fact like a
payment cannot be got rid of in that way. The pay-
ment was therefore clearly a substantial act suscepti-
ble of rafification, and the passage last quoted from
the judgment in Brook v. Hook (2) does not apply to the
facts before us in this appeal. Further it appears from
the authorities that the distinction between a void and,
voidable contract or act does not apply at all to the
ratification of the act of a pretended agent.

I find American authorities emanating from courts,
of the highest authority, and anterior in date to the case
of McKenzie v. The British. Linen Co., (1) in entire-
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1894 accord with the law of ratification as laid down by

SCT Lord Blackburn in that case.
-v In the case of Greenfield Bank v. Crafts (1) the

THE BANK
OF NEw Supreme Court of Massachusetts says:

BRUNSWICK. Itis,however, urged that public policy forbids sanctioning a ratifica-

*The Chief tion of a forged note as it may have a tendency to stifle a prosecution
.Justice. for the criminal offence. It would seem, however, that this must stand

- upon the general principle applicable to other contracts, and is only
to be defeated where the agreement was upon the understanding that
if the signature was adopted the guilty party was not to be prosecuted
for the criminal offence.

Again in Bartlett v. Tucker (2) the same court says:
If either of those names was that of a real person, then, although no

agency was expressed on the face of the note, and whether the signa-
ture was affixed under a mistaken belief of authority or fraudulently,
or even if it was a forgery, it was, so far as regards the liability to a
civil action upon the notes, a mere case of signing without authority,
and the signature might be adopted or ratified by that person, and
such adoption or ratification would render him liable to be sued as
maker thereof.

In Wellington v. Jackson (3) Gray C. J. speaking for

the court propounds the law in these terms.
Although the signature of Edward H. Jackson was forged, yet if,

knowing all the circumstances as to that signature and intending to be
bound by it, he acknowledged the signature and thus assumed the
note as his own, it would bind him just as if it had been originally
signed by his authority even if it did not amount to an estoppel in
.C pais."

From the judgment in Merrifield v. Parritt (4) I
extract the following passage which has particular
reference to the question whether an act or contract
void for illegality is susceptible of adoption or ratifica-
tion. The court there says:

It was argued that according to that doctrine the act of A was void
,and then it was said that a void act cannot be ratified. But if it be
admitted that A exceeded his authority by writing P's name without
more it would not follow that P could not adopt or ratify the act.
Whatever may be the meaning and extent of the rule that a void act
cannot be ratified the rule does not apply to the acts of persons assum-
ing without authority to be agents, nor to the acts of acknowledged
.agents which exceed their authority.

(1) 4 Allen (Mass.) 447.
(2) 104 Mass. 341.
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These authorities, selected from a great number of 1894

American cases to the same effect, coming as they do 'SC
from a court of the highest authority on all questions V.

THE BANK
falling to be decided by the common law of England, OF NEW

are entitled to great weight as regards a question upon BRUNSWICK.

which we find English courts at variance. The Chief
The law therefore appears to be clear that although Justice.

the obtaining payment by Robinson from the bank was
obtaining money by a false pretense it was, neverthe-
less, susceptible of ratification by the appellant in such
a way as to bind him for all the purposes of civil jus.
tice and to debar him from recovering the money from
the respondents.

As I said before our judgment proceeds upon the
principle of ratification or adoption and not on the
doctrine of estoppel. The distinction between ratifi-
cation and estoppel is well pointed out by the Supreme
Court of Maine in a case of Forsyth v. Day (1) where
it is said:-

The distinction between a contract intentionally assented to or rati-
fled in fact and an estoppel to deny the validity of the contract is very
wide. In the former case the party is bound because he intended to
be; in the latter he is bound, notwithstanding there was no such in-
tention, because the other party will be prejudiced and defrauded by
his conduct unless the law treat him as legally bound. In one case
the party is bound because the contract contains the necessary ingre-
<ients to bind him including a consideration. In the other he is not
bound for these reasons but because he has permitted the other party
to act to his prejudice under such circumstances that he must have
known or be presumed to have known that such party was acting on
the faith of his conduct and acts being what they purported to be
without apprising him to the contrary.

Next arises the question: Did the appellant ratify the
payment to Robinson when, according to the finding
of the jury, he accepted the mortgage from Robinson as
security, and on the strength of that security left the
province and remained away two years without in any
way notifying the bank of the fraud which had been
practised ? Granting that ratification is possible and

(1) 46 Me. 196.
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1894 that no objection on the ground of public policy is sus-
SCOTT tainable, which I have already shown to be the result

THNK of the authorities, I am at a loss to conceive a stronger
or NEW act of adoption than that here in evidence and es-

BRUNSWICK.tablished as a fact by the finding of the jury. Surely
The Chief if a pretended agent, on being charged with the fraud

-c by the creditor, pays over to him money to the same
amount as that which he has received from the debtor
in assumed discharge of the debt the creditor could
not afterwards, whilst retaining this money, compel
the debtor to pay a second time. In such a case the
receipt of the money from the fraudulent agent would
be such a recognition of the agency as to relate back
and place the debtor in the same position as if the pre-
tended agent had had authority at the time he received
payment from the debtor. This is too clear to need
further demonstration. Then what difference in prin-
ciple can there be between actual receipt of money and.
accepting security for it as the appellant did here ?
The answer must be, none that can make any difference
in the application of the principle. This is a ground
entirely different from that of estoppel upon which
I altogether disclaim placing any reliance.

Any little doubt I had was as to whether the defrauded
debtor must not be privy to the ratification. But this
doubt is also dispelled by the last paragraph in the
quotation I have given from McKenzie v. The British
Linen Co. (1). Lord Blackburn there says:-

It is quite immaterial whether this ratification is made to the per-
son who seeks to avail himself of it or to another.

This appears to me to be conclusive. The appeal
must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: C. A. Palmer.
Solicitors for respondents: Barker 4 Belyea.

(1) 6 App. Cas. 99.
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THE ROYAL ELECTRIC COM- 1894

PANY (PLAINTIFFS)................. APPELLANTS;M 2.

AND *May 1.

THE CORPORATION OF THE)
CITY OF THREE RIVERS (DE- RESPONDENTS;
FENDANTS) ......... ..................... )

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Contract-Blectric Plant-Reference to Experts by Court-Adoption of

report by two courts-Appeal on question of fact-Arbitration clause

in contract-Bight of action.

The Royal Electric Company having sued the City of Three Rivers
for the contract price of the installation of a complete electric
plant, which under the terms of the contract was to be put in
operation for at least six weeks before payment of the price
could be claimed, the court referred the case to experts on the
question whether the contract had been substantially fulfilled,
and they found that owing to certain defects the contract had not
been satisfactorily completed. The Superior Court adopted the
finding of fact of the experts, and dismissed the action. The
Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) on an
appeal affirmed the judgment of the Superior Court and on an
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada.

Held, affirming the judgments of the courts below, that it being found
that the appellants had not fulfilled their contract within the de-
lay specified, they could not rezover.

Held also, That when a contract provides that no payment shall be
due until the work has been satisfactorily completed, a claim for
extras, made under the contract, will not be exigible prior to the
completion of the main contract.

Qucere : Whether a right of action exists, although a contract contains
a clause that all matters in dispute between the parties shall be
referred to arbitration: Qu, bec Street Railway Compainy v. City

of Quebec (1) referred to.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Se'Igewick and King, JJ.

(1) 13 Q. L. R. 205.
19
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1894 APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
THE ROYAL Bench, for Lower Canada (appeal side), confirming a

ELECTRIC
COMPANY judgment of the Superior Court, District of Three

THE7 PEY Rivers, by which appellants' action was dismissed.
or THREE The action was brought by the Royal Electric

RIVERS. Company against the Corporation of Three Rivers, in
May, 1891, to recover the price stipulated in the con-
tract made between the parties for the erection of all
the material necessary for the electric light in the
City of Three Rivers by the plaintiffs, and also,
for extras. A further sum of $5,331.99, for goods
sold and-delivered, and work done, and freight paid
by appellants, to and for respondents, as specified in
the account furnished ; the whole amounting to
$39,040.81.

This contract was entered into on the 17th May,
1890.

The clauses of the contract upon which the contes-
tation in the case arose are the following

"7th. The said city shall pay for said installation
and plants as above the sum of $35,000, $38,000
whereof after the plant had been kept in satisfactory
operation by the said company for the term of 30 days
as above, and balance $2,000, after the said plant has
been in satisfactory operation for a term of six months
from the date of starting from the permanent station."

"8th. In case of dispute between the parties with
reference to the present contract or the execution thereof,
all question of differences between them shall be settled
by arbitration to be appointed in the ordinary man-
ner."

Arbitrators were appointed by the court to report upon
certain questions, and among others the following :

3. Should said experts find that the plaintiff has
failed to fulfil any part of said contract, as to said steam
plant, they are directed to state specially what part,
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how the defects they have found can be remedied, and 1894

at what costs." THE ROYAL

To this question the arbitrators -found certain defects ELECTRIC
COMPANY

in the steam plant, and stated that it would cost some v.
THE CITY

.6957 to remedy these defects. OF THREE

The Superior Court after argument dismissed the RIVERS.

action on the ground that the plant was not completed
according to contract and that until it was no right of
action accrued to the plaintiffs.

Beique Q.C. and Geoffrion Q.C. for the appellants:
The question in this case is whether there has not

been any delivery but an acceptance by the company ?
Ali hough respondents may originally have been entitled
to insist on minute performance, and to postpone
payment till it was obtained, it does not necessarily
follow that they could do so after using the plant, as
.they have done, both for the purposes connected and
unconnected with the contract. By so using it, they
plainly waived strict performance as a preliminary to

payment; appropriated the plant to themselves; and
made it a question not as to whether they were bound
to pay, but merely as to the amount due.

The case of Roeckt v. Deruttis reported in Dalloz (1)
is here in point. See also on arts. 1521 and 1527 C.C.

As to the claims for carbons, which were furnished
and used by the corporation, they do not form part of
the contract and the corporation should pay for them.

Now as to the right of action notwithstanding the
clause in the contract relating to arbitration.

It cannot seriously be pretended, that we are pre-
cluded from taking suit, by reason of this clause in the
contract. The right of a citizen to seek redress from
the courts, is a matter of public order, and he cannot
,deprive himself of this right, in advance, and with
regard to disputes which have not yet arisen. An ex-
isting dispute may be legally submitted to arbitration

19)4 (1) 59, 2, 102-3.
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1894 by a deed of submission which complies with the

THF ROYAL requirements of the law (art. 1341 Code of Civil Pro-
ELECTRIC cedure), and the parties to such a deed, are no doubt
CoMPAN~Y

v. bound to carry it out. But no such deed of submis-
THE CITY

F THREE SOn, was ever passed between the parties. See article
RIVERS. 1344, C. C. P. which says: " deeds of submission made

out of court, must state the names and addition of the
parties and arbitrators, the object in dispute, and the lime
within which the amount of the arbitration must be given.

We may add that appellants would have been will-
ing to arbitrate, but as their garants, Leonard & Sons,
refused to agree to this, and as an.award of the arbitra-
tors to which they did not consent, and were not parties,
could not bind 1he latter, appellants had no other
recourse but to sue in the ordinary way.

Irvine Q.C., for respondents. Up to the time of the
bringing of the action the property was not in the pos-
session of the respondents, but was run by and under
the control of the appellants, and as the experts and
two courts have found that the work was not then
completed, the company could not claim payment. As
to the claims for extras, while the proof of it would
have been sufficient had it been the only transaction
between the parties, it was insufficient to show it to be
independent of the contract. The first question in the.
case, is : whether the plaintiffs, appellants, had a right
to resort to the tribunals direct, as they did by bringing
the present suit, or whether they were not bound first
to offer to the defendant to submit the questions in
dispute between them to arbitration. I contend that
the contract contains a distinct agreement that in
case of any dispute between the parties with reference
to their contract or the execution thereof, all question
of difference between them should be settled by arbi-
tration to be appointed in the ordinary manner. This
agreement is express and most distinct, and in this case
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is the law of the parties. It is a stipulation permitted 1894
by our laws, and the plaintiff had no power to override THE ROYAL

it without the consent of the defendants. See Quebec ELECTRIC
COxPANY

Street Railway v. The Corporation of Quebec (1). V.
The judgment of the court was delivered by OF :TR

RIVERS.

FouumRN'1. J.-By their action, the appellant com- FournierJ,

pany claim from the City of Three Rivers $33,000,
being part of the price of the electric light plant, which
they had agreed by the contract of the 17th May, 1890,
to instal for the City of Three Rivers ; and also a
further sum of $5,000 for sundry materials, &c., and
for extra work.

This contract, made sous seing priv, is given at
length in the case. The contestation rests upon the
two following paragraphs of the contract in question:

"7th. The said city shall pay for said installation and plants as
above, the sum of $35,000, $33,000 whereof after the plant had been
kept in satisfactory operation by the said company for the term of
30 days as above and balance $2,000 after the said plant has been in
satisfactory operation for a term of six months from the date of
starting from the permanent station.

"8th. In case of dispute between the parties with reference to the
prcsent contract or the execution thereof, all question of differences
between them shall be settled by arbitration to be appointed in the
ordinary manner."

By the present action the appellants allege that on
the 8th December, 1890, they had fulfilled the greater
part of their obligations in the contract ; they offered
to complete the works remaining to be done, upon pay-
ment of $33,000, the first instalment of the contract
price, and upon payment of $5,000 for extras.

The respondents pleaded to this action, that the ap-
pellants had no right of action for the following
reasons : 1st, because they had not fulfilled the con.
<itions of the contract, and that their works had not

(1) 13 Q. L. R. 205.
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1894 been put in operation for thirty days after their com-

THE RYAL pletion. 2nd, because, under the contract, the appel-
ELECTRIC lants were obliged, before taking any action againstCOMPANY

v. the city, to submit to arbitration any difficulties
THE CITY
OF THREE which might arise on the subject of the execution of
RIVERS. the work.

Fournier J. The first question to be decided is, then, whether the
appellants had the right to appeal directly to the tri-
bunals as they have done by their action, before giving
the respondent anopportunity of referring the questions
in dispute between them, to arbitration.

Although this question is an important one, it is not
my intention to discuss it. I shall content myself with
citing a recent case in which the Court of Queen's
Bench at Quebec, maintained the legality of a similar
condition, viz., the case of Quebec treet Railway Co. v.
The Corporation of Quebec (1), where it was decided
" that the court has jurisdiction to appoint an arbitrator
to act on behalf of a party refusing to appoint such
arbitrator, where the parties have covenanted that the
matter in dispute should be determined by arbitration."
In that case, the Hon. Mr. Justice Tessier made the
following remarks: "The second point is the arbiIra-
tion. The parties desired and agreed to it; conse-
quently one party cannot fail to comply with his obli-
gations. Arbitration experts, are methods of determin-
ing litigious contestations, and can be utilised by our
laws, and according to our rules of procedure. In
demanding arbitration, the parties wished to follow the
rules of ordinary arbitration, unless they have stipu-
lated the contrary, or particular rules."

If then, one of the parties refuses to name the arbi-
trators, the court has jurisdiction to enforce it, or to
appoint them itself, and to appoint a third arbitrator
in case of a difference of opinion between the two others.

(1) See Vol. 13 L. R. Q. p. 205.
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Courts of justice have this jurisdiction even in cases 1894

where the parties do not agree to it; why then, should THE ROYAL

they not have jurisdiction in a case, like the present, ELECTRIC
COMPANY

where the parties have themselves stipulated for it ? v.
THE CITYIt is useless to discuss the question further, because F THREE

its decision cannot in any way affect this case, the RIVERS.

Superior Court having, in the first instance, ordered an Fournier J.
arbitration, in which the arbitrators made a unanimous
report which has been accepted by the two courts
below, the Superior Court and the Court of Appeal.

The second question to be considered is whether the
appellants had fulfilled all the conditions of the con-
tract and put in satisfactory operation, for thirty days
after their completion, the works contracted for.

The appellants do not coitend they did. They
merely allege that the delay of thirty days should begin
to run on the 8th December, 1890, and that the greater
part of their works were then finished, thus admitting
thereby that they were not completely finished. The
evidence on this part of the case showed that the work
was incomplete and not properly executed, and the
codrt with the consent of the parties, referred the mat-
ter to the arbitrators with instructions to report upon
the following questions:-

Ist. Whether the plaintiff had on the 8th day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, or ever since, substantially ful-
filled its part of said contract as to quality, capacity, installation and
saving of fuel of said steam plant;

2nd. Whether the joints in the said electric plant on both incan-
descent and arc lights were on the 8th day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, well made and soldered, or have ever since
been well made and soldered by the said plaintiff

3rd. Should said experts find that the plaintiff has failed to fulfil
any part of said contract as to said steam plant, they are directed to
state specially what part, how the defects they have found can be
remedied and at what costs ;

4th. Should said experts find that the plaintiffs have failed to make
good joints in said electric plant, they are directed to say how many
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1894 and in what they have so been found deficient, how the defects can be
remedied and at what costs

THE ROYAL
ELECTRIC The experts made a unanimous report, declaring as
COMPANY follows
THE CITY " We find that the contract was not satisfactorily completed on the
OF THREE eighth day of December, 1890, nor is it yet owing to certain defects

RIVERS.
existing which are hereinafter mentioned."

Fournier J. This is conclusive.

Independently of the first instalment of the contract
price, the appellants, by their action, claim an addi-
tional sum of $5,331.99 for goods sold and delivered
by the appellants to the respondents, for work done
and freight and salaries paid by the appellants for the
respondents, the whole upon the request and to the
satisfaction of the latter, for their profit and advantage,
in the City of Three Rivers, at the prices and times
specified in the account produced in support of this
claim, as exhibit No. 2 of the appellant.

The bill of particulars furnished by the appellants,
comprises, first the amount of the contract, $35,00. ;
then follows a long series of items for articles which
they had agreed to furnish under the contract, and
which were used for the purpose of operating the
plant, boilers, machines, tools, &c., forming part of the
contract, which amount to $5,331.99. They claim
the right to be paid this amount independently of the
contract price. But these items being part of the con-
tract, or being extras, this pretension cannot be
admitted, on the principle that the plaintiff cannot
claim any amount before the execution of the con-
tract. These items, being only accessories of the con-
tract, can not be made the basis of an action outside of
such contract. Moreover there is not sufficient
evidence to justify a judgment granting the value to
the appellant. True it was proved that this account
was rendered to the respondents, and in part examined
at an irregular meeting of some of the members of the
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council. In addition to this there is the evidence of 1894

some of the employees, who stated that the goods were THE ROYAL

delivered and the work done. This evidence, which ELECTRIC
COMPANY

is not contradicted, would perhaps be sufficient in a v.
THE CITY

separate action based solely on an account, but when OFTHREE

a contract exists between the parties under which the RIVERS.

appellants contract to furnish to the respondents, for Fournier J.
$35,000, certain materials and work, evidence of -

delivery and value alone is not sufficient. It must be
proved that these items are not included in the con-
tract, and are entirely outside of the contract. There
is no such evidence of record. Moreover the bill of
particulars comprising all these items as well as the
contract price, show that the two form part of the
same demand and the same contract, and cannot be
considered separately, the items of the account being
only accessories of the contract.

I concur entirely in the reasons given by the Hon.
Mr. Justice Hall, in the appeal from the judgment of
the Court of Queen's Bench.

The appellants have no right, therefore, to claim the
amount of thqir account, inasmuch as the works were
not completed when the action was brought. For
these reasons I am of opinion that the appeal must be

.dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed woith costs.

Solicitors for appellants : _Beique. Lafontaine, Turgeon
4 Robertson.

.Solicitor for respondents : L. D. Paquin.
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1894 THE ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY APPELLANTS;,

M 2. (PLAINTIFFS IN WARRANTY) ............

*May 1. AND

FRANK C. LEONARD et at (DEFEN- RESPONDENTS.
DANTS IN WARRANTY)............

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF QUEEN'S;
BENCH FOR LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Action en garantie-Contract-Sub-contract-Legal connection (Connexite).

The appellants, who had a contract with the city of Three Rivers to

supply and set up a complete electric plant, sublet to the respon-

dents the part of their engagement which related to the steam.
engine and boilers. The original contract with the city of Three

Rivers embraced conditions of which the defendants had no
knowledge, and included the supply of other totally different
plant from that which they subsequently undertook to supply to

the appellants. The appellants, upon completion of the works
having sued the city of Three Rivers for the agreed contract price,.
the city pleaded that the work was not completed, and set up
defects in the steam engine and boilers, and the appellants there-
upon brought an action en garantie simple against the respondents.

Held, affirming the judgments of the courts below that there was no
legal connexion (connexitd) qxisting between the contract of the

defendant and that of the plaintiffs with the city of Three Rivers,
upon which the principal demand was based, and therefore the
action en garantie simple, was properly dismissed.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada, confirming a judgment of
the Superior Court for the district of Three Rivers,-
which dismissed an action in warranty by appellants:
against respondents, in connection with the preceding
case of The Royal Electric Company v. The City of Three
Rivers.

The plaintiffs by their declaration alleged that they
had fulfilled all the greatest part of obligation of their

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Tasebereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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contract since the 8th December, 1890, and offered to 1894

complete those works which remained to be done con- THE YROAL.

cluded by praying for $33,000. the amount of the first ELYCTRICC5 COMPANY
instalment of payment under the contract. v.

The respondent pleaded that no right of action lay LEONARD..

on behalf of the appellants until, 1st, they had fulfilled
all the undertakings of their contract and had the
works in satisfactory operation for thirty days, and 2nd,
that with reference to any dispute under the contract
the plaintiff was bound before instituting any action
to submit the matter to arbitration.

After a long enqvete the court, with the consent of
the parties, referred the case to experts, who were to
report, and did report inter alia

1. Whether the plaintiff had on the 8th of December
1890, or ever since, substantially fulfilled its part of
said contract as to quality, capacity, installation and
saving of fuel of said steam plant;

Question 1st.-In answer to the first question sub-
mitted by the interlocutory judgment of the twenty-
first day of May last past.

We find that the contract was not satisfactorily com-
pleted on the eighth day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety, nor is it yet, owing to cer-
tain defects existing which are hereinafter mentioned.

" a. Quality :-We find the quality of materials used
throughout to be good and to fulfil contract, but the
workmanship to be defective in some points.

"b. Capacity:-We find the capacity of steam plant
to be up to guarantee and to fulfil contract, when
existing defects as hereinafter mentioned are remedied.

" c. Installation :-(Setting up). We find the instal-
lation good -and to fulfil contract. However, from
evidence taken, we find that the engine foundations
were defective on the eighth day of December, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety, but have since
been repaired and are now in good condition.
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1S94 "d. Saving of fuel :-We find that as regards saving
THE ROYAL Of fuel, the steam plant fulfils the contract."

ELECTRIC 2nd. "Whether the joints in the said electric plant
COMPANY

v. on both incandescent and arc lights, were on the eighth
LEONARD. day of Hecember, 1890, well made and soldered, or have

ever since been well made and soldered by the

plaintiff; "
"Question 2nd. To the second question submitted

by said judgment :"
" Joints:-We find from evidence taken that on the

eighth day of December, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety, the joints in both incandescent and are
lights were not well made and soldered, but that they
have since been and are now all well made and
soldered."

Beique Q.C. for appellant: The whole question at
issue on this appeal, is as to whether there is any con-
nection at all between the contract forming the basis
of the main action and the contract forming the basis
of the action in warranty. For if any such connection
exists, to whatever small extent it may be, we respect-
fully submit that the judgments appealed from are
clearly unfounded.

By their contract with the corporation of the city
of Three Rivers, appellants undertook to supply them
"with a steam and power plant consisting of two com-
pound condensing engines of a total capacity of 250
indicated horse power," and " with four boilers of a
total capacity not less than of 300 indicated horse-
power," and to " set up said engines and boilers and
properly connect the same."

Respondents admit and allege in their plea, " that
defendants en garantie (to wit, respondents) by their
contract with plaintiff en garantie (to wit' appellants)
agreed to furnish two Leonard Ball Automatic cut-off
Tandem compound engines of a certain determinate
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kind as therein set forth, and to be respectively of 100 1894

and 150 horse-power, the material and workmanship THE ROYAL
to be of the very best throughout and the workiing ELECTRIC

'nC OMPANY
parts of large and substantial proportions." V.

Respondents also undertook to furnish four boilers LEONARD.

of the dimensions indicatedin the specifications, which
dimensions imply a capacity exceeding 300 indicated
horse-power, and " to set up the said engines and
boilers and connect the same with .a steam pipe,
furnishing the necessary pipe and fittings, and make
an Al plant in first-class running order."

Now, after respondents had furnished and made the
installation of the engines, boilers and steam pipe con-
nections, appellants having sued the town of Three
Rivers for, amongst other things, the price of said
engines, boilers and steam pipe connections, they are
met with a plea on the part of the said town to the
effect " that the engines, boilers and other material used
and supplied by the plaintiff in the making of said
plant are not of the power, quality and capacity
required by the contract, and are badly connected
together; that the shafts of said engines, are not of
proper thickness, nor first-class in material or work-
manship; that generally said engines, boilers and
accessories composing said plant, are defective, badly
made and of inferior quality.

How can the connection between the contracts be
made more apparent? The obligation to furnish a
first class steam plant being common to both contracts;
and the respondents knowing at the time of the con-
tract the purpose for which such plant was intended.
If the principal defendants succeeded in proving the
above allegations, appellants would suffer damage from
the non-execution of respondents' undertaking, and
would have a recourse against the latter. They there-
fore have an action in warranty. Respondents' whole
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1894 argument is that the requirements of the two contracts

THE ROYAL are in some respects different, and that non-compliance
ELECTRIC with the one contract is quite consistent with compli-

COMPANY

v. ance with the other. But the fact that respondents are
LEONARD. not liable in warranty on the matters wherein the con-

tracts differ, does not prevent such liability with
respect- to the matters wherein said contracts agree.
So long as the principal defendants allege defects
amounting to a breach of both contracts the action in
warranty arises so far as such defects are concerned,
and such right of action is not impaired by any
additional allegations with regard to matters with
which respondents have nothing to do. Appellants
have recognized this distinction in their action in war-
ranty, as they ask respondents to warrant them only
against such allegations as refer to defects in material
and workmanship on engines, boilers and steam con-
nections.

J. A. Oughtred for respondents: The two contracts
were perfectly separate and distinct. No communica-
tion was ever had by the respondents of appellants'
contract with the city of Three Rivers, and it was
not stipulated in any way that respondents should be
responsible for the performance of any part of appel-
lants' contract with the city of Three Rivers. A per-
feet compliance by respondents with the conditions of
their contract with the appellants might be a very
imperfect fulfilment of the requirements of the contract
between appellants and the city of Three Rivers.
Indeed, it would appear that the city of Three Rivers
complains of the type of engines furnished, and con-
.siders it unfit for the performance of the work required
by the contract with the appellants.

We urge that there is no such connexite between the
principal action and the action in warranty as would

justify a judgment granting the motion to unite them
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for purposes of evidence. And further, that there is 1894

no such connexit between the ttvo contracts as would THE ROYAL

Justify the action in warranty at all. ELECTRIC
COMPANY

The principle which has been laid down by the V.
authors and confirmed by the courts in France, whence LEONARD.

our law as to the actions in warranty is derived, clearly
justifies the judgments which have been rendered in
the Superior Court and in the Court of Queen's Bench
in this cause. That principle is fully expressed in the
following quotations:

Guyot, Repertoire (1) ; Delzers (2) ; Pothier (3)
1)alloz (4).

The judgment of the court was delivered by:

FOURNIER J.-The appellants have appealed to this
court from a judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench
rendered at Quebec, confirming unanimously a judg-
ment of the Superior Court which dismissed the appel-
lants' action in warranty.

By a contract entered into between the appellants
and the city of Three Rivers on the 17th May, 1890,
the appellants undertook to supply to the said city the
necessary plant for lighting the said city with elec-
-tricity, the contract price being $35,000.

The respondents, who are manufacturers of engines
and boilers were requested by the appellants to tender
for two stationary engines and four boilers, with their
connections, to be set up in the city of Three Rivers.
On the 19th May, a tender was submitted by the
respondents, accompanied by specifications of the
engines and boilers and their connections, and was
accepted by the appellants, after some modifications.
This tender forms the contract between the parties.

The appellants, claiming to have completed their con-
tract with the city of Three Rivers, brought an action

(1) V0. Connexit6 480. (3) Proc. Civ. No. E9.
(2) 2 Vol., Proc. Civ. p. 183. (4) 90, 2, 222.
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1894 against the said city to enforce payment. To this

THE ROYAL action the city pleaded that the appellants had not
ELECTRIc fulfilled the conditions of the contract and it complained
ComPANY

v. of the quality of the electric light plant, as well as of
LEO'ARD. the engines and boilers supplied to the appellants by

Fournier J. the respondents.

The appellants then brought an action in warranty
against the respondents, citing the pleas of the city of
Three Rivers, and alleging that by law the respond-
ents were bound to warrant them against all portions,
of the defence of the city which urged the insufficiency
and defects of the engines and boilers, with the excep-
tion of the warranty to effect a saving of 30 per cent
of the consumption of fuel. They concluded by pray-
ing that the respondents be ordered to intervene in this
action, and that they be condemned to guarantee the
appellants against that portion of the pleas of the city
of Three Rivers, which complained of the quality of
the engines and boilers, which should be dismissed;
and in default of so doing, that the respondents be
condemned to indemnify the appellants against any con-
demnation which might be rendered against them.

The respondents filed a declinatory exception, which
was dismissed and which is not now in issue.

They also pleaded that they were not parties to the
contract between the appellants and the city of Three
Rivers; they had nothing to do with the fulfilment or
non-fulfilment of the obligations arising out of that
contract, which formed the basis of the principal action,
an 1 that they were not in any way responsible for
those works.

By their last plea the respondents alleged that by
their contract with appellants, they agreed to supply
two Leonard Ball Automatic Cut-off Tandem Com-
pound Engines of a certain determinate kind, the size
of the cylinder wheels and of the governor wheels. of
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the main journals and crank pins was also specified 1894

and a list of the fixtures was attached to the tender. THE ROYAL

They also agreed to furnish four stationary boilers ELECTRIC
0 COMPANY

for brick work of specified dimensions, and in con- V.
formity with the Montreal boiler by-law and in addition LEONARD.

thereto the necessary steam pump, tubular pressure Fournier J.
heater, smoke, flue and connections, for the price men-
tioned in their letter of 17th June, 1890, the conden-
sers, however, were to be supplied by appellants.

They also alleged that they carried out their contract
according to its terms, and according to the instructions
of the appellants during the construction of the said
works.

They endeavoured to show that the work done by
them was well done, and had none of the defects alleged
by the appellants. It is not necessary to follow this
contention. The first question to be decided is whether
there was a legal warranty. If the respondents are not
warrantors by law there being no conventional war-
ranty it is quite useless to discuss the manner. in which
the works were executed.

It is clear that the contracts in question have no con-
nection with one another. They are two acts, entirely
distinct and separate one from the other, containing no
condition of warranty in favour of the appellants. As
the Hon. Mr. Justice Burgeois said in his .judgment
" there is no connection between the contract entered
into between the plaintiffs in warranty and the cor-
poration of the city of Three Rivers, and the contract
between the defendants in warranty and the said plain.
tiffs in warranty."

" Connexit6 c'est le rapport et la liaison qui se trouvent
entre plusieurs affaires qui demandent A 6tre d&cides
par un seul et mimejugement (1)."

(1) Guyot Vo. connexit6 p. 480.

20
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1894 "Il y aura connexit6 si les points h juger ressortent

THE ROYAL des m~mes faits, s'ils reposent sur l'interprtation des
ELECTRIC mimes actes, s'ils ClpeneRt des mimes moyens, si la
COMPANYdpe en

V. decision rendue sur les uns est de nature A influencer
LEONARD. la decision des autres (1)."

Fournier J. Pothier, Proc6dure Civile, defines a warranty, simple
or personal, as follows :

Celle qui a lieu dans les actions personnelles qui rbsultent de
P'obligation qu'une personne a contract6e d'acquitter quelqu'un en
tout on en partie d'une dette dont il est tenu envers un tiers et qui a
lieu toutes les fois qu'it est poursuivi pour cette dette.

It follows from this definition that if the respond-
ents are in any way responsible, it can only be as
warrantors, then how could they be in a direct action
of damages'?

See also .the case of Robert de la Marche v. Deveille,
Cours d'Appel-Orl6ans (2).

Qu'en effet, en matibre de garantie simple, le garant est celui qui se
trouve tenu Vis-h-vis d'ane personne de r6pondre des suites d'une
action qui lui est intent6e par un tiers ; qu'il faut done pour pouvoir
appeler en garantie, que la demande principale et la demande en
garantie se' rattachent 1'une h 1'autre par une relation n~cessaire de
d4pendance et de subordination ; que la base des deux actions ne doit
pas consister en deux obligations de nature diffdrente ; que ce n'est
qu'autant qu'il en est ainsi qu'on peut invoquer la connexit6 existant
entre les deux causes et la contraridt6 possible des d4cisions.

See also La Compagnie l'Industrie Nationale v.
Lemaire (3).

These authorities clearly show that the respondents
are not warrantors of the appellants ; the appeal must
therefore be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Beique, Lafontaine, Turgeon
4- Robertson.

Solicitors for respondents: Hutchinson 4 Oughtred.

(1) 2 Delzers, Procdure Civile, (2) Dalloz 90, 2, 222.
p. 183. (3) Dalloz 89, 2, 295.
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SCAMMELL v. CLARKE. 1894

TWO CASES. *Feb. 21,
22, 23.

New trial-Impropaer reception and rejection of evidence-Nominal damages. *May 1.

APPEAL from decisions of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick (1) in favour of the respondent
Clarke.

Clarke brought an action for the price of timber
supplied to Scammell under a written agreement
which was defended on the ground that the timber
was not of the quality contracted for. The plaintiff
having obtained a verdict a new trial was moved for
on a great number of grounds only two of which were
relied on in argument. The rule for a new trial was
made absolute unless the plaintiff filed a consent to his
verdict being reduced and such consent being filed the
rule was discharged and the verdict stood for the
reduced amount.

Another action was brought by Scammell against
Clark for damages in not supplying timber up to the
standard the contract required. In this action a
verdict was given for the defendant and a new trial
was moved for the main ground urged being that
plaintiff was entitled to nominal damages at least. The
court was of opinion that the plaintiff was entitled to
nominal damages, but refused a new trial to enable
him to have a verdict therefor. Scammell appealed
from both decisions to the Supreme Court of Canada.

Both appeals were dismissed the Supreme Court
being of opinion that the objections to the verdicts for

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.

(1) 31 N. B. Rep. 250, 265.
20
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1894 improper reception and rejection of evidence were pro-

SCAMMELL perly overruled by the court below and the new trial

CLrK*. to enable Scammell to recover nominal damages was

- properly refused.

Appeals dismissed with costs.

Palmer Q.C. for appellants.

W. B. Wallace for the respondent.

1894 BROWN v. TOWN OF EDMONTON
*Mar 17.
*May 1. Public street-Dedication-Obstruction-Right of owner or occupier to

compensation.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
the North-west Territories (1) affirming the verdict
at the trial for the plaintiffs, the town of Edmonton.

The action was brought by the town of Edmonton
to compel the defendant to remove a log-house alleged
to be an obstruction to a public street and a nuisance.
The defences set up were that the alleged obstruction
was upon the street when it was dedicated toTthe
public and the dedication should be held to have been
accepted subject to such obstruction ; also that the
defendant, if the building had to be removed, was
entitled to compensation as owner or occupier under
the Municipal Act and the plaintiffs had not paid nor
offered such compensation nor referred the matter to
arbitration.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 1 N. W. T. Rep. Pt. 4 p. 39.
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The Supreme Court of the North-west Territories 1894

affirmed the decision at the trial in favour of the town B'ON

holdin- that the defendant was not entitled to com- V.M TowN OF
pensation as the land had not been " entered upon, EDMONTON.

taken or used by the corporation in the exercise of
its powers of appropriation " which forms the only
ground for compensation provided by the Municipal
Act. As to the dedication being accepted subject to
the obstruction the court held that such ground had
not been taken at the trial and could not be entertained
by the full court.

The Supreme Court of Canada also affirmed the
decision in favour of the town, holding that the right
of the public to the free and unobstructed use of a
street could not be taken away by the existence of an
obstruction when the street was dedicated.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Ferguson Q.C. for the appellant.

Latchford for the respondents.
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1894 JAMES McGREGOR GRANT AND)
*M Y9 10. RONALD CAMERON GRANT (DE- APPELLANTS;

FENDANTS)...................................

AND

OLIVIA MARY MACLAREN AND RESPONDENTS;
OTHERS (PLAINTIFFS) ...............

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW BRUNS-
WICK.

Executors and trustees-Accounts-Jurisdiction of probate court-Bes
judicata.

A court of probate has no jurisdiction over accounts of trustees under
a will, and the passing of accounts containing items relating to
the duties of both executors and trustees is not, so far as the latter
are concerned, binding on any other court, and a court of equity,
in a suitto remove the. executors and trustees, may investigate
such accounts again and disallow charges of the trustees which
were passed by the probate court.

The Supreme Court of Canada, on appeal from a decision that the
said charges were properly disallowed, will not re-consider the
items so dealt with, two courts having previously exercised a
judicial discretion as to the amounts and no question of principle
being involved.

A letter written by a trustee under a will to the cestuis que trust
threatening in case proceedings are taken against him to make
disclosures as to malpractices by the testator, which might result
in heavy penalties being exacted from the estate, is such an
improper act as to call for his immediate removal from the
trusteeship.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick, reversing the ruling of the judge in
equity on exceptions to a referee's report.

The defendants, the Grants, were executors and
trustees under the will of John W. Nicholson, who
had been a wholesale liquor dealer in the City of St.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
and Sedgewick JJ.
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John, N. B. The plaintiffs were children of said 1894

Nicholson, and beneficiaries under the will. Being GRANT

dissatisfied with defendants' management of the estate V,
plaintiffs had endeavoured to get R. C. Grant to resign -

his position as executor and trustee and have one of
themselves appointed in his stead, and in answer to a
letter proposing this change J. McGregor Grant wrote
to the plaintiff, Mrs. MacLaren, a letter containing the
following threats :

If I chose to retaliate, as you richly deserve, I
could put the Dominion Government in possession of
information which would justify them, either now or
at any time within fifty years, in seizing the books
and property of the estate, and leaving you all simply
paupers with the reputation of the family irretrie-
vably ruined, and the public astonished with a revela-
tion of over twenty years of the most successful fraud,
not only on the Government but on themselves as
customers. The question has often been put to me :
How has Mr. Nicholson accumulated such a large
fortune when other liquor dealers could not ? I and
four others in St. John could answer that question,
and could tell how night after night the shutters of
the store would be put up, the door carefully locked
and barred, all lights extinguished except on the
lower story, all chinks in the windows covered over,
the nuts cautiously taken off the copper hasps of the
customs bonded warehouse, the doors opened, cask
after cask rolled out, one-fourth of the contents trans-
ferred to empty casks ready in the duty paid ware-
house, the quantity abstracted replaced with alcohol
water and colouring mixture, the adulterated casks mar-
ked with chalk on the chine, rolled back into the bonded
warehouse and afterwards sold to the public, and the
Government defrauded of the duty on the quantity ab-
stracted. Every cask that came into the store, whether
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1894 of brandy,, whisky, wine or gin, was treated in this
GRANT manner, and the profit on every quarter cask averaged

MACL0REN. $25, and the invoice books in my possession will show
- that the estate is liable to the Dominion Government

for nearly $300,000, or in other words, the duty on one
fourth of every cask of liquor imported;"

" I am not desirous of attempting to injure you as
you have attempted to injure me ; fortunately none
of my family were ever engaged in the liquor traffic,
and therefore any exposure, although it might be in-
tensely gratifying to the St. John public, would be
harmless to myself and family, but you can see that
your own selfishness and base ingratitude may at any
time place you in an unfortunate position, and so
serious is the offence in the eyes of the law that had
the particulars been divulged in the lifetime of your
father it would have cost him his liberty. I do not
intend that either of you, or any of your sisters, shall
become trustees."

After receiving this letter the plaintiffs instituted a
suit in equity for the purpose of having the Grants
removed from the trusteeship of the estate. At the
hearing the judge in equity, without entering into
the merits of the suit, ordered a reference to have the
accounts of the defendants taken. When the case
came before the referee defendants' counsel claimed
that as the accounts had been passed every year before
the Probate Court they could not be reviewed in
the equity suit, but the referee proceeded to investi-
gate them and disallowed a number of items as im-
proper charges. On exception before the judge in
equity to the referee's report that learned judge held
that the passing of the accounts by the Probate Court
was final, and not open to review in another proceed-
ing. On appeal from this ruling it was reversed by
the Supreme Court of New Brunswick, and the report
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of the referee was confirmed. The defendants then 1894

appealed to this court. GRANT

McLeod Q. C. and Palmer Q. C., for the appellants. McLA REN.

The matter of the accounts was, by the action of the -

Probate Court, res judicata, and could not be attacked
in a collateral proceeding. Doe d. Sullivan v. Currey (1);
Cummings v. Cummings (2) ; Harrison v. Morehouse (3).

Hazen for the respondents was stopped by the court.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-(Oral judgment). We do not
think it necessary to hear the learned counsel for the
respondents any further as we all think the appeal
must be dismissed.

I am of opinion that the Probate Court had no
jurisdiction over the accounts in so far as the charges
and disbursements of the defendants were incidental
to their duties as trustees and not to their duties as
executors. Therefore whatever the Probate Court may
have determined with respect to the accounts of the
trustees, as distinguished from those of the executors,
was rightly held by the court below not to be binding
on the equity court. The technical rule relied on by
the appellant that a judgment cannot be attacked for
want of jurisdiction in a collateral proceeding does
not, it seems to me, apply to such a case. For this
the case of Atty. Gen. v. Hotham (4) which was referred
to by my brother Taschereau during the argument is a
sufficient authority.

The exceptions to the referee's report were properly
disallowed by the full court on the appeal to it from
the equity judge who had allowed some of these
exceptions. There being no res judicata binding on
the referee it appears to me that we cannot now
interfere so far as to reconsider the several items in

(1) 1 Pugs. 175. (3) 2 Kerr 584.
(2) 123 Mass. 270. (4) Turn. and Russ. 219.
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1894 the accounts which have been made the subject of
dR'^T exceptions for the purpose of ascertaining if the exercise

A - of discretion by the referee, confirmed as it has been

TheChief by the court on appeal, should be altered by this
Justice. court. Two tribunals have already pronounced upon

- them and exercised a judicial discretion in the allow-
ances made and no question of principle is involved.
Certainly this court as a second court of appeal ought
not to review the items of the account in detail in
such a case as this. It is laid down in two recent cases
in the House of Lords (1) that where two courts have con-
currently decided a question of fact that tribunal will
not review their decisions, and this principle of adjudi-
cation seems to me to apply still more strongly where
the subject matter of appeal is one in which the courts
appealed from have exercised a discretion as to amounts,
not involving any question of principle, in allowances
made in taking trustee's accounts.

With refere'nce to the conduct of the trustees which
has been dwelt upon by Mr. Hazen, it appears to me
that Major Grant acted most improperly in writing the
letter which is set out in the bill. The judge in equity
ought to have removed Major Grant from the trustee-
ship at once. A trustee who threatens to betray the
interests of his cestuis que trust in the manner in which
Major Grant did in the letter in question should not
have been allowed to remain in control of the trust
estate as that gentleman has been left up to the present
time. 1 cannot understand how any court of equity,
having regard to the relationship existing between
trustees and cestuis que trust, especially where some
of the latter were infants or married women (as in the
present case), could allow a trustee who had so far

(1) Owners of the " P. Caland " 145 ; McIntyre Bros. v. McGavin
& Frcight v. The Glamorgan S.S. [1893] A.C. 275; 1 Repts. 250.
Co. [1893] A.C. 216 ; 1 Repts.
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forgotten his duties as to write such a letter still to 1894

continue in the administration of the trust funds and GAT

property. Therefore, so far as the conduct of the MACLREN.
trustee ought to have any influence on the questions Thei-ef

involved in the exceptions taken to the referee's report, Justice.
it must be decidedly unfavourable to the appellants.

If I were called upon to take the accounts over again,
scrutinizing each item and thus reviewing the discre-
tion exercised by the referee and the Supreme Court
of New Brunswick, I could come to no other conclu-
sion than that arrived at by those tribunals.

The charges disallowed were excessive and improper.
The payment of $1,500 a year as a salary to Ronald C.
Grant for collecting rents, in addition to the allowance
he was entitled to receive as a trustee under the will,
was unjustifiable. The trustees were paid for perform-
ing the duties of their office and beyond that clerks
were employed and a commission allowed to Charles
Grant, another son of the appellant, for collecting the
rents due to the estate. These charges indicate that
there was generally extravagant expenditure.

My reason for making these observations is that the
circumstances upon which I have remarked appear to
me to afford good ground why we should not be astute
in scrutinizing every item in the trustees' accounts
which has been disallowed, and why we should adhere
to the judgment of the court below as having been a
reasonable and proper exercise of its discretion. Fur-
ther, I think even if we were to take the accounts
over again we ought to come to the same conclusion
as the Supreme Court.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.

FOURNIER J. concurred.

TASCHEREAU J.-I concur in everything said by his
Lordship. As to the letter written by Grant I can only
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1894 say that, could I find words of condemnation stronger
GRANT than those used by Mr. Justice Tuck I would employ

* them. I think what he said is exactly what these gentle-
- men deserve. It is this: "The man who could write

Tasereau such a letter to ladies, his relatives, of whose estate he
- had control is not fit to be a trustee, and had the hear-

ing been before me I would have dismissed J. McGre-
gor Grant at once, without hesitation, and have
ordered an account to be afterwards taken. A more
cruel, I was about to say diabolical, letter, under the
circumstances, could not have been written. Young
ladies, without father or mother, are asking from Mr.
Grant only that which they believe to be their right,
and they are answered with an implied threat to blast
the reputation of their late father, or if not that, then
to make him appear contemptible in their eyes. It is
a heartless letter, and unworthy of a gentleman."

I think these men deserved fully what has been said
and I concur with his Lordship that they should have
been dismissed from their position as trustees, and dis-
connected from the estate, at the first opportunity
given to the court. I can only say that I hope, for the
sake of the administration of justice in New Bruns-
wick, that these men will not be allowed to remain
long as trustees of this estate.

SEDGEWICK J.-I also concur, and I think that, con-
sidering the circumstances under which the reference
was ordered, the appellants here are not the persons to
avail themselves of the objections made.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant J. McG. Grant: E. 4 R.
McLeod 4- Ewing.

Solicitor for appellant R. C. Grant: C. A. Palmer.

Solicitors for respondents: Straton 4- Hazen.
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JAMES BAXTER (DEFENDANT)............APPELLANT; 1894

AND *Mar. 3,4, 5.
*May 1.

DAME GEORGIANA A. PHILLIPS RESPONDENT.
(PLAINTIFF) ..........................

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPERIOR COURT SITTING IN
REVIEW IN THE DISTRICT OF MONTREAL.

Rights of succession-Sale by co-heir-Sale by curator before partition-
Retrait successoral-Art. 710 0. G.-Prescription.

When a co-heir has assigned his share in a succession before partition
any other co-heir may claim such share upon reimbursing the
purchaser thereof the price of such assignment and such claim
is imprescriptible so long as the partition has not taken place.
Art. 710 C. C.

A sale by a curator of the assets of an insolvent even though author-
ized by a judge which includes an undivided share of a succession
of which there has been no partition does not deprive the other
co-heirs of their right to exercise by direct action against the
purchaser thereof the retrait successoral of such undivided
hereditary rights.

The heir exercising the retrait succcessoral is only bound to reimburse
the price paid by the original purchaser and not bound in his
action to tender the moneys paid by the purchaser.

APPEAL from a judgment rendered by the Superior
Court sitting in Review, confirming a judgment
rendered by the Superior Court, Montreal, Gill., J.,
allowing respondent, as one of the heirs of the late
William E. Phillips, to redeem from appellant, pro-
perties purchased by him from Henry S. Phillips and
the curator of the estate of Charles W. Phillips.

This was an action en retrait successoral, based on art.
710 C. C., instituted on the 12th January, 1891.

The following is a brief abstract of the pleadings.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1894 The respondent by her declaration alleged that the
BAXTER late W. E. Phillips, by his will, constituted his five

Pm us. children, among whom are the respondent and Charles
- W. and Henry S. Phillips, his universal legatees, for

equal shares.
By notarial deeds executed February 2nd, 1889, and

February 26th, 1890, confirmed by other deeds and
transfers sous seing priv6, Henry S. Phillips assigned
to appellant his share in his father's estate.

Charles W. Phillips having become insolvent and
made an abandonment of his property, the curator sold
to appellant all the insolvent's assets including his
share in his father's succession.

Appellant not being a person entitled to succeed to
the deceased, respondent was entitled to redeem the
shares of her said brothers, acquired by appellant as
aforesaid, and she offered to reimburse appellant what-
ever he might have given for such shares with all fair
expenses (loyaux cofits), after estimation (ventilation,) and
prayed that she be entitled to exercise such redemption;
that the true amount paid by appellant for the here-
ditary rights of C. W. and H. S. Phillips, with all fair
expenses (loyaux costts) be established by a (ventilation,)
and that defendant be condemned to execute, on being
so reimbursed, a transfer to her of such hereditary
rights, and in default of his doing so within the delay
fixed that the judgment avail as such transfer.

The appellant pleaded that by deed no. 8062, he
had acquired an undivided - interest in a specific
immovable; and the deed no. 8063, though on its
face an actual sale of the hereditary rights of H. S.
Phillips, was really in the nature of a collateral secu-
rity that in the partition of the estate appellant should
obtain I of the C6te St. Antoine farm, or of the proceeds
thereof. This was declared by deed no. 8064 executed
by appellant and H. S. Phillips before the said notary
February 2nd, 1889.
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After having thus acquired this k of said C6te St. 1894

Antoine farm appellant sold the same to Mrs. Beique, BAXTER

by deed of August 5th 1890, registered August 21st, PmLIs.
1890.

By deed of cancellation of date July 15th, 1889, the
deed of declaration, no. 8064, of February 2nd, 1889,
was cancelled, and it was stipulated that the deed no.
8063 should be deemed an absolute sale of Phillips'
hereditary rights. This, however, was not meant-to
effect a sale to appellant of said hereditary rights, but
as security to appellant for money he was about to
lend H. S. Phillips, and anything importing a different
intention was inserted by error.

By deed of December 4th, 1889, appellant acquired
from H. S. Phillips, for $2,250.00, I of the rents to
accrue from May 1st, 1890, to May 1st, 1894, under an
emphyteutic lease of lot 1753, 8t. Anne's ward.

By deed February 26th, 1890, H. S. Phillips trans-
ferred to appellant his undivided rights in the con-
tinuation by the city of Montreal, of the emphyteutic
lease of said lot 1753, after May 1st, 1894.

When appellant acquired the several above men-
tioned properties from H. S. Phillips, he offered
respondent the benefit of such purchases, which she
refused.

None of the above deeds constituted a sale of H. S.
Phillips' hereditary rights or enabled appellant to take
part in the partition of the W. E. Phillips estate. They
were merely sales of the rights of H. S. Phillips in
certain determinate immovables; the latter remain-
ing owner of all his rights in his father's estate, less
those transferred as above.

Appellant bought the assets of C. W. Phillips' estate
to protect his rights as creditor of the latter, which he
then was and still is-The sale was authorized by a
judge on the advice of the inspectors of the estate, and
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1894 being a judicial sale is not subject to the redemption
BAXTER sought for.

V. At the trial it was proved: That when appellant
PHILLIPS.

- sold to Mrs. B6ique the 1 interest in the C6te St.
Antoine property, he was the registered owner thereof.
The deed was passed on the 5th and registered on the
21st of August, 1890. The deed of sale and transfer
no. 8063 never was registered against that property.

That when Charles W. Phillips became insolvent,
and made a judicial abandonment of his property, the
appellant who was one of the creditors made a tender
for the assets ; that the inspectors after having had
the assets valued by Wm. Robb, respondent's attorney,
recommended acceptance of the tender and a sale to
appellant in accordance with its terms; that such sale
was authorized by a judge and made by the curator
in virtue of and agreeably to said authorization, and
that after the settlement of the estate appellant still
remained a creditor of C. W. Phillips.

Upon the pleadings and the evidence the Superior
Court ordered that a ventilation be made to establish
what had been paid by appellant to H. S. Phillips and
the estate of C. W. Phillips, and appellant was con-
demned on being reimbursed what he had so paid,
with loyaux coits and interest, to give respondent a
notarial transfer of the hereditary rights of C. W. & H.
S. Phillips within 15 days of the homologation of the
ventilation, and that on his default to do so the judg-
ment would avail as such transfer. The Court of
Review confirmed the judgment, B61anger J. dissent-
ing as to the C6te St. Antoine property.

Bdique Q. C. for the appellant.
Driscoll and D. G. Bowie for the respondent.
The arguments of counsel as well as the principal

authorities relied on are fully reviewed in the judg-
ment of the court hereinafter given by:
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TASCHEREAU J.-Appel direct par le d~fendeur d'un 1894

jugement de la Cour de Revision. BAXTER

Action par l'intim6e en retrait successoral de deux *.
PILLIPS.

parts, d'un cinquibme chacune, dans la succession encore Tascherean
non partag-e de feu W. E. Phillips, vendues par deux j

de ses frares, co-h6ritiers, Charles et Henry, an d&- -

fendeur present appelant. De toutes les nombreuses
questions de droit que pent soulever une action de cette
nature, la pr6sente cause n'ep pr6sente que pen, et,
comme nous en sommes unanimement venus A la con-
clusion que le d6fendeur appelant n'a pas lieu de se
plaindre du jugement qui ordonne le retrait demand6
par l'intimbe, adoptant en leur entier, les vues des
savants juges qui out opin6 dans la cause tant en Cour
de Revision qu'en Cour Sup6rieure, j'essaierai de
dire aussi succinctement que possible le r~sultat de
nos d6lib6rations et les motifs qui, plus particuliere-
ment, nous y out amen6s. Toutes braves que seront
mes remarques (elles sont plus longues cependant que
je croyais d'abord pouvoir le faire), le nombre d'auto-
rites que nous avons d. parcourir avant d'en venir A
une solution d6finitive des diff6rents points soumis par
les parties A l'audience a 6t consid6rable. La non-
veaut6, dans notre jurisprudence, des questions sou-
lev6es, l'importance des int6rits en jeu, 1'habilit6 avec
laquelle la cause nous a kt soumise de part et d'autre,
le requ6raient. Toutefois le travail ardst que les pro-
cureurs reciproques out apport6 & la cause, et leurs
recherches approfondies, je suis heureux de le constater,
out pour beaucoup contribu6 A faciliter notre travail.

L'article 710 du Code Civil de Qubbec, reproduction
textuelle de 1'art. 841 du Code Napolbon, a continu6
comme loi dans la province ce qu'on est convenu
d'appeler le retrait successoral qui n'est que, avec
limitation exclusive A la famille et aux coh6ritiers, ce
qu'on appelait dans l'ancien droit frangais le retrait de

21
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1894 biens6ance. Ce retrait, en effet, consistait dans la

BAXTER facult6 donn6e par la loi & tons ceux g~n6ralement qui
"* poss6daient par indivis de retirer la part vendue par

- leur propri6taire conjoint en remboursant le prix 6

. 1'acqu6reur (1).
Le principal motif de cette 16rislation se trouve de

nos jours, et en France et dans la province de Qu6bec,
dans le d6sir de prot6ger les familles contre l'intrusion
des 6trangers qui viendraient indiscr~tement s'immiscer
dans le secret de leurs affaires, et de les garantir contre
la cupidit6 processive des acheteurs de droits successifs.
Un partage 6 l'amiable d'ailleurs, est g6ndralement

possible, probable mime, entre parents. Tandis que
si un 6tranger a droit d'y Atre convoqu6, il faudra
presque. toujours y proc~der en justice et subir les
cons6quences d'une immixtion vexatoire,d6sagr6able, et
peut-6tre ult6rieurement ruineuse pour toute la famille
(2). Et dans le cas oix deux coh6ritiers seulement se
pr6sentent, le retrait successoral, s'il y a vente par l'un
d'eux, met fin absolue & la n6eessit6 d'un partage, op6ra-
tion toujours si h6riss6e de difficult6s.

Il est admis, et par la doctrine et par la jurispru-
dence, et n'a pas t6 mis en doute par le d6fendeur,
que le retrait pent 6tre exerce aussi bien par voie
d'action principale que par voie d'exception, et que
l'action est imprescriptible et recevable tant que le
partage n'est pas consomm6 entre les coh6ritiers (3).
O'est une annexe de l'action en partage, et elle est per-
p6tuelle comme elle (4).

Celui qui voit son coh&ritier vendre sa part n'est
pas tenu d'intervenir des lors pour prot6ger ce droit
de retrait, et l'acheteur pourra lui-m~me revendre, et
cette revente an vu et squ de ses coh6ritiers, suivie

(1) Loisel Instit. Cout. 2 vol. (2) Hue. no. 319.
p. 45. (3) D. 83, 1, 268.

(4) 3 Hureaux, no. 321.
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d'une on plusieurs autres, sans que leur d6fant d'agir 1894

leur fasse perdre A tous indivishment on a chacun BAXTER

d'eux s6par~ment leur droit de retrayer la part que la Pm 's.
premibre vente, celle par leur coh6ritier, a fait sortir Taschereau

de la famille. Tous les sous-cessionnaires sont cens6s J.
comme le premier avoir connu les droits des coh&ritiers -

de leur auteur et les risques de 1'6viction. C'est un
nuage sur le titre de chacun d'eux & cette propri6t6
que le partage seul dissipera.

II suit de ce que nous estimons le droit de retrait r6el en partie,
(dit Danod, (1)) que le parent a le droit lorsque 1'hdritage a 6t
ali6nd par Pacheteur pendant Pann6e du retrait, de 1'exercer contre
1'acheteur on contre le possesseur actuel, h son choix, (ce qui est
ddcid4 par notre coutume,) et cela quand mime Phiritage aurait passi
par plusieurs mains, et que le possesseur actuel le tiendrait h titre
lucratif.

Ce que 1'auteur limite ici ;! un an pour le retrait
lignager s'applique pour le retrait successoral jusqu'A
ce que le partage ait eu lieu.

Je citerai dans un instant d'autres autorit6s dans le
meme sens.

Que l'action dans l'espce actuelle compte & la
demanderesse, ne peut Atre mis en doute, et, de fait, ne
'a pas t6. Que le d6fendeur, lui, ne soit pas succes-

sible, et que les deux frbres de la demanderesse, Charles
et Henry, qui lui out vendu les parts indivises dans
la succession de leur pare, auxquelles la demanderesse
demande d'6tre subrog6e soient ses co-successibles, ne
sont pas non plus des points contestbs. Que la vente
par Charles, on son curateur, au d6fendeur fut et un con-
trat A titre on6reux et une cession de tous ses droits dans
cette succession est aussi incontestable. Que la vente
par Henry au d6fendeur fut de mime une vente de
tons on d'une quotit6 de ses droits dans la dite succes-
sion qui puisse donner lieu an retrait, est un point

(1) Trait6 des retraits, p. 5.
21%
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1894 qui a t mis en question par le d6fendeur, mais nous
BAXTER ne croyons pas, apres examen de la preuve et des

Pm I documents produits, car c'est lU une question de fait
plut6t que de droit, qu'il y ait le moindre doute sur la

Taschereau
j. justesse de la conclusion prise par la cour ti quo sur ce

- point contre le d6fendeur. Je me contenterai de
r6f6rer 1-dessus aux autorit6s cit~es dans Sirey, Code
ann. (1) ; Fuz. Herm. Code ann. (2) ; au Vol. 13 Rev.
de 16gisl. et de jurisp. art. par DNrome, oiL je trouve une
savante dissertation sur la matibre (3) ; ! Durocher v.
Turgeon (4); et A Leclere v. Beaudry (5); et Dutruc (6).

Une autre objection prise par le d6fendeur h 1'action
de la demanderesse dans son ensemble nous parait
entibrement non fond~e. C'est celle par laquelle,
invoquant la doctrine adopt~e par la Cour d'appel A
Montr6al, in re Demers v. Lynch (7) qu'un vendeur d
rdinrd ne peut exercer le rachat avant d'avoir offert le
prix convenu, il en argumente qu'ici la demanderesse,
n'ayant pas fait d'offres r~elles avant d'instituer son
action, doit s'en voir pour ce d6bout6e. Le d6fendeur
ici, fait 6videmment une fausse application de cette
doctrine. Il n'y a pas de rachat demand6 par l'action
de la demanderesse; c'est une simple subrogation aux
lieu et place du d6fendeur, comme acqu6reur des deux
parts en question, que la demanderesse r~clame. Comme
Hureaux (8) 1'exprime en termes heureux tout ce que
la demanderesse dit au d6fendeur dans une telle action,
c'est: " Otes-toi de 15, que je m'y mette." Or la doc-
trine et la jurisprudence sont.unanimes a dire qu'elle
n'6tait pas tenue de faire pr~alablement des offres
r~elles; il lui a 6t suffisant de se soumettre par ses
conclusions A 1'obligation de mettre le retray6 indemne,
avant l'ex6cution du retrait, comme elle 'a fait.

(1) Sous art. 891, no. 4. (4) 19 L. C. Jur. 178.
(2) Sous art. 841, nos. 21, 42, (5) 10 L. C. Jur. 20.

57, 235. (6) No. 487.
(3) Page 532. (7) 1 Dor. Q. B. R. 341.

(8) 3 Vol. des Success. no. 301.
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Ceci dispose des objections prises par le d6fendeur 1894
contre l'action en son entier. BAXTER

J'en viens maintenant aux points qui ne s'appliquent P .
qu'd l'une ou 1'autre des deux parts en question. Taschereau

D'abord tant qu'a celle de Charles. La seule J

objection que fait le d6fendeur 1 1'encontre de la
demande du retrait de cette part est bas~e sur ce qu'il
1'a acquise du curateur, entre les mains de qui parait-il,
Charles comme commergant, avait fait cession, en vertu
des arts. 763 et seq. du Code de proc6dure, sur l'au-
torisation du juge, voulue par l'art. 772. Une telle
vente, dit-il, 6quipolle h une vente par d6cret, et n'est
pas 'sujette a retrait. Cette pr6tention a t6 rejete par
la Cour Superieure, et par la Cour de Revision, et
devait 1'tre. Nous n'avons pas ici 6, decider s'il y
aurait lieu au retrait d'une vente faite sur une adjudica-
tion en justice ordinaire apris annonces, mise A enchbre,
et refus tacite par le coh&ritier de se porter acqu6reur.
C'est lI une question peut-tre un pen douteuse; quoi
qu'il me semble qu'en France la jurisprudence et la
grande majorit6 des auteurs, admettent le droit au
retrait mime apris une telle vente. I en 6tait de
mime pour le retrait f6odal, Pocquet de Liv. des fiefs (1).
Il est vrai que Dalloz, Repert. V. Succ. (2) ; ainsi qu'un
arr~t de la Cour de Paris (3) ; Hureaux, des Succ. (4)
et Demolombe 4 des Succ. (5), sont d'opinion contraire.
Mais un arrt de la Cour de Lyon (6); Dutrue, Partage
de succ. (7) ; Laurent (8) ; Fuz. Herm. Code ann. (9),
admettent le retrait m~me contre une adjudication en
justice. L'art 150 de la Coutume de Paris le d&cr6tait
formellement pour le retrait lignager; et malgr6 que
cet article de la Coutume ait kt abrog6 par le Statut

(1) P. 427. (5) No. 110.
(2) No. 1917. (6) S. V. 44, 1, 614.
(3) S. V. 36, 2, 113. (7) No. 496.
(4) 3 No. 319. (8) Vol. 10, no. 370.

(9) Sous art. 841, no. 71.
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1894 de 1855 c. 53 S. R. B. C. qui a mis fin au retrait ligna-
EAXTER ger dans la Province de Quebec, il nous est permis,

V. comme on l'a toujours fait en France, et sous l'an-
PHILLIPS.

- cienne et sous la nouvelle jurisprudence de r6f6rer aux
Taschereau

JT principes qui r6gissaient cette esp~ce de retrait, l ou,
- comme en matibre du temps requis pour 1'exercice du

droit, par exemple, oxi les formalitibs A suivre pour
l'obtenir, il n'y a pas divergence complte entre les
deux. Pothier des Retraits (1); Bourjon, Dr. comm.
(2); Bretonnier, sur Henrys (3) et Duplessis (4),
admettent tous le retrait aprbs vente en justice. Quoi-
que le d&cret soit public, dit ce dernier, qu'il purge
toutes les charges, et que les lignagers, aient la
libert6 d'y enchrir, n~anmoins le retrait lignager
y a lieu . . . quoique le retrayant ait t pr6sent
A l'adjudication." Sur le m~me principe, le Seigneur
m~me lorsqu'il s'6tait port6 opposant an d~cret pour
la conservation de ses droits, n'6tait pas exclus du
retrait f6odal. Pocquet de Liv. des Fiefs (4). Mais,
je l'ai dit, nous n'avons pas dans l'instance , prononcer
sur cette question. Il n'y a pas eu ici une vente en
justice ofi la demanderesse eut pu se porter adju-
dicataire. Le d6fendeur a acquis du curateur les
droits de Charles ni plus, ni moins, avec toutes les
charges, hypothiques, conditions dont ces droits 6taient
grev6s on auxquelles ils 6taient assuj6tis. Or, une
de ces charges on conditions 6tait que la vente de
ces droits successifs indivis 6tait sujette au retrait
successoral en faveur de tons on de chacun des
coh6ritiers de Charles, et cette condition que la loi
attache A toute vente de droits successifs ne pent dans
un tel cas Atre ignore des acqu6reurs de tels droits,
tout comme si elle eut tS expressement stipul6e dans

(1) No. 76. (3) 4 vol., p. 587, no. 12.
(2) 1 vol., p. 1021. (4) 1 vol., p. 328.

(5) P. 429.
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1'acte d'acquisition; ou du moins, cette ignorance ne 1894

les peut excuser. Le dfendeur aux yeux de la loi est BAXTER

dans la mAime position que s'il e-t achet6 de Charles P ,
directement et sans 1'entremise du curateur.

Taschereau
Nous concluons done, que cette objection du d~fendeur j

relativement A la part par lui acquise du curateur aux -

biens de Charles n'est pas fondAe.
Je passe maintenant A la part des droits de Henry;

j'ai d6ji dit que nous concourons entiArement avec la
Cour t quo sur 'la conclusion de fait et de droit, que
cette vente au d6fendeur constitue une vente donnant
droit au retrait. Il ne reste A examiner qu'une seule
objection prise par le d6fendeur contre la demande
du retrait de cette part. I a plaid6 et prouv6
que, dAs avant 1'institution de Faction, par acte
diment enregistr6, il a revendu & Mde BMique, la part
de Henry dans un certain immeuble, situ6 & la C6te
St. Antoine, pris de Montr6al; et, de ce fait, il nous a
demandA de conclure, comme il 1'avait fait en Cour de
Revision, que, tant qu'd cette part du moins, la de-
manderesse ne pouvait dans la pr6sent instance, en
1'absence de Mde B61que, obtenir jugement de retrait.
Mais cette objection, qui de prime abord pent paraltre
s~rieuse, ne doit pas pr~valoir contre la demande de la
demanderesse. Le d6fendeur n'invoque ici, ailleurs, il
est 6vident que les droits de Mde Bque, or, de quel
droit, d6fend-il Mde B41que? N'excipe-t-il pas par lM
du droit d'autrui? N'invoque-t-il pas, uniquement, un

jus tertii ? Inutile de nous dire comme il 1'a fait,
que tout ce qui sera d6cid6 dans la prsente cause
restera avec Mde B61que res inter alios acta, et ne peat
en aucune maniere ill6galement pr6judicier & ses droits.
C'est 1 une raison de plus contre son objection, et rien
autre chose. Si la loi vent que le jugement qui
accorde le retrait a la demanderesse r6agisse contre
elle comme possesseur d'une partie de ses droits,
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18q4 il lui faudra s'y soumettre, mais le tribunal ne lui
BAXTER dira, A elle, que telle est la loi, que quand elle

PmILIs. aura eu occasion de se defendre. Sans doute, il efit
- peut-6tre t mieux pour la demanderesse de mettre

Taschereau
j. Mde B6ique en cause, sinon d~s le d6but, du moins

- aussit6t la d6nonciation en justice de cette vente par
le d~fendeur. I y a des auteurs qui paraissent dire
que c'est an d6fendeur dans un cas semblable A d6-
noncer la demande au d6tenteur. Pothier, des Retraits,
nos. 189, 190, est d'avis qu'il est plus 6quitable que,
soit par l'une on l'autre des parties, le d6tenteur soit
appel. Et les parties n'auraient certainement pu se
plaindre, il me semble, si, sous les circonstances, la
Cour Sup6rieure 1'eftt, ex proprio motu, ordonn6 A aucun
6tage de la cause. Mais puisque la Cour Superieure
n'a pas jug6 A propos de le faire, puisque la Cour de
Revision ne 'a pas non plus fait, devrions-nous main-
tenant le faire ? Le d6fendeur, si je 1'ai bien compris,
a cru voir 1h une raison pour nous demander sinon le
renvoi entier de laction, du moins, d'en soustraire A
son effet, par une disposition expresse, cette partie pos-
s6d6e par Mde Bque. Mais la loi repousse cette
demande. Je citerai quelques extraits d'auteurs pour
d6montrer quelles sont les considerations que nous out
plus particulibrement guides sur cette partie de la
cause.

Mais avant d'en venir l, je ferai remarquer qu'il
est 6vident que la demanderesse devait n~cessairement
demander le retrait des deux parts acquises par le
d6fendeur, tant de celle de Charles que de celle de
Henry: en demander qu'une exit 6t une absurdit6.
Le but essentiel du retrait successoral, je l'ai dit, c'est
d'&carter l'acheteur du partage, " banquet dont chacun
des convives a de droit de chasser les intrus qui pour-
raient troubler la fete (1)." Or, il est 6vident que ce

(1) Hean Rev. prat. 18 vol., p. 329.
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but serait loin d'6tre atteint, si la demanderesse, 1894

n'avait pas dirig6 son action, comme elle l'a fait, taut B'^"ER

contre la vente de la part de Charles que contre la *.
PHILLIPS.

vente de la part de Henry (1).
D'aprbs des principes, le retrayant prend la place du a cereau

retray6, in omnibus et per omnia, et la demanderesse a -

droit A une subrogation complhte au lieu et place du
d6fendeur tant qu'd ces deux parts. Le retrait a un
effect r6troactif comme si, 6, la date mame des acquisi-
tions du d6fendeur, elle-mme cut achet6 les parts de
ses deux coh6ritiers, " qui retrahil perinde est ac si
emisset ab ipso venditore et primus emptor perinde habetur
ac si non emisset." Et cons6quemment, toutes ventes,
ali6nations, charges et hypotheques faites on cr66es par
le d6fendeur de on sur ces parts, ou aucunes parties
d'icelles s'6vanouissent. Pothier, des Retraits (2);
Bourjon (3); Hureaux (4); Demolombe (5) ; Aubry
et Rau (6); Laurent (7); et la note du rapporteur,
Royneau (8); Hue. Code Civil (9); Bretounier sur
Henrys (10).

Les acquisitions de ces parts par le d6fendeur sont
r~solues ab initio, et r6duites ad non actum, ad non
causam (11), on plut6t, il n'y a ni resolution, ni annu-
lation de ces acquisitions, non plus qu'une r&troces-
sion, mais une pure subrogation (12), la simple substi-
tution de la demanderesse 6 lui, le d6fendeur, neque
enim non contractus, sed legalis translatio de persona
in personam (13) ; et le retrait pent 6tre exerc6 m~me

(1) 4 Demol. des Succ., 119. (8) S. V. 92, 1,113.
Hureaux Dr. Succ., no. 332; S. V. (9) 5 vol., No. 329.
40, 2, 318. (10) 4 vol., pp. 586 et seq.

(2) No. 314. ill) Pr~vot de la Jannbs Jurisp.
(3) 1 vol. 1070-1075. fr. Vol. 2, p. 246.
(4) 3 vol. Nos. 337 et seq. (12) Fuz. Herm. Code annot.
(5) 4 vol. Nos. 81 et seq, et 138 Sous art. 841, Nos. 287, 290, et

et seq, 146. seq. 298. Cass. 17 janvier 1892
(6) 6 vol., par. 621. S.93, 1,17.
(7) Vol. 10,!No. 386. (13) D'Argentr Cout. de Bre-

tagne.
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1894 aprbs la mort du co-h6ritier vendeur (1). Par le retrait,
BAXTER 'acheteur primitif est 6cart6, tout comme s'il 6tait

PI* parfaitement 6tranger A l'opiration. C'est une n6cessit6

-s e qu'il subit, et A laquelle nolens volens il lui faut
Taschereau-

J. se soumettre. Il en est comme s'il n'avait jamais
-- acquis, dit Dunod, des Retraits, (2). I ne peut gubre

s'en plaindre d'ailleurs 11 n'est pas pris par surprise;
car, en achetant des droits successsifs, la loi a inscrit
dans son acte d'achat une r6serve non 6quivoque de ce
droit en faveur des coh6ritiers de son vendeur, collec-
tivement et individuellement. Et dis que ce droit est
exerc6, il est cens6 n'avoir jamais lui-mime eu de droits
sur la chose, et n'a pu, cons6quemment en conf6rer A
d'autres (3); sa possession etait entach6e d'un, vice
d'organisme h6r6ditaire, et le titre qu'il a pu transf6rer

i un tiers souffre in6vitablement de l'infirmit6 du
sien.

Ce sont l les principes qui r6gissent la matiare, et
qu'il nous faut affirmer sur le litige entre la deman-
deresse et le d6fendeur. Si, par ricochet, pour me
servir d'une expression de Demolombe, notre d6cision
r6-agit contre Madame B6ique, c'est IA une cons6quence
de la loi que nous ne pouvons pas emp~cher.

Il nous est permis d'espirer d'ailleurs que ces remar-
ques auront peut-6tre pour effet de mettre fin & tout
litige sur cette succession, malgr6 que notre d6cision
ne puisse 6tre resjudicata tant qu'A Mde B6ique. C'est
I un des motifs.qui nous a fait renoncer & remettre le
dossier A la Cour Sup~rieure, afin de la mettre en cause,
comme nous avions d'abord pens6 le faire. Nous avons
cru que, loin d'obtenir le r6sultat dsir6, nous aurions
peut-6tre par lI prolong6 le litige. C'eft 6t d'ailleurs
refuser & la demanderesse un jugement contre le pr6-
sent d6fendeur auquel elle a un droit ind~niable. Si

(1) Dal. 79, 2, 201. (3) Dal. Rep.Y. Succ. No. 1891-
(2) P. 6. 2001. 1 Berthelot Des Evict.
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par la suite, ne fut-ce que par un retard prolonge on 1894
les d6sagr~ments d'un nouveau prochs, elle souffre de BAXTER

1'absence de Mde B6que dans la pr6sente cause, elle P S

ne devra s'en prendre qu'A elle-m6me. -
Le d6fendeur a 6mis la proposition que, comme ii Tasereau

n'a revendu A Mde B6ique, qu'une partie d6terminde, -

d'un des immeubles de la 'succession il n'y a pas lieu
au retrait pour cette partie, et il nous a demand6
de rformer pour ce motif, le jugement de la Cour de
Revision qui lui a refus6 d'exempter du retrait
demand6 cette partie de cet immeuble. Mais cette
proposition est entibrement erron6e et la demande sur
laquelle elle est bas6e ne peut tre accord6e. I lui
suffirait done, d'aprbs lui, d'avoir revendu le tout des
parts par lui acquises A soit cinq personnes diff6rentes,
chacune pour une part d6termin~e, pour enlever A la
demanderesse son droit de retrayer le tout. Mais
telle n'est pas la loi. Le droit an retrait serait bien
illusoire s'il en 6tait autrement, et si on pouvait si facile-
ment d6jouer.les coh6ritiers. Seulement, dans un cas
semblable, il faudrait voir sur qui diriger la poursuite.
En fait de retrait lignager lorsqu'un seul immeuble
6tait en question, 1'action, d'apr~s certains auteurs,
pouvait, ignorant complbtement 1'acqu6reur primitif,
6tre dirig6e contre le d6tenteur seul, sous-cessionnaire.
Mais pour le retrait successoral, lorsque, comme c'est
le cas ici, I'acheteur primitif a revendu seulement une
part d~termin&e d'une chose de la succession, et que le
reste des droits successifs est encore entre ses mains
la demanderesse doit n6cessairement diriger sa de-
mande contre lui, avec libert6 d'y appeler le d6tenteur
de la part revendue, si elle le juge A propos.

Maintenant, dans un cas pareil, c'est-h-dire, si entre
1'achat et le retrait, l'acheteur a revendu A un sous-
acqu&reur, ce qu'il a pu, en loi, parfaitement faire,
s'il y a une diff6rence entre le prix de cette revente et
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1894 celui de son propre achat, quel est le prix qu'aura A
BAXTER rembourser le retrayant?

PmIrs. Ce sera comme 1'a d6clar6 le jugement dont est

-r appel, le prix de la premibre vente, de celle faite par le

JT coh6ritier du retrayant (1); 11 y a des autorit6s au
- contraire, entre autres Dutruc (2) ; Laurent (3) ; et un

arrit en 1857 de la Cour-de Besangon re Dautriche
(4) ; Mais le sentiment contraire a pr6valu, et nous
1'adoptons avec le jugement 4 quo (5). L'action en
retrait, dit Le Caron, sur la Coutume de Pronne (6);
" Doit tre intent6e contre le d6tenteur possesseur;
toutes fois il ne faut payer que les deniers du premier
achat." Et Loysel, dans ses Institutes Coutumieres
(7), dont les savants commentateurs Dupin et Labol-
aulage (8) disent en parlant de ses ceuvres " Ce n'est
pas de la th6orie, de la divination, de la conjecture,
c'est le droit lui-mame, tel que nos phres l'ont connu
et pratiqu6," Loysel, dis-je, s'exprime en termes bien
clairs comme suit: " Le retrayant n'est tenu de payer
que le prix, frais et loyaux codts de la premibre vente,
ores que la chose ait march6 en beaucoup d'autres
mains pendant l'an etjour du retrait." " Et, ajoutent
ses commentateurs, s'il en 6tait autrement, 1'acqureur

pourrait en revendant A un autre empirer la condition
du retrayant, ce qui serait injuste."

Et Dunod dit (9).

Mais si la seconde alidnation est & titre ondreux, de laquelle est-ce
que le retrayant remboursera le prix ? Il semble que ce doit 6tre
celui de la premibre, parce que c'est celle qui a donni lieu au retrait.

(1) Labb Vol. 6 Rev. de Lg. No. 2; Aubry & Rau Vol. 6, p.
et de Jurisp. 142. 529 ; Demol.4 des succ. No. 110;

(2) No. 515. Benoit Dr. success. No. 135;
(3) 10 vol., 382. Hureaux No. 330.
(4) S. V. 58, 2, 292; Dalloz (6) Page 361.

58, 2, 111. (7) 2 vol., page 63.
(5) Pothier, Retraits, No. 341 ; (8) Ed. de 1846.

Merlin Quest. v. dr. succ. par. 2, (9) Des retraits, p. 6.
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La question de savoir si une part dans une succes- 1894

sion indivise peut 6tre saisie et vendue en justice a 6 BAXTER
agit~e A 1'audience. La demanderesse a soutenu que '
non, et a appuy6 ses pr6tentions sur la doctrine adopt6e -
en France par I'art: 2205 du Code Napol6on (1); Le d6- J
fendeur a r6pondn que cet article ne se trouvait nulle -

part dans les Codes de Qu6bec, et que telle saisie et
vente, 6tait parfaitement 16gale dans la province. 11 y
a sans doute une contradiction apparente entre le
principe du droit successoral et la saisie d'une part
indivise d'une succession, mais je ne vois pas l'A-
propos dans cette cause de cette discussion. Ici, il y
a eu vente du^ment autoris6e, des droits successifs de
Charles, par le curateur. Le d6fendeur s'y est port6
acqu6reur. Je ne vois 1A rien d'ill~gal. Y eut-il
nullit6, ce ne serait an plus qu'une nullit6 relative dont
le d~fendeur ne pourrait certainement pas se pr&valoir.
Il ne pourrait lui 6tre permis d'invoquer la nullit6 de
son propre titre pour repousser la demande de la de-
manderesse. Et tant qu'A la demanderesse, loin de
demander la nullit6 de cette vente, elle demande d'y
6tre subrog6e. Le d6fendeur a dit 6 l'audience et
r~pt6 dans son factum, que si une vente par un cura-
teur comme celle en question, est sonmise an retrait
successoral, les cr~anciers en souffriront, parce qu'il est
6vident que l'on trouvera rarement des achetours dis-
pos6s A se soumettre A un tel risque. Mais il y a une
r6ponse bien conclusive, il me semble, A cette objec-
tion. C'est que les cr6anciers, an lieu de proc6der
comme l'ont fait ceux de Charles Phillips, peuvent
eux-m~mes provoquer le partage, pour ensuite faire
vendre la part aff6rante A leur d6biteur. Les autoriths
sont unanimes A leur reconnaltre ce droit. Puis un,
acheteur de bonne foi d'une part indivise de droits

(1) Thomine-Desmazures 0. P. Sirey Code Ann. sous art. 2205.
No. 743;
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1894 successifs est sftr que, si un retrayant se pr6sente, il
BAXTER R obtiendra la subrogation qu'a la charge de le rendre

PEI LIps. pr6alablement parfaitement indemne.
Deux autres questions d'importance secondaire ont

Taschereau,.
,. 6t6 soulev6es par les parties. La premibre vient du

- d6fendeur qui a pr~tendu, quoique faiblement, il m'a
sembl6, que la demanderesse avait perdu son droit an
retrait demand6 pour y avoir tacitement renonce, on
avoir refus6 sur offres A cet effet, de reprendre du d6-
fendeur la part par lui acquise de Henry. C'est llune
question de fait, et nous disons sans h6siter, avec la
cour dont est appel, qu'il n'y a pas an dossier de preuve
suffisante pour soutenir cette objection.

La seconde vient de la demanderesse. Elle dit avoir
A se plaindre du jugement de la cour inf6rieure sur
une intervention produite dans la cause par Henry
Phillips, son co-hdritier vendeur, en ce que, tout en
renvoyant cette intervention, la cour n'a pas condamn6
le d6fendeur aux frais. Il me suffira de dire que nous
avons maintes et maintes fois d6cid6 que nous n'inter-
viendrions jamais sur une decision tant qu'aux frais
en cours inf6rieures 1 moins de circonstances bien
sp6ciales dont nulles se rencontrent ici.

J'ajoute maintenant aux autorit6s d6jh cithes celles
applicables g~n6ralement que j'ai rencontr6es dans
1'6tude de la cause. Elles sont principalement tir6es,
on le verra, des auteurs sur le droit lignager. Le mot
de droit successoral est ignor6 dans l'ancien droit
Francais, m~me dans Bourjon, oi un passage que je
cite le d6crit cependant en termes non 6quivoques.
Mais les r6gles des retraits en g-n6ral sont les m6mes.
Et, comme le dit Labb6, loc. cit.

Nous trouvons souvent beaucoup h puiser dans des trait6s sur des
institutions aujourd'hui supprimbes. Par exemple, le retrait lignager
est aboli, ndanmoins, les solutions donndes par nos anciens auteurs
sur les effets de ce retrait, peuvent nous servir D, rdsoudre des ques-
tions semblables s'61evant de nos jours h propos du retrait successoral,
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du retrait de droits litigieux, et du retrait d'indivision. Ce sont, en 1894
r6alit6 des droits de m~me nature et produisant les mime consiquen- B

BAXTER
ces.

Et le savant professeur ajoute qu'il adopte pour son PHILLIPS.

guide sur le droit successoral, le trait6 de Tirageau Taschereau

sur le retrait lignager.
Et Demolombe, (1) dit daus le mime sens que 'on

est fond& A invoquer en matibre de retrait successoral,
1'application des principes qui gouvernaient les retraits
en g6nkral dans 1'ancienne jurisprudence. Cette doc-
trine est d'ailleurs g6n6ralement admise.

Bourjon (2) :-
Lorsqu'un premier acqudreur a vendu h un second ......... le retrait

quoique riflichissant sur le second acquireur, s'exerce neanmoins sur
le premier contrat de vente et non sur le second. O'est ce contrat
qui a fait ouverture au droit des lignagers."

Et A la page 1056 et seq:
Nonobstant, la vente faite par un premier acqu6reur d'un propre

. . . . (sujet au retrait) la demande en retrait doit toujours 6tre
intentie contre lui, premier acqu6reur, parce que c'est par son contrat
d'acquisition que 1'hritage propre est sorti de la famille. On va voir
par les propositions suivantes, les autres formalit6s d'un tel retrait et
Feffet qu'il a contre le second acquireur, ce qui est fond6 sur ce que
1'action en retrait est mixte, que cette action dirive du contrat fait
avec le premier acquireur contre lequel il y a une personnalit6 h
laquelle il est toujours demeur6 sujet .

Mais ce premier acqu6reur n'6tant plus en possession de 1'hdritage
pour lequel il est assigni en retrait, doit ddnoncer la demande formi6e
contre lui et s'il n~glige de faire cette d6nonciation, cette nigligence
ne nuit pas an retrayant.qui peut ignorer cette vente, et qui n'est
oblig6 d'agir que contre le premier acquireur; cependant, si le second
acquireur et son droit sont connus du retrayant, il pent pour accilrer
le mettre en cause pour voir dire que la sentence qui interviendra
contre le premier acqu4reur sera d6clar6 commune avec lui; mais,
encore une fois, Pomission de sa part de la dinonciation de la demande
en retrait par lui formie ne donnerait aucune atteinte h son droit qui
milite contre le premier acquireur et qu'il a pleinement conservi par
la demande qu'il a formde contre lai. II en serait de mime si
'acqudreur pendant l'an duretrait (retraitlignager) avait 6t6 dipossid6

(D 4Suce no.SS.(2) 
ol 1 p. 052
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1894 de 'h6ritage par un d6cret poursuivi sur lui h la requate de ses cr~an-
B E ciers. La publicit6 de ce d6cret ne change point le droit du retrayaixt

BAXTER

qui est toujours fond6 h dire qu'il ne connait que le premier
PHILLIPS. acqu6reur ; il peut done encore dans ce cas, se pourvoir et agir contre

- lui nonobstant 1'adjudication faite de l'objet du retrait. Dans 1'un
Taschereau

j comine dans Pautre cas, le retrait adjug6, ne s'ex6cute que contre le
- premier acqu6reur ; it est.ndanmoins prudent mais non de n~cessit6,

de d6noncer cette exlcution au second acquireur, comme on l'a dijh
dit, par rapport h la demande, ce qui influe sur 1'exicution qu'on
examine ici, n'ayant encore examind que la demande, et s'il y a
difference de prix, ]a garantie depend des circonstances. L'extcution
d'un tel retrait 6tant faite avec le premier acquireur, et ce dans le cas
qu'on examine, c-h-d. lorsqu'il y a eu de sa parte vente de Phbritage
(pendant 'ann~e du retrait lignager) cette ex6cution milite contre le
second acqureur contre lequel ii suffit par la suite et sans autres
formalitis que celles des instances ordinaires, de demander qu' attendu
l'ex~cution du retrait, la sentence d'adjudication d'icelui soit d~clarde
commune avec lui, ce qui 6tant jug6, la sentence d'adjudication
s'ex~cute contre lui ; mais il faut cette forme pour l'ex6cution r6elle,
autrement ce ne serait plus agir par les voies de la justice, mais
militairement.

Pothier, des Retraits, no 17:
L'action est personnelle relle, car la loi en formant cette obligation

en la personne de 'acheteur 6tranger, affecte en mime temps 1hdritage

par lui acquis A l'accomplissement de cette obligation. La propri6t6
de cet h6ritage ne lui est transfer6e que sous la charge du retrait, et il
ne pent par consdquent le transfbrer h d'autres que sous cette charge.
Nemo plus juris in alium transferre potest quam ipse habet. C'est pour-

quoi cette action tant que le temps du retrait dure peut 8tre intent~e
par les lignagers non seulement contre celui qui a achet6 de leur
parent, mais contre ceux h qui 'hritage a pu passer depuis, et qui
s'en trouvent en possession.

Et au n'. 26: l'action est personnelle r6elle, in rem
scripta, et elle suit le possesseur.

No. 189 :
Lorsque cet acqu6reur 6tranger avant que la demande en retrait ait

t6 donn6e contre lui, a ali6n6 1'hdritage sujet an retrait, il est au choix
du lignager de donner la demande en retrait contre cet acheteur ou
contre le tiers. Cette action est une action personnelle rbelle qui
nait de 'obligation ex quasi contractu que l'acheteur 6tranger contracte
en acqurant envers les lignagers de c~der son march6 h celai d'entre
eux qui le vondra prendre, et de lui ddlaisser 'hdritage ; c'est & 'ac-
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complissement de cette obligation personnelle que la loi affecte 1894

Pbritage. Cette action, comme personnelle peut done 6tre intentde BA ER

contre l'acheteur 6tranger, qui est le vbritable d4biteur, et qui n'a pas .
pu par son fait en alidnant Phdritage, se d~charger de l'obligation qu'il PHILLIPS.

a contractd de le dilaisser au lignager qui voudra exercer le retrait. Taschereau
Cette action peut aussi comme rbelle 6tre intent6e directement contre J.
le tiers d6tenteur de Ph6ritage; cet hdritage 6tant affect6 par la loi 4 -

Paccomplissement de Pobligation.

Et au paragraphe 190, Pothier dit que lorsque le
d6fendeur assign6 en retrait plaide qu'il a revendu a
un tiers, il est 6quitable de renvoyer le demandeur A
se pourvoir contre ce tiers (ceci dans le cas de retrait
lignager oi il ne s'agit que d'un immeuble particulier,
et d'une revente de tout ce que comprenait la premi~re
vente.)

8. Pothier, Introd. 2 Cout. d'Orl~ans, p. 651:

Mais, si Pun des enfants avait cd sa portion D, un 6tranger il est

permis aux autres d'exclure l'6tranger du partage en lui remboursant

le prix de sa cession. (Bourjon, Vol. 1, page 1032). Et dans son cbap.

sur le retrait lignager, il dit, page 1032 "dans le cas que le vendeur

a des co-hbritiers et que par consiquent la vente n'embrasse qu'une

portion de la succession, chaque co-h6ritier a droit de retirer le tout

lorsque la vente est faite A un 6tranger et tel retrait n'est sujet h

aucunes formalit6s et est pr6firable an retrait lignager."

C'est bien 1., le retrait successoral.
Ferribre, sous art. 129 de la Cont. de Paris, dit:

L'action (en retrait lignager) pent 6tre intentde contre celui qui se

trouve d6tenteur de Phbritage au temps de 1'action, on contre le

premier acquireur, suivant la disposition de la coutume de Reims et

quelques autres ; mais dans celles qui n'en parlent pas, il semble

que l'action doit plut6t Atre intent~e contre le ddtenteur d'autant que

les conclusions du retrait ne peuvent 6tre form6es contre celui qui

ne possbde plus.

L'auteur ici traite d'une action en retrait lignager

contre un immeuble distinct et spar6.
Duplessis (1) :

Quand Pacqudreur a revendu l'hdritage a un tiers . . . il faut

distinguer s'il a fait la revente depuis 'assignation en retrait A lui

(1) Vol. 1, page 286.
22
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1894 halide ; en ce cas le retrayant se pent toujours adressser h lui parce

- qu'il ne Pa pu faire an pr6judice du procks et du vice du litige. Mais

s'il a fait cette revente avant qu'il y cut encore aucune demande en
PHILLIPs. retrait, alors c'est an nouvel acqu6reur et dernier possesseur de 1'hdri-

tage que le retrayant doit en faire la demande, parce que c'est actio in
Taschereau rem scripta. Et en 1'un et Pautre de ces cas, il ne doit pas rembourser

. davantage que le prix de la premibre acquisition, sauf en second
acqudreur son recours contre le premier pour le plus qu'il lui a pay6.
Mais on demandera si dans le second cas, le retrayant est pricis6ment
contraint de s'adresser an dernier acqu6reur sealement, sans avoir
Poption de convenir le premier, car vdritablement d'un c6t6 on dira
que Paction du retrait, 4tant in rem scripta ne peut 6tre intente que
contre le possesseur; et que pourrait-on prononcer contre le premier
puisqu'il ne tient plus la chose, que s'il en a dispos6 il Pa pu n'y
ayant point encore eu d'action intent6e contre lui. D'autre part on
rdpond que Paction de retrait 6tant mixte, et provenant d'un contrat
fait avec le premier acqudreur il y a de la personnalitd h laquelle il a
toujours demeard sujet . . . c'est pourquoi je tiens, qn'en ce cas,
le retrayant a le choix de s'adresser au premier on au second acqu6-
reur,. et ne sert de rien de dire que puisque le premier ne possbde
plus, on ne pourra rien prononcer contre lui car par l'action on fera
rdsoudre son droit, par oii celui de son acquireur sera aussi rdsolu, et
de fait, on demenre bien d'accord, qu'on y prononce au premier cas.

Grand Coutumier de France. Edit. Laboulaye (1)
Usage, stil, coustume, est notoire et commune observance du

royaume de France et mesmement de la prdvostd et vicont6 de Paris
sont tels et tous notoires, que quant aucune personne a propre hdritaige
h luy venu et descendu . . . . et telle personne le vent h aultre
personne, tout estrange de luy, et du cost6 et ligne dont Ph6ritaige
luy est esehon vient ung aultre dedens Pan et le jour h commencer du
jour de la vendue oa dessaisine, et fait adjourner Pacheteur de la
vente principalle pour l'avoir par retraict en lay rendant son argent

telle demande est recevable.
Item, anno retractus pendente, emptor rei retrahibilis eam vendidit alteri,

queritur contra quem illorum emptorum aget retrahere olens, aut contra
primum, aut contra secundum. Respondetur: En supposant que action
de h6ritaige se faict contre le ddtenteur d'icelay, et pour ce je dis.
tingue, oa le premier acheteur Pa vendu avant Padjournement du
retraict, on non. Si, primo, l'action se fera contre Pacheteur second
par ladicte supposition. Si autem post dictum adjornamentum, action
se fera contre Pacheteur premier . . . . Item le retraieur ne
doubt pas eslire voie de saisine et de nouvelletd, se le premier acheteur
a vendu h ung aultre la chose contentieuse; mais doubt faire adjour-
ner Pacbeteur et le vendeur, pour ouyr une requeste qu'il entend

(1) Pages 326, 335.
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faire & Pencontre d'eux tendant affin que le contract soit mis au 1894
ndant . . . -

BAXER
L'art. 205 de la Coutume de Reims: B

Il est au choix du demandeur en retrait lignager de s'adresser contre PHILLIPS.

le premier acheteur qui depuis et dedans Pan et jour aurait vendu Taschereau
1hdritage sujet h retrait, on bien contre le second acheteur et d6ten_ J
teur du dit h6ritage. Auquel il sera seulement tenu 4 payer ce que -

le dit premier acheteur aura d6bours6, sauf an second acheteur son
recours contre icelni premier acheteur.

O'est bien IA le droit commun de la France.
Une remarque avant de terminer. Il est permis de

se demander, dit Demolombe, si les avantages du
retrait successoral compensent les inconvenients qui
en r6sultent. Et, dit Laurent, le droit successoral est
un droit purement arbitraire, et fond6 sur de mauvaises
raisons. C'est ! juste titre, ajoute un auteur trs rdcent
(1893) Hue comm. dr. Code Civil (1), qu'il a td pros-
crit par le Code Civil Italien.

L'6minent jurisconsulte qui pr6sidait en Cour
d'Appel, A Montr6al au jugement dans la cause de
Durocker v. Turgeon (2) partageait 6videmment ces
opinions, en exprimant le regret que nos codificateurs
aient conserv6 ce retrait. Sous ces circonstances,
quoique ce soit 1A, i1 est vrai, fne question qui ne
tombe pas, strictement partant, dans les attributions
d'une cour de justice il nous est permis cependant d'y
attirer l'attention de la 16gislature de la Province de
Qudbec. L'on trouvera peut-6tre expddient de mettre
fin A ce droit de retrait entidrement comme on l'a fait
en 1855 pour le retrait lignager.

Appel d6bout6 avec d6pens distraits i M. Bowie,
procureur de l'intime.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: Bdique, Lafontaine, 'lrgeon

d Robertson.

Solicitor for respondent: D. E. Bowie.

(1) Vol. 5, p. 383. (2) 19 L. C. Jur. 178.
22%
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1894 THE CITY OF HALIFAX (PLAINI FF).. .APPELLANT;

*May 4, 5. AND
*May 31.

JAMES REEVES (DEFENDANT)............RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Public Street-Encroachment on-Building "upon " or "close to " the
line-Charter of Halifax secs. 454, 455-Petition to remove obstruc-
tion-Judgment on-Variance.

By sec. 454 of the charter of the City of Halifax any person intending
to erect a building upon or close to the line of the street must
first cause such line to be located by the City Engineer and obtain
a certificate of the location ; and if a building is erected upon or
close to the line without such certificate having been obtained the
Supreme Court, or a judge thereof, may, on petition of the Re-
corder, cause it to be removed.

A petition was presented to a judge, under this section, asking for the
removal of a porch built by R. to his house on one of the streets
of the city which, the petition alleged, was upon the line of the,
street. A porch had been erected on the same site in 1855 and
removed in 1884 ; while it stood the portion of the street outside
of it, and since its removal the portion up to the house, had been
used as a public sidewalk ; on the hearing of the petition the
original line of the street could not be proved but the judge held
that it was close to the line so used by the public and ordered its
removal. The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia reversed his de-
cision. On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada:

Held, that the evidence would have justified the judge in holding
that the porch was upon the line but having held that it was
close to the line while the petition only called for its removal as
upon it, his order was properly reversed.

An objection was taken to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of
Canada on the ground that the petition having been presented to
a judge in chambers the matter did not oiginate in a superior
court.

Held, Taschereau J. dissenting, that the court had jurisdiction. Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Co. v. Ste. The'rdse (16 Can. S.C.R. 606) and
Virtue v. Hayes (16 Can. S.C.R. 721) distinguished.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau, Sedge-
wick and King JJ.
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APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of 1894

Nova Scotia reversing the judgment of a judge on the THE
CITY OF

hearing of a petition by the city council to remove an HALIFAX

obstruction on a public street. 'EES
The facts of the case sufficiently appear from the -

above head-note.
A preliminary objection was taken by respondents

counsel to the jurisdiction of the court to entertain the
appeal the petition having been presented to a judge
and thus, on the authority of Canadian Pacific Railway

Co. v. Ste. Th6rese (1), and Virtue v. Hayes (2), not
having originated in a superior court.

The majority of the court were of opinion that there
was jurisdiction, and the case was heard on the merits.

MacCoy Q.C. for the appellants referred to Spackman
v. Plumstead Board of Works (3) ; The Queen v. Berger

(4).

Newcombe Q.C. for the respondent.
The judgment of the majority of the court was de-

livered by:

KING J.-A preliminary question as to the jurisdic-
tion of the court to entertain the appeal was dealt with
by His Lordship the Chief Justice upon the argument,
and the cases of Canadian Pacific Railway Co. v. Ste.

Thirdse (1) and Virtue v. Hayes (2) distinguished.

Then as to the merits: The complaint is for erecting
a porch upon the street line without first obtaining
the certificate of the city engineer as to its location.
To support this charge it is not necessary to prove that
the building is beyond the line. The act makes it the
duty of persons intending to build upon or close to the

(1) 16 Can. S.C.R. 606.
(2) 16 Can. S.C.R. 721.

(3) 10 App. Cas. 229.
(4) 10 Times L.R. 380.
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1894 street line to apply to the city engineer to lay down
Ta the line. It is not to be taken that this refers to an

CITY Or intention to encroach. A building is upon the line of
HALIFAX

v. the street if the line of the building, in whole or in
EEVES. part, coincides with that of the street. A building en-

King J. croaching on the street is likewise upon the line. The
act extends also to buildings that are close to the street
line, although not upon it. " Close to " is an approx-
imate term and admits of more or less separation
between the line of the building and the true line of
the street. The object of the act is to provide that the
street line may be authoritatively and conclusively
settled by the city engineer, who in such matter acts
as on a judicial inquiry. The defendant having been
charged with building upon the line of the street with-
out first making application for the engineer to lay out
the line, it is for the city, as the plaintiff in the case,
to prove that the building was upon, i.e., coincident
with, or beyond, the street line. In the case of a street
that has no recorded boundaries the determination of
its line may depend upon the extent and nature of the
public use and of the adjacent occupations. Here the
porch, the erection of which is complained of, occupies
the site of a porch built in 1855, and removed in 1884,
the foundation of which was found covered with three
feet of earth. During the time that the old porch
existed the space outside of it was a travelled portion
of the street, and since its removal the place where it
had been was used as part of the sidewalk. The de-
fenda-nt says that before he put up the present porch
the place where he put it was "just like the rest of the
sidewalk." Assuming that the defendant was entitled
to the site of the old porch, the part outside of it was
public street, and the line of the old porch coincided
with the line of the street, and was therefore upon it,
and upon the evidence the learned judge might very
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well have found this, and also that the porch com- 1894

plained of was upon such line. THE

A difficulty, however, arises by reason of the finding Cn OF
HALIFAX

that the porch was close to the line of the street, and v.
that the exact line was not located. There may be im- EES.

plied in this an adjudication that the porch was not King J.

upon the line of the street, and as it is in respect of a
wrongful building upon the line of the street, and not
for a wrongful building close to the street, that the
proceedings are instituted it would appear that the
order complained of is open to objection, and that the
judgment reversing it should be sustained. This appeal
is therefore to be dismissed with costs.

TASCHEREAU J.-In my opinion the objection raised
by the respondent to our jurisdiction on this appeal is
well taken, and I would quash the appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: W. F. IViac Coy.

Solicitor for respondent: C. Hudson Smith.
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1894 WILLIAM H. ROURKE AND RACHEL
- E. ROURKE, HIS WIFE (PLAINTIFFS) APPELLANTS;

*May 31. AND

'THE UNION INSURANCE COM- RESPONDENTS.
PANY (DEFENDANTS)...................

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW BRUNS-
WICK.

Trover-Conversion of vessel-Joint owners-Marine insurance-Abandon-

ment-Salvage.

A sale by one joint owner of property does not amount, as against his
co-owner, to a conversion unless the property is destroyed by such
sale or the co-owner is deprived of all beneficial interest.

A vessel, partly insured, was wrecked and the ship's husband abandoned
her to the underwriters, who sold her and her outfit to one K.
The sale was afterwards abandoned and the underwriters notified
the ship's husband that she was not a total loss and requested him
to take possession. He paid no attention to the notice and the
vessel was libelled by K. for salvage and sold under decree of
court. The uninsured owner brought an action against the under-
writers for conversion of her interest.

Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick,
that the ship's husband was agent of the uninsured owner in respect
of the vessel and his conduct precluded her from bringing the
action; that he might have taken possession before the vessel was
libelled; and that the insured owner was not deprived of her in-
terest by any action of the underwriters but by the decree of the
court under which she was sold for salvage.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
New Brunswick setting aside the verdict for theplain-
tiffs at the trial and ordering a non-suit.

The facts of the case are set out in the judgment of
the court delivered by Mr. Justice Sedgewick, as
follows:-

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong O.J. and Fournier, Taschereau and
Sedgewick JJ.
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This is an action on trover brought against the 1894

defendants for the alleged conversion of the plaintiffs ROURKE
interest in the schooner "James Rourke" a British v.TEUNION
vessel owned as follows:- INSURANCE

The plaintiff Rachel E. Rourke, twenty-four shares* COMPANY.

one E. V. Rourke, eight shares; Charlotte Rourke, wife
of James Rourke, twenty-four shares; Phoebe Rourke,
eight shares. James Rourke, Charlotte's husband, was
ship's husband as well as the particular agent of his
wife and Phoebe Rourke in the insurance of their
respective interests. The plaintiff's share and that of
E. V. Rourke were uninsured. Charlotte and Phoebe's
interests were insured in the defendant company.

On the 11th February, 1891, the schooner while on
a voyage from Boston to St. John, New Brunswick,
laden with phosphate, became stranded on a reef at
North Haven, on the coast of Maine, about ten miles
distant from the port of Rockland. The vessel was
badly damaged and a telegraph message was sent to
James Rourke the ship's husband. He lived at St.
Martins near the city of St. John where the owners
lived William and Edward being his brothers and
Phoebe his sister; the plaintiff was at the time his
clerk as well. James Rourke upon receiving the
message left for St. John, saw the agent of the defendant
company, informed him of the telegram received and
that he believed the schooner was a wreck. On -his
arrival at Rockland, February 14th, he saw one Butler
who was acting as the company's representative who
had sent down a Mr. Bunker to look after the wreck.
James Rourke on his arrival boarded the vessel and
examined her condition. She had then been stripped
of her rigging which had been brought on shore and
placed in a building owned by one Ledbetter for safe
keeping. Rourke remained near the scene until the
17th, three days, and then returned to New Bruns-
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1894 wick and although ship's husband he left no
Ro'^ E directions as to the vessel, cargo or outfit nor did he

1)H take any means to save them. Upon his arrival at St.
INSURANCE John on the 18th of February he saw the agent of the
COMPANY. Insurance Company, told him about the position of the

vessel and that in his opinion it was for the interest of
all concerned better to leave her there, and afterwards,
on behalf of his wife and sister, gave notice of abandon-
ment and eventually was paid a large portion of his
claim the question as to whether he was paid for a
total loss being disputed by the appellants. After Mr.
Rourke's departure the agent of the company appears
to have advertised the sale of the vessel as she lay on
the reef and her outfit, the outfit which was in
Ledbetter's building being purchased by one Smith
and the vessel by one Keene; the wreck and sails,
however, seem to have come into Keene's possession,
and subsequently the schooner was floated and brought
to Rockland, a place of safety, where she could have
been repaired, the sale in the mean time having
apparently been abandoned although the evidence on
this point is exceedingly obscuie. Mr. Butler, the
respondent's agent, on March 12th notified James
Rourke, amongst other things, that she was not a total
loss and requested him to come to Rockland, pay
charges and take possession of the property. Neither
the appellants nor James Rourke took any notice of
this telegram nor did they do anything afterwards in
the direction of taking the property or repairing the
vessel. The vessel could not be kept afloat; she was
put on the Marine Railway at Rockland and nothing
being done Keene, who had succeeded in taking her
off the rocks, commenced proceedings by way of libel
in the United States District Court of Maine, setting
out the facts above stated, and that he had incurred
expense to the extent of $1,000 in salving the property,
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and asked that this amount might be paid him and 1894

that the vessel should be condemned and sold to pay bURKE

the same. No defence was ever made by any person THE V.
interested in the vessel to these proceedings, and INSURANCE

eventually a decree of condemnation was made and the COMPANY.

vessel was sold thereunder, the proceeds being paid
into court and subsequently disposed of as by the
decree ordered.

Subsequently the plaintiffs brought this action
against the defendant company to recover damages by
reason of the company's action in selling the vessel
and outfit while wrecked upon the reef at North
Haven. The jury found a verdict in favour of the
plaintiff which verdict was set aside by the Supreme
Court of New Brunswick upon appeal, and a non-suit
ordered to be entered pursuant to leave reserved at the
trial.

McLeod Q.C. for the appellants referred to Shepherd
v. Blenderson (1); Jacobs v. Seward (2).

Weldon Q.C. and Palmer Q.C. for the respondents.

The judgment of the court was delivered by-

SEDGEWICK J.-(His Lordship stated the facts ap-
pearing above and proceeded as follows.)

I am of opinion that the judgment of the Supreme
Court is right. The action of the defendant company,
in so far as its dealing with the interests of the assured
was concerned, was perfectly proper under the " sue
and labour " clause of the policy; it was within their
authority to do all that they did do in respect to that
interest; it was equally within their power to act as
they did by reason of the abandonment to them of the
assured's interest. At all events it is absolutely out of
the questionfor the plaintiffs to deny the authority of
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1894 the respondents to act as they did, whether as the
ROURKE agents of the assured or by virtue of their having a

THE NION right to take possession of the wreck upon her abandon-
INSURANCE ment by James Rourke on behalf of the assured. The
co r. position of the company then was that of a joint owner
Sedgewick with the plaintiffs' of the vessel in question, and the

- only question upon this appeal is, whether the acts of
the respondents' agents amounted to a conversion of
the plaintiffs' interests I am strongly convinced that
the conduct of James Rourke, who, as ship's husband,
was the agent of the plaintiffs in respect of this vessel,
precludes the plaintiffs from bringing this action. If,
as they contend, the vessel was not a total wreck, and
could with advantage to the owners have been repaired
and brought safely to port, his relationship to the plain-
tiffs as ship's husband most certainly had not ceased.
It was his duty in their interest to have done every-
thing possible to protect them. The evidence convinces
me that he was perfectly satisfied that there was a total
loss, and that it would be for the benefit of all concerned
to let the insurance company deal exclusively with the
wreck. I do not, however, wish to place my judgment
upon this ground. The defendant company were in
the position of co-owners with the plaintiffs of the
wreck, and the question as to whether the alleged sale
amounted to a conversion depends altogether upon
what the result of that sale was. If the effect of it was
to deprive the plaintiffs of their interest in the pro-
perty, or to amount to a destruction of the property, so
that under no circumstances could they in the future
have any benefit from it, then, according to the authori-
ties, a conversion would have been complete; but no
such result followed from the sale in question; the
effect of the sale was the very reverse; the assured
owners had abandoned the property; James Rourke, as
agent of the plaintiffs, acted as if he had abandoned
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the property, but the purchasers at the sale saved it 1894

and brought the wreck to a place of perfect safety, ROKE

where the plaintiffs might have come in less than a v.
THE UNION

day and taken possession of it. The plaintiffs were INSURANCE

in fact subsequently deprived of their right of posses- COMPANY.

sion, but not by reason of any sale of the property, but Sedgewick

by reason of the decree of the United States District J.
Court, the court having unquestionable jurisdiction,
as respects this vessel, to decree her forfeiture and sale.
If the plaintiffs now find themselves deprived of their
interest in the vessel it is not through any action of
the respondents, it is solely in consequence of the action
of Keene claiming for salvage services in respect to the
vessel, and their own inaction in not making their
defence in the United States court if he were not en-
titled to the decree he had obtained by reason of his
not having rendered the salvage services upon whieh
that decree was based. The authorities are numerous
and the law is clear as to what constitutes a conversion
by one joint owner against his co-owner. In Mayhew
v. Herrick (1) it was decided that a mere sale of a pro-
perty was not- enough, though for such a disposition of
a property as amounted to a destruction of it one tenant
in common would be liable in trover to his co-tenant.
In Jacobs v. Seward (2) the Lord Chancellor said:

So long as a tenant in common is only exercising lawfully the rights

he has as tenant in common, no action can lie against him by his co-

tenant. Now, it is perfectly lawful for a tenant in common to make

bay, for somebody must make it, just as it is lawful for a tenant in

common of a whale to make the blubber into oil. That is a perfectly

legitimate purpose. It does not signify whether one or other of the

tenants in common made use of it, it being made use ofin an ordinary

and legitimate way. No trover would, therefore, lie against the co-

tenant in respect of his having done what he did.

The cases in which trover would lie against a tenant in common are

reducible to this. They are cases in which something has been done

which has destroyed the common property, he seeking to exercise his

(1) 7 C. B. 229. (2) L. R. 5 H. L. 464.
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1894 rights therein, and being denied the exercise of such rights. There was
the case of a ship being taken possession of by one tenant in common

OR and sent to sea without the consent of his co-tenant. In that case it
THE UNION was held that the property was destroyed by the act of one tenant in
INSURANCE common, and therefore trover would lie in respect of the co-tenant's
CoMPANY.repc

-N share. But where the act done by the tenant in common is right in
Sedgewick itself, and nothing is done which destroys the benefit of the other co-

* tenant in common in the property, there no action will lie, because

he can follow that property as long as it is in existence and not de-
stroyed.

The case referred to by the Lord Chancellor was
Barnardiston v. Chapman cited in Heath v. Hubbard (1).
In that case the plaintiff was tenant in common of one
moiety of a ship and the defendants tenants in common
of another moiety. The defendants had forcibly taken
the ship out of the plaintiffs' possession, secreted it
from him, changed its name and afterwards handed it
over to a third party who sent it on a voyage in the
course of which it became a total loss. The jury
having found that there had been a destruction of the
vessel by the defendants' means the court refused to
disturb the verdict. The law on the subject is well
stated in Clerk & Lindsell on Torts (2).

If two or more people own a chattel either jointly or in common,
one of them cannot bring an action against the others merely for an
interference with his right of possession, since the possession of each is
alike lawful, and the manner of its exercise is left by the law to be
settled among the parties themselves. But If one co-owner has
deprived the other of all possible use and enjoyment of the property,
either in the present or the future, then he has been guilty of an act of
conversion. It is well established that one tenant in common cannot
maintain an action against his companion unless there has been a
destruction of the particular chattel or something equivalent to it.
Short, therefore, of "destruction or something equivalent" one co-
owner may exercise the full rights of property over a chattel in
defiance of the wishes of the other co-owners, without being guilty of
a tort. He may destroy its identity by the process of manufacture,
lie may create a lien on it, he may sell it, and this immunity extends
to those who stand in his shoes. If a sheriff seizes partnership pro-

(1) 4 East 121. (2) P. 179.
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perty under an execution against one of the firm he becomes part 1894
owner, and this part ownership protects him, even though he purports -

ROURKE
to sell the entire interest in the goods. If co-owners jointly pledge .
property, and one of them without the authority of the other after- THE UNION

wards demands the property back tendering the amount due, the INSURANCE
0 COMPANY.

pledgee is not guilty of a conversion by refusing to deliver.
Sedaewick

In the present case the company had unquestionably S e

the right for the protection of their own interests to -

take the cargo from the wreck, as well as her rigging
and other appurtenances; they had equally the right,
in their own interests, to restore the rigging and ap-
purtenances to the vessel, with a view of saving her
if possible. They had a right to employ parties, on
their own account, to use all possible means to make
such repairs on the vessel as would enable her to be
brought to a place of safety. Whether there was a sale
or not, all this was done by the company, or by persons
acting with the authority of the company, and there
was nothing done, so far as they were concerned, which
at any time prevented the plaintiffs from taking pos-
session and treating the vessel as if no disaster had
ever overtaken her.

For these reasons I am of opinion that the judgment
of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick is right, and
that the appeal should be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: E. R. McLeod 4- Ewing.

Solicitors for respondents: Weldon 4- McLean.
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1894 THE CORPORATION OF THE
2 -7 TOWN OF WALKERTON (DE- APPELLANTS;

*May . FENDANTS)..... ..................
*May 31.

AND

ANNA ERDMAN, EXECUTRIX OF THE)
LATE JOHN B. ERDMAN, (PLAIN- RESPONDENT;
TIFF)...................................

AND

R. E. HEUGHAN, THIRD PARTY ADDED BY ORDER OF
COURT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Evidence-Action for personal injuries caused by negligence-Examination
of plaintiff de bene esse-Death of plaintiff-Action by widow under
Lord Campbell's Act-Admissibility of evidence taken in first action-
Rights of third party.

Though the cause of action given by Lord Campbell's Act for the
benefit of the widow and children of a person whose death results
from injuries received through negligence is different from that
which the deceased had in his lifetime, yet the material issues are
substantially the same in both actions, and the widow and children
are in effect, claiming through the deceased. Therefore, where an
action is commenced by a person so injured in which his evidence
is taken de bene esse and the defei dant has a right to cross-examine
such evidence is admissible in a subsequent action taken after his
death under the act. Taschereau and Gwynne JJ. dissenting.

The admissibility of such evidence as against the original defendants,
a municipal corporation sued for injuries caused by falling into
an excavation in a public street, is not affected by the fact that
they have caused a third party to be added as defendant as the
person who was really responsible for such excavation and that
such third party was not notified of the examination of the
plaintiff in the first action, and bad no opportunity to cross-
examine him. Taschereau and Gwynne JJ. dissenting.

PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King
JJ.
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APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for 1894

Ontario, (1) affirming the judgment of the Divi- THE
TowN OF

sional Court (2) by which a new trial was ordered. WALKERTON

The action in this case was brou-ht under Lord V.
ERDMAN.

Campbell's Act in consequence of the death of John -

B. Erdman, from injuries received by falling into an
excavation in one of the streets of the town. Erd-
man before his death had instituted an action for
damages for such injuries in which by order of the
court his evidence was taken de bene esse counsel for
the town appearing at such examination and cross-
examining. The sole question to be decided on this
appeal is whether or not such evidence was admis-
sible on the trial of the present action. The trial
judge refused to receive it, and there being no other
evidence of the manner in which deceased was in-
jured the plaintiff was non-suited. The non-suit was
set aside by the Divisional Court and a new trial
ordered which was affirmed by the Court of Appeal
from whose decision this appeal was brought.

The defendants had caused Heughan to be added as
a defendant alleging that he was responsible for the
excavation into which the deceased fell. Heughan was.
not served with notice of the examination of deceased
and so had no opportunity to cross-examine him.

Aylesworth Q.C. for the appellants. Lord Campbell's-
Act gives a new cause of action and one entirely
different from that which deceased had in his lifetime.
Morgan v. Nicholl (3); Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

v. Robinson (4).
As regards this action the plaintiff is in no way in

privity with the deceased. Lezgott v. The Great
Northern Railway Co. (5); Woodv. Gray (6).

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 444. (4) 19 Can. S.C.R. 292; [18921
(2) 22 O.R. 693. A.C. 481.
(3) L.R. 2 C.P. 117. (5) 1 Q.B.D. 599.

(6) [1892] A.C. 576.
23
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1894 The former action might have been revived when
TH the evidence could have been used; Mason v. Town

TowN o, of Peterborough (1); but the plaintiff elected to pro-
WALKERTON

v. ceed for her own benefit and lost the right to profit
E N. by the former proceedings.

Shaw Q.O. for the respondent. The issues in both
actions are substantially the same, and the evidence
comes within the rules laid down in the books.
Greenleaf on Evidence (2); Read v. Great Eastern Rail-

way Co. (3).
The plaintiff in this action is bound by any admis-

sions made by deceased, which shows privity.
Griffiths v. Earl .Dudley (4).

O'Connor Q.C. for third party.

FouRNIER J.-I am of opinion that this appeal should
be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I would allow this appeal. I con-
cur in my brother Gwynne's opinion.

GWYNNE J.-This is an action brought by the
plaintiff as widow and administratrix of the late John
Erdman, to recover for her own benefit and the benefit
of her children by the said John Erdman, damages
sustained by them respectively by the death of the said
John Erdman, pursuant to the provisions of the statute
in that behalf, the death of the said John Erdman being,
in the plaintiff's statement of claim, alleged to have
been caused by falling into a deep hole, ditch or drain
which had, by the Corporation of the town of Walker-
ton, their servants and agents, been negligently per-
mitted to be dug, and was negligently left open, un-
covered, unfenced and unprotected.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 683. (3) L. R. 3 Q.B. 655.
(2) 15 ed. sec. 164. (4) 9 Q.B.D. 357.
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The defendants, the town of Walkerton, under the 1894

provisions of sec. 531 of ch. 184 R.S.O. as amended by TE

54 Vict. ch. 42, sec. 24, caused one R. E. Heugrhan to TowN or
M WALKERTON

be made a party defendant, or third party, as being the v.
person who had dug the ditch or drain, and was ERDMAN.

responsible for all consequences arising from the owynne J.

matters alleged in the plaintiff's statement of claim', it
proved as alleged, and among other defences they
further pleaded as follows:

These defendants further say that the hole, or ditch or drain men-
tioned in the plaintiff's statement of claim was dug, made and left in
the condition in which it was at the time of the said accident, not by
these defendants but by the defendant Heughan, who was not a servant
or agent of these defendants, and who so dug and made the said
excavation without their consent or knowledge, and if any damages
and costs are recovered in this action against the defendants they aver
that such damages were sustained by reason of the said obstruction,
excavation or opening in the said highway, and pursuant to the statute
claim to recover over against said Heughan the amount of any such
damages and costs together with the costs incurred by the said cor-
poration in their defence of this action.

The defendant Heughan denied all the allegations
in the plaintiffs statement of claim made, except those
made in the first and second paragraphs thereof, and he
further, among other things, pleaded as follows:

5. The defendant R. E. Heughan further says that the plaintiff's
statement of claim does not show any cause of action as against the
defendants, the Corporation of the town of Walkerton, and he claims
the same benefit from this objection as if he had demurred to said
statement of claim.

6. The said R. E. Heughan further says that he craves the benefit
of any defence the said Corporation of the town of Walkerton may
have to said action.

7. The said R. E. Heughan further says that if it be proved that the
said John B. Erdman was wounded, damaged or injured in any way
by falling into said trench, ditch or drain, that the said wounds,
damages or injuries did not cause or occasion the death of the said
John B. Erdman.

8. The said R. E. Heughan further says that the said John B.
Erdman might and could, by the exercise of reasonable care and

23N
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1894 diligence, have seen the said hole, ditch or drain and avoided falling
- into it, or sustaining any injuries by reason thereof ; and the said R.
THE

TowN OF E. Heughan says as the fact is that the said alleged accident and the
WALKERTON injuries alleged to have been sustained by said John B. Erdman

V. thereby were caused by his own negligence and want of care.
ERDMAN.

- ~Upon these pleading issue being joined the case
went down for trial.

The law in virtue of which Reughan was made a
party defendant in the present action, ch. 184, R.
S.O., sec. 531, subsec. 4 enacts that:

In case an action is brought against a municipal corporation to
recover damages sustained by reason of any obstruction, excavation
or opening in a public highway, street or bridge placed, made, left
or maintained by any other corporation, or by any person other than
a servant or agent of the municipal corporation, the last mentioned
corporation shall have a remely over against the other corporation
or person for, and any enforce payment accordingly of, the damages
and costs, if any, which the plaintiff in the action may recover against
the municipal corporation.

Subsec. 5. The municipal corporation shall be entitled to such
remedy over in the same action if the other corporation or person
shall be made a party to the action, and if it shall be established in
the action as against the other corporation or person, that the damages
were sustained by reason of an obstruction, excavation or opening as
aforesaid, placed, made, left or maintained by the other corporation
or person, and the municipal corporation may in such case have the
other corporation or person added as a party defendant or third party
for the purposes hereof, if the same is not already a defendant in the
actiin jointly with the municipal corporation, and the other corpora-
tion or person may defend such action as well against the plaintiff's
claim as against the claim of the municipal corporation to a remedy
over.

The effect of this statute, as it appears to me, is to
make the third party so made defendant a principal
defendant equally with his co-defendant, and where
no question arises as to the fact of the obstruction
alleged to have caused the injury complained of hav-
ing been made by him (and in the present case no
such question arises) as a principal defendant, and as
the person ultimately liable, he has a right to insist
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that the plaintiff's case shall be established by such 1894

evidence as would be necessary to bind him if he was T

sole defendant, and to assert such rights even by ToN o

appeal, whether the appeal be in the name of his V.
co-defendant or in his own name. The.judgnment to ERDMAN.

be recovered by the plaintiff in such an action being Gwynne J.

made by the statute conclusively binding upon him
the plaintiff's cause of action must be proved by
evidence which would be binding on him, and no
proceeding in the action can be taken behind his
back, or without notice to him so as to give him an
opportunity of contesting the plaintiff's claim in every
particilar necessary to be established by him.

Now, in the present case the only evidence offered
in support of the allegation that the deceased, John
B. Erdman, received the injury alleged in the plain-
tiff's statement of claim as the cause of his death, was
a deposition made in his lifetime by the said John B.
Erdman, which the learned trial judge refused to re-
ceive and non-,uited the plaintiff. That non-suit
having been set aside and a new trial ordered this
appeal is taken, and the sole question is whether the
evidence was admissible. If it was not the non-suit
must be restored, as it is admitted that no other
evidence exists upon the point.

The deposition so rejected by the learned trial judge
was procured and made in the manner following:

On the 9th March, 1892, the said John B. Erdman
in his lifetime commenced by writ of summons an
action against the Corporation of the town of Walker-
ton; immediately upon the service of that writ the
corporation caused a notice of a motion for an order
that the above defendant, R. E Heughan, should be
made a party defendant to the said action, to be served

upon the said John B. Erdman and the said Heughan.
By reason of the county or local judge at Walkerton
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1894 being absent from home that motion could not be
j m heard until the 25th day of March, 1892, when an

W TO order was made, the plaintiff not objecting, though
I. represented (as alleged in the order) whereby it was

ERDMAN. ordered, among other things, that the said R. E.
Gwynne J. Heughan be, and he was thereby, made a defendant to

the action.
And thereby it was further ordered that in case

the said R. E. Heughan should enter an appearance
that any of the parties might apply to the court or a
judge for a direction as to having any question that
might arise determined; and the order reserved to the
said Heughan all rights that he might have to object
to the examination of the plaintiff taken in the action
prior to the date of the order, being read or used in
evidence against him on the trial of the action.

The defendant, Heughan,appeared to the action in the
Queen's Bench Division of the High Court at Walker-
ton, where the action was brought. After the service
of notice of motion for the above order, and on the 12th
March, 1892, the plaintiff caused an application to be
made to the master in chambers at Toronto for, and
obtained from him, an ex parte order whereby it was
ordered that the plaintiff might be examined ivd voce
on his own behalf before Samuel Herbert IMcKay, and
that the examination so taken might be given in
evidence on the trial of the action, saving all just
exceptions. The fact of the issue of this order at
Toronto was telegraphed to the plaintiff's attorney at
Walkerton on the said 12th March, who upon the same
day served upoin the Mayor of Walkerton and the
solicitor of the corporation the notice following:

Take notice that the mater in chambers has this day made an
order for the making of the evidence of the plaintiff de bene esse before
Samuel H. McKay of Walkerton, and that such evidence will be taken
in the roomi of said John B. Erdman at the county jail at said town
of Walkerton, on Monday, the 14th day of March instant, at seven
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o'clock in the evening, and that if you or your solicitor or agent 1894
desire to be present and to cross-examine Faid John B. Erdman upon
the evidence so to be taken as aforesaid, you or he must then and there ToWN OF
attend on such examination and cross-examine him. WALKERTON

Further take notice that the reason why such examination is re- V.

quired to be taken is that the said plaintiff is sick and seriously ill. ERDMAN.

And take notice that if you object to the shortness of this notice, Gwynne J.
and do not attend to cross-examine said plaintiff at said time and
place, the said John B. Erdinan will be further examined at said place
at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon on Wednesday, the 16th
day of March inst., if then alive and able to give evidence.

Yours &c.,
SHAW & SHAW.

No notice of such intended examination appears to
have been served upon Heughan. No one appeared
for the corporation defendant, and the plaintiff was
examined ex parte ; again, the plaintiff's solicitor
attended in the morning of the 16th March, but neither
the corporation or their solicitor attended upon that
occasion, and nothing further appears to have been
then done.

But on the 17th March, 1892, the plaintiffs attorney,
fearing that there might be some question as to the
sufficiency of the notice of the 12th March, served
upon the solicitor of the Corporation of Walkerton
notice to the effect that on the 21st day of March a
motion would be-made before the master in chambers
at Toronto for an order, that the evidence already taken
of the plaintiff, under order dated 12th March, 1892,
might be used subject to all just exceptions in the
event of the plaintiff's death, in any action which the
wife or children of the said plaintiff might bring
against the defendant corporation under the Revised
Statutes of Ontario, ch. 135, or in the alternative, that
an order might be made for the examination of the
said plaintiff viva voce on oath upon notice, giving six
hours notice to the defendants of the time and place
where such examination is to be held, and that the
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1894 evidence when so taken might be filed in the cause
THE with the deputy clerk of the crown at Walkerton,

TowN OF and used in any action which the said relatives of said
WALKERTON

v. plaintiff might bring after his death under said ch.
ERDMAN. 135, on the ground that said plaintiff was dying and

Gwynne J. that his testimony would be lost with his death.
The master in chambers, upon this motion coming

before him on the 21st March, 1892, referred the first
part of the motion to a judge in chambers and made
an order upon the residue to the effect that without
prejudice to the motion, the plaintiff should be
examined once more upon oath, before Samuel Herbert
McKay of the town of Walkerton, on Wednesday, the
23rd day of March, 1892, in the forenoon, in case his
state of health permitted, upon notice to the defendants
and the said third party, and it was thereby further
ordered that notice served upon Tuesday the 22nd
instant should be good and sufficient notice of such
examination, and the time for giving notice was thereby
shortened accordingly. And it was thereby further
ordered that the examination when so taken be filed
in the office of the deputy clerk of the crown for the
County of Bruce, and that an office copy or copies
thereof might be read in evidence on the trial of the
action, saving all just exceptions, upon giving suffi-
cient proof of the absence of the said plaintiff or of his
inability to be present to testify on his own behalf at
said trial.

And it was thereby further ordered that the costs
of the application be reserved to be disposed of upon
the pending motion. (i.e. on the motion reserved
before the judge in chambers.)

Notice of the intended examination on the 23rd
instant was, upon the 22nd March, served upon the
solicitor of the defendant, the Corporation of Walker-
ton, but no notice appears to have been served upon
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Heughan. Upon the 23rd the solicitor of the corpora- 1894

tion attended, but abstained from cross-examining the TF
plaintiff, upon the ground, as he alleges, that he was Tows OF

'D WALKERTON
informed by the plaintiffs medical attendant that the V.
plaintiff was sinking fast and could only live for a few ERDMAN.

days; and therefore, he did not in the plaintiff's state Gwynne J.

of health wish to worry him. Upon the 31st day of
March Mr. Justice Street disposed, in chambers, of
the motion before the master in chambers upon the
notice of the 17th March so as aforesaid reserved by
the master in chambers, and by an order dated the
said 31st day of March, it was ordered that the said
application of the plaintiff, made on the 21st day of
March pursuant to the said notice of the 17th March,
in so far as the same sought for an order in the nature
of an order perpetuating testimony, should be and the
same was thereby dismissed; and it was further
ordered that the costs of the application should be
costs to the defendants in any event of the action on
the final taxation of costs therein.

Upon this same 31st day of March the plaintiff filed
and served his statement of claim against the defend-
ants the Corporation of Walkerton, and the defendant
R. E. Heughan, therein alleged to have been made
defendant by an order bearing date the 23rd day of
March, 1892, and therein alleged that he had suffered
injury from falling into a ditch in a street of the town
of Walkerton, which the corporation of that town were
alleged to have negligently suffered to remain open,
uncovered, unprotected, &c. Before any pleas had
been filed to this statement of claim, namely, on the
following day, the plaintiff died, and that action
thereby became abated,

Now the question is -whether the depositions of the
said John B. Erdman, so taken, are admissible as
evidence for the plaintiff in the present action against
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1894 the contention of the defendants, the Corporation and

ZE Heughan, that they are not; and I am of opinion that
TowN o? the learned trial judge's decision that they were not

WALKERTON
V. was correct and sound, and should be maintained

ERAN. upon the grounds following:
Gwynne J. 1. Upon the authority of the recent cases and especi-

ally since the judgment of the Privy Council in Robin-
son v. Canadian Pacific Railoay Co. (1) it cannot be dis-

puted in this court that the present action at the suit of
the widow of the deceased, John B. Erdman, is a wholly
different action in every particular from that instituted
by Erdman in his lifetime. It is between wholly
different parties and founded upon wholly different
rights. Although the plaintiff is personal represent-
ative of the deceased she claims not in right of the
deceased or of his estate, but being personal represent-
ative she is by statute authorized in that character to
assert her own independent rights and those of her
children.

2. The evidence is sought to be used in the present
action not only against the Corporation of Walkerton
but against the defendant Heughan also, and as no
judgment in favour of the plaintiff can be rendered
herein which is not conclusively binding upon
Heughan as well as upon the corporation, he cannot be
affected by depositions taken in an action to whichhe
was not aparty; et ergo depositions so taken cannot be
used as evidence for the plaintiff in the present action.

3. The depositions of the 14th March, 1892, having
been taken not only upon insufficient notice as affect-
ing the defendants, the corporation, but behind the
back of the defendant Heughan at a time when the
plaintiff John B. Erdman knew of the pendency
of a notice of motion that Heughan should be made a
defendant, which motion was granted by the order of

(1) [1892] A. C. 481.
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the 31st March, 1892, and the depositions of the 21st 1894

March, 1892, having been taken while the said plain- E

tiff, John B. Erdman, was aware of the still pending TowN or
WALKERTON

of such notice of motion, and without notice to the V.
defendant Heughan of the intended taking of such -RDM
depositions, although by the order of the 21st March, Gwynie J.-
1892, notice to him was made a condition precedent to
the taking of such depositions, the depositions could
not have been given in evidence in the former action
if the statement of claim therein which was subse-
quently filed on the 31st March, 1-92, had been
pleaded to by the defendants therein and issues had
been joined which had gone down for trial during the
lifetime of the said John B. Erdman, if he had lived
and from continuing illness had been unable to attend
and be examined at the trial, because the effect of the
action as stated in the statement of claim against both
defendants, being by force of the statute under which
Heughan was made defendant to affect him with
liability, no evidence could be received to affect him
which had been taken behind his back, and without
notice to him. So neither could it be received to affect
the corporation as, by force of the statute, judgment
could not be against them without Heughan being
conclusively condemned and affected thereby

For these reasons I am of opinion that the learned
trial judge was correct in his ruling at the trial and
that therefore this appeal must be allowed with costs
and that judgment of non-suit be ordered to be entered
in the court below.

SEDGEWICK J.-I am of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed. I think the evidence was pro-
perly admitted.

KING J.-This action was brought to recover damages
in respect of the death of one John B. Erdman, occa-
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1894 sioned, as alleged, by his falling into a ditch in a public

TiaF street, negligently suffered by the town to remain open
TowN or and uncuarded.

WALKERTON un
v. Erdman had in his lifetime begun an action against

ERDMAN. the town for the recovery of damages, and his evidence
King J. was taken in that cause de bene esse upon notice to the

town which attended by its solicitor and cross-examined
Erdman.

The writ in that action was issued on 9th March,
1892. On 17th March Erdman's solicitors gave to the
town notice that they would apply to a master on the
21st March for an order for his examination. Prior to
the 21st .1 arch the town gave notice to Heughan of a
motion to be made to the local High Court Judge that
he should be made a co-defendant under the act of
Ontario, 55 Vict. c. 42, sec. 531. Such order was duly
made on the 25th March, 1892.

Upon the return of Erdman's summons on 21st March,
1892, the master ordered that the examination of Erd-
man de bent esse be made on the 23rd March upon
notice to defendants, and to Heughan, who was stated
in the order to have been served with a third party
notice by defendants.

The examination of Erdman took place on 23rd March
the solicitor for the town appearing and cross-examin-
ing, but, so far as appears, notice of the examination
was not served on Heughan, he not having then in fact
been made a party to the suit.

Erdman died on 1st April, 1892, and his widow, having
proved his will, began this action on 6th June, 1892,
for her own benefit as his widow, and for the benefit
of four of his children.

Upon the trial, before Street J., the deposition of
Erdman was tendered in evidence and rejected, and
there being otherwise no proof of the cause of the
injury the plaintiff was non-suited. The non-suit was
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set aside and a new trial ordered by the Divisional 1894

. Court, (Armour O.J. and Falconbridge J.) and such 'fE
judgment has been affirmed by the unanimous judg- TOWN o

ment of the Court of Appeal. V.

Notwithstanding the able argument of Mr. Ayles-
worth I think that the judgment of the appeal court King J.

should be affirmed.
The rule of evidence is thus stated in Taylor on

Evidence, sec. 464:
Where a witness has given his testimony under oath in a judicial

proceeding, in which the adverse litigant had the power to cross-
examine, the testimony so given will, if the witness himself cannot be
called, be admitted in any subsequent suit between the same parties,
or those claiming under them, provided it relate to the same subject or
substantially involve the same material questions.

And thus, in another work on evidence (Stephen
art. 32.)

Evidence given by a witness in a previous action is relevant for the
purpose of proving the matter stated in a subsequent proceeding......
when the witness is dead, proyided (1) the person against whom the
evidence is to be given had the right and opportunity to cross-examine
the declarant when he was examined as a witness ; (2) that the
questions in issue were substantially the same in the first as in the-
second proceeding ; and (3) that the proceeding, if civil, was between
the same parties, or their representatives in interest. (1).

The evidence of Erdman was testimony under oath
in a judicial proceeding and (as Mr. Justice Osler
points out) was not the less so because taken de bene-
esse and never actually used on the trial of the action
in which it was taken.

Subject to the observations to be made respecting
the position of the third party it also satisfies the rule.
that the party ,against whom it is offered in the present
action, viz.: the Corporation of Walkerton, had the
right and opportunity to cross-examine the declarant
when he was examined as a witness, and in fact.
exercised the right.

(1) Stephen's Dig. Law of Evidence, p. 44.
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1894 Then as to the second requirement of the rule, viz.:
Ta that the questions in issue shall be substantially the

TowN OF same, or (as stated in Taylor) that the evidence relate
'WALKERTON

V. to the same subject, or substantially involve the same
ERDMAN. material question, this does not require that all the
-King J. issues in the two actions shall correspond. It is satis-

fied if the evidence relates to any material issues that
are sibstantially the same in both actions.

Now the question of fact whether the injury to
Erdman (the alleged cause of his death) was occa-
sioned by the negligent act or omission of the town
was a material issue in the action brought by him,
and it is equally a material issue in the present ac-
tion, as the plaintiff is bound to show that the death
was occasioned by an act or default of the town which
gave to Erdman a rhiht of action against the town at
the time of his death. And the evidence in question
was tendered in support of that issue.

If indeed the admissibility of the evidence were to
depend upon the causes of action being the same the
respondent could not hope to succeed, because it is
conclusively established that the cause of action
given by the statute is different from. that which the
-deceased had in his lifetime (1).

In the last named case Lord Selborne says:
Lord Campbell's Act gives a new cause of action clearly, and does

not merely remove the operation of the maxim actio personalis moritur
cum persond, because the action is given in substance not to the person
representing in point of estate the deceased man, who would natur-
ally represent him as to all his own rights of action which could sur-
vive, but to his wife and children, no doubt suing in point of form in
the name of his executor. And not only so, but the action is not an
action which he could have brought if he had survived the accident
for that would have been an action for such injury as he had sus-
tained during his lifetime, but death is essentially the cause of the

(1) Blake v. Midland Railway Northern Railway Co. 4 B. & S.
-Co. 18 Q.B. 92; Pym v. Great 396; Seward v. Vera Cruz 10 App.

Cas. 59.
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action, an action which he never could have brought under cir- 1894

cumstances which, if he had been livirg would have given him, for -

any injury short of death which he might have sustained, a right of THETOWN OF
action which might have been barred either by contributory negligence, WALKERTON

or by his own fault, or by his own release, or in various other ways.
ERDMAN.

Lord Blackburn also says: King J.
I think that when that act (Lord Campbell's Act) is looked at, it is -

plain enough that if a person dies under the circumstances men-

tioned, when he might have maintained an action if it had been for an

injury to himself which he had survived, a totally new action is given

against the person who would have been responsible to the deceased

if the deceased had lived, an action which, as is pointed out in Pym v.

Great Northern Railway Co., (1) is newin its species, new in its quality,
new in its principles, in every way new and which can only be brought

if there is any person answering to the description of the widow,
parent or child who under such circumstances suffers pecuniary loss

by the death.

But while the present cause of action is new and
different from that brought in his lifetime by Erdman
it is nowhere stated that the causes of action are to
be identical in order to render admissible in a later
action evidence given in an earlier one.

It is sufficient that material issues to which the
evidence is relevant, and for the proof of which it is
in each case adduced, are substantially the same in
both proceedings. Here the second cause of action
embraces what goes to constitute the first together with
other things. I conclude therefore that the second
requirement of the rule is met.

Then as to the third requirement, viz.: that the pro-
ceedings in the two actions shall be between the same
parties, or those claiming under them. The plaintiff
in this action, although suing as executrix, fills a mere
nominal or formal position in the action. As expressed
in more than one case the plaintiff so suing is a mere
instrument acting on behalf of the person whether
widow, child or parent claiming to have sustained

(1) 4 B. & S. 396.
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1894 pecuniary loss through the death of the deceased (1).
H What has to be regarded, therefore, is the relation

TOWN OF which the beneficial parties to the action bear in pointWALFERTONpaie
V. of interest to the deceased. Can they be said to

claim under him? The si atutory right of action re-
King J. quires the concurrence of several things, viz.: a

wrongful act of defendant which would in the lifetime
of the deceased have entitled him to maintain an ac-
tion for the injury; the death occasioned by such
wrongful act; the existence of a personal relation of
wife, parent or child in the person beneficially claim-
ing; and a damage to such person through the death
by the loss of some pecuniary benefit reasonably to
have been anticipated from the continuance of the
life.

In the interpretation of the provision of the statute
that the wrongful act causing the death shall be such
as would, but for the death, have entitled the person
injured to maintain an action, it has been held that
this means a right of action subsisting in him down to
the time of his death; and that, if previously having a
right of action, he released it, or discharged it by accord
and satisfaction, the statutory cause of action could
not arise upon the death. This is the result of
decisions such as Read v. Great Eastern Railway Co. (2),
and is supported by the before quoted observations of
Lord Selborne in Seward v. Vera Cruz (3).

I think it follows upon this that the persons seeking
the benefit of this action, the widow and children of
Erdman, are in effect claiming through him. They
are claiming the benefit of a breach of duty which
the defendants owed to Erdman, and so in a sub-
stantial sense they ground their action, in an essential
condition of it, upon rights which in his lifetime he

(1) Leggott v. Great North(rn
Railway Go. 1 Q. B. D. 599.
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(2) L. R. 3 Q. B. 555.
(3) 10 App. Cas. 59.
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possessed, viz : the right to the exercise towards him 1894
of due care, and upon his right of action in his life- E
time for breach thereof. Erdman's executor could TowN or

WALKERTON

make no admission against the right of the persons V.
beneficially entitled but Erdman's own acts and ERDMAN.

admissions in his lifetime would be relevant evidence King J.
against the present plaintiff's right of action. One
cannot expect to find the analogies complete, and the
case before us is new in instance, but in my opinion
the effect of the cases as to the injured person's com-
petency in his lifetime to extinguish the present ac-
tion by release of his own right of action, as well as
the consideration that the statute grounds the present
right of action in part upon the breach of a duty owed
to the deceased, point to the conclusion that the rule
of evidence is reasonably and fairly to be extended by
analogy to the new relation created by the statute.

I therefore think that the judgment below is correct.
I also agree that the case is not affected by the cir-

cumstance of the third party proceedings. The plain-
tiff may succeed against the town and fail as to
Heughan. The town might have made an admission
of liability, and this would be admissible evidence
against the town but could not bind Heughan. In
order to make the third party liable it must be estab-
lished on the trial, as against him, that the damages
were sustained by reason of an obstruction, excava-
tion or opening placed, made, left or maintained by
him.

This is not made out as against him by evidence
admissible against the town but not against him,
although such evidence may establish a case as against
the original defendant.

As to the point that notice of the examination of
Erdman was by the order of the master required to be
served on Heughan as well as on the town, the latter

24
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1894 was not at the time made a third party. Besides, this
THE point, (as I understand it) is not made by the town.

TOWN OF On the contrary, they contend that Heughan, not'WALKERrON
V. having been made a party, could not have had the

E A right to cross-examine. Hence the point did not
King J. engage the attention of the appeal court, and is not

to be given weight to here. But in any view I think
it not maintainable.

For these reasons I think the appeal should be dis-
missed.

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitor for appellant: William A. McLean.

Solicitors for respondent: Shaw 4 Shaw.

Solicitor for third party: H. P. O'Connor.
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FRANCOIS CHAMBERLAND (PLAIN- 1894

TIFF) ........................................... I *M ay 1

16, 17,
AND *May 31.

FERDINAND FORTIER (DEFENDANT) RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPERIOR COURT OF LOWER
CANADA, SITTING IN REVIEW AT QUEBEC.

Appeal-Action negatoria servitutis-Amount in controversy-Future
rights-R.S.O. ch. 135 s. 29 (b)-56 Vic. c. 29 s. 1-Private Road-
Right of passage-Government moneys in aid of-B.S.P.Q. arts.
1716, 1717 and 1718-Arts. 407 and 1589 0. C.

In an action ndgatoire the plaintiff sought to have a servitude claimed
by the defendant declared non-existent, and claimed $30
damages.

Held, that under 56 Vic. ch. 29 s. 1, amending R.S.C ch. 135, s. 29 (b),
the case was appealable, the question in controversy relating to
matters where the rights in future might be bound. Wineberg v.
Hampson (19 Can. S.C.R. 369) distinguished.

The plaintiff, proprietor of a piece of land in the parish of Charles-
bourg, claimed to have himself declared proprietor of a heritage
purged from a servitude being a right of passage claimed by
his neighbour, the defendant. The road was partly built with
the aid of Government and municipal moneys, but no indemnity
was ever paid to the plaintiff and the privilege of passing on
said private road was granted by notarial agreement by the
plaintiff to certain parties other than the defendant.

Held, reversing the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench for
Lower Canada (appeal side) that the mere granting and spending
of a sum of money by the Government and the municipality did
not make such private road a colonization road within the mean-
ing of art. 1718 R.S.P.Q.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Superior Court of
Lower Canada sitting in review at Quebec confirming
the judgment of the Superior Court.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.

24Y
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1894 This was an action negatoria servitutis by which

CHAMER- the appellant prayed that a certain lot of land in the
LAND Parish of Charlesbourg, of which he alleged to be the

V.
FORTIER. proprietor, be declared free from all servitude of right

of way as well on foot as with vehicles in favor of the
defendant and of any immoveable to him belonging;
that it be declared that it is wrongfully and without
any right that the defendant has passed and repassed
and pretended having a right to a servitude upon the
plaintiff's property, and that the defendant be con-
demned to pay him the sum of $30.00 for the said
damages with costs.

The respondent pleaded a general denial, and by
perpetual peremptory exception in the following
terms :

1. That there is, between the lands of the parties, a
colonization road in which the defendant has passed;
but the defendant denies having passed upon any part
of the plaintiffs property and does not pretend to have
any right of servitude upon the same;

2. That the plaintiff has not had, during the last 30
years, a continuous, peaceable and public .possession
of that part of the land which the defendant con-
siders to be a public road, which road goes alongside
of the defendant's property ;

3. That for over 30 years, the public has passed as
well on foot as with carriage over the said road, with
the plaintiff's knowledge and even in spite of him.

4. That the said road has been opened with the
money of the Government of this Province at the
demand of the mayor, of the rate-payers of the muni-
cipality and of the plaintiff who has received, from the
said Government and municipality, good and valid
consideration for the value of the land which he has
so ceded for the said road, to wit, twenty dollars; the
whole within the last five years.

3 742
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5. That all the interested parties in the said road, 1894

the defendant and the plaintiff himself, have worked CHrBER-

(paid by the Government) to the construction of the LAND

said road and that the said road is ruled by section FoRTIER.

1716 and following of the Consolidated Statutes of
Quebec.

6. That the said road is a land belonging to the
crown, and that the plaintiff has, as well as the
defendant, no more right to use the same otherwise
than as a public road.

The plaintiff replied specially that no road was ever
opened by proc6s-verbal on any part of his property
and that the crown and municipality did not acquire
any right upon his land.

The courts below held that the said road having
been opened with the aid of the municipal authority
and of the Government, and with the plaintiff's con-
sent was a colonisation road opened to the public and
that the plaintiff can no more pretend that he remained
proprietor of the same.

Upon motion to quash the appeal for want of juris-
diction, the following judgment was delivered by:

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an action negatoire
in which the plaintiff the present appellant claims to
have himself declared proprietor of a heritage purged
from a servitude being a right of passage alleged to be
claimed by the defendant. The action was dismissed
by the Court of Review and this is an appeal from
that judgment. The plaintiff claims damages to the
amount of thirty dollars.

In a former cause of Wineberg v. Hampson (1) this
court held that such an action was not the proper
subject of an appeal to this court. Since that decision,
however, the law has been amended. As the law

(1) 19 Can. S. C. R. 369.
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1894 stood when Wineberg v. Hampson (1) was decided the

CHAMBER- jurisdiction of the court was held not to attach for the
LAND reason that subsection (b,) section 29 of the Supreme &

FORTIER. Exchequer Courts Act, R. S. C. cap. 135 conferring

The Chief jurisdiction in any case wherein the matter in con-
Justice. troversy related to any fee of otfice, duty, rent, revenue

or any sum of money payable to Her Majesty or to any
title to lands or tenements, annual rents or such like
matters or things where the rights in future might be
bound, did not apply to the case.

It was held in Wineberg v. lampson (1) which was
decided in December 1891, that a question as to a right
of servitude was not a like matter to those specifically
mentioned in the clause.

By 56 Vic. cap. 29, passed in April 1893, the above
mentioned subsection (b,) of section 29, was amended by
substituting the word " other " for the words " such
like " thus bringing the clause into harmony with
article 1178 of the Code of Civil Procedure of the Pro-
vince of Quebec regulating the appeal to the Privy
Council. Under this amendment this appeal is clearly
admissible. The judgment sought by the plaintiff is
one whereby future rights would be bound. The
plaintiff seeks by his action to have the servitude
claimed by the defendant declared non-existent and
should he succeed the right to exercise that servitude
in the future would be barred. On the other hand
should the plaintiff fail in his action he would be bound
to permit the exercise of the servitude in the future.

The motion to quash is therefore refused with costs.

Amyot Q.C. for the appellant then contended upon
the merits that he had not been deprived by, any
act or consent of his of the ownership of the land
in question, the formalities prescribed by law for the
expropriation of his property not having been followed,

(1) 19 Can. S. C. R. 369.
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citing and relying on arts. 407 and 1589 C.C., art. 1894

1718 R.S.P.Q. ; Corporation of Nelson v. Lemieux (1); CHAMBER-

Dorchester v. Collet (2) ; Doyon v. Corporation of St. LAND

Joseph (3) ; Holton v. Callaghan (4) ; Neil v. Noonan (5) ; FORTIER.

art. 749 M.C. (P.Q.); King v. Corporation of Ireland (6). The Chief

Lan guedoc Q.C. for the respondent contended that Justice.

the respondent claimed no right of servitude on the
appellant's property, but that as there is a road on it,
which has been in use by the public for over thirty
years, which he himself had, for a pecuniary consider-
ation, dedicated to such use and which, having been
built by Government aid, such. road is, under arts. 1715
et seq. of the Revised Statutes of Quebec, a public road.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

FouRNIER J.-Le demandeur, appelant, propri6taire
d'une terre d'un arpent de front sur vingt de profon-
deur, a vendu par un acte notari6 du 3 janvier 1890, A
huit personnes d~signbes an dit acte, un droit de pas-
sage sur la dite terre, tant A pied qu'en voiture, A tou-
jours, sur sa terre, situde dans la paroisse de Charles-
bourg, concession sud-ouest du domaine de Saint-Pierre.

Ce passage, ou chemin de sortie, devait 6tre de quinze
pieds de largeur sur toute la longueur de la dite terre,
et du c6t6 indiqu6 par le dit Frangois Chamberland,
qui ne serait tenu de travailler au dit chemin que pen-
dant le temps seulement qu'il serait propri6taire des
terres qu'il poss6dait dans la septibme concession du
fief d'Orsainville.

Les dites parties seraient de plus tenues de placer
des barribres A chaque extr~mit6 du dit chemin, de les
maintenir, et d'en 6riger de nouvelles chaque fois qu'il
en serait besoin, de les fermer A chaque fois qu'ils y
passeraient A peine de tons frais, dommages et int&rsts.

(1) 2 Q.L. R. 225. (4) 9 Rev. Leg. 665.
(2) 10 Q.L. R. 63. (5) 19 Rev. Leg. 334.
(3) 17 L.C. Jur. 193. (6) 16 Legal News 204
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1894 Ea outre de ces obligations, le droit fut accord pour

CHAMBER- et en considration de la somme de $30.00 que le dit
LAND Chamberland reconnut avoir reque.

FORTIER. ot acte est demeur& incomplet, n'ayant 6t6 sign6

Fourier j. que par le demandeur et deux des huit acheteurs.
- La terre en question est borne h une de ses extr6-

mit6s, an fief d'Orsainville, oii los parties ont des terres
qu'ils ne peuvent atteindre par aucun chemin public.
Leur but en achetant ce droit de passage 6tait d'attein-
dre les terres de ce fief.

Ce chemin 6tant difficile et dispendieux A construire,
les int6ress~s demand~rent et obtinrent de l'aide du
conseil municipal qui contribua $20.00 et du gouver-
nement provincial qui accorda $50.00 pour le mame
objet.

. Ces deux sommes furent pay~es et employ6es A faire
une partie senlement du chemin en question qui n'a
pas 6t6 termin6. L'anne suivante, le defendeur, For-
tier, dont la propri6t6 est contigue A celle du deman-
deur, appelant, demanda un bornage qui eut lieu le 27
octobre, du consentement des deux parties, des bornes
furent pos~es, ainsi qu'il appert par le prochs-verbal.

O'est en se fondant sur ces circonstances que le dWen-
deur pr6tend avoir acquis une servitude de passage sur
la proprit6 du demandeur, appelant. Sa pr~tention
est que les contributions du gouvernement et de la
municipalit6 ont en 1'effet de rendre le chemin public.

Eu cons6quence, le demandeur, appelant, a pris con-
tr. le d6fendeur, une action negaloria servitutis pour
faire d6clarer sa propri6t6 libre de toute servitude de
passage en faveur du d6feudeur et pour le faire con-
damner A $30.00 de dommages et int6rits pour avoir
pass6 et repass6 sur sa propri6t6 en pr6tendant y avoir

un droit de servitude.
Le d6fendeur a plaid6 A cette action par une d6fense

an fonds en fait, et par une exception p6remptoire, en
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droit, dans laquelle il all~gue, 1. Qu'il y a entre les 1894

terres des parties un chemin de colonisation dans lequel CHAMBER-

il a pass6; il nie avoir pass6 sur la propri6t6 de l'appe- LAND

lant, et d6clare qu'il ne r6clame ancun droit de servi- FORTIER.

tude sur la dite terre. Fournier J.
2. Que le demandeur, appelant, n'a pas en pendant -

trente ans une possession paisible, continuelle de cette
partie de sa terre, que le d6fendeur considare comme
un chemin public qui passe sur la dite terre de l'appe-
lant.

Que depuis plus de 30 ans le public y a pass6 tant
A pied qu'en voiture A la connaissance de 1'appelant
et malgr6 lui.

Que ce chemin a th ouvert avec de l'argent de la
province, A la demande du maire, et des contribuables
de la municipalit6, et de l'appelant qui a recu du gou-
vernement et de la municipalit6 le prix du terrain
qu'il a c6d6 pour le dit chemin, savoir: la somme de
$20.00.

Que toutes les parties int6ress~es dans le dit chemin,
le d6fendeur et 1'appelant lui-mime, ont travaill4 A la
construction du dit chemin (pay~s par le gouverne-
ment) qui est r~gl6 par la sec. 1716 des statuts conso-
lid~s de Quebec. Ils ont t6 payds de leur travail
avec l'argent souscrit par la municipalit6 et le gouver-
nement.

Que le chemin en question est la propri6th de la
Couronne et que le demandeur, aussi bien que le d-
fendeur, n'y out pas plus de droit que dans un chemin
public.

L'appelant a repliqu6 spbcialement niant tous les
faits all6gu6s par le d~fendeur et sp6cialement qu'il
n'etait pas une des parties h Pacte en vertu duquel le
demandeur a accord6 une servitude de passage A cer-
taines personnes. 11 admet avoir requ de 1'aide pour
la construction du dit chenin, mais declare en 6tre
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1894 toujours demeur6 propri~taire; que ni ]a Couronne, ni
CHAMBER- la municipalit6 n'ont acquis aucun droit sur ce terrain.

LAND Il alligue aussi le protat notari6 et le bornage par un
v.n

FORTIER. arpenteur.

Fournier J. Se basant sur les faits ci-dessus expos6s, l'intim&
prtend que la contribution par le gouvernement pro-
vincial on la municipalit6, A la construction d'un che-
min sur une propri6t6 priv6e, A la demande des parties
int6ress6es, a l'effet de rendre tel chemin un chemin
de colonisation, et de transf6rer A la Couronne la pro-
pri6t6 du terrain sur lequel tel chemin est construit et
d'en priver le propri6taire sans qu'il soit n6cessaire de
recourir aux proc6ds d'expropriation, voulus par la
loi.

Cette pr6tention est 6videment erron6e et contraire
an code civil art. 487, qui d6clare:

Nul ne peut 6tre contraint de c~der sa propridt6, si ce n'est pour
cause d'utilit6 publique et moyennant une juste et pr6alable in-
demnit.

Dans le cas o-h des biens-fonds, dit l'art. 1589 C.C.,
sout requis pour un objet d'utilit6 publique, le pro-
pri6taire peut 6tre contraint de les vendre, on en 6tre
expropri6 sous 1'autorit6 de la loi, en ]a mani~re et
suivant les r6gles prescrites par les lois sp~ciales.

Plusieurs lois sp~ciales out 6tabli le mode de proc&-
dure A suivre pour 1'expropriation des propri6t6s r6-
quises, soit pour la construction des chemins de fer,
on des travaux publics; mais pour ce qui concerne la
voirie en g6ndral, les chemins et autres travaux de
colonisation et 1'arbitrage en cas d'expropriation, c'est
dans d'autres statuts codifi6s par les C.S.P.Q. qu'il
faut aller chercher les rigles qui r~gissent cette ma-
tibre. Ceux invoqu6s par le d6fendeur se trouvent
dans les statuts consolid6s P.Q. et plus particulibre-
ment depuis les arts. 1704 A 1724 qui d&clarent appli-
cables depuis les arts. 1768 A 1785 et depuis 1889 A
1842, nulatis mutandis.
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Les principales dispositions au sujet des chemins de 1894

colonisation sont comme suit: CHAMBER-

Art. 1704. Le lieutenant-gouverrieur en conseil peut de temps en LAND
temps d6signer comme chemins de colonisation, telie ligne de chemin FOvIER.
on projet de chemin qu'il jugera h propos d'ouvrir on d'am6liorer, en -

tout ou en partie, h la charge de la province. Fournier J.
Art. 1705. Tout tel chemin de colonisation est, par ordre en con-

seil, ddsign6 comme de premire, seconde ou troisibme classe, suivant
le cas.

Par Part. 1710, une municipalit6 pent 6tre d6clarde par ordre en con-
seil int~ress6e dans un chemin de colonisation et appel6e h y contri-
buer; et Part. 1713 dit " que tels chemins de colonisation ou partie
d'iceux, qui se trouvent dans les limites de la municipalit6, ne seront
pas consid~rds des travaux publics d'aprbs le code municipal, 4 moins
qu'ils ne soient d6clards tels par ordre du lieutenant-gouverneur en
conseil.

Aucun ordre en conseil n'a td pass6 au sujet du
chemin dont il s'agit en cette cause. Il est restO che-
min priv4. La paroisse de Charlesbourg dans laquelle
il se trouve, est une municipalit6 (Edits et ordonnances
3 mars 1722, code municipal sec. 29). Sans an ordre en
conseil, il n'est pas possible de faire au chemin en
question, I'application des dispositions ci-dessus des
statuts consolid6s, et particulibrement des art. 1716, 1717
et 1718. Il est 6vident que ces dispositions de la loi, sur
lesquelles 1'intim6Fortier abas6sa d6fense, n'ont point
d'application dans le cas actuel, parce que 1'ordre en
conseil pour les rendre applicables n'a pas 6t6 pass.
Cette condition est indispensable.

L'art. 1715 donne le pouvoir A la Couronne ou se&
agents de tracer et construire des chemins sur toute
terre appartenant A qui que ce soit, et 'art. 1716 en
met 1'entretion A la charge de la municipalit6 et lui
donne le pouvoir de r6gler tel chemin par proces-verbaL
Et enfin, l'art. 1718 qui d6clare que les terres A travers
lesquelles sont trac6s et construits tels chemins de
colonisation, deviennent propri6t6 de la Couronne, et

lorsque ces terres sont situ6es dans un township, il
n'est di-i aucune indemnit6 pour le terrain.
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1894 La terre de 1'appelant n'6tant pas situ6e dans un

CHAMBER- township, mais dans une municipalit6, il est &vident
LAND que la valeur d terrain doit Atre payee au propri6taire,

FORTIER. car il n'y a d'exception que pour celles qui sont situ6es

Fournier J. dans un township.
Que ce soit dans un township ou dans une munici-

palit6, la Couronne ne pent pas plus qu'un particulier
prendre possession d'un terrain pour un ouvrage public

i moins d'avoir observ6 toutes les formalit~s prescrites
par la loi.

L'article 1724 tablit ces formalit6s. Il declare que
les articles 1789 A 1842 s'appliquent, s'il y a lieu,
mulatis mutandis, aux chemins de colonisation men-
tionn6s dans cette section. Ces articles d6finissent les

ragles , suivre dans les cas d'expropriation et 6tablis-
sent un mode d'arbitrage. Des dispositions sont prises
pour le paiement des hypothbques. Par l'art. 1790, la
Couronne pent faire des offres r~elles.

Dans le cas actuel rien de tout cela n'a t fait. Il

n'y a pas eu d'expropriation, et il n'y a pas eu de r~f6-
rence A arbitre ni d'offres faites.

La couronne n'a pas m~me pris possession du terrain.
Elle n'a donn6 qu'une contribution A la main-d'oeuvre
pour la construction d'un chemin particulier et n'a

absolument rien pay6 pour le prix du sol occup6 par le
chemin.

On pent bien admettre 1'd-propos de cette contribu-
tion, mais on ne peut pas rem6dier A l'omission de
l'ordre en conseil et de I'arbitrage qui n'ont pas en lieu
et qui 6taient cependant des formalit6s indispensables
pour faire de ce chemin priv6 un chemin de colonisa-
tion.

Les formalit6s prescrites par nos statuts pour l'ouver-
ture des chemius et 1'expropriation des particuliers pour
la construction de chemins, doivent 6tre rigoureuse-
ment observ6es, sous peine de nullit6, comme l'ont d6ci-
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d6 nos cours (1). II a t6 aussi d6cid6 dans cette 1894

cause qu'une municipalit6 qui n'observe pas ces forma- CHAMBER-

lit~s sera condarnn6e , remettre le terrain expropri6, et LAND

A payer des dommages, bien que les formalites aient FORTIER.

t6 remplies apris l'6manation de laction. Dans laFoure J.
cause de Corporation de Dorchester v. Collet (2) il a -

aussi d6cid6:
1. That a municipal corporation has no right to expropriate an

occupier of a portion of his land, in order to open a road, in virtue of
the general reserve made by the Crown of the right of taking land,
before having previously appointed valuators to value the land neces-
sary for the road.

2. That, in spite of that reserve and of the article 906 of the
Municipal Code, the occupier is entitled to an indemnity for the land
of which he is expropriated.

Et dans la cause de Doyon v. Corporation de St. Joseph

(3).
Held,-That the formalities prescribed by the statute for the

opening of a road and for the expropriation of the individuals must
be rigorously followed under pain of nullity.

Le mime principe a &t6 maintenu dans la cause de
Deal v. Corporation de Philipsburg, par la Cour d'Appel
en 1866 (4), et encore en 1871 par la Cour d'Appel dans-
la cause de Hall v. Livis (5). Une d6cision semblable a
6t6 rendue dans la cause de Hollon v. Callaghan, par la

Cour d'Appel en 1879 (6). A la page 672 on trouve
une autre d6cision du m~me genre.

Dans une cause de Neil v. Noonan, (7) il a t6 d6-
cid6 par la cour de Revision et la cour d'Appel en
1888 " Qu'un chemin qui n'est pas cl6tur6 de chaque
c6t0 et qui n'est ferm6 que par des barribres, n'est pas
un chemin public, et que le propri6taire de la terre sur
laquelle passe ce chemin, peut forcer son voisin de
faire sa part de chemin le long de cette terre.

(1) Voir Corporation, &c., of (4) 2 L.C.L.J. 40.
Nelson v. Lemieux 2 Q.L.R. 225. (5) 3 Rev. Leg. 389.

(2) 10 Q. L. R. 63. (6) 9 Rev. Leg. 665.
(3) 17 L. C. Jur. 193. (7) 19 Rev. Leg. 334.
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1894 Cette d6cision est conforme A l'art. 749 du Code

CAMBER- Municipal. Le chemin est demeur6 un chemin priv6.
LAND I n'a que quinze pieds de largeur. Si c'6tait une

FORTIER. route municipale, elle devait avoir vingt-six pieds de

Fournier J. largeur d'apris l'art. 750 C.M., et l'on pourrait con-
- traindre l'appelant d'en augmenter la largeur. Art.

769 C.M.
L'appelant n'a requ que $30.00 pour le droit de pas-

sage. C'est beaucoup moins que la valeur de sa terre
qu'il a paybe $30.00 de l'arpent. La superficie ac-
cord6e pour le chemin forme & pen pris deux arpents.
Mais comme il est demeur6 propri6taire du terrain sur
lequel le chemin existe, il pent y couper le foin et s'en
servir comme piturage.

Pour ces raisons il pouvait recevoir moins, mais s'il
*tait expropri6 pour un chemin public, ii faudrait
prendre en consid6ration l'inconv6nient du public qui
le fr6quenterait, tandis que comme chemin priv6, it y
passe peu de monde, et il a l'avantage de ne pas Atre
soumis aux inconv~nients de Part. 788 C.M. II ne
sera pas expos6 A des p~nalit6s et des dommages pour
ce chemin.

Un autre moyen invoqu6 par 1'intim6, c'est que l'ap-
pelant a donn6 son consentement A la construction du
chemin en signant la p6tition adress6e au gouverne-
ment pour lui demander de 1'aide pour la construction
de ce chemin. Tous les documents produits prouvent
qu'il ne sait pas ecrire, mais en admettant m~me qu'il
aurait sign6 cette p6tition, elle ne contient aucun en-
gagement de sa part de donner le terrain n~cessaire
pour ce chemin. Elle repr6sente seulement qu'une
vingtaine de propri6taires seraient dispos6s A am6-
liorer leurs propri6t6s, si le gouvernement les aidait A
construire le chemin sur la propri~t6 de l'appelant.
Cette all6gation n'a rapport qu'aux droits de passage
qu'il a c~d6 aux personnes mentionn6es dans son acte
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du 3 janvier 1890, et ce droit n'a 6 concid6 qu'A la 1894

condition de poser des barribres & chaque extr~mit6 du CHAMBER-

-chemin, de les remplacer au besoin, et de les fermer LAND

chaque fois qu'on y passerait. Son consentement ne FORTIER.

va pas au del&, et A moins d'un consentement formel Fournier J.
pour la construction d'un chemin public, il fallait -

absolument avoir recours aux prochd6s en expropria-
tion. Le jugement d6clarant tout ce chemin qui n'est
fait qu'en partie, comme devenu dans ces circonstances
un chemin public est contraire au principe consacre
par Part. 407 C.C., qui d6clare que nul ne peut 6tre
contraint de c~der sa propri~t6, si ce n'est pour cause
d'utilit6 publique et moyennant une juste et pr~alable
indemnit6. Ici l'appelant n'a pas t6 indemnis6. Il
n'a requ que le prix d'une servitude accord6 A quelques
particuliers qui ne lui ont rien paye pour le sol, du
mons, mais un prix inf6rieur seulement pour le droit
de passage. S'il ne recevait pas toute la valeur entibre
du terrain dont on vent ainsi l'exproprier, ce serait
encore une autre violation de l'art. C.C. 407 qui exige
qu'il soit justement et pr6alablement indemnis6. En
cons6quence 1'appel est allou6 et les conclusions de
l'action n6gatoire sont aussi accord~es avec cinq
dollars de dommages nominaux avec d6pens dans
toutes les cours.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: G. Amyol.

Solicitor for respondent: W. C. Languedoc
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1893 GEORGE W. STUART (PLAINTIFF).......APPELLANT;

*Dec 1, 2, AND
1894 CHARLES F. MOTT (DEFENDANT).......RESPONDENT.

*May. 1. ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Res judicata-Different causes of action--Statute of Frauds.

S. brought a suit for performance of an alleged verbal agreement by
M. to give him one-eighth of an interest of his, M.'s, interest in a
gold mine but failed to recover as the court held the alleged
agreement to be within the Statute of Frauds. On the hearing
M. denied the agreement as alleged but admitted that he had
agreed to give S. one-eighth of his interest in the proceeds of the
mine when sold, and it having been afterwards sold S. brought
another action for payment of such share of the proceeds.

Held, reversing the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia,
Fournier and Taschereau JJ. dissenting, that S. was not estopped
by the first judgment against him from bringing another action.

Held, also that the contract for a share of the proceeds was not one
for sale of an interest in land within the Statute of Frauds.

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia (1) reversing the judgment at the trial for the
plaintiff.

The facts of the case are sufficiently set out in the
above head-note.

Osler Q.C. and Newcombe for the appellant.

Borden Q.C. and Mellish for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I have come to the conclusion
that the judgment of Mr. Justice Townshend who tried

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and King JJ.

NOTE.-A report of this case has already appeared at page 153 but
is now re-published with the judgment of the Chief Justice.

(1) 24 N. S. Rep. 526.
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this action without a jury ought not to have been 1894

reversed, and that the appellant (the plaintiff below) STURT

was entitled to recover in respect of the contract upon V.n
which he sued.

The Chief
The case is a peculiar one. It is a second action Justice.

between the same parties relating to the same subject
matter. In the former suit the plaintiff alleged that
for certain valuable considerations, being the same
which he now alleges and proves were the considera-
tions for the promise in respect of which he now seeks
to recover, the defendant agreed to give him a one-
eighth share in an undivided fourth part of which the
defendant was the owner in a gold mine in Nova
Scotia. In that cause each party was a witness in his
own behalf. The plaintiff there swore that the promise
already stated was made by the defendant and that it
was so made in consideration of the plaintiff putting
in the mine certain useful and valuable machinery at
less than it was worth; of the refusal by the plaintiff
at the defendant's express request of an offer of a
lucrative position in Mexico; the giving by the plaintiff,
who was an experienced practical miner, of his time,
skill and advice in the management and working of
the mine, and in defending the title to the property
which was at that time in litigation; and the lending
to the defendant money to assist in carrying on the
operations of the mine. The plaintiff further proved
that he had performed all these valuable considerations.
The defendant in his examination swore that he never
promised to give the plaintiff any share in the mine
itself or to account to him for any share of the profits,
but he admitted that he did promise the plaintiff that
if and when the mine was sold he would pay him the
same share, (one-eighth of the defendant's fourth share)
of the proceeds as the plaintiff claimed in the mine
itself. The learned judge by whom the first cause,

25
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1894 which was a suit in equity before the passage of the
STAR Nova Scotia Judicature Act, was heard considered that

the Statute of Frauds was a defence so far as specific
performance of the agreement to convey a share in the

The Chief -Z
Justice. mine was concerned, but made a decree for an account

- of the profits adopting to this extent the plaintiff's
account of the bargain. The decree was reversed on
appeal by the court in banc upon the ground that the
evidence was insufficient to establish a partnership and
that judgment was affirmed by this court.

The trial of the present action took place before Mr.
Justice Townshend, without a jury. The plaintiff
gave evidence precisely to the same effect as that
which he had given in the first suit. The defendant
did not offer himself as a witness on his own behalf.
The plaintiff also proved, as he had done in the former
litigation, the performance of the considerations before
mentioned, and this was confirmed by the evidence of
disinterested witnesses in such a way as to leave no
doubt that the defendant did get the benefit of every-
thing that the plaintiff relies on as forming part of the
considerations for the contract which he alleges. The
evidence of the defendant in the former cause, in which
he admitted having made a promise to give the
plaintiff the one-eighth of the price obtained for his
share in the case of a sale of the mine, was put in and
proved. In this evidence,. however, the defendant
stated that his promise was entirely gratuitous. There
can be no doubt on the evidence that the plaintiff did
put up for the purposes of the mine machinery worth
at least $1,000 and did render valuable service to the
defendant such as he says was to be part of the con-
sideration, and did also lend the defendant money for
working the mine, all of which must have been mere
spontaneous and gratuitous acts on his part if we are
to believe the defendant's statement.
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Upon this evidence the learned judge thought that 1894

he was at liberty to infer a contract such as the plaintiff S'

claimed the performance of and gavejudgment accord-
ingly for the plaintiff. This judgment the Supreme .

The ChiefCourt of Nova Scotia on appeal have reversed, and from Justice.
their judgment the present appeal has been taken.

I see no difficulty in point of law in sustaining the
judgment of Mr. Justice Townshend as regards the
existence of such a contract as that learned judge con-
sidered to be established. The question is purely one
of evidence. There was clear and undoubted proof
that the plaintiff had furnished valuable machinery
and rendered services to the defendant, all of which
he must be deemed to have done gratuitously unless
some contract to pay for it is to be inferred. It was
not even suggested that there was any reason, arising
from any relationship between the parties or other-
wise, why the plaintiff should have done all which
he undoubtedly did do as voluntary acts of benefi-
cence towards the defendant. It was therefore per-
fectly reasonable and quite in accordance with what
is done every day by juries to imply from this that
the plaintiff was to be paid or in some way remu-
nerated. The ordinary implication would of course
be that payment upon the principle of a quantum
meruit was what the plaintiff was entitled to. But
then both the plaintiff and defendant agree in stating
that there was an express promise, differing, however,
as to whether it was a voluntary promise or mere
announcement of an intention to make a present, or
to pay for the machinery furnished and the services
rendered by a share in the proceeds of the mine.
Under these circumstances I do not see that a jury, if
the action had been tried by such a tribunal, could
have been held to have acted so unreasonably that
their verdict must necessarily have been set aside if

252
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1894 they had coupled the consideration, which is proved
STUART beyond doubt or question, with the promise which the

M. defendant admits he made. This and no more is what

TheChief Mr. Justice Townshend did. Why then should his find-

Justice. ing be interfered with any more than the finding of a
- jury would have been? I can see no reason why it

was not just as open for the judge as it would have
been for the jury to infer a contract from the circum-
stances and admissions proved before him, and for
that reason I am of opinion that his judgment ought
to have been upheld.

Two points of law were raised. First, it was said
that the judgment in the first suit was an estoppel.
But one of several answers which suggest themselves
is sufficient to dispose of this. We cannot say that
there was res judicala inasmuch as the present demand
did not arise until the sale of the mine had been com-
pleted, and this was not effected until after the final
judgment in appeal by which the first suit was dis-
posed of was pronounced. Then it was said that the
Statute of Frauds was a defence. The answer to this
is that the agreement which is now sought to be en-
forced was not, as in the former case, one conferring
an interest in land but exclusively relating to an in-
terest in money ; it is true this money is to arise from
the sale of land or of a mining interest, but that on
authority can, I conceive, make no difference after the
land or money interest has been actually sold. It is
not sought to enforce any trust or contract to sell the
land; that would have been a different case; here the
sale has taken place and the only question is as to a
share of the price received.

There are many American cases in point. Trow-
bridge v. Wetherbee (1) is an express authority show-
ing that in a case like the present to enforce a pro-

(1) 11 Allen (Mass.) 361.
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mise to pay ,money out of the proceeds of the sale of 1894

land brought after the sale has taken place the Statute S-,r
of Frauds has no application. The cases of Graves v. V.
Graves (1) ; Hall v. Hall (2) ; and Gwaltney v. Wheeler -

(3); also apply strongly in the plaintiffs favour (4). Justice.
I am of opinion that the appeal must be allowed -

and the judgment of the trial judge restored with
costs.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should
be dismissed.

TASCHEREAU J.-I think that the plaintiff's action
was rightly dismissed. He is estopped from taking
the position he would now take. I would dismiss the
appeal.

GwYNNE J.-I am of opinion that this appeal should
be allowed with costs and that the judgment of the
court of first instance in favour of the plaintiff should
be restored. The only real defence to the action urged
before us was that the plaintiff's cause of action was
estopped and barred by a judgment rendered in favour
of the defendant in a former action at suit of the plain-
tiff which, as was contended, operated as resjudicata
upon the matter of the present action; but, concurring
herein with the learned judge of first instance, I am
of opinion that there is nothing in the former action
which operates as a bar or estoppel in the present.

KING J.-I concur in the allowance of this appeal.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: Henry, Harris & Henry.

Solicitors for respondent: Lyons & Lyons.

(1) 45 N.H. 323. (3) 26 Ind. 415.
(2) 8 N.H. 129. (4) See also Smith v. Watson 2

B. & C. 401.
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1894 OSCAR GUYON DIT LEMOINE et al. APPELLANTS;

*May ]6.
*fay 31. AND

THE MAYOR &c., OF THE CITY
OF MONTREAL.............. RESPONDENTS;

ANDREW ALLAN et a/....................... APPELLANTS.

AND

THE MAYOR, &c., OF THE CITY RESPONDENTS.
OF MONTREAL.................EPODETS

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Expropriation-35 Vic. ch. 32, sec. 7 (P. Q.)-Interference with award of
arbitrators.

In a matter of expropriation the deci.,ion of a majority of arbitrators,
men of more than ordinary business experience, upon a question
merely of value should not be interfered with on appeal.

APPEAL from the judgments of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side).

The facts and pleadings are fully stated in the
judgment of Mr. Justice Taschereau hereinafter given.

The following is the 7th section of 35 Vic. ch. 32,
P.Q., upon which the award of the arbitrators was
sought to be increased:

"Subsect. 12 of clause 13 of the act 27 & 28 Vic.
c. 60, is amended by adding at the end of the said
clause the following words, to wit: 'for the purposes
of the expropriation; 'but in case of error upon the
amount of the indemnity only on the part of the com-

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.
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missioners, the party expropriated, his heirs and assigns, 1894

and the said corporation may proceed by direct action LEMOINE

in the ordinary manner to obtain the augmentation or T.E

reduction of the indemnity, as the case may be, and CITY OF

the party expropriated shall institute such action MONREA.

within fifteen days after the homologation of the report ALLAN

of the said commissioners, and if upon such action the THE
CITY OF

plaintiffs succeed the corporation shall deposit in MONTREAL.
court the amount of the condemnation, to be paid to -

the party or parties entitled thereto."

Robertson Q.C. and Geoffrion Q.C. for appellants,
cited and relied on, inter alia, art. 1346 0.0.; Rolland
v. Cassidy (1) ; Cowper Essex v. The Local Board of

Acton (2) ; Mayor, 4c., of Montreal v. Brown (3) ; The
Queen v. Brown (4); Cripps on Compensation (5) and
cases there cited; and Owners of P. Caland and Freight
v. Glamorgan S. S. Co. (6).

Ethier Q.C. and Greenshields Q.C. for respondents,
cited and relied on Morrison v. Mayor, 4-c., of Mon-
treal (7) ; and Canada Atlantic Railway Co. v. Norris (8).

The judgment of the court was delivered by

TASCHEREAU J.-These two appeals were argued
together.

In 1872 two actions were taken against the City of
Montreal, one by Picault & Lamothe, now being
represented by the appellants, Oscar Guyon dit
Lemoine et al., claiming $300,000, and the other by Sir
Hugh Allan, now being represented by his testament-
ary executors, claiming $136,424. Both actions are
based on sec. 7 of 35 Vic. ch. 32 (P.Q.), which allows
proprietors of certain lands expropriated by the City of

(1) 13 App. Cas. 770. (5) Ed. (1892), pp. 127 and 128.
(2) 14 App. Cas. 153. (6) [1893] A. C. 207.
(3) 2 App. Cas. 168. (7) 3 App. Cas. 148.
(4) 36 L. J. Q. B. 322. (8) Q. R. 2 Q.B. 222.
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1894 Montreal for the opening of the Mountain Park, to
LEHOINE claim by direct action an additional amount over and

TE above that awarded by the commissioners appointed
CITY OF to fix the compensation due on account of the expro-

MONTREAL..
M A priation.

ALLAN The award made to Messrs. Picault & Lamothe was
V.

THE fixed at $27,500 by Messrs. Atwater & Bulmer, two of

OT EL. the commissioners, the third, Mr. Barsalou, being of

-r opinion that $100,000 should be awarded. The award
Taschereau

J. made to Sir Hugh Allan was unanimously fixed by
three commissioners at $13,576. In both cases, the
awards of the commissioners were maintained by the
Court of Queen's Bench; in the case of Picault &
Lamothe, the City of Montreal being the appellants,
the judgment of the Superior Court which had in-
creased the award to $100,000 was reversed, and in
the case of Sir Hugh Allan, Sir Hugh Allan being the
appellant, the judgment of the Superior Court which
had dismissed the plaintiff's action was affirmed.
Both plaintiffs then appealed to this court.

As we intimated-at the conclusion of the argument
these appeals must be dismissed. We clearly Could
not interfere with the judgment appealed from, more
especially in the Allan case where the arbitrators
were unanimous and the action has been dismissed in
the two courts below, without departing from a well
settled jurisprudence.

In cases of this nature the court, as in reviewing
the verdict of a jury, or a report of referees, upon
questions of fact cannot reverse unless there is such a
plain and decided preponderance of evidence against
the finding of the arbitrators or commissioners as to
border strongly on the conclusive. And that rule
should perhaps be still more strictly adhered to on an
arbitrators' award than on a verdict of a jury, as the
arbitrators are generally chosen not only because of
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their well known integrity, but also because of their 1894

experience in such matters, and previous local know- LEMOINE

ledge. They also view and review the premises as TE
often as they may think it necessary to enable them CITY OF

. MONTREAL.
to form a correct estimate, and must surely be in a MNRA

better position to determine the exact amount than ALLAN
V.

any court can be, and than were any of the witnesses THE

who gave their opinions in this case. CITY OF
n MONTREAL.

The diversity of opinions as to value to be met Taschereau

with in every such case is not wanting in this one; J.
36 out of the 37 witnesses of Lemoine fix the value -

of his property at prices ranging from $191,699 to
$655,870; and for the city, 38 witnesses fix the same
value at prices all the way from $8,000 to $53,000.
As regards the Sir Hugh Allan property, 43 of his
witnesses say that his land was worth from $132,480
-up to $662,400, while for the city 37 witnesses reduce
that value to an amount commencing at $8,400 and
ending at $39,740, and no doubt each party could
have found in the City of Montreal hundreds more of
witnesses who would have valued this property
either on the maximum or the minimum basis as
required.

Now it is obvious to any mind that from the very
circumstance that a fact is open to such difference of
opinion we must conclude that the decision of arbi-
trators on such questions can rarely be bettered by a
reversal founded on the partial and refracted light of
an appellate tribunal, nay, of any court. See In the
matter of Pearl Street (1) ; and In the matter of John
Street (2).

This court has already held in The Queen v. Paradis
(3) that to warrant an interference with an award of
value necessarily largely speculative an appellate

(1) 19 Wend. 651. (2) 19 Wend. 659.
(3) 16 Can. S.C.R. 716.
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1894 court must be satisfied beyond all reasonable doubt

LEHOINE that some wrong principle has been acted on, or some-
VE thing overlooked which ought to have been con-

THE
CITY oF sidered by the arbitrators.

IONTREAL. On the same principle Chief Justice Ilagarty, in an
ALLAN analogous case, In re Macklem and The Niagara Falls

TIE Park, (1) had previously said: "Fully granting the per-
CITY OF feet integrity of the referees and their desire to act withMONTREAL.

-r fairness, we must at once admit that in arriving at an
Taschereau.

J. estimate of amount they possess enormous advantages
over any to which we can lay claim."

" To warrant an interference, we must be satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that there has been this error,
that an award of value necessarily largely speculative
is either too much or too little. I cannot possibly see
my way to naming any sum, on my own opinion of
the evidence, which would be a more just and reason-
able compensation than that awarded. If I ventured
to do so I would have the very unpleasant idea in my
mind that I was interfering, to the prejudice of justice,
with the opinion of those who had far better opport-
unities of ascertaining the truth than I enjoy. I am
unable therefore to see my way to interfere."

This was concurred in by Burton, Patterson and
Osler JJ.

And Mr. Justice Patterson, in another case of the
same nature, re Bush (2) said in the same sense: " An
appeal lies, it is true, on questions of fact as well on
questions of law. But when the fact for decision is a
matter so peculiarly depending upon estimates and
opinions of values, as it is in this case, and when the
award represents the conclusions of the persons who
have had means of forming an estimate of the reliance
that ought to be placed on the testimony adduced
which we do not possess, as well as of exercising their

(1) 14 Ont. App. R. 26.
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own judgment, which they have a perfect right to do, 1894

bringing to the task whatever knowledge they may LEHOINE

have of the locality and the properties, and their VE
general acquaintance with the subject, as to which we CIr or

MONTREAL.
are not expected to deal as experts and are not likely -

to be better informed than they, or more capable of ALLAN

forming a correct judgment, it is obvious that we THE

cannot interfere unless we find that some wrong prin- M OFRL.
ciple has been acted on, or something overlooked that Tascheeau

ought to have been considered." J.
The case of Morrison v. Mayor, 4-c., of Montreal (1) is -

precisely in point. The appeal there before their Lord-
ships arose from the very same expropriation as the one
in question here, and the fact that in the Lemoine case
the arbitrators were not unanimous cannot by itself
justify an increase of the award. The two cases of the
owners of the Caland & Freight v. The Glamorgan SS.

Co. (2); and McIntyre & McGavin (3); are recent
authorities from the highest tribunal in the Empire
against the appellant's contentions here. The case of
Mussen v. Canada Atlantic Railway Co. determined a
few weeks ago in the Privy Council (4), though not yet
reported, is also, I understand, one where the award of
the arbitrators, at first set aside by the judgment of the
Superior Court, was restored to the original amount
awarded.

Appeals dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Robertson, Fleet & Falconer.

Solicitors for respondents: Roy & Ethier.

(1) 3 App. Cas. 148. (3) [1893] A.C. 268.
(2) [1893] A.C. 207. (4) See 23 Canadian Gazette p. 111.
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1893 THE SHIP "OSCAR AND HATTIE"

*O20. (DEFENDANT).............................APPELL4NT;

1894 AND

,b20. HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN R
(PLAINTIFF)...........................

ON APPEAL FROM THE ADMIRALTY DISTRICT OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

54 & 55 Vict. (Imp.) c. 19 sec. 1 subsec. 5-Presence of a British ship
equipped for sealing in Behring Sea-Onus probandi-Lawful intention.

On 30th August, 1891, the ship "Oscar and Hattie " a fully equipped
sealer was seized in Gotzleb Harbour in Behring Sea while taking
in a supply of water.

Held, affirming the judgment of the court below, that when a British
ship is found in the prohibited waters of Behring Sea, the burthen
of proof is upon the owner or master to rebut by positive evi-
dence that the vessel is not there used or employed in contravention
of the Seal Fishery (Behring's Sea) Act, 1891, 54 & 55 Vic. (Imp.) c.
19, sec. 1, subsec. 5.

Held, also, reversing the judgment of the court below, that there was
positive and clear evidence that the " Oscar and Hattie " was
not used or employed at the time of her seizure in contravention
of 54 & 55 Vic., c. 19, sec. 1, subsec. 5.

APPEAL from the Exchequer Court of Canada
(Admiralty District of British Columbia) (1).

This was an action in rem for the condemnation of a
ship for a contravention of The Seal Fishery (Behring's

Sea) Act, 1891 (2).

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong, C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 3 Ex. C. R. 241. implements or seal skins or bodies
(2) See. 1, subsec. 5 enacts of seals, it shall lie on the owner

that : If a British ship is found or master of such ship to prove
within Bebring's Sea having on that the ship was not used or
board thereof fishing or shooting employed in contravention of

this act.
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The judgment appealed from was delivered by Sir 1893

Matthew B. Begbie C.J., Lotal Judge in Admiralty for THE SHIP
OSCAR AND

the District of British Columbia. HATTIE

The ship " Oscar and Hattie," Thomas Turtle, Master, VE
a British ship registered at the Port of Victoria, sailed QUEEN.

from Yaquina Bay, in the State of Oregon, the latter
end of February, 1S92, for the North Pacific Ocean on
a sealing and fishing voyage.

In continuance of the object of the voyage the ship
continued sealing and fishing in the North Pacific
Ocean up to and until the latter end of August, when
being short of water and prepared to give up sealing
for the season, the ship put about with the object of
returning to the Port of Victoria, British Columbia.

Owing to the shortness of water on board the ship
it was found necessary by the captain to put into
Gotzleb Harbour, in Attou Island, the western island
of the Aleutian group. While engaged there in laying
in a supply of water the ship was boarded and seized
by an officer, ensign Harrison, and crew from the
United States man-of-war " Mohican." The seizure
occurred on the 30th day of August, in the evening,
about 5 o'clock. Ensign Harrison of the " Mohican "
overhauled all the papers of the " Oscar and Hattie "
and took possession of the ship's official log book and
the ship's log. The seizing officer and crew remained
in charge of the " Oscar and Hattie " until the evening
of the first day of September. The master of the
"Oscar and Hattie " in the interim visited the Com-
mander of the " Mohican " on board the " Mohican"
and protested against the seizure.

No written communication passed from the officers
of the " Mohican " or any of them to the master of the
" Oscar and Hattie " of the reasons for the seizure, but
various conversations occurred between them with
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1893 reference to the same which will be referred to here-
THE Sarr after.

OSCAR AND On the afternoon of the lst day of September, in
HATTIE

V. pursuance of orders received from the Commander of

QUEEN. the " Mohican " and with an officer and prize crew
- on board from the " Mohican," the master of the " Oscar

and Hattie " navigated her to the Port of Ounalaska,
in the Territory of Alaska. Arriving at Ounalaska the
"Oscar and Hattie " was taken in charge by the United
States man-of-war " Yorktown," who in turn handed
over the " Oscar and Hattie " to the officers of Her
Majesty's Ship "Melpomene" some nine or ten days
after the artrival of the " Oscar and Hattie " at Ouna-
laska.

At the end of such period in pursuance of instruc-
tions or orders received from Captain Parr, the officer
in command of H. M. S. " Melpomene," the master.of
the " Oscar and Hattie " proceeded from Ounalaska to
Victoria, and reported to the Collector of Customs at
the Port of Victoria, and the ship was left in charge of
the Collector of Customs.

Subsequently an action for condemnation of the
ship "Oscar and Hattie" her equipment and every-
thing on board of her, was instituted against the ship
for contravention of the act known as the "Seat
Fishery (Behring's Sea) Act, 1891," the writ in such
action being issued on the 22nd day of October, 1892,
and it was alleged' in the petition in support of such
action:

"That the ship 'Oscar and Hattie' was seized by
an officer of the " Mohican " on the 31st day of August,
1892, at Gotzleb Harbour, Attou Island, being a place
within the prohibited waters of Behring's Sea as
defined by an Order in Council dated the 9th day
of October, 1892, made by Her Majesty the Queen in
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pursuance of an act of the Imperial Parliament, 1893

intituled the Seal Fishery (Behring's Sea) Act, 1891." THE SHIP

"That the said ship sailed from Victoria on the 26th OSCAR AND
HATTIE

day of January, 1892, fuly manned and equipped for the V.
purpose of seal-fishing, hunting, killing and taking QUEEN.

seals."
" That the master of the 'Oscar and Hattie' was on

the 17th day of June, 1892, duly warned by an officer
of the United States ship ' Adams' not to enter the
waters of Behring's Sea for the purpose of sealing, and
at the same time had delivered to him from the said
officer a copy of the Proclamation of the President of
the United States, and a copy of the Convention be-
tween Great Britain and the United States and a
copy of the Seal Fighery (Behring's Sea) Act, 1891."

" That the 'Oscar and Hattie' was at the time of the
seizure as alleged, namely on the 31st day of August,
1892, fully manned and equipped for sealing purposes
and was used and employed in killing, hunting, taking
or attempting to kill and take seals within the pro-
hibited waters of Behring's Sea."

In answer to the allegations in the petition the de-
fendant, the owner of the " Oscar Hattie," admitted
practically the whole of the allegations except so far as
related to the purpose for which the ship was in Beh-
ring's Sea, and alleged that such ship was in Gotzleb
Harbour, Attou Island, where she was seized, solely
for the purpose of obtaining a supply of water and pro-
visions in order to enable her to return to Victoria, and
not for the purposes of sealing or attempting to seal as
alleged or otherwise, and the said ship was never in
prohibited waters for the purposes alleged or otherwise,
and that the said ship put into the said harbour being
at the time in distress and for the purpose of relieving.
such distress, and was not in such waters for the pur-
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1893 pose prohibited by the Order in Council, Prohibitions
THE SHIP and Conventions. Whereupon issue was joined and

OSCAR AND the trial of the issue had on Thursday the 27th day ofHATTIEI
V. January, 1892, and judgment was delivered on the 5th

THE

QUEEN. day of January, 1893, condemning the ship" Oscar and
- Hattie " and her equipment and everything on board

of her as forfeited to Her Majesty in contravention of
the act known as the ' Seal Fishery (Behring's Sea)
Act, 1891," and the owners of the " Oscar and Hattie"
were condemned in costs.

The evidence taken at the trial on these issues is re-
viewed in the judgment of the court below (1), and in
the judgments hereinafter given.

D'Alton McCarthy Q.C. and D. M. Eberts for the ap-
pellants contended upon the evidence that the " Oscar
and Hattie " was not in Behring's Sea at any time
during the season of 1892 for any. prohibited purpose,
and referred to Walker v. Baird (2).

Hogg Q.C. for the respondent contended that the
onus was upon the appellant to show by clear evidence
that the " Oscar and Hattie" was not in Behring's Sea
and that the finding of fact of Chief Justice Sir M.
Begbie upon the evidence should not be disturbed.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-This is an appeal from the
judgment of the Chief Justice of British Columbia,
sitting as local judge in Admiralty for the British
Columbia Admiralty District, pronounced in a pro-
ceeding in rem against the ship " Oscar and Hattie,"
whereby that ship and her equipment and everything
on board her were condemned as forfeited to Her
Majesty for contravention of the act known as the
Seal Fishery (Behring's Sea) Act, 1891.

The " Oscar and Hattie," a British ship registered at
port of Victoria and commanded by Thomas Turtle, the

(1) 3 Ex. C.R. 242. (2) [1892] A.C. 491.
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sailed from Yaquina Bay in the State of Oregon, on 1894

the 18th February, 1892, on a sealing and fishing THE SIP

voyage in the North Pacific Ocean fully equipped OSCAR AND
HATTIE

for that purpose. The ship continued sealing (as the v.
owners allege) in the North Pacific Ocean and out- QUEEN.

side the limits of Behring's Sea until the latter end of iZn The Chief
August, 1892, when, being short of water and prepared Justice.
to give up sealing for the season, the master put the
ship about with the intention of returning to Victoria.
Instead of sailing directly for Victoria, however, he
put into Gotzleb Harbour, in Atton Island, the west-
ern island of the Aleutian group. This harbour is on
the north side of the island and beyond all question,
within the limits of Behring's Sea. The master states
that his sole purpose in going into this harbour was
to procure a supply of water of which he was short,
and he alleges that he was actually engaged in get-
ting water when his ship was boarded and seized by
an officer (Ensign Harrison) and a boat's crew from
the United States ship " Mohican."

This seizure was made about 5 o'clock in the after-
noon of the 30th August, 1892. Ensign Harrison
took possession of the ship's papers, including the
"official log-book and the ship's log."- The seizing officer
and crew remained on board the " Oscar and Hattie "
until the afternoon of the 1st of September. The
master of the" Oscar and Hattie "in the interval visited
the commander of the " Mohican "and protested against
the seizure. On the afternoon of the 1st of September,
in pursuance of the orders of Captain Johnson of the
"Mohican " the "Oscar and Hattie" sailed for Ounalaska
with an officer and prize crew from the " Mohican " on
board. On her arrival at Ounalaska the ship was taken
in charge by the United States ship-of-war " Yorktown,"
by whose commanding officer she was subsequently
handed over to the commander of Her Majesty's ship

26
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1894 " Melpomene." By the orders of Captain Parr of the

THE SHIP " Melpomene," the master of the " Oscar and Hattie"
OSCAT AN proceeded from Ounalaska to Victoria, and reported toHATTIE

v. the Collector of Customs at that port, to whom the

QE N. ship was then delivered up.
The Chief Soon afterwards the present action for condemna-

Justice. tion was commenced, it being contended on behalf of

the Crown that the ship had incurred forfeiture for
an infraction of the Behring Sea Act, 1891, in that she
had been found in Behring's Sea within prohibited
limits, with shooting implements and seal skins on
board. The master of the "Oscar and Hattie," Captain
Turtle, was examined on behalf of the claimants, the
owners of the ship; his evidence was not however,
taken in open court, but before an examiner. Cap-
tain Johnson of the " Mohican," and Ensign Harrison,
the oflicer who made the original seizure, were called
as witnesses for the Crown and examined before the
Chief Justice, and one Joseph Brown, who had been
on board the ship during the voyage as a hunter, was
called as a witness for the claimants, and also exa-
mined before the Chief Justice at the trial. The learned
Chief Justice after taking time for consideration pro-
nounced judgment condemning the ship, her equip-
ment, and everything found on board her as forfeited
to the crown. From that judgment the present ap-
peal has been brought.

Subsection 2 of section 1 of the act referred to is as
follows:

(2). While an Order in Council under this act is in force.
(a) A person belonging to a British ship shall not kill, or take, or

hunt, or attempt to kill or take, any seal within Behring's Sea during
the period limited by the Order ; and

(b) A British ship shall not, nor shall any of the equipment or crew
thereof, be used or employed in such killing, hunting, or attempt.

Subsection 5 of section 1 reads as follows:
If a British ship is found within Behring's Sea having on board

thereof fishing orshooting implements or seal skins, or bodies of seals,
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it shall lie on the owner or master of such ship to prove that the cihip 18G4
was not used or employed in contravention of this act.

THE SuIP

By an order of Her Majesty in Council passed on" he OSCAR AND
HATTIE

9th of May, 1892, under and pursuant to this act, the v.
THElimits of Behring's Sea were defined and the catching QUEEN

of seals by British ships in Behring's Sea was prohibited. h0 The Chief
The offence charged against the ship was therefore that Justice.
she or some of her equipment or crew -had been
employed in killing, taking, or hunting or in attempt-
ing to kill, or take seals within Behring's Sea as defined
by the order in council.

Sufficient prima facie proof of this was undoubtedly
afforded by the fact that the ship was found within
the boundaries of prohibited waters, with shooting
implements and seal skins on board. The onus was
thus cast on the owners to prove that the ship had not
been employed in killing, taking or hunting seals or
in attempting to do so within Behring's Sea.

The question thus becomes purely one of evidence.
Have the claimants by their proofs displaced the pre-
.sumption arising by force of the 5th subsection of
sec. 1 of the act from the conditions under which the
ship was found in Behring's Sea?

The burden of proof being thus on the claimants,
the owners of the ship, it was for them to rebut the
statutory inferences arising from the circumstances,
and if they have failed in doing this the ship was pro-
perly condemned. Their explanation is that the " Oscar
and Hattie " entered Behring's Sea for the purpose
.of getting a supply of water, of which she was short,
and for no other purpose whatever; that she had been
actually engaged in watering by means of her boats,
immediately before being seized by the boat from the
"Mohican "; and that nd seals were taken by her, nor
by any of her equipment or crew within lBehring's Sea.;
nor was any attempt made to seal within the prescribed

26%
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1894 limits. Further, that the seal skins on board had been

TE SHIP taken in the North Pacific Ocean, outside of Behring's
OSCAR AN Sea and off Copper Island, where the ship had been

HATTIE
V. sealing during her whble cruise, prior to sailing on

QUEEN. her return voyage to Victoria, in the course of which
she entered Behring's Sea to get water. In order to

The Chief
Justice. establish this case the claimants called in the first

place, Thomas Turtle, the master whohad commanded
the ship during her sealing voyage. Captain Turtle, as
I have before said, was not examined in court, nor in
the presence of the Chief Justice but before an
examiner. If his evidence is not discredited it is, in my
opinion amply sufficient to exonerate the vessel from
any charge of contravention of the act arising from the
legal presumption imposed by the statute. The witness
swears that he went into Behring's Sea for the sole
purpose of getting water, turning aside for that pur-
pose from his true course on his return voyage to Vic-
toria. He also says most emphatically, as I understand
his deposition, that he did not take or attempt to take
any seals in Behring's Sea; that he was actually get-
ting water on board when the officer on the " Mohican "
seized the vessel; he also states with sufficient clear-
ness that the seal-skins. he had on board had been
taken off Copper Island, in the North Pacific, where
he had been prior to sailing on his home voyage; and
he deposes that he had not been in Behring's Sea
during his whole voyage until he entered it for the
purpose of getting water on the 30th of August, the day
before his vessel was seized. Captain Turtle candidly
admits that during the early part of the voyage he had
been warned against Behring's Sea by the United States
ship " Adams," for when he sailed from Victoria in Jan-
uary, the Order in Council had of course not bee4 passed,
and the exclusion from Behring's Sea under the modus
vivendi could not have been known to him but for this
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notice. He gives the state of the wind and weather 1894

as his reason for making the North coast of the Island THE SHIP

instead of the South side, which was outside Behring's HAT AN

Sea. The witness further says that he saw no seals T.
TH9Enear Attou Island, and that there were none there. QUEEN.

This evidence by itself, even if not corroborated by other Theief

evidence, given by a witness who cannot be discredited Justice.

by reason of any peculiarity of his demeanour in the
witness box since he was not observed under examina-
tion by the Chief Justice any more than by ourselves,
would, in my judgment be amply sufficient to rebut
the statutory presumption and ensure the acquittal of
the vessel unless sufficiently countervailed by further
proofs on the part of the crown. But this is not all.

Another witness is called by the claimants, Joseph
Brown, who had been on board the ship as a hunter
during the whole voyage. He proves sufficiently that
the ship had been engaged in sealing off Copper Island
and that the seal-skins on board had been taken there;
that she had been sealing there immediately before she
sailed on her return voyage in the course of which she
bore up for Attou Island to get water; that she did
take in water there; that she was not engaged in seal-
ing while in the Attou roadstead, where she had arrived
the day she was seized. The Chief Justice puts aside
this witness as having given immaterial evidence; but
granting that he knew nothing of the navigation of the
ship, he at least shows that there was no sealing at
Attou; that the ship went in there for water; and that
the seal-skins on board had been taken in a different
part of the North Pacific from which the ship had
sailed some days before reaching Attou; all of which
i most material as confirmatory of the captain's evi-

dence. The Chief Justice does not say that this wit-
ness was unworthy of credit, but merely that his
evidence was not material, a conclusion in which I
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1894 cannot agree. Then to rebut this testimony, two wit-
THESHIP nesses are called on behalf of the crown both of

OSCAR ND them no doubt entitled to the utmost credit; Captain
HATTIE

V. Johnson, Commander of the United States Ship
THE " Mohican " and Ensign Harrison, the boarding officerQUEEN.

The Chief who seized the " Oscar and Hattie." Had these gentle-
Justice. men, or either of them, contradicted the testimony of the,

master in any material point, it might have discredited
him entirely; but so far from material contradiction
I find in their depositions most material corroboration
of Captain Turtle's account. They show that there
were no seals within two hundred miles of Atton
Island. They do not, either of them, even suggest that
there was any circumstances leading to a suspicion
that the " Oscar and Hattie " was intended to go further
into Behring's Sea for the purpose of hunting seals ;
and Ensign Harrison, at least rather confirms the cap-
tain's story about water, and both say that he ac-
counted for his whereabouts in Behring's Sea by at-
tributing it to the failure of his supply of water. I
am therefore unable to agree with the learned Chief
Justice in his conclusion that this evidence for the
crown affects the claimants' case in the least degree,
save to confirm it.

Some observations were made by the Chief Justice
about the non-production of the log-book in which
the entries of the ship's course during the early part
of the voyage were supposed to be contained, but the
claimants were not responsible for that; the log-book
together with all the other ship's books and papers
were seized by Ensign Harrison and handed over to
Captain Parr of the " Melpomene" at Ounalaska. It was
for the crown to have produced this early log-book,
or to have shown that no such document could be
found amongst the ship's papers. This they failed to
do. No inference unfavourable to the claimants can
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therefore be drawn from this circumstance. The 1894

learned Chief Justice thinks that the entry in the log TH mSHIP
book which was produced, an entry made by the mate, OSCAR AND

HATTIE
as to the state of the wind when the ship made v.
Attou is inconsistent with the captain's account. QUEE

Captain Turtle says the wind was north-west: the ThCef

mate's entry in the log-book alleges it to have been Justice.
not north but "northerly." I apprehend that the
learned Chief Justice was under the impression that
the record of the mate was meant to indicate that the
wind was due "north" but it does no such thing.
The Chief Justice seems also to have drawn an infer-
ence unfavourable to the claimants from the absence
of the mate, but considering the very ieasonable and
probable excuse offered for his non-production by the
learned counsel for the claimants, namely, that it had
been impossible to find him, I do not attach any
weight to the circumstance. At all events it is quite
insufficient to turn the scale against the claimants in
whose favour there is such a great preponderance of
testimony, as the evidence shows. The claimants
have therefore succeeded in proving that the " Oscar
and Hattie " was not used or employed in contraven-
tion of the statute.

The appeal must be allowed with costs and the
action for condemnation in the Admiralty dismissed
with costs.

FOURNIER J.-[Translated]. The ship " Oscar and
Hattie," a British ship registered at the Port of Victoria,
sailed from Yaquina Bay, in the State of Oregon, the
latter end of February, 1892, for the North Pacific
Ocean, on a sealing and fishing voyage. Towards the
latter end of August when being short of water the
master decided to give -up sealing and the ship was
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1894 put about with the object of returning to Victoria,
THE SHIP British Columbia.

OSCAR AND In order to lay in his supply of water CaptainHATTIE
v. Thomas Turtle, who was the master of the ship, found

THE
QUEEN. it necessary to put into Gotzleb Harbour, in Atton

Fournier J. Island, the western island of the Aleutian group.
- While engaged there in laying in a supply of water

the ship was boarded and seized by an officer, Ensign
Harrison, and crew from the United States man-of-war
" Mohican," in the afternoon about 5 o'clock of the
30th day of August.

Ensign Harrison took possession of the ship and of
the ship's official log-book and ship's log, and over-
hauled all the papers and kept them in his possession
until the evening of the 1st of September. In the
interim the master of the " Oscar and Hattie " visited
the commander of the " Mohican " on board the
"Mohican " and protested against the seizure. Several
conversations took place between them at the time, but
no written communication passed. Later on in pursu-
ance of orders received from the commander of the
" Mohican " the " Oscar and Hattie" with an officer
and prize crew on board from the "Mohican" pro-
ceeded to Victoria Harbour and the master reported to
the Collector of Customs, and the ship was left in
charge of the Collector of Customs.

Then an action for condemnation of the ship " Oscar
and Hattie," her equipment and everything on board
of her, was instituted for having sailed into Gotzleb
Harbour, Attou Island, being a place within the pro-
hibited waters of Behring's Sea, as defined by an Order
in Council, dated the 9th day of October, 1892, made
by Her Majesty the Queen in pursuance of an Act of
the Imperial Parliament intituled the Seal Fishery
.(Behring Sea) Act 1891.
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Captain Turtle had been warned on the 18th June, 1894

1892, by an oflicer of the United States ship " Adams " TEE SHIP

not to enter the water of Behring's Sea for the purpose OSCAR AND

of sealing. This officer at the same time delivered to V.
THE

him a copy of the proclamation of the President of the QUEEN.

United States and a copy of the convention between Fournier J.
Great Britain and the United States, and a copy of the -

"Seal Fishery (Behring's Sea) Act, 189 ."
In answer to the action, the defendant admitted

practically the whole of the allegations, except so far
as they related to the purpose for which the ship was
in Behring's Sea, and to the contrary alleged that his
ship had entered into Gotzleb Harbour solely for the
purpose of obtaining a supply of water in order to en-
able her to return to Victoria, and not for the purpose
of sealing, or attempting to seal, in contravention to
the rules and regulations agreed upon between the two
governments of Great Britain and the United States.

After issue joined and the evidence taken at the trial,
a judgment was delivered on the 5th January, 1893,
condemning the said ship " Oscar and Hattie," and
everything on board of her, as forfeited to Her Majesty
in contravention of the act known as the " Seal Fishery
(Behring's Sea) Act, 1891," and the owners were also
condemned in costs.

The only question raised on this appeal is, whether
the "Oscar and Hattie," at the time of her seizure,
was being used and employed in hunting seals in the
prohibited waters of the Behring Sea.

On Her Majesty's behalf it is contended that under
section 5 of the Seal Fisheries Act, 1891, the onus pro-
bandi is upon the owner or master of the ship found
in the prohibited waters of Behring Sea to show that
the ship was not used or employed in contravention of
the act, viz., " was not used or employed in killing,
taking, hunting, or attempting to kill, take or hunt
seals."
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1894 If it is true that the law imposes upon the owner of the

THE Snim ship in such a case the obligation to rebut the presump-
osCAn AN tion of guilt which results from the position of the

HATTIE
v. vessel at the time of the seizure, nevertheless it leaves

TE
QUEEN. intact the owner's right to rebut such a presumption

Foure . by positive proof. The owners of the " Oscar and Hattie"
in my opinion have clearly and positively proved the
fact that they had not proceeded into the prohibited
waters in view of contravening any of the provisions of
the fishery act. Captain Turtle stated in his evidence
of the 2nd December, 1892, that he had proceeded to
Gotzleb Harbour for the sole purpose of renewing his
supply of water in order to return to Victoria from his
sealing expedition in the Northern Pacific. When he
arrived at Gotzleb, the weather was stormy and there
was a heavy sea. He went there because it was the
only place where he could go. "The wind was very
strong and it was impossible for me to get around to
the south side of the island." Arriving about seven or
eight o'clock in the morning he went ashore to see if he
could find a suitable place to water at, and about one
o'clock began to fill the tanks, and about 5 o'clock
Ensign Harrison of the " 1Mohican " seized the vessel.
Harrison does not in any way contradict Captain Turtle's
statement. When he seized the ship he had a couple of
boats tied to the stern of the vessel and one boat was
coming from the island with three men. All the guns
and other appliances were on the schooner in their
ordinary position. In his cross-examination he says he
does not think the boats were tied to the stern of the
schooner for the purpose of sealing; he does not believe
there are ever any seals around this island Attou.
Several witnesses c6nfirm the statement that it is not
a fishing place, that you must proceed two to three
hundred miles further to catch seals. Harrison states
that he knows there is a suitable place on Atton Island
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where a supply of water can be had. He-adds: "there 1894

was a heavy swell coming in from the northward and THE SHip

westward." Captain Turtle told them that he had been OsCAR AND
HATTIE

sealing for a month around Copper Islands, but that he V.
had not been sealing in Behring Sea, and that he had HEN.

gone to Gotzleb Harbour for the sole purpose of obtain- Foune J.

ing water and that the fishing season for him was closed.
Commander Johnson of the " Mohican " admits that

he almost knew immediately after the seizure that
he knew that Captain Turtle had been lately.sealing in
the neighbourhood of Copper Island, but cannot say
whether it was Harrison or Turtle who gave him the
information. He also states that there are no seals
within 200 miles of Atton. The evidence of Captain
Turtle is also corroborated by the evidence of Joseph
Brown, a hunter on board the " Oscar and Hattie," who
says that a long time previous to going for water on
Atton Island, the vessel had been employed around
Copper Island.

Now, Sir Matthew Baillie Begbie, in his reasons for
judgment in this case reproaches Captain Turtle, while
trying to justify himself, of making use of ambiguous
expressions, as follows :-

I never lowered a boat in Bebring Sea "is an expression which he
again repeats, and a third time adopts when repeated to him by his
counsel, excepting of course the. boats in Gotzleb Harbour, on the 31st
August. He uses no other expression of denial." He also adds " that
all his words are to be carefully weighed, and it is impossible to carry
them further than the dry meaning they express. It is evident that he
does not in express terms contradict the charge that he was in Behring
Sea attempting to hunt seals and that the schooner was employed for
that purpose. All he says is that he, himself, never lowered a boat
there.

But if such answers, which the learned Chief Justice
qualifies as evasive, are in truth a denial of the com-
plaint of being there for the purposes of sealing, there
can be no reproach made to Captain Turtle for making-
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1894 use of peculiar but very appropriate expressions, as the

THE SHIP following extract of his evidence clearly shows and
OSHR AND especially if we remember that the hunting of seals

T. with large vessels can only be carried on by lowering
THE

QUEEN. the boats fully equipped in order to get at the seals, for
orne ~it cannot be done from the high deck of a vessel such

- as the " Oscar and Hattie." The following are the
answers I refer to:-

Q. Never mind what you got from him. Was anything said about
seals ?-A. He said that he didn't believe I bad been sealing at all ; he
didn't believe I had come into the sea to seal there, he fully believed
that I came in there for the sole and whole purpose of getting water.

Q. Well, had you been sealing in the Behring Sea ?-A. No, sir
never lowered a boat in the Bebring Sea.

Q. Well, you had some seals on board, had you, seal-skins ?-A.
Yes, sir.

Q. Where had you been sealing ?-A. I took them off Copper Island
in the North Pacific Ocean.

Q. How far off ?-A. Various distances ; from 100-
Objected to by petitioner's counsel.
A. I never lowered a boat inside the Behring Sea.
Q. You never lowered a boat in the Behring Sea 7-A. No, sir.
Q. Outside of going into Attou Island, as referred to.-A. No, sir.
Q. Had you shot any seals there, or killed any in any way, without

lowering a boat 7-A. No, sir.
Q. Could not ?-A. No, sir.

And again at the close of his testimony in re-cross
examination by counsel on behalf of the crown he
answers as follows :-

Q. (2Ir. Pooley) And you did not take any whilst in there ?-A.
No, sir.

Q. ('Mr. Pooley) You say you did not go in for the purpose of
taking seals 7-A. No, sir.

Q. (Mr. Pooley) Into the Behring Sea ?-No, sir.

It is difficult for me to understand how after these
several specific denials the learned Chief Justice still
hesitated to believe that Capt. Turtle had proceeded to
Behring Sea on an illegal errand. When it is known
that seal bunting can only be carried on in small boats,
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the answer may be better appreciated. In my opinion, 1894
"I never lowered a boat in Behring Sea" is a categori- TH SHI

cal answer to the question: " Had you been sealing in OsCAR AND-

n HATTIEBehring Sea." It is a complete and perfect denial of v.
the charge of having sealed in Behring Sea. It is twice QTHEN.

repeated. Moreover, we see by the answers to the Fournier J,
questions above cited that seals are not killed generally -

except by lowering the boats. Lowering boats is for
the purpose of sealing.

It is abundantly clear, in my opinion, that there are
formal and positive denials of record by Capt. Turtle
that he ever intended fishing for seals in Behring Sea
contrary to law.

When leaving Copper Island on his home voyage
Attou Island was almost on his way and where he
might make a stop for the purpose of taking in a supply
of water. It is also in evidence that as a matter of fact
he did there obtain a supply of water and that it was
owing to the strong winds and heavy sea that he was
unable to get around to the south side of the island-
Attou,which is situated outside of the prescribed waters.
The stress of the weather forced him to go to the north
side which happens to be within the prohibited waters.
On the whole, I repeat it, the evidence seems to show
that he bad no intention of contravening any of the
provisions of the Fishery Seal Act and that he has not
in fact been guilty of any infraction of the provisions
of the law.

I am therefore of opinion that the appeal should be
allowed and the action for condemnation dismissed,
the whole with costs.

TASCHEREA J.-I take no part in this judgment.

GWYNNE J.-This appeal must, in my opinion, be
allowed with costs. Granting that the ship having-
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1894 been taken within the Behring Sea cast upon the ap-

THE SrIP pellant the onus of proving that the vessel had not been

OS AND used and employed in taking seals in the Behring Sea,
V. that onus was completely discharged by the evidence

THE
QUEEN. of the officers in charge of the vessel, whose veracity
G ~was not assailed in the slightest particular. The evi-

- dence established beyond doubt that the vessel was
taken almost immediately after she had entered the
sea on the north side of one of the Aleutian islands,
which constituted the extreme southern boundary of
the sea where she had entered for water, and within
two hundred miles of which, as was shown by inde-
pendent testimony, seals had never been known to be
taken or seen.

The naval officer of the United States who took the
vessel and handed her over to the authorities for trial
entertained no doubt of the truth of the statement
made by the captain of the vessel when taken, as to the
purpose for which she had gone to the north side of
the island instead of to the south, and had so entered
the Behring Sea, namely, the state of the wind at the
time, and the wonder is that she should have been
taken at all, or being taken, should have been put upon
trial.

SEDGEWICK and KING JJ.-Concurred.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant : Eberts 8 Taylor.

Solicitors for respondent: O'Connor 4 Hogg.
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THE GOVERNOR AND COMPANY 1894
OF ADVENTURERS OF ENG-- APPELLANTS; ,
LAND (RESPONDENTS)................ *May 1,

My 31.
AND

F. X. JOANNETTE (PETITIONER).......... RESPONDENT

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Game Laws-Arts. 1405-1409 R. S. (P. Q.)-Seizure of furs killed out of
season-Justice of the Peace-Jurisdiction-Prohibition, writ of.

Under art. 1405 read in connection with art. 1409 R. S. (P. Q.), a
game keeper is authorized to seize furs on view on board a

schooner without a search warrant and to have them brought
before a justice of the peace for examination.

2. That a writ of prohibition will not lie against a magistrate acting

under sees 1405-1409 R. S. P. Q. in examination of the furs so

seized where he clearly has jurisdiction and the only complaint is

irregularity in the seizure.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side), reversing a
judgment of the Superior Court and dismissing a writ
of prohibition addressed to the judge of the Sessions of
the Peace at Quebec and to F. X. Joannette, a game-
keeper for the district of Quebec.

The facts which gave rise to the litigation are as
follows:-

On the first day of July, 1893 the respondent F. X.
Joannette, game-keeper for the City and County of
Quebec, was notified that furs liable to confiscation were
on board the schooner " Stadacona," in the boundaries
of the city of Quebec. He went on board the aforesaid
schooner, showed his commission and ascertained that
the furs were there. Then he went to the office of the

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1894 Judge of the Sessions of the Peace, and took out a
TH search warrant, according to art. 1420 R. S. Q.

COMPANY He went back on board the schooner " Stadacona"
OF ADVEN-
TURERS OF and seized, notwithstanding the opposition of the
ENGLAND.

EN N captain and sailors, sixteen boxes of furs, which were
JOANNETTE. removed to a safe place in the police court at Quebec.

The following days the parties proceeded to the ex-
amination of the said furs. The petitioners were repre-
sented by Mr. Hunt, the local agent in Quebec, the
chief factor of the appellant company Mr. Mackenzie,
and an inspector sent by them. At the time of
appointing a third inspector, for part of furs on which
petitioners and respondent's inspector disagreed, a
writ or prohibition was served on the xespondent.

To this writ, whereby the legality of all the proceed-
ings and the jurisdiction of the magistrate were called
in question, the respondent pleaded the general issue;
that he was a game-keeper for the district of Quebec;
that he had a right to seize the furs ; that the magistrate
had jurisdiction; that the appellants had not pleaded
to the jurisdiction before the magistrate; that the
appellants had acknowledged the jurisdiction by pro-
ceeding to the examination of the furs and in naming
an expert for that purpose; that at the time of the
service of the writ of prohibition, the two experts had
examined all the furs and there only remained to name
a third expert.

To the 5th, 6th and 7th paragraphs, being allegations
of acknowledgment of jurisdiction by not pleading and
by naming an expert, the appellants demurred, and
their demurrer was maintained and this part of the
plea struck out by Mr. Justice Casault.

The magistrate did not appear or plead. Mr. Justice
Andrews, in the Superior Court, made absolute the
writ of prohibition upon the ground that there was no
authority or jurisdiction to issue a search warrant for
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skins or peltries on board a navigable vessel and that 1894

consequently all the proceedings were unlawful and THE
without jurisdiction on the part of the defendants. OMOF ADvEN-

This judgment was reversed, Boss6 and Blanchet JJ. TURERS OF

dissenting, on two grounds. 1st. That the game-keeper EL

had authority, irrespective of the search warrant which JOANNETTE.

had been issued, to seize the furs and peltries on board
the schooner ; and 2nd. that even if the search warrant
were ille'gal such fact would not render the seizure
made under the authority of article 1405 of the revised
statutes illegal.

The articles of the revised statutes which bear upon
the case are the following:

1405. " Every game-keeper shall forthwith seize all
animals or birds mentioned in the preceding articles,
or any portion of such animals of birds (except the skin,
when the animal has been killed during the time when
hunting is allowed) found by him in possession or
custody or in the care of any person during any close
season, or which appear to him to have been taken or
killed during such period or by any of the illegal means
set forth in the preceding articles 1402, 1403 and 1404,
and bring ,them before any justice of the peace who
shall, if proved that the law has been broken, declare
them confiscated either in whole or in part for the
benefit of the province and condemn the party in whose
possession, custody or care such animals or birds have

been found to the penalty provided in article 1410."
1406. " Every game-keeper may cause to be opened or

may himself open in case of refusal any bag, parcel,
chest, bag, trunk or other receptacle outside the limits
mentioned in the following article in which he had
reason to believe that game, killed or taken during the
close season, or peltries or skins out of season, are kept."

1407. " Every person found guilty of having had or
having actually in his possession or keeping or under

97
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1894 his care any articles so confiscated or liable to be so,
TH shall in each case be condemned to a fine of not less

courANy than five dollars but no more than twenty dollars, and
or ADVEN-
TURERS OF in default of immediate payment, to an imprisonment
ENGLAND

EN. not exceeding three months in the common gaol of
JOANNETTE. the District within the limits whereof the offence was

committed or the seizure or confiscation was effected."
" Such fine shall be disposed of as provided by article

1410. 50 Vic., c. 16 s. 9."
1408. " Every game keeper, if he has reason to suspect

and if he suspect that game, killed or taken during
the close season, are contained or kept in any private
house, store, shed or other buildings shall make a depo-
sition before a justice of the peace in the form A. of
this section and demand a search warrant to search
such store, private house, shed or other building and
thereupon such justice of the peace is bound to issue
a warrant according to form B." 49 Vic. c. 25, 12; 50
Vic. c. 16, 10.

1409. " Every game keeper shall after each seizure
and confiscation of peltries or skins, cause to be es-
tablished as soon as possible by a competent person
duly sworn, the condition of the peltries or skins so
seized and confiscated, place them in a safe place,
and then immediately report to the Department of
Crown Lands."

G. Stuart Q.O. for appellant, contended that the
judge had no authority to swear experts at the time
he did and all the proceedings were irregular and the
only remedy was the writ of prohibition. Clarke v.
Crowder (1) ; Martin v. Mackonochie (2) ; Jones v. Jones
(3) ; Blake v. Beech (4).

Sections 1405 and 1409 are contradictory in terms,
and the only jurisdiction which he pretended to exer-

(1) L.R. 4 C.P. 638. (2) 3 Q.B.D. 730.
(3) 17 L.J. Q.B. 170. (4) 1 Ex. D. 320.
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cise was that given by section 1408. There is no au- 1894

thority in that section to issue a search warrant to THE

seize furs or peltries on board a schooner. COMPANY
OF' ADvEN-

Languedoc Q.C. for respondent, contended that with- TURERS OF
ENGLAND

out a search warrant under articles 1405-1409 R.S.P.Q. v.
the game keeper has power to seize all furs killed out JOANNFTTE.

out of season, and that a schooner was within the words
of art. 1408, R.S.P Q. As to the prohibition it does not
lie when the justice of the peace has jurisdiction and
even if it can be said that they were irregularities as
to the proper time of the swearing of the experts this
irregularity is not a matter of prohibition. Pich6 v.
Corporation of Quebec (1) ; Ex parte Gauthier (2).

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-I have no doubt the Judge of
Sessions had jurisdiction, though it may be he was
proceeding irregularly, but this is no ground for a pro-
hibition. As regards the interpretation of the act, it is
clear that section 1405 authorises the seizure and con-
fiscation of skins and peltries; this interpretation is
especially clear when read with section 1409. Then
such peltries and skins may be seized wherever found.
But a game-keeper cannot search a private house, store,
shed or other building without a search warrant. He
could not justify his entry into such places without a
warrant, but if he found peltries and skins he might
seize them, though if he had no warrant and found no
skins he might be a trespasser. There is nothing in
the statute exempting skins, furs or peltries aboard a
ship or vessel from seizure, or requiring a search
warrant to seize on board a vessel or to search a vessel.
I repeat there was no want of jurisdiction. That the
judge before confiscation swore experts who were pro-
ceeding to establish the condition of the furs which
under section 1409 is a proceeding to be taken after

(1) 8 Q.L.R. 270.

27Y2
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1894 confiscation, at the most an

T -,F for which prohibition is n
COMPANY The appeal should be di

OF ADVEN-
TURERS OF
ENGLAND

EN N FOURNIER J. concurred.
JOANNETTE.

Taschereau
J.

ounted to an irregularity
ot the appropriate remedy.
smissed with costs.

TASCHEREAU J.-This litigation arises out Of a seizure
of skins andpeltries belonging to the appellant company
made by the respondent, as game-keeper, under the
provisions of sections 1402 and following, of the Revised
Statutes of Quebec, in virtue of a search warrant pur-
ported to have been issued under sec. 1408 thereof, by
the police magistrate at Quebec, acting as a justice of
the peace. The seizure having taken place on board
of a navigable vessel the appellant caused a writ of
prohibition to issue against the magistrate's proceedings
on the ground, amongst others, that under that said
section it is only in a private house, store, shed or
other building, and not in a navigable vessel, that any
such skins can be seized under a search warrant, and
that consequently the seizure made in this case was
void. That contention is altogether unfounded and
the Court of Appeal rightly rejected it. A search
warrant was altogether unnecessary to justify the
seizure made by the respondent, and the fact that he
issued one cannot vitiate proceedings which are other-
wise perfectly legal. Another contention of the com-
pany, in support of their writ of prohibition, is that
the magistrate was proceeding illegally to have the furs
examined and confiscated under sec. 1409, without
having first issued a summons to the company. That
contention was also rejected by the judgment appealed
from, and whilst we do not see any error in any of the
reasons given in the Court of Appeal to dismiss the
writ of prohibition, we more specially affirm thatjudg-
ment upon the ground that the writ of prohibition did
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not lie in this case, as the subject matter was clearly 1894

within the jurisdiction of the magistrate. I refer to 'i"~
the cases, in this court, of Poulin v. Corporation of COMPANY

OF ADVEN-
Quebec (1) ; Molson v. Lambe (2) ; and Pigeon v. The TURERS OF

Recorder's Court (3) ; as clear authorities against the ap- ENGLAND

pellant's right to a writ of prohibition in this case. JOANNETTE.

Taschereau

SEDGEWICK and KING JJ. concurred. J.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Caron, Pentland 4 Stuart.

Solicitor for respondent: T. Lefebvre.

(1) 9 Can. S.C.R. 185. (2) 15 Can. S.C.R. 253.
(3) 17 Can. S.C.R. 495.
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1894 THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY)
- COMPANY OF CANADA (DE- APPELLANTS;

Mar 3. FENDANTS)......... ........ ..............
*May 31.

AND

NELSON WEEGAR (PLAINTIFF).... ..... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Railway Company-Injury to employee-Negligence-Finding of jury-
Interference with on appeal.

W. was an employee of the G. T. R. Co., whose duty it was to couple
cars in the Toronto yard of the Co'y. In performing this duty
on one occasion, under specific directions from the conductor of
an engine attached to one of the cars being coupled, his hand was
crushed owing to the engine backing down and bringing the cars
together before the coupling was made. On the trial of an action
for damages resulting from such injury the conductor denied
having given directions for the coupling and it was contended
that W. improperly put his hand between the draw bars to lift
out the coupling pin. It was also contended that the conductor
had no authority to give directions as to the mode of doing the
work. The jury found against both contentions and W. obtained
a verdict which was affirmed by the Div. Court and Court of
Appeal.

Held, per Fournier, Taschereau and Sedgewick JJ., that though the
findings of the jury were not satisfactory upon the evidence a
second court of appeal could not interfere with them.

Held, per King J., that the finding that specific directions were given
must be accepted as conclusive ; that the mode in which the coup-
ling was done was not an improper one as W. had a right to rely
on the engine not being moved until the coupling was made, and
could properly perform the work in the most expeditious way
which it was shown he did ; that the conductor was empowered
to give directions as to the mode of doing the work if, as was
stated at the trial, he believed that using such a mode could save
time ; and that W. was injured by conforming to an order to go
to a dangerous place, the person giving the order being guilty of
negligence.

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King
JJ.
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APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for 18943

Ontario (1) affirming the judgment of the Divisional THE GRAND
TRUNK

Court (2) by which a verdict for the plaintiff at the RAILWAY

trial was sustained. COMPANY

The facts of the case and material evidence given at WEEGAR.

the trial are set out in the judgment of Mr. Justice
King.

McCarthy Q. C., for the appellant, contended that
there was no evidence of negligence chargeable against
the defendant company and cited Metropolitan Railway
Co. v. Jackson (3).

Smyth for the respondent referred to Millward v.
Midland Railway Co., (4) ; Smith v. Baker (5).

FOURNIER and TASCuEREAU JJ. were of opinion
that the appeal should be dismissed.

GWYNNE J.-In this case I concur in the judgment
of Chief Justice Hagarty, namely, that we cannot in-
terfere with, however difficult we find it to be to
concur in, the finding of the jury upon the evidence.
In other words, a successful appeal from the verdict
of a jury in matters of this nature is a task so difficult
of achievement as to be, 'practically, almost impossible.

SEDGEWICK J.-I am also of opinionthat this appeal
should be dismissed.

KING J.-Tbis action is brought under the Work-
man's Compensation Act for injuries sustained by.
plaintiff, a servant in defendant's employ, through the

alleged negligence of one Garland, a person in de-
fendant's service, to whose orders the plaintiff was

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 528. (2) 23 0. R. 436.
(3) 3 App. Cas. 193. (4) 14 Q.B.D. 68.

(5) [1891] A.C. 325.
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1894 bound (as alleged) to conform, and to whose orders he
THE GRAND was conforming when the injury was sustained.

TRUNK The plaintiff was a yardman whose duty it wasRAILWAY
COMPANY (among other things) to couple cars in the Toronto

WE EAR. yard of the Grand Trunk Railway. One Garland was
K Jalso employed in the yard, and had under his control

and direction an engine with its driver, the plaintiff
and another. On the day of the accident several
uncoupled cars were standing upon the west elevator
siding. The engine was on another set of rails, and
Garland directed the driver of the engine to go on to
the west elevator siding. After giving this order
Garland crossed over from the one track to the other
in company (as plaintiff says) with the plaintiff. and
the two were at the cars on the west elevator siding
before the engine backed through the switch. Accord-
ing to the plaintiff the two were standing nearly
opposite the ends of the second and third cars when
Garland told him to shift the link between these cars,
and (according to him) gave precise directions as to
the manner of doing this.

In the end of each car there is an iron projection
for connecting the cars called a draw-bar, with an
opening in the end for the admission of an iron link,
and a hole above and below through which a pin is
passed to hold the link in place. The link is of about
one and a half inch iron and about twelve inches in
length. When two cars are stationary upon a siding
and it is intended to couple them, the link is or-
dinarily made fast in the draw-bar of the forward car.
Then when this car is moved back the free end of the
link enters the draw-bar of the rear car and is made
fast thereto. If the draw-bars are of the same height
and if the link is presented horizontally the entry is
readily made, but otherwise it may need to be directed
by hand. The pin is sometimes dropped in by the
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yardman, but frequently he sets the pin beforehand 1894

at an angle in the hole of the draw-bar and the con- THE AND

cussion causes it to fall into its place, or " make " as it TRUx
RAILWAY

is termed. COMPANY

In the case before us the link was fastened in WEEGAR.

the forward draw-bar and the cars were standing so KJ.
close that the free end of the link was entered into the
other draw-bar, but in such a way that the pin could
not enter. There was, moreover, a difference in the
two pins. That in the forward car was of the more
usual pattern and had a sharp or tapered point. The
other, known as a " mogul pin " was blunt at the
point, and according to plaintiff the chance was that
the coupling could not readily be made unless the
mogul pin was first put in. In order to do this it
became necessary to shift the link, i.e., to make the
link fast in the draw-bar of the rear car by use of the
mogul pin, leaving the forward end of it free. The
distance between the two draw-bars was but four
inches, and the shifting of the link required that the
pins be taken out and the link moved along further
into the draw-bar of the rear car.

The plaintiff says that Garland and he, standing at
the side of the cars, saw the condition of things, and
that Garland gave him instructions to go in and shift
the link from draw-bar to draw-bar.

He says " you go in and change that link from draw-bar to draw-bar'
and after you change it, drop the big mogul pin in and place the little
sharp pointed pin on top of the draw-bar from which you take the
link, so that when the engine is coupled on it will make itself."

In answer to a question on cross-examination the
plaintiff stated that the proper way was to have
coupled the engine to the forward car, and move ahead
slightly, when, the cars being further apart, the link
could have been taken out of the forward and placed
in the rear draw-bar, and the coupling then effected
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1894 by backing the forward car down again; and he fur-
THE GRAND ther stated that he supposed the particular direction

TRUNK ws with the object of saving time. He admits that
RAnLWAY
COMPANY he was skilled in the work of coupling cars, and that

WEEGAR. he was not accustomed to get directions as to the mode

KingJ. of doing it, and that Garland had never before given
him directions as to the way of doing his work. At
the time that the directions were given he saw the
engine backing up, and when he stepped between the
cars the engine was not over eight or ten feet from
the forward car, and moving so slow that she was
just about at a stand still, and he says that he expected
that Garland would stop the engine. As plaintiff
stepped between the cars, Garland went off towards
the engine.

The evidence of plaintiff was contradicted. Garland
denied giving any directions whatever, and two other
witnesses corroborated his statement that he was at
the forward end of the front car instead of where
plaintiff said he was. The jury has, however, in effect
adopted plaintiff's account.

As to what took place when plaintiff went between
the cars, he was asked:

Having got these instructions what did you do ? A. When I
first entered between the two cars I pulled this little pin out and laid
it on top of the draw-bar. Then I put my hand down between the
two draw-bars, placed my hand straddle of the link, and commenced
to work that link from one draw-bar into the other. Q. And it
was while you were doing that that the two draw-bars came together
and your hand was crushed ? A. Yes.

The defendants sought to shew that plaintiff ought
not to have used his fingers, but should have shifted
the link by moving it along one of the pins. The
plaintiff on the other hand says that

The only thing you could do was to put your fingers down
between the two draw-bars and shift it from one draw-bar to the
other.
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One can see, however, that the mode to be adopted 1894

may depend upon whether or not the workman has THE GRAND

reason to believe that the cars will not be struck by TRUNreso RAILWAY

the engine during the operation. If he has reason to COMPANY

believe that the engine will not strike the cars, clearly WE EGAR.

he might well proceed in the simplest and most expe- King J.
ditious way, i.e., by the use of the fingers. Of course
if plaintiff had known that the engine was to be
backed up against the cars he should have kept his
fingers away. But his case is that he had reason to
suppose that Garland would have prevented the en-

gine from striking the car. Garland clearly had the
control of the movements of the engine. This abund-
antly appears from the evidence of the driver and
others. The case, then, is in the same position as if
Garland was in fact upon the engine moving it back-
wards. The first question is : Did Garland direct
plaintiff to go in and shift the link as stated by plain-
tiff? There is evidence on both sides; and the jury
having found that the direction was given the finding
is to be accepted by us, as it has been by the courts
below.

Next; was it impliedly involved in the direction
that plaintiff might use his fingers ? Mr. Justice
Burton grounds his dissent upon this that Garland
did not direct plaintiff to move the link with his
fingers. I think, however, that in the absence of spe-
cific direction the general direction authorizes the
doing of the thing in the way reasonably proper for
the doing of it; and providing that the engine was
not to be moved against the car who can say that it
was not proper enough to use the fingers? The doing
of the act by the use of a pin would be tedious and
I would think almost impracticably so.

Next: Was Garland empowered to give such in-
structions ? I think that it was within the scope of
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1894 his authority. If (as stated by plaintiff) the coupling of
,THE GRAND the cars in a Certain way would save time he clearly

RMNK could direct it to be done in that way. All powers
COMPANY reasonably incidental to the exercise of the general

WEGAR. power are to be implied. The case, then, is within
Kig-. Wyld v. Waygood (1) where it was held that liability
.1 . under the similar provisions of " The Employers Act "

is not limited to an injury resulting from an order
which is negligent in itself. The injury here (as in
that case) resulted from the plaintiff having conformed
to an order when he was told to go to a place which
was, and must have been known to be, a dangerous
place if the person who told him to go was guilty of
negligence.

In my opinion the appeal should be dismissed and
for the reasons given by the majority of the learned
judges in the Court of Appeal.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: John Bell.

Solicitors for respondent: Best & Smyth.

(1) 118921 1 Q. B. 783.
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THE CORPORATION OF THE) 1894
TOWNSHIP OF ELLICE (DEFEND- APPELLANTS;f ,'Mar. 13, 14,
ANTS) ............ ....................... . 15,16,17.

AND *May. 31.

SAMUEL R. HILES (PLAINTIFF)...........RESPONDENT.

THE CORPORATION OF THE)
TOWNSHIP OF ELLICE (DEFEND- APPELLANTS;
AN TS................. .... ......... ...........

AND

GEORGE CROOKS (PLAINTIFF)............RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Municipal corporation-Drainage-Action for damages-Reference-

Drainage Trial Act, 54 V. c. 51-Powers of referee-Negligence-

Liability of municipality.

Upon reference of an action to a referee under The Drainage Trials
Act of Ontario (54 V. c. 51) whether under sec. 11, or sec. 19, the
referee has full power to deal with the case as he thinks fit and
to make of his own motion, all necessary amendments to enable him
to decide according to the very right and justice of the case, and
may convert the claim for damages under said sec. 11 into a
claim for damages arising under sec. 591 of the Municipal Act.

In a drainage scheme for a single township the work may be carried
into a lower adjoining municipality for the purpose of finding
an outlet without any petition from the owners of land in such
adjoining township to be affected thereby, and such owners may
be assessed for benefit. Stephen v. McGillivray (18 Ont. App. R.
516) ; and Nissouri v. Dorchester (14 O.1(. 294.) distinguished.

One whose lands in the adjoining municipality have been damaged
cannot, after the by-law has been appealed against and confirmed
and the lands assessed for benefit, contend before the referee to
whom his action for such injury has been referred under the

*PRESENT :-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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1894 Drainage Trials Act that he was not liable to such assessment, the
- matter having been concluded by the confirmation of the by-law.
THE

TOWNsHIP The referee has no jurisdiction to adjudicate as to the propriety of
OF ELLICE the route selected by the engineer and adopted by by-law, the

HE. only remedy, if any, being by appeal against the project proposed
-. by the by-law.

THE A municipality constructing a drain cannot let water loose just inside
TOWNIlP or anywhere within an adjoining municipality without beingor ELLICE

v. liable for injury caused thereby to lands in such adjoining
CROOKS. municipality.

Where a scheme for drainage work to be constructed under a valid
by-law proves defective and the work has not been skilfully
and properly performed, the municipality constructing it are
not liable to persons whose lands are damaged in consequence of
such defects and improper construction, as tort feasors, but are
liable under sec. 591 Municipal Act for damage done in con-
struction of the work or consequent thereon.

A tenant of land may recover damage suffered during his occupation
from construction of drainage work, his rights resting upon the
same foundation as those of a freeholder.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) affirming the report of a referee to whom
the action was referred under The l)rainage Trials Act,
1891.

The facts of the case are fully set out in the judg-
ment of the court delivered by Mr. Justice Gwynne.

Wilson Q.C. and Smith Q.C. for the appellants. The
referee was wrong in the opinion he expressed, on the
authority of Stephen v. McGillivray (2), and West
Nissouri v. Dorchester (3), that the by-law was invalid
for want of a petition from ratepayers in Elma. In those
cases the drains were not carried into adjoining town-
ships to find an outlet but for other purposes and so
sec. 576 of the Municipal Act did not apply. In the
present case that section distinctly authorizes the pro-
ceedings. See Chatham v. Dover (4).

The Court of Revision confirmed the assessment for
benefit on plaintiff's lands which precludes him from

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 225. (2) 18 Ont. App. R. 516.
(3) 14 0. R. 294. (4) 12 Can. S. C. R. 321.
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obtaining compensation. Re Prqce and City of Toronto 1894

(1); Tames v. Ontario & Quebec Railway Co. (2). THE

Hiles has been allowed compensation for damage to TOWNSHIP
OF ELLICE

yearly crops to which he was not entitled. Injury is V.
only to be estimated as on the date of the by-law. Re HILES.

Prittie and City of Toronto (3). THE
TOWNSHIP

If the work is constructed under a valid by-law there or ELLICE
is no liability as for negligence. That is held by our CROKS.

courts and, we submit, by the Privy Council, in Williams -

v. Township of Raleit-h (4). See also London, Brighton
4- South Coast Railway Co. v. Truman (5).

The by-law must be quashed before an action can be
brought and notice of action should be given. Hill v.
Middagh (6).

If the work has been lawfully done the only liability
of the corporation is to be compelled by mandamus to
levy an assessment. Quaintance v. Howard (7) ; Smart
v. Guardians of West Ham Union (8) ; Frend v. Dennett

(9).
Plaintiffs have no right of action as it is not given

by the statute. Cowley v. Newmarket Local Board (10)
Municipality of Pictou v. Geldert (11).

Christopher Robinson Q.C. and Mabee for the re-
spondents. The I)rainage Trials Act deals only with
matters of procedure and does not interfere with vested
'rights or matters of substance. It may therefore be retro-
spective in its operation. Mayor, etc., of Montreal v.

Drummond (12).
The petition for the by-law was not properly signed

which makes it invalid. Judgment of Mr. Justice
Henry in Dover v. Chatham (13).

(1) 16 0. R. 726. (7) 180. R. 95.
(2) 15 Ont. App. R. 1. (8) 10 Ex. 867.
(3) 19 Ont. App. R. 503. (9) 4 C. B. N. S. 576.
(4) 21 Can. S.C.R. 103; [1893] (10) [1892] A. C. 345.

A. C. 540. (11) [1893] A. C. 524.
(5) 11 App. Cas. 45. (12) 1 App. Gas. 384.
(6) 16 Ont. App. R. 356. (13) 12 Can. S. C. R. 321.
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1894 It is not necessary to have the by-law quashed be-
THE fore bringing an action if the defect appears on its face.

TowNsrnP Connors v. Darling (1); Appleton v. Lepper (2); Cle-OF ELLICE
v. land v. Robinson (3).

HILES. As to the liability of the municipality for negligence
THE See Williams v. Raleigh (4); Sombra v. Chatham (5).TowmnsIP

oF ELLICE Wilson Q.C. in reply. The whole matter should be
K settled by assessment. Re County of.Essex and Rbches-

CROOKS. stldb seset

- ter (6).

As to the petition for a by-law see In re White and
Township of Sandwich East (7)

G-WYNNE J.-These actions are founded almost
wholly upon the same grounds, the former for injury
to lot no. 21 in the 14th concession of the township of
Ellice, of which the plaintiff Hiles is seised in fee, and
the latter for injury to lot no. 20 in the same conces-
sion of the same township, of which the plaintiff,
Crooks, at the time of the injuries complained of, was
in possession as tenant. The statement of claim of the
plaintiff Hiles, in short substance, is to the effect that:
On the 18th May, 1885, the defendant passed a by-law,
no. 198, for draining parts of the township of Ellice,
under which, and the schedules thereto attached, they
assumed to tax not only lands in the township of
Ellice, but also lands in the townships of Elma and
Logan; that professing to act under the said by-law
they constructed a drain commencing in the township
of Ellice, thence along the boundaries of the townships
of Elma and Ellice, and of Logan and Elma, into Elma
to within about 45 rods from the northerly limit of
lots 25 and 26 in the 14th concession of Elma; that the

defendants, though professing to construct the drain

(1) 23 U. C. Q. B. 541. (4) [1893] A. C. 540.
(2) 20 U. C. C. P. 138. '5) 18 Ont. App. R. 252.
(3) 11 U. C. C. P. 416. (6) 42 U. C. Q. B. 523.

(7, 1 0. R. 530.
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under the drainage clauses of .the Municipal Act, did 1894

not observe the legal requirements necessary to give '

them jurisdiction, in that they did not require a peti- TOWNSHIP
OF ELLICE

tion to be presented to them signed by a majority of v.
the owners of the lands to be taxed, or whose lands IIILES.

would be benefited by the said works; that the THE
TowNsmP

defendants did not carry the drain to a proper or oF ELLICE

anyoutlet, but brought in the water from Ellice and tS
deposited it on land in Elma, from whence it spread -

over lots 25, 24, 23 and 22, in the said 14th con-
cession, into plaintiff's land, where it remained to
the damage of the plaintiff's lands and crops; that
the defendants were guilty of negligence in the con-
struction of the dxain in that they provided no proper
outlet for the water of the drain, and that they
improperly brought large quantities of water from
their natural flow into and upon the lands of the
plaintiff; that after the said drain was alleged to
be completed, and upon the 4th August, 1890, the
defendants passed another by-law, no. 265, whereby,
after reciting that it was found that the outlet provided
by said by-law no. 198 was insufficient, they provided
for the construction of a new drain as an outlet from
the outlet as provided by by-law 198, across lots 25,
24, 23, 22 and 21 in the said 14th concession of Elma,
into a river called the Maitland. That the defendants
have assumed to proceed under such last-mentioned
by-law and have entered upon plaintiff's land in lot
21, and have taken part of his land for excavating and
constructing said drain therein; that said drain, when
constructed, will prove a permanent injury to the land
of the plaintiff, and will necessitate the construction
and maintenance of many small bridges and crossings;
that the said last-mentioned by-law is illegal in that
the defendants did not comply with the legal formali-
ties necessary to enable them to continue the said

28
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1894 drain; that no petition was presented for the construc-
TH tion or continuation of the same, and the plaintiff

TOWNSHIP further alleges that by reason of the said by-law, no.OF ELLICE
V. 198, being bad for the reasons aforesaid, the by-law

Ks no. 265 is of necessity void also; and lastly, that the
THE outlet provided is insufficient and improper in that a

TOWNSHIP
or ELLICE much better outlet could have been obtained without

CROOKS. injuring the plaintiff's land, and the plaintiff claims
-- $400 damages by the flooding of his land, caused by

Gwynne Jthe work done professedly under by-law no. 198, and
$600 damages for injury to his land by the work done
professedly under by-law no. 265.

To this statement of claim the defendants set up
their defence, which it is unnecessary to set out at
length, or further than to say that it insisted upon the
sufficiency and validity of both iby-laws, which the
defendants rely upon as their sufficient defence and
justification, to which the plaintiff replied by joining
issue.

The plaintiff, Crooks, in his statement of claim based
his action precisely upon the same grounds as the
plaintiff Hiles had, in respect of the injuries alleged to
have been suffered by him for what was done profess-
edly under by-law no. 198.

The defendants relied upon the sufficiency of that
by-law and the legality of the work done thereunder,
and they insisted that the damages, if any were suf-
fered by the plaintiff, were the proper subject of
arbitration under the Municipal Act, and that no appli-
cation was ever made for such arbitration; that the
plaintiff accepted a lease of the land for injury to which
the action is brought after the construction of the
drain complained of, and with knowledge of all the
risks he ran from the operations complained of, and
they insisted that he was therefore estopped from
making the claim asserted in the action, and finally
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the defendants claimed the benefit of sec. 338 of ch. 1894

184 R.S.O., 1887. THE

Upon the 18th October, 1891, upon motion made by TowNsHIP

or ELLICEthe defendants in the action at the suit of Crooks, an v.
order was made by the court in which it was pending ILES.

that the said action should be and it was thereby THE
*' Tow"sule

referred to the referee appointed under The Drainage OF ELLICE

Trials Act, 54 Vic. ch. 51. Now this act appears to CROOKS.

me to have been passed for the express purpose of
removing obstructions to the administration of justice
which sometimes occurred where parties, entitled to
recover damages for injuries done to their property by
drainage works, brought actions at law to recover such
damages instead of proceeding under the arbitration
clauses of the Municipal Institutions Act, as required
by section 591 of the act of 1883, 46 Vic. ch. 18.

The act provides that the Lieut.-Governor of Ontario
may appoint a referee for the purposes of the Drainage
Acts, who shall be deemed. to be an officer of the High
Court and among other things (sec. 2, subsec. 4) shall
have all the powers of an official referee under the
Judicature Act; (subsec. 5) shall also have the powers
of arbitrators under the said acts; and shall also have
the power of arbitrators under the Municipal Act with
respect to compensation for lands taken or injured, and
shall likewise have the powers of other arbitratois
generally; and (subsec. 6) shall also have as respects
proceedings before him the powers of judges of the
High Court, including the production of books and
papers, the amendment of notices of appeal, and of
notices for compensation or damages, and of all other
notices and proceedings, therectification of other errors
or omissions, the time and place of hearing, examination
and viewing, the assistance of engineers, surveyors or
other experts, and as respects all matters whatsoever
incident to the trial and decision of matters before him,

28%
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1894 or proper for doing complete justice therein between
THE the parties.

TOWNSm By section 4 the referee is substituted for the arbi-
OF ELLICE

v' trators provided by the Drainage Acts aforesaid.
HILES. By section 5 claims, matters and disputes which the

THE said enactments provide for referring to arbitration
TowNsHIP
or ELLICE shall be instituted by serving a notice of appeal, or

CROOKS. notice claiming damages or compensation, as the case
--e may be, upon the other parties concerned; the notice,
-n shall state the grounds of the appeal or claim, &c., &c.

By sec. 11 any action for damages from the construc-
tion or operation of drainage works may at any time
after the issue of the writ he referred to the said referee
by the court or a judge thereof, and by section 19:

Where a party brings an action for damages in a case in which,
according to the opinion of the court in which the action is brought,
or a judge thereof, the proper proceeding is under this act, the court
or judge on the application of either party, or otherwise, may order
the action to be transferred to the said referee at any stage of the
action and on such terms as to costs or otherwise as the court or judge
sees fit; and the referee shall thereupon give such directions as to the
prosecution of the claim before him as may seem just or convenient,
&c., &c.

I cannot doubt that under this act the referee has
the fullest powers of amendment which are possessed
by the High Court itself, and that upon the reference
of an action to him by the court or a judge, whether it
be referred under the 11th or the 19th section, he has
full power to deal with the case as he thinks fit, and
to make, without any application of any of the parties,
all such amendments as may seem necessary for the
advancement of justice, the prevention and redress of
fraud, the determining of the rights and interests of
the respective parties, and the real question in con-
troversy between them, and best calculated to secure
the giving of judgment according to the very right
and justice of the case, and so if necessary to convert
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the claim for damages as stated in the statement of 1894

claim, if that should be filed before the transfer or TE

reference of the action to the referee, into a claim for TowNsHr
OF ELLICE

damages under section 591 of the act of 1883, as con- V.
sequential upon the construction of a work authorized

by a by-law duly passed under the authority of the THE
ToWNSHIP

statutes in that behalf, and to cause his adjudication OF ELLICE

thereon to be entered of record for the plaintiff for his CROOKS.

damages, if any awarded him, as damages recoveredZn Gwynne J.
under that section.

On the 19th of October, 1891, an order was made
by the Common Pleas Division of the High Court
in the action of Hi/es v. The Township of Ellice

whereby it was ordered that that action and all
questions arising therein be referred to the referee
appointed under the Drainage Trials Act of 1891,
pursuant to the provisions of the said act. Accord-
ingly both cases were brought down for trial before
the said referee, and evidence of a most exhaus-
tive and much of an irrelevant character appears to
have been entered into, for the plaintiffs were allowed
to enter into evidence for the purpose of establishing a
pretension which they respectively asserted, that it was
competent for them to show, either as avoiding the by-
law no. 198 altogether, or as establishing negligence

making the defendants liable as wrong-doers even if

the by-law should be held to be valid, that the route

adopted for the drain as constructed was much inferior
to another route which if selected the lots 20 and 21

in the 14th concession of Elma would not have suffered
damage; this evidence was apparently offered for that
sole purpose, but was wholly irrelevant, for assuming
the fact to have been established, it could neither have
the effect of avoiding the by-law nor of fixing the
defendants with liability as for negligence in construc-

tion of the work authorized by the by-law. The
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1894 petition which was the foundation of the by-law could
not be produced, having been lost, but the evidence

TOWNSHIP established beyond doubt, that the work petitioned foror ELLICE
v. was simply the drainage of certain lands in the town-

HILES.0
-, ship of Ellice, and that the petition was signed by a
THE majority of the owners of the lands the draining of

TowNsHIP
or ELLICE which was petitioned for. By the surveyor's report,

CROKS. which is. recited in and made part of the by-law, it
appears that he found it necessary to carry a drain con-

Gwynne J.
structed for draining the said lands in Ellice into the
township of Elma, and he set out the course which he
considered to be best for that purpose, " to a branch of
the Maitland river in the 14th concession of Elma,"
which route, commencing at the said branch of the
Maitland river in the said 14th concession, he marked
by stakes back to the lands in Ellice proposed to be
drained, and being of opinion that certain lands in
Elma would be benefited by the construction of such
drain he assessed them respectively with amounts
which appeared to him to be just and reasonable. No
appeal having been taken by the municipality of Elma
against his report, plans, assessments or estimates, the
council of that municipality passed a by-law for levy-
ing from the lands in Elma the amounts so assessed
upon them respectively. Thus it appeared that all the
proceedings necessary to be taken under sections 570,
576, 578, 579, 580 and 581 of the said act of 1883, which
sections have been in force ever since the passing in
1882 of 35 Vic. ch. 26, in order to make the by-law
and the work thereby authorized valid were taken
and the work was completed as contemplated by the
by-law and the surveyor's report; but upon completion
it proved that the branch of the Maitland in the 14th
concession which the surveyor designed as and made
the outlet of the waters brought down thereto by the
drain was inadequate for that purpose, and that in
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consequence the waters spread over several lots in the 1894

14th concession, and by reason thereof the municipal
council of the township of Ellice, upon the 4th day of TOWNSr

or ELLICEAugust, 1890, provisionally passed a by-law numbered V.
265, whereby, after reciting therein that after the HILES.

completion of the drain authorized by by-law 198 it THE
TOWNSHIP

was found that the outlet provided by that by-law was OF ELLICE

insufficient, it was enacted, " pursuant to the provisions CROOKS.
of the Municipal Act," i.e. section 585 of ch. 184 R. S.O. -

1887, which is the same as section 586 of said act ofGwfune J.
1888, as amended by section 19 of 47 Vic. ch. 32 (1884),
that a new outlet drain from the outlet of the Mait-
land drain in the creek, that is to say, the outlet of
the drain constructed under by-law no. 198, should be
constructed to the main Maitland river, crossing several
lots, including lot 21 in the 14th concession of Elma,
the property of the plaintiff Hiles, according to the
report, plans and estimates recited in the by-law. By
this by-law lot 21, the land of the plaintiff Hiles, was
assessed for benefit in the sum of $38.56. Against this
by-law, and the assessment made therein upon the
lands in Elma, the municipal council of that township
appealed, but the by-law and assessment were con-
firmed by the arbitrators to whom the appeal was
referred under the provisions of the act in that behalf,
and thereupon the by-law was finally passed on the
28th September, 1890. Subsequently, and upon the
30th May, 1891, the muncipal council of Elma passed
a by-law to levy upon the lands so assessed in Elma
the amount of such respective assessments. The only
question now arising under this by-law is one in the
case of Hiles v. Ellice, and the claim of the plaintiff
Hiles therein is solely for the land taken for the drain
and for damages occasioned by severance of the land
by the drain, and the necessity of erecting and main-
taining a bridge or bridges across the drain, &c., &c.
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1894 Upon these actions, so referred to him, the learned
THE referee has adjudicated and determined to the effect

TowNsHIP that if he was deciding those cases upon the first im
oF ELLICE-

v. pression, and not governed by authority, he would con-
HILES. sider the above section 576 of the act of 1883, 46 Vic.

THE ch. 18, to apply to cases like those before him, and that
TowNsHIP
oF ELLICE therefore the engineer could properly continue as he

CO. did the drainage work into Elma, and assess the lands
therein which would be benefited by such work

Gwynn J. under the provisions of the said section, but that he
thought he was concluded by the judgments of
the courts in West Nissouri v. Dorchester (1), and
Stephen v. McGillivray (2), and upon what he under-

stood to be the authority of those cases he thought the
said by-law, no. 198, to be utterly invalid, as passed
without any jurisdiction in the municipal council of
Ellice to pass it. But he also adjudged and determined
that, assuming the by-law to be valid, the defendants
were liable as wrong-doers for negligence, as I under-
stand his report, in not providing a proper outlet for
the waters brought down by the drain; and because
the work was not properly or skilfully performed, but
was for a long time left unfinished at lot 25 in the
15th concession of Elma, with a flood of water passing
through it and spreading on adjacent lands, whereby
some of the water spread upon the lands of the re-
spective plaintiffs; and because he was of opinion that
the drain should never have been constructed upon
the route adopted, but should have been taken on a
wholly different route to the main rivei Maitland as it
passes through lot no. 18 in the 14th concession of
Elma. But he further was of opinion, that even though
the above findings should be erroneous, and assuming
that all damages arising from the construction of the
drain constructed under said by-law no. 198 were only
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recoverable by arbitration 'Under the provisions of the 1894

statute, and not by action, he still had power, upon T

the references made to him under the Drainage Trials TowNSmr
OF ELLICE

Act of 1891, to deal with the cases in that light, and he V.
so adjudicated, and he assessed the damages sustained IILES.

by the plaintiff Hiles, in consequence of the construc- THE
TOwNsHIP

tion of the drain constructed under by-law no. 198, OF ELLICE
whether recoverable by proceedings in action or by CROOKs.
arbitration under the statute, at the sum of $160, as to -

the amount of which, assuming the defendants to be
liable, there is no complaint, and he assessed the
damages sustained from like causes by the plaintiff
Crooks at $170, as to which amount neither is there
any complaint or objection, assuming the defendants
to be liable.

As to the damages claimed by the plaintiff Hiles in
his action, as sustained by him by reason of the drain
constructed under the said by-law no. 265, he found
and adjudged as follows. He says:

Apart from any question that might arise in case by-law no. 265
should be held invalid, and assuming these damages were not such as
the plaintiff could sue for, but were only such as could be deter-
mined by arbitration under sec. 591, &c., of the Municipal Act, but
such damages are not referable to me under the Drainage Trials Act,
1891, I think I have authority to deal with the matters upon this
reference.

I find the plaintiff's damage to be, upon this branch of the case, $110,
made up as follows : $830 for loss of land, $40 for fencing and clearing
up and grading banks of the drain, and $30 for one substantial bridge,
making in all the sum of $150, and I find the plaintiff's farm is directly
benefited by this outlet drain to the extent of $40, over and above the
amount assessed against it for construction; taking this $40 from $150
I find the plaintiff's damage upon this branch of the case $110, as
above mentioned.

Upon appeal from these judgments and reports of
the referee a majority of the Court of Appeal for On-
tario has maintained the judgments of the referee in
both cases in omnibus, and without pronouncing any
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1894 judgment as to the validity or invalidity of the by-

THE laws, or of either of them, has concurred in the judg-
TowNsHIP ment of the referee that upon the proceedings taken
or ELLICE

v. before him under the Drainage Trials Act of 1891 it
IILES. was competent for him to award and adjudge damages
THE to the plaintiffs for the injuries sustained by them

TowIsHIP
or ELLICE respectively, whether prior to the passing of that act

*KS. such damages could have been recovered only by pro-
- cess in arbitration under the act, or by action at law as

wynne J for tort. From this judgment the present appeal is
taken, the defendants still contending that they are not
at all liable, but if they are, that it is still a substantial
point which they have a right to insist should be de-
termined, namely, whether they are liable as tort
feasors, upon the ground of their by-law being ultra
vires, or whether they are only liable under the pro-
visions of the statute as for damages consequential
upon the construction of a work legally authorized to
be constructed, for that if their liability be only of the
latter character the assessments authorized by by-law
no. 198 of Ellice, to enforce recovery of which a by-
law was passed by the municipal council of Elma, are
still recoverable, whereas if the defendants are liable
as tort feasors upon the ground of the invalidity of
their by-law, the work constructed thereunder is illegal
and the assessments made for payment of the construc-
tion of the work are void also, and not only not
recoverable in the future, but that those already paid
may possibly be recoverable back.

With the first impression of the learned referee, and
with the opinion expressed upon that point by 1\fr.
Justice Burton in the Court of Appeal for Ontario, I
must say that I entirely concur, namely, that the work
contemplated and authorized by the by-law no. 198
was authorized by sec. 576 of the act of 1883, and that
the engineer, to give effect to whose report, plans, &c.,
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the by-law was passed, had authority to assess as he 1894

did the lands in Elma, and that the said by-law and T

the by-law passed by the municipal council of Elma TowNsHIP
OF ELLICE

to enforce the levying of such assessments upon the i.
lands assessed in Elma are perfectly valid and binding HES.

in all respects. Neither Stephen v. McGillivray (1) nor THE
TOwNsHP

Nissouri v. Dorchester (2) warrants the conclusion oF ELLICE

drawn from them by the learned referee. Both of RKS.
these cases rest in great measure upon the same ground, J
although that in Stephen v. McGillivray (1) is more ex-
tended than in Nissouri v. Dorchester (2). In the former
the low lands, to drain which the scheme of drainage
proposed was designed, extended over several town-
ships situate in three different counties, not as here in
Ellice alone to drain which the necessity arose to carry
the drain into Elma, and thereby an incidental benefit
was conferred upon lands in Elma. Then the drain in
Stephen v. McGillivray (1) was not proposed to be, nor
could it have been, carried into McGillivray at all, that
township lying higher up than Stephen and ten miles
from the proposed drain, which was designed to drain
the low lands lying in Stephen and the other adjoin-
ing townships in different counties, and the engineer
who devised the scheme of drainage which Stephen
sought to enfore upon Mc G-illivray, assessed McGillivray
as for a benefit which he conceived justified that town-
ship being made to contribute towards the expense
of the work, because, McGillivray being higher up
than Stephen, water descended naturally from it into
the low lands in Stephen and the other townships pro-
posed to be drained, for which reason, as he conceived,
McGillivray would derive benefit; just as in Chatham
v. Dover (3), the engineer had assessed the township
of Dover and lands therein as for benefit in giving it

(1) 18 Ont. App. R. 516. (2) 14 0. R. 294.
(3) 12 Can. S. C. R. 321.
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1894 an outlet, as he termed it, such benefit and outlet con-
THE sisting only in enlarging the capacity of a natural

TowsE water course in Dover, by which the lands there assessed
v. were already sufficiently drained, so as to enable it to

' carry off the extra waters brought down into it by the
THE drain proposed to be constructed in Chatham. In

TowNsHIP
or ELLICE Nissouri v. Dorchester (1), the low lands to drain which

CR^KS. the drainage scheme there was designed, lay in both
- of the above-named townships, instead of, as in Stephen

Gywnne J.
- v. McGillivray (2), in three townships in different coun-
ties, but the principle upon that point is the same, and
is that sec. 576 only applies where the lands proposed
to be drained lie in one township only, and that for the
drainage of these lands the scheme designed requires
that the drain should be carried into a lower township,
which work incidentally benefits the lands in such
other township. If it does not so benefit such other
township the lands in that township cannot be assessed
for, or charged with, any portion of the cost of the
work, but if it does they can to the extent, but only
to the extent, of the benefit so conferred, and the time
and place for contesting the question as to benefit or no
benefit is before arbitrators, as provided by sec. 582 of
the act of 1883. This, as it appears to me, is the effect of
the judgment of this court in Chatham v. Dover (3).

Then, as to the finding of the learned referee that the
work done under the by-law 198 was not properly or
skilfully performed; that it never should have been
constructed upon the route upon which it was con-
structed, as provided in the by-law; that it was not
continued to a proper outlet; that it was left for a long
time unfinished at lot 25 in the 15th concession of
Elma, with a flood of water passing through it and
spreading upon adjacent lands, by which means the

(2) 18 Ont. App. R. 516.
(3) 12 Can. S. C. R. 321.
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water was turned loose upon lands in Elma, and some 1894

came upon the lands of the respective plaintiffs. THE

By these findings of the learned referee, and the man- TowNsHr
OF ELLICE

ner in which he subsequently deals with them in his V.

report, I understand him to mean that these circum- HLS.

stances either constitute negligence in the construc- THE
TowNSaIP

tion of the drain, for which the defendants would be OF ELLICE

liable in an action at common law, as wrong doers, CR OKS.

even if the by-law no. 198 be valid, or at any rate they .

would be liable, under sec. 591, as for damage " done
to the property of the plaintiffs in the construction of
the drainage works, or consequent thereon." So under-
standing the learned referee I concur with him, but
think that the proper conclusion to be drawn is that
the liability of the defendants is under sec. 591, and
not as tort feasors at common law.

The fact that an outlet as designed by an engineer
for a drainage work and reported by him to a council,
and adopted by the council, should prove to be in-
sufficient constituted negligence in the municipality
in the construction of the work when adopted by by-
law has never, so far as I am aware, received counten-
ance in the courts in this country, if indeed the con-
tention has ever been seriously raised. No case, so far
as I am aware, has arisen wherein it appeared that any
engineer or surveyor prepared for the adoption of a
municipal council a scheme of drainage work which
did not propose an outlet which at least seemed to be
sufficient to carry off the waters from the lands pro-
posed to be drained. It has never, I think, been con-
sidered by any engineer that the drainage clauses of
the Municipal Institutions Act, at any time, authorized
the construction of a drainage work which, while
taking off water collected on the low lands of A. B. C.
and D. provided no outlet whatever for such waters,
but proposed to deposit them, or " turn them loose," to
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1894 use the expression of the learned referee, upon the lands
THE of other persons, as E. F. G. &c., &c. If Mr. Cheese-

TowNsHIP man ever entertained that opinion he certainly did
OF ELLICE

v. not act upon it in the report and plans made by him
IILES. upon which by-law no. 198 was passed, for in them

THE he plainly designated a stream called by him a branch
TowNsuiP
OF ELLICE of the Maitland river in the 14th concession of Elma

CROOKS. as the outlet, and as a sufficient one, for carrying off the
waters to be brought into it by his proposed drain. In

- Ithe judgment of the learned Chief Justice of Ontario,
pronouncing the judgment of the majority of the Court
of Appeal for Ontario in the present case, I entirely
concur, and I have always held the opinion that one
township cannot discharge the waters collected within
its area, either just inside of, or anywhere in, another
township, there to be let loose, without being liable
for damages to the parties thereby injured. But in
such case the liability would, in my opinion, arise as
for an act done without any jurisdiction whatever,
utterly ultra vires, and not merely as for negligence in
the mode of performing an act legal in itself. I cannot
see therefore that section 27 of 49 Vic. ch. 37 (1886),
which added some words to the text of section 576 of
the Municipal Act of 1883, conferred any power or im-
posed any duty upon an engineer designing and laying
down a scheme for a drainage work which had not
already been conferred and imposed by the said section
576, as it had always been, or did anything more than
make perfectly plain to the most humble capacity of
the lay mind, what to the professional mind was
sufficiently plain by section 576 as it previously stood
in the act of 1883, and in the statutes of which that
act was but a repetition and consolidation. The object
appears to me to have simply been to remove any doubt
there might be in the minds of any person of the
humblest capacity engaged in the administration of the
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act. Then as to the water suffered to overflow the 1894

adjacent lands during the construction of the work, it -
is to be observed that the work was let by the corpora- TowNSnw

or ELLICE
tion to an independent contractor, and if any part of V.
the injury done arose from his negligence in the execu- H .

tion of the work authorized by the by-law the corpora- THE
TownsHIP

tion cannot in respect of such injury be held liable as oF ELLICE

tort feasors. I see no intention in the learned referee CROO S.
to distinguish between any overflow during the con- Gw J.

struction from that which occurred after the comple-
tion of the work. All injuries caused from overflow-
ing lands by the waters brought down by the drain
are placed upon the same footing and all, as it appears
to me, fall under section 591 of the act as damage done
"in the construction of the work and consequent
thereon."

Finally, as to the route selected by the engineer and
adopted by the by-law no. 198 not having been the
one which, in the opinion of the learned referee, should
have been adopted, that is a matter which was not
within the jurisdiction of the learned referee to adjudi-
cate upon. That was a point which should have been
raised, if at all, as I think, by an appeal against the
project as proposed by the by-law 198, and cannot be
raised after the passing by the Municipal Council of
Elma of a by-law for the purpose of levying the amounts
of the assessments upon the lands in Elma to pay their
share of the cost of the particular work as defined in
the report and plans of the engineer as adopted by the
by-law no. 198. In so far, therefore, as concerns the
amounts adjudged by the learned referee to the
respective plaintiffs for damages done to their lands
during construction, and subsequently to the comple-
tion of the work, I am of opinion that judgment should
be entered for those respective sums, namely, $160 in
the case of Hiles, and $170 in the case of Crooks, as for
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1894 damages sustained by them "in theconstructionof the

'iE drain authorized by the by-law no. 198 and con-
TOwNsHir sequent thereon;" and that the record of the judgment
OF ELLICE

v. should express the recovery as being for such damages.
HIEs. I entirely concur in the judgment of the Court of

THE Appeal that Crooks, as a tenant, is as much entitled to
TowNsHIP
OF ELLICE recover damages for injury done to him during his

' occupation as a freeholder would be for like damage.
- His claim is not at all based upon section 393 of the act
G of 1883; his right to recover is established upon sec-

tion 591, which does not qualify his right of redress
for any damage done to the land to his injury during
his occupation, but affects only the mode in which such
redress should be obtained when, and so often as, the
injury occurs. His right to recover rests precisely
upon the same foundation as does the right of Hiles,
in respect of the like damage done to him.

As to the amount awarded to Hiles in respect of
damage done to his land under by-law no. 265, that
by-law, as already pointed out, was passed under, and
derives its authority from, sec. 585 of ch. 184 R. S. 0.
1887, which is identical with sec. 586 of the act of 1883,
after the passing of the act 47 Vic. ch. 32, sec. 19, and
not under 49 Vic. ch. 37, sec. 27. Sec. 576 of the'act of
1883, equally after the passing of sec. 21 of ch. 37 of 49
Vic. as before, related solely to an original by-law passed
in adoption of the report of an engineer for construct-
ing a drainage work upon a petition presented under
the statute, by owners of lands in a higher township,
in effecting which purpose the engineer found it to be
necessary to carry his drain into a lower township ; it
had no relation to a by-law passed for the purpose of
making a new outlet, or improving one already adopted
for a drain already constructed under the authority of
he act which was the purpose and object of the by-

law 265, and which was authorized solely by sec. 586
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of the act of 1883, as amended by 47 Vic., ch. 32 sec. 1894
19, and without any petition being presented therefor. T
What the learned referee has done in respect of this TOWNSHIP

OF ELLICEmatter, was to increase the amount imposed upon the v.
plaintiff Hiles, by the by-law 265, for benefit, and then HILES.

to deduct such increased amount from what the learned THE
TowNsHlP

referee has estimated to be the damage done to him by or ELLICE

the drain, making the amount of such damages to be KS.
in excess, not only of such increase in assessment for -
benefit but of that amount added to the assessment for Gwynne J.

b nefit made by the by-law. The statute which con-
fers jurisdiction upon the learned referee gives him
no authority to reopen matters which had already been
closed by the provisions of the law as it existed prior
to the passing of the Drainage Trials Act; and this
matter was, as I think, concluded by the judgment on
the appeal taken by the municipality of Elma to the
by-law 265, and the assessment on lands on Elma
made thereby and by the by-law passed by Elma to
levy upon the landholders in Elma those assessments
so confirmed by the arbitrators on such appeal. While
the case was pending in appeal was, as it appears to
me, the time when Hiles should have insisted that he
was not assessable for benefit, as I think he was not
if the damage done to his property exceeded all benefit
conferred upon it by the proposed drain. Hiles can-
not, I think, under the circumstances, now claim
under sec. 393 as for land taken or injuriously affected
by the corporation in the exercise of its powers. In
respect, therefore, of this part of the learned referee's
judgment I think the appeal of the defendants in
Hiles's case must be allowed with so much of the costs
in the courts below and upon the reference as relates
to such portion of the plaintiff's claim, and that as to
the residue, that as the defendants succeed in their
appeal partially, viz., as regards the maintenance of

29
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1894 the validity of the by-laws and the variation in the
Ta judgment, that it should, in both of the cases, be en-

Towr.m..e tered for the plaintiffs respectively as for " damage
OF ELLICE

V. done in the construction of the drain as authorized by
HILES. the by-law no. 198 and consequent thereon." I think

THE there should be no costs of this appeal on either side.
TowNsHip
OF ELLICE I may be excused if I add a few lines for the pur-

V*Ks. pose Of Correcting an erroneous impression as to my
- judgment in Williams v. Raleigh (1) which appears to

Gwynne J be entertained by my learned brother Mr. Justice
Burton, of the Court of Appeal for Ontario.

That learned judge, in his judgment in the present
case (2), says:

Mr. Justice Gwynne proceeded upon the ground that as the statute
was not obligatory, but permissive, the corporation were liable if the
effect of the work was to cause injury to any one, the engineer being
their servant. While I disagree entirely from that view it is sufficient
at present to say it was not the judgment of the court.

Now, although this court was divided in Williams
v. Raleigh (1) upon the construction and application of
sec. 583 of ch. 184 R.S.O,, and being so divided no
judgment was given thereon, I am not aware that
there was any substantial difference of opinion in the
court upon the main point upon which the judgment
of the court proceeded, namely, that the corporation by
reason of their wilful neglect to keep in an efficient
state of repair the drain called the Raleigh plains
drain, which they had made to serve as an outlet to
carry off the water brought down into it by the " Bell
drain," and by the " drain no. 1," they were liable for
the damage done to the plaintiff in an action at law,
and that the plaintiff was not driven to seek redress
by process of arbitration under the statute. The obser-
vations in my judgment which are alluded to by my
learned brother were made in answer to an argument

(1) 21 Can. S.C.R. 105. (2)'20 Ont. App. R. 239.
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addressed to us, which appeared to me to receive coun- 1894
tenance from some passages in the judgment of the THE

Court of Appeal for Ontario when reversing the judg- owau

ment of Mr. Justice Ferguson, namely: V.
That when a surveyor has devised a scheme of drainage work it is HILES.

for the corporation simply to construct it as designed, without incur- THE
ring any responsibility in so doing. TOWNSHIP

OF ELLICE
The question to which my observations were so V.

addressed is with preciseness stated at page 116 of the CROOKS.

report, and after arguing the point raised by such Gwynne J.
question, and referring to the clauses of the statute, I
wound up at page 118 in these words:-

The object of the clauses is to enable lands to be drained for the
purpose of cultivation, and to provide means for paying the expense
of so doing, and of preserving them (that is the drainage works) when
constructed in an efficient state of repair to perform the purpose for
which they are designed; there is nothing whatever in any of those
clauses to justify the inference that the legislature contemplated or
countenanced the idea that water taken from the lands of one person
should be so conducted as to be deposited upon the lands of another
person.

And I concluded that if they adopted a project hav-
ing such an object in view they would be responsible
for the consequences of such a work, for that as the
statute gave them no jurisdiction to pass such a by-
law they could not appeal to the statute for protec-
tion.

I am not aware that my late Brother Patterson, or
any of my learned brothers, differed from me in this
view, and it is a matter of gratification to find a
passage in the judgment of the majority of the Court
of Appeal in the present case, delivered by the learned
Chief Justice of Ontario, concurring in it, where he
says: " I am unable to accept the arguiment that one
township can collect the water from a large area and
discharge it just inside the line of another township
where it is let loose, without being liable for damage
to those injured."

29/
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1894 By adding after the words "just inside" as above
T_ used the words "or anywhere within," this is the

TOWNSHIP precise conclusion to which my observations led, andor ELLICE
v. I then, at page 117 et seq., proceeded to show that the

HIE. judgment in favour of the plaintiff needed no such
THE foundation, for that it had a much firmer foundation

TowNSnIP
OF ELLICE to rest upon, namely, that the Raleigh Plains drain

.into which the waters both of the drain no. 1 and of

- the Bell drain were conducted, were by the wilful
Gwynne J. neglect and default of the defendants permitted to fall

into such a state of disrepair and inefficiency as to be
quite incapable of carrying off the waters so conducted
into them and to have thereby in fact lost two-thirds
of their original capacity; and so that however perfect
the Raleigh Plains drain may have been to carry off
the waters of the Bell drain when the latter was
originally constructed the defendants, by their wilful
neglect to perform the duty imposed upon them by
statute to keep the Raleigh Plains drain, which they
had made the outlet of the Bell drain and other drains,
in an efficient condition to do the work imposed upon
it, were liable in an action at law, and that damage
done to the plaintiff's land by the overflowing of
the Raleigh Plains drain could not, under the cir-
cumstances, be fairly said to be " damage done in the
construction of the Bell drain or consequent thereon"
so as to drive the plaintiff to seek redress by arbitration
under the statute. Their Lordships of the Privy
Council, however, have thought otherwise, and have
thereby, should the plaintiff feel disposed to incur the
expense of the inquiry directed, imposed upon the
court of first instance a difficult if not impossible task,
namely, where a natural or artificial water course is
made the channel of outlet for several streams of
water brought down into it from various different
sources, and where such channel of outlet, by reason of
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the neglect of the defendants to fulfil the obligation 1894

imposed upon them by statute of keeping it in an THE

efficient condition of repair to carry off the waters so TowNsHip
or ELLICE

conducted into it, becomes quite inadequate for the v.
purpose and has thereby lost two-thirds of its original HILES.

capacity, from which cause it overflows its banks and THE
TOWNSHIP

causes much damage to neighbouring lands, to deter- or ELLICE

mine how much of the damage so done is attributable .
to the waters brought down into such channel of outlet
from one only of such sources, as distinguished from w
the damage attributable to the waters brought down
from the other sources. Without venturing to call in
question the soundness of this judgment, it cannot but
appear to the lay mind to be marvellously strange that
a party should fail to obtain redress for an admitted
injury, upon the ground that he had not pursued the
proper course to obtain such redress, although of four
of the courts of this country before which the question
came three of them, including the learned trial judge
who had the peculiar advantage of viewing the
premises and observing the precise cause of the dam-
age done, were of opinion that the course pursued was
the right one. It is matter, however, of congratulation
that in the future the effect of the Drainage Trials Act
of 1891 will be to prevent parties suffering damage
from drainage works being prejudiced by any such
conflict of opinion in the courts as to the proper mode
in which redress should be sought for the injuries
inflicted. If it has not that effect I cannot see what is
its raison d'dtre, and I cannot entertain a doubi that
such is the object of the act.

Appeal in Hiles's Case allowed in part
without costs and dismissed without costs
in Crooks's Case but judgment varied.

Solicitors for appellants : Idington - Palmer.
Solicitors for respondents : Mabee & Gearing.
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1894 GERSHON S. MAYES ......... .... APPELLANT;

*May 8. AND

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.............RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA.

Contract-Public work-Authority of Government engineer to vary terms-
Delay.

Under a contract with the Dominion Government for building a
bridge, the specifications of which called for timber of a special
kind which the contractor could only procure in North Carolina,
the Government was not obliged, in the absence of a special pro-
vision therefor, to have such timber inspected at that place and
was not bound by the act of the Government engineer in agree-
ing to such inspection the contract containing a clause that no
change in its terms would be binding on the crown unless sanc-
tioned by order in council.

A provision that the contractor should have no claim against the
crown by reason of delay in the progress of the work arising
from the acts of any of Her Majesty's servants was also an
answer to a suit by the contractor for damages caused by delay in
having the timber inspected.

APPEAL from a decision of the Exchequer Court of
Canada, (1) allowing a demurrer by the crown to sup-
pliant's petition of right.

The suppliant, Mayes, in 1886, entered into a con-
tract with the Dominion Government to build a
bridge at Pictou, N. S., in connection with the Inter-
colonial Railway. The contract contained, among
others, the following clauses :

15. "The contractor shall not have or make any
claim or demand, or bring any action, or suit, or peti-
tion against Her Majesty, for any damage which he

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and King JJ.

(1) 2 Ex. C.R. 403.
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may sustain by reason of any delay in the progress of 1894

the work arising from the acts of any of Her Majesty's M-AYEs

agents; and it is agreed that in the event of any such *E
delay, the contractor shall have such further time for QUEEN.

the completion of the work as may be fixed in that
behalf by the Minister."

35. " It is distinctly declared and agreed that none
of Her Majesty's ministers, officers, engineer, agents or
servants, have, or shall have power or authority in
any way whatever to waive on the part of Her
Majesty any of the clauses or conditions of this con-
tract, it being clearly understood that any change in
the terms of this contract to be binding upon Her
Majesty must be sanctioned by order of the Governor
General in Council."

By the specifications the piles when in one length
were to be of the best North Carolina yellow pine
creosoted throughout and when spliced the square
upper parts were to be of the same material. One
clause of the specifications was as follows:

8. " The piles in one length, and square upper parts
of spliced piles, including the upper cleat in the
splice, as shewn, must contain not less than 16 lbs.
per cubic foot of the best dead oil of coal tar creosote,
injected under a pressure of from 120 to 160 lbs. per
square inch."

" All piling intended to be creosoted must be heated
through with the temperature between 212 and 250
degrees Fahrenheit, have all the air and moisture ex-
hausted, and in that condition receive the creosote."

"The whole of the work of creosoting must be done
in the most approved manner, and to the satisfaction
of the engineer, or inspector, who shall have full
power to reject any creosote, or creosoted timber,
whether before or after treatment."
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1894 The contractor procured the creosoted pine timber as

MAYvs required and wrote to the engineer asking to have the
V. same inspected in North Carolina before it was shipped,

THE
QUEEN. which the engineer agreed to do, but delayed such

inspection for some months whereby the suppliant
was put to expense in consequence of having to can-
cel the charter of a vessel engaged to carry it from
North Carolina and by having to proceed with his
work late in the year. He proceeded against the
crown by petition of right to recover damages arising
from such delay, and the Exchequer Court allowed a
demurrer to such petition, holding that he had no
cause of action under the contract.

The suppliant appealed from that decision.

Pugsley Q.C for the suppliant.

W. H. B. Ritchie for the crown.
The judgment of the court was delivered by

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-(Oral). We think this appeal
must be dismissed. As regards the objection based
on the arbitration clause, the general averment in the
petition of right that all conditions precedent were
performed is no doubt sufficient answer to that.

The learned judge of the Exchequer Court in giving
judgment for the crown proceeded upon two grounds,
first, that there was no stipulation in the contract
obliging the engineer to appoint an inspector, and
secondly, that the case comes within the special pro-
vision of the contract regarding delay.

As to the first ground, it is impossible to say that
there was any obligation on the part of the crown to
send an inspector, and the engineer had no authority
to contract for any inspection of the timber. By the
terms of the contract no change therein is to be binding
upon the Government unless sanctioned by order of
the Governor General in Council, and the statute
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provides that no contract by any of the servants of the 1894

crown shall bind it. This shows that no contract or AyES

agreement by the engineer to send an inspector to TE
inspect the timber at the place where it was being QUEEN.

prepared could have been obligatory on the crown. The Chief
Further, there is great force in Mr. Ritchie's contention Justice.
that in reality the engineer never intended to bind the
crown by any such agreement, and that any offer to
send the inspector to North Carolina must, on the sup-
pliant's own allegations in the petition, be taken to have
been purely gratuitous.

As to the other ground, I am of opinion that the
crown cannot be held liable for delay caused by the
engineer because this ground of complaint is entirely
covered by the clause of the contract expressly providing
that the contractor should not have any claim against
the crown for damages caused by delay.

Upon all the grounds it appears that the demurrer
was properly allowed and the appeal must therefore
be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: C. N. Skinner.

Solicitor for respondent: W. F. Parker.
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1893 THE ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR APPELLANT
- CANADA (PLAINTIFF).................*Oct. 18.

1894 AND

*M 3s. THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF
r I THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO RESPONDENT.

(DEFENDANT)......... ..................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Constitutional law-British North America Act, secs. 65, 92-The pardon-
ing power of Lieutenant Governors-51 Vic. ch. 5 (0)-Act respecting
the executive administration of the laws of the Province-Provincial
penal legislation.

The Local Legislatures have the right and power to impose punish-
ments by fine and imprisonment as sanction for laws which they
have power to enact. B. N. A. Act, sec. 92, ss. 15.

The Lieutenant Governor of a province is as much the representative
of Her Majesty the Queen for all purposes of provincial Govern-
ment as the Governor General himself is for all purposes of the
Dominion Government.

Inasmuch as the act 51 Vic. ch. 5 (0) declares that in matters within
the jurisdiction of the Legislature of the province all powers etc.,.
which were vested in or exercisable by the Governors or Lieut-
enant Governors of the several provinces before Confederation
shall be vested in and exercisable by the Lieutenant Governor of
this Province, if there is no proceeding in dispute which has
been attempted to be justified under 51 Vic. ch. 5 (0), it is
impossible to say that the powers to be exercised by the said act
by the Lieutenant Governor are unconstitutional.

Quxre: Is the power of conferring by legislation upon the represen-
tative of the crown, such as a Colonial Governor, the prerogative
of pardoning in the Imperial Parliament only or, if not, in what
legislature does it reside ?

Gwynne J. dissenting was of opinion that 51 Vic. ch. 5. (0), is ultra
vires of the Provincial Legislature.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Appeal
for Ontario (1) confirming the order and judgment of

*PRESENT:-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and King JJ.

(1) 19 Ont App. R. 31.
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the Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice for 1893

Ontario (1) declaring that it was within the power of THE

the Legislature of Ontario to pass the act 51 Victoria, ATTORNEY
GENERAL

chapter 5, intituled "An Act respecting the Executive FOR CMAnA

Administration of Laws of this Province," and each TdE

and every section thereof. ATTORNEY
GENERAL

This action was brought under section 52 (2) of the OF THE PRO-

Judicature Act (R. S. 0. c. 44), for a declaration O""TRIO

touching the validity of the statute of Ontario passed -

in 1888 (51 Vict. ch. 5) entitled "An Act respecting
the Executive Administration of the Laws of this
Province." The following is the statement of claim
filed in the case:-

" 1. The Attorney General for the Dominion of Canada
alleges that the act of the Legislative Assembly of the
Province of Ontario, 51 Victoria, chapter 5, entitled:
' An Act respecting the Executive Administration of
Laws of this Province,' is invalid and of no force or
effect, inasmuch as it was beyond the power of the
said legislature to pass such statute."

2. " The said Attorney General states that the said
statute purports to confer upon the Lieutenant Gover-
nor, or the administrator for the time being of the said
province, powers, authorities and functions beyond
those conferred upon the said Lieutenant Governor or
administrator by the British North America Act, and
beyond those which it is within the power of the said
Legislative Assembly to confer."

3. " It purports also to include in such powers so
conferred the right of commuting and remitting sen-
tences for offences against the laws of the province or
offences over which the legislative authority of the
province extends, and is in this respect beyond the

. power and authority of the said Legislative Assembly
to enact."

(1) 20 0. R. 222.
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1893 " 4. The said statute is in contravention of the limita-
THaE tion imposed upon the said legislature by the excep-

ATTORNEY tion contained in section 92 of the British NorthGENERAL
FOR CANADAAmerica Act, as regards the office of Lieutenant

V.
THE Governor."

ATTORNEY "5. The said statute purposes either to declare the
GENERAL

OF THE PRO-meaning of or to amend the British North America

ONTEROF Act in the matters thereby dealt with and is in either
- case beyond the competence of the said legislature."

The Attorney General of Ontario demurred on the
ground that the act was intra vires.

Robinson Q.C. and Lefroy for the appellant
The statute having been passed became the subject
of certain correspondence between the two Govern-
ments, and this correspondence was before the Court
of Chancery on the argument, as well as certain other
documents which are printed, and these documents we
have agreed should be put before this court.

This being a case of public character a very full
abstract of the argument before the Chancery Division,
is given in 20 0. R. 222. Before the Court of Appeal
the case was again argued at length, and the argu-
ment on the other side, having been taken down in
shorthand, my learned friend, Mr. Blake, has had it
printed in the form of a pamphlet. We have ours
printed also, and we would suggest, with the consent of
my learned friend, that without repeating these argu-
ments in detail we hand into court these printed pam-
phlets, repeating here only the main propositions on
both sides, which will have the effect of curtailing
very much our present argument. The case is, more-
over, of that character that we cannot add anything
very new, with this exception, that we find it neces-
sary to say a few words on the late decision by the
Privy Council, in 1892, since the argument in the Court
of Appeal, of The Liquidators of the Maritime Bank
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v. The Receiver General of New Bruswick (1), which my 1893

learned friend conceives has advanced his argument a
very far, and renders a great part of it unnecessary by ATTORNE

confirming the position of the province. FOR CANADA

The learned counsel then contended that all pre- THE
rogative powers and functions, not specifically be- ATTORNEY

GENERAL
stowed by the British North America Act upon the OF THE PRO-

VINCE OFGovernor General or the Lieutenant Governors, re- ONTARIO.
main, as is expressly stated by sec. 9 of that act, -

vested in the Queen, and can only be delegated by
her through the usual channel of commissions and
instructions. He also quoted as part of his argument
the view adopted by the Minister of Justice in recom-
mending the disallowance of the Quebec Act, 49 & 50
Vict. c. 98, respecting the executive power, in which
he states: " The office of Lieutenant Governor is one
of the incidents of the constitution, and the authority
to legislate in respect thereof is excepted from the
powers conferred upon the legislatures of the provinces,
and is exclusively vested in the Parliament of Canada.
In the opinion of the undersigned, it is immaterial
whether a legislature by an act seeks to add or take
from the rights, powers or authorities, which, by virtue
of his office, a Lieutenant Governor exercises. In either
case it is legislation respecting his office (2).

The learned counsel further contended that the
act of the Ontario legislature, now in question, was
clearly ultra vires because it assumed to legislate upon
all prerogative powers, no matter how high and
sovereign a character, so far as such powers had their
operation in or had respect to the matters placed
within the legislative jurisdiction of the provinces by
sec. 92 of the British North America Act. He pointed
out that the powers contained in commissions and

(1) [1892] A.C. 437. ters of Justice, vol. 2, p. 58. See
(2) Hodgins' Reports of Minis- also pp. 201, 202.
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1893 instructions to Governors and Lieutenant Governors
' 'were almost exclusively of a high, sovereign and

ATTORNEY fundamental character, and not what have been called
GENERAL

FORCANADAminor prerogatives. The learned counsel contended

THE that the fact that such prerogatives might in their
ATTORNEY exercise and operation touch the subjects placed
GENERAL

OF THE PRO-within the exclusive legislative jurisdiction *of the
VINCE OF Provincial legislatures, did not bring the prerogative
ONTARIO.

- powers themselves within that jurisdiction, and that
under what has been called the general law of the
Empire, colonial legislatures have no right to legis-
late with regard to them, and that, therefore, the
Ontario legislature had no power whatever " thus to
enact." In support of these contentions the learned
counsel relied on the points of argument advanced in
the Court of Appeal for Ontario.

During the argument reference was also made to the
instructions now received by the Governors General,
and it was contended that the power of pardon there
given must be exclusive and cannot co-exist in the
Lieutenant Governors of the provinces, unless by dele-
gation from the Governor General under the powers in
that respect conferred upon him.

The learned counsel then referred to the case of the
Liquidators of the Maritime Bank v. The Receiver
General of New Brunswick (1), and contended that that
case left the question involved in the present case un-
affected, citing the passage in which the Judicial
Committee state that the provisions of the British
North America Act : " Nowhere profess to curtail in
any respect the rights and privileges of the crown or to
disturb the relation then existing between the
Sovereign and the provinces." He contended that
though that case, no doubt, decides that in matters
of Provincial Government the Lieutenant Governor

(1) [1892] A.C. 437.
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is as much the direct representative of Her Majesty 1893

as the Governor General is in matters of Dominion T

Government, yet the fact remains that both Governors ATTORNEY
GENEEAL

General and Lieutenant Governors only represent thelFOR CANADA
V.

Queen in a modified manner. The degree to which in THE

either case they represent her depends upon the ATTORNEY
GENERAL

provisions of the British North America Act on the one OF THE PRO-

hand, and the powers delegated by commissions and VINCE OFn ONTARIO.

instructions on the other hand (1).

E. Blake Q.C., [lEmilius Irving Q.C. with him]

for the respondent.-I may conveniently open my
argument by referring to that authority to which
my learned friends have referred, and which they
think does not add much to the position of the pro-
vince. I would ask your Lordships to consider what
the case of the Liquidators of the Maritime Bank v.

The Receiver General of New Brunswick (2), does
establish, not in the way of stating any new views but
as placing in a proper light the position of the province
with reference to legislative powers. It appears to me
that in that case their Lordships of the Judicial Com-
mittee had concluded to make a definite statement of
their view of the position of the province, and to place
their decision upon a broad and clear view of the result
of the previous decisions affecting the rights of the
different provinces of the Dominion. There is nothing
said in that case at all inconsistent with the decision
of this court from which it was an appeal. On the
contrary, the decision was affirmative of the view of this
court as to the prerogative of the Lieutenant Governor.

The judgment in the case referred to at page 441 of

the report [1892], A.C., begins by pointing out that
" the appellants did not impeach the authority of the
cases of The Queen v. The Bank of Nova Scotia (3), and

(1) See also report of argument (2) [1892] A.C. 437.
in 20 0. R. pp. 224 et seq. (3) 11 Can. S. C. R. 1.
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1893 Exchange Bank of Canada v. The Queen (1); and they

TH also conceded that until the passing of the British
ATTORNEY North America Act, 1867, there was precisely the same
GENERAL

FoRCANADArelation between the crown and the Dominion. But

THE they maintain that the effect of the statute has been to
ATTORNEY sever all connection between the crown and the pro-
GENERAL

OF THE Pao-vinces; to make the Government of the Dominion the
ONCE OF only Government of Her Majesty in North America;

- and to reduce the provinces to the rank of independent
municipal institutions." In respect to this contention,
their Lordships used this language: " for these propo-
sitions, which contain the sum and substance of the
argument addressed to them in support of this appeal,
their Lordships have been unable to find either prin-
ciple or authority." Then there is the authoritative
statement that the British North America Act does not
" disturb the relation then existing between the
Sovereign and the provinces. The object of the act
was neither to weld the provinces into one, nor to
subordinate provincial governments to a central au-
thority, but to create a federal government in which
they should all be represented and trusted with the
exclusive administration of affairs in which they had
a common interest, each province retaining its inde-
pendence and autonomy. That object was accom-
plished by distributing between the Dominion and the
provinces all powers executive and legislative, and all
public property and revenues, which had previously
belonged to the provinces; so that the Dominion
Government should be vested with such powers,
property and revenues, as were necessary for the due
performance of its constitutional functions, and that
the remainder should be retained by the provinces for
the purposes of provincial government. But in so far
as regards those matters, which by section 92 are

(1) 11 App. Cas. 157.
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specially reserved for provincial legislation, the legisla- 1893
tion of each province continues to be free from the T'
control of the Dominion and as supreme as it was ATTOnttEY

before the passing of the act." This language is im-FORCANnAD

portant because there will be found in a subsequent T8
part of the judgment an indication of what will neces- ATrORIVEY

n GENERAL
sarily follow from the idea that the Queen was not OF as PRO-
present as a part of the Provincial legislature in their SO
legislative acts, and it follows, in the opinion of their
Lordships, as a necessary proposition that she was.
present. Their Lordships say, at page 443 of their
report: "It would require very express language, such
as is not to be found in the act of 1867, to warrant the
inference that the Imperial legislature meant to vest
in the provinces of Canada, the right of exercising
supreme legislative powers in which the British Sover-
eign was to have no share." And again, in speaking
of the objection that the Lieutenant Governor of the
province is not appointed directly by Her Majesty, but
by the Governor General who has also the power of
dismissal, their Lordships say: " The act of the Gover-
nor General and his Council, in making the appoint-
ment is, within the meaning of the statute, the act of
the crown; and a Lieutenant Governor when appointed
is as much the representative of Her Majesty, for all
purposes of Provincial Government, as the Governor-
General himself is for all purposes of Dominion Govern-
ment." So you have there a general declaration that
the executive powers are divided, and that that part
which is necessary for the due performance of the funo-
tions of the Provincial Government remains with the
province. Then their Lordships in the case in question,
after stating, as I have said, that the legislature of eack
province of Canada is as supreme as it was before the
passing of the act, cite from the now historic case of

30
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1893 Hodge v. The Queen (1), and then go on to say in
THE reference to the Legislature of New Brunswick, which

AERNE was in question in that case Maritime Bank v. Receiver
FOR CANADA General (2), that " it derives no authority from Canada,

THE and its status is in no way analogous to that of a muni-
ATTORNEY cipal administration. It possesses powers, not of admi-
GENERAL

OF THEPIo-nistration merely, but of legislation, in the strictest
VINCE OF
ONTARIO. sense of the wOT ; and within the limits assigned by

- section 92 of the act of 1867, these powers are exclusive
and supreme." They then go on to say, as I have before
said, that the British North America Act should contain
very express language (which it does not contain) to
deprive the province of its prerogative. What was sup-
posed to be obiter in Thdberge v. Landry (3), is the deli-
berate opinion of the Privy Council in this case, namely,
that the Queen is a party to provincial legislation.

In that case of the Liquidators of the Maritime Bank
v. Receiver General of New Brunswick (2) we find in
the judgment the following passage :

If the Act had not committed to the Governor General the power
of appointing and removing Lieutenant Governors there would have
been no room for the argument, which, if pushed to its logical con-
clusion, would prove that the Governor General and not the Queen,
whose viceroy he is, became the sovereign authority of the province,
whenever the Act of 1867 came into operation. But the argument
ignores the fact that by section 58 the appointment of a Provincial
Governor is made by the 'Governor General in Council by instrument
under the Great Seal of Canada,' or in other words by the executive
officer of the Crown receiving his appointment at the hands of a
governing body who have no powers and no functions except as
representatives of the Crown,

and then follows what I have already read on this
point.

Then the judgment proceeds to discuss the point as
to the vesting or non-vesting of the public property
-and revenues of each province in the Sovereign,

(1) 9 App. Cas. 117. (2) [1892] A. C. 442.
(3) 2 App. Cas. 102.
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which their Lordships say appears to be practically 1893

settled by previous decisions of the Judicial Com- _

mittee, referring particularly to Attorney General of ATTORNEY
mitteeGENERAL

Ontario v. Mercer (1), St. Catharines Milling Co. v.FORCANADA

The Queen (2), and Attorney General of British Columbia THE

v. Attorney General of Canada (3), and the judgment ATTORNEY
GENERAL

closes as follows: OF THE PRO-
VINCE OF

Seeing that the successive decisions of this Board in the case of ONTARIO.
Territorial Revenues are based upon the general recognition of Her -

Majesty's continued sovereignty under the Act of 1867, it appears to
their Lordships that, so far as regards vesting in the Crown, the same
consequences must follow in the case of provincial revenues, which
are not territorial.

That is important as giving us at last an interpre-
tation on which we can rely for the construction of
this case.

[The learned counsel then proceeded to submit the
points of argument relied on in the Court of Appeal (4).]

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-The 15th subsection of sec-
tion 92 of the British North America Act and the
decision in the case of Hodge v. The Queen (5) pre-
clude the possibility of any doubt as to the right of
Provincial legislatures to impose punishments by fine
and imprisonment as sanctions for laws which they
had power to enact.

The case of The Receiver General of New Brunswick

v. The Liquidators of the Maritime Bank (6) definitively

established that a Provincial Lieutenant Governor ap-
pointed by the Governor General under the Great
Seal of the Dominion, pursuant to the provisions of
the British North America Act, represents the Queen.

(1) 8 App. Cas. 767. 0. R. pp. 229 et seq. and a ver-
(2) 14 App. Cas. 46. batim report filed with the appeal
(3) 14 App. Cas. 295. book.
(4) See report of argument 20 (5) 9 App. Cas. 117.

303% 
(6) [1892] A. C. 437.
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1894 The 65th section of the British North America Act,
TH which continues to the Lieutenant Governors of the

ATTORNEY Provinces such statutory powers as to confederation
GENERAL

ORCANADA as had previously been vested in the Lieutenant

THE Governors so far as the same are capable of being
ATTORNEY exercised after the union, does not appear to me to
GENERAL

OF THE PRO-have any material bearing, as the prerogative of par-
VINCE O doning exercised by the Lieutenant Governor before
ONTARIO. Z

- confederation was not derived from any statute.
The Chief
Justice. Had I been compelled to decide the substantial

- question argued before this court, I should have had
no hesitation in holding that " the power of commut-
ing and remitting sentences " mentioned in the second
section of the Provincial act in question, was
nothing less than the power to pardon.

By the law of the constitution, or in other words,
by the common law of England, the prerogative of
mercy is vested in the crown, not merely as regards
the territorial limits of the United Kingdom, but
throughout the whole of Her Majesty's Dominions.
The authority to exercise this prerogative may be de-
legated to viceroys and colonial governors represent
ing the crown. Such delegation, whatever may be
the conventional usage established on grounds oi
political expediency, a matter which has nothing to
do with the legal question, cannot however in any
way exclude the power and authority of the crown to
exercise the prerogative directly by pardoning aii
offence committed anywhere within the Queen's
Dominions. I take it to be the invariable practice, in
the case of colonial governors to delegate to them the
authority to pardon in express terms, either by the
commission under the Great Seal, or in the instruc-
tions communicated to them by the crown. This
being so, and this practice having prevailed as far as
I can discover universally and for a long series of
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years, I should have thought that it at least implied 1894

that in the opinion of the law officers of the crown, THE

an authority on such a point second only to that of a ATTORNEY
GENERAL

judicial decision, that the prerogative of pardoning FOR CANADA

offences was not incidental to the office of a colonial TvHE

Governor, and could only be executed by such an ATTORNEY
GENERAL

officer, in the absence of legislative authority, under OF THE PRO-

powers expressly conferred by the crown. VINCEORO
The next question, and one which was argued on Theef

this appeal, and which, if we were compelled to de- Justice.
cide all the questions presented we should have been -

obliged to pronounce upon, is one of the greatest im-
portance, not a question of construction arising in any
way upon the British North America Act, but one in-
volving a great principle of the general constitutional
law of the Empire.. That question is: In what legisla-
ture does the power of conferring this prerogative of
pardoning by legislation upon a representative of the
crown such as a colonial Governor, reside ? Is it
possessed by any colonial Legislature, including in
that term under our system of Federal Government as
well the Dominion Parliament as a Provincial legis-
lature, or is it confined to the Imperial Parliament?
That the crown, althoug. it may delegate to its
representatives the exercise of certain prerogatives,
cannot voluntarily divest itself of them seems to be
well recognised constitutional canon. Upon this
point of the locality of the legislative power to inter-
fere with the Royal prerogative, I should have thought
that the case of Cushing v. Dupuy (1) and Be Marois
(2), decided by the judicial committee with reference
to the jurisdiction of a colonial legislature to limit
appeals to the Queen in Council, would, if not direct
authorities, have had at least a very material appli-
cation to the present question. The judgments

(1) 5 App. Cas. 412. (2) 15 Moo. P.C. 189.
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1894 delivered in the Supreme Court of Victoria in the case
TI of Chun Teeong Toy v. Musgrove (1) might also have

ATTORNEY afforded us great assistance. If it had been necessary
GENERAL

FoRcANADAto decide this last question, I should have desired

THE further argument in order that the opinions of the
ATTORNEY learned judges who decided the Australian case and
GENERAL

OF THE PRO-the authorities which with great industry and re-

ONCERIO search they appear t0 have brought together might be

T fully discussed, for that case was not referred to in the
The Chief
Justice. argument, having been brought to our notice by the

- learned counsel for the appellant since the hearing of
the appeal.

I have made the foregoing observations in order
that the attention of counsel may be directed to the
points I have indicated should the case be brought
before us again in some other form. At present I do
not intend to decide any of these questions for I am of
opinion that we must dispose of this appeal upon the
same ground as that taken in the judgment of Mr.
Justice Osler.

This is an action instituted under the jurisdiction
given by section 52, subsec. 2, of the Ontario Judica-
ture Act which is as follows:-

The High Court shall have jurisdiction to entertain an action at
the instance of either the Attorney General for the Dominion or the
Attorney General of this Province for a declaration as to the validity
of any statute or any provision in any statute of this legislature, though
no further relief should be prayed or sought; and the action shall be
deemed sufficiently constituted if the two officers aforesaid are parties
thereto. A judgment in the action shall be appealable like other
judgments of the said court.

The Attorney G-eneral of the Dominion by his state-
ment of claim asks for a declaration as to the validity
of the statute under consideration and every section
thereof.

Whatever may have been the proper determination
of this question, if the statute had been absolute in

(1) 14 Vict. L. R. 349.
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its terms, it seems to be impossible to say that an 1894

enactment which on its face is expressly made subject THE
to a condition that the legislature has power to enact ATTORNEY

GENERAL
it can be ultra vires. The effect of such a provisoFORCANADA
necessarily is that the act is by its very terms to be THE
treated as an absolute nullity if beyond the competence ATTORNEY

GENERAL
of the legislature; it is therefore impossible to say OF THE Pao-
that there has been any excess of jurisdiction. ONTAR O.

The appeal must be dismissed. -
The Chief
Justice.

FOURNIER J.-Cette action a 6 port6e pour faire
d6clarer que 1'acte 51 Vict., ch. 5, est ultra vires des
pouvoirs de la l6gislature d'Ontario. La r~ponse du pro-
cureur'g~n6ral d'Ontario, contenue dans son demurrer
est suffisante pour faire repousser la prtention 6nonc~e
dans la demande. Get acte n'a pas pour but de faire
fixer l'interpr6tation de l'Acte de 1'Am6Tique Britanni-
du Nord, on de l'amender, en quoi que ce soit, au deli
des pouvoirs qui appartiennent a la dite 16gislature.
Elle s'en est exprimbe de la manire la plus positive par
la d6claration, plusieurs fois rpt& dans cet acte,
qu'elle n'a statu6 qu'en autant que comme province
elle avait le pouvoir de le faire, et sans intervenir avec
les pouvoirs r6serv6s au parlement f~d6ral.

Lorsque la 16gislature a d6clar6 qu'elle n'a 1'intention
de donner effet A sa 16gislation qu'en autant qu'elle a
le pouvoir de le faire et surtout lorsqu'il ne s'agit pas
d'en faire 1'application A un cas particulier, il est 6vi-
dent que la demande d'une declaration d'inconstitu-
tionalit6 de cette l6gislation est pr6matur6e. 11 me
semble que pour adopter un tel proc6d6 on aurait d
attendre qu'il se fut pr~sent6 un cas dans lequel cet
acte fut invoqu6. Jusque 1A, il me semble qu'on ne
peut demander & ]a cour de faire une d6claration affir-
mant ce que la 16gislature s'est abstenue de d6clarer.
Ce qui a 6t6 ainsi d6clar6 provisoirement on A titre
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1894 d'essai pent ne pas 6tre d'une grande utilit6, mais 6tait
TH dans les limites de pouvoirs de la 16gislature. Ainsi

ATTORNEY que Pa fait observer l'honorable chancelier Boyd dans
GENERAL

FOR CANADA SO savant jugement sur cette cause:
V.

THE And, again, if the section operates on nothing it may be innocuous,
ATTORNEY but it is not unconstitutional. We are not called upon by analysis

OENERPRO or criticism of plausible powers and functions which may be embraced
VINCE OF in the words used to discriminate as to what are within or what with-
ONTARIO. out the scope of the enactment; any particular case is to be dealt with

Founer j. as and when it arises.

En consdquence je suis d'avis que l'action demandant
une d6claration que 1'acte en question est inconstitu-
tionnel doit 6tre renvoy6e et le jugement de la cour
d'appel confirme.

TASCHEREAU J.-I am not sure if we havejurisdiction
over this appeal. If not quashed, however, it must be
dismissed. There is nothing in it, and I would have
dismissed it at the conclusion of the appellant's argu-
ment without calling on the respondent. I would
have thought that after the decision of the Privy
Council in the Maritime Bank case (1), the appeal would
have been abandoned. If it was thought expedient to
have a judgment finally settling the questions raised,
the case should have been directly brought to the
Privy Council. Constitutional questions cannot be
finally determined in this court. They never have
been, and can never be under the present system.

GWYNNE J.-The act of the Ontario legislature
which is under consideration, viz., 51 Vic. ch. 5 is, to
say the least, peculiar in its frame and embarrassing
and the argument in support of its constitutionality
has failed to bring conviction to my mind. The first
section of the act purports to enact ( " so far as the
legislature has power thus to enact") that all powers,

(1) [1892] A. C. 437.
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authorities and functions which were vested in, or 1894

exercisable by the Governor or Lieutenant Governor 'E~
of any of the several provinces now forming part of the ATTORNEY

GENERAL
Dominion of Canada under commission, instructions OrFORCANADA

otherwise, at, or before, the passing of the British North THE

America Act in respect of like matters as the matters ATTORNEY
GENERAL

by that act placed within the jurisdiction of the legis* OF THE PRO-
VINCE OFlature of the Province shall be vested in and exercis- ONTARIO.

able by the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Gy .

Ontario. What may have been the powers, authorities, -
and functions thus intended to be vested in the Lieut-
enant Governor of the Province of Ontario the section
does not indicate; but it must be construed as treating
them to have been powers, authorities and functions
which had been exercised in virtue of some special
authority emanating directly from the crown empower-
ing a Governor or Lieutenant Governor of some or one
of the old provinces upon some occasions or occasion
to exercise some Royal Prerogative in some manner,
and the power, authority or function so authorized to
have been executed by such Governor or Lieutenant
Governor musthave been other than, and in excess of,
the powers, authorities and functions vested in the
Lieutenant Governors of Ontario and Quebec by sec.
65 of the British North America Act.

Now the legislatures of the provinces have no juris-
diction to enact laws in relation to any matter not
coming within the classes of subjects enumerated in
sec. 92 of that act and among such subjects there is not
one, in my opinion, which includes the matters pur-
ported to be enacted by the first section of the act under
consideration; but, on the contrary, so to extend the
powers, authority and functions of the Lieutenant
Governor of Ontario beyond those expressly vested in
him by the constitutional act is, in my opinion, a
violation'of the terms of the first-item of sec. 92 of that
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1894 act which vests in the legislature jurisdiction to amend
Ta from time to time the constitution of the province save

ATTORNEY and except "as regards the office of lieutenant governor."
GENERAL

FOR oCANADA An act which purports to vest in a Lieutenant Governor

THE of the Province the Royal Prerogative in excess of so,
ATTORNEY much thereof as is expressly or by necessary implica-
GENERAL

OF THE PRO.tion vested in him by the British North America Act
VINCE OF must, I think, be held to be an alteration of the con-ONTARIO.

- stitution of the province as regards the office of lieut-
Gwynne J. enant governor. Then it is argued that even if this is

a correct construction of the first section and so that it
cannot be held to be intra vires, still, by reason of the
above formula used in the statute, that section cannot
be adjudged to be ultra vires. The argument being:
If the legislature has power to enact as it has enacted
in the first section that section is intra vires ; but if
the legislature had not the power so to enact, the section
cannot be ultra vires by reason of the saving effect of
the formula, " so far as the legislature has power thus
to enact." Thus an act of a Provincial legislature
which under the shadow of such a formula deals with
a subject clearly not within the jurisdiction of the
provincial legislature to legislate upon, must, accord-
ing to the argument, be suffered to remain upon the
statute book as an act of the legislature, for what pur-
pose it is difficult to conceive. Thus if an act of a
provincial legislature should, under the cover of the
formula " as far as the legislature has power thus to
enact " enact and declare that within the province no
offence should be punishable with death but that every
offence heretofore so punishable should be punished
by imprisonment in a common jail for such period as
to the court or judges pronouncing the sentence should
seem fit, such an act according to the argument could
-not be adjudged to be ultra vires but must be suffered
to remain on the statute book as an act of the legis-
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lature. It clearly cannot be said to be intra vires, and 1894

I confess to be unable to see how an act which is not ' ~
intra vires can be anything else than ultra vires. ATTORNEY

GENERAL
The argument has failed as I have said to bring con- FOR CANADA

viction to my mind. I think that the use of such a THE

formula cannot divest the court of power to pronounce ATTORNEY
GENERAL

an act to be ultra vires if the subject matter dealt with OF THE PRO-

be not within the jurisdiction of the legislature to ONTARIOF

legislate upon; that is to say if an act of a provincial Gwynne J.
legislature deals in any way with such a subject matter

the act not being intra vires must be ultra vires. A
provincial legislature having no jurisdiction to pass any
act in relation to a matter not coming within the classes

of subjects enumerated in sec. 92 of the British North

America Act, if they pass an act in relation to any such

matter that is an act beyond their jurisdiction to enact
that is to say, is ultra vires, notwithstanding that such
a formula as the above is used. The act under con-
sideration, while it contains the above formula, proceeds
to legislate upon a subject matter upon which, as

I think, it had no jurisdiction to legislate; the

formula used does not divest the act of its character of

being an act of the legislature nor can it make the

subject with which it proceeds to deal to be within its.

jurisdiction if in point of law it is not. This first

section -then of the act under consideration is the legis-
lative act of a legislature having no jurisdiction over
the subject matter with which the section professes to,

deal, and being so it is in my opinion ultra vires.
Then as to the 2nd section. If that section had been

framed so as to enact that the lieutenant governor-
should have the power of commuting and remitting
sentences passed under the authority of item 15 of sec.
92 of the British North America Act, there would have
been I apprehend no objection raised to such an enact-
ment; but the second section does nothing of the kind.
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1894 It professes to proceed solely upon the basis of the first
TH section being intra vires. It professes not to give to

ATTORNEY the lieutenant governor power to commute or remit
GENERAL

OR CANADAthe offences in the second section mentioned inde-
V.

THE pendently of the power purported to be conferred by
ATTORNEY the first section. It enacts as follows:
GENERAL

-OF THE PRO- 2. The preceding section shall be deemed to include the power of commut-
VINCE OF
ONTARIO. ing and remitting sentences for offences against the laws of this province

- or offences over which the legislative authority of the province
,Gwynne J. extends.

This mode of framing the section conveys the
intention of, the legislature to have been that it is
only under the preceding section that the power men-
tioned in the second section is vested in and can be
exercised by the lieutenant governor. If then the
preceding section be ultra vires nothing remains to
support the provisions of the second section. But,
further, the second section purports to declare that
the preceding section and the powers thereby pur-
ported to be conferred shall be deemed to include the
power of commuting and remitting sentences not
only for offences over which the legislative authority
of the province extends, that is to say those mentioned
in item 15 of sec. 92 of the British North America
Act, but also " for offences against the laws of this
province." Such offences were always misdemeanours
at common law and now by sec. 138 of the Criminal
Code are indictable offences unless some penalty or
other mode of punishment is expressly provided by
law, so that this second sec. of the act under con-
sideration purports that the powers professed to be
vested in the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario by the
1st section shall include the power of commuting and
remitting sentences passed in certain cases by the
courts in the exercise of their criminal jurisdiction a
aatter clearly not within the jurisdiction of the pro-
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vincial legislature to legislate upon, and therefore 1894
ultra vires. THE

I am of opinion therefore that the contention of the ATTORNEY
GENERAL

learned Attorney General of Canada is well founded FOn CANADA.

and that the act must be declared to be ultra vires. TiE
ATTORNEY
GENERAL

KING J. was of opinion that the appeal should be OF THE PRO-

dismissed. ONIEO.

Appeal dismissed with costs. Gwynne J..

Solicitor for appellant: J. A. Macdonell.

Solicitor for respondent: .Emilius Irving Q.C.
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1894 THE SHIP " MINNIE "..... .................. APPELLANT;

*May 21. AND

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN... ......... RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA
(BRITISH COLUMBIA ADMIRALTY DISTRICT).

Seal Fishery (North Pacific) Act 1893, 56 & 67 Vic. c. 23 (Imp.) secs. 1.
3 and 4-Judicial notice of order in council thereunder-Protocol of
examination of offending ship by Bussian war vessel sufficiency of-
Presence within prohibited zone-Bona fides-Statutory presumption
of liability-Evidence-Question of fact.

The Admiralty Court is bound to take judicial notice of an order in
council from which the court derives its jurisdiction, issued under
the authority of the act of the Imperial Parliament, 56 & 57 Vic.
c. 23. The Seal Fishery (North Pacific) Act 1893.

A Russian cruiser manned by a crew in the pay of the Russian Govern-
ment and in command of an officier of the Russian navy is a
" war vessel " within the meaning of the said order in council,
and a protocol of examination of an offending British ship by
such cruiser signed by the officer in command is admissible in
evidence in proceedings taken in the Admiralty court in an
action for condemnation under the said Seal Fishery (North
Pacific) Act 1893, and is proof of its contents.

The ship in question in this case having been seized within the pro-
hibited waters of the thirty mile zone round the Komandorsky
Islands, fully equipped and manned for sealing, not only failed
to fulfil the onus cast upon her of proving that she was not used
or employed in killing or attempting to kill any seals within the
seas specified in the order in council, but the evidence was sufficient
to prove that she was guilty of an infraction of the statute and
order in council.

Judgment of the court below affirmed.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer
Court of Canada (British Columbia Admiralty District)
(1) by which judgment the ship "Minnie," her equip-
-ment and everything on board of her, and the proceeds

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
.Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 4 Ex. C. R. 151.
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thereof, were condemned for violation of the provisions 1894

and requirements of the " Seal Fishery (North Pacific) TE HIP

Act," an imperial statute passed by the Parliament of MINNIE

Great Britain and Ireland, on the 29th June, 1893, and THE
of the Imperial Order in Council, passed in pursuance QUEEN.

,of the said act on the 4th July, 1894.
This was an action for condemnation under the

Seal Fishery (North Pacific) Act, 1893.
The following are the material facts in the case:
The sealing schooner " Minnie" set sail from the

Port of Victoria, British Columbia, on the 27th of Feb-
uary, 1893, fully equipped and manned for a hunt-

ing and sealing voyage in the North Pacific Ocean.
On the 22nd of June, 1893, the owner of the vessel,
Victor Jacobson, appointed one Julius Mohrhouse as
the master of the said ship, and the said Mohrhouse
was master at the time of the seizure of the vessel.

On the evening of the 17th July, 1893, about nine
o'clock, the schooner was seized by the officers of the
Russian cruiser " Yacoute " as being within the thirty
mile zone round the Komandorsky Islands, of which
group Copper Island is one. The said Komandorsky
Islands are referred to in the second sub-clause of
clause one, in the order in council of the 4th July,
1894.

At the time of the seizure, the master of the " Minnie"
was aware of the requirements of the order in council,
.and of the necessity of keeping outside of the limits
.of the zone so prescribed by the said order in council.
After the seizure the ship was searched by the officers
of the Russian cruiser, and a full equipment of guns
and other seal-hunting implements were found on
board, together with one seal-skin. The catch of the
vessel had been transferred to the " Borealis " some time
previously. On the day of the seizure all the boats of
the " Minnie " were lowered, for the purpose alleged by
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1894 Captain Mohrhouse of washing the decks; but as a
THE SHIP matter of fact, two persons expert in sealing were

MINNIE placed in each boat.
V.

THE The sections of the statute 56 & 57 Vic. ch. 23 (Imp.)
QUEEN. bearing on the case are the following:-

" (1). Her Majesty the Queen may, by order in coun-
cil prohibit during the period specified by the order
the catching of seals by British ships in such parts of
the seas to which this act applies as are specified by
the order.

" (2). While an order in council under this Act is in
force.

" (a). A person belonging to a British ship shall not
kill, take or hunt, or attempt to kill or take, any seal
during the period and within the seas specified by the
order.

" (6). If during the period and within the seas speci-
fied by the order, a British ship is found having on
board thereof fishing or shooting implements or seal-
skins or bodies of seals, it shall lie on the owner or
master of such ship to prove that the ship was not
used or employed in contravention of this act.

" Subsection 3. (1). A statement in writing, purport-
ing to be signed by an officer having power in
pursuance of this act to stop and examine a ship, as
to the circumstances under which, or grounds on
which, he stopped and examined the ship, shall be
admissible in any proceedings, civil or criminal, as
evidence of the facts or matters therein stated."

The clauses of the said Imperial Order in Council
bearing upon this case are as follows:

" 1. From and after the fourth day of July, one.
thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, until the
first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-four, the catching of seal6 by British ships is
hereby prohibited within such parts of the seas to
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which the recited act applies, as are comprised within 1894

the following zones, that is to say (1) a zone of ten THE SHIP

marine miles on all the Russian coasts of Behring Sea MINNIE

and the North Pacific Ocean, and (2) a zone of thirty THE

marine miles round the Komandorsky Islands and QUEEN.

Tul6new (Robben Islands)."
" 2. The powers which under the recited act may be

exercised by any commissioned officer on full pay in
the Naval Service of Her Majesty, may be exercised by
the captain or other officer in command of any war
vessel of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia
in relation to a 1british ship, and the equipment and
crew and certificate thereof."

The following is a copy of the protocol signed by
the captain :

"Protocol of the examination of the schooner " Min-
nie."

" On this 17th day of July in the year 1893, in latitude
540 21' N., and longitude 1680 38' E. at a distance of
twenty-two miles from the southern extremity of
Copper Island, a schooner under sail was seen at 9
o'clock in the evening by His Imperial Majesty's Trans-
port " Yacout," cruising off the Commander Islands.

" On nearing her she was ordered by the transport
to bring to, which was promptly done. A whale boat.
at once put off from the schooner to the transport with
the mate, who explained that the schooner was English,
(that she was) from Victoria (that) her name was.
"Minnie." For six days he had taken no observations."

" The Midshipman, Michaelof Raslovef, was sent
for the examination of the aforesaid schooner, who on
his return to the transport with the schooner's skipper,
Julius Mohrhouse, brought with him the log-book and
ship's papers and reported (that) they had on the
schooner 12 whale-boats, 23 shot-guns and one rifle,.
and in the hold only a few seal-skins and salt.
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1894 "After an inspection of the aforesaid log-book and

THE SHIP papers, the ship's Commission, appointed by order of
MINNIE the commander of the transport, on the 5th July, in

THE accordance with N.42 consisting of the President, Lieut-
enant Ginter, and of the members Lieutenant Dedenef
and Midshipman Michaelof Raslovlef, found that the
schooner "Minnie," (sailing) under the flag of Great
Britain, belonging to Victor Jacobson, (and) under the
command of Julius Mohrhonse, from Victoria, is sailing
for the purpose of sealing by the way (i. e. is engaged
in pelagic sealing) and called before her arrest by the
transport, at San Juan, Yakoutat, and Sand Point, from
which last port she sent the seal-skins she had pro-
cured to Victoria.

" The crew on the schooner consisted of 25 men. In
accordance with the finding of the whole of the afore-
said commission, in compliance with the principle, s.s.
9 of the instructions to a war cruiser in the year 1898,
for the protection of the Russian maritime industries
in the Behring Sea, it was decided that after having
seized the ship's documents, a temporary certificate be
given to skipper Julius Mohrhouse, with an inscrip-
tion upon it of the number and description of the docu-
ments seized, and that he be ordered to leave the ter-
ritorial waters at once and go to Yokohama and there
present himself to H. B. M.'s Consul and inform him
that the documents of the schooner " Minnie " would be
forwarded to the authorities of Great Britain.

(Members signed).
"Midshipman MICHAELOF RASLOVLEF.

" Lieutenant DEDENEF.
(Sgd.) "President, Lieutenant GINTER.
"I confirm this document.

(Sgd.) " Captain (2 Rapa) SCHMELEVSKY."

Belyea for the appellant.
Hogg Q.C. for the respondent.
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THE CHIEF TUSTICE.-(Oral) We all think that this 1894

appeal should be dismissed. THE SHIP

The first question is: Was the order in council sui. MINNIE

ciently proved? I think that the judge was bound to THE

take judicial notice of this order in council issued under QUEEN.

the authority of the act of -the Imperial Parliament The Chief
Justice.

from which the court derived its jurisdiction. The j
objection that the protocol was improperly admitted
as evidence also fails. There can be no doubt that the
"Yacout" was a "war vessel" though not a regular man-
of-war. She was a cruiser employed in the service of
the Emperor of Russia to prevent the catching of seals
within the prohibited zone of the Komandorsky Islands,
was in command of a commissioned officer of the
Russian Navy, and officered and manned by a crew in
the pay of the Russian Government and therefore pro
hac vice. was a " war vessel " of the Emperor of Russia
within the meaning of that term as used in the order
in council. The document was therefore clearly admis-
sible in evidence under the'statute as a statement in
writing purporting to be signed by an officer having
power under the act to stop and examine the ship as
to the circumstances under which he actually did stop
and examine her, and is proof of its contents, and that
the officer who signed it was, as he purports to have
been, the officer in command of the " Yacout " at the
time of the seizure.

There still remains the question as to whether the
"Minnie" having been seized in prohibited waters
fulfils the onus cast upon her by the statute. I
do not think she does. She must prove that, being
fully equipped and manned for sealing, she was not
"used or employed in killing or attempting to kill any
seal within the seas specified in the Imperial Order in
Council." The only evidence adduced for this purpose
is the evidence of Captain Mohrhouse. If we were to
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1894 say that we gave full credit to this witness we should

THE SaIp be overruling the learned judge in whose presence he
MINNIE was examined, and who had the opportunity of observ-

V.

THE ing his demeanour whilst under examination and had
QUEEN. therefore means of judging of his credibility which no

The Chief Court of Appeal can have. The learned judge says
Justice.

-c most distinctly that he did not believe Captain Mohr-
house, when he stated that he was in the locality where
the " Minnie " was seized by accident, and that must be
conclusive. From the documents and from the cir-
cumstances in evidence, I am of opinion that not only
was not the statutory presumption displaced but it was
proved that the " Minnie " was a sealing vessel, fully
equipped and manned and in pursuit of seals and was
sailing in the neighbourhood of the islands for no other
purpose except to catch seals.

In giving effect to the statute we are only called
upon to find whether or not the vessel, having been
taken in prohibited waters, has proved that she was
there for a lawful purpose. The learned judge who
heard the evidence says she was not, and the evidence
of Captain Mohrhouse being discarded for the reason
above given that conclusion is inevitable.

The presumption of the liability of the " Minnie " as
declared by the statute has not been rebutted and
for this reason alone we could not reverse the finding
of the learned judge; but, I repeat, even if the onus
was upon the crown, the circumstantial evidence is
sufficient to prove that the " Minnie " was guilty of an
infraction of the statute and order in council.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: Arthur Louis Belyea.

Solicitor for respondent: Chs. E. Pooley.
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CELIA MYLIUS (DEFENDANT)............APPELLANT; 1894

AFD *May 21.

MARGARET JACKSON (PLAINTIrF).....RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH
COLUMBIA.

Pleadings-Sufficient traverse of allegation by plaintiff-Objection first
taken on appeal.

The plaintiff by his statement of claim alleged a partnership between
two defendants, one being married whose name on a re-arrange-
ment of the partnership was substituted for that of her husband
without her knowledge or authority.

Held, reversing the judgment of the court below that a denial by the
married woman that " on the date alleged or at any other time
she entered into partnership with the other defendant " was a

sufficient traverse of plaintiff's allegation to put the party to
proof of that fact.

Held also, that an objection to the insufficiency of the traverse would
not be entertained when taken for the first time on appeal, the
issue having been tried on the assumption that the traverse was
sufficient.

APPEAL from the judgment of the Supreme Court
of British Columbia, whereby the judgment pro-
nounced by the trial judge against the appellant, for

the sum of $12,043.25 was affirmed, the amount, how-
ever, to be reduced to $5,270.00.

The respondent brought an action against the de-
fendant, A. J. Jackson, her son, and the appellant to

recover money lent and advanced to them as trading
partn ers.

On the 22nd day of April, 1891, the defendant A. J.
Jackson, by deed entered into a trading partnership
with P. E. Mylius (the appellant's husband) for the
term of five years. Shortly afterwards, a re-arrange-

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
and King JJ.
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1894 ment of the partnership affairs was apparently at-

MYLIUS tempted by the substitution of the appellant's name in

.Jc*SO. place of her husband's in the partnership but without
- her knowledge or authority.

At the time of the alleged contract the appellant
had no separate property. The appellant by her
statement of defence denied " that on the 22nd of
April, 1891, or at any other time she entered into
partnership with the defendant, A. J. Jackson, as
alleged in paragraph two of the statement of claim."

The action came on for trial before the Honourable
Mr. Justice Crease, without a jury, at the city of
Victoria, when judgment was delivered in favour of
the plaintiff, judgment having been previously signed
against the defendant, A. J. Jackson, in default of
appearance.

The present appellant then appealed to the full
court and they reduced the amount of judgment to
$5,270.

The decision of the full court was based upon the
ground that the appellant had admitted the partner-
ship in her pleadings and that as there was no evi-
dence to the contrary, effect must now be given to that
admission.

Belyea for appellant.

Chrysler Q.0 for respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-(Oral.) I think the appeal
should be allowed upon the ground that the alleged
partnership has not been proved.

At the trial it was assumed by the learned judge and
by the counsel on both sides that the partnership
alleged by the statement of claim was sufficiently
denied by the defence. The traverse in the statement
of defence is in these words:
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The defendant denies that on the 22nd of April, 1891, or at any 1894
other time she entered into partnership with the defendant A. J.
Jackson, as alleged in paragraph two of the statement of claim. M.

The words " or at any other time" ought to be sufi- JACKSON.

cient to save the pleading from the objection of " nega- The Chief

tive pregnant " even if taken at the earliest possible Justice.

moment. But I think it would be monstrous that such
an objection should prevail after a trial at which the
parties and the judge all took it for granted that the
partnership was sufficiently denied, when taken for
the first time after judgment in appeal, and then
not urged by the plaintiff but emanating from the
court who held that the partnership, notwithstanding
all that had taken place at the trial, was admitted on
the pleadings.

I am of opinion therefore that the case is one in
which the traverse of the allegation of a partnership
was sufficient to put the plaintiff to the proof of that
fact. Then, the proof in that respect wholly fails; there
is no evidence that Mrs. Mylius ever entered into part-
nership with Jackson. Her husband may have agreed
that she should be a partner but that cannot possibly
bind her, and therefore, altogether aside from the
question whether the appellant had separate property
at the time of the alleged partnership, and upon the
simple ground that a partnership has not been proved,
the appeal must be allowed, the judgment below
reversed, and the action dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: A. L. Belyea.

Solicitor for respondent: H. B. W. Aikman.
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1893 HENRY BULMER, THE YOUNG-ER P

*Oct 24. (CLAIMANT) .......................... APPELLANT;

1894 AND

,-^~ HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN (RES-May . ESPONDENT.
- PONDENT. .........................

ON APPEAL FROM THE EXCHEQUER COURT OF CANADA.

Crown domain-Disputed territory-License to cut timber-Implied war-
ranty of title-Breach of contract-Damages-Cross appeal-Supreme
Court rules, 62 and 63.

The claimant applied to the Government of Canada for licenses to cut
timber on ten timber berths situated in the territory lately in
dispute between that Government and the Government of Ontario.
The application was granted on the condition that the applicant
would pay certain ground-rents and bonuses and make surveys
and build a mill. The claimant knew of the dispute which was
at the time open and public. He paid the rents and bonuses,
made the surveys and enlarged a mill he had previously built,
which was accepted as equivalent to building a new one. The
dispute was determined adversely to the Government of Canada
at the time six leases or licenses were current, and consequently
the Government could not renew them. The leases were granted
under sections 49 and 50 of 46 Vic. ch. 17, and the regulations
made under the act of 1879 provided that" the license may be
renewed for another year subject to such revision of the annual
rental and royalty to be paid therefor as may be fixed by the
Governor in Council."

In a claim for damages by the licensee.
Held, 1. Orders in Council issued pursuant to 46 Vic. ch. 17, secs. 49

and 50 authorizing the Minister of the Interior to grant licenses to
cut timber did not constitute contracts between the crown and
proposed licensees, such orders in council being revocable by the
crown until acted upon by the granting of licenses under them.

2. The right of renewal of the licenses was optional with the
crown and the claimant was entitled to recover from the Govern-
ment only the moneys paid to them for ground rents and
bonuses.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and King JJ.
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The licenses which were granted and were actually current in 1884 and 1893
1885 conferred upon the licensee " full right, power and license -

BULMER
to take and keep exclusive possession of the.said lands except as V
thereinafter mentioned for and during the period of one year from THE

the 31st of December 1883 to the 31st December 1884, and no QUEEN.

longer."

Qucere. Though this was in law a lease for one year of the lands

comprised in the license, was the crown boundby anyimplied
covenant to be read into the license for good right and title to

make the lease and for quiet enjoyment?

A cross appeal will be disregarded by the court when rules 62 and

63 of the Supreme Court Rules have not been complied with.

APPEAL and CROSS APPEAL from the judgment
of the Exchequer Court (1) on a claim for damages for
the breach of several agreements by which damages to
the extent of $5,070.00 were awarded to the appellant.

The facts and pleadings and licenses and regulations
in question issued under the Dominion Lands Act,
1883, as well as the material sections of the act are
fully given in the report of the case in the Exchequer
Court. (1)

No notice of any cross appeal was given on behalf
of the respondent until the 7th of October, 1893, when
respondent's solicitors gave notice of the intention of
the respondent on the hearing of the appeal to contend
by way of cross appeal that the judgment of the
Exchequer Court should be set aside in so far as
it awards to the appellant $5,070.18. The time for
depositing security by the appellant expired on 15th
March, 1893, and security for the appeal was deposited
and notice of hearing for the May sittings given on
that day. The appeal was inscribed for hearing
on the 27th March, 1893. The appeal was adjourned
by consent until the October term 1893. Notice of
hearing for the October term was given on 16th Sep-
tember last.

(1) 3 Ex. C.R. 184.
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(1) See 3 Ex. C. R. 186 et seq.
(2) L. R. 2 H. L. 149.
(3) L. R. 3 Ex. 44.
(4) 36 Ch. D. 696.
(5) L. R. 5 C. P. 295, 305.
(6) 9 Q. B. D. 128, 132.
(7) 27 Beav. 565.
(8) 10 B. & C. 420, 422.
(9) 1 B. & S. 587.

(10) 17 C. B. N. S. 708, 719.
(11) Cababe & Ellis, 325.
(12) 37 U. C. Q. B. 592, 597.
(13) 27 U. C. Q. B. 36, 38.
(14) 20 U. C. C. P. 340, 342.

(15) 24 U. C. C. P. 187-192.
(16) 10 0. R. 191, 194.
(17) 12 Q. B. D. 32.
(18) 20 Gr. 273.
(19) 45 U. C. Q. B. 355.
(20) 9 U. C. C. P. 156.
(21) 5 Q. B 671, 684.
(22) 5 Q. B. 685, 692.
(23) 3 U. C. 0. S. 611.
(24) 11 U. C. Q. B. 530.
(25) 6 East 610.
(26) 2 M. & W. 248.
(27) 1 Y. & J. 398.
(28) 15 M. & W. 110.

1893

BULMER
V.

THE
QUEEN.

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA. [VOL. XXII1.

In addition to the cases cited and relied on by
counsel in the court below and in the judgment of the
Exchequer Court (1). McCarthy Q.C. and Ferguson
Q.C. for the appellant cited Cooper v. Phibbs (2); Rolph
v. Crouch (3) ; Foster v. Wheeler (4) ; Godwin v. Francis
(5) ; Jenkins v. Jones (6) ; Bunny v. Hopkinson (7) ;
Walker v. Moore (8) ; Sikes v. Wild (9); Eichholz v.
Bannister (10); Raphael v. Burt (11); Brown v. Cock-
burn (12); McMullen v. Macdonell (13); Graham v.
Heenan (14) ; Gilmour v. Buck (15) ; McArthur v. The
Queen (16) ; Palmer v. Johnson (17); Canada Central
Railway Co. v. The Queen (18) ; Beaumont v. Cramp
(19) ; Kissock v. Jarvis (20).

Robinson Q.O., and Hogg Q.C. for the respondent
cited and relied on Aspdin v. Austin (21); Dunn v.
Sayles (22) ; Ellis v. Grubb (23) ; Ferguson v. Hill (24)
Crosbfy v. Wadsworth (25) ; Carrington v. Roots (26)
Scorell v. Boxall (27) ; Petch v. Tutin (28).

The judgment of the court was delivered by:

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an appeal from a
judgment of the Exchequer Court, by which damages
to the extent of $5,070 were awarded to the appellant,
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who now by this appeal seeks to have that amount 1894

largely increased. BULMER

The crown has also instituted a cross appeal insist- TE
ing that the appellant was not entitled to recover any QUEEN.

damages. The cross appeal, however, is not regularly The Chief
before the court, the notice required by general orders Justice.
62 and 63 not having been given in due time, and we
must therefore disregard it, and confine our decision
to the principal appeal exclusively.

The facts of the case are stated in the judgment of
the Exchequer Court which is reported in the 3rd
volume of the Exchequer Reports (p. 184) and to the
statement I refer.

I am of opinion that the appeal must be dismissed
and that upon the ground that the claimant, if entitled
to recover any damages, was certainly not entitled to
recover more than the judgment he appeals against
has given him. The orders in council authorizing
the Minister of the Interior to grant the licenses to cut
timber on the timber berths in question did not, on
any principle which has been established by au-
thority, or which I can discover, constitute contracts
between the crown and the proposed licensees.
These orders in council, as similar administrative
orders in the case of sales of crown lands in the
provinces of Ontario and Quebec have always been held
to be, were revocable by the crown until acted upon
by the granting of licenses under them. They em-
bodied no agreement of which specific performance
could be enforced. They were mere authorities by
the Governor in Council to the minister upon which
the latter was not bound to act, but might act in his
discretion. This is apparent from the statutory enact-
ment applicable to these orders in council and the
licenses to be issued under them. I refer to sections
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1894 49 and 50 of 46 Vict. cap. 17. The Dominion Lands

BULER Act of 1883 section 49 is as follows:-
V).

THE The Governor in Council may, from time to time, order that
QUEEN- leases of the right to cut timber on certain timber berths defined in

The Chief the order shall be offered at public auction at an upset bonus fixed
Justice. by the order and given to the person bidding in each case the highest

- bonus therefor, such bonus to be paid in cash at the time of sale.
The Governor in Council may also authorize the lease of the right
to cut timber on any timber berth to any person who is the sole ap-
plicant for it ; the bonus to be paid by such applicant to be fixed in
the order authorizing the lease to him, and to be paid in cash at the
time of its issue.

None of the ten timber berths in respect of which
this claim is made were put up to sale by auction, but
were granted under the latter part of the section, or
under subsection 2 which it is not material to set
out. I am at a loss to conceive any language better
adapted to indicate that the order of the Governor
General in Council was a mere authority which
might or might not be acted upon by the minister,
and which the Governor General in Council might at
any time recall before it was executed by a lease or
license, than that in which these clauses are expressed.
Upon this ground I must hold that there was no
breach of contract in respect of the four berths or
limits for which orders in council were issued but for
which no leases or licenses were issued. It must,
therefore, depend upon the construction and effect of
the leases themselves whether there has been any
breach of contract.

Upon this head it is contended in the first place
that there was a binding legal obligation upon the
crown to renew these leases from year to year and
that there was a breach of this obligation in refusing
to renew for the year 1886 the six leases or licenses
which had been granted for the year 1885. I am of
opinion that the appellant also fails to make good this
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proposition. The leases were granted under section 1894

50 of the act of 1883, which is in the following BULMER

words:- T.

Leases of timber berths shall be for a term not exceeding one year, QUEEN.
and the lessee of a timber berth shall not be held to have any claim The Chief
whatever to a renewal of his lease unless such renewal is provided for Justice.
in the order in council authorizing it, or embodied in the conditions -

of sale or tender as the case may be under which it was obtained.

There were no conditions of sale referring to any of
these leases. The timber berths for which they were
granted were not in any case put up to sale by auc-
tion. It does not appear that any tender embodying
any proposals for a renewal was ever made by the
appellant or those through whom he claims title.

No provision relating to renewal is to be found in
-the leases. These instruments on their faces state that
they are issued under the authority of the act of 1883
and of the order of the Governor General in Council.
The order in council recommends that the license be
granted under the conditions of the regulations ap-
proved by order in council of the 8th March, 1883.

Although these regulations were actually not made
under the act of 1883, but under the former act of 1879,
they may be assumed to have been re-adopted by the
Governor General in Council for the purposes of the
later act. The only regulation which has any refer-
ence to renewal is the third, which provides that:-

When a licensee has fully complied with all the above conditions,
and when no portion of the timber berth is required for settlement or
other public purpose of which the Minister of the Interior is to be the
judge, the license may be renewed for another year subject to such
revision of the annual rental and royalty to be paid therefor as may
be fixed by the Governor in Council.

Then, assuming this provision to be incorporated in
the order in council and therefore by force of the
statute to apply to the leases in question, I see nothing
in it making it obligatory on the crown to grant re-
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1894 newals. I construe the 50th clause of the act as mean-

BeLxER ing that renewals are to be governed by the terms of

E the orders in council authorizing leases. Then reading
QUEEN. this regulation as though it had been embodied in the

The Chief orders in council in pursuance of which these leases
Justice. were granted, it confers no absolute right of renewal.

It is in terms as clearly facultative and permissive as
language could make it. The license it says " may "
be renewed, provided the Minister of the Interior
shall be satisfied the conditions have been complied
with, and in the absence of certain other contingencies
but upon such terms as to " annual rental and royalty to
be paid therefor as may be fixed by the Governor
General in Council." This, therefore, if we are to
construe words according to their obvious meaning
and not to wrest them from their natural signification
in order to reach a construction unfavourable to the
crown, means that the right of renewal is to be
optional with the crown; to depend on the judgment
of the Minister of the Interior in the first place; and the
renewal, if there is to be one, is to be on such terms
as the Governor General in Council prescribes and
therefore necessarily in the discretion of the latter au-
thority. Manifestly the object of this regulation is
administrative and departmental only, intended as a
guide and authority to the minister and departmental
officers, and not for the purpose of creating any obli-
gation on the part of the crown towards the licensee.
This disposes of the appellant's claim to a breach of
contract in respect of refusals to renew.

Next we have the claim that there was a construc-
tive eviction and failure of title which constituted a
breach of certain covenants or stipulations which,
though not expressed, are by law to be implied in the
licenses which were granted and were actually cur-
rent in 1884 and 1885. This contention is founded
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upon the clause iii the license by which the Minister 1894

of the Interior confers upon the licensee " full right, B ULMER

power and license to take and keep exclusive posses- THE

sion of the said lands except as thereinafter mentioned QUEEN.

for and during the period of one year from the 31st of The Chief
December, 1883, to the 31st December, 1884, and no Justice.
longer." This it is said, and no doubt correctly, is in
law a lease for one year of the lands comprised in the
license. From this it is argued that it follows that
the same covenants for good right and title to make
the lease and for quiet enjoyment are to be implied as
in the case of an ordinary lease of land between sub-
jects in which the operative word " demise " or its
equivalent is used. This I at least doubt. No au-
thority either way has been produced by the learned
counsel who appeared for the appellant and addressed
to the court an argument which indicated very care-
ful preparation; nor have I after a very careful search
been able to find any, upon the question whether the
same implication of covenants is to be made in a lease
by the crown as in that between subjects. In
Robertson v. The Queen (1) I expressed the opinion that
no covenant was implied in the fishery license in that
case; that, however, was not a lease of land but a mere
grant or license for a right of several fishery, and in
the case of a grant of such a right no authority can
be found for inferring a covenant. There is indeed
a dictum of no less authority than Tindal C. J. the
other way (2), who says that such an implication only
arises in connection with a lease of land, and it has
been decided that in a lease of personal property there
is no such implication. In Bacon's abridgement,
covenant B., it is said:

But if a man leases certain goods for years by indenture which are
evicted within the term yet he shall not have a writ of covenant for
the law does not create any covenant upon such personal thing.

(1) 6 Can. S.C.R. 52. (2) See Hinde v. Gray, 1 Af. & G. at p. 204
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1894 That, however, would not be conclusive here, for
BULMER undoubtedly this license does contain a lease of the

VE land for a year, though such a lease is of course merely
QUEEN. subordinate and incidental to the principal object

The Chief which the crown and the licensee both had in view,
Justice. the cutting down and acquisition of the timber. It is,

however, well established that all crown grants are to
be construed most favourably for the crown, and this
doctrine has been adopted in the United States where
the same rule of construction is applied in favour of
the government to exclude implications of terms not
expressed and not involved as a necessary consequence
of the words actually used. I refer on this point to the
case of the Mayor of Alleghany v. The Ohio & Pennsyl-
vania Railroad Co. (1), where it is said, referring to a
grant by the commonwealth:

Nothing is to be taken by implication against the public except
what necessarily flows from the nature and terms of the grant.

The tendency of modern decisions, moreover, is
against the implication of provisions in a deed. I find
that in a case decided after Hart v. Windsor (2), that
of Messent v. Reynolds (3), Creswell J. expresses the
opinion that these covenants are only to be implied in
a lease when the word " demise " is used, but Hart v.
Windsor (2), was not cited, and I must concede that the
latter,authorities, especially Mostyn v. West Mostyn Coal
Company (4) are the other way. On the whole if I
were compelled to decide this question of law, I should
be inclined to hold that the crown was not bound by
any implied covenant to be read into these licenses.
It is, however, really not necessary to come to any con-
clusive opinion upon this point. By not presenting its
cross appeal in due time the crown has lost the right
to attack the judgment of the Exchequer. That judg-

(1) 26 Penn. 360. (3) 3 C. B. 203.
(2) 12 M. & W. 68. (4) 1 C. P. D. 145.
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ment must therefore stand for the amount awarded by 1894

it to the claimant, and restricting his right to recover B'MER
damages to the licenses actually existing and in force TVE

at the time of the constructive eviction, he would not QUEEN.

be entitled to recover more than he actually paid for The Chief
rentals and bonuses for that current year or for the Justice.

years 1884 and 1885, an amount which would fall far
short of that for which judgment has been rendered.
As regards the measure of damages the authorities cited
by the learned judge of the Court of Exchequer in his
very able judgment demonstrate conclusively that this
claimant, who applied for and took his licenses with
his eyes open as regard the notorious uncertainty of the
title which the Dominion Government claimed, could
not recover more than the amount he had actually paid
the crown.

I am of opinion that the appeal must be dismissed,
and the cross appeal also ; the latter with costs.

The case is one of some hardship and for that reason
I am disposed to give no costs to the crown, who, in
my judgment ought not to have granted the licenses.
in question.

Appeal dismissed without costs.

Cross-appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: A. Ferguson.

Solicitors for respondent: O'Connor & Hogg.
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1891 GEORGIANA J. HOUGHTON, JOHN A
*June4,5, 6. B. WRIGHT AND OTHERS............... PPELLANT;

1892 AND

*Ar4. JAMES J. BELL AND OTHERS............RESPONDENTS.

i 4ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Will-Construction-Devise to children and their issue--Per stirpes or per
capita-Statute of limitations-Possession.

Under the following provision of a will " When my beloved wife shall
have departed this life and my daughters shall have married or
departed this life, I direct and require my trustees and executors
to convert the whole of my estate into money * * *

and to divide the same equally among those of my said sons and
daughters who may then be living, and the children of those of
my said sons and daughters who may haye departed this life pre-
vious thereto :

Held, reversing the judgment of the Court of Appeal, Ritchie C.J. dis-
senting, that the distribution of the estate should be per capita and
not per stirpes.

A son of the testator and one of the executors and trustees named in
the will was a minor when his father died, and after coming of
age he never applied for probate though he knew of the will and
did not disclaim. With the consent of the acting trustee he went
into possession of a farm belonging to the estate and remained in
possession over twenty years, and until the period of distribution
under the clause above set out arrived, and then claimed to have
a title under the statute of limitations.

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, that as he held
under an express trust by the terms of the will the rights of the
other devisees could not be barred by the statute.

APPEAL and cross-appeal from a decision of the
Court of Appeal for Ontario (1) reversing the judgment
of Ferguson J. at the trial.

*PRESENT :-Sir W. J. Ritchie C.J., and Strong, Fournier, Taschereau
and Patterson JJ.

[NOTE.-This and the following cases decided in 1892-3 the reporters
have not been in a position to publish until now.]

(1) 18 Ont. App. R. 25 sub nom. Wright v. Bell.
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The action in this case was brought for the purpose 1891
of having construed the will of the late Thomas Bell H ToN

and for the administration of his estate. V.
The said Thomas Bell died in 1840 and his property -

was left to his widow for life for the support of herself
and her unmarried daughters. The will contained the
following provision, which is the only one material to
the questions raised on this appeal:-

"When my beloved wife shall have departed this
life, and my daughters shall all have married or
departed this life, I direct and require my trustees
and executors hereinafter named to convert the whole
of my estate into money to the best advantage by sale
thereof, and to divide the same equally among those of
my said sons and daughters who may be then living,
and the children of those of my said sons and daughters
who may have departed this life previous thereto."

On the death of the widow and the only one of the
daughters who had not married there were several
children and grandchildren of the testator entitled to
the benefit of the above clause. The question for deci-
sion is : Did such beneficiaries take per stirpes or per
capita ? The Court of Appeal held that they took per
stirpes reversing the decision of Ferguson J. on this
point.

The other question raised in the action which comes
before the court on cross-appeal is, whether or not
James J. Bell, one of the sons of the testator and one
of the executors and trustees named in the will, is
entitled to certain land which formed part of the
estate by virtue of the statute of limitations. He was
only fifteen years of age when his father died and
never applied for probate of the will through leave
was reserved for him to do so. He was aware of the
will but took no part in the execution of the trusts
thereunder. In 1861, with the consent of the acting
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1891 trustee, he entered into possession of a farm which

HoJGHTNo had belonged to the testator and remained in posses-
V. sion continuously from that time. He now claims

BELL.
- title to the said farm by prescription.

The Court of Appeal held, affirming the decision of
the trial judge, that the said James J. Bell must be
considered as necessarily affected with notice of the
provisions of the will and the express trusts thereby
created as regards the land he claims, and as he admits
that he thought he was devisee of the land when he
entered the entry was not tortious and his possession
was that of trustee under the will. He could not,
therefore, set up the statute of limitations and claim
the land as his own. The said James J. Bell took a
cross-appeal to the Supreme Court from this decision,
and is, also, a respondent to the main appeal on the
question of the construction of the will.

S. H. Blake Q.C. for the appellants, the Wrights, and
Beck for the other appellants in the main appeal, argued
that the testator's devisees took per capita, citing Tyn-

dale v. Wilkinson (1); Payne v. Webb (2); Wood v.

Armour (3); Bradley v. Wilson (4) ; Martin v. Holgate

(5) ; In re Orton's Trust (6); In re Philps' Will (7).

McCarthy Q.C. and S. H. Oster for the respondent,
James J. Bell and Hoyles Q.C. for Charles J. Bell
referred to In re Campbell's Trusts (8); West v. Orr (9) ;
In re Smith's Trusts (10): In re Goodhue (11); Board v.
Board (12).

In the cross-appeal McCarthy Q.C. and Oster for the
appellant argued that James J. Bell was never an act-
ing trustee and could claim the benefit of the statute

(1) 23 Beav. 74. (7) L. R. 7 Eq. 151.
(2) L. R. 19 Eq. 26. (8) 31 Ob. D. 685.
(3) 12 0. R. 146. (9) 8 Cb. D. 60.
(4) 13 Gr. 642. (10) 7 Cb. D. 665.
(5) L. R. 1 H. L. 175. (11) 19 Gr. 366.
(6) L. R. 3 Eq. 375. (12) L. R. 9 Q. B. 48.
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of limitations, citing Dickenson v. Teasdale (1); Cunning- 1891

ham v. Foot (2); Sands v. Thompson (3); and that never HO UGTON

having accepted the trust the moment he disclaimed B.

the deed as to him was void ab initio. Doe d. Chidgey -

v. Harris (4); Paine v. Jones (5).

Blake Q.C. and Hoyles Q.C. for the respondents cited
Ryan v. Ryan (6); Gray v. Bickford (7) ; In re Arbib

& Class's Contract (8).

Sir W. J. RITCHIE C.J.-After giving this case every

consideration I am unable to arrive at the conclusion
which my brother judges have reached, and therefore
put forward my views with diffidence and doubt.
My impression certainly is that the testator contem-
plated an equal distribution among his sons and
daughters living at the time of distribution, and the
children of the sons and daughters who may have de-
parted this life previously thereto, meaning thereby
that the children should represent their parents, not that
the shares of the sons and daughters then living should
be reduced by giving to the children of deceased.sons
and daughters more than the shares of the sons and
daughters then living, thereby making an unequal dis-
tribution between the living sons and daughters, and
the sons or daughters who may have departed this life;
in other words I think the children of Mary Houghton
took substitutionally in lien of their mother; conse-
quently I think that each child of MV4ary Houghton is
not entitled to an equal share of the estate with each
of the sons* and daughters of the testator living at the
death of Deborah Bell, and that they are not entitled
to rank with such sons and daughters per capita.

(1) 1 DeG. J. & S. 52. (5) L. R. 18 Eq. 320.
(2) 3 App. Cas. 974. (6) 5 Can. S. C. R. 387.
(3) 22 Ch. D. 614. (7) 2 Can. S. C. R. 431.
(4) 16 -M1. & W. 517. (8) [1891] 1 Ch. 601.
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1892 They do not take as claiming in their own right but

HOUHTON as representing parents.
V. I think the object of the testator was to divide his

BELL.
-- property at the death of Deborah Bell, the last un-

Ritchie C.J. married daughter of the testator, equally among his

sons and daughters then living and the children re-
presenting his deceased sons and daughters ; in other

words that he neither desired to cut down the shares
of his living sons and daughters, nor to increase the

shares of the deceased sons and daughters, thereby
destroying all equality, which it seems to me it was
the testator's intention to secure, but that the sons and
daughters should take their shares and the children of
the deceased sons and daughters the shares of their
respective parents, thereby preserving equality among
his children; in other words, I think the children of
the deceased parent took a contingent vested interest
at the time of the parent's death, and the testator in-
tended to have the division as it would have been if
all the sons and daughters had survived, but substitu-
ting the children of each deceased son or daughter to
the share their parent would have taken if living.

Therefore the appeal should be dismissed.
As to the cross-appeal, I do not think John Joseph

Bell has established any title to the property under
the statute of limitations. I think he entered on the
property under the will of his father by which he was
constituted a trustee, and cannot now claim the pro-
perty in his own right. I entirely agree with the con-
clusion of the learned trial judge on this branch of the
case, and think the cross-appeal should be dismissed.

STRONG J.-This appeal involves two questions, one
relating to the construction of the will of Thomas Bell,
which is the subject of the principal appeal, and the
other as to the application of the statute of limitations
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in favour of James Joseph Bell, who has raised this 1892

last point by a cross-appeal. HoUGHTON
The clause of the will which we are required to *.

construe is as follows:-
When my beloved wife shall have departed this life I direct and Strong J.

require my trustees and executors hereinafter named to convert the
whole of my estate into money to the best advantage by sale thereof,
and to divide the same equally among those of my said sons and
daughters who may be then living, and the children of those of my
said sons and daughters who may have departed this life previous
thereto.

The gift then clearly was to such of the testator's
sons and daughters who should survive the period of
distribution, that period being the death of his widow
if she should survive her daughters or the marriages of
all of them, or, in the event of the widow dying leav-
ing any unmarried daughters, then the marriage or
death of the last unmarried survivor of these, an event
which happened when Deborah Bell died in 1883.

Therefore, as regards the testator's sons and daughters,
the gift to them having been contingent until that
event-the death of the last survivor of the life tenants
in 1883-thereupon became vested in such sons and
daughters as then survived. As regards the testator's
grandchildren who were to take under this devise the
exact period of vesting is not quite so clear. Accord-
ing to Marti v. Holgate (1), if it applied, the interests
of the children of sons and daughters of the testator
who died before the period of distribution would not
be contingent upon their surviving the last tenant for
life but would become vested on the death of their
parents, the reason for this being that, according to
the construction which is authorized by Martin v. Hol-
gate (1), the words " who may be then living " being
confined by the testator to his sons and daughters, and
not repeated as to the children of those sons and

(1) L. R. 1 H.L. 175.
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1892 daughters, could not by implication be extended to
HOUGHTON the grandchildren, who would therefore take vested

*. interests on the death of their fathers and mothers. In
- Martin v. Holgate (1) the devisee was to distribute and

Stong J. divide amongst such of certain nephews and nieces of
the testator as should be living at the death of his
widow, "but if either should then be dead leaving
issue such issue should be entitled to their father and
mother's share." The question upon this form of gift
was whether a nephew having died in the lifetime of
the tenant for life leaving a daughter that daughter
took a vested interest upon her father's death, or
whether she took only contingently upon her surviv-
ing the widow, the tenant for life, and it was held
that she took a vested interest immediately upon the
death of her father. It is to be observed that in that case
there was no difficulty in ascertaining the share which
thus vested since the children of nephews and nieces
who died before the widow were to take their " father's
or mother's share." Hadthe shares of the children of
the first beneficiaries been dependent in that case, as
they are in this, upon the fluctuations in a class which
could not possibly be ascertained with certainty until
the termination of the life estates the decision in
Martin v. Holgate (1) might have been different. Other-
wise, in the view which I take and which I have yet
to mention as to the shares which the devisees, grand-
children as well as children, of the testator take under
this will, this inconvenience would follow. The
shares given to the children of sons and daughters
who might die not being here given by way of sub-
stitution for those which their fathers and mothers
would have taken if they had survived the life ten-
ants, but original shares which could not be exactly
ascertained until the period of distribution (the death
of the last life tenant) arrived, the shares originally

(1) L. R. 1 H. L. 175.
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vested would be liable to be diminished and divested 1892

pro tanto by subsequent events. I think, therefore, Ho oN
that the case of Martin v. Holgate (1) does not apply in BEL.

a case like this where it is apparent that the exact -

shares of none of the devisees can be ascertained until Strong J.

the arrival of the period of distribution. Therefore,
even if the will had not contained the direction which
it does contain as to personal enjoyment in specie,
instead of a sale and conversion by the trustees at the
election of the class who were to take, I should have
considered Martin v. Holgate (1), so far as it is relied
on as an authority showing who were the persons com-
posing the class of devisees to take in the present case,
though of course a decision of the highest authority
and conclusive as to a devise in the same terms, yet of
doubtful application to the particular will before us
in the present case.

It appears, however, that this question as to who
were the beneficiaries to take may be solved by a
reference to the direction in this particular will to
which I have just now incidentally adverted. The
words of the testator are :-

But if my said family should consider it more to their advantage to
keep the yearly income and divide it among them in the same manner
they are directed so to do.

We have here an indication of an intention entirely
repugnant to the notion that some of the devisees
might take vested interests even though they should
pre-decease the last life tenant. The word "family"
refers to the whole class of devisees, sons and daughters
and the children of sons and daughters, taking under
the will; these persons are, the testator says, to have
the option of enjoying in specie, so that the sale by the
trustees is not to be imperative. This clearly indicates
that there was to be the possibility of actual per-
sonal enjoyment in specie by the objects of the testat6r's

(1) L. R. 1 H. L. 175.
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1892 bounty at the death of the last tenant for life, and this
HOUGHTON could not be if the children of those who died before

V. that event, and who in their turn might pre-decease
BELL.
- the tenant for life, were to take vested interests which

Strong J. would be subjects of alienation, and might therefore
become vested in strangers, a construction incon-
sistent with the testator's intention that there might
be enjoyment in specie by the "family" if they
should so elect, at the death of the tenant for life.

The question here is as to the ascertainment of a
class, and recognizing the case of Martin v. Holgate
(1) as an authority binding on me to the fullest extent
I do not think it applies, as regards the point now
under consideration, to the terms of this will. The
construction, then, which I attribute to the testator's
language is, that in the events which have happened
he has given his property to a class composed of such
of his children, sons and daughters, as survived
Deborah Bell, and such of the children of sons and
daughters who pre-deceased Deborah Bell as were
living at her death, thus excluding altogether children
of sons and daughters who survived their parents
(children of the testator) but died before the last tenant
for life. This construction, besides being, in my
opinion, the natural meaning of the testator's language,
has also the support of authority so far as authority is
of consequence in questions of testamentary construc-
tion. I refer to the decision of Wood V. C. in Re White's
Trusts (2) as a case which appears to me to be strongly
in point.

As regards the question principally argued, that as
to the shares taken by children and grandchildren of
the testator respectively, I am compelled to differ
from the learned judges of the court below. I can
find nothing in this will which warrants the construe-

(1) L. R. 1 H. L. 175. (2) Johns. 656.
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tion contended for, namely, that the children of sons 1892

and daughters took their father's and mother's shares, HOUGHTON

in other words, took per stirpes and not per capita. It BEL.

seems to me that the word " equally " used by the -
testator applied, as I am of opinion it must have, to a Strong J.

class all the members of which are to be ascertained
at one and the same time; the period for distribution,
the death of the last tenant for life, means exactly
what, taken in its primary signification, it imports,
namely, that each member of the class is to have the
same share.

Further, the case of Martin v. Holgate (1) certainly
applies here to show that the gift to the 6hildren
of sons and daughters in this will is to be construed
as a gift per capita. It has long been a settled rule of
construction that under a gift by will to A, and the
children of B, without more, all take equal shares-per
capita and not per stirpes. In Blackler v. Webb (2),
Lord King says that under such a devise " each should
take per capita as if all the children had been named
by their respective names." Then we have here the
addition of the word " equally " to which effect could
not be given save by holding that it applies as between
the testator's sons and daughters on the one hand and
his grandchildren on the other as well as between the
latter as amongst themselves.

The class then being once ascertained all its members
must take equally, and to hold otherwise, as would be
done by saying that the grandchildren of the testator
took per slirpes, i.e. took their parents' shares only,
would be to make them take unequally with the
other devisees in direct contradiction to the terms of
the will.

That the will thus construed may seem harsh or
capricious cannot of course have any influence in its

(1) L. R. 1 H. L. 175. (2) 2 P. Wm. 383.
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1892 construction. The testator had a right to make any

H1oUoN will he chose so long as he did not offend against the
L. rules of law, and we can only derive his intention

- from the actual words he has used read in conjunc-
Strong Jtion with the context. I am, therefore, compelled to

differ from the full and able judgments delivered in
the Court of Appeal on this part of the case, and to
express my concurrence in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Ferguson.

As regards the cross-appeal, by which James Joseph
Bell seeks to have the benefit of the statute of limi-
tations given to him, I am of the same opinion as the
majority of the Court of Appeal who in this respect
agreed with Mr. Justice Ferguson.

No doubt, according to Butler and Baker's case (1),
which was determined in Siggers v. Evans (2) to be
applicable to gifts and conveyances of estates bur-
thened with onerous trusts, the legal estate vested
in James Joseph Bell until disclaimer even though
he had no knowledge of the will, although a court
of equity would not have considered him liable as
a tru tee as regards the performance of active trusts
until he had notice of the trusts and had accepted
or at least acquiesced in them (3). The statute of limi-
tations would not, however, have run in favour of
James Joseph Bell by reason of a possession taken
and held in ignorance of the will and the trusts con-
tained in it for the statutory period of limitation.
The case of Lister v. Pickford (4) is authority for
this. Lord Romilly there says :

Suppose that they (referring to certain trustees) had imagined bond
fide that they themselves were personally entitled to the property, and
that they were not trustees of it for any one, it would nevertheless
have been certain that they would have been trustees for the cestuis
que trust and no time would run while they were in such possession.

(1) 3 Rep. 26a. (3) See Lewin on Trusts 9 ed.
(2) 5 E. & B. 330. p. 209.

(4) 34 Beav. 583.
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The point, however, does not really arise here 1892

for either James Joseph Bell had notice of the will as HO TON

Mr. Justice Ferguson held he had, in which case he .- '-
BELL.

would of course be incapable of setting up the statute -

of limitations against the beneficiaries taking under Strong J.

it, or being ignorant of the will and being let
into possession in the manner he himself describes by
his brother John Bell, who had full knowledge of the
will and its trusts and was undoubtedly a trustee
under it, he (James Joseph Bell) was a tenant at will
claiming under an express trustee, and therefore a per-
son in whose favour the statute would not run as is
expressly provided by the 30th section, of R. S. 0. c. 111.
This is well pointed out in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Maclennan with whom I agree as regards this part of
the case.

John Bell did not of course acquire, under his pur-
chase from the purchaser at the tax sale, any title para-
mount to that which he took under the will, but the
estate he so acquired became in all respects subject to
the trusts of the will. This does not appear to have
been doubted by the learned judges in the court below,
and is too plain to require further observation.

The appeal should be allowed with costs and the
cross appeal be dismissed with costs, the effect of
which will be to restore the judgment pronounced by
Mr. Justice Ferguson in every respect. I do not think
that the costs of the appeal should come out of the
estate; it should be dismissed with costs to be paid by
the appellants; James Joseph Bell must pay the costs
of the cross appeal both here and in the Court of Ap-
peal.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that the appeal should
be allowed and the cross-appeal dismissed.
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1892 TASCHEREAU J.-I have come to the same conclusion
HOUGHTo for the reasons assigned by Mr. Justice Strong.

V.
BELL.,
- PATTERSON J.-We have here a trust to convert the

Patterson J. estate into money at the period of distribution and
to divide the same equally among those of my said sons and daugh-
ters who may then be living and the children of those of my sons and
daughters who may have departed this life previous thereto.

The general rule of construction was concisely stated
by Vice-Chancellor Sir James L. Knight Bruce in
Leach v. Leach (1) as being that :

Words in a will are to be construed according to their ordinary sense
and meaning, unless the testator has declared, or by the context shown,
that he uses them otherwise.

There is nothing in this will, outside of the passage
itself, to modify its meaning, and I cannot discover
anything in the words used, or any justification in the
authorities cited to us or in any of the numerous other
cases at which I have looked, for holding otherwise
than that the class of beneficiaries consists of the liv-
ing sons and daughters and the children of those de-
ceased, all taking per capita.

I was for some time disposed to look for an indica-
tion of a different intention in the circumstance, which
I think had some influence in the court below, that the
period of distribution, when the class was to be ascer-
tained, was not at the death of the testator but at an
indefinite time which, in the event, proved to be half
a century later; but I cannot satisfy myself that that
circumstance can, upon any grounds more substantial
than mere conjecture, be taken to modify the literal

* meaning of the language. There are other circum-
stances peculiar to this will but not, so far as I can
perceive, affording a safe basis for reasoning as to the
intention of the testator. For example, the sons

(1) 2 Y. & C. C. 495, 499.
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who were to share in the distribution took no benefit 1892

in the meantime, nor did any daughter except while HO UTON

she remained unmarried. Any attempt to reason from V.
BELL.

these things is as likely to lead towards the per capita -

as towards the stirpetal distribution. The leadingPatterson J.
idea may be plausibly argued to be to provide for the
widow and the unmarried daughters, no thought being
given to the maintenance or advancement of the others,
and then to divide among the whole of the indicated
class.

I can hardly find reason for saying, as Vice Chan-
cellor Malins said in Payne v. Webb (1) that :

If I were at liberty to conjecture what the testator intended to do
I should have no doubt that he meant to divide his residuary property
into seven shares, giving one share to each of his surviving children,
and one share per stirpes to the children of the deceased daughters.

. I quote mutatis mutandis, but even if I entertained
that opinion I should feel myself bound, as the Vice
Chancellor did in that case, to construe the words
according to their literal meaning.

Several of the most instructive of the recent deci-
sions are those of Lord Justice Kay when a judge of
the chancery division, such as Lord v. Hayward (2),
and In re Hutchinson's trusts (3). They are not so
directly upon the point in discussion as to call for
citation at present, bat I find in the report of the
argument of that learned judge when at the bar, or of
Lord Macnaughten who was with him, in Swabey v.
Goldie (4), the following passage which I may adopt
as apposite and as, in my opinion, borne out by the
cases he cites :

The principle of the cases is that where the fund is to be kept to-
gether and divided at one period there is no reason for inferring dis-
tribution per stirpes; but if it is divisible at different times then the
-distribution per stirpes is to be preferred: Hawkins on Construction

(1) L.R. 19 Eq. 26. (3) 21 Ch. D. 811.
(2) 35 Ch. D. 558. (4) 1 Oh. D. 380.
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1892 of Wills (1) ; Willes v. Douglas (2) ; Arrow v. Mellish (3) ; Waldron v.
Boulter (4) ; Turner v. Whittaker (5) ; Wills v. Wills (6) ; Jarman on

HousV.oN Wills (7).

BELL. I am of opinion that on this branch of the case the
Patterson J. appeal should be allowed and the judgment of the

court of first instance restored.
Upon the cross-appeal of James Joseph Bell he had

the judgment of the court of first instance and also
that of the Court of Appeal against him, the decision
of the latter court not being unanimous.

I have examined the evidence carefully and I am
satisfied that the judgment is correct.

The account given by the appellant of the way he
was put into possession of the lands by his brother
John Bell, and the understanding on which he entered
upon the occupation of the lands which has lasted for
nearly thirty years, is to my mind simply incredible,
and it does not gain in plausibility from the style of
his answers as reported by the shorthand writer.
Setting all that aside, however, and assuming that he
had the idea when he entered upon the farm that the
will of his father gave it to him, I do not see on what
principle that alters the fact that he was a devisee in
trust under the will, or deprives the cestuis que trustent
of the protection of the statutory enactment (8) that:

No claim of a cestui que trust against his trustee for any property
held on an express trust, or in respect of any breach of such trust,
shall be barred by any statute of limitations.

It might, perhaps, have been more satisfactory if
John Bell and Deborah had survived so that we might
have had the benefit of their testimony, but if it were
important that we should know John Bell's under-
standing of the position enough has been shown, even

(1) P. 114. (5) 23 Beav. 196.
(2) 10 Beav. 47. (6) L. R. 20 Eq. 342.
(3) 1 DeG. & S. 355. (7) 3rd ed. vol. ii, pp. 181-183.
(4) 22 Beav. 284. (8) R.S.O. (1887) c. 111 s. 30 (2).
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by the appellant himself, to make it apparent that 1892
John's understanding was very different from that on loUGHTo

which the appellant relies. In fact all that we hear of V.
BELL.

John's doings, the action that he brought to eject -

Simon Peter Munger in the name of the appellant Patterson J.

conjointly with his own, the repurchase of the lands
that were sold for txes, and other things, are consist-
ent with the true position under the will. There is
not a shadow of reason to doubt that John Bell fully
understood the real situation, and there is no conceiv-
able motive for his misrepresenting it as the appellant
would have it believed that he did.

The fact of crucial importance is that the appellant
held under an express trust by the terms of the will,
and that the statute protects the interests given by
the same will to the others.

The cross-appeal should, in my opinion, be dis-
missed.

Appeal allowed with costs and
cross-appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants, The Houghtons:
Beck 4 Code.

Solicitors for the appellants, The Wrights :
Lefroy 4- Boultonv.

Solicitors for the respondent, James J. Bell
Osler, Teetzel, Harrison M i1cBrayne-

Solicitors for the respondent, W. H. Wright:
Barth tt 8 Bartlett.

Solicitors for the respondents, The Millers:
Mulock, Miller, Crowthfr 4 Montgomery..

Solicitors for the respondent, Susan Nagle:
Reeve 4- Woodworth.

Solicitors for the respondent, Chas. J. Bell:
Moss, Barwick c Franks.
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1892 THE ATTORNEY. GENERAL OF APPELLANT;
- CANADA (PLAINTIFF) ........... .......

*June6, 7.

1893 AND

*Feb. 20. THE CORPORATION OF THE RESPONDENTS.
- CITY OF TORONTO (DEFENDANTS)

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Municipal corporation-By-law-Water supply-Rates to consumers-

Discrimination.

Under the authority given to municipal corporations to fix the rate

or rent to be paid by each owner or occupant of a building, &c.,
supplied by the corporation with water, the rates imposed must

be uniform. Patterson J. dissenting.

A by-law of the City of Toronto excepting Government- institutions

from the benefit of a discount on rates paid within a certain time

is invalid as regards such exception. Patterson J. dissenting.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) affirming the judgment of the Divisional

Court (2) in favour of the City of Toronto.

The sole question to be decided by this appeal was

as to the validity of a by-law of the City of Toronto

fixing the rates to be paid for water supplied. to the

inhabitants so far as it discriminated between the

Government and other institutions exempt from taxes

and the general body of consumers.
The by-law in question contained the following

provision:-
All such half-yearly rates paid within the first two months of the

half year for which they are due, shall be subject to a reduction of

*PRESENT :-Strong C.J. and Taschereau, Gwynne and Patterson
JJ.

(Sir W. J. Ritchie C. J., was present at the argument but died
before judgment was delivered.)

(1) 18 Out. App. R. 622. (2) 20 O.R. 19.
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fifty per cent, save and except in cases of Government or other 1892
institutions which are exempt from city taxes, in which cases the said -
provisions shall not apply. THE

ATTORNEY

The Dominion Government paid the rates imposed OGEN RA

for some years under protest, being refused the dis- V.c i THEp
count of fifty per cent, and then brought an' action CITY OF

against the city to recover the amount of the rebate TORONTO.

which would have been allowed but for the exception
in the by-law, claiming that the city had no power to
discriminate between consumers as to the rates to be
paid.

The statutes of the Ontario Legislature bearing on
the question are set out in the judgment of the Chief
Justice.

The case was heard by Mr. Justice Ferguson who
dismissed the action, and his decision was affirmed by
the Court of Appeal.

Reeve Q.C. and Wickham for the appellant.

Christopher Robinson Q.C. for the respondents.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The question presented for
decision by this appeal involves the validity as applied
to the crown representing the Dominion Government,
of a by-law of the City of Toronto, passed on the 23rd
of April, 1888. By this by-law it was enacted that
all half-yearly water rates

paid within the first two months of the half year for which they are
due shall be subject to a reduction of fifty per cent, save and except in
the cases of Government or other institutions which are exempt from
city taxes, in which cases the said provisions as to discount shall not

apply.

The crown in right of the Dominion has vested in
it certain public property in the city of Toronto,
namely: The Custom House and Customs Warehouse,
the Post Office, and the Inland Revenue and Receiver
General's Offices; and for several years prior to the

33%
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1893 institution of this action water had been supplied to
TH these buildings by the Water Works Department of the

ATTORNEY city of Toronto. From the date of the by-law of the
GENERAL

OF CANADA 23rd of April, 1888, the Water Works Department

THE refused to make any rebate on the payment by the
CITY 0' Dominion Government of its water rates within the

ToRoNTo.
- time prescribed for payment by the by-law and the

The Chief full amount of these rates have been paid under protest.Jusetice.
- This action has been brought to recover back the amount

of the discount or rebate claimed by the crown, equal
to fifty per cent, or one-half of the whole amount paid.

It has been agreed between the crown and the
respondent, as appears by a consent paper which has
been filed with the registrar, that the determination of
this appeal shall depend altogether on the validity of
the by-law. All technical questions as to the right to
recover back money paid under protest are, therefore,
to be excluded from consideration.

The cause was heard on a motion for judgment on
the pleadings before Mr. Justice Ferguson who dis-
missed the action, and this judgment has been affirmed
by the Court of Appeal. The crown has now appealed
to this court.

By the Ontario act (35 Vict. cap. 79), authority was
given to the City of Toronto through the agency of
certain commissioners to construct water works in and
for the use of the city and its inhabitants. These
water works were to be constructed by, vested in and
managed by certain commissioners. By the 12th
section of this act, it was enacted that :

The commissioners shall have power and authority, and it shall be
their duty, from time to time to fix the price, rate or rent which any
owner or occupant of any house, tenement or lot, or part of a lot, or
both, in, through or past which the water pipes shall run shall pay as
water rate or rent, whether such owner or occupant shall use the water
or not having due regard to the assessment and to any special benefit
and advantage derived by such owner or occupant, or conferred upon
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him or her or their property by the water works and the locality in 1893
which the same is situated.

TRE
And after a provision, not material here, the section ATTORNEY

GENERAL
proceeds thus: or cANAIA

And the water commissioners shall also have power and authority THE
from time to time to fix the rate or rent to be paid for the use of the CITY Or'

water by hydrants, fire plugs and public buildings. TORONTO.

By 40 Vict. cap. 39, sec. 9, the commissioners The Chief

were empowered to place meters upon any service
pipes or connections within or without any house or
building as they might deem expedient.

By 41 Vict. cap. 3, the water-works and the
powers of the commissioners were transferred to and
vested in the Corporation of the city of Toronto.

By R.S.O. 1887, cap. 192-(the General Water-works
Act), it was by section 2 enacted that:

The corporation of every city, town or incorporated village, shall
have power to construct, build, purchase, improve, extend, hold,
maintain, manage and conduct water-works and all buildings, ma-
terials, machinery and appurtenances thereto belonging in the muni-
cipality and in the neighbourhood thereof as hereinafter provided.

Section 19 was as follows:
Subsection 1 : The corporation shall regulate the distribution and

use of the water in all places and for all purposes where the same may
be required, and from time to time shall fix the prices for the use
thereof and the times of payment, and they may erect such number of
public hydrants and in such places as they shall see fit, and direct in
what manner and for what purpose the same shall be used : all which
they may change at their discretion, and may fix the rate or rent to be
paid for the use of the water by hydrants, fire plugs and public buildings.

By section 20 of the same act corporations are em-
powered to make by-laws for the management and
conduct of the water-works and for the collection of
the water rent, and also for allowing a discount for
pre-payment.

By the General Municipal Act of Ontario (R.S.O.
1887, cap. 184, sec. 480, subsec. 3), it is made obli-
gatory on a municipal corporation which has con-
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1893 structed water-works, where there is a sufficient

THE supply of water, to supply with water all buildings
ATTORNEY within the municipality situate upon land lying along
GENERAL

OF CANADA any supply pipe of the corporation, upon the same

THE being requested by the owner or occupant or other
CITY OF person in charge of the building.

TORONTO.
Both the courts below were of opinion that the

TCief buildings belonging to the Dominion Government, to

- which water was supplied, were public buildings
within the meaning of 35 Vict. cap. 9 section 12,
and of section 19 of the general act R.S.O. cap. 192.
It was also hold that these buildings were " Govern-
ment institutions " within the terms of the by-law.

From these conclusions I see no grounds for differ-
ing and I therefore adopt them as well as the reasons
upon which they are founded. I also agree that the
by-law is not to be considered as imposing a tax upon
the Dominion Government, and I do not understand
the appellant's case to be rested on any such ground.
The learned counsel for the appellant, in his factum as
well as in the argument at this bar, impugned the
decision under appeal not as sanctioning the imposi-
tion of a tax upon the Dominion, but as supporting a
by-law which contravened public policy in rendering
nugatory to some extent the general law and an ex-
press provision of the British North America Act ex-
empting the property of the Dominion from taxation,
by making that exemption the ground for a discrimi-
nation against the crown in the price charged to it
for water; that is by refusing to allow it the benefit
of the discount. This I consider something very
different from an imposition of a tax. It is not to tax
the crown but to make the crown pay a higher price
for the supply of an element which the city was bound
to furnish to it, for the reason that the property to
which it was supplied was by law and in the public
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interest exonerated from taxation. The authority to 1893

enact the by-law allowing a discount is to be found Ti
in subsection 2 of section 20 of the general Water- ATTORNEY

GEkERAL
works Act of 1887, having originated in the general OF CANADA

act of 1882. I consider the authority to pass a by-law THE

to regulate the price of the water is to be derived from CrTY OF

section 19 of the general act. This section, it seems TORONTO.

to me, supersedes section 12 of the local act of 1871- tie
1872. This is not a matter of much importance. The -

reason that I refer to it is that the 12th section of the
latter act directs that the water rates shall be fixed
with a due regard to the assessment of the property
supplied, meaning of course the assessment for the
purpose of general taxation. Even if we are to treat
the special act as being still in force, and are to at-
tribute this by-law to the powers contained in it, this
can make no difference as this reference to the assess-
ment and to any special benefit which might be de-
rived from the water-works applies only to the case of
private owners or occupants, and has no reference
whatever to the case of public buildings, the provi-
sion relating to which forms an independent branch
of the same section. I am of opinion, however, that
the 12th section of the special act is altogether super-
seded by the 19th section of the general act.

A good deal has been said in argument, and some
allusion was also made to it in the judgments below,
about the reasonableness of charging differential rates
against persons not paying taxes. I am unable to
recognize any force in this argument. The water-
works were not constructed for the benefit of the rate-
payers alone, but for the use and benefit of the inhabi-
tants of the city generally, whether tax-payers or not.
The provision embodied in section 480, subsection 3 of
the Municipal Act (which is referred to above) has a
most important bearing upon this. That provision
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1893 makes it a duty obligatory upon the city to furnish
TH water to all who may apply for it, thus treating the

ATTORNEY corporation not as a mere commercial vendor of a com-
GENERAL

OF CANADA modity but as a public body entrusted with the
V.

THE management of the water for the benefit of the whole
CITY OF body of inhabitants, and compelling them as such to

TOonowr.
TORONO supply this element, necessary not merely for the

Justice. private purposes and uses of individuals but indis-
- pensable for the preservation of the public health and

the general salubrity of the city. It must therefore
have been intended by the legislature that the water
was to be supplied upon some fixed and uniform scale
of rates for otherwise the city might, by fixing high
and exorbitant prices in particular cases, evade the duty
imposed by this section. In other words, the city, like
its predecessors in title the water-works commissioners.
is in a sense a trustee of the water-works, not for the
body of rate-payers exclusively but for the benefit of
the general public, or at least of that portion of it
resident in the city; and they are to dispense the water
for the benefit of all, charging only such rates as are
uniform, fair and reasonable. This obligation is to be
enforced by subjecting the by-laws indispensable for
the legal enforcement and collection of rates, and which
the city council have power to pass, to a judicial
scrutiny in order to ascertain whether they comply
with the conditions which, as before stated, it is a fair
implication from the statute they were intended to be
subjected to, and also whether they conform to the
requisites essential to the validity of all municipal by-
laws in being, so far as the power to enact them is left
to implication, consistent with public policy and the
general law, uniform in operation, fair and reasonable.
A writer of high authority on the law of Municipal
Corporations (1), thus states the law on this head:

(1) Dillon ed. 4, sec. 319.
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In England the subjects upon which by-laws may be made were not 1893
usually specified in the King's Charter, and it became an established -
doctrine of the courts that every corporation had the implied or inci- ATTORNEY
-dental right to pass by-laws; but this power was accompanied with GENERAL

these limitations, namely: that every by-law must be reasonable and oF CANADA
V.

not inconsistent with the charter of the corporation, nor with any THE
statute of Parliament; nor with the general principles of the common CITY OP
law of the land, particularly those having relation to the liberty of TORONTO.

the subject or the right of private property. In this country the The Chief
-courts have often affirmed the general incidental power of municipal Justice.
corporations to make ordinances, but have always declared that
ordinances must be reasonable, consonant with the general powers and
purposes of the corporation, and not inconsistent with the laws or
policy of the state.

And this is not new law for we find the same prin-
ciple applied to the by-laws of a municipal corporation
created by Royal Charter in a case reported in
Hobart (1).

The first objection to this by-law is that it expressly
-contravenes the general policy of the law in disregard-
ing an express enactment of the paramount legislature
as well as a well defined rule of the common law. By
the 125th section of the British North America Act it
is enacted that :

No lands or property belonging to Canada or any province shall be
liable to taxation.

Again, by an ancient and well established rule of
the common law, the property of the crown is not
subject to a tax imposed by a general law, and in no
case unless expressly made so liable by statute (2). I
entirely agree that this by-law does not attempt di-
Tectly to contravene these provisions of the statute and
the general law by imposing a tax or anything in the na-
ture of a tax upon the -property of the Dominion; but
it does, in my judgment, contravene the general policy
of thelaw embodied in this enactment and rule, when

(1) Norris v. Staps lobart (Ed. (2) Chitty's Prerogatives of the
1724) p. 210. Crown, p. 377.
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1893 it makes the exemption conferred by paramount legis-
TH lation and lawful prerogative the condition for discri-

GERNE minating against the crown and compelling it to pay
OF CANADA an enhanced price for the water required for use in its

THE public buildings. I can conceive no stronger case of
CITY OF a by-law conflicting with the policy of the law.

TORONTO.
hCh Then, a distinct ground for *holding this by-law bad,

Justicee irrespective altogether of the ground before stated, is
- that it is unreasonable and unfair in making an un-

warranted discrimination against a particular con-
sumer of water. In the case of the Red Star Steamship
Co. v. Jersey City (1) a by-law of a water board
requiring certain consumers of water to put in ex-
pensive meters, not making such requirement uni-
form and general, was held bad on this ground. The
cour in its judgment says:

The by-laws of a board of managers of city waterworks for the
supply of water to the citizens must be consistent with the charter,
and they must not conflict with any constitutional, statutory or
common law rights of property of the citizen. This I understand to
be the meaning of the proviso in section 87 of the charter, that the
by-laws, rules and regulations are not to be inconsistent with the
constitution and laws of the State of New Jersey or of the United
States. They cannot make unwarranted discrimination in particular
cases, or arbitrary charges, with the penalty of forfeiture of the right
to use the water provided at the public expense for the benefit of all
the citizens making a fair compensation for its use.

In this case the charter expressed the limitation that
the by-laws were to be consistent with the constitu-
tions and laws, but this does not make it any the less
an authority in the present instance, for here the same
qualification must be implied.

In another New Jersey case, Dayton v. Quigley (2}
the Chancellor says:

The water-works belong to the municipality and are for the benefit
of the inhabitants of the city. The inhabitants are entitled to the use
of the water on compliance with reasonable regulations.
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If these cases are correct exponents of the law, and 1893
I have no reason to doubt that they are approved as
they have been by the distinguished jurist in whose ATTORNEY

GENERAL
work I find the reference to them, it is impossible that OF CANADA.

V.this by-law can be maintained. THE
Had the Provincial legislature possessed plenary CITY OF

powers of legislation, unfettered by any provision in -

the British North America Act, I should have con- Ju stie

sidered that the by-laws which it empowered first the -

water-works commissioners and then the city to make
must have been fair, reasonable and uniform regula-
tions as regards rates. Of course in the case just sup-
posed the exact case presented here could not have
arisen, but even so, and assuming that the Provincial
legislature could confer unlimited authority to im-
pose arbitrary and discriminating rates for the water,
they would not be deemed to have intended to do so
from a power to make by-laws expressed in general
terms. But the power of the legislature of Ontario
was not in this respect unfettered ; it was bound to,
have regard to the provision of the British North
America Act, and even if it had in so many words
provided directly and immediately, without any dele-
gation to the commissioners or to the city to pass by-
laws, that the property of the Dominion Government
should be excepted from the benefit of any by-law
which might be made in exercise of the power to
allow a discount such a provision would have been
palpably unconstitutional and invalid. The Provin-
cial legislature, however, has not done this and we
must intend that they did not mean to attempt to.
confer any such power upon the corporation, either to
assume to delegate a power to do that by by-law which
they could not themselves have done directly, or any
other power which conflicted in any way with those
conditions which in the absence of express words are
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1893 always implied in a grant of power to a municipal
THE corporation to make by-laws.

ATTORNEY There can be no practical difficulty now in provid-
GENERAL

OF CANADA ing for uniform rates for all public buildings since the

THE corporation have the power at their will to affix
CITY OF meters either in the inside or to the outside of any

TORONTO.
-T public building in which water is consumed.

The Chief It was insisted at the argument that this by-lawJustice.
- could not be attacked in a collateral proceeding like

this, but that an application should have been made
to quash it. Whatever force there may have been in
this objection has become immaterial since the parties
have consented that the appeal should depend exclu-
sively on the validity of the by-law, and have asked
the court to dispose of the case on that ground.
. The appeal must be allowed and judgment entered
for the crown for the amount of the rebate claimed.
The crown must also have costs in both courts below.

FOURNIER and TASCHEREAU JJ. concurred.

GWYNNE J.-That the places mentioned to have
been supplied with water and in respect of which the
question in this case arises are within the exception
contained in the by-law of the City of Toronto under
consideration cannot, I think, admit of any doubt and
the only question in the case appears to me to be,
whether the city council had any power to enact such
an exception.

There can be no doubt that the corporation had a
.sufficient supply of water to enable them to supply, for
they did supply, the buildings in question with water.
They were therefore under the obligation imposed upon
.them by subsec. 3 of sec. 480 of ch. 184 R.S.O. 1887
to supply the buildings with water. Now that obliga-
.tion must be construed, as it appears to me, as extend-
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ing to this, that they must supply these buildings, 1893

although they are the property of the Dominion of '
Canada and are not assessable for city taxes, at the ATTORNEY

GENERAL

same rate or rent for the water consumed upon the OF CANADA
V.

premises as for the like service owners of buildings THE

which are liable to be assessed for city taxes are supplied CITY OF
TORONTO.

with water. There are two descriptions of water rates -

which are quite distinct, the one from the other, the Gwynne J_

one in the nature of an ordinary tax, and which whether
water be or be not supplied for consumption is imposed
upon all assessable real property in the municipality
for raising a fund for the purpose of receiving payment
of debentures issued for a large sum of money, the cost
of construction and maintenance of the water-works,
the other which is charged as a rent or rate for water
actually supplied and consumed upon the premises to
which it is supplied, and which is charged for at a
rate fixed in proportion to the size of the building to
which it is supplied, and to the purposes for which it
is required -the number of baths, boilers and such like
things for which it is supplied. Now as to the rate
imposed upon the assessable property, it must be im-
posed equally upon all the property liable to such
assessment in proportion to the assessed value of such
property. With that rate we have nothing to do-there
is none in the present case for the property of the
Dominion, which the buildings here are, is not assess-
able for city taxes. The only questions therefore which
appear to exist in the present case, are: 1st. As to the
water rate charged for water actually supplied and
consumed upon the premises to which it is supplied,
can the corporation in any manner,directly or indirectly,
impose upon one consumer of water whom they are
under statutory obligation to supply with water, a
greater rate or rent for the water supplied than under
like circumstances, that is to say as to water supplied for
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1893 consumption, they impose upon other consumers ? and
TH 2nd. Does a by-law which entitles one consumer to a

ATTORNEY reduction of the amount of the rate or rent due by him
GENERAL

-OF CANADA for water supplied to him by payment in advance of a

THE reduced rate, and which denies to another the like
CITY OF reduction of the amount of rate or rent due by him for

T'onoNTo.
- water supplied to him, constitute such inequality in

oGwynne J. the rate or rent charged for the water supplied as
makes this distinction so made between the consumers
of water illegal ? By ch. 192, I.S.O. 1887, secs. 19 and
20, it is enacted that the corporation shall regulate the
distribution and use of the water in all places and for
all purposes where the same may be required and from
time to time shall fix the prices for the use thereof and
the items of payment, and they may fix the rate or rent
to be paid for the use of the water by hydrants, fire-
plugs and public buildings and for the collection of the
water rent and water rate, and for fixing the times when
and the places where the same shall be payable, and
also for allowing a discount for pre-payment and in
case of default of payment may enforce payment, &c.

Now by this power so conferred upon the corporation
the legislature must, I think, be understood to have
intended and enacted that the rate or rent charged to
consumers of water for the water supplied to and con-
sumed by them must be an equal rate charged to all
consumers upon the like principle and just as the
rate imposed upon assessable property must be an
equal rate imposed upon all liable to assessment,
and in my opinion the corporation has no power to
impose a greater rate or charge for water supplied
to a consumer who is not liable for or subject to the
assessable rate upon real property than under like
circumstances they do impose upon consumers of
water who are subjected to such assessable rate; and
I cannot but think that a by-law which purports to
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give an allowance of fifty per cent by way of deduction 1893

from the rate or rent due for the water supplied and T

consumed to consumers who are also assessable rate- ATTORNEY
GENA.L

payers of the municipality and who shall pay such or CANADA
V.

reduced amount of the half-yearly rate charged to them THaE
for water supplied within the first two months of each CITY OF

half year, that is to say so much in advance, but denies -

and refuses the like abatement for like payment in Gwynne J.

advance upon the amounts due as half-yearly rent or
rate upon the water supplied to other consumers and
because they are not subject to assessment for ordinary
municipal rates, for that is what the by-law under
consideration does, constitutes an inequality in the
rate charged for water supplied which is not authorized
by the statute.

It is idle to say that such an inequality in the amounts
payable by such respective consumers of water for the
water consumed by them, however equal in other
respects the rate may be, is not inequality in the rates
charged to such respective consumers of water for the
water supplied to them. I am of opinion, therefore, that
a by-law which professes to authorize such a distinction
is quoad the distinction ultra vires of the corporation
and invalid.

PATTERSON J.-I have not been able to see any rea-
son for doubting the correctnes§ of the judgment in
this case.

The charge for water is not a tax.
The Provincial legislature cannot tax Dominion

property.
Therefore, if this was a tax, and if the city is obliged

to supply the Dominion officers with water, it would
have to be supplied free from any charge.

That position is not taken by the appellant. On the
contrary it is expressly disclaimed in his factum.
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1893 Nor is it asserted that in this matter any peculiar

THE duty towards the crown exists.
ATTORNEY The crown has no more right to insist upon being
GENERAL

oF CANADA supplied with water than has the owner of any build-
T V. ingin the city.

CITY OF It is the duty of the city (1) to supply with water,
TORONTO.

P n All buildina within the municipality situate upon land lying
Patterson J.

along the line of any supply pipe of the said corporation, upon the
same being requested by the owner, occupant or other persons in
charge of such building.

but it is not its duty to supply it free of charge, or
free from restrictions as to the quantity to be used, or
the mode in which, or the purposes for which, it may
be used (2).

The Corporation shall regulate the distribution and use of water-
in all places and for all purposes where the same may be required,
and from time to time shall fix the prices for the use thereof and the
time of payment * * and may fix the rate or rent to be
paid for the use of water by hydrants, fire plugs and public buildings,
and from time to time make and enforce necessary by-laws, rules
and regulations for allowing a discount for prepayment.

The water-works have been constructed at the cost
of the ratepayers of the city (3) by levying a rate upon
all ratable property in the city of Toronto.

We look at the assessment act (4) and we find a
formidable list of buildings, institutions, and property
of other kinds exempt from taxation.

Buildings belonging to the Dominion Government
are in the general category. The circumstance that
they do not owe their exemption solely to this provincial
legislation does not distinguish them from churches,
schools, hospitals, poor houses, scientific institutions,
orphan asylums, or any other of the long list.

(1) R.S.O. 1887, c. 184, s. 380, (3) 35 V. c. 9; 37 V. Q. 75; 39,
subs. 3. V. c. 4 ; 41 V. c. 40.

(2) R.S.O. 1887, c. 192, s. 19. (4) R.S.O. 1887, c. 193, s. 7.
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The common feature is that they are exempt; they 1893

are not ratable property and contribute nothing to '
the costs of the water-works. GENE

When therefore the city, fixing a uniform price for or CNADA

water supplied to buildings, provides that ratepayers THE

may have an abatement if they pay promptly, no CITY Or

principle that I understand to- apply to the case is TORONTO.

violated by that provision. Patterson J.

Inequality and discrimination are denounced as
odious and unjust but the appellant's denunciation
of them is rather an inverted argument. It is in
effect insisted that there shall be discrimination in
favour of the properties that bear no share of the or-
dinary municipal burdens. Those properties enjoy
the benefit of the municipal outlay to which they do
not contribute, in matters which are common to all
the inhabitants, roads, lights, police, &c., &c., and it
is claimed that in respect of this special service of
water they shall be made better off than the rate-
payers by receiving the same abatement of price while
they pay nothing towards the expenses of the con-
struction of the works.

We have no question of the reasonableness or unrea-
sonableness of the prices charged. The matter is con-
tested as one of principle, and once we divest our-
selves of the notion of a tax and set aside theories on
that subject I cannot understand on what principle
the claim can be supported.

I am of opinion that we should dismiss the appeal.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant : Macdonell 4- Wickham.

Solicitor for respondents: C. R. W. Biggar.
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1892 ALEXANDER W. STEVENSON, Es qual.APPELLANT;

*Oct. 6. AND

1893 THE CANADIAN BANK OF COM-
RESPONDENT.

*F 20. MERCE ...................... i

ON APPEAL AND CROSS-APPEAL FROM THE JUDGMENT
OF THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR LOWER CAN-

ADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Insolvency-Knowledge of, by creditor-Fraudulent preference-Pledge-
Warehouse receipt-Novation-Arts. 1035, 1036, 1169 0.0.

W. E. E., connected with two business firms in Montreal, viz., the firm
of W. E. Elliott & Co., oil merchants, of which he was the sole
member, and Elliott, Finlayson & Co., wine merchants, made a
judicial abandonment on the 18th August, 1889, of his oil busi-
ness. Both firms had kept their accounts with the Bank of Com-
merce. The bank discounted for W. E. Elliott & Co., before his
departure for England on the 30th June, a note of $5,087.50 due
1st October, signed by John Elliott & Co. and endorsed by W. E.
Elliott & Co. and Elliott, Finlayson & Co., and on the 5th July
took, as collateral security from Finlayson, who was also W. E.
Elliott's agent during his absence, a warehouse receipt for 292
barrels of oil, and the discount was credited to Elliott, Finlayson
& Co. On and about the 9th July 146 barrels were sold, and the
proceeds, viz., $3,528.30, were subsequently, on the 9th August,
credited to the note of $5,087.50. On the 13th July McDougall,
Logie & Co. failed and W. E. E. was involved in the failure to the
extent of $17,000, of which amount the bank held $7,559.30 and
on the 16th July Finlayson, as agent for W. E. E., left with the
bank as collateral security against W. E. E.'s indebtedness of
$7,559.30 on he paper of McDougall, Logie & Co., customers'
notes to the amount of $2,768.28, upon which the bank collected
$1,603.43, and still kept a note of J. P. & Co. unpaid of $1,165.32.
On the return of W. E. E. another note of John Elliott & Co. for
$1,101.33, previously discounted by W. E. E., became due at the
bank, thus leaving a total debit of the Elliott firms, on their joint
paper, of $2,660.53. The old note of $5,087.50 due 1st October,

*PRESENT :-Strong, Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne and Patterson
JJ.
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and the one of $1,101.33 were signed by John Elliott & Co., and 1892
on the 10th August were replaced by two notes signed by Elliott,

b ~STEVENSON
Finlayson & Co. and secured by 200 barrels of oil, 146 barrels re-
maining from the original number pledged, and an additional THE
warehouse receipt of 54 barrels of oil, endorsed over by W. E. E. CANADIAN

BANK OF
to Finlayson, Ellliott & Co., and by them to the bank. COMMERCE.

The respondant, as curator for the estate of W. E. Elliott & Co., claimed
that the pledge of the 200 barrels of oil on the 10th August, and the
giving of the notes on the 16th July to the bank, were fraudulent
preferences.

The Superior Court held that the bank had knowledge of W. E. E.'s
insolvent condition on or about the 13th of July, and declared
that they had received fraudulent preferences by receiving W. E.
E.'s customers' notes and the 200 barrels of oil, but the Court
of Appeal, reversing in part the judgment of the Superior Court,
held that the pledging of the 200 barrels of oil by Elliott, Finlay-
son & Co. on the ioth August was not a fraudulent preference.

On an appeal and cross-appeal to the Supreme Court :-

Held, 1st, that the finding of the courts below of the fact of the bank's
knowledge of W. E. Elliott's insolvency dated from the 13th July,
was sustained by evidence in the case, and there had therefore been
a fraudulent preference given to the bank by the insolvent in
transferring over to it all his customers' paper not yet due. Art.
1036 C.C. Gwynne J. dissenting.

2nd, that the additional security given to the bank on the 10th of
August of 54 barrels of oil for the substituted notes of Elliott,
Finlayson & Co. was also a fraudulent preference. Art. 1035 C.C.
Gwynne J. dissenting.

3rd, reversing the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench and re-
storing the judgment of the Superior Court, that the legal effect of
the transaction of the 10th August was to release the pledged 146
barrels of oil, and that they became immediately the property of
the insolvent's creditors, and that they could not be held by the
bank as collateral security for Elliott, Finlayson & Co.'s substituted
notes. Arts. 1169 and 1035 C.C. Gwynne and Patterson JJ.
dissenting.

APPEAL AND CROSS-APPEAL from the judgment
of the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada
(appeal side) (1) varying the judgment of the Superior
Court.

(1) Q. R. 1 Q. B. 371.
34Y
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1892 The action was taken by the present appellant, Mr.

STEVENSON Stevenson, as curator to the insolvent estate of William

TE E. Elliott,formerly a wholesale oil merchant of Montreal,
CANADIAN against the Canadian Bank of Commerce, to set aside
BANK OF

COMMERCE. certain transactions between Elliott and the bank as
being fraudulent preferences; and to recover the
amounts so received by the bank in fraud of the ordi-
nary creditors of the estate.

The material facts upon which undue or fraudulent
preference was charged were as follows:

William E. Elliott, the insolvent, was connected with
two businesses in Montreal:

First there was an oil business carried on by him
alone under the style of " W. E. Elliott & Co."

Secondly there was a wine business, in which he and
one Alexander M. Finlayson were partners, carried on
under the style of " Elliott, Finlayson & Co."

Both firms kept their bank account with the re-
spondent bank.

On June 30th, 1887, W. E. Elliott offered for discount
to Mr. Crombie the manager of the bank, a note signed
by a firm of John Elliott & Co. (composed of Alfred G-.
Elliott, a brother of W. E. Elliott) dated June 28th, for
$5,087.50, falling due October 1st, and endorsed by
W. E. Elliott & Co., and Elliott, Finlayson & Co.

On July 5th, the bank received from Finlayson, who,
besides being Elliott's partner in the wine business,
was also his agent during his absence, promised securi-
ty in the form of a warehouse receipt for 292 barrels
of oil, made out to the order of W. E. Elliott & Co.
and endorsed by them.

On the 13th of July a meeting was held of the cre-
ditors of McDougall, Logie & Co., a large oil manufac-
turing firm of Mont-eal, which had suspended payment
some days previously, and it became a matter of public
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notoriety that Elliott was involved in the failure to the 1892

extent of $17,000 for accommodation paper given by STEVENSON

him to the failed firm, and of this amount, the Cana- T.
THE

dian Bank of Commerce held $7,559.30. CANADIAN
BANK OF

On the same day the bank at the request of Mr. COMMERCE.

Finlayson sold 146 barrels of this oil, and on the 16th -

July the bank got Elliott's customers notes from Fin-
layson, who was acting as agent for Elliott while in
England, as collateral for the general liability of Elliott
to the bank.

On August 8th Illiott returned and gave the bank
an additional warehouse receipt for fifty-four barrels
of oil.

On August 9th there was at the bank another note
signed by John Elliott & Co. to the order of W. E.
Elliott & Co. and discounted by Elliott, Finlayson &
Co. The amount of this note was $1,101.33; it bore
date April 12th, 1887, at four months, and was unsup-
ported by collateral security.

Next day, August 10th, the two old notes of John
Elliott & Co. endorsed by W. Elliott & Co. and Elliott,
Finlayson & Co. for the respective amounts of $5,087.50
on which only $1,559.20 was now due, and which did
not mature until October 1st, and the other unsecured
note for $1,101.33, were withdrawn from the bank,
and in their place were put two notes identical in
terms with the former ones, bearing only the names of
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. as makers, payable to the order
of the bank.

On the substituted note for $5,087.50 was endorsed
a memorandum stating that it was substituted for the
former one, and was secured by the 146 barrels of oil
remaining from the original number pledged.

On August 16th, two discounts went through the
bank's books, to the credit of Elliott, Finlayson & Co.
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1892 These were:

STEVENSON (1) A note for $3,500 bearing only the name of Elliott,

HE inlayson & Co., secured by 200 barrels of oil consist-
CANADIAN ing of the 146 barrels remaining out of the 292 origin-
BANK OF 0

COMMERCE. ally pledged and also the 54 barrels left by Elliott on
- August 8th with the bank.

(2) A note for $7,263.33 made by John Elliott & Co.
to the order of W. E. Elliott & Co. by whom it was
endorsed as well as by Elliott, Finlayson & Co. This
note was nominally unsecured.

The proceeds of these discounts paid the balance due
on the substituted notes-$2,660.53.

In the Superior Court Mr. Justice Loranger gave
judgment in the plaintiff's favour for $4,591.24 being
the value of the oil pledged after the 13th July, 1887,
and the amount realized on the customers' notes, and
also ordered the bank to deposit in court a promis-
sory note of the face value of $1,174.76, or in default
of doing so in the prescribed delay to pay that amount
to the plaintiff.

From this judgment the bank appealed and the
Court of Appeals reduced the condemnation to $1,603.46,
and also ordered the deposit of a note still in their
possession (1).

D. Macmaster Q.C. and C. Geofrion Q.C. for appellant
cited and relied on arts. 1032, 1035, 1036, 1975 and 1169
C.C.; Delorimier, Code Civil, on arts. 1032, 1034, 1035
and 1036 (2) ; Dalloz, Vo. Obligations (3) ; Larombiare
on Art. 1183 (4); Laurent (5).

Lash Q.G. and Morris Q.C. for respondents cited and
relied on arts. 1139, 1488 and 1966a. C.C.; Leake on
Contracts (6) ; Pring v. Clarkson (7).

(1) Q.R. I Q.B. 371. (4) 2 vol. p. 258, Nos. 41 and 42.
(2) 8 vol. pp. L.S.E.Q. 66. (5) 28 vol. No. 503.
(3) No. 3000. (6) 3 ed. p. 769.

(7) 1 B. & 0. 14.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-I have read the judgment 1893

which has been prepared by my brother Fournier and STE SON

I agree in the conclusion at which he has arrived, TE
that the judgment of Mr. Justice Loranger was war- CANADIAN

ranted by the evidence and ought to be restored, and AOF
I desire only to add a few observations to the reasons e

The Chief
he has given. The fact of W. E. Elliott's insolvency Justice.
from an early date in July has been established by
the evidence of Mr. Stevenson (the appellant) a pro-
fessional accountant who swears that it is apparent
from the books of the oil business, and this is in no
way contradicted. At all events after the meeting of
the creditors of the firm of McDougall, Logie & Co.,
on the 13th of July, Elliott's insolvency became a
matter of public notoriety, and the bank through its
agent Mr. Crombie must be taken to have had notice
of it. This last fact has been found by both the
Superior Court and the Court of Queen's Bench and
is no longer open to dispute. From that date Mr.
Crombie was bound to know that the assets of W. E.
Elliott belonged to his creditors and that he had no
longer any right to deal with or dispose of them to
their prejudice. Acting on this principle the Court of
Queen's Bench have held that the transfer of bills
receivable belonging to W. E. Elliott, made by Fin-
layson at the request of Mr. Crombie on the 16th of
July, was an invalid transaction, for the reason that
these bills were assets of an insolvent debtor which
he had no right to abstract from the mass belonging
to the general body of his creditors. The 200 barrels
of oil, made up of 146 barrels, part of the 292 barrels
originally pledged to the bank under an arrangement
made in July when the note for $5,087 was discounted,
and 54 barrels, the warehouse receipts for which were
actually handed to Mr. Crombie by W. E. Elliott him-
self on the 8th of August after his return from Eng-
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1893 land, have, however, been held by the Court of

STEvENsON Queen's Bench to have passed out of the reach of the
TVE creditors. The reason alleged for this last conclusion

CANADIAN is that Mr. Crombie had no notice that this lot of oil
BANK or

COMMERCE. was the property of W. E. Elliott, it being apparently
The Chief the property of another firm that of Elliott, Finlayson
Justice. & Co., who were wine merchants, and in which firm

W. H. Elliott was a partner. I cannot agree in this
conclusion. Of the 200 barrels 54 were received
directly from W. E. Elliott himself, who on the 8th of
August, after his return from Europe, handed the
warehouse receipt to Mr. Crombie at first without any
specific appropriation. This was certainly notice to
the bank that these 54 barrels were Elliott's property,
and at all events it was sufficient to put the bank on
inquiry, and if they had inquired they must have
discovered (as the truth was) that the goods were
assets which W. E. Elliott had no right to deal with
in fraud of his creditors, and not having thought fit
to inquire they are in the same position as if they had
done so and had, as they inevitably must have done,
ascertained the truth. My brother Patterson, who is
so far of accord with me, considers, however, that as to
the remaining 146 barrels the evidence is not suffi-
cient to fix the bank with notice of the actual fraud
which W. E. Elliott was perpetrating in withdrawing
these goods from his creditors. I am, however, com-
pelled to come to a contrary conclusion. The whole
292 barrels, of which these 146 formed part and which
were pledged as collaterals for the $5,087 note dis-
counted in July before there was any knowledge on
the part of the bank of the actual fact of W. E.
Elliott's insolvency, were arranged to be given to the
bank as security for that discount by W. E. Elliott
himself, so as to put him or Finlayson, who merely
acted as his agent during his absence, in funds for the
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purpose of the oil business. Then the effect of the 1893
transaction on the 10th of August, 1887, in pursuance STEVENSON

of which the note for $5,087, which had then been par- T.
THE

tially paid by crediting the proceeds of the 146 barrels CANADIAN
BANK OFof oil sold, as well as another prior note for $1,001 COMMERCE.

bearing the same names, were satisfied and withdrawn TheChief
from the bank by substituting two other notes of the Justice.
same amount made by Elliott, Finlayson & Co.,
directiy payable to the bank, was clearly a novation
which had the same effect as a payment in money
would have had as regards the former notes. The con-
sequence was that the pledge did not attach to the new
debt, but reverted to the debtor at that time represented
by the creditors of the original pledgor. Then took
place the transaction of the 16th of August under
which the whole 200 barrels of oil were pledged anew,
ostensibly by Elliott, Finlayson & Co., as collateral for
a new note for $3,500 discounted. All this oil then in
truth belonged to W. E. Elliott subject to the rights of
his creditors. What right had the bank to suppose it
belonged to Elliott, Finlayson & Co. ? As regards the
54 barrels which they had received directly from W. E.
Elliott I have shown they had such notice as must be
held fatal to their title. But I am unable to say that
they are in a more advantageous position in respect
of the remaining 146 barrels. The bank knew that these
were originally also the property of W. E. Elliott, and
that they had been pledged for a loan made for his own
use, for I think the circumstance that the proceeds of

'the original discount were carried to the credit of
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. is a circumstance of little
importance. It must have been known to Mr. Crombie
when he got the warehouse receipt for the 292 barrels
that Finlayson was acting as W. E. Elliott's agent, and
held a power of attorney from him. The mere circum-
stance that the warehouse receipts (which I am con-
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1893 vinced by the evidence of Mr. Davis were not deposited

STEVENSON with the bank until after the 12th of July when one
V. of them bears date) were handed in by Finlayson after

THaE
CNADIAN Elliott's departure makes no difference, for he did this.
BANK OF

COMMERCE. in his capacity of agent for Elliott. Then the very
Th-e nature of the goods themselves indicated primd facie

The Chief
Justice. that they were part of the stock in trade of the oil

trading firm and not of the wine merchants. Altogether
these circumstances pointed strongly to the fact that
W. E. Elliott was pledging his own goods and not
those of the wine business, in which he was a partner;.
and in the total absence of proof of any direct affirm-
ation by Finlayson that the property in the oil belonged
to his firm, I am of opinion that it must have been

apparent to Mr. Crombie at the time of the original
pledge that the oil really belonged to W. E. Elliott.
At all events the attendant circumstances were such as.
to be quite sufficient to have made it incumbent on
Mr. Crombie to have investigated the matter further
when, after the insolvency and on the 16th of August
he again took the same goods in pledge after the
property in them had by the transaction of the 10th of
August become revested in W. E. Elliott. This un-
usual and irregular transaction of the 10th of August
by which the novation already referred to was operated
was carried out not only in the interest of the bank
but also in the interest of W. E. Elliott, and there was.
therefore the additional circumstance to be taken into,
consideration that Finlayson, if the oil had been really
the property of his firm, would not after it had been
once set free from the original pledge be likely again
to pledge it for the benefit of Elliott who was then
notoriously insolvent. A little questioning, which I
should have thought any careful man of business
would have subjected the parties to, would have
brought to light the fraud which Elliott was practising
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on his creditors. I am very far from saying that Mr. 1893

Crombie was consciously a party to any fraudulent STEVE SON

scheme, but he did not take proper precautions, and TE
the consequence of his forbearance to make the inquiries CANADIAN

BANK OFwhich the conduct of the parties ought to have sug- COMMERCE.

gested must be held fatal to the security he took. The Chief

In what I have said I do not of course mean to lay Justice.
down any proposition of law; all I decide is that the -

circumstances referred to create a primalfacie presump-
tion, not of law but of fact, that Mr. Crombie knew
the oil belonged to W. E. Elliott and that this presump-
tion has not been in any way rebutted. In other words
I hold that it is established by sufficient circumstantial
evidence that the bank was not in good faith.

The appeal must be allowed, the judgment of the
Queen's Bench reversed, and that of the Superior Court
restored with costs to the appellants in all the courts.

FOURNIER J.-L'appelant, en sa qualit6 de curateur
A la faillite de W. E. Elliott, a intent6 contre la banque,
intimbe, une action pour faire annuler certaines trans-
actions entre elle et Elliott, comme ayant ts faites en
fraude des cr6anciers de ce dernier et pour recouvrer
les montants regus par elle an pr6judice des cr6anciers
d'Elliott.

L'honorable juge Loranger a rendu le jugement de
la Cour Sup6rieure h Montr6al pour $4,591.24, et a aussi
condamn6 la banque A d6poser en cour certains billets
promissoires, au montant de $1,174.76, on A d6faut de
ce faire dans le d6lai prescrit, l'a condamnbe A en payer
le montant an demandeur (1'appelant) en sa dite
qualit6 de curateur.

La banque a appel de cc jugement et la Cour du
Banc de la Reine a r6duit la condamnation h$1,603.46,
et a aussi ordoun le d6p6t des billets promissoires, par
son jugement en date du 21 mai 1892.
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1893 Le curateur duement autoris6 par les or6anciers

STEVNsON demande la restoration en plein du jugement de la

V. Cour Sup6rieure.
THE

CANADIAN Les deux cours sont d'accord A d6clarer que des

CMR. pr6f&rences frauduleuses out t6 faites en faveur de la

Fournier J banque, intimbe, an pr6judice des cr6anciers de W. E.
Elliott et Cie.

L'insolvable, W. E. Elliott et Cie, faisait d'abord des
affaires seul, sous le nom de W. E. Elliott et Cie, comme
marchand d'huiles; il faisait aussi commerce comme
associ6 dans un commerce de vius avec Alexander M.
Finlayson, sous les noms et raison de Elliott, Finlayson
et Cie.

D~s le premierjuillet, 1887, et avant cette date, W. E.
Elliott et Cie 6tait d6jA insolvable. Ce fait est prouv
par le curateur qui en parle d'aprbs la connaissance
qu'il en a acquise par les livres de l'6tablissement,
ainsi que par le fait que W. E. Elliott et Cie, avait
beaucoup d'autres dettes qui n'6taient pas entrees dans
leurs livres de compte.

Vers le 8 juillet, 1887, le dit W. E. Elliott et Cie dont
les affaires 6taient d6ji en mauvais 6tat, pr6senta A M.
Crombie, g6rant de la banque de Commerce, pour
escompte un billet dat6 le 28 juin 1887, A quatre mois
de date pour la somme de $5,087.50, sign6 par John
Elliott et Cie, et demanda que le produit de 1'escompte
fit port6 au cr6dit du commerce de vin, Elliott, Fin-
layson et Cie, et offrit comme sfiret~s collat~rales des
marchandises provenant du commerce d'huiles tenu
par lui seul, sous le nom de W. E. Elliott et Cie.

D'aprbs le t~moignage de Crombie la banque aurait
recu le 5 juillet de Finlayson, associ6 d'Elliott dans le
commerce de vin et son agent pendant Pabsence du
premier en Angleterre, les shret6s promises, sous forme
de regus d'entrep6ts pour 292 barils d'huile,faits A l'ordre
de W. E. Elliott et Cie et endoss6s par eux en faveur de
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Dlliott, Finlayson et Cie. Cependant l'un des regus 1893
d'entrep6ts pour partie des 292 barils porte la dat Pu STEVENSON

12 juillet, une semaine apres la date donn6e par Crombie TVE

comme 6tant celle i laquelle il lui a 6t6 remis. Davis, CANADIAN
BANK OF

courtier et gardien d'entrep6t, qui a 6mis un de ces COMMERCE.

regus jure positivement qu'il l'a 6mis le 12 juillet Fournier J.

et non pas avant.
Le 8 juillet le dit billet de $5,087.50 est escompt6 et

entr6 dans les livres de la banque qui en porte le mon-
tant au cr6dit d'Elliott, Finlayson et Cie. Le mime
jour ces derniers donnent un &crit par lequel ils recon-
naissent avoir donn6 les 292 barils d'huile comme
stret6 collat~rale du paiement du billet de $5,087.50.

Plus tard, vers le 13 juillet, ils autorisrent la banque
& r~aliser sur l'huile qu'elle d6tenait comme siret6
collat~rale, et a en appliquer le produit en d6duction
du billet de $5,087.50, quoiqu'il eit encore plus de
deux mois a courir avant son 6ch6ance. La banque
vendit en consequence pour la somme de $3,528.30,
cent quarante-six barils d'hnile sur les 292 qu'elle avait
regus en gage. Elle en porta leprix au compte des dits
Elliott, Finlayson et Cie, ce qui r~duisit le montant du
dit billet A $1,559.20, d~duction.faite des int&rts.

Le lendemain de cette vente dont elle toucha le prix
l'intim6e fit avec Elliott et Finlayson un arrangement
par lequel elle consentit A remettre A John Elliott et
Cie le billet de $5,087.50 dont ils 6taient les faiseurs,
et pour lequel les 292 barils d'hnile avaient t6 trans-
port6s comme sfiret6 collat6rale et sur lequel il restait
encore dft une somme de $1,559.20. John Elliott et Cie,
les faiseurs de ce billet, 6taient solvables et l'intimbe
accepta au lieu de leur billet celui d'Elliott et Finlayson
pour le mime montant que le billet originaire de
$5,087,50. Ce changement de d6biteur accept6 par la
banque a eu l'effet d'op6rer une novation de la dette et
par cons6quent son extinction conform6ment A l'art.
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1893 1169 du Code civil. La banque par cette novation,
STEvENSON 6quivalant A un paiement, perdit les 146 barils d'huile

E non vendus. D'aprbs 1'art. 1975 elle ne pouvait retenir
CANADIAN le gage que jusqu'au paiement; ce paiement a eu lieu
BANK OF

COMMERCE. ici par une novation qui a mis fin au gage et a fait

Fournier J. retourner les 146 barils d'hnile non vendus A W. E.
- Elliott et Cie. 11s avaient ts originairement mis en

gage par ce dernier afin de laisser a Finlayson les fonds
n~cessaires pour conduire ses affaires en son absence.
Le 10 aoxt, ce but ayant & atteint, 'hnuile fut d6gag6e
par la novation du billet qui a mis fin au contrat qu'elle
avait fait lors de 1'escompte du billet de $5,087.50.
Loraque cette transaction a t6 faite pour la substitu-
tion du billet, le 10 aoftt, le dit W. E. Elliott 6tait
notoirement en faillite depuis le 13 juillet. De sorte
que par la liberation des 146 quarts d'huile op~r~e par
la novation les dits 146 quarts d'hnile redevinrent la
proprit6 du dit W. E. Elliott.

Ces 146 quarts ainsi lib6r~s du gage dans lequel ils
avaient t compris avec 54 autres quarts d'hnile
restant encore A W. E. Elliott, formaient avec les dettes
actives de son commerce la presque totalit6 de son
actif. Nous allons voir maintenant le dtail des op6ra-
tions par suite desquelles la banque de concert avec
Finlayson, l'agent de W. E. Elliott, reussit A se les
approprier au pr6judice des cr6anciers

Le 13 juillet survint la faillite de McDougall, Logie
et Cie,manufacturiers d'huile, de Montr6al, dans laquelle
W. E. Elliott et Cie se trouvait d6biteur an montant de
$17,000 pour des billets d'accommodation fournis a

cette maison. Gette responsablilit6 entraina la ban-
queroute de W. E. Elliott et Cie, qui devint alors
notoire et publique, comme l'ont d~clar6 les deux cours
8up6rieure et d'Appel qui sont d'accord A fixer la faillite
de W. E. Elliott et Cie an 13 juillet.

L42
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Finlayson, associ6 d'Elliott et qui conduisait ses 1893

-affaires pendant l'absence de celui-ci, a connu le mAme STEVENSON

jour, 13 juillet, toute l'6tendue des responsabilit~s TVE
,d'Elliott et Cie envers McDougall, Logie et Cie. Le CANADIAN

BANK OF
montaut de cette dette qui n'avait pas 6t entr6 dans COMMERCE.

ses livres avait l'effet in6vitable de le rendre absolu- Fo nier J.
ment insolvable. On va maintenant voir dans cette -
cause une chose bien rare; c'est que, malgr6 la banque-
route notoire de W. E. Elliott, la banque continue A
transiger avec lui par son agent Finlayson et par son
g6rant Crombie, comme s'il e-ht joui de la plus grande
solvabilit6.

Le 16 aoit elle escompta les billets suivants pour
Elliott, Finlayson et Cie 1. Un billet de $3,500 avec
la garantie collat6rale de 200 barils d'huile. Ces deux
cents barils se composaient des cent quarante-six quarts
restant des 292 originairement donn6s en gage et qui
.avait t6 d6gag6s par le paiement de la dette, au moyen
-de la substitution de billets comme on 1'a vu plus
haut-et de 54 autres quarts que Elliott avait laiss6 A
la banque le 8 aoit, sans en avoir recu aucune avance;
2. Un autre billet de $7,263.33 de John Elliott et Cie a
l'ordre de W. E. Elliott et Cie endoss6 par eux et par
Elliott, Finlayson et Cie. Le produit de ces escomptes-
servit A payer la balance due sur les billets substitubs,
$2,660.33, compos~e, savoir : de la balance de $1,559.20
sur le billet de $5,087.50 et celle de $1,101.33 montant
d'un billet pour lequel il n'avait pas W donn auparavant
de garantie. Sur le total de cet escompte se montant
.A au-delA de $10,000, $2,660.33 des dettes de W. E.
Elliott et Cie seulement furent paybes, et la balance, au
-deld de $7,000, fut employ6e A l'acquit des $7,000 de
billets de McDougall, Logie et Cie, endoss6s par W. E.
Elliott et Cie et dtenus par la banque. Ce n'est
-qu'aprs avoir 6puis6 tout son actif par ces diverses
transactions qu'Elliott et Cie fit cession en faveur de
.ses 6reanciers.
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1893 La divergence d'opinion entre les deux cours est

STEVENSON surtout quant l'effet 16gal de la mise en nantissement
THE des deux cents barils d'huile.

THE

CANADIAN La Cour d'Appel a d6clar6 que la banque ne connais-

COMMOOCE. sant pas que 1'huile mise en gage par Elliott, Finlayson
-- ~et Cie n'6tait pas leur propri6t6, le nantissement qu'ils

Fournier J.
- en avaient fait 6tait valable. Au contraire dans la Cour

Sup~rieure l'honorable juge Loranger a maintenu que
la substitution de billets du 10 aoit, en lib~rant les
faiseurs des billets originaires de $5,087.50 de John
Elliott et Cie, avait mis fin au contrat fait lorsque le
billet avait 6 escompt6 et que la banque avait alors
perdu le droit de retenir les 146 barils d'huile qui
avaient fait retour A W. E. Elliott, alors en faillite. La
mise en gage qui en fut faite subs6quemment, avec les
54 barils d6ji laiss~s A la banque, le fut A. une 6poque
ofi la banqueroute d'Elliott et Cie 6tait connue de la
banque et partant nulle. La diff6rence de $2,998.00
qu'il y a entre les deux jugements, repose entibrement
sur la diff~rence d'opinion entre les deux cours au
sujet du nantissement des deux cents barils d'huile.

D'aprbs le jugement des deux cours la banqueroute
d'Elliott est devenue notoire le 13 juillet, et Crombie,
le g6rant de la banque, en a en connaissance le m~me
jour.

Il est 6vident que le jugement de la Cour du Banc
de la Reine, quant aux 54 barils laiss6s vers le 8 aoAt
A la banque par W. E. Elliott, qui ne reput alors aucune
avance de fonds, est erron6, car il 6tait notoirement
en banqueroute depuis le 13 juillet. Il est vrai que
plus tard, le 16 aodht, les 54 barils furent joints aux 146,
restant du premier nantissement de 292, et furent
donn6s en garantie, mais apres l'ouverture publique et
notoire de la faillite de W. E. Elliott; le nantissement
alors fait se trouve partant nul comme fait en fraude
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des cr6anciers d'Elliott et Cie, pendant que celui-ci 1893
6tait en faillite. STEVENSON

La mise en gage des deux cents barils d'huile a 6t T.

maintenue par la Cour du Bane de la Reine sur le CANADIAN
BANK OF

principe que cette transaction a 6t0 faite dans le cours COMMERCE.

ordinaire des affaires, et qu'en 1'absence de preuve de Fournier J,

connivence entre les parties dans le but de commettre -

une fraude, et de connaissance de la part de la banque
que 1'huile n'appartenait pas a Elliott et Finlayson, la
banque doit 6tre consid6r6e comme ayant acquis un
titre 16gal A la dite quantit6 d'huile, avec plein droit
d'en disposer pour son profit.

Ces transactions seraient sans doute valables s'il 6tait
vrai que la banque n'agissait pas de connivence avec
Elliott et Finlayson et si elle ignorait que l'huile ne
leur appartenait pas. Mais la preuve 6tablit, au con-
traire, bien clairement que 1'huile 6tait la propri6t6 de
W. E. Elliott. Crombie, le g6rant de la banque qui
connaissait la faillite de W. E. Elliott depuis le 16
juillet, savait aussi que cette quantit6 d'huile apparte-
nait A W. E. Elliott, parce qu'il avait en les regus d'en-
trep6ts le 8 juillet, lorsque les 292 barils avaient 6t0
donn6s comme stret6 collat6rale la premi~re fois. Il ne
pouvait ignorer que la balance de 146 quarts avait 6t0
d6gag6e par le paiement du billet de $5,087.50 et 6tait
redevenue la propri6t6 de W. E. Elliott le 10 aoAt, A une
6poque o1 6tant en faillite il n'6tait plus possible de la
donner comme garantie collat6rale.

11 n'est pas possible de consid~rer la banque comme
agissant suivant le cours ordinaire des affaires lors-
qu'elle retirait le 10 aoiht le billet de $5,087.50, qui
n'6tait di que le premier octobre suivant, pour y subs-
tituer un autre billet du m~me montant, portant la
m~me date, mais sign6 par Elliott, Finlayson et Cie, A
l'ordre de la banque, perdant ainsi son recours contre
le faiseur originaire, John Elliott et Cie, qui 6taient con-
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1893 sid6r6s comme solvables. Ce n'6tait pas non plus suivant

STEVEN80N le cours ordinaire des affaires de banque de prendre un
V. billet payable & son ordre comme celui qui fut subs-

THE
CANADIAN titue.
BANK OF

COMMERCE. C'6tait encore moins suivant le cours ordinaire des
affaires d'escompter pour un- failli dont elle connais-

Fournier J.
- sait, par son g~rant Crombie, la faillite depuis un mois

et de faire un contrat de nantissement que la faillite
rendait nul.

N'est-il pas 6trange que six jours apres avoir fait cette
substitution de billets et presque au moment de la
faillite de W. E. Elliott, le g6rant Crombie, avec la par-
ticipation d'Elliott, Finlayson et Cie, ait eu recours a
1'exp6dient de 1'escompte d'un billet de $3,500 pour
s'approprier les deux cents barils d'huile ? En effet, les
146 barils d'huile d6gag6s par la substitution de billets,
avec les 54 livr6s par W. E. Elliott A la banque vers le
8 aoxt, furent donn6s comme sArret6 collat&rale de ce
nouvel escompte fait dans le but de cacher 1'irr6gularit6
des transactions de la banque avec Elliott et Finlayson.
La mise en gage par Finlayson des 14'j barils d'huile
en garantie de ce nouveau billet de $3,500 est une
reconnaissance compl~te qu'ils avaient t d~gag~s de
la garantie du billet de $5,087.50; mais la faillite les
avait fait revenir A W. E. Elliott.- Grombie dit de
ces transactions que le jugement de la Cour du Banc de
la Reine a trouvde faite suivant le cours ordinaire des
affaires :

I do not know what to make out of it.

D'apris le timoignage de Crombie, le 16 avril 1887,
le produit de l'escompte du billet de $7,263 et de celui
de $3,500 se trouvait au cr6dit d'Elliott, Finlayson et
Cie, et leur donnait une apparence de cr6dit. Mais un
examen de 1'emploi de ces argents fait voir que l'es-
compte de $7,263.33 n'6tait qu'une manceuvre de tenue
de livres de compte, que la banque ne s'est nullement
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dpartie de l'argent.-qu'il n'y a eu qu'un changement 1893

d'entrbes dans le grand-livre. STEVENSON

Ce jour-1A, le 16 aotit, la banque possedait pour VE

-$7,559.30 du papier d6shonor6 de McDougall, Logie et CANADIAN
BANK 0P

Cie, endoss6 par W. E. Elliott, qui se trouvait entraine COMMERCE.

dans la dite faillite. Elliott, Finlayson et Cie 6taient Fournier J.

aussi endosseurs du papier de McDougall, Logie et Cie -

au montant de $2,288.51. La banque fit alors volontiers
1'escompte des susdits deux billets dont le produit servit
au paiement du papier de McDougall, Logie et Cie.

Ind~pendamment de la valeur des deux cents barils
d'huile que la banque a illgalement obtenus par les
moyens.d6tournis ci-haut mentionn6s, elle s'6tait, en
outre, le 16 juillet, fait remettre des billets de pratiques
du commerce d'huile de W. E. Elliott au montant de
$2,768. Quant A ces billets le jugement de la Cour
d'Appel a tout-A-fait confirm6 celui de la Cour Sup&
rieure. II condamne l'intimbe A remettre la somme
reque sur ces billets et A rendre ceux qui lui restent
entre les mains. Le consid6rant de la cour du Banc de
la Reine est en ces termes:

Considering that the Bank by its Manager, Alexander M. Crombie,
had reason to know that the said William E. Elliott was insolvent on
the 16th of July, 1887, when at his instigation the agent of the said
William E. Elliott transferred to it the said promissory notes to the
amount of $2,768.78, as collateral security for bills or promissory
notes for which he might be liable, and when he was so liable to the
Bank to the extent of $7,559.30, for accommodation given by him to
the then suspended firm of McDougall, Logie & Co., and his own
insolvency had become notorious;

Considering that the said transfer was, in effect, a payment by an
insolvent to a creditor knowing his insolvency, and that under article
1036 of the Civil Code it must be deemed to have been made with
intent to defraud, and that the Bank appellant must therefore be
compelled to restore the said promissory notes, or their value, for the
benefit of the said William E. Elliott's creditors.

Ce consid6rant est fond6 sur la preuve. D'ailleurs
cette partie du jugement n'est pas attaqu~e.
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1893 Mais le fait si emphatiquement d6clar6 que la ban-

STE NSON que, par son agent Crombie, a su qu'Elliott 6tait insol-

TE vable le 16 juillet, ne doit-il s'appliquer qu'd la remise
CANADIAN de billets. N'a-t-il pas aussi ses effets kgaux sur la

COMMR O. mise en gage des deux cents barils d'huile ? D'abord,
il ne pent y avoir de difficult6 par rapport aux 54 quarts

Fourner d'hnile qui out t6 laiss~s A la banque, le 8 aoit par
Elliott et Cie sans recevoir aucune avance. Ces 54
quarts 6taient d6gag6s de tous liens et faisaient partie
de la masse en faillite. Ni W. E. Elliott ni son agentne
pouvait plus en disposer. La remise gratuite qui en
avait 6t6 faite le 8 aoit A la banque 6tait nulle A cause
de la faillite d'Elliott, suivant Particle 1034 Code Civil.
Les 146 quarts d6gag6s par la novation op6rde le 10
aoAt ne pouvait plus, A cause de la faillite A la masse
de laquelle ils 6taient rentrbs, faire le sujet d'un con-
trat m6me onreux, ni par Elliott, ni par son agent,
avec la banque, comme le gage qui en a t6 fait le 16
aott par Finlayson, parce que d'apris le jugement de la
Cour du Bano de la Reine la banque avait connais-
sance par Crombie de la faillite d'Elliott. D'apris l'ar-
ticle 1085 cette mise en gage du 16 aoAt est nulle.

Il n'est pas facile de comprendre aussi pourquoi la
Cour du Bane de la Reine n'a pas fait application des
effets lgaux de la faillite A la mise en nantissement
des deux cents barils d'huile, comme elle 1'a fait pour
la remise de billets de pratiques. La raison qu'elle en
donne est que la mise en nantissement a 6t faite dans
le cours ordinaire des affaires, mais les faits cit6s plus
haut prouvent que tel n'a pas 6t6 le cas. Cette transac-
tion n'a td faite par la banque qu'avec la parfaite con-
naissance, qu'elle avait par son grant Crombie depuis
le 16 juillet, de la faillite de W. E. Elliott, et dans le
but- d'obtenir une injuste pr6f~rence sur les autres
cr6anciers.
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En consequence, I'appelant adroit d'obtenir, en addi- 1893
tion an jugement de la Cour du Bane de la Reine, la STEVNsoN

somme de $2,998, produit de la vente des deux cents VE
barils d'huile, et que la condamnation de. 1'intim6 CANADIAN

BANK OFTendue par ]a Cour Sup6rieure soit r~tablie avec d6pens. COMMERCE.

Appel allou6 avec d6pens et contre-appel renvoy6 Forir J.
avec d6pens.

TASCHEREAU J. concurred with FOURNIER J.

G-WYNNE J.-The plaintiff sues as curator of the
estate of one William E. Elliott who on the 18th
August, 1887, abandoned all his estate and effects for
the benefit of his creditors. At the time of such
abandonment he was a partner with one, Alexander
M. Finlayson doing business together as wine and
spirit merchants, under the name, style and firm of
Elliott, Finlayson & Co., and he himself at the same
time was carrying on a business of his own as a dealer
in oil under the name of W. E. Elliott & Co. The
declaration alleges that for some time prior to the said
abandonment he was a customer of the defendant
bank as was also the firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Co.,
and that Elliott himself and the firm of Elliott, Finlay-
son & Co. procured advances from the defendants upon
negotiable paper, and that he the said William E. Elliott
with intent to defraud his creditors made divers
fraudulent and preferential payments to the defendants
and gave them divers large quantities of oil and bills
and notes and other negotiable instruments as collateral
security to the defendants for their advances; and that
he retired certain notes placed by him and by the firm
of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. with the defendants for
discount and upon which the defendants made certain
advances, before the maturity of the said notes, and
that the defendants, fraudulently and to the prejudice
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1893 of the creditors of the said William E. Elliott, accepted,
SToVENsoN payments on account of the said notes before maturity

TE and released certain parties theretofore bound to the
CANADIAN said William E. Elliott as parties to the said negotiable
BANK or .

COMMERCE. instruments and accepted, nominally from the said
- ~firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Co., but really from the

Gwynne J..
- said William Elliott, a large quantity of oil the property

of the said William E. Elliott, as collateral for the pre-
tended advances made by the defendants to the said
Elliott and to the said firm of Elliott, Finlayson &
Company; and that at the time the said preferential
payments were made the defendants and their manager
Alexander II. Crombie were aware of the fact that the
said William E. Elliott was insolvent and unable. to
pay his creditors in full; and the said payments were
made with the object of obtaining for the said defend-
ants a preference over and above the other creditors
of the said insolvent and that the amount of such pre-
ferential payments exceeded the sum of ten thousand
dollars. The defendants met this declaration by a.
demurrer and a general denial of all the allegations in
the declaration and especially by a denial that the de-
fendants ever received from the said William E. Elliott
any fraudulent and preferential payments and they
averred that any collateral security which the defend-
ants received was legally received.

The evidence in the case discloses the facts following
namely, that on the 8th July, 1887, the defendants
through their manager, Alexander M. Crombie, dis-
counted for the firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Company
a promissory note for $5,087.50 bearing date the 28th
of June, 1887, payable three months after date, which
was made by a firm styled John Elliott & Co., payable
to the order of the said William E. Elliott & Co., and
endorsed by the said William E. Elliott and by Elliott,
Finlayson & Co. This note was discounted by the
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defendants upon the hypothecation by way of collateral 1893

security of 292 barrels of oil whereof Elliott, Finlayson sT SON
& Co. represented themselves to be and by certain VE
warehouses receipts produced by them appeared to be CANADIAN

BANK OFthe bona fide owners. The hypothecation of this oil was COMMERCE.
attempted to be assailed by the plaintiff at the trial J
but upon no solid grounds; and it is now unnecessary -

to discuss the grounds upon which it was assailed for
the transaction has been maintained by the judgment
of the Superior Court and no appeal from thatjudgment
has ever been taken. That transaction, therefore, which
lies at the foundation of a considerable portion of the
subsequent transactions which are assailed by the
plaintiff must now be regarded as .absolutely unim-
peachable.

Now upon the 13th July, 1887, a trading firm styled
McDougall, Logie & Co. became insolvent and the
failure of this firm disclosed the fact that William E.
Elliott was liable as accommodation endorser upon the
paper of the firm to the amount of about $16,000 or
$t7,000 of which paper to the amount of $7,559.30 was
held by the defendants. In the paper so held by the
defendants were two promissory notes which the
defendants had discounted for W. E. Elliott, the one
for $1,441.74, and the other for $1,541.62 amounting
together to $2,983.36 made by McDougall Logie & Co.,
payable to and endorsed by Wm. E. Elliott & Co. At
the time of the failure of McDougall, Logie & Co.
William E. Elliott was not in Canada he having left for
England about the 6th or 7th of July, after the
defendants had agreed to discount for Elliott, Finlay-
son & Co. the above note for $5,087.50, with the
hypothecation of the 292 barrels of oil as collateral
security but before the actual discounting of that note
which took place on the 8th July. When William
E. Elliott left for England it appears, as testified by
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1893 Alexander M. Finlayson, that he left with Finlayson a

STEVENSON general power of attorney enabling him to act for

HE Elliott 'in all matters relating to his private affairs
CANADIAN and to the business of William E. Elliott & Co.

OAN RO Upon the failure of McDougall, Logie & Co. Finlayson
Gwy-ne J communicated the information by cable to Elliott, who,

G Jas Finlayson swears, replied by cablegram that he,
Elliott, on his return would settle everything. Fin-
layson swears that at this time he had no idea that
Elliott was insolvent or likely to become so. In con-
sequence of the two notes above mentioned, amounting
to $2,983.36,having become due by reason of McDougall,
Logie & Co.'s failure, Mr. Crombie applied to Finlayson,
as representing Elliott, for some collateral security in
respect of these notes. Mr. Crombie swears that at this
time he had no information whatever of the insolvency
of Elliott, nor had he until about the 3rd of Septem-
ber, upon his return from his vacation upon which he
had left Montreal on the evening of the 15th August,
and that when he left Montreal upon that occasion he
entertained no doubt whatever of the solvency of
Elliott. He said that when Elliott first did business
with the bank, which was in the spring of 1887, he
represented himself to be possessed of considerable
means, and he presented a statement of his affairs
which Mr. Crombie believed to be true and which
showed him to be, if it had been true, perfectly solvent;
in fact so ntuch so that his liability to the amount o
$16,000 or $17,000 upon McDougall, Logie & Co.'s pa-
per did, not shake Mr. Crombie's confidence in his
solvency, although he says that it made him consider
it to be his duty to ask for the collaterals upon
McDougall, Logie & Co.'s failure, which he says he
would have done if Elliott had been worth $100,000.
He acted in that matter as he considered to be his duty
to the bank, and he had no knowledge whatever of
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Elliott's insolvency. That he was then insolvent there 1893

ian be no doubt, and that he was an unscrupulous and STEVENSON

dishonest man may be admitted, but he appears also to TE

have been a clever concealer of his true character and CANADIAN
BANK Orof the true condition of his affairs, for not a single wit- COMMERCE.

ness was called who spoke of any doubt as to his -

solvency having been entertained by any one, notwith-
standing his liability as appearing on the paper of the
insolvent firm of McDougall, Logie & Co.

The material question, however, in the present
case, is the knowledge of the defendants or their
officer of Elliott's insolvency at the time of the trans-
actions with the defendants which are assailed
by the plaintiff. The only officer of the defend-
ants to whom such knowledge is imputed is their
manager at Montreal, Mr. Crombie, who swears
most positively not only that he had no such
knowledge, but that he had not a doubt as to the
solvency of Elliott until he heard of his insolvency
upon his return from his vacation about the 3rd of
September, and nothing has been suggested as bringing
home knowledge of Elliott's insolvency save only the
fact that he was upon McDougall, Logie & Co.'s paper
as an accommodation endorser to the amount of $16,000
or $17,000. Upon the 16th July, 1887, Finlayson,
acting under a power of attorney from Elliott, and be-
lieving as he swears Elliott to be then perfectly solvent,
in reply to Mr. Crombie's request for collateral security
for the notes of the insolvent firm of McDougall, Logie
& Co., which had been discounted by the bank for
Elliott, handed to him the promissory notes of divers
persons made payable to W. E. Elliott & Co., but not
then yet due, amounting in the whole to $2,768.78, to
be held as such collateral security. Uppn Elliott's
return to Montreal on the 7th or 8th of August Fin-
layson informed him of what he had so done, of the
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1893 notes so deposited with the defendants as such col-
STEVENSON lateral security. They subsequently collected the sum

HE of $1,593.24, and still have a note of John Paxton
CANADIAN & Co. which is not yet paid, amounting to $1,165.32.
BANK OF

COMMERCE. Upon the 13th of July, 1887, Mr. Finlayson, acting on
Gwynne J. behalf of the firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Company,

requested Mr. Crombie, as manager of the defendants,
to sell 146 of the barrels of oil deposited as collateral
upon the discounting of the note of the 28th June for
$5,087.50, and to credit the firm with the proceeds as
against the note. A sale was accordingly made of 146
barrels of the oil through Elliott, Finlayson & Com-
pany's broker to a firm'named R. C. Jamieson & Co.,
upon their promissory note for $3,528.80 payable and
paid to the bank on the 9th August, 1887, and by the
defendants then applied in reduction of the said note
for $5,087.50. Upon the return of Mr. W. E. Elliott
from England, and on or about the 7th or 8th August,
he called upon Mr. Crombie at the bank and deposited
with him a warehouse receipt for 54 other barrels of
oil as the property of Elliott, Finlayson & Co., with a
view to their shortly obtaining an advance thereon from
the bank. He spoke of being temporarily put about
by the failure of McDougall, Logie & Co., who were
largely indebted to him, and he stated that if an arrange-
ment could be made whereby the defendants would give
up the note for $5,087.50 of which John Elliott & Co.
were makers, and also another note dated the 12th
April, 1887, for $1,101.33 whereof John Elliott & Co.
were also makers, and which would fall due on the 15th
August, his brother Alfred Elliott, who represented
John Elliott & Co., would assist him with a note or
money sufficient to enable him to get over the tem-
porary difficulty in which the failure of McDougall,
Logie & Co. had placed him. Eventually it was agreed
between Mr. Crombie and Elliott, Finlayson & Co.,
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that as the bank still held 146 barrels of oil as collateral 1893

security for the balance which would remain due On STEVENSON

the note for $5,087.50 after crediting 'thereto the pro- T.

ceeds of the 146 barrels sold to R. C. Jamieson & Co., CANADIAN
BANK OF

the defendants would take notes of Elliott, Finlayson COMMERCE.
& Co. bearing the same dates respectively and for the J

same amounts respectively, and coming due respec- -

tively at the same periods as the notes for $5,087.50
and $1,101.13 which the bank already held, in order
to enable them to get the assistance promised by John
Elliott & Co. upon their getting the notes already
given by that firm removed out of the way, and thus
giving until the 15th of August when the note for
$1,331.56 would fall due to enable the proposed arrange-
ment with John Elliott & Co. to be completed. Accord-
ingly upon the 10th of August, 1887, the defendants
gave up to Elliott, Finlayson & Co. the said two notes
made by John Elliott & Co., upon receiving from
Elliott, Finlayson & Co, in substitution therefor their
promissory notes as follows:-

Due lst October, 1887. MONTREAL, June 28th, 1897.

$5,087.50. Three months after date we promise to pay to the order
of the Canadian Bank of Oommerce at our office in Montreal, five
thousand and eighty-seven dollars and fifty'cents for value received.

ELLIOTT, FINLAYSON & CO.

Upon the back of this note was endorsed the follow-
ing memorandum:-

This note is substituted for that of John Elliott & Co. for same
amount due 1st October, 1887, removed from the Canadian Bank of
Commerce to-day and secured by warehouse receipts for oils, some of
which have already been realized by the bank. This note to be returned
to us on payment of the balance due 10th August. E., F. & CO.

MONTREAL, 12th April, 1887.
Due 15th August, 1887.

$1,101.33. Four months after date we promise to pay to the order
of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, at our office in Montreal, eleven
hundred and one dollars and thirty-three cents for value received.

ELLIOTT, FINLAYSON & CO.
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1893 On the same day Elliott, Finlayson & Co. together

STEVENSON with the above notes delivered to Mr. Crombie the
'. letter following:-THE

CANADIAN MONTREAL, 10th August, 1887.
BANK OF

COMMERCE. To the Manager of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Montreal.

Gwynne J. DEAR Si,-Referring to John Elliott & Co.'s notes for $1,101.33
- due 15th August and 85,087.50 due 1st October, discounted with you

and which have been handed to us to-day we now replace them by our
notes as per memo. at foot to which please attach the warehouse re-
ceipts you hold against John Elliott & Co.'s notes and credit us with
the amount of cash realized by the sale of linseed oil. As soon as the
balance of the loan is paid you we will claim our two notes.

Yours faithfully,
ELLIOTT, FINLAYSON & CO.

Memo-Our note 4 months 12th April due 15th August. $1,101.33
Our note 3 months 28th June due 1st October... 5,087.50

$6,188.83

Upon the 15th August when the note for $1,101.33
became due, Elliott, Finlayson & Co. brought to Mr.
Crombie their own note for $3,500 made payable to the
bank and falling due on October 3rd, and a note for
.$7,263.33 dated August 12 and payable five months
after date made by John Elliott & Co. payable to W.
E. Elliott & Co. and endorsed by W. E. Elliott & Co.
and by Elliott, Finlayson & Co., and requested him to
discount these notes for them with the hypothecation
as security for the note for $3,500 of two hundred bar-
rels of oil, namely, the 146 barrels already held by the
bank as collateral to the note for $5,087.50 and the 54
barrels the warehouse receipts for which had been left
with him on or about the 7th or 8th of August.

Mr. Crombie on the said 15th August before leaving
Montreal on his vacation which he did on the evening
of that day agreed to discount the two notes for them
holding the warehouse receipts for the 200 barrels of
oil as collateral security for the note for $3,500 and
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. undertaking to pay the balance
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remaining due on the note for $5,087.50 amounting to 1893

$1,559.20 and the note for $1,101.33 and he left instruc- STEVENSON

tions on leaving Montreal on the 15th with the bank V.
THE

officers that the said two notes should be discounted CANADIAN
BANK oFand the proceeds placed to the credit of Elliott, Finlay- COMMEtCE.

son & Co. which was accordingly done on the 16th J
August, upon Elliott, Finlayson & Co. hypothecating -

as agreed upon the 200 barrels of oil as collateral
security for the note for $3,500. By the sale of this oil
the defendants subsequently realized the sum of
$2,998.

Upon this evidence the learned judge in the Superior
Court rendered a judgment by which be adjudged that
the defendants should pay to the plaintiff the sum of
$4,591.24 being the amount realized by them from the
notes handed to Mr. Crombie on the 16th July, 1887,
and from the sale of the 200 barrels of oil hypothecated
by Elliott, Finlayson & Co. on the 16th August, 1887,
as collateral security for their note for $3,500 then dis-
counted for them by the defendants and that they
should give up to the plaintiff the note of Paxton & Co.
payable to W. E. Elliott which they had not received
payment of. This judgment is based upon a finding
by the learned judge as stated in his judgment that
the said notes and oil were the property of the said W.
E. Elliott and were appropriated by him in fraud of
his own creditors for the purpose of securing the debts
of the firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. when he the said
W. E. Elliott was insolvent. and that the defendants
had become accomplices with the said W. E. Elliott in
the committing the said fraud upon his creditors by
accepting his property as security for advances made
to the firm of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. when they knew
the said W. E. Elliott to be insolvent. From this judg-
ment the defendants appealed to the Court of Queen's
Bench Montreal in appeal which court has varied the
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1893 said judgment in the manner and for the reasons fol-

STEVENSON loWing as appearing in the judgment of that court:
V.

THE Considering that the insolvency of the said William E. Elliott be-
CANADIAN came notorious about the 13th day of July, 1887, when it became
BANK OF known at a meeting of the creditors of the firm of McDougall, Logie

COMMERCE. & Co., which had suspended payment, that he was involved to the
Gwynne J. extent of $17,000 for accommodation paper which he had given to

- that firm and of which the bank held paper to the extent of $7,559.30,
and that the said William E. Elliott made a judicial abandonment for
the benefit of his creditors on the 18th day of August, 1887;

Considering that the lot of 200 barrels of oil transferred to the
bank on the 16th August, 1887, and held by the firm of Elliott, Fin-
layson & Co., under warehouse receipts issued in favour of the said
William E. Elliott, but duly endorsed over by him to it, and was
ostensibly its property, and that there is no proof that the bank was
aware or even suspected that the said oil was not its property;

Considering that (under the arts. 1488 and 1966a of the Civil Code)
the bank acquired a valid title to the said lot of oil when the said firm
of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. on the 16th day of August, 1887, trans-
ferred it to the bank as collateral security for the payment of a pro-
missory note for $3,500 payable on the 3rd day of October, 1887, and
then discounted for the said firm, and the said bank cannot now be
troubled for the said oil or for the said sum of $2,998, being the pro-
ceeds of the sale thereof ;

Considering that the bank, by its manager, Alexander M. Crombie,
had reason to know that the said William E. Elliott was insolvent on
the 16th of July, 1887, when at his instigation the agent of the said
William E. Elliott transferred to it the said promissory notes to the
amount of $2,768.78 as collateral security for bills or promissory notes
for which he might be liable, and when he was so liable to the bank to
the extent of $7,559.30 for accommodation given by him to the then
suspended firm of McDougall, Logie & Co., and his own insolvency
had become notorious.

Considering that the said transfer was in effect a payment by an
insolvent to a creditor knowing his insolvency, and that under art.
1036 of the Civil Code it must be deemed to have been made with in-
tent to defraud, and that the bank appellant must therefore be com-
pelled to restore the said promissory notes, or their value, for the
benefit of the said William E. Elliott's creditors.

The judgment then proceeds to allow the appeal of
the defendants against the judgment of the Superior
Court as to the said sum of $2,998 realized from the sale
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of the said 200 barrels of oil, but condemns the de- 1893

fendants to pay to the plaintiff the sum of $1,603.46, STEVENSON

the amount realized from the notes handed to Mr. V.
THE

Crombie on the 16th July, 1887, with interest thereon, CANADIAN
* BANK OFand to deliver up to the prothonotary of the Superior COMMEEL

Court of the district of Montreal the John Paxton & Gw J.
Co.'s note for $1,165.32 within a prescribed time, or in
default to pay the amount thereof to the plaintiff.
From this judgment the plaintiff has appealed, and the
defendants have entered their cross-appeal.

As to the principal appeal which is that of the plain-
tiff and relates to the $2,998 realized by the defendants
from the sale of the 200 barrels of oil hypothecated by
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. as collateral security for their
note for $3,500 discounted for them on the 16th of Au-
gust, there cannot in my opinion be entertained a doubt
that the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench at
Montreal in appeal is well founded and cannot there-
fore be disturbed.

That the defendants and their manager Mr.',Crombie,
when upon the 8th July, 1887, they discounted for
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. the note for $5,087.50, did
so upon the faith of their having the 292 barrels of
oil then hypothecated by Elliott, Finlayson & Co. as
collateral security for the advances made to them upon
that note, and that they had reason to believe and did
believe Elliott and Finlayson to have full power to hypo-
thecate the oil as they did as their own property, the
evidence does not warrant a doubt and the bond fides
of the defendants in that transaction is not now a
matter in dispute.

Upon the receipt .by the defendants on the 9th of
August, 1887, of the sum of $3,528.30, the proceeds of
the 146 barrels of oil sold to R. C. Jamieson & Co., the
amount becoming due upon the above note was re-
duced to the sum of $1,559.20 for which the defendants
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1893 held the remaining 146 barrels of oil as collateral and
STEVENSON they continued to hold those 146 barrels as the property

VHE of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. and as security for the said
CANADIAN sum of $1,559.20 in virtue of the arrangement made on
BANK OF

COMMERCE. the 10th August until the 16th of August when Elliott,
G Finlayson & Co. hypothecated the same 146 barrelsGwye J. together with the other 54 barrels the receipts for which

represented that oil also to be the property of Elliott,
Finlayson & Co., as collateral security for Elliott, Fin-
layson & Co.'s note for $3,500 discounted by the defend-
ants on the said 16th of August.

Now as to this hypothecation of these 200 barrels of
oil on the 16th of August there does not appear to be
a particle of evidence which would justify a judicial
tribunal in adjudging that Mr. Crombie the defendant's
manager knew or had reason to believe that in truh
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. had no right to deal with or
to hypothecate as they did the oil in question. It is
to my mind inconceivable that Mr. Crombie would
have sacrificed the favourable position which upon the
10th of August, 1887, the defendant held in relation
to the 146 barrels of oil then held by them under hypo-
thecation and have authorized the discount for them
of their note for $3,500 on the 16th of August if he had
not thoroughly believed that the right of Elliott, Fin-
layson & Co. to hypothecate the said 200 barrels of oil
as security for that note as they did was indisputable
beyond all doubt and question, and the judgment of
the Court of Queen's Bench in appeal that there is no
evidence justifying an adjudication that the defend-
ants or their manager knew or had reason to know
or believe that Elliott, Finlayson & Co. had no such
right is in my judgment unimpeachable. The appeal
therefore of the plaintiff must, in my opinion, be dis-
missed with costs.
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Now as to the cross-appeal which affects the notes 1893
handed over to Mr. Crombie by Mr. Finlayson as agent STEVENSON

for W. E. Elliott on the 16th of July, 1887, as col- TVE
lateral security for the two notes amounting together to CANADIAN

BANK OF$2,983.36 made by McDougall, Logie & Co., and which COMMERCE.

by the failure of that firm had become due. This
Gwynne J.

transaction is only disputed upon the contention that
at the time when it took place the defendants through
their manager Mr. Crombie knew that W. E. Elliott
was insolvent, and that the object of the defendants'
manager was thereby to obtain for them a fraudulent
preference over W. E. Elliott's other creditors and that
therefore the transaction was void under art. 1036 of
the Civil Code. The pivotal point in the transaction is
the knowledge of Mr. Crombie on the 16th July, 1887,
that W. E. Elliott was then insolvent. It is not sug-
gested that there is any direct evidence that Mr.
Crombie had such knowledge. The direct evidence is
altogether to the contrary effect. He himself was the
only witness examined upon the point and he most
positively denies upon oath that be had any such
knowledge then or at any time prior to his return to
Montreal from his vacation on or about the 3rd of
September, and he swears'that when he left Montreal
on the 15th August, after having made arrangements
with Elliott, Finlayson & Company for the discounting
of the two notes for $,500 and $7,263.36 respectively,
he did not entertain the slightest doubt of Mr. W. E
Elliott's solvency. The evidence, therefore, in order to be
sufficient to justify the imputing to Mr. Crombie the
knowledge required by the terms of art. 1,036 so as to
avoid the transaction, must be sufficient to displace
wholly this peremptory denial by Mr. Crombie of all
knowledge of W. E. Elliott's insolvency. Now what
the Court of Queen's Bench, in that part of their judg-
ment which is the subject of this cross-appeal, proceed

36
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1893 upon, is not that any direct evidence of knowledge of

STEVESON W. E. Elliott's insolvency has been brought home to
T. Mr Crombie, but upon this that in their opinion and

THEF
CANADIAN judgment the insolvency of W. E. Elliott became
BANK OF

COMMERCE. notorious on about the 18th July (although there -was

Gwy-ne J no evidence given of the fact of such imputed notoriety)
when it then became known at a meeting of the

creditors of the firm of McDougall, Logie & Co., which
had suspended payment, that Elliott was involved to
the extent of $17,000 for accommodation endorsements
of the paper of that insolvent firm which the defend-
ants held to the amount of $7,559.30, and that
therefore the defendants by their manager, Mr.
Crombie, had reason to know that the said W. E.
Elliott was insolvent when he received the promissory
notes for $2,768.78 on the 16th July, 1887, at a time

when Elliott's insolvency had become notorious, and
they therefore concluded that the transfer of these notes
to the defendants was in effect a payment by an in-
solvent to a creditor knowing his insolvency, and that
therefore it must, under art. 1036, be deemed to have
been made with intent to defraud. This language,
while it seems to relieve Mr. Crombie, the defendants'
manager, from any imputation of a positive intent to
defraud and from any imputation of falsely denying
that he had knowledge of W. E. Elliott's insolvency

when the transaction of the 16th July, 1887, took place,
rests the judgment 'of the court upon the foundation
that, as alleged in the judgment, the insolvency of
Elliott was then notorious, and that, therefore, because
of the imputed notoriety of such insolvency, Mr.
Crombie had reason to know that W. E. Elliott was
then insolvent, whether in point of fact he did know
it or not. The judgment thus seems to introduce into
the art. 1036 language not to be found in it, but which

was in the repealed Insolvent Act of 1875, whereby
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contracts made by a creditor with a debtor (whom 1893

the creditor not only knew to be insolvent, but whom sTEVENSON
he had probable cause for believing to be insolvent) or TE

after his inability to meet his engagements had become CANADIAN
BANK OF

public and notorious, were avoided. But in the present COMMERCE.
case, as already observed, it is not suggested that there Gwynne J.
was any direct or positive evidence that upon the 16th -

July, 1887, it was a notorious fact that W. E. Elliott
was insolvent; not a witness was called to testify to
such a fact, and there was no direct or positive evidence
whatever offered to that effect. That he was then no-
toriously insolvent is a conclusion drawn by the court
from the single fact tha.t at a meeting of the creditors
of the insolvent firm of McDougall, Logie & Co., held
on or about the 13th July, 1887, Mr. Elliott appeared
to be an accommodation endorser upon their paper to
the amount of about $17,000, of which the defendants
held paper to the amount of $7,559.30. The question
therefore is reduced to this : Did that fact, so appearing,
constitute in law or in fact such notoriety of the fact
that W. E. Elliott was then insolvent as to justify the
imputation of knowledge that .Elliott was in point of
fact then insolvent to Mr. Crombie, against his positive
denial upon oath of any such knowledge and against
his oath that Elliott had impressed him with such a
belief in his solvency that his being involved as accom-
modation endorser on McDougall, Logie & Co.'s paper
to the amount of $17,000 did not shake his confidence
in Elliott's solvency ?

If Elliott's insolvency was so notorious a fact upon
the 16th July as to justify the imputation of the know-
ledge of the fact then to Mr. Crombie, of course Elliott
could not have taken up any of the notes of McDougall,
Logie & Co. upon which he was endorser, nor could
any other creditor of Elliott's have then or at any time
since accepted payment from him of any debt whatever

36%4
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1893 due by him. In my judgment the fact that Elliott

STVENSON appeared to be a creditor of McDougall, Logie & Co.,
V. as accommodation endorser of their paper to the amount

THE
CANADIAN of $17,000, afforded no evidence of Elliott himself being
BANK OF

COMMERCE. then insolvent, and as there. was no other evidence
- ~whatever from which it has been suggested that upon

- the 16th of July, 1887, Mr. Crombie had reason to know
or believe and should have known or believed Elliott
to be then insolvent, the transaction of that day stands
unimpeached. The case of Allen v. The Quebec Ware-
house Comnpany (1) was appealed to by the learned
counsel for the plaintiff, and the rule there recognized
that the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council will
not interfere with the judgment of two courts con-
curring upon a question of fact unless the finding be
clearly erroneous, but neither that case nor the rule
therein recognized can apply to a case where the con-
clusion upon the question of fact involved is drawn
from premises which afford no warrant for the conclu-
sions, and the rule moreover is expressly qualified by
the condition thatthe conclusion is notclearly erroneous,
and with great deference I must say that it appears to
me it would be as reasonable to hold upon the evidence
in the case that upon the 15th of August, 1887, when
Mr. Crombie agreed to discount the notes for $3,500,
and $7,263.86, he knew or had reason to know that
Elliott intended to execute upon the 18th August a.
judicial abandonment of his estate, as to hold that upon
the 16th July he must have known or had reason to
know that Elliott was then insolvent from the circum-
stance that upon the 13th July the insolvent firm of
McDougall, Logie & Co. appeared to be indebted to him
as accommodation endorser upon their paper to the
amount of $17,000 for so much of which as the assets of
the insolvent firm should be insufficient to pay he

(1) 12 App. Cas."101.
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would be liable. In my opinion, therefore, the cross 1893
appeal should be allowed with costs and the action in STEVENSON

the court below be ordered to be dismissed with costs. T.
THE

CANADIAN
BKOF

PATTERSON J.-We have an appeal by Stevenson. the COANMCE.

plaintiff in the action, and a cross-appeal by the bank. ---
The cross-appeal cannot, in my opinion, succeed. P
There is no room to question the fact that William

E. Elliott was insolvent, whether he or any one else
knew that he was, early in July, 1887. On the 13th
of that month the fact transpired at a meeting of the
creditors of the insolvent firm of McDougall, Logie &
Co. that Elliott was liable for $17,000 of the debts of
that firm. From that time the courts below, that is to
say, the Superior Court and the Court of Queen's Bench,
agree in holding that his insolvency was notorious and
that the Bank of Commerce knew of it. There was
ample evidence to sustain that conclusion, and although
it may be that evidence would also have warranted the
finding that knowledge of Elliott's insolvency was not

brought home to Mr. Crombie, the bank manager, until

a later date, yet we must, as I apprehend, take the fact
to be as found by the courts below.

Elliott had discounted with the Bank of Commerce
paper of McDougall, Logie & Co. to the amount of

$2,983, and he was further liable on two other notes of
that insolvent firm held by the Bank of Commerce, the
whole amount being more than $7,500.

On the 16th of July, Elliott being then absent from
Canada, Mr. Crombie asked Mr. Finlayson, who was
acting for Elliott, for collateral security, and obtained
customers' notes to the amount of $2,768.78. These
were expressed in the receipt given for them as being -

security for the general liability of Elliott, although
the security seems to have been asked for with par-
ticular reference to the item of $2,983.
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1893 The bank has been held liable, under article 1036 of

STEVENSON the Civil Code, to account for these assets to the

TE plaintiff as curator of the property and effects of W.
CANADIAN E. Elliott.
BANK OF.

COMMERCE. The cross-appeal is against that decision. The com-

plaint I understand to be rather against the finding of
e the lact that the bank had knowledge of Elliott's in-

solvency on the 16th of July than against the view of
the law on which the court acted.

I think we must dismiss the cross-appeal.
In the direct appeal the curator seeks to recover from

the bank the value of 200 barrels of oil, as assets of the
insolvent W. E. Elliott in the business of dealer in oil
which he carried on under the name of W. E. Elliott
& Co., and which oil was pledged to the bank by the
wine house of Elliott, Finlayson & Co. of which W. E.
Elliott was a member.

In the court of first instance the plaintiff sued for
346 barrels of oil and he recovered for part, viz., 200
barrels and failed as to 146 barrels. The defendants
appealed from that decision to the Court of Queen's
Bench and there the decision was against the plaintiff
as to the whole of the oil.

On the 8th of July, 1887. the bank discounted for
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. a note for $5,087.50, made by
John Elliott & Co and endorsed by W. E. Elliott & Co.
and by Elliott, Finlayson & Co. To secure that note
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. transferred to the bank several
warehouse receipts for oil, covering in all 292 barrels,
which had been endorsed to that firm by the oil firm
of W. E. Elliott & Co.

That transaction was, in both of the courts below,
held to be unimpeachable.

The note was dated the 28th of June and was due
on the first of October, 1887. It was negotiated with
the bank on the 8th of July.
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Familiar as the provisions of the Bank Act (1) respect- 1893
ing warehouse receipts may be we may usefully refer STEVENSON

to one or two of them. Section 53 subsection 2 autho- V.
THE

rizes a bank to acquire and hold any warehouse receipt CANADIAN
BANK OF

or bill of lading as collateral security for the payment COMMERCE.

of any debt incurred in its favour in the course of its -
Patterson J.

banking business; but, by subsection 4, the bank shall
not acquire or hold any warehouse receipt or bill of
lading to secure the payment of any bill, note or debt,
unless such bill, note or debt is negotiated or contracted
at the time of the acquisition thereof by the bank.

In connection with this, and in anticipation of what
is to follow, we may note that the customer of the bank
was here Elliott, Finlayson & Co. The advance of
money was to that firm, and, in the essence of the trans-
action, the other parties to the note were sureties to the
bank for the debt incurred by the firm, although of
course they became themselves directly liable under
the law merchant. The warehouse receipts were secu-
rity for the debt so incurred by Elliott, Finlayson & Co.

It became convenient at a later date, in connection
with the business of the Elliott firms, to relieve the
firm of John Elliott & Co. from liability on the note.
That was effected by substituting for the note, with
the consent of the bank, another note similar in date,
amount and tenor, except that it was made by Elliott,
Finlayson & Co. and payable to the bank.

I do not see that that substitution affected in any
way the security of the bank under the warehouse
receipts. The debt was still the debt of Elliott, Fin-
layson & Co. contracted on the 8th of July, in security
for which the receipts had been endorsed to and received
by the bank.

That change in the form of the obligation was made
on the 10th of August, 1887. Part of the oil, viz., 146

(1) R. S. C. ch. 120.
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1893 barrels, had been sold before that date by the bank at

STEVENSON the request of Elliott, Finlayson & Co., and had realized

TE $3,528.30. The date of the sale is not proved. The
CANADIAN warehouse attendant says the oil was transferred to
BANK OF

COMMERCE. the purchaser on the 12th of July, and it seems that

Patterson J. one of the warehouse receipts produced in evidence
- bore date the 13th of July, while there is very direct

evidence that receipts for 292 barrels were in the hands
of the bank manager on the 5th of July, and were
formally pledged on the 8th. These apparent discrep-
ancies are scarcely for this court to investigate with a
view to find conspiracy and fraud which the courts
below have not found.

The purchase money of $3,528.30 was received by the
bank on the 9th of August leaving $1,559.20 of the
original amount of $5,087.50 unpaid, and as security for
that balance the bank continued to hold the remaining
146 barrels of oil.

Then another change of scene takes place.
Elliott, Finlayson & Co. paid off the balance of

$1,559.20 on the 16th of August and thereby redeemed
the pledge of the oil.

On the same day, however, or the day before, they
procured from the bank the discount of a note made
by John Elliott & Co. for $3.500, and secured that ad-
vance by warehouse receipts for 200 barrels of oil.
Where did they get that oil ? For 146 barrels they had
the old receipts, and for 54 barrels there was a ware-
house receipt made, like all the rest, to W. E. Elliott
& Co. which W. E. Elliott had himself, a few days
before, left with the bank in anticipation of advances
being made upon it.

It is not made clear, either by the evidence or by
any express finding of fact, how the ownership of the
oil, or at all events of the original 292 barrels, really
stood as between the oil firm of W. E. Elliott & Co., or
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more properly Elliott himself, and the wine firm of 1893

Elliott, Finlayson & Co. Elliott, as it would appear STEVESON

from evidence given by Finlayson, had not put into E

the wine business i he agreed amount of capital. His CANADIAN
BANK OF

transfers of oil may have been payments on account of COMMERCE.

his capital. Apart from the imputation of fraud as Patterson J.
against Elliott's creditors there is no reason why the -

transfer of the receipts by Finlayson should not con-
vey a good title to the bank.

In the Superior Court it was held that the original
transaction of the 8th of July was valid because the
bank did not, at that date, know of the insolvency of
Elliott, and therefore the bank was entitled to retain
the proceeds of the sale of the 146 barrels in July, but
that the pledge of the 200 barrels in August after the
insolvency was known was invalid.

This reasoning seems to have regarded the transac-
tions as if between Elliott and the bank, not laying
stress on the intervention of Elliott, Finlayson & Co.

The Court of Appeal looked at the matter from a
different standpoint, and (referring to the articles 1488
and 1966a of the Civil Code) held that it was not estab-
lished that the bank when it took the sureties from
Elliott, Finlayson & Co., to whom they had been duly
endorsed by Elliott, knew that they did not belong to
the wine firm.

On that ground the bank was held to be entitled to
retain the whole 346 barrels of oil.

I am not prepared to differ upon the question of fact
from the court below, at least so far as the original 292
barrels are concerned.

The 146 sold in July are out of the question. The
other 146, which were released on the 16th August by
the payment of the debt of $5,087, were pledged again
on the same day, and whatever the bank may have

(1) 11S.C. 120.
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1893 known at that time of the circumstances of W. E

STEVENSoN Elliott it had acquired no new information, as far as,

E disclosed by the evidence, respecting the title to the
CANADIAN 146 barrels which up to that date it had held as pledgee
BANK OF

COMMERCE. of Finlayson. Treating the transaction, as the Court of

Appeal treated it, as between the bank and Finlayson,
s Jand not as between the bank and Elliott, I do not see

sufficient grounds for interfering with the decision as
far as the 146 barrels of oil are concerned.

The other 54 barrels do not stand in quite the same
position. The warehouse receipt for the 54 barrels,
which was dated the 30th of June, does not appear to
have been endorsed to Elliott, Finlayson & Co. On
the 8th of August, after the bank knew, as the fact is
found to be, of Eiliott's insolvency, Elliott himself
brought that receipt to the bank and left it for the pur-
pose of an advance to be afterwards made. The advance
was made to Elliott, Finlayson & Co. on the 16th, and
the receipt then for the first time endorsed over by
Elliott.

Under these circumstances the reasoning of the
Court of Appeal does not seem to apply to the lot of
54 barrels, and as to that lot I think the judgment of
the Superior Court should be restored.

The 200 barrels sold for $2,998. The proportion for
54 barrels is $809.46.

I think the appeal should be allowed to that extent,.
and I suppose with costs.

Appeal allowed and cross-appeat
dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Macmaster 4 McGibbon.

Solicitors for respondents: Morris Holt.
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JAMES MAcARTHUR AND (By ] 1892
ANENDMENT) THE COMMER- '
CIAL BANK OF MANITOBA APPELLANTS; *Oct 21,
(PLAINTIFFS).................. ........... 24,25.

1893
AND

DAY HART MAcDOWALL (DEFENDANT) RESPONDENT. *May 1.

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF THE NORTH-
WEST TERRITORIES.

Promissory note-Transfer when overdue-Equities attaching-Agreement
between maker and payee-Holder for value without notice-Evidence.

An agreement between the maker and payee of a promissory note
that it shall only be used for a particular purpose constitutes an
equity'which, if the note is used in violation of that agreement,
attaches to it in the hands of a bond jide holder for value who
takes it after dishonour. Strong C.J. and Taschereau J. dissenting-

APPEAL from a decision of the Supreme Court of
the North-west Territories (1) affirming the judgment
for defendant at the trial.

The facts of the case are fully set out in the judg-
ments hereinafter published.

Christopher Robinson Q. C. for appellants.

Ferguson Q.C. and 1McKay for the respondent.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-I am compelled to dissent
from the judgment of the court in this case. I there-
fore only write shortly to indicate the grounds on
which I differ, not intending to state fully the argu-
ments and authorities in support of my view. I agree
in the facts as found by the court below, and as stated

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J., and Fournier, Taschereau
Gwynne and Patterson JJ.

(1) 1 N.W.T. Rep. Pt. 3 p. 56.
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1893 in the judgment of the majority of this court, with
Mc- the exception of the conclusions arrived at as to the

ARTHUR character of the transaction by which the present ap-V,.
MAC- pellant acquired his title to the note in question. The

DOWALL, note was given by MacDowall to Knowles to be used
The qhief for a particular purpose and not for general use as an
Justice.

- accommodation note, and it was actually pledged to the
bank by Knowles as a collateral security. The bank
acquired the note in good faith as holders for value
without notice and was paid off by the appellant
with his own money, and this was done in pursuance
of an arrangement made between the assignee in in-
solvency of Knowles, the appellant and the bank.
The note came into the hands of the appellant upon
the bank being paid off, and after it was due. The
appellant had no notice of the agreement between
Knowles and the respondent at the time he paid the
bank and got the note.

If I had to deal with the evidence directly I should
take it tobe proved that the note was given as an accom-
modation note generally to be used as Knowles
thought fit, but I cannot act upon that view of the
evidence in the face of the finding of the court below,
based though it is exclusively upon the evidence of
the respondent himself. If it had been held to be an
accommodation note generally the respondent would
have been liable even though the appellant had taken
it from Knowles himself after it was due and with
notice

But assuming as I must on the findings of the court
below that the note was given on the particular agree-
ment which the respondent states, it is clear that the
appellant had no notice and I do not consider a holder
for value who takes a note signed and delivered by
the maker upon such an agreement as this, in good
faith, without notice, though overdue, can be affected
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by any collateral agreement controlling the use which 1893

was to be made of the note though it may have been MAC-

negotiated in fraud and in violation of that agreement. AnVT

It appearn to me that the appellant was not entitled MAC-

to recover the fall amount of the note, but was en- DOWALL.

titled to stand in place of the bank who were paid off The Chief
Justice-.

with his money, that is he is entitled to be sibrog- -

ated to the rights of the holder from whom he ac-
quired title. There is no pretense for saying that the
bank had notice or was otherwise than a bond fide
holder for value to the extent of the sum for which
the note had been pledged to it, whatever that might
on taking proper accounts be ascertained to be. I un-
derstand the law to be that an endorsee or holder for
value, although taking a promissory note after ma-
turity, is entitled to the benefit of the title of any
prior holder in due course whether the name of such
prior holder appears on the paper or not. In other
words, an agreement between the maker and payee
that a note should only be used for a particular pur-
pose does not, although the note was negotiated in
fraud of that agreement, constitute an equity which
attaches to the note in the hands of a bond fide holder
for value even although he takes it after dishonour.

By the Bills of Exchange Act, 1890, section 27. sub-
section 3, it is enacted that when the holder of a bill
has a lien on it arising from contract or implication of
law he is deemed to be a holder for value to the extent
to which he has a lien. By the 29th section a holder
in due course is defined, and that in terms within which
the evidence shows that the bank indubitably came.
The bank took the note in good faith and for value, and
at the time had no notice that Knowles was negotiating
it in breach of faith or that there was any defect in his
title. It was, therefore, a holder for value and also a.
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1893 holder in due course strictly in accordance with the
MAC- provisions of the act.

ARTHUR Subsection 3 of section 29 is as follows:
V.

MAC- A holder whether for value or not who derives his title to a bill
DOWALL. through a holder in due course and who is not himself a party to any
The Chief fraud or illegality affecting it, has all the rights of that holder in due

Justice course as regards the acceptor and all parties to the bill prior to that
holder.

It cannot be pretended on the facts that the appellant
was a party to any fraud committed by Knowles in
negotiating the note, or that the appellant had when
he took the note from the bank any notice of such
fraud.

It is true that the note was overdue when it came
into the appellant's hands but that makes no difference.
Section 36 subsection 2 of the act provides that :

When an overdue bill is negotiated it can be negotiated only subject
to any defect of title affecting it at maturity and thenceforward no
person who takes it can acquire or give a better title than that which
had the person from whom he took it.

Under this provision the appellant would have been
.clearly entitled to avail himself of the title of the bank.
The bank did not endorse the note but it had been
,endorsed in blank by Knowles and had thus become
negotiable as an instrument payable to bearer, and the
appellant upon delivery would have become entitled
to the protection assured him by this provision. It is
pretended however that the appellant acquired his
title to the note not from the bank but from Coombs,
the assignee in insolvency of Knowles. The evidence
establishes directly the contrary of this proposition.
Coombs was, it is true, an assenting party to the
arrangement in pursuance of which the bank transferred
the notes to the appellant just as a mortgagor is, on a
transfer of a mortgage property, made for precaution an
assenting party to the transfer, but beyond this the
transfer was not a transaction between Coombs and
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the appellant, but between the latter and the bank. 1893

The appellant's money paid off the bank and the M'AC-

securities were handed over directly by the bank to the ARTHUR
V.

appellant. Neither the law, business usages nor com- MAC-

mon sense authorize us to characterize such a trans- DOWALL.

action as a payment of the note by the maker and its The Chief
re-issue by him. The circumstance that the draft and Justice.

cheque for the amount paid to the bank passed through
Coombs's hands can make no difference; it is clear that
the appellant intended to acquire, and supposed, as he
had a right to do, that he was acquiring, the title from
the bank directly to himself. I am therefore of opinion
that by force of the explicit statutory provisions I have
referred to the appellant was entitled to recover the
amount for which the bank, as pledgee of the note,
could have maintained an action against the re-
spondent. The note was dated the 10th November,
1889, and being payable 18 months after date did not
fall due until the 13th May, 1891. The statute came
into operation on the 1st September, 1890, and it contains
no provision restricting its operation to notes made
after that date. At this time the note was therefore
current; Mr. Duncan McArthur the manager of the
bank says it came into their hands " in the early fall
of 1890 "; granting that this was after the first of
September, 1890, the act would not apply to the transfer
by Knowles to the bank, though I should have thought
it would apply to the subsequent transaction between
the bank and the appellant, for I see no reason why the
act should not apply to the subsequent transfer of pre-
existing securities. But it makes no difference whether
the act applies or not. The act is an almost literal
transcript of the English Bills of Exchange Act of 1883.
Judge Chalmers who was the draughtsman of that act,
in his digest of the law of Bills and Notes (1) certainly
says :

(1) 4 ed. p. 2.
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1893 In so far as the act alters the law it is presumed it does not apply to
- any instrument made before its date.
MAC-

ARTHUR And he refers to the cases of McLean v. Clysdale

MAc_ BankinK Company (1) and Leeds Bank v. Walker (2),
DOWALL. but in both these cases the transactions which it was
The Chief held the act did not affect had taken place before the
Justice.

- eday fixed for its coming into force. I find no decision
showing that the act is not applicable to the negotia-
tion of a note made before it came into force but which
had been negotiated after it became law. I do not
think, however, it makes the least difference whether
the statute or the pre-existing rules of the common law
are to govern in the present case. All the provisions
of the act to which I have referred were old law, and
the statute did not in any of them make the slightest
alteration. It merely formulated the law in these re-
spects. I may, therefore, even if the act has no statutory
application here, make use of it as Lord Blackburn did
in McLean v. Clysdale Bank (1) as a text reproducing in
precise and convenient formulas the old law on the
particular subjects in question. In the case just referred
to Lord Blackburn says :

I do not think the Bills of Exchange Act applies to this case for it did
not receive the royal assent until some months after the cheque baa
been issued ; but I do think that the enactments in that act are very
good evidence of what had been the general understanding before it
was passed, and of what was the law on the subject.

As regards the rights of the bank as pledgee of the
note, that they were by the general law merchant
before the statute was passed precisely the same as
defined by section 27 of the act, appears from
Ex parte Newton (3) ; the latter case shows that
the pledgee of a bill upon which the pledgor being
the drawer could not have recovered against the
acceptor could only recover the amount for which the

(1) 9 App. Cas. 106. (2) 11 Q. B. D. 84.
(3) 16 Ch. D. 330.
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bill is held in pledge, but that to that amount he is 1893

entitled to recover. That section 29 subsection 3 before u' -

set forth is identical with the former law is shown by ARTHU

May v. Chapman (1). Section 36 subsection 2 merely MAC-

gives statutory effect to the law as laid down in Fair- -__.

clough v. Pavia (2). The ChiefI" Justice.
If therefore the evidence fails to establish, as I think -

it does, that there was a payment by or on behalf of the
maker, and a re-issue of the note, the law clearly entitles
the appellant to recover the amount for which the
bank as pledgee was entitled to a lien on it. I
do not refer the appellant's title to recover to the general
doctrine of subrogation merely, but to those inde-
pendent rules of the law merchant which I have pointed
out, rules founded in commercial convenience, and
necessary, not only to protect holders in good faith of
negotiable paper but also to ensure the negotiability
of such securities. These rules which had previously
been well established by adjudged cases have now
been adopted and confirmed by the, statute. But, whilst
I say this, I also think it very material that, as Mr.
Robinson argued, these principles are entirely con-
formable to the very just and equitable doctrine of sub-
rogation to which they most undoubtedly owe their
origin.

Since writing the foregoing I have been referred by
the learned counsel for the appellant to the case of
Cowan v. Doolittle (3). That case was more complicated
in its facts than the present, but after having made a
careful analysis of it I find that it sustains the pro-
positions of law which I have before advanced to the
fullest extent, and decided as it was by a most distin-
guished court I should not hesitate, if I had no other au-
thority to follow than this case of Cowan v. Doolittle (3),

(1) 16 M. & W. 355. (2) 9 Ex. 690.
(3) 46 U. C. Q. B. 398.

37
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1893 to decide the present appeal in the manner I have
MAC- indicated.

ARTHUR The appeal should be allowed with costs.
MAC-

DOWALL.
- FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that this appeal should

The chief be dismissed.
Justice.

TASCHEREAU J.- I concur in the reasons given by
the Chief Justice for allowing the appeal and in the
conclusions at which he has arrived.

GWYNNE J.-I am of opinion that this appeal must
be dismissed. The sole question in the case really is
whether the plaintiff MacArthur purchased the note
sued upon from the assignee of the insolvent estate of
Knowles, the payee of the note, or from the Commer-
cial Bank of Manitoba. If from the assignee of
Knowles the action cannot be maintained, for there
can be no doubt that the note was given to Knowles
under such circumstances that he never could have
maintained an action upon it against the defendant,
and the plaintiff MacArthur became purchaser of it
after it had become due. I cannot entertain a doubt
that the transaction was one of purchase by the plain-
tiff McArthur from the assignee of Knowles of a whole
batch of notes, including the one sued upon, as part of
the estate of the insolvent Knowles. MacArthur, it is
true, knew that the draft which he gave to the as-
signee of Knowles for all the notes which he pur-
chased would go to the bank, but that was necessary
to enable MacArthur's title as purchaser from the as-
-signee of a portion of the notes which were held by
the bank to be made perfect. The oral and docu-
mentary evidence is, to my mind, absolutely conclusive
upon the question. Joseph Knowles had been in
partnership with the plaintiff MacArthur as private
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bankers, &c., at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan,where the 1893
defendant resided. The partnership was dissolved -AC

and thereafter each of them carried on business AnTHUR

separately for himself. Knowles made an arrange- MAo-

ment with the Commercial Bank of Manitoba at Win- DOWALL.

nipeg for advances to be made to him upon notes of Gwynne J.
his customers to be deposited as collateral security and
upon real estate. The arrangement, as testified by the
bank manager, was that the bank would advance to
him to the extent of seventy-five per cent of the face
value of notes to be deposited but that they would
allow him to overdraw his account. Upon the note
now sued upon the bank in October, 1890, advanced
to Knowles $4,100, and he had also been allowed to
overdraw his account to some extent. In January,
1891, Knowles failed in business aid by an indenture
dated the 28th of that month, he assigned and trans-
ferred all his estate, effects, choses in action, and his
real estate to one Joseph M. Coombs, his executors and
administrators and assigns upon trusts following: first
upon trust to pay all the costs, charges and expenses,
&c., attending the preparation and execution of the *said
trust indenture, and secondly to pay off the indebtedness
of the said Knowles to the Commercial Bank of
Manitoba and Katherine W. McLean, a secured cre-
ditor, and in the next place to pay and divide the
clear residue into and among his other creditors rat-
ably and proportionately and without preference or
priority according to the amount of their respective
claims, and lastly to pay the residue, if any, to Knowles
himself.

Upon the 25th of February, 1891, the bank inclosed
in a letter from Winnipeg to MacArthur at Prince
Albert nine of the notes deposited by Knowles with
the bank amounting in the whole to $6,912.27, and
coming due between that date and the 13th May,
among which was the note now sued upon.
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1893 Upon the 8th April the manager of the bank wrote

n . to the plaintiff MacArthur the following letter
AnTHn (Private.) WINNIPEG, 8th April, 1891.

MAC- JAMES MACARTHUR, Esq., Re KNOWLES,
DOWALL. Prince Albert.

Gwynne J. DEAR SI,-Referring to our C. S. 46 D. H. MacDowall $5,500 due

- 11th May next, when M. MacDowall was down here some time ago

he led me to understand that he did not intend to pay this note.

Please let me know what the prospects of collecting it are and give

me what information you can in regard to the matter.

Yours truly,
R. T. ROKEBY,

Manager.

To this letter Mr. MacArthur seems to have replied
by a letter not produced of the 14th April, for on the
18th April, 1891, the manager of the bank wrote, ad-
dressed and sent the following letter to MacArthur :-

WINNIPEG, 18th April, 1891.

DEAR SIR,-Re C. S. 46, MacDowall $5,500 due May 13th.

I have received your letter of the 14th instant and note contents.

If the note is not paid when due hand it to Mr. Newlands for imme-

diate suit and get judgment as quickly as possible. Meanwhile New-

lands can find out quietly all that MacDowall has which may be avail-

able to satisfy the judgment.
Yours truly,

R. T. ROKEBY,

Manager.

The note appears to have been sent to MacArthur in
February, under the impression that it was payable
at Prince Albert where MacDowall resided from the
same 18th April. The manager of the bank wrote,
addressed and sent another letter to MacArthur direct-
ing him to return the note at once to the bank at
Winnipeg where the manager had found that the
note was payable and not as he had been under the
impression at Prince Albert. MacArthur appears to
have received from the manager of the bank another
letter dated 23rd April (not produced) in relation to
Knowles's liability to the bank and to the collateral
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securities held by the bank therefor; and he appears 1893
to have contemplated at that time purchasing from M-
the assignee of Knowles the note held by the bank as ATHUR

V.

collateral security and other property belonging to MAC-

0 DO WALL.the insolvent estate of Knowles if he could make an DWL
arrangement with the bank to procure funds neces- Gwynne J.

sary for that purpose and on the 1st May, 1891, he wrote
to the manager of the bank the following letter:-

PRINCE ALBERT, SASK., 1st May, 1891.
R. T. ROKEBY, Esq., Re KNOWLES,

Winnipeg.
DEAR Si,-In further reference to your letter of the 23rd ultimo

and list of notes, it would appear that about $2,000 in notes sent by
you to Knowles for collections was collected by him and the pro-
ceeds kept. I understand that he is now in Toronto, so that instead
of you being short a margin in notes of about $1,100 you are short
about $3,000. The best properties to be put on the market now are the
following:-

Lot 2, block G., R. L. 78, say.......... 8 250 00
Lot 22, block D., R. L. 79, say..................... 750 00
W 4 lot 5, block C., R. L. 78, say.................. 400 00
Lot 11, block B., R. L. 78, say...................... 500 00
S. & R. L. 79, P. A. S. B., say ............. 2,000 00

$3,900 00
I think the above lots would sell for the amounts set down pro-

vided they were sold on easy terms of payment. I have thought of mak-
ing an offer to the estate for the notes held by you and other property for
the amount of your bank's claim, provided I could make an arrange-
ment with your Board regarding payment of same. The amount of your
claim you state to be $16,807-taking off the MacDowall note due
11th May, $5,500-$11,307. I propose for the favourable considera-
tion of your Board the following, viz. : that I assume this amount
and give my notes to you at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 months in equal
instalments and furnish together with same collateral notes to the
amount of the principal and $2,000 more as a margin. I may state
that I consider at least $1,000 of the notes held by you to be doubtful
and at best are all slow. When in consideration of this matter I trust
you will inform your Board that I have reduced my own indebtedness
to your bank $1,600 since September, and that in the face of the most
depressed business season I have ever seen here and without ma-
terially reducing the security then given.

Yours truly,
J. MAcARTHUR.
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1893 Now when this letter was written, MacArthur well
Mc knew that the notes which the bank held and for the

ARTR purchase of which together with other property he says
V.

MAc- he thought of making an offer to the Knowles estate
DOWALL. were held by the bank merely as collateral security for

Gwynne J. the debt of Knowles, and what he proposes is not that
he should purchase from the bank any of those notes
so held as collateral security for the debt of Knowles
but that they should accept his offer in extinguishment
of the Knowles debt, thus leaving the assignee of his
estate free to deal with MacArthur for the sale to him
of the collaterals held by the bank, that is to say that
they should accept MacArthur's notes for the amount
of the Knowles debt payable as proposed in the letter
together with collaterals to the like amount to be fur-
nished by MacArthur and $2,000 in addition to be
deposited by him by way of margin. To this proposal
the manager of the bank replies by a letter dated 6th
May, 1891, as follows
JAMES MACARTHUR, Esq.,

Prince Albert.

DEAR SIm,-Your letter of the 1st instant received and I note contents
of same for which I am obliged. I shall write you again in regard to
the proposed sale of property. With regard to your proposition to
buy out our claim, you of course understand that in the meantime we
are practically acting as trustees for the assignee, but if he is willing to
make a deal with you in the way you speak of, we are quite ready to
sell you our claim as it stands at present-16,918, payable 82,000 in
cash, and your note at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 months in equal instal-
ments at nine per cent interest. You to give us collateral note with
a margin of 82,000. If the MacDowall note is paid on the 11th instant
the amount can be deducted.

Yours truly,
R. T. ROKEBY,

Manager.
P.S.-I saw MIr. MacDowall. I think he may possibly pay 8500 or

less, if pressed, on account and renew. He will hand over the property
as security for the note till paid. Please say if above is satisfactory to
you.
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Now by this letter the manager of the bank informs 1893

MacArthur that if he can make a deal with the assignee -T.
of Knowles' insolvent estate in respect of the purchase ARTHUR

V.
of the collateral notes which the bank held and for the MAC-

purchase of which MacArthur by his letter of the 1st DOWALL.

May informed the bank that he contemplated making Gwynne J.

an offer to the Knowles estate, they will take from him
in satisfaction of their claim against Knowles $2,000
in cash and his notes for the balance of their claim
payable in seven equal instalments at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
and 14 months with interest at nine per cent, he furnish-
ing collateral note with a margin of $2,000. This pro-
position so made by the bank in answer to the one made
by MacArthur placed him in a position to deal with the
assignee of the Knowles estate for the purchase of the
collaterals, and so understanding the letter he appears
to have acted thereon accordingly, for, as Mr. Coombs
the assignee testified, MacArthur spoke to him in the
beginning of May as to the purchase of the notes, and
offered eighty-five per cent of their face value. Coombs
in his evidence says: "his proposal was to purchase the
notes held by the Commercial Bank and also those held
by me, the proceeds of auction sales." Coombs expressed
his approval of the offer and said that if approved by
a committee of Knowles's creditors he would accept it
and carry it out, and he told MacArthur to put his pro-
posal in writing. Thereupon MacArthur addressed to
him the following letter:-

PRINCE ALBERT, SASK., 12th May, 1891.
J. M. CooMBs, Esq., Re KNOWLES,

Assignee.
DEAR SIR,-It has occurred to me that to insure more rapid progress

in the winding up of this estate, you might be open to entertain an offer
for the notes held by you and other property sufficient to wipe out the Com-
mercial Bank claim. I shall be glad to meet with you and discuss the
matter at your convenience.

Upon receipt of this letter Coombs called a meeting
of certain creditors of Knowles acting as an advisory
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1893 board and laid the matter before them; this was at
MA. Prince Albert. The meeting was held between the

A,,,,, 12th and 19th ofMay. MacArthur attended the meet-
V.

MAC- ing and some mention was made of this MacDowall
___L note. MacArthur pointed out that it did not bear in-

Gwynne J. terest, and. some remarks were made as to whether it
would be met. MacArthur produced a telegram from
the bank manager at Winnipeg saying that it had not
been paid. At this time the notes held by Coombs for
property sold by him as assignee amounted to $2,228.60.
There was also another small parcel of notes received
by Coombs from the sheriff amounting to about $352,
and the notes held by the bank, a list of which was
furnished by MacArthur to Coombs, amounted to
$13,305; these notes the bank held as collateral security
for their debt which then amounted in round numbers
to $17,634, for which they held security upon real
estate of Knowles valued at $20,030. At the close of
the above meeting of the creditors of Knowles Coombs,
subject to the approval of his solicitor, agreed to sell
to MacArthur without recourse against the estate of
Knowles the whole of the above notes, amounting in
round numbers to the sum of $16,086, for $13,673.56,
being eighty-five per cent of the face value of the
notes, thus also giving to MacArthur the benefit of all
interest accrued and accruing upon them. The trans-
action was finally completed on the 20th May, 1891,
at Prince Albert, by MacArthur handing to Coombs his,
MacArthur's draftonthe Commercial Bank of Manitoba,
at Winnipeg, for the said sum of $13,673.56, and by
Coombs handing to MacArthur the notes he himself
held and endorsing them " without recourse," and by
Coombs and MacArthur respectively signing at the
foot of the list of the notes held by the bank and fur-
nished by MacArthur which included the MacDowall
note now sued on amounting in the whole to the said
sum of $13,500, the receipts following
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1. Received of J. MacArthur the sum of eleven thousand four 1893
hundred and seventy-nine dollars and twenty-five cents, being eighty-

MAC-
five cents on the dollar for the above mentioned list of notes. ARTHUR

M. COOMBS. v.
2. Received from J. M. Coombs, assignee of. the estate of J. MAC-

DO WALL.
Knowles, the above meitioned notes.

J. MAcARTHUR. Gwynne J.

Coombs says that he endorsed' the notes which he
himself held " without recourse " in accordance with
the agreement upon which he says all the notes were
:sold by him to MacArthur, and that he then had a con-
versation with MacArthur as to this provision in re-
.spect of the notes which .were at Winnipeg, namely,
the notes held by the bank, and that MacArthur said
that as to them it was no matter as they were all past
due and that he afterwards corrected himself saying
that one of Graham & Nelson's was not past due. In
fact Coombs says that everything as to the sale of the
notes was completed when he received from MacArthur
the draft for $13,673.56.

On the 20th May, Coombs inclosed to the Commer-
cial Bank the above draft, together with one for $600
on the Imperial Bank, in the following letter:-

PRINCE ALBERT, 20th May, 1891.
DUNCAN MCARTHUR, Esq.,

Manager Commercial Bank of Manitoba,
Winnipeg.

Be estate of JOSEPH KNOWLES.

SIR,-Inclosed I forward you draft for $13,873.56, drawn by James

MacArthur on Commercial Bank of Manitoba and draft for $600 on

Imperial Bank, Winnipeg; total $14,273.50, to be applied towards

liquidating your claim against this estate.
In the interest of the other creditors I am anxious to settle your

claim in full and release the real estate, and in order to meet the
balance of your claim I would like to dispose of by public auction or
private sale, as the case may be, the following portions of the real
estate now held by you as security, viz.

Lot 22, block D., R. S. 79.
W 1 5, " C. " 78.

Westerly part 3, block G. R. L. 78.
Part 11, block B. R. L. 78.
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1893 Under the agreement between the Commercial Bank and Mr.
Knowles I think I am at liberty to do this with your approval, the

MAC-
ARTHUR proceeds to be turned over to you or so much thereof as may be ne-

w. cessary to meet your balance, particulars of which please furnish me
MAc- with. I may remind you that the title to the westerly portion of lot

DowALL. 11, block B, R. L. 78, is still incomplete. I have spoken to your soli-
Gwynne J. citor, Mr. Newlands, about it and he is only waiting instructions to put

the matter in shape. Will you please write me stating that you will
carry out any sale made by me of the above mentioned properties for
the benefit of intending purchasers, also that you will reconvey the
balance of the real estate upon the receipt of your claim in full.

Please acknowledge receipt of draft and oblige,

Yours truly,
J. M. COOMBS.

Trustee estate J. KNOWLES.

To this letter Mr. Coombs received in reply a short
letter acknowledging receipt and stating that Mr.
Rokeby was away and that on his return he would
write to Mr. Coombs. On the 9th June, 1891, Mr'
Rokeby wrote as follows in a letter inclosing a state-
ment as asked for by Mr. Coombs :-

COMMERCIAL BANK OF MANITOBA,
WINNIPEG, 9th June, 1891,

J. MAl. CoOss, Esq.,
Assignee, Prince Albert.

Re estate JOSEPH KNOWLES.

DEAR SI,-On my return to business to-day, your letter of the
20th May, together with inclosures relating to the sale of collateral notes
to James MacArthur, was placed before me and I now beg to say that we
confirm the sale as arranged. I now inclose statement showing the
balance due us at 21st May, viz. $3,361.27.

With regard to the sale of properties proposed to be made to cover

the balance of our account, we hereby authorize you to sell and we
agree to convey the said properties when requested; of course you
understand that we shall only release the whole of our securities when
the balance due us with interest to date has been fully paid.

We are quite willing that Mr. Newlands should complete the title
to the westerly portion of lot 11, block B.R.L. 78. His account has to be
added to the amount due to us and it may be as well for him to com-
plete the matter now. In regard to the price of the properties to be
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sold I would suggest that in case any question may be raised by any 1893
of the creditors, you should submit any offer to us before accepting
the same. ARTHUR

Yours truly, W.
R. T. ROKEBY, MAC-

Manager. DOWALL.

The statement inclosed in the above letter showing Gwynne J

the amount remaining due by the Knowles estate to
be $3,361.27, is as follows :-

Estate of Joseph Knowles. To Commercial Bank of
Manitoba, 1891, May 21st. To indebtedness as per
statement rendered.......... ............

Paid James MacArthur 22 per cent on collection of
$4,039.75 .......................... ......

By draft of James MacArthur, being amount
of collateral notes purchased by him from
estate......... ......... ............. $13,673 56

By draft on Imperial Bank................. 600 00

$17,534 83

100 00

$17,634 83

14273 56,

Balance due to bank..................... $3,361 27

Now it is plain by this letter that the bank recognized
the sale of the notes as having been made by Coombs,
as the assignee of Knowles, to MacArthur. Upon receipt
from Coombs of MacArthur's draft the bank accepted it
and paid and applied the amount, together with the
proceeds of the draft for $600 on the Imperial Bank,
towards liquidation of the Knowles debt. The amount
so applied exceeded the whole amount .of the notes held
as collateral security by the bank, and the balance of
their debt amounting to $3,361.27 was secured by the
real estate held by the bank valued at $20,000. From
that moment the notes which the bank had held be-
came, in virtue of the assignment and transfer thereof,
involved in the receipt signed by Coombs at the foot
of the list of the notes and given to MacArthur, the
absolute property of MacArthur and thenceforth the
bank could not have or acquire any title or interes
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1893 whatever in them unless in virtue of a title to be derived

MA.- from MacArthur, and this is precisely the light in which
ARTHUR not only the manager of the bank but MacArthur him-

V.

MAC- self understood the transaction, for immediately upon

.WALL. receiving from Coombs his receipt at foot of the list of
owynne J. the notes he on the same 20th May addressed and sent

a lettet to the defendant, wherein he says :
DEAR SIm,-I have purchased the notes belonging to the Knowles

estate. Your note for $5,500 I find is past due, and as I cannot suppose
you would care to have it go to suit I shall be glad to have your draft
for payment as soon as possible. I may say that if it is inconvenient
to meet the whole amount now I might be able to renew a part.

Yours truly,
J. MAcARTHUR.

And on the same day he addressed a letter to the
manager of the bank explaining why he had not an-
swered his letter of the 6th May, and informing Mr.
Rokeby that he, MacArthur, had purchased the notes
from the assignee of Knowles. The letter is as follows:

PRINCE ALBERT, SASK., 20th May, 1891.

R. T. ROKEBY, Esq., Be KNOWLES,
Winnipeg.

DEAR Sla,-In further reference to my letter of the 1st inst., and

yours of the 6th, I found that upon meeting Mr. Coombs and his com-
mittee that I could make a purchase of the notes belonging to the
estate, but regarding the balance required to make up the amount due you
they thought it would be better to get you to allow a sale at auction
in Coombs's name of so much real estate as would pay off your claim.

As I had no doubt that this would meet your views, 1 yurchased the notes
to the amount of $13,673.56, for which I have issued my draft on you. I
inclose my draft for $1,200 in your favour and I have charged your
.account with $100 being 22 per cent for collecting $4,039.75 of Knowles
notes (I saw the assignee regarding the rate and be considered it all
right). Mr. Coombs will remit by this or the following mail 8700,
which makes $2,000. I inclose my notes at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14
months for $1,667.65 each for the balance and a list of notes now held
by you assigned by Goombs to me and by me to you. I inclose collateral
notes to the amount of $2,268.21. I hold notes named in inclosed list
for collection and arrangement. I shall have them all put in current
-order and forward to you without delay. Regarding the MacDowall
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note, I have written him by this mail and expect to be able to arrange 18-93
with him. Both Mr. Newlands and Brewster consider it all right. If -

MAC-
you desire me to assume the balance of your account due by the ARTHUR
Knowles estate I can do so upon your terms, but as Coombs is very V.
anxious to have your amount closed out as soon as possible, I consider MAC-

DO WALL.
it much the best for all parties that he be allowed to sell without a -

transfer from you to me. He writes you by this mail upon this subject. Gwynne J.

The list of notes referred to in the above letter as
being inclosed therein and as being " a list of the notes
held by you and assigned by Coombs to me and by me
to you " was not produced. It appears, however, that it
was a list of notes which had been in MacArthur's pos-
session on collection for the bank before he purchased
them from Coombs, for in the next paragraph of his
letter he says that he holds the notes mentioned in the
list for collection and arrangement, and that he would
have them all put in current order and forwarded to
the bank without delay. By this he no doubt meant
to convey that as soon as he could get them put into
current order by renewals he would forward the
renewals to be held as collateral for his liability to the
bank for their accepting and paying his draft for
$13,673.56. That the MacDowall note was not in that
list must be inferred from the fact that it was not then
in the actual possession of MacArthur, it was still in
the bank at Winnipeg where it fell due on the 13th
May, where it remained, but as the property of Mac-
Arthur until the 2nd July when he got it for the pur-
pose of bringing an action upon it, since which time
the bank, as Mr. Rokeby says in his evidence, has never
had any custody or control of the note, and he stated
further that the note had never been entered in any of
the books of the bank as being held collateral to Mac-
Arthur's liability to the bank, and MacArthur in his
evidence says that the bank never had any right or
title to the note derived from him. His evidence upon
this point is as follows:-
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1893 I first got it as agent of the bank in February, but sent it to the
- bank. I first got it again after I purchased it when I wanted to sue on

ARTHUR it. The Commercial Bank had nothing to do with it since I bought it, they
v. were to have, it was understood that the bank were to take it and

MAC- others as collateral security when put in current shape, but this was
DOwALL. never so put, the bank has no lien or claim upon it legally.

<Gwynne J. Mr. Rokeby in his evidence stated that so far as the
bank was concerned the whole transaction between
him and Coombs and between him and MacArthur was
contained in the letters produced, the only one of which
not already referred to is the following of the 9th June,
1891, from Rokeby to MacArthur:-
JAMES MAcARTHUR, Re KNOWLES,

Banker, Prince Albert.
DEAR SIm,-Your letter of the 20th ult. re your purchase of the col-

lateral notes in this estate was placed before me on my return to business
to-day, and I have given instructions that the matter be carried through
in accordance with your arrangement. The inclosed statement shows
how the matter stands as between the bank and the estate and as
between the bank and you.

With regard to the amount paid to us direct on account Campbell's
$600 note this was applied in reduction of the debt, and our account to
the assignee was just so much less so that it will be in order for you to
arrange the matter with him. We have authorized Mr. Coombs to sell
the properties mentioned in his letter in order to close out the balance
due us and we will convey to the purchasers when sales are made.
Mr. Newlands may as well complete the title re westerly portion of
lot 11, block B. R. L. 78, as suggested by the assignee. His account not
being included in our account, will be chargeable against the estate
-when rendered. It is distinctly understood that none of our securities
are to be relinquished until our account has been settled in full
together with interest until paid. With reference to your notes in
payment of the balance due by you, I may first say that I trust you will
be able to meet them or most of them at any rate at maturity, as two
of our directors think that you have made a very good thing of this
purchase, and consequently I would like to see the matter well taken
care of. As soon as you get the collaterals into shape please forward for
registration, as the bank in order to meet your views and to assist you in this
deal is parting with the best of its security. I trust you will make

.quite sure of your ability to meet the notes and to carry the matter
through. Please let me hear from you as to this.

Yours truly,
R. T. ROKEBY,

Manager.
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The statement inclosed in this letter was the state- 1893

ment already referred to as inclosed to Mr. Coombs, .
showing the balance due by the Knowles estate to be ARTHUR-

V.
$3,361.27, and an account opened with MacArthur MAC-

wherein he is debited with his draft for $13,673.56 and DOWALL.

-credited with $1,300, showing a balance due by Gwyne J.

him of $12,373.56, against which is placed his seven
notes for $1,767.65, each with interest at nine per cent.

Now upon this evidence there cannot be entertained
a doubt that the transaction whereby MacArthur ac-
quired the note sued upon was one of purchase from
the assignee of the Knowles estate of the whole batch
of notes, amounting in the whole to $16,086 and includ-
ing the note sued upon, as one purchase for the sum of
$13,673.56 for which he gave to the assignee of Knowles
his draft upon the Commercial Bank. Upon that draft
being accepted by the bank, and the amount being by
them applied to the credit of their claim against the
estate of Knowles, the bank ceased to have any claim
or title to or interest in the note which became the
absolute property of MacArthur, but his title, as the
note was overdue when purchased by him from the
assignee of the Knowles estate, was only such as could
be acquired by purchase of a chose in action belonging
to the estate of Knowles in the hands of the assignee -
of that estate for sale, and as the transaction between
Knowles and the defendant upon which the note was
made by the defendant was such that Knowles could
not have recovered against the defendant in an action
brought against him, so neither can MacArthur and the
.appeal must be dismissed with costs.

PATTERSON J.-There are two plaintiffs, MacArthur
and the Commercial Bank of Manitoba. I shall not
have to refer to the bank as a party to the action and
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1893 shall for brevity sake use the term " the plaintiff " as
mAc- meaning MacArthur.

ARTHUR In my reference to the facts I shall not attempt to
V.

MAc- discuss the details of the evidence. That has been
DOWALL. done with sufficient fulness by my brother Gwynne

Patterson J. who has made it very clear that the findings of fact by
the courts below cannot be disturbed.

The plaintiff bargained with Coombs, the assignee
of the estate of Knowles, for the purchase of promis-
sory notes which belonged to the estate.

There were three lots of notes. One consisting of forty-
seven notes, including the note of the defendant now
sued upon and of the nominal amount of $13,505, was
held by the Commercial Bank of Manitoba as collateral
security for a debt of upwards of $17,000 due by
Knowles. Another lot consisted of thirty-six notes,
amounting nominally to $2,228.60, which were not
in the hands of the bank. The plaintiff bought these
notes at eighty-five per cent of their nominal amount.

Lists of these two lots of notes were produced in
evidence, each list having appended to it two receipts,
viz., one from Coombs, the assignee, for the price, and
one from the plaintiff for the notes. The price acknow-
Jedged for the one lot is $11,479.25, being eighty-five
per cent of $13,505, and for the other $1,894.31, being
eighty-five per cent of $2,228.60. These two receipted
amounts make $13,373.56. The third lot of notes was
bought for the lump sum of $300, making the whole
price $13,673.56.

The negotiation with the estate of Knowles and the
purchase of the notes from the estate was with the
concurrence of the bank, and with an understanding
between the bank and the plaintiff as to the mode in
which the plaintiff was to be supplied with money to
pay for the notes. In accordance with that under-
standing the plaintiff paid Coombs by a draft on the
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bank, which the bank received from Coombs on 1893

account of the debt of Knowles, for $13,673.56, and M-' ~
the plaintiff accounted to the bank for that sum partly ARTHUR

V.
by giving his own notes for $12,373.56 of the amount, MAc-

and giving as collateral security for his notes all the DOWALL.

notes purchased from the Knowles estate. Patterson J.

The transfer of the notes from the assignee of
Knowles estate to the plaintiff took place on the
19th or 20th of May, 1891.

The defendant's note fell due and was protested for
non-payment on the 13th of that month. It was
therefore an overdue note when the plaintiff took it.

The history of the note, as shown by the judgment
delivered at the trial, was that Knowles, who had
been partner with the plaintiff in the business of
private bankers, and who continued that business
after the dissolution of the partnership, wanted to
provide a fund on which he could draw in the event of
depositors with the dissolved firm withdrawing their
deposits. He accordingly arranged with the defend-
ant that the defendant should make the note in ques-
tion and he conveyed some lands to the defendant by
way of security, though by conveyances absolute on
their face. The defendant accordingly made the note,
payable 18 months after date, with an understanding
that it might be renewed for 18 months longer, it
being also agreed between the defendant and Knowles.
that the note was not to be used unless required for
the purpose of providing the fund mentioned, and that
if it was discounted it should be at the Bank of Ottawa.
where it was payable, and not elsewhere.

It was a violation of the terms of this agreement in
both its branches to transfer the note as collateral
security for other debts of Knowles, and to negotiate
it in that manner with the Commercial Bank.

38
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1893 The bank, which took the note without notice of
14^~ the agreement, could of course have enforced it against

ARTHUR the defendant. But the plaintiff does not take the
V.

MAC- bank's title. He bought from the Knowles estate.
DOWALL. The bank would have had no right to sell the note

Patterson J. which it held as collateral security unless prepared
to account for its full value, and according to the find-
ings, which are in my opinion the correct result of
the evidence, the bank did not sell the note. It held
the notes, that is to say, one of the three lots of notes,
as security for the debt of Knowles, and receiving
payment of that debt from Coombs, partly by means
of theplaintiffs draft, it freed the notes as assets of the
Knowles estate, though it again received them with
the other notes as a pledge from the plaintiff.

The appeal is ventured on in the hope of displacing
that apprehension of the facts. The contention is thus
formally put by the plaintiff in his factum.

The appellant's contention is on the correspondence and on the evi-
dence, and in regarding the legal effect of the transaction, that the sale
was made by the bank directly to the plaintiff MacArthur.

It was suggested that the plaintiff might recover
what he paid for the note, if not the full amount, un-
der the title of the bank. I do not know what he
paid for this or any other individual note, because the
eighty-five per cent was on in the whole amount and
not on each note, but whatever he paid was paid to
the Knowles estate and not to the bank.

The transaction between the plaintiff and Coombs
is essentially the same as it would have been between
the plaintiff and Knowles.

The plaintiff took a note which was overdue and
which was an accommodation note. The circum-
stance that it was an accommodation note would not
by itself interfere with the negotiation of it after it
was due; but, being overdue, the plaintiff could take
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it only as subject to its equities. An agreement not 1893
to negotiate an accommodation note after it was due MAc-
would be such an equity. We find that asserted in a ARTHUR

series of cases from Charles v. Marsden (1) downwards. MAC-

All the cases on the subject, as late as the year DowALL.

1868, will be found commented on by Malins V.C. inPatterson J.
Ex parte Swan (2) in a dissertation which may be
referred to in place of citing the various cases.

After pointing out that the endorsee of an overdue
bill takes it subject to the equities of the bill, not the
equities of the parties, and that a set-off is not in
general an equity that attaches to a bill, the learned
Vice-Chancellor refers to the case of Holmes v. Kidd (3)
as an illustration of what an equity attached to the
bill itself is. I shall read what he says of that case (4).

In that case the acceptor had accepted a bill of X300, depositing with
the drawer certain canvas which he was to be at liberty to sell as a
means of providing for the bill. The bill was indorsed when overdue
to the plaintiff, and afterwards the canvas was sold by the drawer, but
did not wholly pay the bill. The question was whether the indorsee
could recover. Here, Mr. Justice Erle said : " The question is whether
the receipt of the money by the drawer is a bar to the action. The
plaintiff took the bill subject to the equities affecting it. In the hands
of the drawer the right to sue was defeasible; when he sold the canvas
it was defeated, and the plaintiff took the bill subject to that contin-
gency." That contingency is the equity which attached to the bill and
which bound him, having taken it after maturity. Mr. Justice
Crompton said "Upon the concoction of this bill it was agreed that
it was not to be paid if the canvas was sold. That agreement directly
affects the bill, and was part of the consideration for it. The case
therefore differs from that of a right of set-off against the indorser,
which is merely a personal right not affecting the bill. In the present
case the equity attaches directly to the bill. The plaintiff, therefore,
got a defeasible title only."

The statement of the law by Vice Chancellor Malins
in Ex parte Swan (2) is referred to with approval by Lord
Justice Giffard in Ex parte Oriental Commercial Bank (5),

(1) 1 Taun. 224. (3) 3 H. & N. 891.
(2) L. R. 6 Eq. 344. (4) L. R. 6 Eq. 360.

3834 
(5) 5 Ch. App. 358.
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1893 in which case an officer of the bank misapplied moneys

M'C- of the bank in the purchase for himself of certain bills
ARTHUR of exchange which he endorsed over after they were

V. Z

MAc- due. It was held that the equity of the bank to follow
DOWALL. its money into the bills that were purchased with it

Patterson J. could be enforced against the endorsee who had taken
the bills after they were due.

In the present case the note of the defendant was
made and was intrusted to Knowles for the special
purpose of aiding Knowles, by providing a fund for
the payment of depositors, if that should become neces-
sary, in order to keep his business going. The defendant
could have insisted that Knowles should use the note
only in the way for which it was intended, and only
for the purpose of keeping his business going, and
could have restrained him by injunction from using
the note after he had given up his business. That was
an equity attaching to the note itself in the hands of
Knowles and is enforceable against the plaintiff who
took the note when overdue.

I agree that the appeal should be dismissed.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitor for appellants: H. W. Newlands.

Solicitor for respondent : James McKay.
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ALVA MARTINDALE, ds-qual. et al......APPELLANTS; 1892

AND *June 3.

DAME SUSAN M. POWERS... ........... RESPONDENT. 1893

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR *Mar. 1.
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE). *May 1.

Quality of plaintiff-General denegation-Succession-Acceptation of by
minor subsequent to action-Art. 144 0. C. P.-Don Mutuel-Property
excluded from but acquired after marriage.

Held, 1st., affirming the judgment of the court below, that the quality
assumed by the plaintiff in the writ and declaration is considered
admitted unless it be specially denied by the defendant. A
dfense en fait is not a special denial within the meaning of art.
144 0. C. P.

2nd. The acceptation of a succession subsequent to action and
pendente lite on behalf of a minor as universal legatee has a retro-
active operation.

3rd. Where by the terms of a don mutuel by marriage contract a farm in
the possession of one of the sons of the husband under a deed of
donation was excluded from the don mutuel, andsubsequently the
farm in question became the absolute property of the father the
deed of donation having been resiliated for value, it was held that
by reason of the resiliation the husband had acquired an independ-
ent title to the farm and it thereby became charged for the amount
due under the don mutuelby marriage contract, viz.: $5,000; and
that after the husband's death the wife (the respondent in this
case) was entitled until a proper inventory had been made of the
deceased's estate to retain possession of the farm, Taschereau
and Gwynne JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from a judgment of the Court of Queen's
Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) (1) reversing

the judgment of the Superior Court.

This was an action brought by Alva Martindale in

his quality of tutor to the minor child James Curtis

* PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
'Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.

(1) Q. R. 1 Q. B. 144.
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1892 Martindale, universal legatee of his grandfather Curtis

MARTIN- Martindale, and by Eli Martindale in his quality of
DALE curator to the substitution of property created by

POWERS. the last will of the late Curtis Martindale, claiming
from Susan M. Powers widow of the late Curtis
Martindale for the minor child and the substitution a
certain farm being cadastral lot no. 2,414 of the town-
ship of Stanbridge.

Susan M. Powers, the respondent, pleaded 1st. a
general denial and 2nd. a special plea that under the
terms of a don mutuel by marriage contract she was
entitled to retain possession of the land until paid the
amount due to her, viz.: $5,000.

The facts as disclosed by the pleadings and the
evidence are as follows:

Two years prior to his marriage with respondent
Curtis Martindale, who was then a widower, had made
a donation of the farm in question to his son John
Martindale, under the usual terms of supporting his
father during the remainder of his natural life, and
with the condition that in the event of the son prede-
ceasing the father the title should revert to the latter.
Under this agreement John Martindale and his family
went to reside with the father, Curtis Martindale,
upon this farm, but some months prior to respondent's
marriage with the father, Curtis Martindale, the son,
John Martindale, had bought a farm for himself from
a Mrs. Whitman, on the opposite side of the highway
from the farm in question in this case, and had
removed with his family to the Whitman farm, and
was living on it. On the 11th December, 1869, and
prior to the execution of his marriage contract, a
notarial document was executed between Curtis Mar-
tindale and his son John, which recites in the first
place the terms of the donation deed and then
declares that as Curtis Martindale has proposed
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to said John Martindale to occupy and cultivate 1892

said land (i. e. the original home farm) and to mAr'TIN-

take the management of the stock &c., the said John DALE

Martindale agrees to pay to said Curtis Martindale POWERS.

$200 yearly in lieu of support, taxes, maintenance, &c.,
and as security therefor he mortgages his own farm,
i. e. the farm he had bought from Mrs. Whitman, and
upon which he was then living. The agreement goes
on to recite that. even if said John Martindale should
at any time thereafter be called upon to resume the
cultivation of the land, he should be exonerated from
the care of horses, cows, &c., belonging to Curtis
Martindale.

Then by marriage contract dated the same 11th
December, 1869, Curtis Martindale settled upon his
wife, (present respondent) the property, real and per-
sonal, of which he might die possessed to the extent
and value of $5,000 "save and except therefrom the
farm and personal property thereon now in the occu-
pancy of John Martindale."

On the 9th December, 1870, the deed of donation to
John Martindale was for valuable consideration resili-
ated and $900 were paid to him by Curtis Martindale
for improvements, &c.

Curtis Martindale died 27th March, 1885, having
previously to wit, on 10th November, 1888, made his
last will whereby he named as his residuary legatee,
without designation of any specific property, the eldest
of his own four sons who might be living at
the time of the testator's decease, and his widow took
possession of all his property including the farm
claimed by the appellants.

There was no special plea specifically denying the
status of the plaintiff, but oral evidence was given to
prove the status which was objected to.
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1892 It was admitted that no inventory had been made

MARTN- of the deceased's estate.
DALE

V. Racicot Q.C. and Anyrauld for appellants. The
POWERS. qualities and status of the plaintiffs 6s-qualitis and of

the minor child James Curtis Martindale as well as
the defendant herself as mentioned and described in
the writ of summons, and all the other allegations of
the plaintiff's declaration, not having been specially
denied are deemed by law to be admitted by defend-
ant. La Banque Union v. Gagnon (1); Reinhardt v.

Davidson (2) ; Gibeau v. Dupuis (3); Bain v. City of

Montreal (4).
But moreover there is sufficient evidence in the

case of the status of the minor child as the courts
below have found as a matter of fact.

On the principal question on this appeal viz., as to
the farm reserved in the marriage contract, we contend
that the intention of the parties as expressed by the
stipulation in the marriage contract was that the
said farm and the movables should be absolutely
reserved from the don mutuel, and that as the farm
claimed is shown to be the farm reserved from the don
mutuel in the marriage contract it is not material
whether it came into the hands of the testator by
virtue of the resiliation of the donation to his son
John under some of the provisions of the donation, or
by virtue of the voluntary resiliation made of said
donation as was actually done.

The don mutuel in the marriage contract of $5,000 to
be taken by the survivor out of the property left by
the predeceased is a donation d cause de mort, assimil-
ated to a particular legacy, and the respondent survivor
cannot retain the property claimed, as her right
is simply to get $5,000 out of the estate. Art. 757 0.0.

(1) 15 Q. L. R. 31; (3) 18 L. C. Jur. 101;
(2) 15 R. L. 42 ; (4) 8 Can. S. C. R. 252.
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Respondent at death of Curtis Martindale was left 1892

in possession of his whole estate, movable (moneys, MARTIN-

claims, goods and chattels, &c.,) and immovable. .DALE

She has appropriated the whole of the movable estate PoWERS.

which was of considerable value without any inven-
tory and she cannot retain the farm claimed by
appellants As-qualites without accounting for what she
has got already and irrespective of the amount of the
balance due her and of the value of the farm.

Baker Q. C. for respondent. Having denied each and
all the allegations of the declaration the appellants
were bound to prove the status of the minor child from
the registry o civil statu

The exclusion of the property from the don mutuel, if
it applies to the farm in dispute, had its raison d'dtre
only by reason of one of the above circumstances
happening; the parties cannot be presumed or held
to have contracted with reference to the unforeseen
case of a voluntary resiliation of the deed of donation,
and. the acquisition by Curtis Martindale of the pro-
perty by onerous title.

On the 9th December, 1870, after the marriage, the
father and son resiliated the deed of donation, the
father paying the son $900 to indemnify the latter for
moneys advanced and labour done and performed in
improving the premises and a mutual acquittance and
discharge of all obligations up to that date was given.

The renunciation by Curtis Martindale of the sum
of $200 per annum, and the payment by him of $900
to his son, impoverished and reduced his estate by so
much and diminished respondent's chance of being
paid her marriage settlement at the time of his decease.

By the deed of 9th December, 1870, there was an in-
terversion of title and Curtis Martindale became the
proprietor of that farm, not in virtue of any condition
.of said original donation but by an onerous title,
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1892 which was not in existence at the date of the marriage
MARTIN- contract, and stands therefore quoad that contract

DALE entirely in the light of a distinct and new acquisition
V.n

POWERS. secured at the cost of the estate settled upon respond-
ent by the marriage contract, and must be held liable
for the stipulation and effect of that contract.

The reasons for the exclusion which existed at the
time of the contract have disappeared. The property
belonged to Curtis Martindale in the same manner as
if he had acquired it from a stranger and passed to
respondent in virtue of her marriage contract. If
appellants wanted to get possession they should have
had made an inventory and until that is done respond-
ent is entitled to retain possession.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE :-Curtis Martindale, a widower,
the testator under whose will the- plaintiff claims (in
the quality of tutor of James Curtis Martindale, a
minor) married in 1869 the respondent and defendant
Susan Powers, under a contract of marriage by which
community was excluded, and don mutuel to the ex-
tent of $5,000 was stipulated. Previous to this, in
1867, Curtis Martindale had made a deed of donation
of a farm to his son John Martindale. By the clauses
and stipulations of this deed of donation the son John
Martindale was to work the land; the donor, Curtis,
was to live on it; the produce was to be equally
shared, and Curtis, the donor, was to furnish half the
seed. On the eve of the marriage, by a deed executed
before the same notary as the marriage settlement and
dated the same day, 11th December, 1869, the deed of
1867 was modified by providing that Curtis should
work the farm himself, and that John, instead of work-
ing the farm and giving his father half the produce,
should pay him $200 a year. For the payment of the
annuity thus stipulated for John hypothecated a
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farm which he had acquired by purchase, not from 1893

the testator but from the widow Whitman. The M'RN-

marriage settlement expressly excluded from the don DALE

mutuel the farm and personal property described as PowERs.
being " now in the occupancy of John Martindale, of Th ief
the said township of Stanbridge, yeoman, one of the Justice.

sons of the said Curtis Martindale, which said pro-
perty both real and personal is not included nor in-
tended to be included as forming any part or parcel of
the said sum of $5,000."

The first question is whether this exclusion or ex-
ception applies to the farm which was the subject of
the donation by Curtis to John or to the Whitman
farm, which John had hypothecated to his father to
secure the annuity of $200 under the deed of the 11th
December, 1869, varying the original deed of donation.
Mr. Justice Tait held that the exception applied to
the farm in the donation deed. Chief Justice Lacoste
and Mr. Justice Hall, though they decided the case in
the respondent's favour upon another and distinct
ground, held that the exception did not refer to the
donation farm but to the Whitman farm.

Subsequently the testator made his will which con-
tained this provision under which the plaintiff claims:

As to the residue or remainder of my property whether real or per-
sonal, movable or immovable, money, notes of which I may die pos-
sessed or seized of, I will and bequeath the same and every part thereof
unto the eldest of my four sons, Ari, John, Eli and Alva Martindale,
who may be living at my demise, and for such son of my said four
sons above named to use and enjoy the same during his natural life;
and after his death to be transmitted unto his lawful issues from
generation to generation, in the direct line as far as the laws of this
Province will allow.

Subsequently to the marriage and on the 9th De-
cember, 1870, the testator for the consideration of $900
bought out John altogether as regards the farm pre-
viously given him.
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1893 The present is a possessory action to recover the

MARTIN- excepted farm. The pleas were the general issue, and
DALE a special plea which however does not conclude to the

POWERS. dismissal of the action but merely prays imposition of

The Chief terms in the defendant's favour.
Justice. The following points arose:

1. It was said that the quality of the minor repre-
sented by the plaintiff was not proved, in that it was
not proved by legal evidence that he was the eldest
grandson at testator's death, the oral evidence of Ari
not being legal proof. The courts below answer this
by holding that the quality not being specifically
denied it must be taken to be admitted, the general
issue not being a sufficient denial. In this I concur.
Then it was said that no acceptation of the succession
on behalf of the minor as universal legatee (or legatee
by title universal) was proved, and in fact it appeared
that there had been no acceptation until after the
action. The Court of Queen's Bench answers this
objection by showing that the want of acceptation was
a relative not an absolute nullity, and that the accep-
tation subsequent to action had a retroactive operation,
for which proposition the Chief Justice refers to authors
who establish this to be the law.

2. The next question is: What property was intended
to be excepted as the farm described as being "in the
occupancy " of John ? Was it the donation farm, the
old homestead, or was it the Whitman farm? I cannot
agree that it was anything but the former as the first
judge, Mr. Justice Tait, held it was; but both the judges
whose notes we have, the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Hall, seem to think the exclusion was intended to
apply to the Whitman farm though they do not say
this clearly.

3. Then comes the main point on which the Court
of Queen's Bench decided, reversing Mr. Justice Tait.
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What was the effect of the re-purchase for $900 by the 1893

testator from John, carried out by the deed of 9th MA .IN-
December, 1870 ? The Court of Queen's Bench hold that, DALE

granting the exception did refer to the homestead, it PowERs.
was a new purchase, a new acquisition of an onerous The Chief
title, just as if John had sold to a stranger and the Justice.

lands had gone through half a dozen hands, and had
then been re-purchased by the testator, in which case
it would be just the same as if it had been a piece of
land in which the testator had never had any previous
interest. I think the Court of Queen's Bench were
right in this which was their ratio decidendi.

The appellants further say that the judgment
appealed from is ultra petita as the special plea does
not conclude to the dismissal of the action. The plain
answer is that the general issue does so conclude.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.

FOURNIER J.-Le 11 d6cembre, 1869, fen Curtis Mar-
tindale avait fait avec Susanne Powers, son 6pouse,
intim6e en cette cause, un contrat de mariage contenant,
entre autres conventions matrimoniales, la suivante:

That whatever property the said Curtis Martindale and Susan
Powers now have or that they shall or may hereafter acquire, both real
and personal, upon decease of one of them, the same shall belong
to the survivor of them, for and to the extent of the sum of $5,000,
current money of this province, in sole and absolute property forever
(save and exempt therefrom the farm and personal property thereon
now in the occupancy of John Martindale, one of the sons of the said
Curtis Martindale, which said property, both real and personal, is not
included not intended to be included as forming any part or parcel
of the said sum of $5,000, anything herein contained to the contrary
in anywise notwithstanding).

Au d6chs de Curtis Martindale sa veuve, l'intimbe, a
pris possession de toutes ses propri~t6s, comprenant la
terre et la maison dans laquelle vivait le dit Curtis
MIartindale lorsqu'il s'est mari6 et dans laquelle i1 a;
v6cu avec elle jusqu'd son d6chs.
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1893 Curtis Martindale est d6c6d6 le 27 mars 1885, ayant
Mg .- pr6alablement fait son testament le 10 novembre 1883,

DLE instituant pour son 16gataire r6siduaire le fils aln6 de
1,.

POWERS. ses quatre enfants qui serait vivant A 1'6poque de son

Fournier j. d&cs.
- La d6claration en cette cause all6gue que James Mar-

tindale, enfant mineur, Ag6 d'environ sept ans, fils d'Eli
Martindale, remplit la condition du testament et se
trouve en cons6quence le 16gataire r6siduaire d6sign6,
et r6clame par l'action prise en son nom par son tuteur,
Alex. Martindale, la terre et la maison dans laquelle a
v6cu Curtis Martindale, et dont sa veuve, l'intim6e, a
pris possession en vertu de son contrat de mariage.

L'intim6e r6pond A cette action qu'elle a droit A ces
propri6t6s en vertu de la clause ci-dessus cit6e de son
contrat de mariage avec le testateur, dans lequel il a
t6 stipul6 que le survivant des deux 6poiux prendrait

dans la succession du pr6d6c6d6 des propri6t6s mobi-
likres et immobili6res au montant de $5,000.

Elle a aussi all6gu6 que 1'identit6 du mineur r6cla-
mant n'avait pas 6t6 suffisamment 6tablie et qu'il n'a
pas t6 prouv6 16galement qu'il soit le fils 16gitime de
Elie Martindale. Elle a de plus positivement ni6 que
la propri6t6 qu'elle d6tient soit celle qui a 616 exclue du
don mutuel par son contrat de mariage.

Il est vrai que la preuve de la filiation du mineur n'a
pas t6 faite en la manibre ordinaire par la production
d'un acte de bapt6me. El1 consiste dans un certificat
du secr6taire-tr6sorier donu6 en vertu de la 39 Vict
c. 20 et de la 50 Vict. c. 7. L'intim6e n'ayant point
soulev6 d'objections sp6ciales A cette preuve il n'est
pas n6cessaire de d6cider dans la pr6sente cause de la
force probante de ce certificat, que les Statuts refondus
de la province de Qu6bec (art. 5784) semblent avoir mis
au rang des actes de 1'6tat civil.
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L'appelant ayant pris dans la d6claration la qualit6 de 1893

tuteur A James Curtis Martindale, enfant mineur d'Eli MARTIN-

Martindale et d'Alma G-ardner, cette qualit6 doit 6tre DALE

cens~e admise dans notre pratique, A moins qu'elle ne POWERS.
soit sp6cialement ni6e. L'art. 144 C. P. d6clare que Fournier J.
tout fait dont l'existence ou la v6rit6 n'est pas expres- -

s6ment ni6e on d6c1ar6e n'6tre pas connue est cens6
admis.

L'intim6e a aussi soulev6 l'objection que le tuteur
.n'6tait pas autoris6, lors de 1'6manation de l'action, A
accepter le legs pour le mineur. L'autorisation, il est
vrai, donu6e par le conseil de famille, h accepter pour
le mineur la succession de son grand'phre, n'a t6
donn6e qu'apris 1'institution de l'action.

Ce d6faut d'autorisation n'est pas consid6r6 comme
uine nullit6 suffisante pour faire renvoyer 1'action; il
suffit qu'elle soit donu6e pendant 1'instance.

Au mirite la question unique est de savoir si la pro-
pri6t6 dont l'intimbe est en possession est la meme que
celle qui a 6t6 exempt6e par le contrat de mariage de
1'effet du don mutuel. L'intimbe croyant que cette
clause doit encore avoir son effet s'est efforc6e de nier
que ce fut la m~me propri6t6 et a pr6tendu que c'6tait
une autre qu'elle n'a pu indiquer ; mais en d6pit de ses
d6nigations il est clair que c'est la mAme. Par son
acte de donation A John Martindale Curtis Martindale
s'6tait r~serv6 certains droits sa vie durant avec droit
de retour de la proprit6 dans le cas oxi son fils le pr6-
d6c6derait. La pr6tention que la propri6t exclue serait
celle qui a 6t6 achet~e par John Martindale de la veuve
Martindale est insoutenable, parce que Curtis Martin-
dale n'a jamais eu de droits stir cette propri~t6 qui ne
lui a jamais appartenu et ne lui appartenait pas dans le
temps du contrat de mariage. L'exclusion eut 6t6 une
absurdit6 palpable, mais il avait des raisons d'exclure
I'autre sur laquelle il n'avait qu'un droit de retour et que
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1893 d'ailleurs il avait donn6e A son ills. Il 6tait raisonnable
MA- de l'exclure ne fut-ce que pour pr6venir son 6pouse

DALE qu'elle ne devait pas compter sur cette propri6t6 dans
POWERS. laquelle il vivait alors.

Fournier J. Il est 6vident par le t6moignage de l'intim6e qu'elle
- a parfaitement compris que la propri6t6 qu'elle occupe

est celle qui a t6 exclue du don mutuel par le contrat
de mariage. Mais par suite des transactions faites entre
Curtis et John Martindale cette clause d'exclusion n'a-
t-elle pas cess6 de s'appliquer A la propri6t6 en ques-
tion ? Cette propri6t6 avait d'abord t6 donn6e par
Curtis A son fils John Martindale le ler septembre, 1867
A diverses charges et obligations et entre autres, A celle
de faire vivre son phre et de pourvoir A ses besoins.

Le jour mime du contrat de mariage, 18 d~cembre,
1869, par acte pass6 par le notaire qui a fait le contrat
de mariage, la donation fut modifi6e en par le donataire
consentant A payer A son phre une rente de $200, an
lieu des charges et obligations stipul6es en la dite dona-
tion.

Jusqu'A present la proprit6 rclambe est demeur~e
sujette a l'exclusion du don mutuel, mais en est-il de
mime apr~s l'acte de r6siliation de la dite donation ?

Le 9 septembre, 1870, durant I'ann6e qui a suivi le
mariage, Curtis et son fils John Martindale ont, par acte
authentique, r6sili6 et annul l'acte de donation de la
susdite propri6t6 et d~clar6 qu'il serait consid6r6 annuld
de mime que s'il n'avait jamais exist6 et que la terre y
dsign6e, savoir: la moiti6 sud du lot nO 4, dans le
4me rang des lots du township de Stanbridge 6tait
redevenue la propri6t6 du dit Curtis Martindale, ses
h6ritiers et ayant cause.

Cette rsiliation fut faite pour bonne et valable con-
sid6ration, savoir: pour la somme de $900 pour
indemniser le dit John Martindale des am6liorations et
r6parations faites sur la dite propri6te, sur laquelle
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somme il reconnht et confessa avoir requ celle de $200 1893

d6s avant 1'ex6cution du dit acte, et quant la balance MARTIN-

de $700 elle fut d6clar6e payable en la mani6re DALEV).
stipul6e au dit acte, avec hypoth6que sur la propri6t6 POWERS.
indiqu6e an dit acte. Fournier J.

Par cet acte de r6siliation Curtis Martindale a obtenu -

un titre complet et parfait de la dite proprit6 qu'il avait
d'abord donn6e i son fils et dans laquelle il ne s'6tait
r6serv6 qu'un droit de retour an cas oAi son fils le pr&-
d6cderait. Ayant acquis un droit absolu h la dite pro-
pri6t6 pendant la dur6e du mariage, cette propri6i6 est
partant devenue sujette h l'effet de la clause du don
mutuel qui s'6tend A toutes les propri6t6s mobili6res ou
immobilibres qui pourraient 6tre acquises par les
conjoints pendant la dur6e de leur mariage.

L'exclusion a done cess6 d'exister et la propri6t6 doit
6tre consid6r6e comme une nouvelle acquisition faite
par Curtis pendant le mariage et se trouve partant
sujette au don mutuel.

Il est vrai cependant que la femme n'a droit A ces
propri6t6s que jusqu'd concurrence du montant de
$5,000 qui forme le don mutuel. Mais comme il n'a.
pas 6t6 fait d'inventaire il n'est pas possible de d6cider
si les propri6t6s dont l'intim6e est en possession valent
plus que le montant du don mutuel. Il n'a t6 fait
aucune preuve pour 6tablir ce fait. Le demandeur
6s-qualit avant d'exercer son action aurait dfi plut6t
faire faire inventaire. 11 aurait alors pu constater si
l'intim6e avait en sa possession plus que la somme &
elle due, et la cour aurait pu adjuger en cons6quence ;
mais dans 1'6tat oA est la cause la cour, en lui accordant
ses conclusions, courrait le risque de d6poss6der
inutilement l'intim6e, A laquelle, probablement, aprbs
inventaire, il faudrait restituer les m6mes propri6t6s.

Par tons ces motifs je suis d'avis que l'appel doit 6tre

renvoy6 et 1'action renvoy6e avec d6pens.
39
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1893 TASCHEREAU J.-The questions raised by the respond-

M-I. ent as to the status of the appellant, and as to the
DALE want of authority of the appellant's tutor to accept the

V.

POWERS. legacy in question, have been determined against her

Taschereau by both courts below, and relate to questions of prac-
tice and pleading upon which we, as a general rule, do
not interfere with the rulings of the provincial courts.
I would, moreover, add in this case that the respond-
ent's contentions on these two points are unfounded.
As to the proof of appellant's status, by the pleadings
the only fact put in issue and specially denied by
the respondent is the identity of the farm reserved in
the marriage contract from the operation of the don
mutuel d cause de mort therein contained, with the farm
left by the late Curtis Martindale at his death, and
sought to be recovered in this cause by appellant.

Now, the qualities and status of the appellant and of'
the minor child, James Curtis Martindale, as well as
the defendant herself, as mentioned and described in
the writ of summons, and all the other allegations of
the appellant's declaration, not having been specially
denied are deemed by law to be admitted by defendant.

As to the acceptation by the tutor of the legacy in
question with the authorization of the family council
I deem it quite sufficient, if it was necessary at all,
though made pendente lite. Demolombe (1) is explicit
on this point :

Le tuteur est le mandataire g~ndral du mineur, et il a qualit4 pour
agir en son nom toutes les fois qu'il est de Pint6rft du mineur qu'on
agisse. Les formalits et les conditions auxquelles la loi a soumis ce
mandat out 6t0 introduites dans le seul int6rt du mineur et elles ne
doivent pas 6tre retourn~es contre lui. Elles ne concernent pas les
tiers; ceux-ci sans doute sont fond6s & opposer au tuteur une fin de
non-recevoir rdsultant du d6faut d'autorisation ; ils sont fond~s b refu-
ser d'aller plus loin et d'engager la lutte judiciaire, mais voilh tout

La mesure de leur int6rat est la mesure de lear droit; et il suffira au

(1) Nos. 657 et 715.
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tuteur pour d6traire toute objection de la part des tiers d'obtenir du 1893
tribunal un ddlai afin de se procurer Pautorisation du conseil de -

MARTIN-
famille. DALE

Mais Pautorisation m6me post6rieure effacerait la nullit6 ou platit V.
Firr~gularit des procddures antbrieurement faites. POWERS.

I am clear, with the two courts below, that the re- Taschereau

spondent cannot have the appellant's action dismissed _.

upon these two grounds.
Upon the real merits of the case I am of opinion

that the Superior Court's judgment which maintained
the appellant's action was right, and that the Court of
Appeal was in error in reversing it.

The point taken by the respondent upon the identity
of the farm claimed by the appellant with the farm
excluded from the don mutuel in the marriage contract
seems to me untenable. That Curtis Martindale could
have intended to exclude the Whitman farm from this
donation is a proposition that cannot seriously be con-
tended for. Why exclude that Whitman farm ? It
never belonged to him ; he had no claim whatever to
it. I have no doubt that, as found by the Superior
Court, the farm excluded is the farm now claimed.
And the Court of Appeal in its formal judgment does
not find the contrary, but bases its conclusion to
dismiss the appellant's action upon the ground that as
the farm now claimed by the appellant reverted back
to his father by the restitution of September 9th, 1870,
which the court holds is an onerous title, therefore the
exception in the marriage contract has no effect, and
the farm consequently passed to the respondent. I
cannot assent to that proposition. That is reading out
of the marriage contract the exception or reservation it
makes in clear terms. The respondent may possibly
have some rights against her husband's succession.
That we have not here to determine, one way or the
other. But she has, in my opinion, no title to the
home farm itself. A farm was clearly excluded from

39Y2
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1893 her don mutuel. That farm, I say, is and cannot be
MARI^- any other but the home farm. Now this home farm

DALE clearly belonged to Curtis Martindale at his death, and
POWERS. consequently by his will passed to his son, the appel-

Taschereau lant. I have no doubt on the case, and would allow
J. the appeal.

GWYNNE J.-By the deed of September, 1867, Curtis
Martindale gave and granted, with warranty, to his
son, John Martindale, the S. * of lot no. 4, in the 4th
range of the township of Stanbridge, together with all
the live stock and implements of husbandry and all
other personal property enumerated in a schedule an-
nexed to the deed, to have and to hold unto and to the
sole use of the said John Martindale, his heirs and
assigns, forever, subject to certain reservations and
conditions therein contained; and first and expressly
upon condition that the said John Martindale should
till and cultivate the said tract of land during the
natural life of the said Curtis Martindale, and account
for and deliver to the said Curtis -the equal undivided
half of all the crops which should be raised and gotten
from the said land, and one equal moiety of all the
butter and cheese that might be made thereon, and one
equal moiety also of all the live stock that might be
raised from the stock mentioned in the said schedule,
yearly and every year during the lifetime of the said
Curtis; and upon condition further that in addition to
the above, the said John Martindale should support
and maintain the said Curtis as well in sickness as in
health, in all things becoming his rank and condition
for and during his natural life; and it was agreed that
the said Curtis and the said John should bear and pay,
in equal shares, all taxes and assessments on the said
property, and also all costs and charges for keeping the
implements of husbandry on the farm in good order;
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and that each should supply one half of the seed neces- 1893

sary for the cultivation of the said farm from year to M TN-

year. To the fulfilment of all of the above conditions DALE

upon the part of the said John, to be performed during PoWERS.
the lifetime of the said Curtis, the said John bound Gwynne J.
himself if he should survive the said Curtis, but it -

was thereby provided, covenanted and agreed by the
respective parties to the said deed, that in case of the
death of the said John happening before the death of
the said Curtis, the widow or heirs of the said John
should not be held to the performance of anything
therein contained towards the said Curtis, and that the
said tract of land, together with the personal property
mentioned in the said schedule, should revert to and
become the property of the said Curtis, save and except
such buildings as the said John might have erected on
the said land, which buildings or improvements should
belong to the heirs or legal representatives of the said
John Martindale. During the year 1868 John Martin-
dale worked the farm under the terms of the above
deed, and lived in the dwelling-house upon the farm
with his father, who by the deed had reserved to him-
self during his life certain rooms therein. In the year
1869, and prior to the month of September in that
year, John Martindale, together with his wife, moved
to a neighbouring lot in an adjoining concession on
lot 5, in the 5th range of lots in StanbTidge, which he
had purchased from his aunt, a Mrs. Whitman. Upon
the 6th of September, 1869, he entered into an agree-
ment with bne Curtis Murray, with the consent of the
said Curtis Martindale, testified by the latter being a
party to and signing the said agreement by which it
was agreed as follows:-

John Martindale, by and with the consent of his father, Curtis Mar-
tindale, does hereby agree to let his farm, known as the south half of
lot No. 4, in the fourth range of lots, in the township of Stanbridge,
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1893 to Certes Murray, to work and carry on at the halves, for the term of

two years, commencing on the 10th day of March, in the yearMfARTIN-M

DALE of our Lord 1870, and to continue two years therefrom, unless
v. one of the said parties should be dissatisfied, in which case said

POWERS. Murray is to leave at the end of one year. Said Martindale agrees

Gwynne J. to put on said farm eight cows, but reserves one of said cows
- for the use of his father, if he requires it, in which case he, the

said John Martindale, agrees to pay the said Murray one half the
expense of keeping said cow. Also he agrees to put on five sheep;
said Martindale agrees to put on two brood mares, to be used on the
farm, with one double wagon and double harness, together with all
the necessary implements of husbandry for carrying on the said farm.
Said John Martindale agrees to let said Murray have the use, for the
first year, of one half of fifty acres of land which he owns on lot No.
5, in the 5th range of lots in Stanbridge, for pasturing two horses and
building a portion of the line fence on the said piece of land ; said
Martindale reserves a newly stocked piece of meadow in the south
field, said meadow supposed to contain three or more acres for his
father to mow, for his own use, if he chose to do so. He reserves also
the north part of the horse barn (the part for putting the hay in), to
put his hay, and the south part of the stable for his colt ; he reserves
the south part of the dwelling-house, known as the old part, for his
father. Said John Martindale and Murray are each to have two year-
ling heifers pastured on the farm the first summer, and if said Murray
keeps the farm more than one year the two heifers helonging to Mar-
tindale are to be wintered on the farm with the cows if they are with
calf, but not otherwise. If the brood mares should have colts the first
year they are to belong to Curtis Martindale and John Martindale,
but if they should raise colts the second year they are half to belong
to Murray and half to Curtis Martindale. Each of the said parties to
furnish one half of the seed sown or planted on the said farm, together
with one half of the salt for the stock and dairy, and one half of the
butter tubs. Said Murray is to put on one cow for his family use,
which is to be pastured on the farm, but not wintered. Said Murray
agrees to carry on said farm in a good husbandlike manner, and to
deliver to Curtis Martindale one equal half of all crops grown and
harvested on said farm by measure or weight, together with one half
of the butter, pork, and all other products of the farm and dairy. It
is agreed between the said parties if the said farm does not pro-
duce sufficient hay to winter the stock of the farm, that Curtis Martin-
dale shall reduce the stock by selling such stock as he may think
proper. Said Murray agrees that at whatever time he leaves said farm
he will leave the buildings and all tools of the farm in as good condi-
tion as he finds them, save and except the natural wear of said pro-
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perty. Each of the said parties is to pay one half of all the taxes for 1893
which said farm is liable during the two years, and keeping the farm-
ing tools in order. Said Murray agrees to move on to the farm on DALE
the twentieth day of September, in the year of our Lord, 1869, and v.
to take charge of the stock and dairy, and to have one half of the POWERS.

profits of the dairy for taking care of the stock up to the 10th day of Gwynne J.
March, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and -

seventy.

Each of the said parties John Martindale, Curtis
Martindale and Murray signed that agreement. Now
it is to be observed that this agreement does not divest
John Martindale of the estate in the lot vested in him
by the deed of September, 1867. The agreement of
September, 1869, only modifies the provisions of the
former agreement as to the personal working of the farm
by John Martindale authorizing him to substitute
Murray in his place for the limited period and to the
extent and upon the terms prescribed in the agreement
without in any manner prejudicing John Martindale's
title and rights under the deed of September, 1867. It
might be that before the 10th of March, 1870, John
Martindale and Murray might mutually agree to put
an end to their agreement, in which case equally as
after the expiration of the two years or one year, as the
case may be, as mentioned in the agreement, John
Martindale's liability to Curtis for the working of the
farm under the deed of September, 1867, would con-
tinue in full force. In the interval between the 6th-
September, 1869, and 10th March, 1870, the only clause
of the agreement of the 6th September, 1869, in actual
operation was the last whereby Murray agreed to move
on to the farm on the 20th September, for the purposes
in that clause mentioned, and his possession under
that clause until the 10th March, 1870, would be only
in right of, and as the servant or substitute of, John
Martindale in whom the estate in the property was
still vested by the deed of September, 1867. Now in
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1893 this state of things the instiument of the 11th Decem-
MZ'-,. ber, 1869, by and between John and Curtis Martindale

DALE was executed, and thereby after reciting the deed ofV,.
POWERS. donation of September, 1867, and the terms therein con-

Gwynne j. tained upon which John Martindale had bound and
- obliged himself to till and cultivate the farm during

the life of Curtis, and after reciting further that,
The said Curtis Martindale.hath proposed and offered unto the

said John Martindale to occupy and cultivate the said tract of land
and to take management of the stock belonging to the same with the
horses that are mentioned in the said schedule (annexed to the deed of
donation) and that said John should pay unto the said Curtis Martin-
dale yearly, and every year so long as he the said Curtis Martindale
Shall live, the sum of $200 per annum, in lieu of all support and
maintenance as well as payment of taxes and all other obliga-
tions expressed to be done and performed by the said John Martindale
towards the said Curtis Martindale, in and by the said foregoing deed
of donation : And in case the said John Martindale should at any time
hereafter be called upon to cultivate the said tract of land and farm
mentioned in the said foregoing deed of donation, the said Curtis
Martindale doth hereby agree to feed the cows and horses reserved in
the said foregoing deed of donation out of the undivided crops raised
upon the said farm, and that the said John Martindale be exonerated
from the care of the said cows and horses, in case he may at any time
hereafter be called upon to resume the cultivation of the said tract of
land and farm mentioned and described in the said foregoing deed of
donation.

To all which the said John Martindale did thereby
consent and agree to accept the said conditions. It was
witnessed that the said John Martindale did thereby
promise and oblige himself to pay unto the said Curtis
Martindale, for and during his natural life, the sum of
$200 per annum for each and every year in lieu of
support and maintenance as mentioned in the foregoing
deed of donation, and that the first such annual pay-
ments should become due at the expiration of one year
from the day 'of the date thereof, and from thence
annually during the natural life of the said Curtis
Martindale, any thing in the said foregoing deed of
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donation contained to the contrary in anywise not- 1893

withstanding. The deed also contained the following MAm-
clause DALE

Aid for surety for the payment of the said sum of $200 per annum, POWERS.

the said John Martindale doth hereby specially mortgage and hypothe- Gwynne J.
cate the west half of lot No. 4, in the 4th range of Stanbridge with all
the buildings thereon.

There can I think be no possible doubt that the lot
here intended to be mortgaged is the lot conveyed to
John Martindale by the said deed of donation and that
the word " west " half was inserted by inadvertence
for the word " south " half. The west half would be
composed of the north-west and south-west quarters of
which latter John was possessed as part of the south
half conveyed to him by the deed of donation; to the
north-west quarter he had no title, and it is obvious
that he intended to mortgage half of lot 4, in the 4th
range, which therefore must be the south half to which
alone he had title. Now in relation to this instrument
it is to be observed that it does not divest John Martin-
dale of the estate in the farm vested in him by the deed
of donation. It merely suspends and modifies certain
of the conditions and obligations imposed by that deed
upon John in connection with his tilling and culti-
vating the farm and taking care of the live stock, &c.,
&c., &c. It does not profess to annul these obliga-
tions wholly, but merely to suspend and modify them,
for the instrument expressly contemplates that John
might at some future period be required to resume
those obligations, in which event certain modifications
are agreed upon, and it provides for the annual pay-
ment by John to Curtis of $200 in lieu of and substi-
tution for the maintenance and support in sickness and
in health, which, by the deed of donation John was
obliged to render to his father over and above his share
in the crops raised upon the farm and in the produce and
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1893 increase of the live stock, &c., &c., &c. John's right
MARTIN. to erect buildings and to make improvements upon the

DALE farm is unaffected, in fact his legal estate as the pro-V.
POWERS. prietor of the farm is untouched, save in this that

Gwynne j. Curtis accepts from John a mortgage upon the farm
- in security for the payment by John to Curtis during

his life of the said annuity of $200.
Upon the same 11th December, 1869, but after the

execution of the above instrument of that date, the
marriage contract under consideration was prepared
by and dxecuted before the same notary who had pre-
pared the above instrument of that date between
John and Curtis Martindale and the said deed of
donation. The clause in the marriage contract under
which the question in this case arises is as follows:-

But it is however hereby expressly declared, stipulated, covenanted
and agreed by and between the said parties that whatever property the
said Curtis Martindale and Susan Marie Powers now have or that they
shall or may hereafter have, both real and personal shall, upon the
decease of one of them, belong to the survivor of them for and to the
extent of $5,000, current money of this province, in sole and absolute
property forever (save and except therefrom the farm and personal
property thereon now in the occupancy of John Martindale of the said
township of Stan bridge, yeoman, one of the sons of the said Curtis Mar-
tindale, which said property both real and personal is not included nor
intended to be included as forming any part or parcel of the said sum
of $5,000, any thing herein contained to the contrary in anywise not-
withstanding.

The contention of the respondent is that the land
mentioned in the deed of donation cannot be the farm
mentioned in the clause of exception and reservation
in the marriage contract, upon the suggestion that it
was not then "in the occupancy of John Martindale,"
and so did not conform to the description of the farm
mentioned in the marriage contract-that the lot which
John was in possession of and living on in the 5th
range was the only one in his occupancy, and that it
alone answered the description of the farm in the
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marriage contract; that this must be regarded as the 1893

farm intended in the exception and reservation in the MABTDm-

marriage contract, or that the exception and reservation DALE

must be void for uncertainty. If we should hold that POWERS.

the lot of land in the 5th range, which John had pur- Gwynne J.
chased from his aunt, Mrs. Whitman, was the lot of -

land or farm which, by the marriage contract, was ex-
cepted and reserved from the operation thereof, we
must construe the exception as being of property in
which Curtis Martindale had then no interest what-
ever, nor, so far as appears, any contemplation of
acquiring, or that he might acquire an interest therein
at any future period. So construed, the exception and
reservation of that lot would be utterly senseless. It
is not possible, therefore, to construe the language used
as referring to that piece of land, and as the evidence
shows that Curtis had no interest in any land other
than that which he had in the south half of lot no. 4,
in the 4th range, in virtue of the instruments of the
1st September, 1867, and the 6th September and 11th
December, 1869, which latter was executed immediately
before the execution of the marriage contract, the ex-
ception must be absolutely void unless it can apply to
that lot of land. The question, therefore, simply is :-
Is the description given of the farm intended under
the words " now in the occupancy of John Martindale "
so inapplicable to the south half of the said lot no. 4
that it cannot apply to the only farm to which it could
reasonably apply? And, in my opinion, it clearly is
not, for upon the 11th day of December, 1869, when the
marriage contract was executed, it is clear that John
was the proprietor of the said south half lot, subject to
the mortgage thereon which upon that day he executed
in favour of Curtis in security for the annuity of
$200 thereby made payable to Curtis during his life,
and the I ossession which Murray then had of the farm
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1893 under the agreement of the 6th September, 1869, being-
MARTIN- under John, and for John, and as his substitute, with

DALE the consent of Curtis, to fulfil the stipulations and
V.

POWERS. obligations which had been incurred by John in the

Gwynne j. deed of donation, the draughtsman of the marriage con-
tract, with perfect propriety, might refer to the farm as
then in the occupancy of John, who was the proprietor
of the land in title, and in occupation of it through his
servant and substitute, Murray. I am of opinion,
therefore, that there can be no doubt that the farm re-
ferred to in the marriage contract as excepted and re-
served from the operation thereof is the farm mentioned
in the deed of donation, which was not at all inaccur-
ately referred to as being, on the 11th December, 1869,
in the occupancy of John. Neither can there be, in
my opinion, any doubt that the land so designated
must still be held to be excepted and reserved from the
operation of the marriage contract. At the time of the
execution of that contract Curtis Martindale could only
have acquired the legal estate in and title to that piece
-of land by one or other of three ways, namely:-1st.
By foreclosure of the mortgage for non-payment of the
.$200 per annum, in security for which' it was exe-
cuted; or, 2nd. by surviving John; or, 3rd. by resili-
ation of the deed of donation by mutual agreement,
which is the mode by which Curtis Martindale, in
December, 1870, did become seized of the land. Now,
there is nothing in the marriage contract qualifying
the mode by which Curtis should acquire title to the
farm in order that it should be excepted from the
operation of the marriage contract; and it cannot be
maintained as a proposition of law that the exception
was only to prevail in the event of Curtis acquiring
title by survivorship. What is excepted is the farm
itself if Curtis should be seized of it at the time of his
death, regardless of the mode by which Curtis might
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acquire title to it. The fact that by the deed of resili- 1893

ation Curtis covenanted to pay John $900 for improve- MARTN-

ments cannot operate to prevent the exception having DALE

effect in accordance with its terms. That sum would POWERS.

seem to be payable to John's estate if the title of Curtis Gwynne J.
had accrued by survivorship. But however that may -

be, effect must be given to the exception and reserva-
tion of the farm from the operation of the marriage
contract under the circumstances in which the title of
Curtis thereto has accrued equally as if his title had
accrued by foreclosure of the mortgage or by his.
surviving John.

In all other respects I concur in the judgment of
the Court of Queen's Bench at Montreal, as delivered
by the learned Chief Justice of that court. This appeal
must, therefore, in my opinion, be allowed with costs,
and the judgment of the Superior Court restored.

As to the evidence of Mr. Rice to the effect that-
On the morning of the day on which the marriage contract was

made Curtis Martindale came to him and said he had taken his farm

back from his son John that morning so that he could give the defend-

ant security upon it for her contract ; that he was going to give her a

contract for $5,000, and give her security for it upon the property

he had just taken back from his son John.

Besides that this evidence was inadmissible, Mr.
Rice would seem to have been labouring under a mis-
conception of the conversation which he said had taken
place eighteen years previously, for it is plain that
Curtis had not taken back the farm from his son on the
morning of the day on which the marriage contract
was made, but that, on the contrary, he had only sus-
pended and modified the stipulations and conditions in
the deed of donation as to John's tilling and cultivat-
ing the farm, and had accepted a mortgage on the farm
executed by John to secure the $200 per annum.
thereby agreed to be paid to Curtis in lieu of and sub-
stitution for maintenance. It was not until the month,
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1893 of September, 1870, when the deed of resiliation was

MAI- executed, that Curtis took back the farm. These ob-
DALE servations, however, have no bearing on the case, ex-

t,.
POWERs. cept in answer to an imputation of bad faith in Curtis

-Gwynne j. in his having, while professing to intend to give the
- defendant security upon the farm as a marriage por-

tion, in point of fact excepted and reserved that farm
from the operation of the contract.

SEDGEWICK J. concurred with Fournier J.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellants: Racicot Amyrauld.

Solicitors for respondent: Baker Martin.
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FRFDERICK B. HAYES (PLAINTIFF)......APPELLANT; 1892

AND *Nov. 7.

REMIGIUS ELMSLEY (DEFENDANT).....RESPONDENT. 1893

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO. *June 14.

Vendor and TPurchaser-Agreement to pay interest-Delay-Default of
vendor.

Under a contract of purchase of real estate providing that "if from
any cause whatever " the purchase money was not paid at a speci-
fied time interest should be paid from the date of the contract
the vendor is relieved from payment of such interest while the
delay in payment is caused by the wilful default of the vendor
in performing the obligations imposed upon him.

A contract containing such provision also provided for the payment
of the purchase money on delivery of the conveyance to be pre-
pared by the vendor. A conveyance was tendered which the
vendee would not accept whereupon the vendor brought suit for
rescission of the contract which the court refused on the ground
that the conveyance tendered was defective. He then refused to
accept the purchase money unless interest from the date of the
contract was paid. In an action by the vendee for specific per-
formance :

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, that the vendee
was not obliged to pay interest from the time the suit for re-
scission was begun as until it was decided the vendor was asserting
the failure of the contract and insisting that he had ceased to be
bound by it, and after the decision in that suit be was claiming
interest to which he was not entitled, and in both cases the vendee
was relieved from obligation to tender the purchase money.

By the terms of the contract the vendor was to remain in possession
until the purchase money was paid and receive the rents and
profits.

Held, that up to the time the vendor became in default the vendee,
by his agreement, was precluded from claiming rents and profits
and was not entitled to them after that time as he had been re-
lieved from payment of interest and the purchase money had not
been paid.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and Patterson JJ.
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189 APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
HAYES Ontario (1) affirming the judgment of the Divisional

ELMSLEY. Court (2) in favour of the defendant.
- The only questions raised on this appeal were whe-

ther or not the defendant, under a contract to sell real
estate to the plaintiff, was entitled to interest from the
date of the contract or for any part of the time since
elapsed, and whether or not the plaintiff was entitled
to the rents and profits of the said real estate of which
he had not paid the purchase money and was never
in possession. The circumstances under which these
questions arose sufficiently appear from the above
head note and the judgment of the court.

Donovan for the appellant.

W. Cassels Q.C. for the respondent.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

THE CH1IEF JUSTICE.-By the contract dated the

24th November, 1886, the purchase money was to be
paid in cash within twenty-one days from that date
and on delivery of the conveyance, which was to be
prepared by the vendor and delivered free of costs to
the purchaser. The vendor was to remain in posses-
sion and in receipt of the rents and profits until the
payment of the puuchase money when the purchaser
was to be let into possession. The contract contained
the following clause as to interest:

If from any cause whatever the said sum of $40,000 is not paid
within thirty days from the date hereof together with the said pro-
portion of taxes, interest from the said date shall be paid thereon at
the rate aforesaid to the vendor, but this stipulation is without pre-
judice to the vendor's right to cancel the sale as above provided.

The purchaser never having been let into possession
his liability to pay interest depends entirely upon the

(1) 19 Out. App. R. 291 (2) 21 0. R. 562.
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terms of the agreement. According to these he became 1893

liable to pay interest from its date, namely, from the g'^~s
24th November, 1886, when at the expiration of thirty V.

ELMSLEY.

days from that date he had failed to pay the purchase T
The Chiefmoney. No difficulty arose as to the title; that was Justice.

perfectly good and accepted as such. It was then for -

the vendor to take the next step by preparing and
tendering a proper conveyance. What was done as to
this may be stated in the words of the learned Chief
Justice in the case of Elmsley v. Hayes, the action
for rescission. The learned Chief Justice says:-

In a very few words I will state why I feel compelled to join in
allowing this appeal. On July 6th plaintiff's solicitor sends a draft
of conveyance requiring acceptance so as deed can be executed in a
week. This draft was fatally defective and impossible for defendant
to accept. It was not a mere mistake in writing the word "lessee '
for " lessor " but it required the vendee to, covenant for the perform-
ance of the covenants on the part of the tenant or lessee, thus em-
phasizing the mistake. The letter reached defendant next day. He
delays answering till the 17th and then sends an amended draft.
Plaintiff's solicitor on same day returns the draft unopened, declares
the contract at an end and files the bill for rescission in three days,
viz. : from the 20th July.

It is a well settled rule of the law of vendors and
purchasers of real estate as administered by courts of
equity, that a purchaser is relieved against an obliga-
tion to pay interest imposed by a clause expressed in
the same terms as those which are used in this con-
tract, namely, a clause providing that if there shall be
delay " from any cause whatever," after a certain date
interest shall be paid, when it can be shown that the
delay was caused by the wilful default of the vendor
(1).

As to what constitutes wilful default on the part of
the vendor no exact definition can perhaps be found.
It is certainly, however, extensive enough to include

(1) Dart Vendor and Purchaser 6 ed. p. 719; Greenwood v. Churchill
8 Beav. 413.

40
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1893 what may be called gross ilegligence to perform obliga-
HAis tions which he has imposed upon himself by his con-

ELMsLEY. tract. It must therefore a fortiori comprehend cases

TheChief in which the vendor is not merely guilty of inaction
Justice. and neglect, but in which he actually repudiates his

agreement altogether, and also cases in which he makes
grossly untenable claims and refuses to complete except
on the terms that such claims are acceded to. In both
these latter respects was the vendor in the present
case in default. First, from the date of the action
for rescission begun on the 20th July, 1887, until the
10th March, 1891, when that litigation was terminated
by the judgment of the Court of Appeal, the vendor,
the present respondent, was most energetically assert-
ing the determination of the contract, and insisting that
he had ceased to be bound by it. Upon the plainest prin-
ciples he could not be entitled to claim interest under
the contract from a purchaser not in possession nor in
receipt of the rents and profits, during the period
covered by this litigation. And it makes no difference
that during part of this time the purchaser may have
been claiming more than he was entitled to; the un-
founded claim of the one cannot be set off against that
of the other, and it is manifest that during the whole
time the respondent was thus seeking a judicial rescis-
sion of the contract the appellant was relieved from
the obligation of offering to pay the purchase money
since the attitude of the respondent in that litigation
was a continuous declaration that he would not accept
it.

From the termination of the litigation in the first
action until the commencement of that for specific per-
formance, now under appeal, the vendor was insisting
on terms to which he was not entitled, that is to say, to
the payment of interest during the pendency of the
action for rescission. This is shown by the course
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taken by the respondent in his defence of this action 1893

and otherwise. He made this specific claim most H7s
distinctly, and down to the date of the present judg- E .

ELM8LEY.
ment he has by his own course of conduct, if not in TheChief

words and correspondence too, and by his line of defence Justice.
herein, always insisted on his right to be paid this -

interest, so that the appellant was justified in assuming
that it was useless to offer to pay the purchase money
without the interest thus unjustifiably claimed. I am
therefore of opinion that there was continuing wilful
default from the 20th July, 1887, down to the date of
the present judgment of this court, and that conse-
quently the purchaser cannot be ordered to pay interest
during that interval. From the 24th December, 1886,
to the 20th July, 1887, or perhaps only to the 17th July,
1887, the purchaser is bound to pay interest, for during
that time the respondent was not in default.

The purchaser is not entitled to any account of rents
and profits. He had no right to possession until he
paid his purchase money and therefore was not entitled
to receive any rents and profits, or to possession, down
to 20th July, 1887, when the vendor became in default.
Since that date he has been relieved from the payment
of interest and he could not possibly be entitled to rents
and profits for the time during which the purchase
money was unpaid and the vendor is deprived of
interest. To give him this would be to take from the
vendor the fruits both of his estate and the purchase
money and would be little less than confiscation.

If the appellant has been damnified by the respond-
ent's refusal to carry out his contract the remedy for
that should have been sought in damages and not in
an account of rents and profits. Any claim for damages
was, however, renounced by the appellant at the trial
of the present action.
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1893 The appeal must be allowed to the extent indicated.

Hiis The appellant is to be declared entitled to specific per-

ELMBLEY. formance upon payment of the purchase money and

TheChief interest from 24th November, 1886, to 20th July, 1887,
Justice. and the respondent must pay the costs in all the courts.

- In default of payment of purchase money and interest
by a day to be fixed in the judgment, the contract is to
be declared to be rescinded.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellant: Joseph A. Donovan.

Solicitors for respondent: Kingstone, Wood 4- Sey-
mlour.
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MARY STEVENSON AND OTHERS 1893

PLAINT F APPELLANTS;PLAINTIFFS)........................... *Mar. 20.

AND *June 24.

ROBERT H. DAVIS (DEFENDANT).......RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Vendor and purchaser-Contract of sale-Interest payable by purchaser-
Delay-Duty to prepare conveyance.

A person in possession of land under a contract for purchase by
which he agreed to pay the purchase money as soon as the con-
veyances were ready for delivery and interest thereon from the
date of the contract is not relieved from liability for such interest
unless the vendor is in wilful default in carrying out his part
of the agreement and the purchase money is deposited by the
vendee in a bank or other place of deposit in an account separate
from his general current account.

The vendor is not in wilful default where delay is caused by the
necessity to perfect the title owing to some of the vendors being
infants nor by tendering a conveyance to which the vendee took
exception but which was altered to his satisfaction while still in
the hands of the vendors' agent as an escrow and before it was
delivered. Fournier and Taschereau JJ. dissenting.

A provision that the purchase money is to be paid as soon as the
conveyance is ready for delivery does not alter the rule that the
conveyance should be prepared by the purchaser. Fournier and
Taschereau JJ. dissenting.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) affirming the judgment of the Divisional
Court (2) in favour of the defendant.

The action in this case arose out of a contract for the
sale of land in the following terms.

" This memorandum witnesseth that Robert H. Davis,
Esq., sheriff, has agreed to purchase from the heirs of

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.
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1893 R. V. Griffith, deceased, the Griffith homestead in
STEVENSON North Gayuga, immediately adjacent to the town of

V. Gayuga, containing about sixty acres, being parts of
- lots 30, 31 and 32, in the first concesssion north of the

Talbot road, for the price or sum of $2,000 ; possession
to be taken at once by the purchaser, and the purchase
money to be paid as soon as the conveyances are ready
for delivery; interest to be paid on the purchase money
from the date of possession; the purchaser to be paid
a fair value for straw and manure taken off the pro-
perty by R. J. Martin since last autumn, at a valuation
satisfactory to both parties."

Under this agreement the defendant Davis entered
into possession but the preparation of the conveyance
was delayed owing to some of the vendors being
infants which rendered it necessary to procure the
approval of the official guardian to the conveyance.
When it was eventually prepared by the solicitor for
the purchaser, but who has been held by the Divisional
Court to have been acting for the vendor in preparing
it, it was executed and given to the agent of the
vendors to deliver to the purchaser who objected to
one of its provisions. It was altered, however, to the
satisfaction of the purchaser in presence of represen-
tatives of both parties and accepted.

On entering into possession of the land the defendant
had deposited the amount of the purchase money in
the bank to a separate fund, the deposit bearing no
interest and after a time he changed the deposit so that
it would draw three per cent. On accepting the con-
veyance he refused to pay any larger amount for
interest than he had received for this money and the
vendors claiming six per cent from the date of the
contract brought this action to recover the same.

The Divisional Court and the Court of Appeal held
in favour of the contention of the defendant.
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Donovan for the appellants. 1893

Furlong for the respondent. STEVENSON
V.

The judgment of the majority of the court was DAvis.

delivered by: The Chief
Justice.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an action brought by
vendors of land against the vendee to recover the pur-
chase money. I am of opinion however, that the rules
of decision to be applied, when upon any of the ques-
tions arising in such an action there is a difference in
the principles heretofore prevailing in courts of law
and courts of equity, are to be found in the latter
system. This seems to be the effect of the change
wrought, not in procedure merely but in the law itself,
by section 53, subsection 12, of the Judicature Act.

We must therefore be guided by the rules applied
by courts of equity in carrying out purchases of real
property, both as regards the obligation to pay interest
and also as to the preparation of the conveyance.

By the contract the purchaser, the respondent, was
to be let into possession (which was done), he was to
pay interest from the date of possession and to pay the
purchase money as soon as the conveyances were
ready for delivery.

The respondent being in possession and being bound
by the contract to pay interest, (reciprocal terms,) he
could not according to the established principles of
courts of equity be exonerated from his liability for
interest so long as he retained the possession, unless
he brought himself within two essential conditions.
These conditions required first, that the vendors
should be in wilful default, a somewhat vague and
not very appropriate expression used in such cases.
Secondly, that the purchaser should deposit the pur-
chase money in a bank or other proper place of de-
posit, not to his general current account, but to a
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1893 separate account, so that he might be in a position to

STEVENSON retort, when his objection to pay interest was met by

DVIS. the fact that he was enjoying the possession of the
- land, that he was losing the use of the purchase

The Chief
Justice. money.

- The second condition the vendor so far complied
with when on the 2nd May, 1889, he deposited $1,975
and $87.19 in a bank, of which the plaintiffs' agent,
Mr. Mitchell, had notice. The two sums deposited
together exceed'ed the amount of the principal sum
due on account of price, and this, on the authority of
Kershaw v. Kershaw (1) would have been sufficient to
stop the running of further interest if the first condi-
tion I have mentioned had existed, that is if the vendors
had been in default. There was not, however, any
wilful default on the part of the vendors. Delay was
caused in completion by the infancy of some of the
vendors and the consequent necessity of obtaining the
concurrence of the guardian or officer whose sanction
was required to the conveyance. The title in all other
respects was perfectly good and there were no objec-
tions on that score. It is not suggested that the ven-
dors were guilty of any unreasonable delay in procur-
ing the assent of the officer of the court. And at all
events the decision in the case of De Visme v. De Visme
(2) has not been followed and delays caused by the
state of the title do not, unless there has been in ad-
dition some gross negligence or misconduct, amount
to wilful default. It is said, however, that the vendor
tendered an insufficient conveyance, a deed that had
been avoided by alteration, and one to which other
objections were made. I have looked into the point
about the alteration and have satisfied myself that it
was made before delivery and whilst the deed was a
mere escrow in Mitchell's hands, and with the assent

(2) 1 MeN. & G. 336.
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of all parties, and therefore that it did not vitiate the 1893

deed. (1) 1 do not, however, dwell on this, nor do I STEVENSON

adopt it as a ground of decision. DAIs.
I say that the vendors were in no default respecting The hef

the conveyance. It was not their duty to prepare the Justice.
conveyance but the duty of the purchaser according -

to the general practice in all cases in which the agree-
ment of the parties has not made some other provision.
No such provision is to be found in this contract for
the clause that "the purchase money to be paid as
soon as the conveyances are ready for delivery "
contains nothing militating against the well-establish-
ed general rule referred to. It is the duty, indeed it
may be called the privilege, of the purchaser to pre-
pare his own conveyance; this, however, when ready
for execution the vendor must procure to be executed.
The reference in the contract does not imply that
the vendors were to be burdened with this duty of
preparing the conveyance merely because it speaks of
the delay of the conveyance, for that refers to their
final execution by delivery and to their delivery to the
purchaser after having been prepared by him and
executed by the vendors. All that the vendors' agent
did then in preparing the instrument which was
delivered to him as an escrow signed and sealed by
the vendors, was in excess of any obligation of the
contract and entirely gratuitous on the part of the
vendors who consequently were not, by reason of the
mistake and alteration, guilty of any default whatever.
The delay in completion was entirely the fault of the
purchaser himself, in not first preparing his own
conveyance and then calling on the vendors to execute
it or to procure its execution.

The judgment of the Chief Justice of the Queen's
Bench was right in all respects save one. I should

(1) See Elphinstone on Interpretation of Deeds pp. 25-26.
41
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1893 have thought the plaintiffs entitled to their costs of

STEVENSC the action, but that was not and could not have been
V. a subject of appeal. Therefore the appeal must be

I)Avis. *1

- allowed with costs and the judgments of the Divi-
-The Chief.

Justice. sional Court and Court of Appeal reversed with costs

- to the appellants in both these courts, and the judg-
ment of the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench Divi-
sion must be restored.

FOURNIER and TASCIIEREAU JJ. were of opinion
that the appeal should be dismissed.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitor for appellants: Joseph A. Donovan.

Solicitors for respondent: Furlong 4 Beasley.
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DAVID ALLISON (PLAINTIFF).............APPELLANT; 1894

AND *May2l,22.
Oct. 9.

N. McDONALD (DEFENDANT)..............RESPONDENT. -

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Mortgage--Discharge-Action on promissory note-Security for mortgage
debt.

A. and B., partners in business, borrowed money from C. giving him
as security their joint and several promissory note and a mortgage
on partnership property. The partnership having been dissolved
A. assumed all the liabilities of the-firm and continued to carry
on the business alone. After. the dissolution C. gave A. a dis-
charge of the mortgage, but without receiving payment of his
debt and afterwards brought an action against B. on the pro-
missory note.

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, that the note
having been given for the mortgage debt C. could not recover
without being prepared, upon payment, to convey to B. the
mortgaged lands which he had incapacitated himself from doing.

Held, also, that by the terms of the dissolution of partnership the
relations between A. and B. were changed to those of principal
and surety, and it having been found at the trial that C. had
notice of such change his release of the principal, A., discharged B.,
the surety, from liability for the debt.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) reversing the judgment of the Divisional
Court (2) in favour of the plaintiff.

The facts upon which the decision in this case was
based may be briefly stated as follows:

The defendant, McDonald, carried on business in
partnership with Adam Allison the plaintiff"s brother,
and the firm borrowed $1,000 from the plaintiff giving

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 695.
42

(2) 23 0. R. 288
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1894 him a mortgage on partnership property and a joint
ALLISON and several promissory note as security. The part-

DALD. nership having been dissolved Adam Allison carried
- on the business alone, and agreed to pay the liabilities

of the firm. The plaintiff after the dissolution gave
Adam Allison a discharge of the mortgage given to
secure his loan but was not paid, and Adam Allison
mortgaged the lands again to raise funds. Eventually
Adam Allison became insolvent and absconded and
plaintiff endeavoured to recover the amount of his loan
from defendant by action on the promissory note.

At the trial plaintiff's action was dismissed but an
appeal to the Divisional Court resulted in the judg-
ment at the trial being reversed and judgment entered
for plaintiff for the recovery of the amount of the note
with interest from its maturity. On further appeal
the Court of Appeal reversed the decision of the
Divisional Court and restored the judgment of the
trial judge. The plaintiff then appealed to this court.

Aylesworth Q.C. for the appellant. Unless the terms
of dissolution of the partnership changed the relation-
ship between the partners into that of a principal and
surety the discharge of the mortgage would not affect
plaintiff's remedy on the note. Swire v. Redman (1)
Birkett v. McGuire (2).

If there was such change of relationship unless
plaintiff had knowledge of it he was under no duty to
preserve securities or look after the interest of defendant
specially. Oakeley v. Pasheller (3).

Robinson for the respondent referred to Duncan, Fox
4. Co. v. North and South Wales Bank (4).

The judgment of the court was delivered by

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.- The respondent Norman
McDonald, and one Adam Allison, a brother of the

(1) 1 Q. B. D. 536. (3) 4 C1. & F. 207.
(2) 7 Ont. App. R. 53. (4) 6 App. Cas. 1.
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appellant David Allison, were in 1888 in partnership as 1894
bankers, and in the course of their business borrowed ALLISON
$1,000 from the appellant who was also a banker. As M .
security for this loan Allison & McDonald gave the T

The Chiefappellant their joint and several promissory note dated Justice.
the 2nd March, 1888, payable two years after date, for
$ 1,000 with interest at ten per cent. They also as
further security for the loan gave the appellant a
mortgage on certain lands in South Dorchester. The
defeasance contained in this mortgage was in the
following words:

Provided this mortgage to be void on payment of the said sum of
one thousand dollars according to the tenor of a promissory note
made and bearing even date herewith made by the said mortgagors to
the mortgagee for one thousand dollars and interest thereon as
provided by the said note.

In February, 1889, Adam Allison and the respondent
dissolved partnership. By the terms of the agreement
for dissolution Adam Allison (who was to continue
the business) undertook to pay all the liabilities of the
partnership and the respondent relinquished all the
assets to Adam Allison. On the 1st of July, 1889, the
respondent conveyed his interest in the equity of re-
demption of the mortgaged property to Adam Allison.
On the 19th May, 1891, the appellant gave up the
security of the mortgage in favour of his brother and
executed a statutory discharge which had the effect
of vesting the equity of redemption in Adam Allison.
Adam Allison subsequently mortgaged the property
for a new loan to another lender. On the 16th July,
1891, Adam Allison, having become insolvent, made an
assignment for the benefit of creditors. On the 20th
August, 1891, the appellant brought the present action
to recover the amount of the promissory note from the
respondent. The respondent set up in his defence
that by releasing the mortgage the appellant had dis-

424
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1894 charged him. The cause was originally heard before

ALLISON the Chancellor who dismissed the action. The learn-

MDALD. ed Chancellor's judgment proceeded upon two dis-

TheChief tinct grounds: First, he held that the mortgage and

Justice, promissory note having been given for the same debt,
- the appellant could not recover upon the note after

having released the mortgage inasmuch as, apart
altogether from any relation of principal and surety
existing between Adam Allison and the respondent,
the latter, on payment of the note, would have been
entitled to a transfer of the mortgage which the appel-
lant had, by discharging that security, put it out of his
power to give him; secondly, the Chancellor's deci-
sion was put upon the independent ground that the
dissolution agreement had changed the relationship of
Adam Allison and the respondent inter se, and that
from thenceforward it had become that of principal
and surety in consequence of Adam Allison's under-
taking to pay off the liabilities of the firm; that
the appellant had notice of this alteration in the rela-
tionship of his debtors when he released the mortgage;
and that consequently he, the respondent, was dis-
charged.

The Queen's Bench Division on appeal dealt only
with the latter point, and on the security of Swire v.
Redman (1) held that both the respondent and Adam
Allison having contracted with the appellant as princi-
pal debtors, and there having been no relation of
suretyship actually existing between them at the time
the promissory note and mortgage were given, the
subsequent change in their relation to each other could
not affect the appellant even though he had notice of
it; and on this ground they reversed the Chancellor's
judgment. The learned judges of the Queen's Bench
Division do not seem to have had their attention

(1) 1 Q. B. D. 536.
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directed to the first point; at all events they do not 1894

deal with it in the judgment of the court. The Court ALLISON

of Appeal have, by a majority of three to one, reversed McD AD.
the judgment of the Queen's Bench and restored the -

zn The ChiefChancellor's judgment, the dissenting judge being Mr. Justice.
Justice Maclennan. 'The judgment of the Court of -

Appeal proceeds upon the point taken up in the first
branch of the Chancellor's judgment, namely, that the
appellant could not call upon the respondent to pay
the mortgage debt without being prepared'upon pay-
ment to re-convey to him the lands mortgaged to
secure the debt which he had incapacitated himself
from doing. Upon this point I entirely agree with
the judgments of Mr. Justice Burton and Mr. Justice
Osler delivered in the Court of Appeal.

So completely is the principle upon which they
have decided the case supported by authority that it
would, under the old system of procedure when law
and equity were administered separately, have been
of course to enjoin an action to recover on a promissory
note brought under such circumstances as are disclosed
by the evidence in this record. The rule is elementary
and so well established that it is almost superfluous
to quote authorities in support of it. The principle is
the plain and just one that he who gives a pledge in
security for a debt is, upon payment, entitled to a
return of that which he has given in security, from
whence it follows that if the creditor is unable to
return the pledge he will not be allowed to exact the
debt. Palmer v. Hendrie (1) ; Lockhart v. Hardy (2);
Walker v. Jones (3). It has even been carried so far
that in the case of Schoole v. Sall (4) Lord Redesdale
restrained a mortgagee from suing at law upon his
personal securities, not because he could not re-convey

(1) 27 Beav. 349 ; 28 Beav. 341. (3) L. R. 1 P. C. 50.
(2) 9 Beav. 349. (4) 1 Sh. & Lef. 176.
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1894 the mortgaged estate, but because he could not re-
ALLISON deliver up all the title deeds which had been handed

McDONALD. over to him, having lost them. Amongst the cases
Th cited above those of Walker v. Jones (1) and Palmer v.

Justice. Hendrie (2) are indistinguishable in principle from the
- present which they also closely resemble in their cir-

cumstances. Even if the mortgagee had obtained an
absolute foreclosure by which he had made the mort-
gaged estate his own, and had then sold it for its fair
value but' for less than the mortgage debt, he could
not sue the mortgagor on his bond, covenant, note or
other collateral personal security for the unsatisfied
residue, and that for the same reason, that he could
not give him back the estate. In Coote on mortgages
(3) the law is stated very clearly and concisely as
follows:

Ordinarily speaking a mortgagee can avail himself of all his collate-
ral securities, but he cannot transfer the mortgage and retain the
collateral securities or sever them from the mortgage: and where he
assigned the latter and retained the former he was restrained from
proceeding on the collateral security pending a suit for redemption.
So he cannot proceed on his collateral securities if he has sold the
estate, though fairly, for less than was due; and if he join with the
purchaser of the equity of redemption in a sale and permit him to
receive the purchase money the mortgagee, not being able to re-convey
the estate, will not be allowed to sue the mortgagor for the amount
so permitted to be received. He is also restrained from proceeding
on his collateral securities if, having put the title deeds out of his
power, he is unable to convey the estate effectually.

In Fisher on Mortgages (4) the law is summarized
in the same way.

It is out of the question to say that the conveyance
of the equity of redemption by the respondent to
Adam Allison made any difference or entitled the
appellant to release the mortgage in the way he
did thus disregarding the equitable right of the
respondent to have a re-conveyance of the mort-

(1) L. R. 1 P. C. 50. (3) Ed. 1884, p. 794.
(2) 27 teav. 349; 28 Beav. 341. (4) 4 ed. p. 13.
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gaged estate if compelled to pay the debt. Notice of 1894

the conveyance by the respondent to Adam Allison ALLISON

ought, as Mr. Justice Osler points out, if it had had DA.

any effect, to have made the appellant more cautious -
The Chiefin his dealings with the estate, for, if any inference Justice.

was to be drawn from it, that inference ought to have -

been that Adam Allison having obtained that convey-
ance had in law, apart from the actual agreement, on
the dissolution become bound to indemnify the re-
spondent against the mortgage debt, inasmuch as the
purchaser of an equity of redemption primd facie comes
under that obligation to the mortgagor. If the agree-
ment on the dissolution had been, not only that Adam
Allison was to have the equity of redemption, but
further that the respondent was to pay the mortgage
debt, and the appellant had had notice of such an
arrangement between the partners, then, but not other-
wise, he would have been justified in releasing the
mortgage so as to vest the legal estate in his brother.
It was not essential that the respondent should prove
that the appellant had notice of the dissolution agree-
ment; he had no right to put the security out of his
hands without being sure that the respondent had no
further claim to it and would not be prejudiced by a
release. Not having done this he must take the con-
sequences of his negligence and cannot now sue the
co-debtor, whose clear right of redemption he has
destroyed, for the personal debt.

I prefer putting my judgment on the same ground
as the Court of Appeal, not that I can have now any
doubt about the Chancellor being perfectly right in
the second ground on which he placed his judgment
so far as regards the law. The case of Swire v. Redmnan
(1) cannot now be regarded as a binding authority if it

(1) 1 Q. B. D. 536.
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1894 ever was one. Rouse v. Bradford Banking Co. (1) even

ALLISON if it has not demonstrated that Oakeley v. Pasheller (2)

ALD . was originally an authority against the doctrine of

TheChief Swire v. Redman (8), has at least shown that the con-

Justice. struction put upon that case by Lord Cairns and Lord
- Hatherly in Overend Gurney 8 Co. v. Oriental Finan-

icial Corporation (4) and by the Irish Exchequer
Chamber in Maingay v. Lewis (5) was such that the
law must now be considered as settled in accordance
with those decisions. I should have thought that
when Pooley v. Harradine (6) and the class of cases to
which that decision belongs had once decided that it
was a good equitable defence to an action on a pro-
missory note to show that a party appearing upon the
paper to be primarily liable was in truth ab initio a
mere surety for another party appearing to be second-
arily liable, and that a creditor for value having no
notice of such relationship when he took the paper
was nevertheless upon having such notice bound to
deal with the parties according to their real relation-
ship and could not release the real principal without
discharging the surety, that the whole question was
conceded. I confess I think these decisions were very
great innovations upon the rights of creditors, but I
have never been able to see what difference it can
make to the creditor, if he is to be bound by notice
given to him after the debt is contracted, whether the
parties were principal and surety ab initio or only
became so by some subsequent arrangement between
themselves of which he has notice. I entirely agree
with the law as laid down by the Chancellor, whose
view is now confirmed by Rouse v. Bradford Banking
Co. (1), and I should have probably considered myself

(1) 7 Repts. 33; S. C. [1894] (3) 1 Q. B. D. 536.
2 Ch. 32. (4) L. R. 7 II. L. 348.

(2) 4 C1. & Fin. 207. (5) Ir. Rp. 5 C. L. 229.
(6) 7 E. & B. 431.
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bound by his finding on the question of notice, but I 1894

must say that I think the evidence on that point was ALLISON
very weak, and that too on a question the affirmative .

of which ought to be proved beyond all doubt, for if -

The Chiefthe rights of a creditor are to be affected by an agree- Justice.
ment between his joint and several debtors that one -

shall thereafter be a principal and the other a mere
surety I am of opinion that the clearest proof of notice
should be given.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: Hanna 8 Cowan.

Solicitor for respondent: John A. Robinson.

R
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1894 IN THE MATTER OF THE HESS MANUFACTUR-
*Ma2,26. ING COMPANY.

*Oct. 9.
- GEORGE W. EDGAR (LIQUIDATOR.).....APPELLANT;

AND

WILLIAM SLOAN (CONTRIBUTORY).....RESPONDENT.

Winding-up Act-Contributory-Shares paid for by transfer of pro-
perty-Adequacy of consideration-Promoter selling property to com-
pany-Trust-Fiduciary relation.

Shares in a joint stock company may be paid for in money or money's
worth and if paid for by a transfer of property they must be
treated as fully paid up; in proceedings under the winding-up
act the master has no authority to inquire into the adequacy
of the consideration with a view to placing the holder on the list
of contributories.

There is a distinction between a trust for a company of property
acquired by promoters and afterward sold to the company and
the fiduciary relationship engendered by the promoters, between
themselves and the company, which exists as soon as the latter is
formed.

A promoter who purchases property with the intention of selling it to
a company to be formed does not necessarily hold such property
in trust for the prospective company, but he stands in a fiduciary
relation to the latter and if he sells to them must not violate any
of the duties devolving upon him in respect to such relationship.
If he sells, for instance, through the medium of a board of
directors who are not independent of him the contract may be
rescinded provided the property remains in such a position that
the parties may be restored to their original status.

There may be cases in which the property itself may be regarded as
being bound by a trust either ab initio or in consequence of
ex post facto events ; if a promoter purchases property for the
company from a vendor who is to be paid by the company when
formed, and by a secret arrangement with the vendor a part of

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong 0. J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.

R
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the price, when the agreement is carried out, comes into the hands 1894
of the promoter, that is a secret profit which he cannot retain ; B

and if any part of such secret profit consists of paid-up shares In aCHE

of the company issued as part of the purchase price of the TURING

property 'such shares may, in winding-up proceedings, be treated, COMPANY.
if held by the promoter, as unpaid shares for which the promoter
may be made a contributory. EDGAR

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal SLOAN.

for Ontario (1) reversing the judgment of the Divi-
sional Court (2) which affirmed the ruling of a master
who had placed the respondent on the list of contri-
butories of the company.

The material facts of this case, which are fully set
out in the judgment of the court, may be briefly stated
as follows :-

The appellant, liquidator of the Hess Manufacturing
Company which is being wound up under the Wind-
ing-up Act of Canada, seeks to have the respondent
placed on the list of contributories under the following
circumstances.

In 1889 two brothers named Hess, wishing to pur-
chase a site for building a factory but not having the
means to do so, applied to the respondent, who was
father-in-law to one of them, to assist them and he
entered into an agreement with the owners of the pro-
posed site by which it was to be conveyed to him free
of charge provided the contemplated factory was
erected and running within a limited time, and if not
he was to pay $3,000 for it. The respondent had the
factory built and received a conveyance from the
owners and a company was formed to carry on the
manufacturing of furniture of which he was a provi-
sional director subscribing for shares to the amount of
$7,500. The building had cost over $7,000, and some
$5,000 was expended on it after its completion.

The respondent after its formation transferred to the
company the property so purchased with the building

(1) 21 Ont. App. R. 66. (2) 23 O.R. 182.
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1894 having previously mortgaged it for $7,000, and was

, HEB allotted 360 shares of paid-up stock of the value of
MANUFAC- $50 a share. The company having failed the liquid-

iTURING
COMPANY. ator appointed under the windling-up act applied to

EDGAR the master to have the respondent placed on the list

SO of contributories for these 360 shares. It appearing
- that 234 shares had been transferred before the wind-

ing-up proceedings commenced the master acceded to
the request in respect to the remaining 126 holding
that when the respondent bought the property he did
so as trustee for the contemplated company and had
consequently given no value for his stock. This deci-
sion was affirmed by the Divisional Court but reversed
by the Court of Appeal and the liquidator has appealed
to this court.

The directors of the company when the property
was transferred by the respondent were his son and
the Hess brothers one of whom was his son-in-law.

S. H. Blake Q.C. and Raney for the appellant. Dr.
Sloan got these shares without paying the full con-
sideration and is liable to account to the company
Society of Practical Knowledge v. Abbott (1); Pagin &
Gill's case (2) ; White's case (3).

The last two cases are authority for placing him on
the list of contributories.

There is no doubt that respondent stood in a fiduci-
ary relation to the proposed company and that the
contract with him might have been rescinded; New
Sombrero Phosphate Co. v. Erlanger (4); and if he was
a trustee the contract with him could not have been
ratified by the shareholders ; Flitcroft's case (5); Mann
v. Edinburgh Northern Tramways Co. (6). And see
Hichens v. Congreve (7) ; Beck v. Kantorowicz (8).

(1) 2 Beav. 559. (5) 21 Ch. D. 519.
(2) 6 Ch. D. 681. (6) [1893] A. C. 69.
(3) 12 Ch. D. 511. (7) 4 Russ. 562.
(4) 5 Ch. D. 73; 3 App. Cas. 1218. (8) 3 K. & J. 230.
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It is not necessary that we should show fraud if the 1894

company never received value for the shares. In re In 7 ESS

Eddystone Marine Insurance Co. (1); Ooregum Gold ANUrAC
TURING

Mining Co. v. Roper (2); Lydney 4- Wigpool Iron Ore COMPANY.

Co. v. Bird (3). EDGAR

Moss Q.C. and Haverson for the respondent. If SLOAN.
shares are paid for in money's worth instead of money -

they must be treated in winding-up proceedings as
fully paid up. In re Baglan Hall Cidliery Co. (4).

Admitting that Dr. Sloan was a promoter that would
not debar him from selling his property to the com-
pany provided he observed the duties appertaining to
the relation of a promoter to the company. New
Sombrero Phosphate Co. v. Erlanger (5). At all events
the only remedy would be recission of the contract of
sale.

The judgment of the court was delivered by

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an appeal in a pro-
ceeding instituted under a Dominion Act of Parliament
for the winding-up of the Hess Manufacturing Com-
pany (Limited), a joint stock company incorporated
by letters patent under the general act of Ontario.
The liquidator made an application to the master in
ordinary to place the name of Dr. Sloan, the respond-
ent, on the list of contributories in respect of 360
shares of $50 each. The master decided in favour of
the liquidator as regarded 126 shares (of the aggregate
nominal value of $6,300), and dismissed the application
as to the remaining 234 shares. Both parties having
appealed the appeals were heard before Mr. Justice
Meredith, who sustained the master's ruling. The
present respondent, Dr. Sloan, then appealed to the

(1) [1893] 3 Oh. 9. (3) 33 Ch. D. 85.
(2) [1892] A. C. 125. (4) 5 Ch. App. 346.

(5) 3 App. Cas. 1218.
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1894 Court of Appeal, which court allowed the appeal by

In e HESS a majority composed of Osler, Maclennan and Fer-
MANrAc- guson JJ., the Chief Justice dissenting. The liquidator

TURING
COMPANY. has now, pursuant to leave given by an order in

EDnAR chambers, appealed to this court.
V. The facts material to the appeal may be stated as

SLOAN. follows :-
-The Chief In 1889 William Hess and Emil Hess, his son, who

Justice.
- were then out of business and not in good credit in

consequence of having met with losses by fire, were
desirous of establishing a furniture manufactory. They
found a site which they thought would answer their
purpose at the town of West Toronto Junction. This
land belonged to R. S. McCormack, W. L. McCormack
and Charles J. Boon. The Hesses were not in a position
to take the title in their own name; they therefore
applied to Dr. Sloan, the present respondent, who was
the father-in-law of Emil Hess, to become the pur-
chaser of this land, and to undertake the performance
of the conditions upon which the owners agreed to
convey it; to this request the respondent assented.
Accordingly by an agreement dated in September,
1889, and made between the McCormacks and Boon
of the one part, and Dr. Sloan, the respondent, of
the other part, it was agreed that if Sloan should
build upon the land within seven months a factory
for furniture manufacture, with the capacity for em-
ploying not less than thirty hands, that then, when D.
W. Clendennan and others, the purchasers of the west
half of the lot, should pay their purchase money the
vendors would convey the east half to the respondent,
and if the respondent should not build the factory
within seven months he would pay $8,000 purchase
money for the same land, the factory if built within
seven months being intended " to wholly satisfy said
purchase money."
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Soon afterwards the respondent entered into con- 1894

tracts for the erection of a factory which was accord- In EBs
ingly built and completed in the month of March, ANerAC-

TURING
1890. The land was duly conveyed to Dr. Sloan by CoMrANr.

the vendors at some date prior to the 19th February, EDGAR
1890; the exact date does not appear. Dr. Sloan who V.

SLOAN.
was then a physician practising at Blyth, in the T
county of Huron, was not at West Toronto Junction ef
whilst the factory was being built, and the work -

was superintended by Emil Hess, his son-in-law, who
acted uider a power of attorney from the respondent.
The respondent expended in the construction of the
factory and the building appurtenant to it the sum of
$7,300, and upwards of $5,200 had in addition been
expended on the factory before its acquisition by the
company, as will be hereafter mentioned, being money
furnished for that purpose by Alice Hess, the wife of
Emil Hess, and Elizabeth Hess the wife of William
Hess. William Hess and Emil Hess also contributed
their time, labour and services during the eriection of
the factory, the former in superintending and assist-
ing in the mechanical part of the work, especially the
plumbing, the latter giving his attention to the
management of the financial and other business inci-
-dental to the enterprise. On the 27th of November,
1889, the Hess Manufacturing Company of West
Toronto Junction JLimited) was incorporated by
letters patent under the Great Seal of the Province of
,Ontario, pursuant to the provisions of chapter 157 of
the Revised Statutes of that province. The object and
purpose of the company was stated in the letters
patent to be the manufacturing and 'selling of all
kinds of furniture. The capital stock of the company
was fixed at $40,000, divided into 800 shares of $50
each. The place of business of the corporation was to
be at West Toronto Junction. Dr. Sloan, Hugh
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1894 Boulton Morphy and Francis Charles McDowell were

In r HEs named in the charter as the first directors of the com-
MANUFAC- pany, and it was recited therein that William Sloan,

TURING
COMPANIA the respondent, had taken shares to the amount of

EDGAR $1,500, and that Elizabeth Hess, Alice Grace Hess,

* Hugh Boulton Morphy and Francis Charles McDowell
- had severally subscribed shares in varying amounts,

The Chief and that nothing had been paid in upon any of theJustice.
- shares so subscribed for. These letters patent were

granted pursuant to the statute, after due publication
of advertisements as thereby required, upon a petition
addressed to the Lieutenant-Governor. This petition
was signed by the several parties mentioned as stock-
holders in the letters patent, representing themselves
to be subscribers for the shares before mentioned.

On the 22nd December, 1889, a stock book of the
company was opened, and the several parties before
named signed a memorandum of agreement inscribed
therein by which they agreed to take the number of
shares mentioned in the letters patent.

On the 27th January, 1889, a general meeting of all
the shareholders was held whereat all were present
either in person or by proxy. Those present personally
were H. 13. Morphy, Emil G. Hess, William Hess and
Elizabeth Hess. H. B. Morphy was the son-in-law of
William Hess, Emil G. Hess was his sQu, and Eliza-
beth Hess his wife. There were also present by proxy

. Dr. Sloan (the respondent), W W. Sloan, his son, and
Alice Hess, the daughter of Dr. Sloan and wife of
Emil Hess. At this meeting W. W. Sloan, William
Hess and Emil Hess were elected directors for the en-
suing year. The following resolution was then
passed:-

Moved by Alice Grace Hess and seconded by Emil George Hess:
whereas arrangements have been made with Dr. William Sloan, of the
Village of Blyth, in the County of Huron, for the purchase for the
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purposes of the company of the factory site (describing it) together with 1894
all the buildings erected on said described lands, there being a four- r
story brick factory 45 by 127 feet, a boiler and engine house, one MANUFAC
story, 26 by 55 feet, a brick dry kiln 36 by 50 feet, a brick smoke TURING
stack 85 feet high, and a frame stable erected on the land; and where- COMPANY.
as the said Dr. Sloan has agreed to sell such land and buildings to the EDGAR
company for the sum of $25,000 payable as follows: The company to v.
assume a mortgage of $7,000 on the said lands, and issue to the said SLOAN.

Dr. Sloan $18,000 of paid-up capital stock of the company, the The Chief
subscription for $7,500 of the said capital stock by Dr. Sloan to be in- Justice.
cluded in such issue of paid-up stock for $18,000 and such subscription
of $7,500 to be deemed therefore as merged therein. Resolved that
the shareholders accept the terms of sale as herein stated with the said
Dr. Sloan, and the directors of the company are hereby empowered
and authorized to carry out such purchase and pass any necessary by-
laws and execute all documents and make such entries in the books at
are necessary to effectuate the same.

This resolution was confirmed at a directors' meet-
ing held on the 21st March, 1890, and is also said to
have been confirmed at a subsequent shareholders'
meeting held on the 26th of April, 1890. On the 19th
of February, 1890, Dr. Sloan mortgaged the property
to secure $7,000 to the Canada Permanent Building
Society, which corporation advanced that sum to him
as a loan. This recouped his expenditure, less about
$300. On the 21st of March, 1890, the property was
conveyed by Dr. Sloan to the company pursuant to
the resolution of the 27th of January, 1890, and addi-
tional shares to the number of 210 were entered in the
stock book as being taken up by Dr. Sloan, making in
all, with the 150 originally subscribed for, 360 shares,
representing $18,000, and which were by the resolu-
tion of the 27th of January, 1890, to be all treated as
paid by the conveyance of the property for which they
and the $7,000 mortgage formed the consideration.
Previous to the loan by the Canada Permanent Build-
ing Society the property was valued by the valuator
for that company, Mr. Wellington J. Peck, at the sum
of $25,100, and without entering upon any critical ex-
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1894 amination of the evidence, which in the view I take is

In reHEss not very material, I may say at -once that upon the
MANUFAC- evidence of the value of the land, and of the expendi-

TURING
ComPANY. ture on the buildings and improvements, I consider

EnGAR this valuation to have been by no means an excessive

S N one. These 360 shares so allotted to Dr. Sloan were
-N therefore, according to the terms of the resolution of

Jstie the 27th of January, 1890, to be, and were considered
- by all parties, and treated, as paid-up shares. Of these

360 shares Dr. Sloan subsequently, and at the instance
of the Messrs. Hess, transferred 20 shares to Messrs.
Hoover & Jackson who had assisted in starting the
company, by way of remuneration for their services,
and he also transferred 214 shares to Elizabeth Hess,
the wife of William Hess, leaving 126 shares which
were standing in his name at the date of the winding
up order, and in respect of which the master has put
him on the list as the holder of unpaid shares to that
amount. These 126 shares, Dr. Sloan says, were in-
tended to be transferred by him to his daughter, the
wife of Emil Hess, it being intended, Dr. Sloan him-
self having been paid for his expenditure within $300
by the money raised on mortgage, that the. paid-up
shares were to be divided between the two ladies who
had provided the residue of the money with which
the factory had been built, to repay them for thdir out-
lay. That these ladies had expended at least $5,200,
probably $5,500 or even more in this way, appears
without contradiction from the evidence. By an ar-
rangement between these parties, Dr. Sloan the re-
spondent, and Mrs. William and Mrs. Emil Hess, the
price received by him was to be thus apportioned. Dr.

Sloan says he considered himself a trustee for these
ladies for any residue of price remaining after he had
been satisfied for his own outlay. This arrangement
between the parties as to the disposition of the price
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can be no concern of the liquidator, the creditors, or 1894

the company, provided the latter got valuable consi- In re HESS
deration for what it gave; and by the conveyance by MANOFAC-

Dr. Sloan of the land and buildings the company did COMPANY.

beyond question acquire a property worth $25,000, EDGAR

unless that property was, by the legal result of what S .
SLOAN.

had taken place already, upon equitable principles,
the property of the company held by Dr. Sloan as a JTie

trustee for it. Upon this state of facts the master -

treated Dr. Sloan as the holder of 126 unpaid shares
amounting to $6,300 for which sum the respondent
has been placed upon the list of contributories.

My first proposition is that the master's whole pro-
ceeding was ultra his jurisdiction; that under the
winding-up order he had no jurisdiction to entertain
the question of Dr. Sloan's liability under the facts
here in evidence that question being one which could
only be properly litigated in an action in due form
instituted by the liquidator on behalf of the company.
In considering this case it must at the very outset
strike any one that a judicial result which would
have the effect of vesting in a joint stock company
without any consideration whatever, absolutely for
nothing, property which has been produced by an
expenditure of certainly not less than $5,200, can
hardly be a sound one, and yet that would have been
virtually the effect of the master's order had it been
allowed to stand. G-ranting for the sake of this argu-
ment all that is contended by the liquidator about the
trust of the land itself, yet the company got more than
the land; it got the improvements in the creation of
which large sums of money had been invested, and I
maintain if these 126 shares are now to be treated as
unpaid shares the company would get these im-
provements gratuitously, by a lucrative title as a
mere gift. The only principle upon which the master
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1894 could have acted in making the order he did was

In re HESS ill assuming that no consideration whatever had

TAUIN been given for the shares. If any consideration was
COMPANY. given it was beyond the master's competence to

EDGAR inquire into the adequacy of it. For this, as I should

V* expect, I find ample authority in the books. Shares

TheChief can be paid for either in money or money's worth, and
Justice. when paid for by property conveyed to the company

- the value of the property given in consideration will
not be inquired into. On this head Lord Justice
Lindley in his book on Company Law, (1) has the fol-
lowing passage:-

Previously to the above enactment it had been decided, when the
statute in question (that requiring in England an agreement in writ-
ing when payment is otherwise than in cash) does not apply, it may
be taken as settled that shares may be fully paid up not only in
money but in money's worth ; and shares which are bond fide given as
paid up in payment of property transferred to the company or of ser-
vices rendered to it, or of claims against it, must on the winding up of
a company be treated as paid up shares; and in the absence of fraud
the court will not inquire into the value of that which is taken by the
company in payment instead of money ; for example, where payment
was made in paper which turned out to be worthless it was never-
theless treated as duly made.

And in Brice on Ultra Vires, (2) it is said

Shares must be paid for but not necessarily in money, and the
amount of the consideration will not be examined by the courts.

So that unless a case of fraud was made and proved
which could only be done in a formal action to rescind
it must be held that there was a valuable consideration
given bond fide for the 126 shares in question in the
improvements alone, even granting that there was
some trust as regards the land, and therefore the
master in a winding-up proceeding could not say the
shares were wholly without consideration and unpaid
for, which he must be able to do before he can put a

(1) 5 ed. p. 785. (2) 3 ed. p. 298.
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holder on the list as a contributory for unpaid shares. 1894

I wholly differ from the master when he refers his In r ESS

jurisdiction to the R.S.O. c. 157, section 61. That MANUFAC-
TURING

manifestly has no application here; to make it apply it COMPANY.

must first be shown that the shares are unpaid. The EDGAR

master thus assumes that which is the very question "-
SOAN.

in dispute. As no attempt has been made to demon-
The Chief

strate that this section 61 has any reference to such a Justice.
case as this, I may con-tent myself with the answer I -

have just given. It is, however, very apparent that

consideration to the full value of the shares was

received by the company, and this for the reasons

given in the able .judgments delivered by the three

learned judges who formed the majority of the Court

of Appeal, who very clearly demonstrated the correct-

ness of their conclusions. I suppose no one can dis-

pute the authority of. The New Sombrero Phosphate

Company & Others v. Erlanger 4- Others (1). That

case was decided in the House of Lords after two
arguments, the last before an exceptionally large

House consisting of nearly all the law lords of that
day, and it is therefore as high an authority as could

possibly be invoked. I am then content to let the

present case be tested entirely by this case of The New

Sombrero Company v. Erlanger (1). In order to make

out that there was no consideration for these shares it

.must then be proved that Dr. Sloan, when he con-

veyed to the company, was a mere trustee for it. This

cannot be better put than it is by Mr. Justice Osler in

his judgment, where he says -

In a case like the present the liquidator must make out that at the
time the purchase was made the appellant stood in such a position
that he could not claim to have bought the property for himself ; in
other words, that he was not in a position to sell to the company
when afterwards formed, because that company, when it came into

(1) 3 App. Cas. 1218.
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1894 existence, had already acquired the right to say that the purchase was
.- made by the appellant for them, and not for himself.

In re HESS
MANUFAC- The evidence shows that a joint stock company was

TURING
CoMPN. contemplated from the beginning, a company which

EDGAR might take over the land acquired by Dr. Sloan after a
v. factory had been built upon it. But was there any

SLOAN.
trust which such a company could have enforced

The Chief agvainst Dr. Sloan, or could Dr. Sloan after bringing-
Justice. ZD

- the company into existence have compelled it to
accept the land and to indemnify him for his expend-
iture upon it ? This is the test question and it admits
of but one answer; most emphatically no enforceable
trust of the kind just mentioned ever existed. Dr.
Sloan could, after building the factory, have refused
to convey it to a company; he could have sold it to
any purchaser, or he could have kept it and worked
the factory himself; or he might have abstained from
building at all on the land, have paid the purchase
money of $3,000 and thus have acquired the title to
the land which the vendors would have been bound
to convey to him on payment of the ascertained price.
This is law which no one can gainsay, for it is, as the
learned judges who were the majority in the Court of
Appeal have shown, the law as laid down in all the
opinions delivered in the House of Lords in the New
Sombrero case, and thus expressed in a passage in the
speech of the Lord Chancellor given as a quotation in
the judgment of Mr. Justice Osler, but which is in
words so apposite to the present case that I must repeat
it. Lord Cairns says:

The syndicate in entering into this contract acted on behalf of them-
selves alone and did not at that time act in or occupy any fiduciary
position whatever. It may well be that the prevailing idea in their
mind was not to retain or work the island, but to sell it again at an
increase of price, and very possibly to promote or get up a company
to purchase the island from them ; but they were, it seems to me,
perfectly free to do with the island whatever they liked, to use it as
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they liked and to sell it how and to whom and for what price they 1894
liked.

In re ilEss
It is not merely because the language of the Lord MANUFAC-

TURING
Chancellor in the extracted passage is adapted to the CoMPANY.
facts disclosed by the evidence in the present case that it EDGAR

is of value here, but for the further reason that it makes S .

with great exactitude and clearness a distinction S
which is the key to the decision in the Erlanger case hest ief
and must be decisive in the present case. Lord Cairns -

here distinguishes between a trust for the company
of the property acquired by the promoters and after-
wards sold to the company, which he says did not
exist in the case before him, and which may with con-
fidence be said not to have existed in the present case'
and that fiduciary relationship which is engendered
by the promoters of a company, between themselves
and the company, coming into existence so soon as the
latter is formed. This is a distinction running through
all the cases but one which has not always been suffi-
ciently kept in mind. As regards any trust of the
land acquired from McCormack by the respondent, I
repeat, there was none. On the one hand Dr. Sloan
was as free to deal with the company in respect of it
as if it had been property of which he had been the
owner for thirty years before he sold to this company,
but on the other hand he was beyond all doubt a pro-
moter of this company and whether he sold it this
land which he and those whose interests he repre-
sented had acquired with a view of building upon it
a factory and afterwards transferring it to a company
or whether he sold them land which he had bought
and paid for years before, in neither case could he deal
with the company as an ordinary vendor, who had had
nothing to do with the promotion of the company,
might have done; he could only sell under the re-
strictions which courts of equity have imposed upon
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1894 fiduciary vendors of the particular class known as
In re HEs, promoters of joint stock companies. Thus it was

A^FAC- incumbent upon him to sell the land for no excessive
TURING

COMPANY. price; he was bound to misrepresent nothing which

EDGAR could influence the company in determining whether
- to buy or not; to conceal nothing that it was material

SLOAN.
- should be known in order to enable them to form a

The Chief
Justice. sound judgment on that question, and to put them in

possession of all material information. Further it was
above all the duty of Dr. Sloan as a vendor selling
property to a company towards which he stood in a
fiduciary relation to see that the executive manage-
ment of the company was in the hands of a thoroughly
independent board of directors, a board over which
he could exercise no influence and which would, as
the expression is, keep him at "arms' length" in
making the bargain. Some of these duties Dr. Sloan
performed but not all. Now it was because the pro-
moters failed in the performance of their duties,
because they were guilty of misrepresentation
and concealment as to the price they had paid
and in other respects, that the House of
Lords upheld the judgment which set aside the sale
in the New Sombrero Phosphate Company's case. It
was not in that case decided that there was no con-
sideration whatever for the conveyance of the island,
nor that any paid-up shares which had found their
way into the hands of the vendors as part of the
consideration were wholly unpaid shares, nor that the
company had merely acquired what was already their
own property; but in that action, which was one to
set aside the contract not as void but only as voidable
in equity, it was decided that the sale must be rescinded
and the parties put in statu quo; that is that the pro-
perty was to be re-conveyed to the promoters who had
sold it and the price returned by them to the vendors.
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Whilst I say that this distinction between a trust 1894

of the property and the personal fiduciary relationship In 9 ESS

of the vendors exists, and that it is the very turning MANUFAC-
TURING

point in most of the cases which have been determined COMPANY.

upon this question of the validity of sales by pro- EvGA

moters, I am far from saying that there may not S .
SLOAN.

possibly be a case in which the property itself may be TheChief
regarded as being bound by a trust in some cases ab Justice.
initio, in others in consequence of ex post facto events. -

For instance, if a promoter of a company acquires pro-
perty ostensibly for the company from a vendor who
is by the terms of the bargain to be paid by the com-
pany when it comes into existence, either in money or
shares, and the company is formed and this agreement
is carried out, and part of the price which has been
paid by the company finds its way in pursuance of
some secret arrangement between the vendor and the
promoter into the hands of the latter, that is a secret
profit which the promoter who in such a supposed
case has put himself in the position of an agent for
the company cannot retain. It makes no difference
that in such a case the property may have passed
through the hands of the promoter and have been
formally conveyed by him to the company; it would
be in no sense his own property which he would in
such a case be deemed to convey, but the property of
the company. In this hypothetical case there would
be no contract to rescind; that would not be the appro-
priate relief; and although the company might not
be in a position to ask for rescission by reason of its
having conveyed away the property, it would still
be entitled to compel the promoter to account for and
repay his secret profit, and if any portion of that
consisted of paid-up shares of the company issued as
such as part of the consideration still held by the pro-
moter, such shares might in a winding-up proceeding
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1894 be treated as unpaid shares. But the supposed case,
In HESS of which the Emma Silver Mining Co. v. Grant (1) is
MANUFAc- an example, is not the case here; this property was
CompAMI. acquired not for the company, and the consideration

EDGAR which consisted of the money expended in building

V- the factory was not paid for out of the funds of the
SLOAN.

- company but by Dr. Sloan and those he represented

estie out of their own monies, just as in the New Sombrero
- case and other cases to which I will refer.

The principles of decision which are thus to be applied
here have been given as the rationes decidendi in many
other cases besides the New Sombrero case.

Thus in Gover's Case (2), Lord Justice James says
At the time when this agreement was made there was no company

in existence, and no promoter, trustee, or director ; the company had
not even an inchoate existence except in the brain of Mappin; and
the utmost that could be said of Mappin was that he was a projector
of a company which he intended and had agreed to promote.

Again Lord Justice James says -
It is surely open to any man, in point of law, to sell his property

to a joint stock company and to invite persons to form themselves
into a joint stock company to purchase from him, just as it is open to
any man to sell to any persons in the world the right to become his
partners in any property or undertaking. * % * * *

* * No impropriety in the contract can make it the contract
of the company, or the contract of a promoter, trustee, or director of
a company, when at the date of the contract there was no company,
no promoter, no trustee, no director. The character of the contract
cannot operate as a transformation of the contracting parties.

I may illustrate my view by referring to a contract which, I think,
would be within the act. If, instead of contracting to sell to the com-
pany, or inviting the company to become shareholders in the thing
itself, Mappin had invited them to become shareholders with him in a
contract, and they had accepted that invitation, then he would, by
the terms of his offer, and by their acceptance of that offer, have made
himself their agent as from the date of that contract, and any bye or
collateral contract made for his own benefit would be a contract by a
trustee for the company or partnership.

(1) 11 Ch. D. 918.
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In the same case Lord Justice Bramwell puts the 1894

pith of the judgment of the court in a very few words. In rESS
He says:-- MANUFAC-

TURING
Here Mappin entered into the contract, not as promoter but as in- COMPANY.

tending to be so.
0 EDGAR

The doctrines promulgated in this case of Gover's V.
in which Lord Justices James, Mellish and Bramwell SLOAN.

concurred have never been displaced but have been The Chief
recognized as sound, and acted upon in all subsequent Justice.

cases. The distinction to which I have adverted was
also acted upon and was the groundwork of the judg-
ments of Pearson J. (1) and the Court of Appeal (2) in
Re Cape Breton Co. Lord Justice Cotton in the course
of his judgment in that case says

Numerous cases have been brought before the Court, but none of
them are like the present, because in all the cases where relief was
given the case was that of a trustee or a director who had sold to the
company, at an enhanced price, property which he had acquired
when he was a trustee or director, and he was held to be liable for
the difference on the ground that at the time he acquired his
interest in the property he was in the position of a trustee. The
principle of those cases is very clear. It is this: That having bought
the property while he was a director, and so in the position of atrus-
tee for the company, and having afterwards made it over to the com-
pany without disclosing his interest, he was estopped from saying
that he originally bought the property on his own behalf, or other-
wise than for and on behalf of the company. When, therefore, he
pays a large additional sum of money out of the coffers of the com-
pany for the property, he is putting into his own pocket a sum of
money by way of purchase money paid by the company for that
which was already their own.

Lord Justice Fry in the same case makes some ob-
servations peculiarly apposite to the present case. He
says :-

It appears to me that to allow the principal to affirm the contract,
and after the affirmance to claim, not only to retain the property, but
to get.the difference between the price at which it is bought and some
other price, is, however you may state it, and however you may turn
the proposition about, to enable the principal against the will of his
agent to enter into a new contract with the agent, a thing which is
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1894 plainly impossible, or else it is an attempt on the part of the princi-

in - pal to confiscate the property of his agent on some ground which, I
In re HESS
MANUFAC- confess, I do not understand.

TURING
CoTRN. This case of the Cape Breton Company was not one
EA of an action to rescind but was a proceeding under

v. the 165th section of the Companies Act, 1862, to make
SLOAN. a director account for a profit he had made on the sale

The.Chief of certain properties to the company. It was held by
Justice.

the Court of Appeal that he was not so answerable,
and further, that the property having been in the
course of winding-up proceedings sold so that the

company could not restore it if the contract were set
aside it was too late for rescission. The House of
Lords (1) affirmed the judgment of the Court of Ap-
peal upon the ground that the shareholder who made
the application had not any interest sufficient to give
him a locus standi being a holder of fully paid-up
shares in a limited company which had become insol-
vent. The law as laid down in the judgments of the
Lords Justices Cotton and Fry has, however, never
been questioned nor could it be, since it conforms in
all respects to the decision of the House of Lords in the
New Sombrero case. In Re Ambrose Lake Tin and
Copper Mining- Company (2), Lord Justice Cotton, deal-
ing with an order similar to that made by the master
in the present case, which had been made by the"Vice-
warden of the Stannaries Court in a winding-up pro-
ceeding, thus forcibly and clearly stated the true doc-
trine:-

The principle of the order must be this, that the company are at
liberty to treat these persons as trustees of the property for the com-
pany, and, treating them as trustees, to allow them only what they
paid for the property, and if they got anything else out of the coffers
of the company to make them account for that. Neither on prin-
ciple nor on authority can that be maintained, unless at the time

(1) 12 App. Cas. 652, sub nom. (2) 14 Ch. D. 390.
Bentinck v. Fenn.
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when the so-called vendor acquired the property he either acquired 1894
it for the company, or was in such a position of fiduciary relation to In r ESS

the company that any purchase made by him of property available for MANUFAC-

the company must be considered as a purchase made by him as a trus- TURING

tee for the company. In that case what the Court does is to go back COMPANY.

to the original purchase made by the person who afterwards purports EDGAR
to sell to the company at an advanced price, and to say this was already v.
the company's at the price which you originally gave for it when you SLOAN.

were a trustee for the company. That price you are entitled to re- The Chief
ceive out of the coffers of the company, and anything else is a sum Justice.
paid to you for nothing, which you are not entitled to retain. * *
* * * * * I can quite understand an action to set

aside the contract altogether, but that is not the course adopted by the
company. I can see no ground either on principle or authority on
which the company can say, not seeking to set aside the contract, " We
will hold you as passing this to the company, not because you origin-
ally acquired it for the company, but because you entered into a con-
tract to sell to the company, which is not binding, and therefore we
make another contract to take it from you for what it originally cost
you, making you account for whatever else under that invalid contract
you stipulated should be paid for it."

I may be excused for making this long quotation
since every word of it has a direct bearing on the
case before us, and it is besides a very clear exposition
of the doctrines which prevailed in the Erlanger case.
It shows that the master's order was in the very teeth
of existing authority and is conclusive of the present
appeal.

The last case which I shall refer to is that of the
Ladywell Mining Company v. Brookes (1) the circum-

stances of which have a remarkable resemblance to
those in evidence here. There it was again held that
the fact that the parties who sold the property to the
company were the promoters of the company, and had
the company in contemplation when they acquired the
property, did not make them trustees for the company
of the property itself. And further, that although as
promoters they stood in a fiduciary relation to the

(1) 35 Ch. D. 400.
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1894 company when they afterwards sold to it, and that
In SHESs not having complied with all the obligations incum-
MANWFAC- bent on them as fiduciary vendors the contract might

TURINGn
COMPANY. for that reason have been rescinded, yet that it was too

EDGAR late for rescission as the landlord of the property

S . (which was leasehold) had entered and avoided the
SLOAN.

Chief lease for a forfeiture. Lord Justice Cotton in his judg-
hes ment entirely adheres to what he had stated in his
- former judgments in the cases already cited on the

point of there being no trust ab initio, and he also con-
firms what he had said in the Cape Breton case (1), as
to its being too late for rescission. The opinion of
Lord Justice Lindley is to the same effect, and this is
worthy of note inasmuch as that very learned judge
has always shown a disposition to go further in giving
relief in this class of cases than other judges have
thought possible. Upon the point that there can be
no rescission without a re-conveyance of the property
Lord Justice Lindley is very distinct. He says:-

There might be a case for rescission if rescission were possible, but
rescission is not possible because the property acquired by the com-
pany does not belong to the company any longer. The landlord has
taken possession and rescission is out of the question.

The judgment of Lord Justice Lopes is also in
entire accordance with those of the other judges on
both points. I am therefore justified in saying that
this case is another conclusive authority against the
present appellant. Many other reported cases might
be added to those I have specifically mentioned; those
cited, however, are so distinct in their terms, so exactly
applicable, and are decisions of courts of such high
authority, that no further citations are necessary to
establish the propositions of law upon which the judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal is founded. I admit that
there are dicta by text writers attributable, I think,

(1) 29 Ch. D. 795.
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to confounding cases which merely establish that a 1894

promoter stands in a fiduciary relation to the company in re HESS

with those which hold that he is to be considered as a MANUFAC-
TURING

trustee of property which he actually acquires for the Cou)OAr.Y.
company, but these dicta cannot possibly outweigh EDGAR
the judgments of the House of Lords and the Court of S .

SLOAN.
Appeal which proceed entirely on a recognition of a -
difference between the two cases. .Tie

I consider, therefore, that it is fully established that -

Dr. Sloan was never a trustee for the company of the
property which he conveyed lo it by the conveyance
of the 21st of March, 1890; that, therefore, the master
was wrong in his adjudication that the respondent
was a holder of 126 unpaid shares and liable to con-
tribute as such; and that this order would have been
also erroneous even if it had been established that
Dr. Sloan had acquired the land at West Toronto
Junction as a trustee for the company since there had
been a large expenditure on that property, either by
Dr. Sloan or by those he represents (it matters not
which), which if the master's order was allowed to
stand the company would get without any considera-
tion, thus making it operate as nothing short of con-
fiscation of the money which the evidence shows the
wiv~s of the Messrs. Hess had honestly expended in
the improvements ; a result as unwarrantable by any
doctrine of courts either of law or equity as it is
repugnant to one's notions of justice and fairness.

There can of course be no rescission, which is the
only remedy where there has been non-observance by
a fiduciary vendor, such as a promoter who sells pro-
perty to the company, of the rules of equity governing
such sales, for the property has been sold (1) and can-
not be restored, and in any event relief by way of
rescission is beyond the jurisdiction of the master in a

(1) See appellants factum p. 15.
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1894 winding-up proceeding under the Dominion statute.
in r HESS Then, it is not competent in such cases to the master,
MANUFAC- not having jurisdiction to rescind, to make the vendor

TURING
COMPANY. account for any profit which may have accrued to him

EDGAR or to those whom he represented. This is made

SL N. apparent by a passage in the judgment of Lord
T h Justice Cotton in the Cape Breton Company case (2),

hest ief and by Lord Cairns in the New Sombrero case, where
- the question is passed upon in the following terms:

That part of the case of the respondents which, as an alternative,
sought to make the appellants account for the profit which they made
on the re-sale of the property to the respondents, on an allegation
that the appellants acted in a fiduciary position at the time they made
the contract of the 30th of August, 1871, is not, as I think, capable of
being supported, and this, as I understand, was the view of all the
judges in the courts below.

It is therefore out of the question to say that the
master's order is to be supported because the $6,300
which is represented by these 126 shares was an
amount less than or equal to a profit which was
derived by the sale to the company. Further, in point
of fact, even if it was open to the. master, proceeding
under the winding-up act, to give such relief as that
last alluded to, the facts would not warrant it, for it is,
I think, sufficiently established that the $25,000 which
the respondent received for the conveyance was not in
excess of the value of the property which the company
acquired under that deed. This is, I think, a fair con-
clusion from the evidence, even if we assume the
shares to have been worth their par value in the
market, but I have shown in an early part of this judg-
ment that where it is said that shares must be paid up
in money or money's worth, that by no means involves
the proposition that the property must be equal to the
nominal value of the shares; on the contrary, decided

(2) 29 Ch. D. 804.
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cases show that the courts will not inquire into the 1894

value in the absence of fraud. In re HESS

Therefore from every point of view the order made MANFAC-
TURING

in the master's office is unsustainable. CoMPANY.

This being the proper disposition of the case it is of EDGAR

course extra judicial to say anything about what might SLAN.

have been the result of an action for rescission had the -
The Chiefsame facts been presented in that form; I do so, how- Justice.

ever, to prevent any misapprehension, so that it may -

not be supposed that in anything I have said I have
presumed to detract in any way from the salutary
rules which have been laid down by the English
courts as governing the contracts of promoters with
the companies they have brought into life. Of course
an action for rescission must have failed for the
reason before mentioned that in consequence of the
sale of the property the parties could not be put in
statu quo (1). But if it had not been for that circum-
stance I think such an action must have succeeded.
Disinterested as was the conduct of Dr. Sloan through-
out these transactions, which resulted in a loss to him
of some $275 besides infinite trouble and annoyance,
and free as he has been from first to last from the im-
putation of any selfish object, he has still, I think,
been wanting in his duty as a person who at the time
of the sale stood toward this company in a fiduciary
relation, that is to say as having been one of its
promoters.

Without undertaking to give an exhaustive descrip-
tion of these duties I will say that they at least
include the obligations before stated, viz., those of
selling for a price not exorbitant; concealing nothing
that it was proper the directors of the company should

(1) See as further authorities Beav. 586. Lindsay Petroleum
on this point Great Luxembourg Company v. Hurd L. R. 5 P. C.
Railway Company v. Magnay 25. 221.
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1894 know in order to form a fair judgment as to the value
In e HEs8 of the property; and making no misrepresentations of
MAurIaC- facts material to the purchase. All these requirements,

TURING
ComPANY. I think, Dr. Sloan sufficiently complied with. There

EDGAR remains, however, another duty which the respondent
SLA did not perform. It is in such cases as the present

SLOAN.
the duty of one who has been a promoter of the com-

Tusi Cef pany to see that his contracts with it are made
- through the medium of a board of directors who are

entirely independent of him, that is a board comprised
of persons who are entirely free of his influence; men
who are not mere instruments subject to his dictation
and subservient to his interests; and with such a board
he must deal at arm's length. This obligation was not
properly fulfilled in the agreement for sale of the 27th of
January, 1890, nor when the conveyance was after-
wards executed on the 21st of March, 1890, for no
one can for a moment suppose that the board, com-
posed as it was, was an independent body unsuscept-
ible to the influence of Dr. Sloan and the cestuis que
trust whose interests he represented. The object of
requiring that the board of directors should in case of
this kind be independent persons, free from any
control or influence which the promotor could exercise
over them, is the protection of the shareholders, and
as this includes the protection of future shareholders
as well as those who have already become such no
ratification by the existing body of shareholders can
so confirm the transaction as to make it free from im-
peachment by one who has not been an actual party
to the confirmation. That this is the law is also
established by Erlanger v. New Sombrero Phosphate
Company (1).

I make these last observations not with any view
of reflecting on Dr. Sloan but in order to guard against

(1) 3 App. Cas. 1260. .
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any inference that I had taken it upon myself to dis- 1894

regard rules of law laid down by very great lawyers In r-^HESS

in deciding a case in the House of Lords. MANUFAC-
TURING

For these reasons, which are in the main the same CourM,.
as those given in the judgments in which the majority EDGAR
of the Court of Appeal have recorded their opinions, I V*
have come to the conclusion that the appeal must be S

dismissed. The Chief
Justicc.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellant: Dewart 4- Raney.

Solicitors for the respondent: Haverson 4- St. John.
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1894 D. W. ALEXANDER (PLAINTIFF)...........APPELLANT;

*Mar. 30, 31. AND
*Oct. 9.

- JAMES WATSON (DEFENDANT)...........RESPONDENT.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Construction of agreement-Guarantee.

A., a wholesale merchant, had been supplying goods to C. & Co. when,
becoming doubtful as to their credit, he insisted on their account
being reduced to $5,000 and security for further credit. W. who

* had endorsed to secure a part of the existing debt thereupon gave
A. a guarantee in the form of a letter as follows :-

" I understand that you are prepared to furnish C. & Co. with
stock to the extent of $5,000 as a current account but want a
guarantee for any amount beyond that sum. In order not to
impede their operations I have consented to become responsible
to you for any loss you may sustain in any amount upon your
current account in excess of the said sum of five thousand but
the total amount not to exceed eight thousand dollars, includ-
ing your own credit of five thousand, unless sanctioned by a
further guarantee." * * * A. then continued to supply
C. & Co. with goods and in an action by him on this guarantee:

Held, affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal, Gwynne J. dis-
senting, that there could be no liability on this guarantee unless
the indebtedness of C. & Co. to A. should exceed the sum of $5,-
000, and at the time of action brought such indebtedness having
been reduced by payments from C. & Co. and dividends from their
insolvent estate to less than such sum A. had no cause of action.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario reversing the judgment of Mr. Justice Rose in
favour of the plaintiff.

The decision in the case turns on the construction
of the guarantee set out in the above head-note. The
facts are fully set out in the judgment of Mr. Justice
Sedgewick.

*PRESENT:-Fournier, Taschereau, Gwynne, Sedgewick and King JJ.
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Christopher Robinson Q.C., and Clark Q.C., for the 1894

appellant referred to In re Sherry (1); Martin v* ALEANDER
McMullen (2). W .

WATSON.

Delamere Q.C. and English for the respondent cited -

Pike v. Dickinson (3).

FOURNIER J.-I am in favour of dismissing this ap-
peal for the reasons given by the majority in the Court
of Appeal.

TASCHEREAU J.-I am of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed with costs.

GrWYNNE J.-It is very important to bear in mind
the character and particulars of the debt of Charles-
worth & Co. to the plaintiff at the time that they pro-
cured the defendant, who was the uncle of one of the
partners of the firm of Charlesworth & Co., and who
was security for the company to a bank to the amount
of $65,000 and deeply interested in the success of the
company, to give to the plaintiff the guarantee sued
upon, and also what had passed between the plaintiff
and Charlesworth & Co., which caused the latter to
procure the defendant to give the guarantee.

Immediately prior to the 11th August, 1886, when
the guarantee was given, the debt of Charlesworth &
Co. to the plaintiff as found by the referee amounted
to the sum of $10,486.95, of which sum $1,262.14 was
in respect of customers' paper discounted by the plain-
tiff for Charlesworth & Co. The referee has also found
that the plaintiff was also the holder of notes made or
endorsed by the defendant as surety for the firm in
respect of $3,431.30, portion of their debt to the plain-

(1) 25 Ch. D. 692. (2) 20 O.R. 257.
(3) 7 Ch. App. 61.
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1894 tiff, and that when the guarantee was given one of

ALEXANDERthe said notes for the sum of one thousand dollars was

' * delivered up by the plaintiff to the defendant.
- The account for bills, etc., discounted by the plaintiff

UwynnefJ.for the firm, as appears by Exhibit L attached to the
referee's report, was as follows:-

BILLS DISCOUNTED BY PLAINTIFF FOR FIRM.

When discounted. Name. Date due. Amount.
1886.

March 22d, Forbes, Nov. 24th, $185.41
July 24th, Magee, Oct. 26th, 153.00

do. Munro, Nov. 17th, 202.30
do. - Weir, Nov. 25th, 76.00
do. Wilson, Dec. 8th, 195.43

July 22d, Crabb, Nov. 25th, 450.00

$1,262.14

The second, third and fourth of the above items were
endorsed by the defendant.

The debt of Charlesworth & Co. to the plaintiff then
consisted of two parts, the one secured, the other
unsecured. The secured portion consisted of $4,262.-
14, for $3,431.30 of which the defendant himself was
the security, and the unsecured portion, resting upon
the credit of Charlesworth & Co. alone, amounted to

.$6,224.81; for this sum with the exception of $200 cash
lent on the 30th July, 1886, the plaintiff held the prom-
issory notes of Charlesworth & Co. alone for several
sums, maturing respectively at various periods be-

tween the 11th August, 1886, and the 12th January,
1887.

While the debt stood thus Charlesworth & Co. were
pressing the plaintiff to furnish them with more goods
on their own credit. This the plaintiff peremptorily
refused to do.

After some negotiation upon the subject the plain-
tiff finally consented to suffer $5,000 of the debt to
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stand as an open account, but insisted that for any fur- 1894

ther goods Charlesworth & Co. should require they ALEANDER
must furnish security and that they must reduce their WVon.

debt by cash or collaterals to the said sum of $5,000. -

To these terms Charlesworth & Co. acceded. Now, as Gwynne I.

the plaintiff already held, as shown above, security for
$4,262.14 of the amount of Charlesworth & Co.'s debt,
no part of which was then due, it plainly never was
nor could have been contemplated by the plaintiff or
Charlesworth & Co. that the latter were either to pay
cash or give collaterals by way of reduction of or se-
curity for notes so already secured and not yet due; or
that the notes of Charlesworth & Co. for the unse-
cured portion, which the plaintiff had most probably
discounted at and transferred to his bank, should be
paid or secured by collaterals before they should
mature. The reasonable construction of the agreement
is that it was the unsecured amount of their debt to
the plaintiff that Charlesworth & Co. had agreed to
reduce by cash or collaterals to $5,000 and that the in-
tent and understanding of the parties was that the
notes given by Charlesworth & Co. for such unsecured
portion, as they should mature, should be either paid
in cash or secured by collaterals so as to leave the
open account of $5,000 so agreed upon to stand upon
their own security alone. This agreement having
been arrived at with Charlesworth & Co. and the
plaintiff, and the former having pressing need for fur-
ther goods to be furnished to them by the plaintiff
which he refused to give without security, they pro-
cured the defendant to give the guarantee sued upon.
Horatio George Charlesworth, a witness called by the
defendant, and who procured the guarantee to be
given and in whose handwriting it is, says:-

He (the plaintiff) refused to give us any more credit for goods
unless we would secure him in some way, and a guarantee from Mr.
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1894 Watson was suggested, and that was obtained and banded to Mr.
AEN Alexander.

ALEXANDER
o. The guarantee so procured is as follows:-

WATSON.

TORONTO, 11th August, 1886.
Gwynne J. D. W. ALEXANDER, ESQ.,

DEAR SIR,-I understand you are prepared to furnish Charlesworth
& Co., with stock to the extent of five thousand dollars, as a cur-
rent account, but want a guarantee for any amount beyond that sum.
In order not to impede their operations I have consented to become re-
sponsible to you for any loss you may sustain in any amount upon
your current account in excess of she said sum of five thousand, but
the total amount not to exceed eight thousand dollars, including your
own credit of five thousand dollars, unless sanctioned by a further
guarantee, and the note for one thousand dollars now held by you to
be given up.

Yours truly, JAS. WATSON.

Upon the guarantee being handed by Charlesworth
& Co. to the plaintiff a note of the defendant which
the plaintiff held as security for $1,000, part of
Charlesworth & Co.'s debt to the plaintiff, was, as the
referee has found, delivered up to the defendant, and
the defendant took from one Dunspaugh his promis-
sory note for $3,000 as an indemnity against the de-
fendant's liability on the said guarantee, and (Duns-
paugh having become insolvent) proved against his
estate in respect of the said note for $3,000 and has
received a dividend thereon. By this arrangement
the secured portion of Charlesworth & Co.'s debt to
the plaintiff was reduced to $3,262.14, and the unse-
cured portion increased to $7,224.81.

Upon the faith of this guarantee the plaintiff sup-
plied Charlesworth & Co. with goods to the amount of
$3,000. The goods so supplied slightly exceeded that
sum, but the plaintiff's claim is limited by the guaran-
tee to $3,000.

Upon the 20th November, 1886, Charlesworth & Co.,
having failed, made an assignment for the benefit of
their creditors, and their estate being insufficient to
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pay their liabilities in full this action is brought 1894

against the defendant upon his guarantee, and theALE'X ER

referee to whom the action was referred has found that W*.

the defendant was indebted to the plaintiff in the sum -

of $2,188.01 with interest from 1886, that is as I Gwynne J.

understand him to mean from the date of the assign-
ment on the 20th November, 1886.

The defendant's contention now is threefold.
1st. That the guarantee was given upon the faith, ex-

pressed, as is contended, upon its face, that the plaintiff
should thereafter furnish goods to Charlesworth & Co.
to the amount of $5,000 as the plaintiff's proportion
of the contemplated open current account, which he
never did, and that therefore the guarantee never had
any force or effect at all.

2nd. That upon the true construction of the guar-
antee it is necessary that the plaintiff must have the
full amount of his share of the current account, namely,
$5,000, before the guarantee becomes available to him;
that the guarantee merely secures the plaintiff against
the loss of any greater amount than $5,00 upon the
-contemplated account current; and

3rd. That assuming the defendant to be at all liable
under the guarantee he is not liable to the amount
found by the referee for that on or about the 1st of
November, 1886, Charlesworth & Co. placed in the
hands of the plaintiff collaterals to the amount of
$2,984.04 out of which after the assignment but before
any dividend was paid on the Charlesworth insolvent
estate the plaintiff realized $2,588.17, a considerable
portion of which, as contended by the defendant, was
applicable to the liquidation of that portion of Charles-
worth & Co.'s debt to the plaintiff, to which the de-
fendant's guarantee applied.

There is no foundation, in my opinion, for either of
the first two of these contentions. I cannot upon the
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1894 evidence entertain a doubt that the defendant well
ALEXANDERknew that Charlesworth & Co. had then an account

10. with the plaintiff upon which they were indebted to

Gwy-ne J him in an amount exceeding $5,000, and that he
G Jrefused to supply them with any more goods without

security. The defendant well knew also, for he admits
that Charlesworth & Co. so informed him, that it was
important with them that their account with the plain-
tiff should not be stopped-that they should continue
to get credit from him which they could not get with-
out furnishing security.

Interested also as the defendant was, and admits
himself to have been, in the maintenance of the credit
of Charlesworth & Co., and in their business being
carried on, the plain intention of the defendant in
giving the guarantee and handing it to Charlesworth
& Co. to be used by them was that they should use it
for the purpose of perfecting their arrangement with
the plaintiff, by giving it to him as security for such
goods as the defendant should require to its extent;
the plain purpose and intent was that the current
account mentioned in the guaiantee, for $3,000 of
which the defendant agreed to become responsible,
was an account limited to $8,000 consisting of $5,000
then due and unsecured from Cbarlesworth & Co. to.
the plaintiff and the $3,000 for which the defendant
became responsible.

It appears further by the referee's report that
Charlesworth & Co. not only paid upon the unsecured
portion of their debt to the plaintiff as the notes repre-
senting such debt matured but also paid part of the
two notes for $1,000 each secured by the defendant;
and at the time of Charlesworth & Co. making their
assignment on the 20th Nov., 1886, they had paid upon
the unsecured portion of their debt the sum of $2,235.-
36 (as appearing in Exhibit G), which sum being de-
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ducted from the sum of $7,224.78 the total amount of 1894

the unsecured account left the sum of $4,989.42 the ALE XADER

amount due upon the unsecured account at the date of W'-O.

the assignment, to which being added the $3,000, -

amount of defendant's guarantee, made the open ac- Gwynne J.
count to which that guarantee applied, when it was
then finally closed, to be $7,989.42. The defendant's
liability was then three-eighth parts of the account so
closed. To this amount interest would have to be
added until the account should be liquidated in whole
or in part; and in three-eighths of so much of that
amount as still remains due the defendant is indebted.
to the plaintiff.

Not knowing the dates or date at which the plaintiff
received dividends upon Charlesworth & Co.'s estate
we cannot tell the amount of interest to be added to
the above sum in order to determine accurately the
amount remaining due after deducting the amount of
dividends paid but we can, apart from such interest,
determine the amount to which the above sum, treat-
ing it as principal, is reducible by the amount of div-
idend paid.

The referee's report shows that the estate of Charles-
worth & Co. paid and the plaintiff has received 29
cents in the dollar, which upon the above sum of $7,-
989.42, amounts to the sum of $2,316.92, leaving the
balance of $5,662.50. The defendant's liability, save
in so far as the above interest and any other payments
if any there be to the benefit of which the defendant
is entitled may affect the account is three-eighths of
this sum of $5,672.50, being $2,127.18. But the de-
fendant contends and apparently with great reason
that the $2,588.17 received by the plaintiff from the
collaterals placed in his hands on or about the 1st Nov.,
1886, was as applicable to the liquidation of that por-
tion of the debt to which the defendant's guarantee
applied as to any other portion.
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1894 Now no part of that sum would be applicable to the

ALEXANDERpayment of any part of the discountedpaper amounting

V. to $1,262.14 other than so much of such paper as should

-Gwy not be paid by the parties primarily liable thereon;
G J.__ and exhibit " L " attached to the referee's report seems

to show that the sum of $179.90 was the total amount
not so paid. Then exhibit " G- " shows that at the
time of the assignment there was due upon one of the
sums of $1,000 secured by the defendant only $539.87,
and upon the other only $510.44, making together the
sum of $1,050.31,to which being added the above $179.90
makes the sum of $1,230.21 as the whole amount
besides the account to which the defendant's guarantee
applied, to which the said sum of $2,588.17 was ap-
parently applicable.

It does therefore, seem, unless capable of some ex-
planation which I do not see on the referee's report,
that the defendant is entitled to some considerable
benefit from the collaterals upon which the plaintiff
received the said sum of $2,588.17.

I think therefore that though the appeal must be
allowed with costs in all the courts the case must be
referred back to the court in which the action was
instituted and is pending with direction that it should
be ascertained by reference to the same or to some other
referees what appropriation was made by the plaintiff
of the said sum of $2,588.17, and of any other sums if
any received from the said collaterals, for the purpose
'of determining what amount if any of the amount of
the said collaterals of $2,984.04 received by the plain-
tiff, if any, should have been applied in reduction of
the amount to which the defendant's guarantee ap-
plies; with the amount paid to the plaintiff by error
in excess of what he was entitled to receive from
'Charlesworth & Co.'s estate and for which he is liable
to the estate the defendant has nothing to do beyond
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the amount of 1 cent per dollar which the referee has 1894

found to be his dividend share in that sum. ALEXADER

SEDGEWICK J.-The appellant is a wholesale leather WATSON.

merchant carrying on business in Toronto. Prior to Sedgewick
the 11th August, 1886, he had been supplying leather _

and other goods to the firm of Charlesworth & Co., of
the same city, and on that date the indebtedness of
Charlesworth & Co. to him amounted to the sum of
$10,486.95. It would appear that he, the appellant,
became doubtful as to the credit of his customers and
not only insisted that the amount of their indebted-
ness should be reduced to $5,000 but that if they re-
quired any further credit they could only get it upon
furnishing security. Thereupon they applied to the
defendant Thomas Watson who was interested to some
extent in Charlesworth's affairs and he thereupon
wrote out and delivered to the appellant a guarantee
in the following form :-

TORONTO, 11th August, 1886.
D. W. ALEXANDER, ESQ.,

DEAR SIR, - I understand that you are prepared to furniSh

Charlesworth & Company with stock to the extent of $5,000 as a cur-

rent account, but want a guarantee for any amount beyond that sum.

In order not to impede their operations I have consented to become

responsible to you for any loss you may sustain in any amount upon

your current account in excess of the said sum of five thousand, but

the total amount not to exceed eight thousand dollars, including your
own credit of five thousand, unless sanctioned by a further guarantee,
and the note for one thousand now held by you to be given up.

Yours truly,
(Signed) JAMES WATSON.

Upon receiving this document he gave up the one
thousand dollar note therein mentioned, and subse-
quently sold them goods or advanced them money to
the extent of $3,081.69.

On the 30th October, following, Charlesworth &
Company failed. Their estate was realized and the
appellant received his due proportion of the assets
from the assignee of the estate. This action was com-
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1894 menced against the guarantor on the 23rd December,

ALEXANDER1889, to recover the sum of $3,000 alleged to be still
V. due upon the defendant's guarantee, and was referred

ATSON. pursuant to section 102 of the Judicature Act to Mr.
Seagewick Clarkson, an accountant, as special referee. His find-

- ings so far as they are necessary, in my view, for the
purpose of determining this appeal were that, on the
day when the guarantee was given, Charlesworth &
Company were indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of
$10,486.95. Between the date of that document and
their failure the plaintiff had advanced to them on cur-
rent account $3,081.69; that during the same period
he had received from them on account $6,855.95, and
that he had also received as dividends from the Charles-
worth estate the sum of $3,186.16, leaving the net in-
debtedness to the plaintiff at the commencement of
this action irrespective of interest $3,631 (the exhibits
annexed to his report, however, showing the true
amount to be $3,526.53); and he further found that the
amount of the defendant's indebtedness upon his guar-
antee to the plaintiff was the sum of $2,188.01. for
which amount with interest he ordered judgment to
be entered for the plaintiff.

Upon appeal from this report to Mr. Justice Rose it
was confirmed.

Upon the case being brought before the Court of
Appeal judgment was ordered to be entered for the
-defendant, the appeal being unanimously allowed
with costs.

I am of opinion that, for the reason hereinafter
pointed out, the conclusion arrived at by the Court
of Appeal as to the defendant's liability upon the
guarantee in question is the correct one. Assum-
ing the guarantee to have been what all parties seem
to have understood it to be, namely, a proposal to
-continue to furnish Charlesworth & Co. with stock to
the extent of $5,000 as a current account, I think the
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intention of the parties clearly was that the plaintiff 1894

was to continue to allow Charlesworth & Co. to be ALEXANDER

indebted to him in the sum of $5,000. They would AON.

not give him a credit beyond that sum unless such SedwA

credit was guaranteed, and the agreement on the part Sgec
of the guarantor was that if the plaintiff should sell to -

Charlesworth & Co. goods to the extent of $8,000, he,
the guarantor, would pay any loss which the plaintiff
might sustain in the event of Charlesworth & Co.s
failure beyond the sum of $5,000, provided such excess
did not exceed $3,000. There was nothing in the
guarantee to prevent the plaintiff from giving an un-
limited credit to the Charlesworths; they had, how-
ever, the defendant's guarantee to pay on account of
such indebtedness $3,000 should it turn out that upon
the final settlement of affairs the plaintiff's loss ex-
ceeded by $3,000 the $5,000 which they were to allow
without security. Inasmuch, however, as according
to the report of the referee the loss of the plaintiff in
connection with the whole account was not $5,000
but only $3,526.53, there was no liability on the
part of the defendant to which his guarantee could
.attach, although had an action been brought upon it
.at the time of the failure there would have been a
liability, a liability wiped out in the interim by the
.dividends received from the estate.

On this ground I think the appeal should be dis-
.missed with costs.

KING J.-I concur in the judgment delivered by
IVIr. Justice Sedgewick.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant : 1Meredith, Clark, Bowes
Hilton.

Solicitors for respondent: Delamere, Reesor, English
4- Ross.
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1894 THE TRENT VALLEY WOOLLEN'
- MANUFACTURINGr COMPANY APPELLANTS;

Oct. 9. (DEFENDANTS).......... ....................

AND

OELRICHS & CO. (PLAINTIFFS)........RESPONDENTS.

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Sale of goods by sample-Place of inspection-Delivery-Sale through
brokers-Agency-Acquiescence.

Where goods are sold by sample the place of delivery is, in the
absence of a special agreement to the contrary, the place for
inspection by the buyer, and refusal to inspect there when oppor-
tunity therefor is afforded is a breach of the contract to purchase.

Evidence of mercantile usage will not be allowed to add to or affect
the construction of a contract for sale of goods unless such
custom is general.

Evidence of usage in Canada will not affect the construction of a con-
tract for sale of goods in New York by parties domiciled there
unless the latter are shown to have been cognizant of it, and can
be presumed to have made their contract with reference to it.

If parties in Canada contract to purchase goods in New York through
brokers, first by telegram and letters, and completed by exchange
of bought and sold notes signed by the brokers, the latter may
be regarded as agents of the purchasers in Canada; but if not, if
the purchasers make no objection to the form of the contract or
to want of authority in the brokers, and after the goods arrive
refuse to accept them on other grounds, they will be held to have
ratified the contract.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) reversing the judgment of the Divisional
Court in favour of the defendants.

The action in this case was for damages for breach
of a contract by defendants to purchase wool from

* PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J. and Fournier, Taschereau,.
Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 673.
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plaintiffs in New York. The facts of the case are fully 1894

set out in the judgment of the court, the main question THE TRENT

for decision being the validity of the contract within VALLEY
WOOLLEN

the statute of frauds, the authority of brokers in New MANUFAC-

York to bind the defendants being disputed, and the COMPANY

right of defendants to have the wool forwarded to E
OELRICHS

their place of business in Campbellford for inspection, & Co.
plaintiffs contending that they were bound to inspect
in New York.

Christopher Robinson Q.C., and Clute Q C., for the
appellants, argued that the agreement to buy goods
"laid down in New York " did not necessarily mean
that New York was the place of delivery. If it was it
did not follow that they must be inspected there.
They relied on Perkins v. Bell (1), and cited also
Grimoldby v. Wells (2) ; Barnard v. Kellogg (3).

McCarthy Q.C., for the respondents, referred to
Campbell on Sales (4).

The judgment of the court was delivered by

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This was an action brought
by the respondents against the appellants for the non-
acceptance of certain wool which the respondents
agreed to sell to the appellants. The trial took place
before Mr. Justice Falconbridge, without a jury, and
the action was by him dismissed. This judgment was,
however, reversed on appeal.

The appellants carry on a large woollen factory at
Campbellford in Ontario. The respondents are mer-
chants at New York, engaged in the wool trade there.
On the 26th March, 1894, Messrs. Cass & Mote, brokers
in New York, sent six samples of Buenos Ayres wool
to the appellants, at the same time writing to them
as follows:

(1) [1893] 1 Q. B. 193. (3) 10 Wall. 383.
(2) L. R. 10 C. P. 391. (4) 2 ed. pp. 411-2 and 560.

45
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1894 We send you by mail to-day some samples of Buenos Ayres wool

- as per memo below and wait your report on same.
TH TRENT

VALLEY The samples were numbered 126-127-129-130-131
WOOLLEN
MANUFAc- and 132 and the prices of each lot were stated. To

TURING this letter the appellants replied on the 31st March,COMPANqY
C . 1890, first by a telegram as follows:

OELRICHS If you will give us six months flat will take lots 127-128-129-130-
& C 131-132, answer quick.

The Chief It is explained in the evidence that the expression
Justice.

- six months flat " meant payment by promissory note
payable six months after date without interest. On
the same day (the 26th March) the appellants confirm-
ed their telegram by a letter in the same words. By
telegram of the same date Messrs. Cass & Mote in-
formed the appellants that the wool was on the other
side of the Atlantic, a fact which they had omitted to
mention in their letter, and on the same day they
wrote confirming their telegram. The appellants in
reply to the telegram sent the following:

Our offer is for wool laid down in New York

to which Cass & Mote replied by letter of the 1st of
April, 1890, saying:

We so understand your offer.

On the 3rd of April the brokers sent to the appel-
lants the following despatch:

Can get 125-130-131, prices named four months, privilege six
months adding sixty days interest, shall we take them ? Cannot get
other three lots, answer.

To this the appellants answered on the same day:
If you cannot get six months, to date from arrival of wool at New

York, we withdraw our offer.

To this Messrs. Cass & Mote replied also on the same
day :

Telegram received have bought the three lots B. A. pulled at six
months.

The mention of lot number 125 in Cass & Mote's
telegram of the 3rd of April was clearly a mistake for
127; no such number as 125 was included in the list
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of lots originally sent to the appellants, and in the 1894

contract afterwards entered into, as will be stated, this THE TRENT
mistake was rectified; although some stress was laid VALLEY

WOOLLEN
in the argument in the court below on this circum- MANUFAC-

ofTURINGstance it is of no importance and no further notice of MPANY
it will be taken here. OE *.

OLRICHSI
The contract was perfected by the delivery and & Co.

transmission to the respective parties to the contract, The Chief
that is to the respondents as vendors and to the ap- Justice.

pellants as vendees, of bought and sold notes the
bought note having been sent to the appellants and
the sold note handed to the respondents. These bought
and sold notes were as follows:

NEW YORK, April 3rd, 1890.

Bought for Trent Valley Woollen Co.
From Messrs. Oelrichs & Co.

To say

Terms, note
6 months.

Tare, actual
Remarks.
Ship via.

N. Y. City.

127 about 14,000 lbs. B.A. pulled wool at 35c. per pound
in bond.

130 about 7,000 lbs. B.A. pulled wool at 342c. per pound
in bond.

131 about 7,000 lbs. B.A. pulled wool at 35c. per pound
in bond.

at To arrive

CASS & MOTE.
Brokers.

NEW YORK, April 3rd, 1890.
Sold for Messrs. Oelrichs & Co. to Trent Valley Woollen Co.

Campbellford, Ont., Canada.
To say

Terms, note
Tare, actual.
Remarks.
Ship via.

4512

127, about 14,000 lbs. B.A. pulled wool at 35 cents per
pound in bond.

130 " 7,000 " at 34! cents per
pound in bond.

131 " 7,000 " at 35 cents per
pound in bond.

at six months. To arrive.
CASS & MOTE,

Brokers.
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1894 The appellants retained the bought note and made

THE TRENTno objection either to the terms of the contract or to
VALLEY the authority of Messrs. Cass & Mote as brokers to

WOOLLEN
MANUFAc- bind them. On the 28th May, 1890, the wool arrived
-TURING

COMPANY at New York of which the appellants were at once
V- advised by telegram from the respondents to whom

OLRIcHs
& Co. they replied also by telegram as follows:-

The Chief If .wool is equal to samples in our possession representing the lots
Justice. send it on, if not do not want it.

To which the respondents replied:
You must accept the wool here before we ship it.

Then ensued a correspondence between the parties
by letter and telegraph in which the respondents
insisted that they were not bound to forward the wool
until it was accepted by the appellants in fulfilment
of the contract and as equal to samples, and that they
were not bound to forward the wool to Campbellford
in order that the appellants might there examine and
compare it with the samples, but that such examina-
tion must take place in New York, and in the course
of which the appellants on their part contended that
notwithstanding the terms of contract they were
entitled to have the wool sent to Campbellford in
order that it might be there inspected before accept-
ance by the respondents. The result was that the
wool was stored on the New Jersey side of the port of
New York, and ultimately sent to Canada; first to
Sherbrooke and then to the Auburn Woollen Mills at
Peterborough where it was used, a large reduction of
price having been necessitated by a general fall in
prices, and also by the reason of the wool having, after
it arrived at New York and after it had been refused
by the appellants, been damaged by moths.

The points insisted upon by the appellants in their
defence to the action were, first, that there was no
contract for the reason that Messrs. Cass & Mote were
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not the appellants' brokers and had no authority to 1894

sign the bought and sold notes as their agents, and THE TRENT

secondly, because either upon the construction of the VALLEY
WOOLLEN

contract by itself, or with the addition of a term which MANUFAC-

it is said ought to be added to it, by implication, CA G

arising from the usage of trade, the appellants had the V*
OELRICHS

right to have the wool forwarded to them at Campbell- & Co.
ford before acceptance in order that it might be there The Chief
ascertained if it agreed with the samples. Justice.

Upon the first point raised I am of opinion that the
appellants were bound by the contract entered into by
Cass & Mote; they knew perfectly well that Cass &
Mote were dealing with them as brokers for the re-
spondents, the real vendors, and their letters and
telegrams sent in the course of the negotiations which
preceded the signing of the brokers' notes implied
authority to Cass & Mote to perfect the contract on
their behalf. But even if there had been no original
authority to Messrs. Cass & Mote to complete the con-
tract on behalf on the appellants there was such
acquiescence by the latter as amounted to ratification
of the agreement embodied in the bought and sold
notes and entered in the brokers' books. Mr. Owen,
the appellants' manager, who acted for the company
throughout the transaction out of which this dispute
has arisen, in his evidence given at the trial, admits
this very distinctly. I extract the following passage
from his evidence:-

Q. You received a telegram from Cass & Mote ; "Have bought the
lots]B. A. pulled at six months." Did you reply to that telegram ?
A. I do not think we did.

Q. You were content to rest there ? A. Certainly.
Q. And you received the sold note or bought note, whichever it

was, and you rested on that? A. Yes.
Q. You did not object to that ? A. No.
Q. You did not write down to them and say " You have no right

to sign that for us? " A. We did not consider they signed it for us.
Q. You rested on that as a transaction completed? A. Yes.
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1894 These sale notes were signed by Cass & Mote as

THE TRENT brokers as appeared from the bought note in which the
VALLEY whole bargain, including the names of both sellers and

WOOLLEN

MANUrAc- buyers, was stated and this gave the appellants distinct
TURING

COMPANY notice that the brokers were, if without authority, at
V. least assuming, to act as their agents. If they objected

OELRICHS
& Co. to this they should at once have repudiated their act,

Th hief but instead of doing anything of the kind they
Justice. acquiesced as Mr. Owen states, and said nothing until

the dispute about inspection and delivery arose. If
authority is wanted in support of the view that the
appellants were bound by the contract the authorities
quoted in the judgment of Mr. Justice Falconbridge,
who decided against the appellants on this point, are
decisive in the respondents' favour. The citation from
Campbell on Sales (1) shows that from two distinct
points of view the failure to object concludes the
appellants. First, the bought and sold notes give
each party information of the terms of the contract and
afford an opportunity of objecting to the contract
either as not within the authority of the broker, on
any ground, personal, as regards the other party to the
bargain, and " they further afford the presumption
that the contract is ratified if no objection is made
within a reasonable time."

Further if the notes are acquiesced in and are in
identical terms they " complete a new consensus form-
ing a good contract (and one valid within the Statute
of Frauds) if there was not a valid contract already
and a novation of the contract if there was."

The appellants' manager himself, on his examaina-
tion for the purposes of discovery, disclaims all objec-
tion on this bead. He says:-

Q. And this fact did not suggest to you the advisability of keeping
the samples ?

(1) 2 ed. p. 566.
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A. No; it never entered our head to keep the samples; we did not 1894
think it was necessary; if we had we would have kept them. We *

THE TENTwanted it distinctly understood that we never tried to get out of the VALLEY
wool in any shape at all; there was no catch about it; we.acted fair WOOLLEN

and honest. MANFAC-
TURINGQ. I suppose the real question as far as your company is concerned OOMPANY

is as to this question of inspection in New York, or the sending on to V.
Canada for inspection ? OELRICHS

A. We claim we have always inspected at Campbellford. & Co.
Q. That is the real difference between you? The Chief
A. Certainly we did not try to get out of it in any other way. We Justice.

never agreed to go to New York and never had gone to New York
and we did not see why we should go to New York in this case.

Of course no admission of this kind would preclude
the appellants from insisting on any point of law aris-
ing upon the facts, and I do not refer to the evidence
for. any such purpose as that but as establishing the
fact of acquiescence in the terms of the contract of sale
which it certainly does beyond all question.

The contract therefore must be held to be sufficient-
ly established and there remains only the question,
which was the real issue between the parties, as to the
performance of the contract. Were the appellants
bound to inspect the wool and take delivery at New
York, or were they entitled to have it forwarded to
Campbellford for' their inspection there ? I should
have said when stating the facts that, in the absence
of any proof by the appellants that the wool was not
equal to sample, there is sufficient prim2 facie evidence
to establish the fact that it did agree with the sample
and upon its arrival at New York was sound and mer-
chantable wool. I refer to the testimony of Mr. Isher-
wood, a member of the Liverpool firm which sold the
wool to the respondents, to that of Mr. Schlinghoff de-
scribed as an "outside man" in the employ of the re-
spondents who examined the wool at New York, and
to that of Mr. Kendry, the manager of the Auburn
Woollen Mills at Peterborough, who ultimately pur-
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1894 chased and used it. If therefore it was material to the
TiE TRENT Tespondents' case to show that the goods agreed with

VALLEY the samples I take that fact to have been well proved
WOOLLEN
MANUFAC- in the absence of contradiction by the appellants.

TURING
COMPANY Then, were the appellants well founded in their

. claim to inspect the wool at Campbellford before tak-
OELRICHS

& Co. ing delivery of it and giving the promissory notes for

The Chief the price ? That it was the intention and understand-
Justice. ing of both parties that delivery should be at New

York is evident from the appellants' second telegram
of the 31st March, in which they say: " Our offer is
for wool laid down at New York"; and from the letter
of Messrs. Cass & Mote of the 1st of April replying
thereto, in which they say: " We so understand your
offer." Therefore if we are entitled to consider this
stipulation as to the wool being laid down at New
York as forming a term of the contract, then the deliv-
ery was by the express contract of the parties to be at
New York, and there the vendors were bound to de-
liver and the vendees to accept. This is further con-
firmed by the telegram of the 3rd of April in which
the appellants say they will withdraw their offer un-
less the brokers can get six months' credit, to date from
arrival of the wool at New York. The payment was
to be by promissory note; the giving of this note and
the delivery and final acceptance of the wool were ac-
cording to settled construction to be concurrent acts;
the vendors were therefore bound to accept or reject
the wool promptly in order that the vendees might
receive the paper representing the price which they
were entitled to receive as soon after the arrival of the
goods as would allow a reasonable interval for inspec-
tion. If these telegrams are to be excluded, and we
are to confine the contract within the limits of the
bought and sold notes which say nothing about any
place of delivery, it will make no difference, as the law
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is that where the contract of sale is silent as to the 1894

place of inspection of goods sold by sample it is to be THE TRENT

presumed that the purchaser is to accept the goods at VALLEY
WOOLLEN

the place of delivery which here was undoubtedly MANUrAC-

New York, being the place at which the contract was CO v
made. V.

OELRICHS
Therefore upon the construction of the written con- & Co.

tract, with or without the aid of the telegrams which The Chief
preceded it, and excluding any addition to its terms Justice.
by evidence of custom, it is plain that the respondents
were right in their contention that the place of inspec-
tion was New York, and the respondents were not
bound to forward the goods to Campbellford before
receiving the note to be given for the price. That this
is the law is apparent from the cases of Perkins v. Bell
(1); and Thomson v. Dyment (2) - which are ample
authority for the proposition. It follows that unless
we are able to say that it is sufficiently proved that
there existed some mercantile usage to the contrary
warranting us in superadding to the contract by im-
plication a term providing for an inspection at the
appellants' mills at Campbellford the respondents are
entitled to recover damages for the breach of the con-
tract of sale. Such an addition to the agreement of
the parties may, no doubt, if sufficiently proved, be
engrafted on it by parol evidence of the custom.

The case is thus narrowed to a question of evidence.
Is it sufficiently proved that there existed a usage of
trade controlling the primd facie effect of the contract
as expressed in the written agreement of the parties,
by importing into it by implication an additional
term ? I am of opinion that no such usage is proved.
The evidence entirely fails to establish it. The Cana-
dian wool merchants called to prove a custom such as
the appellants contend for have not shown that any

(2) 13 Can. S.C.R. 303.
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1894 such general custom exists even with regard to con-

THE TRENT tracts made in Canada. What these dealers, four wit-
VALLEY nesses, two from Montreal, one from Toronto, and one

WOOLLEN
MANUrAC- from Hamilton speak of, is not a general usage or

TURING
COMPANY course of practice universally governing the trade but

* of the course pursued by them in their own business.

& Co. Such evidence is of course insufficient to establish a.

The Chief universal custom of trade and must be regarded as
Justice. irrelevant. For the same reason the evidence of Mr.

Breckenridge, the manager of a woollen mill at Carleton
Place, and of Mr. Owen, the appellants' own manager,
is insufficient to establish anything like a general usage
of trade. Then the existence of any universal custom
in Canada is negatived by the two witnesses called by
the respondents, Mr. Rosamond and Mr. Kendry,
whose evidence must be deemed conclusive on this,
point. The authorities establish that in order to
engraft a new term in a mercantile contract by evi-
dence of this kind a general course of dealing must be
shown to exist, and that isolated instances of the way
in which particular parties carry on their business is
inadmissible.

Even if it had been established by sufficient evi-
dence that such a mercantile custom as is contended for
prevailed generally in the wool trade in Canada that
could not possibly affect the respondents, New York
merchants selling goods in the New York market and
not shown to be cognizant of any such Canadian
usage as the appellant contend for. The passage from
the judgment of the Privy Council in Kirchner v. Venus
(1) quoted in the respondents' factum is so apposite
that, being as it is binding upon us as a conclusive
authority, I transcribe it here.

The ground upon which it appears to,us that this case must be
decided in favour of the appellants is this, that when evidence of usage

(1) 12 Moo. P.C. 361.
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of a particular place is admitted to add to or in any manner affect the 1894
construction of a written contract, it is admitted only on the ground -
that the parties who made the contract are both cognizant of the VALLEY

usage and must be presumed to have made their contract with refer- WOOLLEN
ence to it. But no such presumption can arise when one of the MANUFAc-

TURING
parties is ignorant of it. In this case the indorsees of the bills of COMPANY
lading were evidently not in Liverpool bat in Sydney, and though v.
they may be agents of persons residing in London, there is no evidence OELRICHS

.1 & Co.
that these gentlemen were acquainted with the alleged usage in Liver-
pool. The Chief

Justice.
The additional authorities referred to by the re- -

spondents, Bartlett v. Pent/and (1) ; Pearson v. Scott (2) ;
Bayliffe v. Butterworth (3) ; Pollock v. Stables (4); Greaves

v. Legg (5); Addison on Contracts (6) ; are all to the
same effect.

In the argument of the learned counsel for the appel-
lants, as well as in the factum presented on their
behalf, much reliance was placed on the argument ab
inconvenienti. It was said that the inconvenience of in-
specting at New York would be so great, and the pre-
sumption of a contrary practice consequently so strong,
that it requires but little evidence to establish the
usage contended for. This argument is sufficiently
met by what has been already demonstrated, namely,
that in the absence of sufficient legal evidence of a
usage one is not to be inferred from circumstances for
the purpose of altering the terms expressed by the
parties in their written contract. But so far from the
weight of the argument from inconvenience being in
favour of the appellants it is, in my opinion, strongly
in favour of the respondents. To say that a New York
merchant entering into a contract for the sale of goods
at New York, calling for delivery there, is to be either
bound to send the goods to Canada, and also an agent
to be present at an inspection, in order to ascertain if

(1) 10 B. & C. 760.
(2) 9 Ch. D. 198.
(3) 1 Ex. 425.

(4) 12 Q. B. 765.
(5) 11 Ex. 642.
(6) 9 ed. p. 66.
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1894 the goods correspond with the sample, or to submit to

THE TRENTan erZ patfe inspection there, before being paid the
VALLEY price, would be to introduce into contracts a condition

WOOLLEN
MANUFAC- so unreasonable and inconvenient as seriously to inter-

COMPANY fere with the conduct of business, and would inevitably

OELRICH8 lead to the insertion in contracts of special clauses
& Co. excluding the operation of such a usage. On the other

The Chief hand there would be no inconvenience in an exami-
Justice. nation of the goods at New York. The objection that

the wool could not be examined in the bonded ware-
house at New.York entirely fails, for it is plain upon

the evidence that if it should have been found neces-

sary to open the bales that could have been done at
comparatively small expense by changing the entry
from one for direct export to Canada into an ordinary

bonded warehouse entry according to the United States
customs regulations, upon which a permit could be

obtained for a thorough examination of the goods so

held.
The respondent in his factum takes the objection

that this was not a sale by sample at all. I incline
to think that this objection is well founded. I do not,
however, express any decided opinion upon it, for I
desire to place my judgment upon the same grounds
as those on which the judgments of the Chief Justice
.and the Chancellor proceeded, and upon the hypothesis
assumed by the appellants that this was a sale by
-sample.

The appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for the appellants: Clute 4- William.

Solicitors for the respondents: McCarthy, Osler, Hos-
kin 4- Creelman.
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SIMON C. WALSH (DEFENDANT)......APPELLANT; 1894

AND *May 26.
*Oct. 9.

FREDERICK T. TREBILCOCK RSPONDENT.
(PLAINTIFF) . ............................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Oriminal lao-Betting on election-Stakeholder-R. S. 0. c. 159 s. 9-
Accessory-R.S.C. c. 145 s. 7-Action for money staked-Parties in
pari delicto.

R. S. C. c. 159 s. 9 provides inter alia that " every one who becomes
the custodian or depositary of any money * * * staked
wagered or pledged upon the result of any political or municipal
election * * * is guilty of a Fmisdemeanour " and a sub-
section says that " nothing in this section shall apply to * * *

bets between individuals."
Held, reversing the decision of the Court of Appeal, Taschereau J.

dissenting, that the subsection is not to be construed as meaning
that the main section does not apply to a depositary of money
bet between individuals on the result of an election ; such
depositary is guilty of a misdemeanour, and the bettors are acces-
sories to the offence and liable as principal offenders. R.S.C. c.
145. Reg. v. Dillon (10 Ont. P. R. 352) overruled.

After the election, when the money has been paid to the winner of
the bet, the loser cannot recover from the stakeholder the amount
deposited by him the parties being in pari delicto and the illegal
act having been performed.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1) affirming the judgment of the Divisional
Court in favour of the plaintiff.

The plaintiff and one Richards made a bet on the
result of an election for the House of Commons and
deposited the sums so bet with the defendant as stake-
holder. By the result of the election plaintiff lost his

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C. J. and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 21 Ont. App. R. 55..
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1894 wager and the money was paid by defendant to

WALsH Richards after notice given by plaintiff claiming a
.* return of the money and plaintiff brought an action to

- recover his share of the amount deposited with de-
fendant on the ground that the betting was illegal
and the contract to pay the money to Richards conse-
quently void. The question for decision was whether

or not the stakeholder was guilty of a misdemeanour
under R.S.C. ch. 159 sec. 9, and if he was, whether or
not the plaintiff was an accessory to the offence under

ch. 145; if a misdemeanour was committed to which
plaintiff was accessory he could not recover.

The trial judge, the Divisional Court and the Court

of Appeal all held that plaintiff could recover follow-
ing Reg. v. Dillon (1).

Meredith Q. C. for the appellant. Betting is illegal
and even without the statute R. S.,C. ch. 159 this
action would not lie. Herman v. Jeuchner (2) overrul-
ing Wilson v. Strugnell (3).

A contract may be enforced where the betting is

only collateral to the agreement but not where it is
the basis of it. See DeMattos v. Benjamin (4) ; Harvey
v. Hart (5). See also Scott v. Brown (6).

Aylesworth Q. C. and McKillop for the respondent.
R.S.C. c. 159 only makes illegal the machinery for
carrying on the business of betting, and does not apply
to transactions between individuals. Reg. v. Dillon (1).
See Cox v. Andrews (7).

Even if defendant committed a misdemeanour plain-
tiff cannot be held to be an accessory. Reg. v. Heath

(8) ; The Queen v. Tyrrell (9).

(1) 10 Ont. P. R. 352. (5) W. N. [1894] 72.
(2) 15 Q. B. D. 561. (6) [1892] 2 Q. B. 724.
(3) 7 Q. B. D. 548. (7) 12 Q. B. D. 126.
(4) 63 L. J. Q. B. 248. (8) 13 0. R. 471.

. (9) [1894] 1 Q. B. 710.
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THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-This is an appeal from a 1894

judgment of the Court of Appeal affirming that of the WALSH

Common Pleas Division, which in turn upheld the O**

decision of Mr. Justice Street, the trial judge. The Tbe Cief
.action was brought by the respondent against the Justice.
appellant to recover $500, the amount of a deposit -

which had been paid to the appellant as a stakeholder
under the following circumstances. Just before a
general election for the House of Commons, on the
23rd February, 1892, the respondent and one John R.
Richards made a wager on the result of the election
for the electoral district of the city of London, for
which John Carling and Charles Hyman were can-
didates, each party betting $500, Richards betting
that Carling would be gazetted as the member elected,
-and the respondent betting that Hyman would be so
gazetted. The bet was reduced to writing and each
party deposited $500 in the hands of the appellant as
a stakeholder. Subsequently and after the election,
.on the 29th February, 1892, the respondent gave the
appellant a written notice claiming a return of his
-deposit and directing him not to pay over the
money to Richards, and this notice was repeated
by one from the respondent's solicitor on the 4th
.March, 1892. Notwithstanding this the appellant did
pay over the money to Richards (whose candidate,
Carling, had been gazetted) taking from him a bond
.of indemnity. The respondent then brought the pre-
.sent action in all the stages of which he has been
.successful. But one of the learned judges who have
dealt with the case in the several courts through
which it has passed has taken the view contended
for by the present appellant. In the Court of Appeal
the Chancellor of Ontario differed from the other three
members of the court. The same result was also
.arrived at in a similar action of Trebilcock v. Gustin, in
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1894 which the present respondent was plaintiff, and which

ALSH came before the Queen's Bench Division.
TE . There was no difference between the parties as to

TREBILCOCK.
T i the facts. The respondent's right to recover depends

Justice. entirely on a question of law. There can be no doubt
- that a wager on the result of a Parliamentary election

is at common law a contract forbidden by public
policy, and in that sense illegal. This is shown by
the case of Allen v. Hearn (1). It may also be within

the prohibition contained in section 131 of the Elec-
tion Act, although that section, as I had occasion to
point out in the North Perth Election Case (2), has a
much wider scope and is not confined to aleatory
contracts like wagers. This question of the legality
or illegality of the wager, or whether the illegality
depends on common law or statute, is of no importance
in the present case. The authorities show most con-
clusively that whether a wager be legal or illegal
either of the parties to it may withdraw his deposit
or stake from the hands of a stakeholder at any time
before the latter has paid it over. We have no statute
such as the Imperial statute 8 & 9 Vict. ch. 110, which
was in question in the cases of Hampden v. Walsh (3);
Batson v. Newman (4) ; Diggle v. Higgs (5); and
Trimble v. Hill (6). It was held in these cases that
the common law had not been altered in this respect
by the statute, and that the law remained as it had
been settled by the cases of Lacaussade v. White (7)
Eltham v. Kingsman (8) ; and Hastelow v. Jackson (9).

In Hampden v. Walsh (3), Lord Chief Justice Cock-
burn thus states the law:-

(1) 1 T. R. 56. See also Ather- (5) 2 Ex. D. 422.
fold v. Beard 2 T. R. 610. (6) 5 App. Cas. 342.

(2) 20 Can. S.C.R. 352. (7) 7 T. R. 535.
(3) 1 Q. B. D. 189. (8) 1 B. & Ald. 683.
(4) 1 C.P.D. 573. (9) 8 B. & C. 221.
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A distinction has, however, been taken between cases in which the de- 1894
posit was made to abide the event of an illegal wager and others in which -

0 WALSH
the wager not being prohibited by statute, or of an improper character, V.
was legally binding. In the former cases, the contract between theTREBILCOCK.
principals being null and void, the money remains in the hands of the The Chief
stakeholder devoid of any trust in respect of the other party, and in Justice.
trust only for the party depositing who can at any time claim it back -

before it has been paid over. In the latter the contract, prior to 8 &
9 Vict. c. 109, s. 18, not being invalid it was open to contention that
money deposited on the wager with a stakeholder must remain with
the latter to abide the event.

Greater difficulty, therefore, presented itself where, prior to the 8 &
9 Vict. c. 109, s. 18, money was depesited on a wager not illegal, and
the Courts of King's Bench and Exchequer were at variance on this
point. In Eltham v. Kingsman (1) the Court of King's Bench, consisting
of Lord Ellenborough C. J., Bayley, Abbott and Holroyd JJ., held
that even where a wager was legal the authority of a stakeholder,
who was also (as is the case of the present defendant) to decide be-
tween the parties, might be revoked and the deposit demanded back.
"Here" says Lord Ellenborough, "before there has been a decision
the party has countermanded the authority of the stakeholder." "A
man " says Abbott J. " who has made a foolish wager may rescind it
before any decision has taken place." In the later case of Emery v.
Richards (2), the Court of Exchequer, where money had been deposit-
ed on a wager of less than £10, on a foot race, and therefore,
prior to the passing of the statute 8 & 9 Vict. not illegal under the
then existing statute, held that the plaintiff could not demand to have
his stake returned, but must abide the event. The case of Eltham v.
Kingsman (1) does not, however, appear to have been brought to the
notice of the court, and in our view the decision of this court was the
sounder one. We cannot concur in what is said in Chitty on con-
tracts, 8th ed. p. 574, that "a stakeholder is the agent of both parties,
or rather their trustee." It may be true that he is the trustee of both
parties in a certain sense, so that if the event comes off and the
authority to pay over the money by the depositor be not revoked,
he may be bound tb pay it over. But primarily he is the agent of
the depositor, and can deal with the money deposited so long only as
his authority subsists. Such was evidently the view taken of the
position of a stakeholder by this court in the two cases of Bltham v.
Kingsman (1) and Hastelow v. Jackson (3), and in that view we concur.

This case was followed and the law as laid down
by Cockburn G.J. adopted in the before cited cases of

(1) 1 B. & Ald. 683. (2) 14 M. & W. 728.

46 
(3) 8 B. & C. 221
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1894 Trimble v. Hill (1), Batson v. Newman (2) and Diggle v.
WALSH Higgs (3), and in the two last of these cases, as well as in

TREBICOCK. Hastelow v. Jackson (4) and Hampden v. Walsh (5), the
- notice of withdrawal was not given to the stakeholder

The Chief
Justice. until after determination of the event. There can there-

- fore be no doubt of the respondent's right to recover if
the law had depended altogether upon these authorities.

Certain statutory provisions peculiar to the legisla-
tion of the Dominion, not avoiding the wager, but
making, as it is contended, the depositing in the hands
of the stakeholder for the purpose of the wager by itself
an illegal act, are relied on by the appellant as disen-
titling the respondent to recover back his money.

By Revised Statutes (Canada) chap. 159, subsec. (c),
sec. 9, it is enacted that :

(1) Every one who * * * becomes the custodian or depositary
of any money, property or valuable thing, staked, wagered or pledged
* * * upon the result of any political or municipal election,
or of any race, or of any contest or trial of skill or endurance of man
or beast is guilty of a misdemeanour and liable to a fine not exceed-
ing $1,000, and to imprisonment for any term not exceeding one year.

(2) Nothing in this section shall apply to any person by reason of
his becoming the custodian or depositary of any money, property or
valuable thing staked to be paid to the winner of any lawful race
* * * or to bets between individuals.

By Revised Statutes (Canada), chap. 145, sec. 7, it
was enacted:

That every one who aids, abets, counsels or procures the commis-
sion of any misdemeanour, whether the same is a misdemeanour at
common law or by virtue of any act, is guilty of a misdemeanour, and
liable to be tried, indicted and punished as a principal offender.

Section 9 of chapter 159 has with a very slight
addition been carried into the Criminal Code 1892, of
which it now forms the 204th section. Section 7 of
chapter 145 has not been adopted textually in the
Code, but the act it declares a misdemeanour is now
included and made a substantive offence by section 61

(1) 5 App. Cas. 342. (3) 2 Ex. D. 422.
(2) 1 C. P. D. 673. (4) 8 B & C. 221.

(5) 2 Q. B. D. 189.
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of the Code. The Code did not, however, come into 1894

force until the first of July, 1893, and we must there- W'^AH
fore have regard only to the provisions of the Revised V-
Statutes.

The appellant's contention is that the first mentioned tief
statute makes the mere receipt of the deposit or stake -

to abide the event of the bet a misdemeanour on the
part of the stakeholder who becomes the depositary of
it and that chapter 14.5 section 7 also made the party
to the wager who deposited the money for the pur-
pose of it guilty of a misdemeanour as a party aiding,
abetting and procuring the commission of a misde-
meanour. The respondent insists that this being a
' bet between individuals" section 9 of chapter 159

has no application inasmuch as the effect of those words
in the concluding clause of that section is to save from
the operation of the statute, not only " bets between
individuals " but also deposits made for the purpose
of such bets.

Two points which have not been seriously disputed
may be disposed of at once. First, if the proper con-
struction of section 9 is that which the appellant con-
tends for and the depositary of such a bet as the parties
made in the present instance on the result of a politi-
cal election is guilty of a misdemeanour, there can be
no doubt that the party to the wager who deposits
the stake is within the definition of one who aids and
abets or procures the commission of a misdemeanour
within the 7th section of chapter 145. It follows that
in such case the respondent would, by reason of his
complicity in the unlawful act of taking the money
on deposit, be in pari delicto with the appellant, and if
such was the respondent's position the law is clear
that he cannot recover money so deposited. The
authorities show decisively that when money is paid
for an illegal purpose which when consummated would

462
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1894 put the party paying and the party receiving it in
WNALSH pari delicto there is locus ptenitentice open to the party

R so long as the illegal purpose has not been
- carried out. But where both parties are equallyThe Chief

Justice. wrong. and the mere payment of the money (as to the
- stakeholder in the present case) constitutes the illegal

act, there can be no withdrawal, and the money can-
not be recovered back. This is so clearly the law that
it is hardly necessary to cite cases to maintain the
proposition. I will, however, refer to one or two of
the latest authorities. In Scott v. Brown (1) Lord
Justice Lindley says:

Ex turpi causd non oritur actio. This old and well known legal maxim

is founded on good sense, and exepresses a clear and well recognized legal
principle which is not confined to indictable offences. No court
ought to enforce an illegal contract or allow itself to be made the
instrument of enforcing obligations alleged to arise out of a contract
or transaction which is illegal, if the illegality is duly brought to the
notice of the court, and if the person invoking the aid of the court is
himself implicated in the illegality. It matters not whether the
defendant has pleaded the illegality or whether he has not. If the
evidence adduced by the plaintiff proves the illegality the court ought
not to assist him. If authority. is wanted for this proposition it
will be found in the well-known judgment of Lord Mansfield in
Holman v. Johnson (2).

In Herman v. .Teuchner (3) the case was that a man
procured another to go bail for him on depositing in
the hands of the surety the amount of the bail by
way of indemnity in case of default. This was of
course illegal, being in contravention of the Statute
of Bailbonds, 23 Hy. 6 ch. 9. The principal sued
the bail to recover the money alleging the illegality
and insisting that the illegal purpos6 had not been car-
ried out. The Court of Appeal held that the payment
of the money to the surety was itself an illegal act. In
Kearley v. Thomson (4) the illegal purpose had only

(1) [1892] 2 Q. B. 724. (3) 15 Q. B. D. 561.
(2) Cowp. 343. (4) 24 Q. B. D. 742.
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partly been consummated, yet it was held that the 1894

money paid for the illegal purpose could not be WALSH

recovered back. In Taylor v. Bowers (1) the Court ofTREBI-ocL
Appeal say: The Chief

If money is paid or goods delivered for an illegal purpose, the per- Justice.
son who had so paid the money or delivered the goods may recover -

them back before the illegal purpose is carried out; but if he waits
till the illegal purpose is carried out, or if he seeks to enforce the
illegal transaction, in neither case can he maintain an action.

And it is worthy of remark that so far from the
courts evincing any disposition to relax the law on
this head we find the Court of Appeal in Kearley v.
Thomson (2) saying that:

The application of the principle laid down in Taylor v. Bowers (1)
and even the principle itself may at some time hereafter require
consideration, if not in this court, yet in a higher tribunal.

Next, we come to what is really the single substan-
tial question in the case, that on which the judgments
of all the courts below have proceeded, the proper
construction of the 9th section of chapter 159 of the
Revised Statutes. If we read the first part of this
section 9 apart from the proviso contained in sub-
section 2, I cannot conceive any one having a reason-
able doubt of its application to the present appellant
as the custodian or depositary of money, staked and

wagered upon the result of a political election. These
are the very words of the statute. Surely the appellant
received the money now sought to be recovered as a
custodian or depositary of it as money which had been
staked and wagered by the respondent with Richards
on the result of the London Parliamentary Election.
The case comes, therefore, within the exact and literal
terms of the enactment. Its plain construction accord-
ing to the language used (reading it of course without
the proviso) involves no absurdity, no inconsistency,

(1) 1 Q. B. D. 300.
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1894 and does not bring it into collision with any other
WALSH provisions of the statute. Construing it thus accord-

rEBItCOCK.ing to the plain meaning of the words it is, in my
T e opinion, a most salutary enactment, and one which

Justice, would be effectual in stopping the evil practice of
- betting on elections. To any one who would doubt

this I would say the very case before us shows that this
would be the beneficial consequence of a strict construc-
tion of the statute. The actual bet now in question
never would have been made without putting up the
money, and the money never would have been put
up if it could have been foreseen that neither the
winning gamester nor the party depositing could have
made the stakeholder pay it over (1).

It is argued, however, that the second subsection of
chapter 9 in saying that the penal clauses shall not
apply to " bets between individuals " makes the whole
statute inapplicable to a deposit made for the purpose of
a bet or wager such as this on a parliamentary election,
because such wager was made between "individuals."
I am not able to read the words of the proviso in this
way. Primd facie they mean that the section shall not
apply to a bet or wager, not that they shall not apply
to the case of a deposit made for the purpose of a bet
or wager. It is said, however, that we are to construe
these words as equivalent in meaning to the words
" any money depositpd for the purpose of a bet between
individuals." I know of no principle upon which we
are entitled so to alter the primd facie meaning of the
words in which the intent of the legislature is expressed
by adding other words, at least under such conditions as
we have here. The words of exception as they stand are
perfectly intelligible. They apply to bets only, not to
deposits. The legislature says, in effect, nothing which

(1) See in connection with this, Barclay v. Pearson the missing
word case. (1893] 2 Ch. 154.
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has been said in the preceding part of the section, 1894

making a deposit of money illegal and punishable, W A
shall apply to the bets in respect of which such depositR C
has been made if such bets are between individuals. -

The Chief
There is nothing absurd or even inconsequential Justice.
in this. It may well be that it was considered by -

Parliament that making the deposit of money an illegal
act, without extending the prohibition to the bets
themselves, would be an effectual way of putting down
the evil the act was aimed at; but whether it would
or would not have that effect is not the question; it is
sufficient that the words have in their primary signifi-
cation a plain obvious meaning which leads to no
illegal or absurd result, and is controlled by no context
requiring us to apply to them an extended or second-
ary meaning. The well known " golden rule " so often
referred to in the judgments of Lord Wensleydale
(1) and originally propounded by Mr. Justice Burton
in the case of Warburton v. Loveland (2) therefore
requires us to give the language used its plain or-
dinary meaning. The courts have sometimes con-
strued the words used in statutes not according to
their strict grammatical and ordinary signification,
but as elliptical modes of expression used as symbols
for some secondary meaning. This was the case of
Robertson v. Day (3) where the Privy Council adopted
this mode of construction. But this was expressly
referred to the principle that the context called for
such an interpretation. Here, as I have said, I can
find no such context, for I cannot find that there is
pervading the statute any general intent to confine
it to pool selling or pool-rooms, which is the reason
ascribed for enlarging the actual words " bets between

(1) See per Lord Blackbarn, British Railway Co. 6 App. Cas.131.
Caledonian Railway Co. v. North (2) 1 Hud. & Br. 635.

(3) 5 App. Cas. 63.
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1894 individuals " so as to include deposits for the purpose
WALSH of such bets. If the legislature had indicated an in-

TREB tention to confine this provision of the act to pool-
T e rooms and pool selling it would, of course, be the

The Chief
Justice. duty of the courts to obey their mandate, but it must

be observed that the statute in that case so far as
applicable to bets on elections would have been
useless; it would not have struck at the mode in
which such bets are usually made, and would more-
over be palpably open to evasion. I cannot agree that
we are to add words which would manifestly have
the effect of producing such a result. Moreover the
statute was a remedial one ; construing it literally it
was intended as a remedy designed for the public
benefit to suppress the evil practice of depositing
money for the purposes of bets at elections. It ought,
therefore, to receive a beneficial construction which in
this instance accords with the strict grammatical
construction. If there had been in the enactment
itself any indication that it was to be restricted to
deposits made at particular places, or with persons
belonging to particular classes such as pool sellers, or
professional gamblers, it would have been different,
but as I have said there is no indication of any such
intent in the statute. Betting on elections between
individuals may be considered a great evil, but if the
legislature did not think fit to inflict a penalty for
that their omission to do so is no reason why we
should hold that they did not intend to suppress
another attendant evil, when they have in so many
words said txhat they did so intend.

I regret that I should be compelled to differ from so
many learned judges for whose opinions I have a
most sincere respect, but I can find no answer to the
argument on which the Chancellor has based his
judgment.
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Since writing the above I have read the judgments 1894

delivered in the Queen's Bench Division in the case of w'^~H
Trebilcock v.- Gustin, not yet reported. The learned V.

TREBILCOCK.
Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench rests his judgment -

The Chiefin that case on the principle that the appellant, a Justice.
stakeholder, is estopped from disputing the right of his -

bailor, the person who has deposited the money with
him, to withdraw it. I entirely agree. that this would
be so if there had been no illegality in the act of de-
positing itself. But if I have successfully demonstrat-
ed, as I have to my own satisfaction, that the mere mak-
ing of the deposit was in itself made by the statute an
unlawful act, then, for a reason of public policy which
makes the resulting rule altogether paramount to any
estoppel operating as between the parties, an illegal act
having been consummated, the depositor cannot re-
cover back his stake.

The appeal must be allowed with costs and the
action dismissed with costs to the appellant in all the
courts below.

FOURNIER J.-I am of opinion that this appeal
should be allowed with costs, for the reasons given
in the judgment of the Chief Justice which I have
read.

TASCHEREAU J.-I would dismiss this appeal. The
defendant, appellant, has, in my opinion, entirely failed
to impeach or weaken in any way the,cogent reason-
ing of the learned judges who formed the majority in
the court appealed from. Chief Justice Armour's
opinion in the analogous case of Trebilcock v. Gustin
also clearly demonstrates, in my opinion, the unsound-
ness of the defendant's contentions.

SEDGEWICK J.-This is an action brought by the
respondent against the appellant to recover five
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1894 hundred dollars deposited in the month of February,.
WALSa 1892, with the appellant to abide the event of a wager.

TREB COCThe wager was in writing as follows:
-i Mr. F.T.Trebilcock [the respondent] bets Mr. J. E. Richards ($500)

Sedgewick five hundred dollars, that C. S. Hyman is the gazetted Member of
- Parliament for the city of London at the coming election for the-

Dominion House to take place on Friday, the 26th day of February,
1892.

(Signed,) FRED. T. TREBILCOCK.
(Signed,) JOHN E. RICHARDS.

After the election the respondent demanded from
the appellant the $1,000 deposited with him, and sub-
sequently demanded from him the sum of $500 de-
posited by him with the appellant.

After the gazetting of the member for the city of
London (Sir John Carling, the opponent of Mr. Hyman,.
having been declared elected) the appellant paid over
the whole money to Richards.

The action was tried before the Honourable Mr.
Justice Street, sitting without a jury, who directed
judgment to be entered for the respondent for the sum
of $500 deposited by him with the appellant, with in-
terest and costs.

The appellant then appealed to the Common Pleas,
Divisional Court of the High Court of Justice, and
subsequently to the Court of Appeal for Ontario, both
appeals being dismissed, Mr. Chancellor Boyd, sitting
as a member of the Court of Appeal, dissenting.

The appeal is now from the judgment of that court.
The only questions involved are, first, the proper

construction to be given to cap. 159 R.S.C. sec. 9, and
cap. 145 R.S.C. sec. 7, and secondly, the effect of these-
statutes upon the transaction.

Now, I propose to construe this statute cap. 159 sec.
9 according to its plain and obvious meaning. I do not
care what the intention of Parliament was in passing
it if that intention has not been given effect to by the
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language used. The words themselves must govern. 1894

These words so far as they affect this case are as WALSH

follows: T -
Every one who * * * (c) becomes the custodian or depositary of T

any money, property or valuable thing staked, wagered or pledged Sedgewick
* * upon the result of any political or municipal election * * is
guilty of a misdemeanour and liable to a fine not exceeding $1,000,
and to imprisonment for any term not exceeding one year.

Now the appellant Walsh became the custodian of
$1,000 staked upon the result of the London election,
a political election. Was that a misdemeanour under
the statute ? The majority of the Court of Appeal have
said no, that the object Parliament had in view was
to restrain the abuse to which gambling and betting
leads where betting houses or places for recording or
registering bets or wagers or selling pools are kept in
which money may be staked or deposited in advance
or otherwise by all comers, or in which other forms of
gambling upon the result of a race or election or other
event are facilitated, but that it leaves untouched the
stakeholder or depositary of moneys casually bet upon
a political election as not being within the mischief of
the act; and they rely upon subsection 2, viz.: " noth-
ing in this section shall apply to * * bets between
individuals " as conclusively showing that such was
the object of the legislation.

Now, if the words of the section are to be any guide
as to the legislative intention they show that instead
of proposing to deal with two the legislature intended
to deal with four practices supposed to be detrimental
to public welfare, describing each practice in a separate
sub-clause. These are (a) the use of premises for
registering bets and selling pools; (b) the use of ap-
paratus for these purposes; (c) the holding of stakes
in connection with election bets and bets upon illegal
matches of any kind; and lastly (d) the registration of
such bets.
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1894 I cannot here see the slightest indication on the part

WALSH of the legislature that the two last mentioned practices

'* were limited by the question of place; that they
- might lawfully be exercised on the street but became

Sedgewick indictable offences when indulged in within the thresh-
- old of the betting house; that their criminal character

was to be determined by the matter of a road line.
Neither is there any indication that the holding of

moneys bet upon elections was, in the conscience of
Parliament, less injurious to public morals than the
keeping of betting houses or the possession of gambling
apparatus. The same sanction is prescribed in each
case; the same penal consequences ensue. In the
legislative eye they are equal mischiefs. Then as to
the exception in subsec. 2 above set out ; it is clear
that the main section does not attempt to make betting
of itself a misdemeanour, not even betting upon poli-
tical or municipal elections. Betting in any shape or
form may be, I believe it is, a mischief; its tendency
from first to last is opposed to the greatest good of
society; but as a sensible legislature never attempts
to suppress even an admitted evil unless there is a
fair chance that with the nation's help the attempt
will succeed, it did not in the present instance make
betting pure and simple, a mere exchange of words
between individuals, a criminal offence. But the
keeping of betting houses,.the public selling of pools,
the possession and working of gambling apparatus,
the registration in books kept for the special purpose
of wagering transactions, and the actual receiving and
possessing of money or other property as a stake upon
political or other illegal bets, were overt acts, admitted-
ly mischievous but at the same time susceptible of
easy proof, and therefore they one and all were made
illegal. The excepting statement as to bets between
individuals was a declaration by the legislature (it
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may have been an unnecessary statement) that in this 1894

particular act it was not attempting to deal with W'~SH

betting per se, but only with these concomitants of V.
betting specified in the main section. -

So far I am discussing whether the appellant Walsh, Sedgewick
the stakeholder, was chargeable with the statutory -

offence. In any event I do not see how the excepting
clause assists him. He made no bet, but he did an
act which certainly within the letter, and I believe
within the spirit and intention, of the act was express-
ly declared to be a misdemeanour.

And I am strongly confirmed in this view by a consi-
deration of the analogous Imperial act, 16 & 17 Vict. ch.
199, the provisions of which I doubt not were present,
to our own Parliament when passing this act. In that
act it is manifest that the practices dealt with were
acts done in particular places. From the fact that in
our act place is not made by express words material as
regards the offences specified in c and d, we are jus-
tified in assuming that the question of place was
immaterial.

Then as to the construction of sec. 7 of chap. 145
Every one who aids, abets, counsels or procures the commission of

any misdemeanour whether the same is a misdemeanour at common
law or by virtue of .any act is guilty of a misdemeanour and liable to
be tried, indicted and punished as a principal offender.

Now the making of a bet is one thing, the recording
or registration of a bet is another thing and the de-
positing in the hands of a stake-holder of the amount
bet is again another thing. I admit that under the
statute the bet itself was not proscribed; whether the
committing to writing of the terms of the bet was
a recording or registration of the bet, and consequently
a misdemeanour, we are not called upon in this case
to decide. I am of opinion, at all events, that it was a
misdemeanour on the part of Walsh to act as stake-
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1894 holder of the money. His offence, his only offence,
WALSH was the taking of the money. Was not the giving of

v. the money to him by the respondent Trebilcock,

Sedewick knowing as he did the purpose of the deposit, an

s i. aiding or counselling or procuring of the stake-holder's
- taking ? In my view of this there can be no doubt

and therefore Trebilcock was a misdemeanant liable to
punishment as a principal offender.

The final inquiry then is: Trebilcock having paid
the stake in question, having committed an indict-
able offence and (we may assume for the purpose of
argument having, upon conviction, undergone a year's
imprisonment and paid a fine of $1,000,) can he now
recover from the stake-holder the $500 wager ? (It is
quite immaterial that he may have lost his bet and
that Richards under the code d'honneur was entitled
to the $1,000).

Now I agree that apart from the statutes referred
to the respondent was entitled to recover and the de-
cision of the courts below was right.

In Roscoe's nisi prius, 16th edition, page 590, the
law is summed up as follows:

Where money has been paid in pursuance of an illegal contract it
in generally irrecoverable.

Certain exceptions are, however, given as follows:

But in some cases it is recoverable as money had and received
to the use of party paying it ; e.g. 1. Where the contract remains
executory though the plaintiff and defendant be in pari delicto as
a deposit upon an illegal wager. Where the plaintiff authorized
his money to be applied to an illegal purpose he may recover it
before it has been paid over or applied to such purpose. 2. Money
is recoverable from a stake-bolder in whose hands it has been placed
upon an illegal consideration though executed by the happening of
the event upon which a wager is made, provided the money has not
been paid over by the stake-holder to the other party, or was paid
over after notice to the contrary.
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And this statement of the law is fully borne out by 1894

the very recent case of Barclay v. Pearson (1) where A

the cases of Hasletow v. .Jackson (2) and Hodson v.RI
Terrill (3) are reviewed and followed, and the law as -

.above stated by Roscoe is approved. edei

It will be observed that in this extract from Roscoe, -

as well as in Barclay v. Pearson (1), the phrases " illegal
contract," "illegal purpose," "illegal consideration," are
used, and that the right to recover from a stake-holder is
treated as an exception to the general rule that " money
paid in pursuance of an illegal contract is generally
irrecoverable." The word " illegal " has more than one
meaning; a contract may be voidable and in that sense
illegal at the option of only one of the parties to it;
he may take advantage of its illegality although the

,other party may not; a contract may be illegal because
solely upon grounds of public policy the courts will
refuse to enforce it, no further penal consequences
resulting; and a contract may be illegal because
Parliament has enacted that the entering into it is a
criminal offence, subjecting the parties to punishment
in consequence of their having made it. Is there any
distinction between these different kinds of illegality?
The general principle is illustrated by Lord Mansfield
in Holman v. Johnson (4).

But courts will aid a party, as the cases cited show,
where having only contemplated an illegal act and
paid money to an agent (as in the case of an unenforce.
able bet) in furtherance of it he has, before anything
further is done, before any offence is actually com-
*mitted, done all things necessary to reinstate himself.

But where a plaintiff has actually crossed the line
and committed an offence against the criminal law is

(1) [1893] 2 Ch. 154 ; 3 Rep. 396. (3) 1 C. & M. 797.
.(2) 8 B & C. 221. (4) Cowp. 341.
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1894 there then a place for repentance? I am inclined to

WALSH think there is not.
V' Pollock in laying down the general rule says:

TREBILCOCK.
- Money paid or property delivered under an unlawful agreement

Sedgewick cannot be recovered back unless nothing has been done in the execu-

- tion of the unlawful purpose'beyond the payment or delivery itself
(and the agreement is not positively criminal or immoral).

In Tappenden v. Randall (1) where the exception
above referred to is established, it is intimated that it
probably would not be allowed if the agreement were
actually criminal or immoral; in that case Heath J.
says :

Undoubtedly there may be cases where the contract may be of a
nature too grossly immoral for the court to enter into any discussion
of it, as where one man has paid money by way of hire to another to
murder a third person. But when nothing of that kind occurs I think
there ought to be a locus pcenitentice, and that a party should not be
compelled against his will to adhere to the contract.

I pass by numerous cases since; Pearce v. Brooks (2);
Rex v. Dr. Berenger (3) ; Reg. v. Aspinall (4) ; and refer
particularly to Scott v. Brown (5) decided by the court
of Appeal in August last, where the court refused to
enforce a contract held to be an illegal transaction and
subjecting the parties to indictment for conspiracy.

In the present case, as already stated, the plaintiff
had not only proposed the committing of an indict-
able offence-if that had been all the locus pcenitenti3
would have still been open-but had carried his pro-
position into effect, had committed a criminal act-had
by the simple act of paying the stake-holder the
money aided and abetted him in becoming in the
words of the statute " the custodian of money staked
upon the result of a political election," the result being
that both are in pari delicto, both are amenable to the

(1) 2 B. & P. 467. (3) 3 M & S. 67.
(2) L. R. I Ex. 213. (4) 2 Q. B. D. 48.

(5) [1892] 2 Q.B. 724; 4 Rep. 42.
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criminal law and neither can avail himself of the 1894

civil courts for redress. In my judgment the appeal W^'H
should be allowed with costs and the action dismissed T '
with costs in all the courts below.

Sedgewick
J.

KING J. I concur in the judgment delivered by the -

Chief Justice.

Appeal allowed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant : Meredith & Fisher.

Solicitors for respondent: Magee, McKillop &
Murphy.
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1894 A. HENDERSON (PLAINTIFF) ....... ...... APPELLANT;

*May 26. AND
*Oct. 9.

- THE BANK OF HAMILTON (DEFEND- RESPONDENT.
ANT) ........ EPNT..................

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO.

Jurisdiction-Action for redemption-Foreign lands-Lec rei site-Action
in personam.

An Ontario Court will not grant a decree for redemption of a mort-
gage on lands in Ontario at suit of a judgment creditor of the
mortgagor whose judgment being registered is, by statute in
Manitoba, a charge upon the lands, the judgment creditor and
mortgagee both having domicile in Ontario.

The only locus standi the judgment creditor would have in an Ontario
court would be to have direct relief against the land by means of
a sale to which relief he would be restricted in such a case in a
suit in the courts of Manitoba and a decree for a sale would have
been unenforceable in the latter Province.

A court of equity will, where personal equities exist between two
parties over whom it has jurisdiction though such equities may
refer to foreign lands, give relief by a decree operating not
directly upon the lands but strictly in personam; but such relief
will never be extended so far as decreeing a sale in the nature of
an equitable execution.

APPEAL from a decision of the Court of Appeal for
Ontario (1), reversing the judgment of the Divisional
Court (2) in favour of the plaintiff.

The material facts of the case are set out in the
judgment of the court, and the question for decision
on the appeal was as follows:-

Is the plaintiff Henderson, domiciled in Ontario,
who has obtained a judgment in a Manitoba Court
against one Lillico and registered such judgment

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong C.J., and Fournier, Taschereau,
Sedgewick and King JJ.

(1) 20 Ont. App. R. 646. (2) 23 0. R. 327.
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which, by the Manitoba Registry Act became a charge 1894

upon the lands of Lillico in that province, entitled to HENDERSON
a decree from a court in Ontario for redemption of a TE

mortgage on said lands in an action for redemption BANK op

against the defendant the Bank of Hamilton. HAMILTON.

Mabee for the appellant referred to Bradley v.
McLeish (1) ; Campbell v. McGregor (2).

Robinson Q.C. and Aylesworth Q.C. for the respond-

ent.
The judgment of the court was delivered by:

THE CHIEF JUSTICE.-The appellant brings this
action in the character of a judgment creditor of the
defendant Peter Lillico in respect of a judgment re-
covered in the Court of Queen's Bench in the Province
of Manitoba, having obtained a charge upon certain
lands of the judgment debtor situate in that province
by registering his judgment pursuant to the provi-
sions of a provincial statute. The appellant alleges
that the respondents, the Bank of Hamilton, are mort-
gagees of Lillico of the same lands under a registered
mortgage in respect of which they are entitled to
priority over the appellant and he accordingly seeks
to redeem the bank. In the last aspect of the case
there was no dispute as to the facts. The cause was tried
before the learned Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench
Division who dismissed the action. From this judgment
there was an appeal to the Divisional Court of Queen's
Bench by which court the original judgment was
reversed and a judgment was pronounced whereby
the appellant was declared to be entitled to redeem
the respondents, the Bank of Hamilton, and an account
was directed to be taken by the master of what was
due on the mortgages to the bank, upon payment of

(2) 29 N. B. Rep. 644.
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1894 which the bank was directed to convey the mortgaged

HENDERON lands to the appellant. No provision was, however,

TE made by this judgment for the event of the appellant
BANK OF failing to redeem, the usual direction that in such

HAMILTON.
- event the action should be dismissed not being con-

The Chief tained in the judgment but being, as it would appear,
Justice.

-c advisedly omitted. Neither was any provision made
for raising the appellant's charge by a sale of the
lands in the case of redemption by him.

The statute of Manitoba under which the judgment
was registered provides that the effect of registering a
judgment upon the lands within the limits of the
registry office in which the registration takes place
shall be as follows:-

From the time of the recording of the same the said judgment shall
bind and form a lien and charge on all the estate and interest afore-
said in the lands of the judgment defendant in the several registration
divisions in the registry offices of which such certificate is recorded,
the same as though charged in writing by the defendant under his
hand and seal.

This enactment is manifestly copied from the
English statute 1 & 2 Vict. chap. 110, sec. 13.

The question presented for the decision of the Court
of Appeal was whether the appellant, having no locus
standi in curid except such as this statutory charge
conferred, was entitled to enforce it against the Mani-
toba lands in the Ontario courts, and this question the
Court of Appeal have answered in the negative.

It is important to distinguish between the judg-
ment and the charge or lien created by the statute.
This is not an action upon the judgment but one to
enforce the statutory charge. The appellant's claim
does not in any respect involve relief in respect of any
personal obligation, either against the bank or against
Lillico, the judgment debtor. The charge created by
the statute is exclusively a real right affecting the
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lands, unaccompanied by any personal liability, and it 1894

creates no equity enforceable in personam against any EN DERSON

one. When law and equity were administered by TE

separate courts, courts of equity held that where per- BANK OF

sonal equities existed between parties over whom HAMILTON.

they had jurisdiction, though such equities might have The Chief

reference to lands situate without the jurisdiction, Justice.

they would give relief by a decree operating not
directly upon the lands but strictly in personam. The
well known case of Penn v. Lord Baltimore (1) was a
case of this kind, and on a similar principle relief was
given against a defendant within the jurisdictiqn by
decreeing foreclosure in default of redemption of mort-
gages of foreign lands. But in all such cases there
was some personal obligation in the nature of a trust
or other equity which the court enforced, as it was
said, by affecting the conscience of the party against
whom it decreed relief. This indirect mode of affect-
ing lands over which the court could not properly
have any direct judicial authority was, however, con-
fined to the class of cases mentioned, and was never
extended so far as to give direct relief in respect of
charges on lands by decreeing a sale in the nature of
an equitable execution, or the raising of a bare charge
such as the statute has conferred 'on the appellant in
the present case. Such decrees would have been un-
enforceable in the foreign jurisdiction and might have
brought the courts decreeing them into collision with
the forum within whose local jurisdiction the lands
were situated.

The only locus standi which the appellant in this
appeal has is to have direct relief against the land by
means of a sale, for we know that in such cases as
these the courts of the Province of Manitoba restrict
the relief which they give to a sale of the lands. All

(1) 2 White & Tudor's L.C. 6 ed. 1047.
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1894 analogy is therefore against the appellant's contention

HISNDERSON and although no case precisely in point can be pro-
V. duced yet the case of Norris v. Chambres (1), referred to

THE
BANK or by Mr. Justice Osler in delivering the judgment of

HAMILTON. the Court of Appeal, is so like the present in the prin-
The Chief ciples involved that without disregarding that au-
Justice.

c thority, decided in the first instance by Lord Romilly,
M.R., and affirmed on re-hearing by Lord Campbell,
Chancellor, we could not do otherwise than dismiss
this appeal. Norris v. Chambres (1) was a case in which
it was sought to enforce a vendor's lien against real
property out of the jurisdiction, and the observations of
the Master of the Rolls apply afortiori to such a case
as the present. I also refer to the cases of Re Haw-
thorne (2); and Harrison v. Harrison (3). In Norris v.

Chambres (4) Lord Campbell in giving judgment says:
I think that, upon the authority of Penn v. Lord Baltimore (5), which

has often been acted upon, the plaintiff would have been entitled to
succeed if he could have proved that the claim for a declaration of the
proposed lien or charge on the mine was founded on any contract or
privity between him or the deceased John Sadlier and the defendants,
the purchasers of the mine. * * * But I agree in thinking, with the
Master of the Rolls, that the plaintiff has failed to show any such
contract or privity. Upon the evidence adduced the purchasers of
the mine whom he sues. are to be considered as mere strangers, and
any notice which they may have had of transactions between Sadlier
and the Company (which has now ceased to exist) cannot give this
court jurisdiction to declare the proposed lien or charge on lands in
a foreign country. An English court ought not to pronounce a de-
cree even in personam which can have no specific operation without
the intervention of a foreign court, and which, in the country where
the lands to be charged by it lie, would probably be treated as brutum
fulmen.

Wharton in his treatise on the Conflict of Laws (6)
says:-

(1) 29 Beav. 246 ; 3 DeG. F. & (4) 3 DeG. F. & J. 583.
J. 583. (5) 2 White & Tudor's L. C. 6

(2) 23 Ch. D. 743. ed. 1047.
(3) 8 Ch. App. 346. (6) 2 ed. sec. 291.
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It has already been stated that all interests in land, whether con- 1894
sisting of equitable interests, charges, trusts, or servitudes, all interests, H

HENDERSON
in other words, that may fall under the term lien in its most general
sense, are controlled by the lex rei site even in the opinion of those THE

who would confine that law within the narrowest limit. * * * BANK or
HAMILTON.

The only way by which title can be made to such liens, or the only -

process by which such liens can be enforced, is that of the situs. The Chief
Justice.

Mr. Justice Story, who was more liberal than other -

commentators in relaxing the strict rule of the lex rei

site, thus states his views (1) :

Not only lands and houses, but servitudes and easements, and other
charges on lands, as mortgages and rents, and trust estates are deemed
to be, in the sense of law, immovables and governed by the lex rei
sitco.

What I take to be the result of these and other cases
is well summarised by a modern text writer as
follows : (2)

All questions as to the burdens and liabilities of immoveable estate
situate in a foreign country depend, in the absence of any trust Dr con-
tractual obligation, simply upon the law of the country where the real
estate exists ; wherefore if the contested claim is based upon the right
to land, and must be determined by the lex loci rei sito, and the only
ground for instituting proceedings in this country is that the defendants
are resident here, the courts of this country have no jurisdiction.

It may be said that the relief which the appellant
seeks, and that which has been accorded to him by the
judgment of the Queen's Bench Division, is a mere
decree or judgment in personam against the Bank of
Hamilton. The answer to this is, however, that the
right of the appellant is one limited to enforcing a
direct charge on the lands, and that the redemption of
the bank is merely ancillary to this, for even if we hold
the appellant entitled to judgment we ould not allow
that pronounced by the Court of Queen's Bench to
stand unaltered. That is a mere partial and fragment-
ary judgment, which, if it related to property within

(1) Conflict of laws, 8 ed. sec. (2) Nelson's cases on Private In-
447. ternational Law p. 148.
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1894 thejurisdiction, would for that reason alone be defective

HINERSON for not having gone on to direct ulterior relief by a

TE sale of the land. That a judgment if one were pro-
BANK OF nounced for the sale of the lands could not be fully

HAMILTON.
- carried out without the aid of the courts of the situs

The Chief is apparent, if we bear in mind that Lillico, the judg-
Justice.

- ment debtor, is without both jurisdictions, and that the
title of a purchaser could not be perfected without
either a conveyance from him or a vesting order which
the Manitoba courts alone would have jurisdiction to
grant and enforce.

The tendency of modern decisions has been to decline
jurisdiction with reference to foreign land, and when
we consider that if the arguments invoked for the
present appellant were to prevail we might be asked
to uphold a judgment of a Quebec court in an hypo-
thecary action respecting lands in Ontario, or vice versa
a judgment in an action in the Ontario courts directing
a sale of hypothecated immovables in the Province of
Quebec, the convenience, good sense and sound juris-
prudence of the rules laid down in the later English
authorities, which have now culminated in the decision
of the House of Lords in the case of the British South
Africa Co. v. The Companhia de Mocambique (1), become

at once apparent. It is unnecessary to write more fully,
as Mr. Justice Osler in his very able judgment delivered
in the Court of Appeal, and which proceeds on the
same ratio decidendi as the judgment of this court, has
fully expounded the principles upon which it must be
held that the Ontario courts have no jurisdiction to
entertain this action.

The appeal is dismissed with costs.
Appeal dismissed with costs.

Solicitors for appellant: Mabee 4- Gearing.
Solicitors for respondents: Scott, Lees 4- Hobson.

(1) (1893] A. 0. 602.
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E,!B. LARIVIRRE (PLAINTIFF)..............APPELLANT; 1894

AND %Nov. 5

THE SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS
FOR THE CITY OF THREE RESPONDENTS.
RIVERS (DEFENDANTS) ..............

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH FOR
LOWER CANADA (APPEAL SIDE).

Bond in appeal-School mistress-Fee of office-Future rights-R. S. 0.
ch. 135, sec. 29 (b)-C. S. L. C. c. 15 s. 68-R. S. Q., art. 2073.

E. Larivibre, a school mistress, by her action claimed $1,243 as fees
due to her in virtue of sec. 68, ch. 15 C. S. L. C. which was col-
lected by the School Commissioners of the City of Three Rivers,
while she was employed by them. At the time of the action
the plaintiff had ceased to be in their employ. The Court of
Queen's Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) affirming the
judgment of the Superior Court, dismissed the action.

On a motion to the Supreme Court of Canada to allow bond in
appeal, the same having been refused by a judge of the court
below. the Registrar of the Supreme Court and a Judge in Cham-
bers, on the ground that the case was not appealable :

Held, that the matter in controversy did not relate to any office or fee
of office within the meaning of sec. 29 (b) of the Supreme and
Exchequer Courts Act, R.S.C. c. 135.

2. Even assuming it did, no rights in future would be bound and the
amount in dispute being less than $2,000, the case was not
appealable.

3. The words " where the rights in future might be bound " in
subsec. (b) of sec. 29, govern all the preceding words " any fee of
office, &c." Chagnon v. Normand (16 Can. S.C.R. 661); Gilbert v.
Gilman (16 Can. S.C.R. 189) ; Bank of Toronto v. Le Curd&c. de
St. Vierge (12 Can. S. C. R. 25) ; referred to.

MOTION for allowance of security on appeal from
the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower
Canada.

*PRESENT :-Sir Henry Strong O.J., and Taschereau, Gwynne,
edgewick and King JJ.
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1894 This was a motion by way of appeal from the de-

LARIVIRE cision of Mr. Justice Taschereau confirming the ruling
of the registrar in chambers on an application madeTHE SCHOOL

Commis- by the appellant.
SIONERS
FOR THE The facts and proceedings in the case are as follows:
CITY OF On the 22nd August, 1877, the defendants engaged
THREE

RIVERS. the plaintiff as teacher of a separate girl's school in
school district no. 4 of the city of Three Rivers. The
resolution adopted by the defendants on the subject
was to the effect that the plaintiff should keep the said
school at the same salary and upon the same con-
ditions as the Reverend Sisters of Providence, who
taught it before her. This was for a salary of $144 a
year with lodging and heating.

The plaintiff kept the school from August, 1877,
until July, 1891, fourteen years.

The plaintiff alleged that during this period the
monthly fees payable on account of the children attend-
ing the school belonged exclusively to the plaintiff,
but that the School Commissioners received these fees
and refused to render any account of them, or to pay
them over; and she brought her action to compel
them to make such payment.

It was admitted by the parties that the plaintiff was
engaged at the same salary and upon the same con-
ditions as the Sisters of Providence, viz., $200 per
annum, when they themselves provided lodging and
heating, and $144 per annum when the Commissioners
provided lodging and heating.

But the plaintiff contended that she was entitled to
the monthly fees over and above the salary mentioned,
and she based her action on sec. 68 of ch. 15 C. S. L. C.
which enacts as follows :-

" The monthly fees payable on account of children
attending a Model School, or a separate girl's school,
or a school kept by some religious community forming
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a school district, shall form no part of the school fund; 1894

but such monthly fees, to the amount established for LARivfRE
the other children in the municipality, shall be pay- THE BOOL
able directly to the teacher, and be for his or her use, Commis-
unless different monthly fees have been agreed upon." FO SHE

The defendants by their pleas alleged that the plain- TY OF
THREE

tiff had no right to these fees, because the Reverend RIVERS.

Sisters never pretended to have any right to receive
them;

because the plaintiff received her salary each year
without reserving any right to receive these fees;

because on the 4th January, 1892, she sued the
defendants for a part of her salary and did not include
any claim for those monthly fees and she must be con-
sidered as having abandoned her right to those fees;
and

because her salary of $144 constituted a different
monthly payment or agreement (une retribution ou
convention diffirente) which deprived the plaintiff of
the right to claim the monthly fees, even assuming
she would otherwise have the right to them.

The defendants also pleaded a plea of prescription
which need not now be considered.

The Superior Court dismissed the plaintiffs action
for the reasons set out in the pleas of the defendants
above summarized, and this judgment was confirmed
by the Queen's Bench.

A bond has been filed to the form of which objec-
tion has been taken by counsel for defendants.

The registrar, before whom the application came
in the first instance, held that there was no jurisdic-
tion to entertain the appeal as no rights in future
would be bound, and he referred to Bank of Toronto v.
Le Curt, 4c., de Ste Vierge (1) ; and Gilbert v.Gilman (2).

(1) 12 Can. S. C. R. 25.
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1894 J. A. Ritchie then made a motion by way of appeal
LAnIVihRE from the above decision of the registrar in chambers

TH before Mr. Justice Taschereau who refused the
THE SCHOOL

Commis- motion.

O Es Thereupon an application was made to the Supreme
CITY OF Court of Canada.
THREE

RIVERS. J. A. Ritchie was heard for the appellant, and
McDougall Q.O. for the respondents.

Per Curiam: The position of school mistress is not
an office within the meaning of section 29 (b) of ch.
135 R.S.C. Even assuming it were an office the ap-
pellant having ceased to be in the employ of the re-
spondents no rights in future were bound.

The words " where the rights in future might be
bound," in subsection (b), section 29, govern the pre-
ceding words " any fee of office, .&c." See Chagnon
v. Normand (1); Gilbert v. Gilman (2).

Motion refused Toith costs.

(2) 16 Can. S.C.R. 189.
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ACCESSORY -Fraudulent appropriation-Un- APPEAL Continued.
latoiul receiving Simultaneous acts.] A fraudu- 2
lent appropriation by a principal and a fraudulent S e
receiving by an accessory may take place at the appeal
same time and by the same act. McINTosH V. referee in a ,uitito remove execntors and trustees
THE QUEEN - - - - 180 which report disallowed items in acconnts pre-

And see CRIMINAL LAW 1. vionsly pissed by the Probate Court, will not
reconsider the items so dealt with, two conrts

ACTION-on contract for public work-Suspen- having previously exercised a judicial discretion
aion of right of-Agreement for arbitration 289 as to the a unts and no question of principle

See CONTRACT 3. being involved. GRANT V. MAcLAREN 310

2- For personal injuries caused by negligence- And see TRUSTEE 1.
Examination of plaintiff de bene esse-Death of
plaintiff-Subsequent action under Lord Camp-
bell's Act-Material issues-Evidence - 352 upon'' or close to'' the line-Charter ofifali-

fax, sees. 454. 45'i-Pet ition to remove obstruction
See EVIDENCE 2. -Judgment on- Variance.] By sec.454 ofthe charter

3- For .pecific performance-Agreement to con- ofthe city of-Halifax anyperson intendingto erect
veyintres inmiee i~ c:-, building upon or close to the line of the streetvey interest in mine-Dismissal of action-Subse-a

quent suit-Agreement to transfer part of proceeds t fie andoctin t erlocate by the
of sale of mine - - - - cication ;and if a building is erected upon or close

See RES JUDICATA. to the line without such certificate having been
obtained the Supreme Court, ora judge thereof,

ADMIRALTY-Collision- Steamship -Detec- may. on petition ofthe recorder, cause it to be
tive steering apparatus-Negi ence-Question of removed. On appeal from the decision of the
fact. S. S. SANTANDERINO v. V ANVERT - 145, Supreme Court of Nova Scotia reversing the
2-Seal fishery (North Pacific) Act 1893, 56 .1 judgment of a judge under this section, an (b-
57 Vic. c 23 (Imp.) ss. 1, 3 and 4-Judicial jection was taken to the jurisdiction of the
notice of order in council there under-Protocol of Supreme Court of Canada on the ground that
examination of offending ship by Russian war the petition having been presented to ajudge in
vessel, sufficiency of-Presence within prohibited chambers the matter did not originate in a
zone -Bona fides -Statutory presumption of superior court. Held, Taschereau J. dissenting,
liability-Evidence-Question offact - 478 that the court had jurisdiction. CanadianPacific

See EVIDENCE 4. Railway Co. v. Ste. Threse(16 Can. S.iR. 606)
and Virtue v. Hayes (16 Can. S.C.R. 721) dis-

AGENT--of creditor-Obtaining payment from tinguished. CITY oF HALIFAX v. REEVES - 340
debtor-False representation- Fraud-Ratifica-
tion-Indictable offence - - - 277 4--Action negatorin servitutis-Amount in

See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR 1. controversy-Future rights-R. S. C. ch. 135 s.
29 (b)-56 Vie. c. 29 s. I ] InI an action nifga-

2- Sale of goods-Sale through brokers-Au- toire the plaintiff sought to have a servitude
thority of brokers-Acquiescence - 682 claimed by the defendant declared non-existent,

See CONTRACT 8. and claimed S30 damages. Held that nder
PRINCIPAL AND AGENT 1. 56 Vic. ch. 29 s. 1, amending R.S.C. ch. 135 s.

APPEAL-riminal trial-Motion for reservedcase was appealable the question in
APPEL-Cimial tialM~ton fr rseredcontroversy relating to matters where the rights

case-Unanimity on one of several grounds.] in future mightbeboind. Winebergv.Hampson
Where the court appealed from has affirmed the (19 Can. S. CR. 369) distinguished. CHAMBER-
refusal to reserve a case moved for at a criminal I LAND V. FORTIER - 371
trial on two grounds, and is unanimous as to one
of such grounds but not as to the other, the Su- 5--Expropriation-35 Vie. ch. 32 sec. 7 (P.Q.)
preme Court on appeal can only take into con- -Inteierenee with award ofarbitrators.] In a
sideration the ground of motion in which there matter ofexpropriation the decision ofa majority
was dissent. MCINToSH v. THE QUEEN - 180 of arbitrators, men of more than ordinary bust-

49
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APPEAL-Continued. ARBITRATION AND AWARD-Expropria-

ness experience. upon a question merelyo tion-33 Vic. ch. 32, sec. 7 (P.Q.)-Inteference
nssl e not be unt aueson merelyopvalu with award of arbitrators.1 In a matter of

ould n mterfered with onappeal. expropriation the decision of a majority of arbi-
LEMOINE 5). CITY OF MONTREAL - 1390 trators, men of more than ordinary bu4ness
ALLAN V. - experience, upon a question merely of value

should not be interfered with on appeal.
6 -Pleadings- Objectionfirstraisedfonappeal.] LEMOINE V. CITY OF MONTREAL -
An objection to the sufficiency of the traverse to ALLAv v. - - - - 390
a declaration will notbe entertained when taken
for the first time on appeal, the issue having I 2- Street Railway Co.-Agreement with muni-
been tried on the assumption that the traverse cipalit'y-HRepair of roadway - Termination of
was sufficient. MYLIUS v. JACKSON - 458 franchie ---- -- - 198

See CONTRACT 2.
7-Cross-appeal-Rules 62 an 63-Comphlince I3 Railway apopriation - Award on - Ad-
with.]I A cross-appeal will be disregarded by 3-Ralaytprpit Aado d
the court when rules 62 and 63 of the Supreme ditional interest- Confirmation oJ title-Railway

Court rules have not been complied with. Act, 1888, s8. 162, 170, 172 - - 231

BULMER v. THE QUEEN - - 488 See EXPRPRIATION 1.

4- Contract-Agreement for arbitration in-
o- Bond in appeal-School mistress-Fee of Suspension ofright ofaction - - 289
offece-Future righte-R.S.C. ch. 135, sec. 29 (b)
-C.S.L.C. c. 13 s. 68-R S.P.Q. art. 2073.] E. i See CONTRACT 3.

Larivibre, a school mistress, by her action ASSESSMENT AND TAXES-Street Railway
claimed S1,243 as fees due lo her in virtue of Co.-Repair of roadway-Local improvements-
sec. 68 ch. 15 C.SL .C. which was collected by Termination of franchise.] A Street riailway
the school commissioners of the city of Three Go. in Toronto was to be assessed in respect of
Rivers, while she was employed by them. At repairs to the roadway trave:sed by the railway
the time of the action the plaintiff had ceased to as for local improvements which, by the Munici-
be in their employ. The Court ofQueen's Bench pal Act, constitute a lien upon the property
for Lower Canada (appeal side) affirming the assessed but not a personal liability upon
judgment of the Superior Court, dismissed the owners or occupiers after they have ceased to
action. On a motion to the Supreme Court of be such. Ileld, that after the termination of its
Canada to allow a bond in appeal, the same franchise the company was not liable for these
having been refused by a judge of the court be- rates. CITY OF TORONTO v. TORONTO STREET
low, the registrar of the Supreme Court and a Ry. Co. - ---- 198
judge in chamhe:s, on the ground that the case And see CONTRACT 2.was not appealable: Held, that the matter in
controversy did not relate to any office or fee of 2- Street Railway contract with municipal cor-
office within the meaning of see. 29 (b) of the poration-Tazes.) By a by-law of the City of
Supreme and Exchequer Courts Act, R. S. C. -Montreal a tax of $2.50 was imposed upon each
c. 135. 2. Even assuming it did, no rights in working horse in the city. By sec. 16 of the
future would be bound and the amount in dis- appellant's charter it is stipulated that each car
pute being less than $2,000 the case was not employed by the company shall be licensed and
appealable. 3. The words " where the rights in numbered, etc., for which the company shall
future might be bound " in subsec. (b) ofsec. 29 pa " over and above all other taxes, the sum of
govern all the preceding words "any fee of :20 for each two-horse car, and Slo for each
office. &c." Chagnon v. Normand (16 Can. one-horse car." Held, affirming the judgment
S.C.R. 661); Gilbert v. Gilman (16 Can. S.C.R. of the court below, that the company was liable
189): Bank of Toronto v. Le Curd &tc. de St- for the tax of $2.50 on each and every one of its
Vierge, (12 Can. S.C.R. 25) ; referred to. LA- horses. THE MONTREAL STREET Ry. Co. v. THE
nIvIhRE v. SCHooL COMMISSIONERS FOR THREE CITY OF MONTREAL - - - 259
REvERS----- ------------- 723

3- Drainage-Adjoining Municipalities--Find-
9- Collision at sea- Negligence- Defective ing outlet-Petition.] In a drainage scheme for
steering gear- Question offact-Interference with a single township the work may be carried into
decision on.] S.S. SANTANDERINO V. VANVERT. a lower adjoining municipality for the purpose

145 of finding an outlet without any petition from
the owners of land in such adjoining township

10- Finding ofjury-Interference with-Ques- to be affected thereby, and such owners may be
tion offact----- 164 assessed for benefit. Stephen v.McGillivray (18

See MASTER AND SERVANT. Out. App. R. 516); and Kissouri v. Dorchester
(14 O.R. 294.) distinguished.

11-Questions of fact-Unsatisfactory findings ToWNSHI OF ELLICE V. HILES - 429
of jury-Interference with- Second appellate --- V. CROOKS - I
court- -- -- - 422 And see MUNICIPAL CoRPoRATION 4.

See NEGLIGENCE 1. I" PRACTICE 5.
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BAILEE - Fraudulent appropriation by - Un- CASES- Continued.
lawful receiving-Simultaneous acts - 180 CHAGNON v. NoRMAND (16 Can. S. C. R. 661)

See CRIMINAL LAW 1. followed 723

BETTING- Criminal Law-Betting on election.
-Stakeholder-R. S. C. c. 159 s. 9-Accessory- DOE D. ANDERSON v. TODD (2 U. C. Q. B. 82)
R.S.C. c. 145 s. 7-Action for money staked- followed- - - - - 101
Parties in pai delicto.j R. S. C. c. 159 s. 9 pro- S
vides inter alia that 'every one who becomes
the custodian or depositary of any money * * GILBERT v. GILMAN (16 Can. S. C. R. 189) fol-
staked, wagered or pledged upon the result of 723
any political or municipal election * * * is
guiltv of a misdemeanour" and a subsection says See APPEAL 8.
that" nothing in this section shall aoply to QUEBEC STREET Ry. CO. V. CITY OF QUEBEC (10
* *bets between individuals." feld, re- Q 1L R. 205) referred to 289
versing the decision of the Court of Appeal,
Taschereau J. dissenting, that the subsection is See CONTRACT 3.
not to be construed as meaning that the main REG v. DILLON (10 Out. P. R. 352) overruled
section does not apply to a depositary of money-695
bet between individuals on the result of an eler-
tion; such depositary is guiltyofa misdemeanour. See BETTING.
and the bettors are accessories to the offence and CRIMINAL LAW 2.
liable as principal offenders. R.S.C. c. 145.
Reg. v. Dillon (10 Ont. P. 1t. 352) overruled - STEPHEN V. ICGILLIVRAY (18 Out. App. R. 516)
After the election, when the money has been distinguished 429
paid to the winner of the bet, the loser cannot See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 4.
recover from the stakeholder the amount depos-
ited by him the parties being in pari delicto and SOVEREIGN INS. CO. V. PETERS (12 Can. 5CR.
the illegal act having been performed. WALSH 33) distinguished 155
v. TREBILCOCK - - - - 695 See INSURANCE, FIRE 3.

BORNAGE- Action en-R. S. Q. arts. 4153, VIRTUE v. HAYES (16 Can. 5CR. 721) distin-
4154, 4155-Crown lands - - 225 guished-340

See BouNoAnY. See APPEAL 3.

BOUNDARY-Action en bornage-R. S. Q. arts. WEST NissouRi v. DORCHESTER (14 OR. 294) dis-
4153, 4154, 4155-Straight line.j Where there tinguished -429

is a dispute as to the boundary line between two See MUNICIPAL CORPORATIoN 4.
lots granted by patents from the crown, and it
has been found impossible to identify the original
line but two certain points have been recorded followed-101
in the Crown Lands Department, 1he proper See WILL 2.
course is to run a straight line between the two
certain points. R. S. Q. art. 4155. THE BELL'S WINEBER V. HAMPSON (19 Can. 5CR. 369) dis-
ASBESTOS CO. V. JOHNSON'S CO. - 225 tinguished-371

See APPEAL 4.
BY-LAW-City of Toronto- Water supply-
Rates to consumers-Discrimination in rates-
Government buildings - - - 514

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 5.

CASE RESERVED- Motion for refused-Re-
fusal affirmed - Unanimity on one of several
grounds - Appeal - Fraudulent appropriation-
Bailee or trustee- Unlawful receiving-Simul-
taneous acts -- 180

See APPEAL 1.
" CRIMINAL LAW 1.

CASES-BANK OF TORONTO v. LE CURE, &C., DE
ST. VIERGE (12 Can. S.C.R. 25) followed -723

See APPEAL 8.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RY. CO. v. STE. THiRiSE (16
Can. S. C. R. 606) distinguished - 340

See APPEAL 3.
49Y2

CERTIFICATE-Contract for public work-
Extras-Final certificate-Pleading - 62

See CONTRACT 1.

CHATTEL MORTGAGE-Of goods insured-
Condition against assigning policy-Breach - 32

See INSURANCE, FIRE, 2.

2-On goods insured-Condition against sale,
transfer or change of title-Breach - - 155

See INSURANCE, FIRE, 3.

CIVIL CODE-Art. 407 [Ownership of pro-
perty] - - - - - 371

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 3.

Art. 710 [Partition of property] - - 317

See RETRAIT SUCCESSORAL.
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CIVIL CODE- Contin ted. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-Continued.

Art. 831 [Wills] - - - - 37 foreshore so taken. CITY OF VANCOUVER v. THE

See WILL 1.CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.

Arts. 1035, 1036 [Contracts] - - 530 2-British North merca Act, sees. 65, 92-
See DEBTOR AND CHEDITOR 2. Pardoning power of Lieutenant Governors-

See EBTO CREiTOR51 Vic. ch. 5 (0)-Act respecting the executive

Arts. 1169, 1171 [Novation] - 243, 530 administration of the laws of the Province-

See PRESCRIPTION 1. Provincial penal le.islation.] The local legis-
DEBTR AN CRDITO 2.latures have tile r~ight and power to imposeDEBTOR AND CREDITOR 2.and imprisonment as

Art. 1213 [Proof by writings] - - 243 sanction fur laws which they have power toenact. B. N. A. Act, sec. 92,1 ss 15.-The Lien-
See PRESCRIPTION 1. tenant Governor ofa province is as much the

Art. 589 [Forced sales] - - - 71representative of r Majesty the Queen fr allSe.159[Fed sNICIPA Co-RTO 3 7 purposes of provincial government as the Gover-
Seenor General himself is for all purposes ofte

Arts222, 220 [rescipton]243 1Dominion Government.-Inasmnuch as the act 51
ArtsVic ch. 5 (0.) declares that in matters wthin

See PRESCRIPTION 1. thejurisdiction otthe legislature of the province
all powers, etc., which were vested in or exercis-

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE-Art. 144 ble by the Governors or Lieutenant Governors
of the several provinces before Confederation

See PRACTICE 6. shall be vested in and exercisable by the Lieu-
tenant Governor of' that province, if there is

CODICIL- Will-Revocation-Revival-Inten- 11 proceeding in dispute which has been at-
tion to revive-Reference to date-Removal of tenpted to be justified under 51 Vic. ch. 5 (0
Executor-Statute of Alortmain- Will executed it is impossible to say that the powers to e
under mistake-Ontario Wills Act R. 8 0. (1887) exercised by the said act by the Lieutenant
c. 109--9 Geo. 2 c. 36 (Imp.] A will which has been Governor are unconstitutional-Quree: Is the
revoked cannot, since the passing ofthe Ontario power of conferring by legislation upon the
Wills Act (R. S. 0. [1887) c. 109) be revived by representative of the crown, such as a Colonial
a codicil unless the intention to revive it appears Governor, the prerogative of pardoning in the
on the face of the codicil either by express words Imperial Parliameit onl or, if not, in what
referring to the will as revoked and importing legislature does it reside ?-Gwynne J. dissent-
such intention, or by a disposition of the testa- ing was of opinion that 51 Vic. ch 5 (0.), is
tor's property inconsistent with any other inten- ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature. AT-
tion, or by other expressions conveying to the TORNEv GENERAL OF CANADA V. ATToRNry
mind of the court, with reasonable certainty, GENERAL OF ONTARIO. 458
the existence of the intention in question. A
reference in the codicil to a date of the revoked CONTRACT-Petition of Right-46 Vic. c. 27
will, and the removal of an executor named (P.Q.)-Final certificate of engineer-Extras-
therein and substitution of another in his place, Practice as to plea in bar not set Up ] A con-
will not revive it.-Held, per King J. dissenting, tract entered into between Her Majesty the
that a codicil referring to the revoked will by Queen, in right of the province of Quebec, and S.
date and removing an executor named therein is X. Cimon for the construction of three of the
sufficient indication of an intention to revive departmental buildings at Quebec, contained
such will more especially when the several in- the usual clauses that the balance of the contract
struments are executed under circumstances price was not payable until a final certificate by
showing such intention. i the engineer in charge was delivered, showing
M1ACDONELL V. PURCELL - the total amount of work done, and materials
CLEARY V. - 0CLEAY V.furnished, and the cost of extras and the reduc-

tion in the contract price upon any alterations.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-Foreshore of har- There was a clause providing for the final de-
bour - Property in - 44 V. c. 1 s. 18 (D.)- cision by the Comiissioner of Public Works in
Authority to railway company to use foreshore- matters in dispute upon the taking over or set-
Jus publicum-Access to public harbour.1 The tIng fr the works The Commissioner of Pub-
Dominion statute. 44 V. c. 1, s. 18, gave the lie Works, after hearing the panics, gave his
C. P. R. Co. the right to take and use the land decision that nothing was due to the contractors,
below high water mark in any stream, lake, and the engineer in charge, by his final ceriifl-
etc.. so far as required for the purposes of the cate, declared that a balance of S31-36 was due
rail way. Held, that the right of the public to upon the tontract price and S42.84 on extras.
have access to a barbour, the foreshore of which The suppliants by their petition of right claimed
had been taken by the company under this act, inter alia $70,060 due on extras. The crown
was subordinate to the rights given to the com- pleaded general denial and payment. The Su-
pany thereby and the latter could prevent by perior Court granted the suppliants S74.20, the
inPunctaon an interference with the use of the amount declared to be due under the final cer-
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tificate of the engineer. On appeal the Court track so long as the franchise of the company to
of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada (appeal use the said streets now extends." The agree-
side) increased the amount to $13,198.77, with mentprovided thatitwasnottoaffectthe rights
interest and costs. Held,reversingthe judgment ofeither party in respecttothe arbitrationto
of the court below, and restoring the judgment be had if the city took over the railway, nor any
of the Superior Court, that the suppliants were matters not specifically dealt with therein, and
bound by the final certificate given by the engi- lit was not to have any operation "beyond the
neer under the terms of the contract -Per period over which the aforesaid francise now
Fournier and Taschereau JJ., dissenting, that: extends." This agreement was ratified by an
as the final certificate had not been set up in the I act of she legislature passed in 1890, which also
pleadings as a bar to the action, and there was provided for the holding of the said arbitration,
an admission of record by the crown that the which having been entered upon thecity claimed
contractor was entitled to 20 per cent commis- to be paid the rates imposed upon the company
sion on extras ordered and received, the evidence for construction of permanent pavements for
fully justified the finding of the Court of Queen's which debentures had been issued payable after
Bench that the commission of 20 per cent was the termination ofthe franchise. The arbitra-
still due and unpaid on $65.837.09 of said extra tors having refused to allow this claim an action
work. THE QUEEN V. CIMON (32 was brought by the city to recover the said

amount. Held, affirming the decision of the
2- Construction of contract-Street railway- Court of Appeal, that the claim of the city could
Permanent pavements-Arbitration and award.] not be allowed; that the Said agreement dis-
The Toronto Street Railway Company was in- charged the company from all liability in respect
corporated in 1861, and its franchise was to last to construction, renewal, maintenance and re-
thirty years, at the expiration of which period pair of the said streets; and that the clause pro-
the city corporation could assume the ownership viding that the agreement should not affect she
of the railway and property of the company on rights ofthe parties in respect to the arbitration
payment of the value thereof to be detetrmined etc., must be considered to have been inserted
by arbitration. The company was to keep the ex majori cauteta and could not do away with
roadway between the rails and for eighteen I the express contract to relieve the company
inches outside each rail paved and macadamized from liability-Held further, that by an act
and in good repair using the same material as passed in 1877, and a by-law made in pursuance
that on the remainder of the street, but if a per- thereof, the company was only assessable as for
manent pavement should be adopted by the cor- local improvements which, by the Municipal
poration thecompany was not bound to construct Act. constitute a lien upon the property assessed
a like pavement between the rails, etc., but was but not a personal liability upon the owners or
only to pay the cost price of the same, not to ex- occupiers after they have ceased to he such;
ceed a specified sum per yard. The city corpor- therefore after the termination of the franchise
ation laid upon certain streets traversed by the the company would notbe liable ]or these rates.
company's railway permanent pavements of CIY OF TORONTO . T TORONTO STEET
cedar blocks, and issued debentures for the Rx. Co.-198
whole cost of such works. A by-law was then
passed, charging the company with its portion 3-Electric Plat-Reference to experts by
of such costs in the manner and for the period court-Adoption ofr ort by two courts-Appeal
that adjacent owners were assessed under the on question offeet - bitration clause in centrec
-Municipal Act for local improvements. The -ight of action.) The Royal Electric Coi-
company paid the several rates assessed up to pany having sued the city of Three Rivers for
the year 1886, but refused to pay for subsequent the contract price of the installation of a com-
years on the ground that the cedar block pave- plete electric plant, which under the terms of
ment had proved to be by no means permanent, the contract was to be put in operation for at
but defective and wholly insufficient for streets least six weeks before paymeutofthe price could
upon which the railway was operated. An be claimed, the court referred the case to experts
action having been brought by the city for these on the question whether the contract had been
rates, it was held that the company was only substantially fulfilled, and they found thatowiug
liable to pay for permanent roadways and a to certain defects the contract had not been
reference was ordered to determine, among other satisfactorily completed. The Superior Court
things, whether or not the pavements laid by the adopted the finding of fact of the experts and
city were permanent. This reference was not dismissed the action. The Court of Queen's
proceeded with but an agreement was entered Bench for Lower Canada (appeal side) on an
into by which all matters in dispute to the end appeal affirmed the judgment of the Superior
of the year 1888 were settled, and thereafter the Court and on an appeal to the Supreme Court
company was to pay a specific sum annually per of Canada Held, affirming the judgments of
mile in lien of all claims on account of deben- the courts below, that it being found that the
tures maturing after that date, and "in lieu of' appellants had not fulfilled their contract within
the company's liability for construction, re- ,the delay specified, they could not recover-Held
newal. maintenance and repair in respect of all i also, that when a contract provides that no
the portions of streets occupied bythe company's ;payment shall be due until the work has been
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satisfactorily completed a claim for extras, the contractor for damages caused by delay in
made under the contract, will not be exigible having the timber inspected. MAYES v. THE
prior to the completion of the main contract.- QUEEN-44
Qusere: Whether a right ofaction exists although
a contract contains a clause that all matters in 7-Crown domain-Diputedterritory-License
dispute between the parties shall be referred to to cut timber-Implied warranty of title-Breach
arbitration. Quebec Street Railway Company v. of contract-Damages.] The claimant applied
City of Quebec (10 Q L. R 205) referred to. to the Government of Canada
ROYAL ELECTRIC CO. v. CORPORATION OF THREE timber on ten timber berths situated in the ter
RIVERS - --- 289 ritory lately in dispute between that Govern-

ment and the Government of Ontario, The
4- Action en garantie-Contract-Sub-contract application was granted on the condition that
-Legal connection (Connexite)] The appellants, the applicant would pay certain ground-rents
who had a contract with the city ofThree Rivers and bonuses, make surveys fnd build a mill.
to supply and set up a complete electric plant, The claimant knew of the dispute which was
sublet to the respondents the part of their en- at the time open and public. He paid the rents
gagement which related to the steam engine and and bonuses, made the surveys and enlarged a
boilers. The original contract with the city of millhehad previously built, which was accepted

Three Rivers embraced conditions of which the as equivalent to building a new one. The dis-
defendants had no knowledge, and included the pute was determined adversely to the Govern-
supply of other totally different plant from that ment of Canada at the time six leases or licenses
which they subsequently undertook to supply to were current, and consequently the Government
the appellants. The appellants, upon comple- could not renew them. The leases were granted
tion of the works, having sued the city ofThree under sections 49 and 50 of 46 Vic. ch. 17, and
Rivers for the agreed contract price, the city the regulations made under the act of 1879,
pleaded that the work was not completed, and provided that "the license may be renewed for
set up defects in the steam engine and boilers, another year subject to such revision of the
and the appellants thereupon brought an action annual rental and royalty to be paid therefor as
en garantie simple against the respondents. may be fixed by the Governor in Council." In
Held, affirming the judgments of the courts be- a claim for damages by the licensee, Held, 1.
low that there was no legal connexion (con- Orders is Council issued pursuant to 46 Vic. ch.
nexite) existing between the contract of the 17, sees. 49 and 50, authorizing the Minister of
defendant and that of the plaintiffs with the the Interior to grant licenses to cut timber did
city of Three Rivers, upon which the principal not constitute contracts between the crown and
demand was based, and therefore the action en proposed licensees, such orders in council being
yarantie simple was properly dismissed. RovAL revocable by the crown until acted upon by the
ELECTRIC Co. v. LEONARD - - 298 granting oflicenses under them. 2. The right

of renewal of the licenses was optional with the
5-Interest in mine-Agreementto transfer por- crown and the claimant was entitled to recover
tion of proceeds of sale-Statute of Frauds.] An from the Government only the moneys paid to
agreement by the owner of an interest in a gold them for ground rents and bonuses. IULMER V.
mine to trainsfer to anoter, in consideration THE QEEN tH488
ofservices performed in working the mine, a
portion of such owner's share in the proceeds
when it was sold is not a contract for sale of an
interest in land within the Statute of Frauds.
STUART V. MOTT - - -* - 384

6- Contract-Public work-Authority of Gov-
ernment engineer to vary terms-Delay.] Under
a contract with the Dominion Government for
building a bridge, the specification of which
called tor timber of a special kind which the
contractor could only procure in North Carolina,
the Government was not obliged, in the absence
of a special provision therefor, to have such
timber insl ected at that place and was not
bound by the act of the Go, ernment engineer in
agreeing to such inspection, the contract con-
taining a clause that no change in its teims
would be binding on the crown unless sanc-
tioned by order in council.-A provision that
the contractor should have no claim against the
crown by reason of delay in the progress of the
work arising from the acts of any of Her Ma-
jesty's servants, was also an answer to a suit by

8- Sale of goods by sample-Place ofinspection
-Delivery - Sale through brokers - Agency-
Acquiescence.] Where goods are sold by sample
the place of delivery is, in the absence of a
special agreement to the contrary, the place for
inspection by the buyer, and refusal to inspect
there when opportunity therefor is afforded is a
breach of the contract to purchase-Evidence
of mercantile usage will not be allowed to add
to or affect the construction of a contract for
sale of goods unless such custom is general.
Evidence of usage in Canada will not affect the
construction of a contract for sale of goods in
New York by parties domiciled there unless the
latter are shown to have been cognizant of it,
and can be presumed to have made their conti act
with reference to it.-If parties in Canada con-
tract to purchase goods in New York through
brokers, first by telegram and letters, and com-
pleted by exchange of bought and sold notes
signed by the brokers, the latter may be regarded
as agents of the purchasers in Canada; but if
not, if the purchasers make no objection to the

732
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CONTRACT-Continued. COVENANT-Lease for one year-Dominion
.'license to cut timber- Warranty of title-Quietform of the contract or to want of authority in enj toyment ty l

the brokers, and after the goods arrive refuse to neoy e -- -- L --- 4
accept them on other grounds. they will be held See OwN LANDS 1.
to have ratified the contract. TRENT VALLEY
WOOLLEN UFG. Co. V. OELRICHS - 682

CRIMINAL LAW- Criminal appeal -Criminal
9- Promoter ofcompany-Sale ofproperty by- Code L82 sec. 742 -Undivided properiy oJ c -
Fiduc'ary relationship-No n-independent direc- heirs- Fraudulent appropriations- Unlawfullytors-Rescision - - - - 644 receiving-R.S.C. ch. 164, secs. 85. 83, 65.]

See JOINT STOCK COMPANY. Where on a criminal trial a motion for a re-
- 7'served case made on two grounds is refused aod

10--Construction ofagreement-Guarantee-670 on appeal to the Courtof Queen's Bench (appeal
See GUARANTEE. side) that court is unanimous in affirming the

decision of the trial judge as to one Of'such
CONTRIBUTORY-Joint,-tock company--Wind- igrounds, but not as to the other, an appeal toing-up-Sharespidjor by transfer of property- the Supreme Court can only be based on the oneAd-quiacy ofconsiderat io n-Promn ter selling pro- as to wvhich there was dissen t-A con viction
perty to company-Trust-Fiduciary relation- inder sec. 85 ot the Larceny Act, R. S. C. ch.Secret profit - - - - 644 164 for unlawfully obtaining property, is good,See JOINT STOCK COMPANY. though the prisoner, according to the evidence,

WINDING-uP ACT. might have been convicted of a criminal breach
of trust under sec. 65.-A fraudulent appropria-CONVEYANCE- Contract for sale of laud- tion by the principal, and a fraudulent receivingPayment ofpurchase money on delivery f convey- by the accessory, may take place at the sameance-Duty to prepare.] A provision in a con- time and by the same act.-Two ills of indict-tract for purchase of land that the purchase ment (ere presented against A. and B. undermoney is to be paid as soon s the conveyance ses 85 and 83 of the Larceny Act. By the firstP ady for delivery does not alter the rule that count each was charged with having unlawfullythe conveyance should he prepared by the pur- and with intent to defraud taken and appro-

chaser. Fournier and Tascherean J3J. disent- rae ohsonue$i00blnigt h
ing.STEVNSO v. AVI - - 629heil's of C., so as to deprive them of their hene-

And see VENDOR AND PURCHASER 3. ficiary interest in the same. The second count
2--Conatract for sale a/ land- Tender ofcsnves- charged B. (the appellant) with having unlaw-
ance-Objrctian to-Delay-Default of vendor-. full received the $7,000, the property of the
Payment of interest - - - 6323 heirs which had before* then been unlawfully

See ENDR AD PUCHAER . 1obtained and taken and app~ropriated by satd A..
See ENDR AN PUCHASR I the taking and receiving being a iiderneanour

COURT--Jurisdiction-Action for redemption under sec. 85, ch. 164 R. S. C. at the time when
-Foreign lands-Lez rei ite-Action in per- he so received the money. A. who was the ex-
sonam.] An Ontario court will not grant a de- ecutor of 0.'s estate, and was the custodian of
crce for redemption ofa mortgage on lands in the money, pleaded guilty to the charge on the
Ontario at suit of a judgment creditor of a miort- first count. B. pleaded not guilty, was acquitted
gagor, whose judgment being registered is, by of the charge on the first count, but was found
statutein Manitoba, acharge upon the lands. the guilty of unlawfully receiving. On the question
judgment creditor and mortgagee both having submitted, in a reserved case, w hether B. could
domicile in Ontario-The only locus standi the be found guilty of unlawfully receiving money
judgment creditor would have in an Ontario from A., who was custodian of the mioney as ex-
court would be to have direct reliefagainst the ecutor, the Court of Queen s Bench for Lower
land by means of a sale to which relief he would Canada (on appeal), Sir A. Lacoste C. J. dis-
be restric:ed in such a case in a suit in the senting, held the conviction good.-At the trial
courts of Manitoba and a decree for a sale would it was proved that A. and B. agreed to appio-
have been unenforceable in the latter province.- 'priate the money and that when A. drew the
A court of equity will, where persoual equities money he purchased his ra:1way ticket for the
exist between two parties over whom it has United States. made a parcel of the money. took
jurisdiction though such equities may refer to it to B.'s store, and handed it to him saying:
foreirn lands, give relief by a decree operating " Here is the boodle; take good care of it." On
not irectly upon the lands but directly in per- the same evening, he absconded to New York.
sonam. but, such relief will never be extended so On appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada:
far as decreeing a sale in the nature of an equit- Held, affirming the judgment of the court below,
able execution. HENDERSON v. BANK OF HASIL- that whether A. be a bailee or trustee, and
TON -- --- 716 whether the unlawful approtiation by A. took

place by the handing over ot the money to B. or
COURT OF PROBATE - Jurisdiction -Ae- Iro1ehnioeyc c xnrecCOUR OFPROBTE JursditionAc-previously. B. was properly convicted under see.
counts of executors and trustees-Resjudicata 85 ch. 164, R. S. C. of receiving it knowing it310 to have been unlawfully obtained. Gwynne J.

See TRUSTEE 1. 1 dissenting. 1cINTOsH v. THE QUEEN - 180
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CRIMINAL LAW-Continued.

2-Betting on election- Stakeholder-R. S. C.
c. 159 8. 9-Accessories-R. S. C. c. 145 8. 7 ]
The depositary of money staked by two in-
dividuals on the result of an election for the
House of Commons is guilty of a misdemeanour
under R. S. C. c. 159 s. 9 (Crim. Code s. 204)
and the bettors are accessories to the commission
of the offence. R. S. C. c. 145 s. 7. REG. V.
DILLON (10 Ont. P. R. 352) overruled. WALSH
v. THEBILCOCK - - - - 695

3-Debtor and creditor-Pretended agent of
creditor-False representations-Fraid-Bat if-
cation-Indictable offnce. - - 277

See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR 1.

CROWN-Crown lands-Dominion license to cut
timtber-Implied covenant-Warranty of title-
Quiet enjoyment.] Licenses granted and actually
current in 1884 and 1885 conferred upon the
licensee "full right, power and license to take
and keep exclusive possession of the said lands
except as thereinafter mentioned for and during
the period of one year from the 31st of December,
1883, to 31st December, 1884, and no longer."
Quere. Though this was in law a lease for one
year of the lands comprised in the license, was
the crown bound by any implied covenant to be
read into the license for good right and title to
make the lease and for quiet enjoyment? BUL-
MER v. THE QUEEN - - - - 488

2-Foreshore of harbour-Title to-Grant to
railway ofuser-Interference with access to--Jus
publicum - - - - - - 1

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 1.
" FORESHORE.

3-Petition of right-Contract for public work
-Extras-Final certifcite - - 62

See CONTRACT 1.

4-Construction of public work-Interference
with public riqhts-Intjury to private owner-
A mCHIBALD v. THE QUEEN - - - 147

5-Public work- Terms of contract-Authority
of Government Engineer to vary-Delay - 454

See CONTRACT 6.

6 -Government buildings-Supply of water to-
Water rates-Discount for prompt payment-Re-

fusal of discount - - - 514
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 5.

CROWN LANDS-Disputed territory-License
to cut timber-Impled warranty of title-Breach
of contract-Damages.) The claimant applied
to the Government of Canada for licenses to cut
timber on ten timber berths situated in the terri-
tory lately in dispute between that Government
and the Government of Ontario. The application
was granted on the condition that the applicant
would pay certain ground-rents and bonuses,
make surveys and build a mill. The claim-
ant knew of the dispute which was at the time

CROWN LANDS-Con tinuel.

open and public. ie paid the rents and bonuses,
made the surveys and enlarged a mill be had
previously built, which was accepted as equiva-
lent to building a new one. The dispute was
determined adversely to the Government of
Canada at the time six leases or licenses were
current, and consequently the Government
could not renew them The lease was granted
under sections 49 and 50 of 46 Vic. ch. 17, and
the regulations made under the act of 1879 pro-
vided that " the license may be renewed for
another year subject to such revision of the
annual rental and ro-alty to be paid therefor as
may be fixed by the Governor in Council." In
a claim for damages by the licensee. Held, 1.
Orders in Council issued pursuant to 46 Vic. ch.
17, sees. 49 and 50, authorizing the Minister of
the Interior to grant licenses to cut timber, did
not constitute contracts between the crown and
proposed licensees such orders in council being
revocable by the crown until acted upon by the
granting of licenses under them. 2. The right
of renewal of the licenses was optional with the
crown and the claimant was entitled to recover
from the Government only the moneys paid to
them for ground rents and bonuses. The licenses
which vere granted and actually current in
1884 and 1885 conferred upon the licensee " full
right, power and license to take and keep ex-
clusive possession of the said lands except as
thereinafter mentioned for and during the period
of one year from the 31st of December, 1883, to
the 31st December, 1884, and no longer " QuTre.
Though this was in law a lease for one year of
the lands comprised tn the liense was the
crown bound by any implied covenant to be read
into the license for good right and title to make
the lease and for quiet enjoyment? BULER V.
THE QUEEN - - - - 488

2-Action en bornage-R.S.Q. arts. 4153, 4154,
4155 -- --- 225

See BOUNDARY.

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR-Payment to pre-
tended agent-False representations as to auth ority
-Ratification by creditor-Indictable offence.]
Where payment is obtained from a debtor by one
who falsely represents that he is agent of the
creditor, upon whom a fraud is thereby commit-
ted, if the creditor ratifies and confirms the pay-
merit he adopts the agency of the person receiv-
ing themoney and makes the payment equivalent
to one to an authorized agent.-The payment
may be ratified and the agency adopted, even
though the person receiving the money has, by
his false representations, committed an indicta-
ble offence. SCOTT v. BANK OF NEW BReNSWICK

277

2-Insolvency-Knowledge of, by creditor-
Fraudulent preference-Pledge - Warehouse re-
ceipt-Novation-Arts. 1035, 1036, 1169 C.C.]
W. E. E., connected with two business firms in
Montreal. viz., the firm of W. E. Elliott & Co.,
oil merchants, of which he was the sole member

734 INDEX.
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DEBTOR AND CREDITOR- Con tinned. DEBTOR AND CREDITOR-Contined.
and Elliott, Finlayson & Co., wine merchants, of oil for the snbstituted notes ofElliott, Fin-
made a judicial abandonment on the 18th An- layson & Co. was also a fraudulent prefercuce.
gust, 1889, of his oil business Both firms had Art. 1035 0.0. Gwynne JJ. dissenting. 3rd,
kept their accounts with the Bank of Commerce. reversing the judgment of the Court of Queen's
The bank discounted for W. E. Elliott & Co., Bench and restoring the judgment of the Su-
before his departure for England on the 30th perior Court, that the legal effect of she trans-
June, a note of $5,087.50 due 1st October, signed action of the 10th Asgust was to release the
by John Elliott & Co. and indorsed by W. E. pledgd 146 barrels of'oil, and that they became
Elliott & Co. and Elliott, Finlayson & Co., and immediately the property of the insolvents
on the 5th July took, as collateral security from creditors and could not be held by the bank as
Finlayson, who was also W. E. Elliott's agent collateral security for Elliott, Finlayson & Co.'s
during his absence, a warehouse receipt for 292 substituted notes. Arts. 1169 and 1035 0.0.
barrels of oil, and the discount was credited to I Gwynne and Patterson JJ. dissenting. STEVEN-
Elliott,.Finlayson & Co. On and about the 9th I SON V CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE - 530

-July 146 barrels were sold, and the proceeds, I
viz., $3,528.30, were subsequently, on the 9th 3-Prescrpton- Unpaid note-Security for,
August, credited to the note of $5,087.50. On by d - - - 243
the 3th July McDougall, Logie & Co. failed and See PRESCRIPTIO 1.
W. E. E. was involved in the failure to the ex-
tent ofS$17,000. of which amount the bank held DEDICATION-Ofpublic street-Exising ob-
$7,559.30 and on the 16th July Finlayson, as truction-ligkt ofowner or occupier to compen-
agent for W. E. E.. left with the bank as col- sation. BsowN v. TOWs OF EOAoNTON - 308
lateral security against W. E. E's indebtedness
of $7,559.30 on the paper of McDougall, Logic DEED-Ofland in adjoining counties-Posses-
& Co., customers' notes to the amount of -sion-Title by prescription 92
768.28. upon which the bank collected $1,603.43,
and still kept a note of J. P. & Co. unpaid of
$1,165.32. On the return of W. E. E. another 2- fobligation
note of John Elliott & Co. for $1,101.33, pre- Security for unpaid note-Novation-Prescrip-
viously discounted by W. E. E., became due at tion 243
the bank, thus leaving a total debit of the See PRESCRIPTION 1.
Elliott firms, on their joint paper, of $2,660.53.
The old note of S5,0d7 50 due Ist October, DOMINION LANDS - - - 488
and the one of $1,101.33 were signed by John See CROWN LANDS 1.
Elliott & Co., and on the 10th August were re-
placed by two notes signed by Elliott, Finlay- DON MTJEL-By marriage contract - Pro-
son & Co. and secured by 200 barrels of oil, 146
barrels remaining from the original number t Resl de frai-Deat of us it
pledged, and an additional warehouse receipt of ofwidow to possession 597
54 barrels of oil. indorsed over by W. B. E. to
Finlayson, Elliott & Co., and by them to the See MARRIAnE SETTLEMENT.
bank. The respondent, as curator for the estate
of W. E. Elliott & Co., claimed that the pledge DRAINAGE-Adjoining nicipalities-Defec-
of the 200 barrels of oil on the 10th August. and five scheme-Tortfeasors-Drainage Trials Act,
the giving of the notes on the 16th July to the 5 V. c. 51-Powers ofreferee-Negligence-429
bank, were fraudulent preferences. 1 he Superior See )cXICIPAL CORPORATION 4.
Court held that the bank had knowledge of W.
E. E.'s insolvent condition on or about the 13th I EVIDENCE-Pa usdation for secondary evidence
of July, and declared that they had received 4 -Execution ofagreemest-Leches-Righttoreluef
fraudulent Ireferences by receiving W. E. E.'s inconsistent with claim.] On the hearing of au
customers' notes and the 200 barrels of oil, but the equity suit secondary evidence of a document
Court of Appeal. rever'ing in pArt the judgment was tendered on proof that its proper custodian
of the Superior Court, held that the pledging of was out of the jurisdiction and supposed to be
the 200 barrels of oil by Elliott, Finlayson & Co. in Scotland; that a letter had been Written to
on the 10th August was not a fraudulent prefer- him asking for it, and to nis sister and other per-
ence. On an appeal and cross-appeal to the sons connected with him inquiring as to his
Supreme Court :-Held, 1st, that the finding of whereabouts, but information was not obtained.
thecourts below ofthe fact that the bank'sknow- Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme
ledge ofW. E. Elliott's insolvency dated from Court of'New Brunswick, that this vas not a
the 13th July, was sustained by evidence in the sufficient foundation for secondary evidence
case, and there had therefore been a fraudulent that the letters should have stated that this
preference given to the bank by the insolvent in specific paper was wanted that an independent
transferring over to it all his customers' paper person should have been employed to make
not yet due. Art. 1036 C.C. Gwynne J. dis- inquiries in Scotland for the custodian of the
senting. 2nd, that the additional security given document, and to ask for it ifhe had been found;
to the bank on the 10th of August of 54 barrels land that a commission might have been issued
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EVIDENCE-Continued. EVIDENCE-Continued.
to the Court of Session in Scotland, and a com- owner or master to rebut by positive evidence
mission appointed by that court to procure the that the vessel is not there used or employed in
attendance of the custodian and his examination contravention of the Seal Fishery (Behring'.
as a witness.-The suit was for a specific per- Sea) Act, 1891, 54 & 55 Vie. (Imp.) c. 19, sec. 1,
formance of an agreement by C., one of the subsec. 5. Held, also, reversing the judgment
beneficiaries under a will vesting the testator's ofthe court below, that there was positive and
estatein trustees for division among her children, clear evidence that the ''Oscar and Hattie''
to sell lands of the estate in New Brunswick to was not used or empioyed at the time of her
the plaintiff P.; and the docum-nt as to which seizure in contravention of54 & 55 Vic., c. 19,
secondary evidence was offered was an alleged sec. 1, subsec. 5. THE SHIP " OSCAR AND IAT-
agreement by the trustees and other beneficiaries TIE " v. THE QUEEN 396
to convey the said lands to C. The evidence
was received, but only established the execution 4--Seal Fishery (North Pacific) Act, 1893, 56
of the alleged agreement by one of the trustees 4 57 Vic. c. 23 (Imp.) secs. 1,3 and 4-Judicial
aid one of the beneficiaries, and the proof of the notice of ord-r in counciltIereunder-Protocolof
contents was not consistent with the document- examination of nflending ship by Russian ear
ary evidence and the case made out by the bill. vessel, sut ciency of-Presence within prohibited
Held, that if the evidence was admissible it z,'ne-Bonafldes-Statutory presumption of ha-
would not establish the plaintiff s case; that the biiitt-Evidence-Question offact.j The Admi-
alleged agreement, not being sign d by both the ralty Court is bound to take judicial notice of
trustees, could convey no estate. legal or equit- an order ii council from which the curtderives
able to C.; and that the proof of its contents Iits jurisdiction, issued under the atthority of the
was not satisfactory. PORTER U. HALe - 265 act of the Imperial Parliament, 56 & 57 Vie. c.

23,The Seal Fishery (North Pacific) Act, 1893-
2--Action for personal injuries caused by negli- A Russian cruiser manned by a crew in the pay
gence-Examination of plaintiff de bene esse- of the Russian Government and in command of
Death ofjplaintiff-Action by widow u',der Lord an officer of the Russian navy is a " war ves-
Campbell's Act-Admissibility of evidence taken set tyithin the meaning of the said order in
in first action-Rights of third arty.] Though council, and a protocol of examination of an
the cause of action given by Lord Campbell's offending British ship by such cruiser signed by
Act for the benefit of the widow and childien of the officer in command is admissile in evidence
a person whose death results from injuries re- in proceedings taken in the Admiraliy Court in
ceived through negligence is different from that an action for condemnation under the said Seal
which the deceased had in his lifetime, yet the Fisher ' (North Pacific) Act, 1893, ani is proof
material issues are substantially the same in of its contents-The ship to question in this case
both actions, and the widow and children are having teen seized within the prohitited waters
in effect claiming through the deceased. There. of the thirty mile zone round the Komandorsky
fore, when an action is commenced by a person Islands. fully equipped atd manned for sealing,
so injured in which his evidence is taken de bene not only failed to fulfil the onus cast upon her
esse and the defendant has a right to cross- of proving that she was not used or employed
examine such evidence is admissible in a sub- it killing or attempting to kill auy seals within
sequentaction taken after his death unde: the the seas specified it the order in council, lut the
act. Taschereauiand Gwynne JJ. dissenting.- evidence was sufficient to prove that she was
The admissibility of sucl evidence as against guilty of an infraction ofthe statute atd order
the original defendants, a municipal corporation in council. TuE SHtP "MINNIE v. TuE QUEE-
sued foe iniuries caused by falling into an exca--478
vation in a public street, is not affected by the
fact that they have caused a third party to be
added as defendant as the person who was
really responsible for such excavation, and that
such third party was not notified of the exami-
nation of the plaintiff in the first action, and
had no opportunity to cross-examine him.
Taschereau and Gwynne JJ. dissenting. TowN
OF WALKERTON v. ERDMAN - - 352

5-New trial-Improper reception and rejection
of evidence - Norninal damages. SCAMMEL v.
CLARKE - - - - -- 307

6- Sale ofgoods-Place ofdelivery-Inspection
-Mercantile utage-Contract made abroad-682

See CONTRACT 8.

EXECUTOR -removal of, by codicil-Reference
3- 54 & 53 Vict. (Imp.) c. 19 sec. 1 subsec. - t revoked will-Intention to revive - 101
Presence of a British ship equipped for sealing See WILL 2.
in Behring sea-Onus probandi-Lauful deten-
tion.] On 30th August, 1891, the ship " Oscar 2-and trustee-Accounts-Jrisdiction ofpro-
and Hattie," a fully equipped sealer, was seized bate court-Resjudicata 310
in Gotzleb Harbour, in Behring Sea, while See TRUSTEE J.
taking in a supply of water. Held, affirming
the judgment of the court bJow, that when a EXPROPRIATION - Railway expropriation--
British ship is found in the prohibited waters of Awarl-Additioral interest-Confirmation oftitle
Behring sea, the lburthen of proof is upon the -Diligence-The Railway Act, 1888, s 3s. 062
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EXPROPRIATION- Continued. FORESHORE- Continued.

170, 172.] On a petition to the Superior Court, the plan deposited in the office of the Minister
prayinv that a railway company be ordered to of Railways, thejsspublicumto get access to and
pay into the hands of the prothonotary of the from the water at the foot of Gore Avenue is
Superior Court a sum equivalent to six per cent subordinate to the rights given to the railroad
on the amount of an award previously deposited company by the statute (44 Vic. c. 1, sec. 18 a)
in court under sec. 170 of the Railway Act, and on the said foreshore, and therefore the injunc-
praying further that the company should be tion was properly granted. CITY OF VANCOUVER
enjoined and ordered to proceed to confirmation v. CANADIAN PAciFic RAILWAY CO.
of title with a view to the distribution of the
money, the company pleaded that the company FRAUDULENT PREFERENCE-Insolvency-
had no power to grant such an order and that Transfer of insolvent's property to creditor-
the delays in proceeding to confirmation of title Knowledge of creditor-Arts. 1035, 1036, 1169
had been caused by the petitioner who had on--530
successfully appealed to the higher courts for an
increased amount. Held, reversing the judg-
ment of the court below, that by the terms of, GAME LAWS-Province of Quebec-Game
sec. 172 of the Railway Act it is only by the killed out of season-Seizure offars-Search war-
judgment of confirmation that the question of rant-Justice of the Peace-Jurisdiction- Writ of
additional interest can be adjudicated upon. prohibition-IS.Q Arts. 1405, 1409 - 415
Held, further, that assuming the court had jur-
isdiction, until a final determination of the con- S
troversy as to the amount to be distributed the
railway company could not be said to be guilty
of negligence in not obtaining a judgment in GUARANTEE- Construction of agreemet-
confirmation of title. Railway Act, sec. 172. Guarantee.] A., a wholesale merchant, had
Fournier J. dissenting. THE ATLANTIO & NORTH- I been supplyin goods to C. & Co. wham, be-
WEST RAILWAY Co. v. JUDAH - - 2311 coming doubtful as to their credit, lie insisted.

on their account being reducetl to '5,000 and
2- Arbitration on-Award by majority-Inter- security for further credit. AV., who had in-
ference with on appeal - - - 390 dorsed to secure a part of the existing debt,

See ARBITRATION AND AWARD 1. thereupon gave A. a guarantee in the form of a
letter, as follows :-" I understand that you are

FORESHORE-44 Vic. c. I sec. 18-Powers of prepared to furnish C. & Co. with stock to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company to take and extnt of $5,000 as a current account, but want
use foreshore-49 Vic. c. 32 (B. '.)-City qf Van- a guarantee for any amount beyond that sum.
couver-Right to extend streets to deep water- In order not to impede their operations I have
Crossing of railway - Jus publicum-Implied ex- consented to become responsible to you for any
tinction by statute-Injunction.] By 44 Vic. c. 1, loss you may sustain in any amount upon your
sec 18, the Canadian Pacific Railway Company curreat account in excess of the said sum of live
" have the right to take, use and hold the beac thousand, but the total amount not to exceed
and land below high water mark, in any stream, eight thousand dollarsincluding your own credit
lake, navigable water, gulf or sea in so far as of five thousand, unless sanctioned by a further
the same shall be vested in the crown and shall guarantee.'' A. then continued to
not be required by the crown, to such extent as supply C. & Co. with goods, and in an action
shall be required by the conipany for its rail-by him on this guarantee eld, affirmin the
way and other works as shall be exhibited by a decision of the Court of Appea, Gwvnne dis-
map or plan thereof deposited in the office of the canting, that there could be no liaiity On this
Minister ofRailways." By50 & 51 Vie.c. 56, sec.5, guarantee unless the indebedness of C. & Co.
the location of the company's line of railway be- to A. should exceed the sum of $5000, and at
tween Port Moody and the City of Westminster, the time of action brought such indebtedness
including the foreshore of Burrard Inlet, at the having been reduced by payments from C. & Co.
foot of Gore Avenue, Vancouver City, was rati- and dividends from their insolvent estate toless
fied and confirmed. The act of incorporation than such sum A. had no cause of action.
of the City of Vancouver, 49 Vic., c. 32, sec. 213 ALEXANDER V. WATSON 670
(B.C.) vests in the city all streets, highways,
&c., and in 1892 the city began the construction HUSBAND AND WIFE-Partnership-Diso-
of works extending from the foot of Gore Avenue, lution - Married woman Benefit conferred on wife
with the avowed object to cross the railroadI during marriage- Coitestation-Priority ofclaims.
track at a level and obtain access to the bar- MERCHANT'S BANK OF CANADA V. McLAcH-
hour at deep water. On an application by the LAS 143
railway company for an injunction to restrain -. McLAREN)
the city corporation from proceeding with their
work of construction and crossing the railway: I 2-Don mutnel-Property excluded-Acquiai-
Held, affirming the judgment of the court be-! tion after marriage-Resiliatioa for value-Right
low, that as the foreshore forms part of the land ' Of wife to Possession - - - 597
required by the railway company, as shown on I See MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT.



INSOLVENCY-Right ofsuccession-Insolvency INSURANCE, FIRE-Continued.
of oie heir-Sale by curator before partition- their assignment. The consent of the company
Art. 710 C.C. - - - - to the transfer was not obtained and indorsed

See RETRAIT SUCCESSORAL. on the policy. Held, affirming the decision of
the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, that the

2-ransfer of property by insolvent-Know- mortgage of the policy by S., without such con-
ledge of creditor-Fraudulent preference-Arts.. sent, made it void and he could not recover the
1035, 1036, 1169 C.C. - - - 530 amount insured in case of loss. SALTERIO V.

See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR 2 CITY OF LONDoN FIRE INSURANCE CO. - 32
3- Condition in policy-Change of title in pro-

INSURANCE, FIRE-Condition in Policy- perty insured-Chattel mortgage.] A policy of
Particular account of loss-Failure to furnish- insurance against fire provided that in the event
Findingofjury-Evidence.] A policy of imsur- of any sale, transfer or change of title in the
ance against fire required that in case of loss tie property insured the liability of the company
insured should, within fourteen days, furnish as should thenceforth cease; that the policy should
particular an account of the property destroyed, not be assignable without the consent the com-
&c., as the nature and circumstances of the case pany indorsed thereon; and that all encum-
would admit of. The property of N., insured brances effected by the assured must be notified
by this policy, was destroyed by fire and in lieu within fifteen days therefrom. feld, reversing
of the required account he delivered to the agent the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova
of the insurers an affidavit in which, after stat- Scotia, that giving a chattel mortgage on the
ing the general character of the property in- property insured was not a sale or transfer
sured, he swore that his invoice book had been within the meaning of this condition, but it was
burned and he had no adequate means of esti- a "change of title" which avoided the policy.
mating the exact amount of his loss, but that Sorereiqn Ins. Co. v. Peters (12 Can. S. C. R.
he had made as careful an estimate as the nature 33) distinguished. leld, further, that it was an
and circumstances of the case would admit of, incumbrance even if the condition meant an in-
and found the loss to be between $3,000 and cumbrance on the policy. CiTizSNs' INS. Co. OF
$4,000. An action on the policy was defended CANADA V. SALTERIO - - - 155
on the ground of non-compliance with said con-
dition. On the trial the jury answered all the INSURANCE, LIFE-Condition inpolicy-Note

questions submitted to them, except two, in given for premium-Non-paynent-Demand of

favour of N. These two questions, whether or payment after maturity- Waicer.] A zondition
not N. could have made a tolerably complete in a policy of life insurance provided thatif any
list of the contents of his store immediately premium, or note, etc., given therefor was not
before the fire, and whether or not he delivered paid when due the policy should be void Held,
as particular an account, &c. (as in the condi- affirming the decision of the Court of Appeal.
tions) were not answered. The trial judge gave that where a note given for a premium under
judgment in favour of N., which the court en said policy was partly paid when due and
banc reversed and ordered judgment to be en- renewed. and the renewal was overdue and un-
tered for the company. Held, affirming the paid at the death of the assured, the policy was
decision of the court en bqne, that as the evi- void. Held further, that a demand for payment
dence conclusively showed that N., with the after the maturity of the renewal was not a
assistance of his clerk, could have made a waiver of the breach of tle condition so as to
tolerably correct list of the goods lost the .on- keep the policy in force McGEACHIE V. NORTH
dition was not complied with. Held, further, AMERICAN LIFE INS. CO. - - - 148
that as under the evidence tile jury could Dot

have answered the questions they refused to INSURANCE, MARINE - Marine insurance-

answer in favour of N. a new trial was unneces- Alisrepresentation- Vessel "when built '-Repairs

sary and judgment was roperly entered for the to old vessel-Changeofname-Register.] Where

company. NIxoN v. HE QUEEN INSURANCE paylment ot an insurance risk is resisted on the
Co.-- ground of misrepresentation it ought to be made

very clear that such misrepresentation was
2- Fire insurance - Condition against assigning made.-I1isrepresentation made with intent to

policy-Breach ofcondition.] A condition in a deceive vitiates a pulicy however trivial or
policy of insurance against fire provided that if immaterial to the risk it may be; if honestly
the policy or any interest therein should le made it only vitiates when material and sub-
assigned, parted with or in any way encum- stantially incorrect.-Representation in a marine
bered the insurance should be absolutely void, policy that the vessel insured was built in 1890,
unless the consent of the company thereto was when the fact was that it was atn old vessel, ex-
obtained and indorsed on the policy. S. the tensively repaired and given a new name and
insured under said policy assigned, by way of register but containing the original engine,
chattel mortgage, all the property insured and boiler and machinery with some of the old
all policies ofinsurance thereon and all renewals material, is a misrepresentation and avoids the
thereof to a creditor. At the time of such as- policy whether made with intent to deceive or
signment S. had other insurance oi said not. Taschereau J. dissenting NOVA SCOTIA
property, the policies of which did not prohibit MtRINE CO. V. STEVENSON - - 137

INDEX. [S. C. R. VOrL. XXIII.7388
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INSURANCE, MARINE-Continued. JOINT STOCK COMPANY-Continued.
2- Trover-Conversion of vessel-Joint owners duties devolving upon him in respect to such re-
-Abandonment-Salvage.] A vessel, partly in- lationship. If he sells, for instance, through
sured, was wrecked and the slip's husband the medium of a board of directors who are not
abandoned her to the underwriters, who sold independent of him the contract may be re.
her and her outfit to one K. The sale was after- scinded provided the property remains in such
wards abandoned and the underwriters notified a position that the parties may be restored to
the ship's husband that she was not a total their original status.-There may be cases in
loss and requested him to take possession. He I which the property may be regarded as being
paid no attention tothenotice and the vessel was bound by a trust either ab initio or in conse-
libelled by K. for salvage and sold under decree quence of ex post facto events; if a promoter
of court. The uninsured owner brought an 1 purchases property from a vendor who is to be
action against the underwriters for conversion paid by the company when formed, and by a
of her interest. Held, affirming the decision of secret arrangementwiththevendora part of the
the Supieme Court of New Brunswick, that the i price, when the agreement is carried out, comes
ship's husband was agent of the uninsured into the hands of the promoter, that is a secret
owner in respect of the vessel and his conduct profit which he cannot retain and if any part
precluded her from bringing the action; that he of such secret profit consists o? paid-up shares of
might have taken possession before the vetsel the company issued as part of the purchase price
was libelled; and that the insured owner was of the property such shares may, in winding-up
not deprived of her interest by any action of the proceedings, be treated, if held by the promoter,
underwriters but by the decree ofthecourtunder as unpaid shares for which the promoter may
which she was sold forsalvage. ROURKE V. UNION be made a contributory. IN re HESS 1IFG. Co.
INs. Co. - -- -- 344 EDGAR v. SLOAN - - - - 644

INTEREST-Expropriation by railway-Award JUDGMENT-Public street - Obstruction-
-Additional interest-Confirmation oftitle-Dili- I Building "upon" or "close to" line-Petition
gence in obtaining-Railway Act, 1888, so. 162 1 for removal-Variance - - - 340
170, 172 - --- 231 See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 2.

See EXPROPRIATION. I " PRACTICE 3.

2-Vendor and purchaser-Agreement to pay JURISDICTION-of court of probute-Acceunts
interest-Delay-Default ofvendor - 623 ofexecutors and trustees-les judicata - 310

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER 2. See TRUSTEE 1.

3-Contract for purchase of land-Agreement
to pay interest- Wilful default of vendor-Deposit 2-Aetionfor redemption-Foreign land-La
ofpurchase money in bank - - 629 rei stw-Action inpersonam 716

See VENDOR AND PURCHASER 3. See COvRT
And tee APPEAL.

INVENTION- Patent of- Novelty - Infringe-
ment - - - - - 172 JURY- Finding of-Question offizt-Inter-

See PATENT. ference with on appeal - - - 164
See eASTER AND SERVANT.

JOINT STOCK COMPANY- Winding-up Act-,
Contributory- -Shares paid for by transfer of pro- JUS PUBLICUM-Etinction of-44 Vie. c. I S.
perty - Adequacy of consideration -- Promoter 18 (D.)-Foreshore ofharbour- Bight of C.P.I.
selling property to company-Trust-Fiduciary Co. to use- - - - - -
relation.] Shares in a joint stock company may
be paid for in money or money's worth and it
paid for by a transfer of property they must be 2-Pubic street- Obstruction-Dedication-
treated as fully paid up; in proceedings under Right of owner or occupier to compensation.
the winding-up act the master has no authority BROWN v. TowN OP EDMONTON 308
to inquire into the adequacy of the consideration
with a view to placing the holder on the list of JUSTICE OF THE PEACE-Game laws-Come
contributories. There is a distinction between killed out of season-Seizure offurs-Jurisdic-
a trust for a company of property acquired by tion-l.S.Q.Arts. l405-1409-Tlrrit of proksbi-
promoters and afterward sold to the company tion-415
and the fiduciary relationship engendered by See PRACTICE 4.
the promoters, between themselves and the com- PROHIITION.
pany, which exists as soon as the latter is
formed.-A promoter who purchases property LACSES-Equity suit-Specific performance-
with the intention of selling it to a company to be Agreec~ent to convey land-Possession.] In a suit
formed does not necessarily hold such property for specific performance of an agreement by the
in trust for the prospective company, but he devisee of land to convey to P. it appeared that
stands in a fiduciary relation to the latter and the agreement of bale to P. was executed in 1884.
if he sells to them must not violate any of the and the suit was not instituted until four years
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LACIES-Continued. I MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT- Continued.

later. P. was in possession of the land during husband under a deed of donation was excluded
the interval. fHeld, that as the evidence clearly from the don mutuel, and subsequently the farm
showed that P. was only in possession as agent in question becAme the absolute property of the
of the trustees under the will and caretaker of father, the dee of donation having been resi-
the land, and as by the terms of the agreement hated for value, it was held that by reason of
time was to be of the essence of the contract, the resiliation the husband had acquired an in-
the delay was a sufficient answer to the suit. dependent title to the farm and it thereby
PORTER V. HALE - - - 265 tecame charged for the amount d under the

don mutuel by marriage contra, t, viz., $3,000,
LEASE-Dominion license to cut timber-Dis- and that after the husband's death the wife (the
puted territory-Implied covenant- Warranty of respondent in this case) was entitled, until a
title-Quiet enjoyment - - - 488 proper inventory had been made ot the deceased's

See CROWN 1.estate, to retain possession of the farm. Tas-
CROWN LANDS 1 chereau and Gwynne JJ. dissenting. aARTIN-

DALE V. POWERS - - - - 597?
LICENSE-to street railway ca-Paymentfor ST A Ea o oe y
horse-car - By-law - Tax on working horses n e -

le259 meat-Negligence-Questions of fact-Finding
jury on.] A gs compandy, engaged in laying

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 2. a main in a public street, procured froma

2-to cut timber-Disputed territory-Domin- plumber the services of H., one of his Workmen,
ion license-Orders-inCouncil-Warrantydoftitle for such work, and while engaged thereon H.

488 was injured by the negligence ofthe servants ofthe company in an aeon for damages for
See CROWN LANDS 1. such injury: Held, affirming the decision of the

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR-Representative of Supreme ourt of sNew runswick, that by the
the Queen-Provincial Government.] The Lieu-!r evidence .at the trial negligence against the
tenant Governor of a province is as much the rompany was sufficiently proved. eld, trther,

I Onows Lheths 1.ntter a cmo m

representative of Her rajesty the Queen for all
purposes of provincial Goverumnentas the Gover- ployment between H. and the servant of the
nor General himself is for all purposes of the company was a question of fact, and it having
Dominion Government. ATTORNEY GENERAL OF Ibeen negatived by the finding of the jury, and
CANADAv. ATTONEY GENERAL ONTAIO-458 the evidence warranting such finding, an appel-

late court would ot interfere. S. JOHN GAS
And see CONsTiTUTIoNAL LAW 2. o ft CO l. eATFELD - - - 164

LIFE INSURANCE - - 148 IM1NOR-U'niver.al lega tee-Succession-Accept-
See INSUANCE, LFE. once by, alter action-Operation of - 597

SeSee SUCCESSION 1.
LOCAL LEGISLATURE - Constitutional law I
-British North America Act. sees. 60, 92-Act MISREPRESENTATION-1farine insurance-
respecting the executive administration oftthe laws Intent to deceive-ofateriality 137
of the Province-Provincial penal legislation.] See INSURANCE, T LARINE1
The Loal Legislatures have the rigtand power
to impoe punishments by fine and imprison- MORTGAGE-Sale of land-Sale subject to
mentas sanction for laws which they have power- mortgagp-]adennity of vendor-Special aree-
to enact. B. N. A. Act, sec. 92, s.s. 15. Athr meat-Purchaser trusteefor third party.] . F.
NEY (IENERAL OF CANADA v. ATTORNEY GENERAL agreed in writing to sell land to C. F. OaFd others
OF ONTARIO -458 subject to mortgages thereon,C. F. tohold same

And see CONSTITUIONAL LAW 2. in trust to pay half the proceeds to L. F. and the
other half to himself and associates. When the

LORD CAMPBELL'S ACT-Action by widow agreement was made it was understood that a
under-Previous action by deceased in hi a life-, company was to be formed to take the property,
time - Different causes of action - Identity of' and before the transaction was completed such
material issues-Bvidence in first action-Subse- company was incorporated and L. F. became a
quent use of - 352 member receiving stock as art of the consider-

See EVIDENCE 2. ation for his transfer C. . filed a declaration
that he held the property in trust for the com-

MARINE INSURANCE - - 137, 344: pany but gave no formal conveyance. An action
See INSURANCE, MARINE 1, 2. having been brought against L. F. to recover

i interest due on a mortgage against the property
MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT-Don mutuel- 0.F.wasbroughtin as third party toindemnify
Property excludedtfrom, but acquired after mar-, V. F., his vendor, against a judgment in said
riage-Resiliation for value.] Where by the action. Held, reversing the decision of the Sn-
terms of a don mutel by marriage contract a, preme Court of Nova Scotia, Taschereay and
farm in the possession of one of the sons of the King JJ. dissenting, that the evidence showed
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MORTGAGE - Continued. MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-Continued.
that the sale was not to C. F. as a put chaser on affirming the judgment of the court below, that
his own behalf but for the company and the as th- foreshore forms part of the land required
company and not C. F. was liable to indemnif3 by the railway company, as shown on the plan
the vendor. FRASER v. FAIRBANKS - 791 deposited in the office of she Minister of Rail-

2- Mortgage-Discharge--Action on promissory the jut pubticnM to get access to and from
note-Security for mortgage debt.] A. and B., t the ig t G ven e i copn
partners in business, borrowed money from C.by rh gie c . the
giving him as security their joint and several
promissory note and a mortgage on partnership said foreshore, and therefore the injunction was
property. The partnership having been dis- I properly granted. THE CITY OF VANCOUVER V.
solved A. assumed all the liabilities of the firm I THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO. - 1
and continued to carry on the business alone. 2-Public Street-Encroachment on-Building
After the dissolution C. gave A. a discharge of , ''upon' or "close to' the tine - Charter of
the mortgage, but without receiving payment of i a(fur sect. 454, 455-Petition to remove obstruc-
his debt, and afterwards brought an action tion-Jadqment on-Variance.] By sec. 454 of the
against B. on the promissory note. Held, affirm- charter of the City of Halifax any person intend-
ing the decision of the Court of Appeal, that , w to erect abuilding upon or close to the line of
the note having been given for the mortgage the street must first cause suh line to be located
debt C. could not recover without being pre- by the City Engineer and obtain a certificate of
pared, upon payment, to convey to B. the mort- thelocation; and ifa building is erected upon or
gaged lands which he had incapacitated himself I colse to the line without such certificate having
from doing. Held, also, that by the terms of been obtained the Supreme Court, or a judge
the dissolution of partnership the relations be- thereof, may, on petition of the Recorder, cause
tween A. and B. were changed to those of prin- it to he removed. A petition was presented to a
cipal and surety, and it having been found at judge, under this section, asking for the removal
the trial that C. had notice of such change his of a porch built by H. to his house on one ofthe
release of the principal, A., discharged B., the streets of the city which, the petition alleged,
surety, from the liability for the debt. ALLIsON was upon the line of the street. A porch had
v. McDONALD - - - - 635 been erected on the same site in 1855 and
3- Action for redemption-Foreign lands-La removed in P5 while it stood the portion of
rei itze-Action in personam-Jurisdiction of the street outside ofit, and since its removal the
court - -- - 716 portion up to the house, had been used as a

See COURT. public sidewalk; on the hearing of the petition
MUNIIPA CORORAIONCityof an-the original line of the street could not be provedMUNICIPAL exedRT ty e n- bit thejudge held that it was close to the line

couver-Rightt so used by the public and ordered its removal
Crossing of railway-Jut publicum-Implied ex- The S
tinction by statute-Injunction--44 Vic. c. 1, upreme Ourto Nov Scireersed hi
sec. 18-Powers of Canadian Pacific Railway Canada: held, that the evidence would have
Company to take and use foreshore-49 Vic. justied the judge in holding that the porch was
(B C.)] By44 Vic. c. 1, section 18, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company "have the right to 1 ~gteln u aighl hti a lsPacific ~ th bel Cm ach "and land belt ot h line while the petition only called for its
take, use and hold the ech and land belowit his rder was properly
high wvater mark, in any stream. lake, navigable reversed. CIY OF HALIFAX v. REEVES -- 340
water, gulf or sea, in so far as the same shall be
vested in the crown and shall not be required 3-Private Road-Riqht of passage-Covera-
by the crown, to such extent as shall be required ment moneys in aid of-B. S. Q. arts. 1716,
by the company for its railway and other works 17V and 1718-Arts. 407 and 1589 C. C.] The
as shall be exhibited by a map or plan thereof proprietor of a piece of land in the parish of
deposited in the office or the Minister of Rail- Charleshourg claimed to have himself declared
ways." By 50 & 51 Vic.c. 56, sec.5, the location of proprietor ofa heritage purged from a servitude
the company's line of railway between Port being a right of passage claimed by his neigh-
Moody and the City of Westminster, including hour, the efendant. The road was partly built
the foreshore of Burrard Inlet, at the foot of With the aid of Government and municipal
Gore Avenue. Vancouver City, was ratified and moneys. but no indemnity vas ever paid to the
confirmed. The act of incorporation of the City plaintiff and the privilege of passing on said
of Vancouver, 49 Vic., c. 32, sec. 2!3 (B C.) private road was granted bynotarial agreement
vests in the city all streets, highways, &c., and by the plaintiff to certain parties otherthan the
in 1892 the city began the construction of works defendant. Held, reversing the judgment ofthe
extending from the foot of Gore Avenue, with Court of Queen's Bench for Lower Canada
the avowed object to cross the railroad track at (appeal side) that the mere granting and spend-
a level and obtain access to the harbour at deep ing of a sum of money by the Government and
water. On application by the Railway Com- the municipality did not make such private
pany for an injunction to restrain the city cor- road a colonization road within the mea of
poration from proceeding with their work of con- art. 1718 R. S. Q. CHAMBERLAND V. FOR IER
etrietion ana crossing the railway ; Held,t l371
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATION- Continued. MUNICIPAL CORPORATION-Continued.
4--Drainage-Action for damages-Reference 6-B-law - Tax on working horse-Charter of
-Drainage Trials Act, 54 V. c. 51-Powers of Street Railway Co.-Payment for horses by-
referee-Negligence-Liability of municipality.]-259
Upon reference of an action to a referee unaer See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 2.
The Drainage Trials Act of Ontario (54Y'. c.51)
whether under sec. 11, or sec. 19, the referee has 7-Public street- Dedication - Obstruction-
full power to deal with the case as he thinks Right of owner or occupier to compensation.
fit, and to make, of his own motion, all neces- BROWN v. Towe OF EDMONTON -- - 308
sary amendments to enable him to decide 3-Action against for personal injuries-Third
according to the very right and justice of the party added as defendant-Admissibility of evi-
case, and may convert the claim for damages dence 352
under said sec. 11 into a claim for damages
arising under sec. 591 of the Municipal Act.-In See EVIDENCE 2.
a drainage scheme for a single township the NEGLIGENCE-Railway Company-Injury
work may be carried into a lower adjoining
municipality for the purpose of finding an out-a employee f j e e wit o
let without any petition from the owners of land a .] hs was a e oyee of the
in such adjoining township to be affected Co.,nwo duty iw to coupercarsin the
thereby, and such owners may be assessed for o yar ofteio In perfin tis
benefit. Stephen v. McGillivray (18 Out. App. dton ne co nd e specifi tions
R. 516), and Nissouri v. Dorchester (14 0.R.f the conductor of an egn aacdtoe
294), distinguished.-One whose lands in the of t car eng c d and rushed
adjoining municipality have been damaged can- owing tothe ngine ci down a brign
not, after the by-law has been appealed against the a oethe befo touplinggs made.
and confirmed and the lands assessed for benefit,
contend before the referee to whom his action
for such injury has been referred under thecon-
Drainage Trials Act that he was not liable to
such assessment, the matter having been con- the draw bars to lift out the coupling pin. It
eluded by the confirmation of the by-law.-The was also contended that the conductor had no
referee has no jurisdiction to adjudicate as to aoity to gi e ir ao the moo
the propriety of the route selected by the engi- 'onteork The jury fund agint bh
neer and adopted by by-law, the only remedy, was antimed by the Div. Court and Court of
if any, being b3 appeal against the project pro-
posed by the by-law.--A municipality construct-
ing a drain cannot let water loose just inside or Sedgewick JJ., that though the findings of the
anywhere within an adjoining municipality jury were not satisfactory upon the evidence a
without being liable for injury caused thereby temind pe King Jt t t e ith
tolandsin such adjoining municipality -Where
a scheme for drainage work to be constructed specific directions were given must be accepted

uiidr avali bylawprovs dfecive iidtheas conclusive ; that the mode in which the coup-under at valid by-lawv proves defective and theI
work has not been skilfully and properly per- hug was done was not an improper one as W.
formed, the municipality constructing it are not ha a right to rely on the engine not being
liable to persons whose lands are damaged in
consequence of such defects and improper con- properly perform the work ii the nost expedi-
struction, as tort feasors, but are liable under tious war which it was shown he did; that the
sec. 91, Municipal Act, for daage done in duct6r was empowered to give directions as
construction of the work or consequent thereto. at the mode ofding th wrif, s a stae
-A tenant of land may !ecover damage suffered
during his occupation from construction of could save time and that IV. was injured by
drainage work, his rights resting upon the same conforming to an order to go to a dang
foundation as those of a freeholder. place, the person giving the order being auilty
TowNsuIP o ELLICE V. HILES of negligence. GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY CO. .
---- - v. CaoOKs - 42OWEEAR 422
5--By-law-Water supply-Rates to consumers 2-Drainage-Adjoining municipalities-De-
-Discrimination.] Under the authority given fective scheme-Tort feasors.] A municipality
to municipal corporations to fix the rate or rent constructing a drain cannot let water loose just
to be paid by each owner or occupant of a inside or anywhere wiihin an adjoining munici-
building, &c., supplied by the corporation with I pality without being liable for injury caused
water, the rates imposed must be uniform. thereby tolands in such adjoining municipality.
Patterson J. dissenting.-A by-law of the city -Where a scheme for drainage work to be con-
of Toronto excepting Government institutinI structed under a valid by-law proves defective
from the benefit of a discount on rates paid and the work has not heen skilfullyand properly
within a certain time is invalid as regards such performed, the municipality constructing it are
exception. Patterson J. dissenting. ATTOR not liable to persons whose lands are damaged
GENERAL OF CANADA V. CITY OF TORONTO in consequence of such defects and improper



NEGLIGENCE-Continued. PATENT- Continued.
construction, as tort feasors, but are liable under end of the carbonized leaf, for about #half an
sec. 591 Municipal Act for damage done in inch, was left without carbon and the leaf was
construction of the work or consequent thereon. turned over by means of tlis Margin. In an
TOWNSHIP OF ErLICE v. iLES - - 429 actio by C. Co. against H. for infringement
- --- v . CROOKS - of their patent: Held, affirming the decision of

And see MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 4. the Exchequer Court, that the evidence at the
trial showed the device for turning over the

3- Collision at sea-Steamship-Defective steer- blank leaf without soiling the finers to hav
ing apparatus-Question of fact. S.S SANTAN- been used efore the patent of , & Co was
DERINO V. VANVERT - - - 145 issued and it was not new;

4-Master and servant-Common employment- only novelty in the said patentwas in the use of
Finding ofjury-Question offact - 164 tape, and that using the margin ofthe paper

instead of the tape was not an infringement.
See MASTER AND SERVANT. CARTER & Co. v. HAMILTON - - 172

5-Actionfor personal injuries-Death ofplain- PETITION OF RIGHT - Contract for public
tiff-Subsequent action under Lord Campbell's work-Extras-Final certidcate-Pleading - 62
Act-Evidence - - - - 352 See CONTRACT 1.

.See EVIDE.NCE 2.
NEW TRIAL-Action on insurance policy-
Findings of jury-Answers to questions-Evi-
dence ---- -- 26

See INSURANCE, FIRE 1.

2 -Improper reception and rejection of evidence
-Nominal damage. SCAMMELL v. CLARKE - 307

NOVATION- Unpaid note-Security for by deed
-Interruption ofprescription-Art. 2264 0. C.-

243
See PRESCRIPTION 1.

PARDONING POWER--Representative ofcrown
-Conferring prerogative upon-Legislative au-
thority.] Qumre: Is the power of conferring by
legislation upon the representative of the crown,
such as a Colonial Governor, the prerogative of
pardoning in the Imperial Parliament only, or,
if not, in what legislature does it reside? AT-
TORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA v. ATTORNEY
GENERAL O ONTARIO - - - 458

And see CONSTITUTIONAL LAw 2.

PARTNERSHIP -Dissolution-Married woman
-Benefit conferred on wife during marriage-
Contestation- Priority of claims. MERCHANTS
BANK OF CANADA v. MCLACHLAN - 1

- - - v. McLAREN - 1

2-Dissolution- Terms of-Change of relations
-Principal and surety-Discharge of principal
- - - - - - 635

See MORTGAGE 2.

PATENT-Patent of invention-Novelty-In-
frinuement.] C. & Co. were assignees of a
patent for a check book used by shopkeepers in
making Out duplicate atccounts of sales. The
alleged invention consisted of double leaves,
half being bound together and the other half
folded in as fly-leaves, with a carbonized lear
bound in next the cover and provided with a
tape across the end. What was claimed as new
in this invention was the device, by means of
the tape, for turning over the carbonized leaf
without soiling the fingers or causing it to curl
up. H. made and sold a similar check book
with a like device, but instead of the tape the

50

PLEADINGS-Sufficient traverse of allegation
by plaintiff-Objection first taken on appeal.]
The plaintiff by his statement of claim alleged a
phrtniership between two defendants, one being
married whose name on a re-arrangement of the
partnership was substituted for that of her hus-
band without her knowledge or authority.
Held, reversing the judgment of the court below
that a denial by the married woman that " on
the date alleged or at any other time she entered
into partnership with the other defendant" was
a sufficient traverse of plaintiff's allegation to
put the party to proof of that fact. Held, also,
thatan objection to the sufficiency of the traverse
would not be entertained when taken for the
first time on appeal, the issue having been tried
on the assumption that the traverse was suffi-
cient. MYLIUS v. JACKSON - - 485

2-Petition of rigbt-Contract for public work
- Final certificate - Extras - Certificate not
pleaded - - - -- 62

See CONTRACT 1.

3- Iefense en fait-Status of plaintiff-Special
denial-Art. 144 C. C. P. - - 597

See PRACTICE 6.

POLICY-of insurance against fire-Condition
in - Particular account of loss--Finding of
jury-Evidenee - - - - 26

See INSURANCE, FIRE 1.

2-ofinsurance against fire-Condition against
assigning-Breach-Chattel mortgage - 32

See INSURANCE, FIRE 2.

3-Marine insurance- Alisrepresentation-In-
tent to deceive-Materiality - - 137

See INSURANCE, MARINE 1.

4-Life insurance- Condition-Note given for
premium-Non-payment-Demand for payment
after maturity-Waiver - - - 148

See INSURANCE, LIFE.

5- of insurance against fire-Change of title-
Chattel mortgage - - - - 155

See INSURANCE, FIRE 3.
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PRACTICE-Suit in equity-Alternative relief- PRACTICE-Continued.
Amendment- Variance from relief claimed by I C-ame laws-Arts. 1405-1409 B.5. (P.Q.)-
bill.] At the hearing of a suit by P. to enforce I
performance of an agreement by the devisee of I Peacue -f Jursisdcto t of Prohbitonwrtit of.]h
land under a will to convey it to P. he claimed Uner uidcin-Poiiin rto.
to be entitled to a decree, in the event of the Udrart. 1405 read in connection with art.
case made by his bill failing, on the ground that O1409 ES. (P.Q.) a game keeper is authorized

mttedtnot rstd vacrdin tto seize furs on view on board a schooner, with-
the rsaid wlawas ouNwBuswcad t a search warrant, and to have them brought
bt antgnistic tof N e ru c nd b for a justice of the peace for examination.therefore void as against him an intending pu'r- beeef
chaser, han. had TER intert in te 2 2. A writ of prohibition will not lie against
ha ec ad to. sad to hitees an heatlad a magistrate acting under sees. 1405-1409 R. S.
the estate. Held, that on a bill claiming title (.Qtdal w amith ation ao hefrs ths sized ounder the will P. could not have relief based e cla ry of his umristion and nece ry camn-on the proposition that the same will was void pAiVNTURR s irreglarit in theT sezue COMAN 5O
against him, and no amendment could be per-men tsab OF o d e accodin - 41e
mitted to make a case not only at variance with, 5-Municipal corporation-Drainage - Action
but antagonistic to, that set out in the bill, for damages-Reference-Drainage Trials Act, 54
especially as such amendment was not asked for V. c. 51-Powers of referee.] Upon reference of
until the bearing. POaTER d . HALE - 265 an action to a referee under The Drainage

Trials Act of Ontario (54 V. c. 51) whether un-
2-Executors and trustees- -Ac ounts-Juridic der sec. 11, or se. 19, the referee has full power
tion ofprobate caurt-Resi dicat ] A court of to deal with the case as he thinks fit, aid to
probate has no jurisdiction over accounts of make, of his own motion, all necessary amend-
trusteesunderawill, and the passingofaccounts ments to enable him to decide according to the
containing items relating to the duties of both very right and justice of the case, and may con-
executors and trustees is not, so far as the vert the claim for damages under said sec. 11
latter are concerned, binding on any other into a claim tor damages arising under see. 591
court, and a court of equity, in a suit to remove Of te M i Il Act- e whose lands in the
the executors and trustees, may investigate such adjoining municipality have been damaged can-
accounts again and disallow charges of the trus- not, after the by-law has been appealed against
tees which were passed by the probate court, and confirmed, and the lands assessed for benefit,
GRANT V. MALA EN f t - cau contend before the referee to whom his action

for such injury has been referred under the
3 -Public street-Encroachment on-Building Drainage Trials Act that he was not liable to

upon" or " close to" the line-Churter of Bali- such assessment, the matter having been con-

fax ecs 454, 455-Petition to remove obstruction eluded by the confirmation of the by law.-The
alle t w onVarine By ste. A orch reeree has no jurisdiction to adj pedicate as to
charter of the City of Halifax any person intend- the propitofherueslcd by the engi-
lug to erect a building upon or close to the line y and dend by ldains the aon t roof the street must first cause such line to be loca- ifse any be by-appal -Agtaint eojec pro-ma
ted by the City Engineer and obtain a certificate psecl e the -law - tenantin of lart aof the location; and if a building is erected uponU.c.P. damae e dur s -c 597
or tofrom construction of drainage work, his rights
lig been obtained the Supreme Court, or a judge i u
thereof, may, on petition of the Recorder cause freeholder. TOWNSHIP OF ELICE V. HIS 429
it to be removed. A petition was presented to the lCiOOnS
a judge, under this section, asking for v.- fense en fait-Status of plaintiff-Special
moval of a porch built by R. to his house on one denial-Art. 144 C. C. P.] The quality assumed
of the streets of the city which, the petition by the plaintiff in the writ and declaration is
alleged, was upon the line of the street. A porch considered admitted unless it be specially denied
had been erected on the same site in 1855 and by the defendant. A dclfens en fait is not a
removed in 1884; while it stood the portion of denial within the meaning of art. 144
the street outside of it, and since its removal the 00 P. MARTINDALE V. POWRS - 597
portion7-Ne trial-Improper reception and rejection
lic sidewalk; on the hearing of the petition the I7 NwtilIpoe eeto n eeto
original line of the street could not be proved' of evidence-Nominal damages. SCAMMELL V.
but the judge held that it was close to the line CLARKE -- - - -307
so used by the public and ordered its removal. PREROGATIVE-of crown-Pardoning power
The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia reversed his! -Representative of crown-Legislative authority
decision. On appeal to the Supreme Court of to confer - ---- 458
Canada: Held, that the evidence would have' See CoNsTITuTioNAL LAw 2.
justified the judge in holding that the porch was
upon the line but having held that it was close PRESCRIPTION - Accounts-Action-Promis-
to the line while the petition only called for its; sory note - Acknowledgment and security by
removal as upon it, his order was properly re-, notarial deed-Novation-Arts 1169 and 1171
versed. CITY OF HALIFAx V. REcE - 340; C.C.-Onusprobandi-Art.1213 C.C.-Prescrip-
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PRESCRIPTION-Continued. I PROBIBITION-Continued.
tion-Arts. 2227, 2260, C. C.] A prescription of prohibition will not lie against a magistrate
thirty years is substituted for that of five years acting under secs. 1405-1409 R.S. (P.Q.) in ex-
only where the admission of the debt from the amination of the furs so seized where he clearly
debtor results from a new title which changes has jurisdiction and the only complaint is irre-
the commercial obligation to a civil one.-In gularity in the seizure. COMPANY OF ADVEN-
an action of account instituted in 1887, the TURERS OF ENGLAND v. JOANNETTE - - 415
plaint if claimed inter alia the sum of $2,361.10, PROMISSORY NOTE-Transfr when overduebeing the amount due under a deed ofobligation 1171 a.t.cPrescreemn -te 24o
and constitution Ar'hypots.qu, executed in 1866, and
and which on its face was given as security for 3 Jip a nderlSeuithor motgae
an antecedent unpaid promissory note dated in idencel] A agreement between the maker
1862tThe e stelaped soa te poonwas and payee of a promissory note that it shallpayabl oThe emsuaned continad the on only he used for a particular purpose, consti-fo l ftutes an equity which, if the note is used inmanner mentioned in the said promissory note, violation of that agreement, attaches to it in theThe defendants pleaded that the deed did not hands of a bon ids holder for value who takesaffect a novation ofte debt, and that the amount it after dishonour. Strong C.J. and Tas1herea7due by the promissory note was prescribed by 2diontract forAuthor o gormn -more than five years. The note was not pro- deeting. ms ay - - 454
duced at the trial. Held, reversing the judg- 2-Security for by deed-Novation-Arts. 1169
ment of the Court of Queen's Bench for Lower and 1171 C.C.-Prescription 243
Canada (appeal side) , that the deed did not See PRiESCRIPION 1.
effect a novation. Arts. 1169 and 1171 C. .
At most,, it operated as an interruption of the 3-Joint and several- Security for mortgage
prescription and a renunciation to the benefit of debt-Release of co-maker - - 35
the time up to the SC elapsed, so as to prolong it See MORTGAGE 2.
for five years if the note was then overdue. Art.
2264 C C. And as the onus was on the plaintiff PUBLIC WORKS-Construction oo-onterfer-
to produce the note, and he had not shown that ence with public rights-Injury toprivate owner.
less than five years had elapsed since the ma- ARCHIBALD v. Tas QUEEN - - 147
turity of the note, the debt was prescribed by 2-Contractfor-Authority ofgovernment engi-
five years. Art. 2260 C. C. PAr V. PAR -243 neer to vary terms-Delay 454
2-Right ofsuccession-Sale by coheir-REtrait See CONTRACT 6.
successoral-Art. 710 .C. - - 317 RAILWAY COMPANY-44 Vic. c. 1 sec. 18-

See RETRAIT SUCCESSORAL. Powers oJ Canadian Pacific Railway Compar n to
take and use foreshore-49 Vic. c. 32 (B.C.)-PRINCIPAL AND AGENT-Sale of goods- City of Vancouver-Right to extend streets to deepSale through brokers-Agency-Acquiescence.] water-Crossing of rlway-Jus pulicum-Im-If parties in Canada contract to purchase goods plied extinction by statute-Injunctionart1in New York through brokers, first by telegram

and letters, and completed by exchange of See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
bought and sold notes signed by the brokers, aFORESHORE.
the lattar may he regarded as agenti of the 2 -Injury to employee-Vegliqence of con-purchasers in Canada; but if not, if the pur-aiay n o
chasers make no objection to the form of the (c
Contract or to want of authority in the brokers, jury-Appeal from - - 422
and after the goods arrive refuse to accept them See NEGLIGENCE 1.
on other grounds, they will be held to have
ratified the contract TRENT VALLEY WOOLLEN RECEIVER-Of stolen property- Unlawful ap-
MFG. CO. V. OELRallIS 13- - 682 propriation - Simultaneous acts-Appropriation

by bailee or trustee - - - 180
2-Agent of creditor-False representdution as to See CRIMINAL LAw 1.
agency-jObtaining paymentufrom debtor-f-tifi-
cation-Fraud - - - - 277 RES JUDICATA-Different causes of action-

See DEBTOR AND CREDITOR 1 Statute of Frauds.] S. brought a suit for per-
formance of an alleged verbal agreement by M.

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY 635 to give him one-eighth of an interest of his, M.'s,
See SURETY. interest in a gold mine but failed to recover as

the courtheld the alleged agreement to be within
PROHIBITION- Game laws-Arts. 1405-1409 the Statute of Frauds. On the hearing M.
R.S. (P.Q.)-Seizure offurs killed out of season denied the agreement as alleged but admitted
-Justice of the peace-Jurisdiction.] Under art. that he had agreed to give S. one-eighth of his
1405 read in connection with art. 1409 R.S. interest in the proceeds of the mine when sold,
(P.Q.), a game keeper is authorized to seize furs and it having been afterwards sold S. brought
on View on board a schooner, without a search another action for payment of such share of the
warrant, and to have them brought before a proceeds. Held, reversing the decision of the
justice of the peace for examination.-A writ of Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, Fournier and
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RES JUDICATA-Continued. SEARCH WARRANT-Seizure offurs without

Taschereau JJ. dissenting, that S. was not es-Game law-Ju riic tion - S1
topped by the first judgment against him from
bringing another action. Held, also that the See PRACTICE 4.
contract for a share of the proceeds was not one PROHIBIION.
for sale of an interest in land within the Statute
of Frauds. STUART V. MOTT - - 384 SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE-Contractforpur-

c hase of lad-Agreement to pay interest-Delay
2- Court of Pro bate-Juriediction-Accounts -Default ofvendor - - - 623
ofaexecutors and trustees m310 See VENOR AND PUaCAsEa 2.

See TRPSTEE 1.4.
STATUTE-Constitutional law-Local legila-

RETRAIT SUCOESSORAL-Righ's of succes- ture-Powers of Lieutenant Governor-] Inas-
sion-Sale by co-heir-Sale by curator before much as the act 51 Vic. ch 5 (0.) declares that
partition-Art. 710 C. C-P rescription.] When Iin matters within the jurisdiction of the lezis-
a co-heir has assigned his share in a succession Ilature of the province, all powers, &c., which
before partition any other co-heir may claim were 'vested in or exercisable by the Governors
such share upon reimbursing the purchaser or Lieutenant Governors of the several pro-
thereof the price of such assignment and such vinces before Confederation shall be vested in
claim is imprescriptible so long as the piartitiohn and exercisable by the Lieutenant Governor of
has not taken place. Art 710 C. C .- A sale that Province, if there is no proceeding in
by a curator of the assets of an insolvent, even dispute which has been attempted to be justified
though authorized by a judge, which includes under 51 Vic. ch. 5 (0.), it is impossible to say
an undivided share of a succession of which ithat the powers to be exercised by the said act
there has been no partition does not deprive by the Lieutenant Gover or are unconstltu-
the other co-heirs of their right to exercise by tional.-Owynne J. was of'opinion that 51 Vie.
direct; action against the purchaser thereof the ch. 5 (0.), is ultra vires of the Provincial Legis-
retrait successoral of such undivided hereditary lature. ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA tv. AT-
rights.-The heir exercising the retrait success-' TORNEY GENERAL OF ONTARIO - - 458
oral is only bound to reimburse the price paid bye O N ON a
the original purchaser and not bound in hisn
action to tender the moneys paid by the pur- 2-Criminal law-Betting on election-Stake-
baser. BAXTER V. PHILLIPS - - 317 holder-B.S.C. . 159. 9-Accessory-B S.C. c.

S145 7.] R.S.C. n. 159 s. 9 provides inter alia
R SALEOFGOODS- -Conrsits of succes-that "every one who becomes the custodian or
-Joint owners-Marine insurance- bandonment depositary of any money 5 V * stakedt
-Salvage.] A sale by one joint owner of pro- watered or pledged upon the result of any
perty does not amount, as against his co-owner, political or municipal election * is guilty
to a conversion unless the property is destroyed of a misdemeanour," and a subsection says
by such sale or the co-owner is deprived of all that "nothing in this section shall apply to
beneficial interest. ROURKE V. UNION INS. CO. 0**bets between individuals. 'Held, re-

cli versing the decision of the Court of Appeal,

by a urator ofmthe sespean Place of Tasherea J. dissenting, that the subsection

though b authorie by ansdectwio h - nlues tn o 51bic cnsrue (0)ais mpssing lea te main

delivery.] Where goods are sold by sample the is not to be exercise by the sai
place of delivery is, in the absence of a special section does not apply to a depositary of money
thremen othe-heirsro the ight tor xe e bet between individuals on the result of an

tion by the buyer, and refusal to inspect there ch 5e.) is dlrmie of a Lis-

when oppotunity therefor is afforded is a breach nour, and the bettors are accessories to

of the contract to purchase. TRENT VALLEY the offence and liable as prin c al offenders.

WOOLLEN MXE. o. V. OLPS - 682 R.S.C. c. 145 Beg. v9 Dillon 10 Out. P. R.
352) overruled. WALSH s. TRoILCOCK - 695

SALE OF LADSalroersoje on o lortgage- "-- vonstruction of-Foreshore - Propertin
indemnity of vendor-Special agreement- ur- -Right o C.dP. B. Co. to use-Jus publicum-
chaser trusteefor third party - - Access to harbour - a s - ay

See MORTGAGE 1. See FORESHORE.

2-Cntractfor sale-Agreement topay interest " MUNsetee CORPORATION 1.

~DlyDfuto edr - - 623 esn h dcso fte or fApa

-Do yteful P afcndo a to 2. 4--Street Bailway.Co.-Agreement with muni-
See VENDOR AND PALLY R C c.cipality-Ex mjori cauteld 1 - 198

SEAL FISHIN-Imperial Act 56 4 8 5 37 Vio. See CONTRACT 2.
23 8s. 1, 3 and 4-Order in Council under-
Judicial notice-Rusian cruiser- War vessel- STATUTE OF FRAUDS-Sale of interest in
Presence within prohibited zone - Burden of land-Agreement to transfer proceeds of sale of
proof---------------478 mine----------------384

See ETGIENCE 4. See CONTRACT 5.
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS-Title to land-
Actual possession-Defective documentary title

- - - - - - 92
See TITLE TO LAND 1.

2- Trustee under will-Disclaimer-Possession
ofland -- -- - 498

See TRUSTEE 2.
" WILL 3.

STATUTE OF MORTMAIN - Will-Revocation
-Revival-Codicil-Intention to revive-Refer-
ence to date--Removal of Executor-Statute ofMort-
main-- Will executed under mistake--Ontario Wills
Act R. S. 0. (1887) c. 109-9 Geo. 2 c. 36 (Imp.)]
Held, per Gwynne and Sedgewick JJ., that the
Imperial Statute, 9 Geo. 2 c. 36 (the Mortmain
Act) is in force in the province of Ontario, the
courts of that province having so held (Doe d.
Anderson v. Todd, 2 U. C. Q. B. 82; Corporation
of Whitby v. Liscombe 23 Gr. 1), and the legis-
lature having recognized it as in force by ex-
cluding its operation from acts authorizing cor-
porations to hold lands.
MACDONELL v. PURCELL 101
CLEARY V. -- - - -

STATUTES-9 Geo. 2 ch. 36 (Imp.) [Statute of
Mortmain] - - - - - 101

See WILL 2.

54 & 55 Vic. ch. 19 (Imp.) [Seal Fishery (Beh-
ring's Sea) Act, 1891] - - - 396

See EVIDENCE 3.

56 & 57 Vie. ch. 23 (Imp.) [Seal Fishery (North
Paefic) Act, 1893] - - - 478

See EVIDENCE 4.

B. N. A. Act sees. 65 and 92 - - 458
See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 2.

44 Vic. ch. 1 (D.) [Can. Pac. Ry. Incorpora-
tion] - ---- 1

See FORESHORE.

R. S. C. ch. 135 see. 29 (b) LSupreme Court Act]
371, 723

See APPEAL 4, 8.

R. S. C. ch. 145 [Accessories] -
See BETTING.

" CRIMINAL LAW 2.

- 695

R. S. C. ch. 159 [Betting and pool selling] - 695
See BETTING.

" CRIMINAL LAW 2.

R. S. C. ch. 164 [Larceny Act] -
See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

180

50 & 51 Vic. ch. 56 (D.) [ C. P. R. incorporation]
- - -- ----- 1

See FORESHORE.

51 Vic. ch. 29 (D.) [Railway Act, 1888] - 231
See EXPROPRIATION 1.

STATUTES-Continued.
55 & 56 Vic. ch. 29 sec. 742 (D.) [Criminal
Code] e U L - - 180

See CRIMINAL LAW 1.

56 Vic. ch. 29 (D.) [Supreme Court] - 371
See APPEAL 4.

R.S.O. (1887) ch. 109 [Wills] - - 101
See WILL 2.

51 Vie. ch. 5 (Ont.) [Executive Administration]
458

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAw 2.
54 Vic. ch. 51 (Ont.) [Drainage Trials] - 429

See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 4.
C.S.L.C. ch. 15 sec. 68 [School Funds] - 723

See APPEAL 8.

35 Vic. ch. 32 (P.Q.) [Corporation of Montreal]
390

See ARBITRATION AND AWARD 1.

46 Vie. ch. 27 (P.Q.) [PETITION OP RIGnT] - 62
See CONTRACT 1.

R.S.Q. arts. 1415, 1419 - - - 415
See PRACTICE 4.

" PaommTo.

R. S. Q. arts. 1716, 1717, 1718 [Colonization
Roads]- - - -- 371

See APPEAL 4.

" MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 3.
R.S.Q. art. 2073 [School Funds] - 723

See APPEAL 8.
R.S.Q. arts. 4153, 4154, 4155 [Boundary Lines]

-225
See BOUNDARY.

49 Vic. ch. 32 (B.C.) [Incorporation of Van-
couver] - - - - - -

See FoREsRouE.
STOCK-in company-Consideration- Transfer
of property-Sale by promoter to company-Secret
profit-Winding up-Contributory - 644

See JOINT STOCR COMPANY.

SUCCESSION-Acceptation of by minor subse-
quent to action-Operation of.] The acceptation
of a succession subsequent to action and pendente
lite on behalf of a minor as universal legatee has
a retroactive operation. MARTINDALE V. POWERS

597

2-Sale of right by co-heir-Insolvency ofco-
heir-Sale by curator-Retrait successoral-Art.
710 0. C.-Precription - - - 317

See RETRAIT SUCCESSORAL.

SURETY - Mortgage - Discharge -Action on
promissory note-Security for mortgage debt.]
A and B., partners in business, borrowed money
from C. giving him as security their joint and

INDEX. 747
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SURETY-Continued.

several promissory note and a mortgage on
partnership property. The partnership having
been dissolved A -assumed all the liabilities of

TITLE TO LAND-Continued.
in title ever had actual possession of the land in
Lunenburg Co.; that the possessi-n of C. was
never interfered with by the deeds exectd ad

748 INDEX.

I

the firm and continued to carry on the business i having continued in possession for more than
alone. After the dissolution C. gave A. a dis- twenty years C. had a title to the land in
charge of the mortgage, but without receiving Lunenburg Co. by prescription. PARKS V.
payment of his debt, and afterwards brought an CAnooN --- -- 92
action against B. on the promissory note HWeld,
that by the terms of the dissolution of partner: TRADE CUSTOM- Contractfor sale of goods-
ship the relations between A. and B. were Place of delivery-Inspection-Evidence of mer-
changed to those of principal and surety, and it cantile usage-Contract made abroad - 682
having been found at the trial that C. had notice See CONTRACT 8.
of such change his release of the principal, A., TROVER-Conversion of vessel-Joint owners-
discharged B., the surety, from liability for the Marine insurance-Abandonment-Salvage.] A
debt. ALLISON v. MoDONALD - - 635 sale by one joint owner of property does not
TAXATION - Street Railway "o-Repair of amount, as against his co-owner -to a con-
roadway-Local improvements- Termina tion of version utnless the property is destroyed by such
franchise---------------98 sale or the co-owner is deprived of all beneficial

interest -A vessel,partly insured, was wrecked
See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 1. and the ship's husband abandoned her to the

" CONTRACT 2. underwriters, who sold her and her outfit to

2- Street Railway Co.-Payment for horse- K. The sale was afterwards abandoned
2-SteetRaiwayCo-aymnt or or- and the underwriters notified the ship's bus-

cars - Municipal by-law - Tax on working band that she was not a total loss and requested
horses-- -- - 259 him to take possession. He paid no attention

See ASSESSMENT AND TAXES 2. to the notice and the vessel was libelled by K.
for salvage and sold under decree of court. The

TENANT-D)rainage scheme-Injury to land by uninsured owner brought an action against the
-Right to recover damages - - 429 underwriters for conversion of her interest.

See MuNicIPAL CoRPORATIoN 4. Held, affirming the decision of the Supreme
Court of New Brunswick, that the ship's bus-

TITLE TO LAND-Disseisin-Adverse posses- band was agent of the uninsured owner in
siaon-Paper title-Joint possession-Statute of respect of the vessel and his conduct precluded
limitations.] A deed executed in 1856 purported her from bringing the action; that he might
to convey land partly in Lunenburg and partly have taken possession before the vessel wasin Queen's County, NBS., of which the grantor libelled ; and that the insured owner was not
had been in possession up to 1850, when C deprived of her interest by any action of the un-
entered upon the portion in Lunenburg Co., derwriters but by the decree of the court under
which he occupied until his death in 1888. The which she was sold for salvage. ROURKE V.
grantee under the deed never entered upon any UNION INs. Co. - - - - 344
part of the land and in 1866 he conveyed the -

whole to a son of C., then about 24 years old TRUSTEE-Executors and trustees-Accounts-
who resided with C. from the time he took pos- Jurisdiction of probate court-Res judicata.] A
session. Both deeds were registered in Queen's. court of probate has no jurisdiction over accounts
The son shortly after married and went to live on of trustees under a will, and the passing of ac-
the Queen's Co. portion. He diedin 1872,and his counts containing items relating to the duties
widow, after living with C. for a time, married of both executors and trustees is not, so far as
P. and went back to Queen's Co. P. worked the latter are concerned, binding on any other
on the Lunenburg land with C. for a few years court, and a court of equity, in a suit to remove
when a dispute arose and he left. C. afterwards, the executors and trustees, may investigate
by an intermediate deed, conveyed the land in such accounts again and disallow charges of the
Lunenburg Co. to his wife. On one occasion P. trustees which were passed by the probate
sent a cow upon the land in Lunenburg Co. court.-The Supreme Court of Canada, on ap-
which was driven off and no other act of owner- peal from a decision that the said charges were
ship on that portion of the land was attempted properly disallowed, will not reconsider the
until 1890, after C. had died, when P. entered items so dealt with, two courts having pre-
upon the land and cut and carried away hay. viously exercised a judicial discretion as to the
In an action of trespass by C.'s widow for such amounts and no question of principle being
entry the title to the land was not traced back involved.-A letter written by a trustee under a
beyond the deed executed in 1856. Held, affirm- will to the cestuis que trust threatening in case
ing the decision of the Supreme Court of Nova proceedings are taken against him to make dis-
Scotia, that C.'s son not having a clear docu- closures as to malpractices by the testator,
mentary title his possession of the land was which might result in heavy penalties being
limited to such part as was proved to be in his exacted from the estate, is such an improper act
actual possession and in that of those claiming as to call for his immediate removal from the
through him; that neither he nor his successors trusteest ip, GRANT v. MACLAREN - 310
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TRUSTEE-Continued. TRUSTEE-Continued.
2- Under will-Infancy-Disclaimer-Pos.ses- 6-Fraudulent appropriation by- Unlawful re-
siaon of land-Statute of limitations.] A son of ceiving-Simultaneous acts 180
the testator and one of the executors and trus- See CRIMINAL LAW
tees named in a will was a minor when his
father died, and after coming of age he never VENDOR AND PURCCASER-Sale of land-
applied for probate, though be knew of the will Sale subject to mortgage-Indemnity of vendor-
and did not disclaim. With the consent of the Special agreement-Purchaser trustee for third
acting trustee he went into possession of a farm party.] L. F. agreed in writing to sell land to
belonging to the estate and remained in posses- C. F. and others subject to mortgages thereon,
sion over twenty years, and until the period of C. F. to hold same in trust to pay half the pro-
distribution under the clause above set out ceeds to L. F. aud the other half to himself and
arrived, and then claimed to have a title under associates. When the agreement was made it was
the statute of limitations. Held, affirming the understood that a company was to be formed to
decision of the Court ot Appeal, that as he held take the property, and before the transaction was
under an express trust by the terms of the will completed such company was incorporated and
the rights of the other devisees could not be L. F. became a member receiving stock as part
barred by the statute. HOUGHTON v. BELL - 498 of the consideration for his transfer. C. F. ied

a declaration that he held the property in trust
3-Joint Stock Company-Shares paid for by for the company but gave no formal conveyance.
transfer of property-Adequacy of consideration An action having been brought against L. F. to
-Promoter selling property to company-Fidu- recover interest due on a mortgage against the
ciary relation - Winding-up - Contributory.] property C. F. was brought in as third party to
There is a distinction between a trust for a com- indemnify L. F., his vendor, against ajudgment
pany ofproperty acquired by promotersand after- in said action. Held, reversin the decision of
ward sold to the company and the fiduciary re- the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, Tascbereau
lationship engendered by the promoters, between and KIng JJ* dissenting, that the evidence
themselves and the company, which exists as showed at the sale was not to C. F. as a pur,
soon as the latter is formed.-A promoter who chaser on his own behalf but for the company
purchases property with the intention of selling and the company and not C. F. was liable to in-
it to a company to be formed does not necessarily demnify the vendor. FRASER v. FAIRBANKS -79
hold such property in trust for the prospective
company, but he stands in a fiduciary relation
to the latter and if he sells to them must not
violate any of the duties devolving upon him in
respect to such relationship. If he sells, for in-
stance through the medium of a board of direc-
tors who are not independent of him the contract
may be rescinded provided the property remains
in such a position that the parties may be re-
stored to their original status.-There may be
cases in which the property itself may be re-
garded as being bound by a trust either ab
initio or in consequence of ex post facto events;
if a promoter purchases property for the com-
pany from a vendor who is to be paid by the
company when formed, and by a secret arrange-
ment with the vendor a part of the price, when
the agreement is carried out, comes into the
hands of the promoter, that is a secret profit
which he cannot retain; and if any partof such
secret profit consists of paid-up shares of the
company issued as part of the purchase price of
the property such shares may. in winding-up-
proceedings, be treated, if held by the promoter,
as unpaid shares for which the promoter may
be made a contributory. IN re HESS MFG. Co.
EDGAR v. SLOAN - - - - 644

4- Purchase of land by -Mortgage-ndemnity
to vendor-Liability of purchaser - 79

See MORTGAGE 1.

5-Trustee-Administrator of Estate-Release
to, by next of kin-Rescission of'release-Laches.]
lACK V. MACK - - - - - 146

2-Aqreement to pay interest-Delay-Default
of vendor.] Under a contract of purchase of
real estate providing that "if from any cause
whatever" the purchase money was not paid at
a specified time interest should be paid from the
date of the contract the vendor is relieved from
payment of such interest while the delay in
payment is caused by the wilful default of the
vendor in performing the obligations imposed
upon him.-A contract containing such pro-
vision also provided for the payment of the
purchase money on delivery of the conveyance
to be prepared by the vendor. A conveyance
was tendeied which the vendee would not accept
whereupon the vendor brought suit for rescission
of the contract which the court refused on the
ground that the conveyance tendered was defec-
tive. He then refused to accept the purchase
money unless interest from the date of -he con-
tract was paid. In an action by the vendee for
specific performance: Held, affirming the deci.
sion of the Court of Appeal, that the vendee was
not obliged to pay interest from the time the
suit for rescission was begun as until it was
decided the vendor was asserting the failure of
the contract and insisting that he had ceased to
be bound by it, and after the decision in that
suit he was claiming interest to which he was
not entitled, and in both cases the vendee was
relieved from obligation to tender the purchase
money.-By the teims of the contract the vendor
was to remain in possession until the purchase
money was paid and receive the rents and profits.
Held, that up to the time the vendor became in
default the vendee, by his agreement, was pre-
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VENDOR AND PURCHASER-Continued.

cluded from claiming rents and profits and was
not entitled to them after that time as he had
been relieved from payment of interest and the
purchase money had not been paid. HAYES V
ELMSLEY - -- 3--- - 23

3-Contract of sale-Interest payable by pur-
chaser-Delay-Duty to prepare conveyance.]
A person in possession of land under a contract
for purchase by which he agreed to pay the
purchase money as soon as the conveyances
were ready for delivery and interest thereon
from the date of the contract is not relieved
from liability for such interest unless the vendor
is in wilful default in carrying out his part of
the agreement and the purchase money is
deposited by the vendee in a bank or other place
of deposit in an account separate from his
general current account.-The vendor is not in
wilful default where delay is caused by the
necessity to perfect the title owing to some of
the vendors being infants nor by tendering a
conveyance to which the vendee took exception
but which was altered to his satisfaction while
still in the hands of the vendors' agent as an
escrow and before it was delivered. Fournier
and Taschereau JJ. dissenting.-A provision that
the purchase money is to be paid as soon as the
conveyance is ready for delivery does not alter
the rule that the conveyance should be prepared
by the purchaser. Fournier and Taschereau JJ.
dissenting. STEVENSON v. DAvIs - 629

WAIVER-Life insurance- Condition in policy
-Payment of premium by note-Renewal of note
-Demand of payment after dishonour - 148

See INSURANCE, LIFE.

WATER RATES -City of Toronto-By-law-
Discrimination in rates -Government buildings-

514
See MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 5.

WILL-Testamentary capacity-Art. 831 C. C.-
Weakness of mind-Undue influence.] In 1889
an action was brought by G. H. H., in capacity
of curator to Mrs. B., an interdict, against A.,
in order to have a certain deed of transfer made

WILLr--Continued.
will of all those whose weakness of mind does
not allow them to comprehend the effect and
consequences of the act which they perform.
Held, further, that upon the facts and evidence
in the case, the will of the 17th January, 1885,
was obtained by A. at a time when Mrs. B. was
s:ffering from senile dementia and weakness of
mind, and was under the undue influence of A.
B., and should be set aside. BAPTIST v. BAPTIST

37
2-Revocation-Revival-Codicil-Intention to
revive-Reference to date-Removal of Executor-
Statute of Afortmain- Will executed under mistake
-Ontario Wills Act R. S. 0. (1887) c. 109-9
Geo. 2 c. 36 (Imp )] A will which has been re-
voked cannot, since the passing of the Ontario
Wills Act (R. S. 0. (1887) c. 109) be revived by
a codicil unless the intention to revive it appears
on the face of the codicil either by express words
referring to the will as revoked and importing
such intention, or by a disposition of the testa-
tor's property inconsistent with any other inten-
tion, or by other expressions conveying to the
mind of the court, with reasonable certainty,
the existence of the intention in question. A
reference in the codicil to a date of the revoked
will, and the removal of an executor named
therein and substitution of another in his place,
will not revive it. Held, per King J. dissenting.
that a codicil referring to the revoked will by
date and removing an executor named therein
is sufficient indication of an intention to revive
such will more especially when the several in-
struments are executed under circumstances
showing such intention. Held, per Gwynne and
Sedgewick JJ., that the Imperial Statute, 9 Geo.
2 c. 36 (the Mortmain Act) is in force in the pro-
vince of Ontario, the courts of that province
having so held (Doe d. Anderson v. Todd, 2 U.
C.Q.B. 82 ; Corporation of Whitby v. Liscombe 23
Gr. 1), and the legislature having recognized it
as in force by excluding its operation from acts
authorizing corporations to hold lands. Held, per
Gwynne J., that a will is rot invalid because it
was executed in pursuance of a solicitor's opinion
on a matter of law which proved to be unsound.
MACDONELL v. PURCELL - - 101CLEARY .-- - -

to him by Ars. ., UIs mother, se as ue an can-

celled. Mrs. B. having died before the case was 3-Construction-Devise to children and their
brought on to trial the respondent, M. B., i re- issue-Per stirpes or per cpita-Stltute oflimi-
sented a petition for continuance of the suit on tations-Posession.1 Under the following pro
her behalf as one of the legatees of her moth-r vision of a will "When my beloved wife shall
under a will dated the 17th November, 1869. have departed this life and my daughters shall
This petition was contested by A. B., who have married or departed this life, . direct and
based his contestation on a will dated the 17th requiremy trustees and executors to convert the
January, 1885 (the same date as that of the whole of my estate into mone
transfer attacked by the original action) where- and to divide the same equally among those of
by the late Mrs. B. bequeathed the residue of all my said sons and daughters who may then be
of her property, &c., to her two sons. Upon living, and the children of those of my said sons
the merits of the contestation as to the validity and daughters who may have departed this life
of the will of the 17th January, 1885 : Held, previousthereto": Held, reversing theJudgment
affirming the judgment of the court below, that of the Court of Appeal, Ritchie C.J. dissenting,
art. 831, C.O., which enacts that the testator that the distribution of the estate should be per
must be of sound mind, does not declare null capita and not per stirpes -A son of the testator
only the will of an insane person, but also the. and one of the executors and trustees named in

[S. C. R. Vol,. XXIII.
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WILL-Continued. WINDING-UP ACT-Continued.
the will was a minor when his father died, and or money's worth and if paid for by a transfer
after coming of age he never applied for probate of property they must be treated as fully paid
though he knew of the will and did not disclaim. up; in proceedings under the winding-up act
With the consent of the acting trustee he went the master has no authority to inquire into the
into possession of a farm belonging to the estate adequacy of the consideration with a view to
and remained in possession over twenty years, placing the holder on the list of contributores.
and until the period of distribution under the -If a promoter purchases property for the com-
clause above set out arrived, and then claimed pany from a vendor who is to be paid by the
to have a title under the statute of limitations. company when formed, and by a secret arrange-
Beld, affirming the decision of the Court of ment with the vendor a part of the price, when
Appeal, that as he held under an express trust the agreement is carried out, comes into the
by the terms of the will the rights of the other hands of the promoter, that is a secret profit
devisees could not be barred by the statute. which he cannot retain and if any part o such
HOUGHTON v. BELL - - - 498 secret profit consists ol paid-up shares of the

comoany issued as part of the purchase price of
WINDING-UP ACT - Contributory - Shares property, -uch shares may, in winding-up pro-
paid for by transfer of property-Adequacy of ceedin gs, be treated, if held by the promoter, as
consideration-Promoter selling property to com- unpaid shares for which the promotor may be
pany-Trust-Fiduciary relation.] Shares in a made a contributory. IN re HESS MFG. Co.
joint stock company may be paid for in money EnoAR v. SLOAN - - - - 644




